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PREFACE.

The present Volume completes the History of the Ame-
rican Revolution, considered in its causes. The three last

explain the rise of the union of the United States from

the body of the people, the change in the colonial policy

of France, and the consequences of the persevering am-

bition of Great Britain to consolidate its power over

America. The penal Acts of 1774 dissolved the moral

connection between the two countries, and began the

civil war.

The importance of the subject justified comprehensive

research. Of printed works my own collection is not in-

considerable ; and whatever else is to be found in the

largest public, or private libraries, particularly in those

of Harvard College, the Boston Athenaeum, which is

very rich in pamphlets, and the British Museum, have

been within my reach.

Still greater instruction was derived from manuscripts.

The records of the State Paper Office of Great Britain

best illustrate the colonial system of that country. The
opportunity of consulting them was granted me by the

Earl of Aberdeen, when Secretary of State, and continued

by Viscount Palmerston, by Earl Grey, and by the Duke
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of Newcastle. They include the voluminous correspond-

ence of all military and civil officers, and Indian Agents,

employed in America ; memorials of the American Com-

missioners of Customs ; narratives, affidavits, informations,

and answers of witnesses, illustrating the most important

occurrences ; the journals of the Board of Trade; its Re-

presentations to the King; its intercourse with the

Secretary of State ; the instructions and letters, sent to

America, whether from the King, the Secretary of State,

or the Board of Trade ; the elaborate abstracts of docu-

ments prepared for the Council ; opinions of the Attor-

ney and Solicitor General ; and occasionally private let-

ters. I examined these masses of documents slowly and

carefully ; I had access to every thing that is preserved

;

and of no paper however secret it may have been in its

day, or whatever its complexion, was a copy refused me.

I owe to Lord John Russell permission to extend my
inquiries to the records of the Treasury, of which he at

the time was the head ; so that all the volumes of its

Minutes and its Letter-books, which could throw light

on the subject of my inquiries, came under my inspection.

The proceedings in Parliament till 1774 had some-

thing of a confidential character ; from sources the most

various, private letters, journals, and reports, preserved

in France, or England, or in America, I have obtained

full and trustworthy accounts of the debates on the days

most nearly affecting America.

Many papers, interesting to Americans, are preserved

in the British Museum, where I have great reason to re-

member the considerate attention of Sir Henry Ellis. At
the London Institution, in Albemarle Street, also, the Sec-

retary, Mr. Barlow, obtained for me leave to make use of

its great collection of American military correspondence.

It was necessary to study the character and conduct
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of the English Ministers themselves. Of Chatham's pri-

vate letters perhaps few remain unpublished ; Mr. Disney

imparted to me at the Hyde, two volumes of familiar

notes, that passed between Chatham and Hollis, full of al-

lusions to America. The Marquis of Lansdowne consent-

ed to my request for permission to go through the papers

of his father, the Earl of Shelburne, during the three peri

ods of his connection with American affairs ; and allowed

me to keep them, till by a continued examination and

comparison they could be understood in all their aspects.

Combined with manuscripts which I obtained in France,

they give all the information that can be desired for

illustrating Lord Shelburne's relations with America. My
thanks are also due to the Duke of Grafton, for having

communicated to me unreservedly the autobiography of

the third Duke of that name, who besides having him-

self been a Prime Minister, held office with Rockingham,

Chatham, Lord North, and Shelburne. The late Earl

of Dartmouth showed me parts of the journal of his

grandfather, written while he occupied the highest place

at the Board of Trade.

Of all persons in England, it was most desirable

to have a just conception of the character of the

King. Mr. Everett, when Minister at the Court of St.

James, keeping up in his busiest hours the habit of

doing kind offices, obtained for me from Lady Char-

lotte Lindsay, copies of several hundred notes, or ab-

stracts of notes from George the Third to her father

Lord North. Afterwards I received from Lady Char-

lotte herself communications of great interest, and her

sanction to make such use of the letters, as I mi^ht de-

sire, even to the printing of them all. Others written

by the King in his boyhood to his governor Lord Har-

court, Mr. Harcourt was so obliging as to allow me to pe-

ruse at Nuneham.
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The controversy between Great Britain and her Colo-

nies attracted the attention of all Europe, till at length

it became universally the subject of leading interest.

To give completeness to this branch of my inquiries,

in so far as Great Britain was concerned either as a

party or an observer, the necessary documents, after

the most thorough and extensive search, were selected

from the Correspondence with Ministers, Agents, and

others in France, Spain, Holland, Russia, Austria, Prussia,

and several of the smaller German Courts, especially

Hesse Cassel and Brunswick. The volumes examined for

this purpose were very numerous, and the copies for my
use reach to all questions directly or indirectly affecting

America ; to alliances, treaties of subsidy, mediations, and

war and peace.

The relations of France to America were of paramount

importance. I requested of Mr. Guizot, then the Minister,

authority to study them in the French Archives. "You
shall see every thing that we have," was his instant

answer, enhancing his consent by the manner in which it

was given. The promise was most liberally interpreted

and most fully redeemed by Mr. Mignet, whose good

advice and friendly regard lightened my toils, and left

me nothing to desire. Mr. Dumont, the Assistant Keeper

of the Archives, under whose immediate superintendence

my investigations were conducted, aided them by his

constant good will. The confidence reposed in me by
Mr. Guizot was continued by Mr. Lamartine, Mr. Drouin

de Lhuys, and by Mr. de Tocqueville.

As the Court of France was the centre of European

diplomacy, the harvest from its Archives was exceed-

ingly great. There were found the reports of the sev-

eral French Agents sent secretly to the American col-

onies; there were the papers tracing the origin and
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progress of tlie French Alliance, including opinions of

the ]\finisters, read in the Cabinet Council to the King.

Many volumes illustrate the direct intercourse between

France and the United States. But besides these, I had

full opportunity to examine the subject in its complica-

tion with the relations of France to England, Spain, Hol-

land, Prussia, Russia, and other Powers ; and this I did

so thoroughly, that when I took my leave, Mr. Dumont
assured me, that I had seen every thing, that nothing,

not the smallest memorandum, had been withheld from

me.

Besides this, I acquired papers from the Ministry of

the Marine, and from that of AYar. The Duke de Broglie

gave me a most pleasing journal of his father when in

America ; Mr. Augustin Thierry favored me with exact

and interesting anecdotes, derived from Lafayette ; and

my friend Count Circourt was never weary of furthering

my inquiries.

My friend Mr. J. Bomeyn Brodhead, was so kind as

to make for me selections of papers in Holland, and I

take leave to acknowledge, that Mr. J. A. de Zwaan of

the Royal Archives at the Hague, was most zealous and

um^emittin^ in his efforts to render the researches un-

dertaken for me, effective and complete.

I have obtained so much of Spanish Correspondence,

as to have become accurately acquainted with the max-

ims by which the Court of Spain governed its conduct

towards our part of America,

Accounts of the differences between America and

England are to be sought not only in the sources already

referred to, but specially in the correspondence of the

Colony Agents resident in London, with their respective

Constituents. I pursued the search for papers of this

class, till T succeeded in securing letters official or private
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from Bollan; Jasper Mauduit; Kichard. Jackson,—the

same who was Grenville's Secretary at the Exchequer,

a distinguished Member of Parliament, and at one time

Agent for three Colonies;—Arthur Lee; several un-

published ones of Franklin ; the copious and most inter-

esting, official and private Correspondence of William

Samuel Johnson, Agent for Connecticut; one letter and

fragments of letters of Edmund Burke, Agent for New-
York ; many and exceedingly valuable ones, of Garth a

Member of Parliament and Agent for South Carolina

;

and specimens of the Correspondence of Knox and Frank-

lin, as Agents of Georgia.

Analogous to these are the confidential communica-

tions which passed between Hutchinson and Israel Mau-

duit and Thomas Whately ; between one of the Proprie-

taries of Pennsylvania and Deputy Governor Hamilton

;

between Cecil Calvert and Hugh Hammersley, successive

Secretaries of Maryland, and Lieutenant Governor Sharpe

;

between Ex-Governor Pownall and Dr. Cooper of Boston

;

between Hollis and Mayhew and Andrew Eliot of Bos-

ton. Of all these I have copies.

Of the letter-books and drafts of letters of men in of-

fice, I had access to those of Bernard for a single year ; to

those of Hutchinson for many years; to that of Dr.

Johnson, the patriarch of the American Episcopal

Church, with Archbishop Seeker; to those of Colden;

to those of Lieutenant Governor Sharpe. Many letters

of their correspondents also fell within my reach.

For the affairs of the Colonies I have consulted their

own Archives, and to that end have visited in person

more than half the old thirteen colonies.

Long continued pursuit, favored by a general good
will, has brought into my possession papers, or copies of

papers, from very many of the distinguished men of the
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country in every colony. Among those who have ren-

dered rne most valuable aid in this respect, I must name

in an especial manner the late Mr. Colden of New-York,

who intrusted to me all the manuscripts of lieutenant-

Governor Colden, covering a period in New-York history

of nearly a quarter of a century ; the late Mr. Johnson of

Stratford, Connecticut, who put into my hands those of his

father, containing excellent contributions alike to English

and American history ; my friend Dr. Potter, the present

Bishop of Pennsylvania, who furnished me numerous pa-

pers of equal interest and novelty, illustrating the history

of New-York and of the Union ; Mr. Force of Washing-

ton City, whose success in collecting materials for Amer-

ican History is exceeded only by his honest love of his-

toric truth ; Mr. J. F. Eliot of Boston ; Mr. William B.

Keed, Mr. Lanedon Elwvn, and Mr. Edward D. In^ra-

ham of Philadelphia; Mr. Tefffc of Georgia, and Mr.

Swaine of North Carolina, who show constant readiness to

farther my inquiries ; the Connecticut Historical Society

;

the President and Officers of Yale College, who sent me
unique documents from the Library of that Institution

;

Mr. William C. Preston of South Carolina, to whom I owe

precious memorials of the spirit and deeds of the South.

The most valuable acquisition of all was the collection

of the papers of Samuel Adams, which came to me
through the late Samuel Adams Welles. They contain

the manuscripts of Samuel Adams, especially drafts of

his letters to his many correspondents, and drafts of

public documents. They contain also the complete jour-

nals of the Boston Committee of Correspondence, drafts

of the letters it sent out, and the letters it received, so

far as they have been preserved. The papers are

very numerous; taken together they unfold the man-

ner in which resistance to Great Britain grew into a sys-
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tern, and they perfectly represent the sentiments and the

reasonings of the time. They are the more to be prized,

as much of the correspondence was secret, and has re-

mained so to this day.

If I have failed in giving a lucid narrative of the

events which led to the necessity of Independence, it is

not for want of diligence in studying the materials, which

I have brought together, or of laborious care in arranging

them. The strictest attention has been paid to chrono-

logical sequence, which can best exhibit the simultaneous

action of general causes. The abundance of my collec-

tions has enabled me, in some measure, to reproduce the

very language of every one of the principal actors in the

scenes which I describe, and to represent their conduct

from their own point of view. I hope at least it will ap-

pear, that I have written with candor, neither exaggerat-

ing vices of character, nor reviving national animosities,

but rendering a just tribute to virtue wherever found.

New-Yobk, 13th May, 1854.
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HOW GREAT BRITAIN ESTRANGED

AMERICA.

CHAPTEK XXV.

the chaeter of massachusetts in peril.—the fall of the
rockingham administration.

May—July-, 1766.

The satisfaction of America was not suffered to con- chap

tinue long. The King, regarding the repeal of the -X^l

Stamp Act as " a fatal compliance," 1 which had for Ma
'

ever." wounded the majesty " of England, and " planted

thorns " under his own pillow,2 preferred the hazard of

losing the colonies 3 to tempering the British claim of

absolute authority. Their denial of that claim and their

union were ascribed by his friends to the hesitation of

his Ministers, whose measures, they insisted, had pre-

vailed by "artifices " against the real opinion of Par-

liament ; and " the coming hour w was foretold, " when
the British Augustus would grieve for the obscuring of

the glories of his reign by the loss, not of a province,

1 George the Third to Lord 3 Considerations on the Present
North, 4 February, 177G. State of the Nation, &c, &c, by a

a A short history, &c., &c., &c., late Under-Secretary of State, 50.

18, 19.
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chap, but of an empire more extensive than that of Rome

;

xxv.
not of three legions, but of whole nations." ?

jj^' No party in England could prevent an instantane-

ous reaction. Pitt had erected no stronger bulwark

for America than the shadowy partition which divides

internal taxation from imposts regulating commerce

;

and Rockingham had leapt over this slight defence

with scorn, declaring the power of Parliament to ex-

tend of right to all cases whatsoever. But they who
give absolute power, give the abuse of absolute power

;

—they who draw the bolts from the doors and win-

dows, let in the robber. When the opinions of Bed-

ford and Grenville became sanctioned as just principles

of constitutional law, no question respecting their

policy remained open but that of its expediency ; and

country gentlemen, if they had a right to raise a rev-

enue from America, were sure that it was expedient to

ease themselves of one fourth of their land-tax by ex-

ercising the right. The Administration were evidently

without vitality ;
" they are dead and only lying in

state," was the common remark. Conway avowed

himself eager to resign

;

2 and Grafton not only threw

up his office, but, before the House of Lords, address-

in^ the Prime Minister, who regarded the ascendency

of the old whig aristocracy as almost a part of the

British constitution, called on him to join in a willing-

ness to be content with an inferior station, for the

sake of accomplishing a junction of the ablest and

most experienced statesmen of the country.8

On the resignation of Grafton, Conway, with his

accustomed indecision, remained in office, but seized

1 Lloyd's Conduct of the Late 1766, in Grafton's Autobiography.

Administration, &c, &e.
3 See Grafton's own account of

2 Conway to Grafton, 23 April, the incident in his Autobiography.
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the occasion to escape from the care of America 1 to chap.

the Northern Department. There appeared a great ^^1
and general backwardness 2 to embark with Rocking- ^^
ham. Lord North 3 had hardly accepted a lucrative

post, before he changed his mind and excused him-

self. Lord Howe would not serve unless under Pitt.
4

Lord Hardwicke also refused the place left vacant by
Grafton ; so did his brother, Charles Yorke ; and so

did Egmont; till at last it fell to the husband of

Conway's step-daughter, the liberal, self-confident

Duke of Richmond ; who added grace and courtesy

of manners to firin affections, but was swayed by a

violent and uncliscerning ambition, that far outran his

ability.
5 He, too, shunned 6 the conduct of American

affairs, and they were made over to a new Depart-

ment of State, which Dartmouth was to accept,
7 and

which Charles Townshend avowed his hope of obtain-

ing from a future Administration. Once, to delay his

fall, Rockingham suggested a coalition
8 with the

Duke of Bedford. In saloons, female politicians, at

their game of loo, divined the ruin of the Ministry,

and were zealots for governing the colonies by the

hand of power.9

In America half suppressed murmurs mingled with

the general transport. Arbitrary taxation by Parlia-

ment 10 began to be compared with restrictions on in-

dustry and trade, and the latter were found to be

1 De Guerchy, the French Am- Commons, and Agent for Sonth Ca-

bassador at London, to Choisenl, rolina, to the Committee of South

22 May, 1766. Carolina, 6 June, 1766.
2 Grafton's Autobiography.

7 De Gnerchy to Choisenl, 22
3 Lord North to Rockingham, 24 May, 1766.

May, 1766.
8 Duke of Richmond's Journal in

4 Lord Hardwicke's Memorial. Albemarle, i. 349.

Albemarle's Memoirs of Rocking- 9 Rigby to Bedford, in Bedford

ham and his Contemporaries, i. 335. Cor., i June, 1766.
6 Albemarle, i. 340.

10 Philalethes in Holt's Gazette,
8 Garth, member of the House of No. 1218, 8 May, 1766.
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chap. » the more slavish thing of the two," and " the more
XXV.
v—~ inconsistent with civil liberty." The protesting lords

May had affirmed, that if the provinces might refuse obedi-

ence to one statute, they might to all,— that there

was no abiding place between unconditional universal

submission and independence. Alarmed that so des-

perate an alternative should be forced upon them, the

colonists, still professing loyalty to a common sove-

reign, were driven nearer and nearer to a total denial

of the power of the British Legislature ; but for the

present they confined their case to the power of tax-

ation. " I will freely spend nineteen shillings in the

pound," said Franklin, " to defend my right of giving

or refusing the other shilling ; and, after all, if I can-

not defend that right, I can retire cheerfully with my
little family into the boundless woods of America,

which are sure to afford freedom and subsistence to

any man who can bait a hook or pull a trigger."

"The Americans," said Thomson Mason, the ablest

lawyer of that day in Virginia, "are hasty in express-

ing their gratitude, if the repeal of the stamp act is

not at least a tacit compact that Great Britain will

never again tax us. The different assemblies, without

mentioning the proceedings of parliament, should

enter upon their journals as strong declarations of

their own rights as words can express. Thus one dec-

laration of rights will stand against another, and mat-

ters will remain as they were, till some future weak
minister, equally a foe to Britain and her colonies,

shall, by aiming at popularity, think proper to revive

the extinguished flame."

To the anxious colonies, Boston proposed union as

the means of security. While within its own borders

it sought " the total abolishing of slavery," and en-

couraged learning, as the support of the constitution
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arid the handmaid of liberty, its representatives 1 were chap.

charged to keep up a constant intercourse with the ^-^
other English governments on the continent, to con- M '

ciliate any difference that should arise ; ever preferring

their friendship and confidence to the demands of

rigorous justice. Henceforth its watchword was union,

wliich the rash conduct of the dismayed 2
officers of the

crown contributed to establish. Bernard was elated at

having been praised in the House of Lords by Cam-

den for one set of his opinions, and quoted in the Bed-

ford Protest as an oracle for the other. There was

even a rumor that he was to be made a baronet. His

superciliousness 3 rose with his sense of personal

safety ; and he gave out, that on the meeting of the

legislature, he should play out his part as Governor.

In choosing the new House in Massachusetts, many
towns, stimulated by the " rhapsodies " of Otis,

4 put

firm patriots in the places of the doubtful and the

timid. Plymouth sent James Warren, the brother-in-

law of Otis ; and Boston, at the suggestion of Samuel

Adams, gave one of its seats to John Hancock, a

young merchant of large fortune and a generous na-

ture. At then organization, on the last Wednesday

in May, the Representatives elected James Otis their

Speaker, and Samuel Adams their Clerk. Otis was

still the most influential Member of the House ; had

long been held in great esteem throughout the pro-

vince ; had been its Delegate to the New-York Con-

gress; and had executed that trust to universal ac-

ceptance.5 Though irritable, he was also placable,

z Records of the Town of Boston 3 Diary of Oakes Angier.
for 26 May, 1766. Boston Ga- 4 Advertisement by Otis, 14
zette, 2 Jnne, 1766; 583, 2, 1. April, 1766.

2 Hutchinson to Richard Jack- 6 John Adams : Diary, 203.

son, 11 June, 1766.
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ciiAt. and at heart was truly loyal. Bernard ostentatiously
"Y "VV

negatived the choice. The negative, as unwise as it

was unusual, excited in the whole colony 1 undefined

apprehensions of danger ; "but the House, deferring to

legal right, acquiesced without complaint, and substi-

tuted as its Speaker the respectable but irresolute

Thomas Gushing.

In the afternoon of the same day, at the choice of

the Council, the four Judges of the Supreme Court,

of whom Hutchinson was the Chief, the King's Attor-

ney, and Oliver, the Secretary and late Stamp-master,

all Members of the last year's Board, were not re-

elected ; for, said Samuel Adams, " upon the principle

of the best writers, a union of the several powers of

government in one person is dangerous to liberty."
2

The ballot had conformed strictly to the charter 3

and to usage, and the successful candidates were men
of prudence, uprightness, and loyalty. But Bernard
" resented

"

4 the exclusion of the crown officers, and

from the whole number of twenty-eight he rejected

six
5 of the ablest " friends of the people in the

board." 6 He had the legal right to do so ; and the

Legislature submitted without a murmur.7

Here the altercation should have terminated. But

on the following day, Bernard—an "abject" coward,8

where courage was needed, and now insolent when

1 Compare Boston Gazette, 17 6 John Adams : Diary in Works,
November, 1766; 607, 1, 1. ii. 204.

2 Samuel Adams to Dennys De 7 Samuel Adams to Arthur Lee,

Berdt, 1766. 19 April, 1771.
3 Compare the Answer of the 8 See the Journal of Captain Con-

House to Governor Bernard, 2 ner of the Komney, and the letters

June, 1766. of Lieutenant-Colonel Dalrymple,
4 Compare Bernard to Hillsbor- Commodore Hood, &c, &c., as well

ough, 30" May, 1768. as the Boston Gazette.—Grenville
6 Thomas Hutchinson to his son, Papers, iv. 375.

then in England, 29 May, 1766.
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he should have been conciliatory—sought to constrain chap

the election of Hutchinson, Oliver, and two others,
1 ^^L

and accused the House of having determined its votes -^ '

from " private interests and resentment and popular

discontent," disguised "under the borrowed garb of

patriotism." "It were to be wished," he continued,

" that a veil could be drawn over the late disgraceful

scenes. But that cannot be done till a better temper

and understanding shall prevail. The recent election

of Councillors is an attack on government in form, and

an ill-judged and ill-timed oppugnatiou of the King's

authority." 2

Concurrently, Bigby, as the leader of the Bedford June

party,3 on the third day of June, proposed in the Bri-

tish House of Commons an Address to the King, cen-

suring America for its " rebellious disposition," as well

as the Ministry for its dilatoriness
;
pledging Parlia-

ment to the coercion of the colonies; and praying

that there might be no prorogation till positive assur-

ances should be received from the provincial Gover-

nors of the return of the people to obedience.4

From the ministerial benches Charles Townshend,

professing to oppose the motion, spoke substantially

in its favor. "It has long been my opinion," said

he, in conclusion, " that America should be regulated

and deprived of its militating and contradictory

charters, and its royal Governors, Judges, and Attor-

neys be rendered independent of the people. I there-

fore expect that the present Administration will, in

1 Bernard to the Lords of Trade, s Rigby to the Duke of Bedford,

7 July, 1766. 4 June, 1766, in Bedford Corre-
2 Speech of Governor Bernard to spondence, iii. 336.

the Council and House of Represen- 4 Journal of the House of Com-
tatives, 29 May, 1766. in Bradford's mons, xxx. 841.

Massachusetts State Papers, 74.
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chap the recess of Parliament, take all the necessary pre-

^v^ vious steps for compassing so desirable an event,

Jnne|
The madness and distractions of America have de-

manded the attention of the Supreme Legislature,

and the colony Charters have been considered and

declared by judges 1 of the realm, inconsistent, and

actually forfeited by the audacious and unpardonable

Kesolves of subordinate Assemblies. This regulation

must no longer be trusted to accidental obedience.

If I should differ in judgment from the present Ad-

ministration on this point, I now declare, that I must

withdraw, and not longer co-operate with persons of

such narrow views in government. But I hope and

expect otherwise, trusting that I shall be an instru-

ment among them of preparing a new system." 2

Rigby was ably supported by Lord North and

Thurlow ; and especially by Wedderburn, who railed

mercilessly at the Ministers, in a mixed strain of wit,

oratory, and abuse; 3
so that, notwithstanding a

spirited speech from Conway, and a negative to

the motion without a division, their helplessness

stood exposed. America was taken out of their con-

trol and made the sport of faction.

The very same day on which Townshend pro-

claimed a war of extermination against American

Charters, similar threats were uttered at Boston. In

communicating the circular letter from Conway, pro-

posing " to forgive and forget " the incidents of the

1 The allusion is probably to the appears to me to be in the band-
Speech of the Lord Chancellor, writing of Moffat of Rhode Island,

Northington, in the House of Lords, and was obtained from among the

February 3, 1766. papers of the late George Chalmers,
2 Manuscript Report of the Con- after their sale.

elusion of Townshend's Speech, in
3 Rigby to Bedford, 4 June, 1766,

my possession. The manuscript
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Stamp Act, and directing the several Governors to °££$
" recommend " to the Colonial Legislatures an indem- rz^r

nincation of all sufferers by the riots which it occa- Juno.

sionecl,
1 Bernard renewed his complaints that the

principal crown officers had been dropped from the

Council. " If," said he, " this proceeding should be

justified by asserting a right, the justification itself

would serve to impeach the right."
2 And inviting

them again 8 to choose among others Hutchinson,

whom, after thirty years' uninterrupted concern in

public affairs, the thought of a retreat, though with

the occupation of Chief Justice and Judge of Probate,

had plunged into melancholy,4 he added, " The fate

of the Province is put in a scale, which is to rise or

fall according to your present conduct."

" The Kequisition 5
is founded upon a Eesolution

of the House of Commons," he continued, employing

the word which that body, after debate, as well as

Conway, had purposely avoided. "The authority

with which it is introduced should preclude all dispu-

tation about complying with it."

The patriots of Massachusetts could hardly find

words 6
fit to express their indignation. Bernard's

speeches fell on the ear of Samuel Adams, as not less

" infamous and irritating " than the worst " that ever

came from a Stuart to the English Parliament ;" 7 and

with sombre joy he called the Province happy in hav-

ing for its Governor, one who left to the people ho

1 Prior Documents, 89.
4 Hutchinson to Bollan, 2 June,

2 Speech of Governor Bernard to 1766.

the Legislature, 3 June, 1766, in
6 Bernard in Bradford, 82.

Bradford's Massachusetts State Pa- 6 John Adams's Private Diary,

pers, 81. Works, ii. 204.
8 Bernard to Lords of Trade, 7

7 Samuel Adams to Arthur Lee,

July, 1766. 19 April, 1771.
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chap option, but between perpetual watchfulness and total

S^ rain.

1766. "The free exercise of our undoubted privileges,"

replied the House,1 " can never, with any color of

reason, be adjudged an abuse of our liberty. "We

have strictly adhered to the directions of our Char-

ter and the laws of the land. We made our elec-

tion with special regard to the qualifications of the

candidates. We cannot conceive how the assertion

of our clear Charter right of free election can tend

to impeach that right or Charter. We hope your

Excellency does not mean openly and publicly to

threaten us with a deprivation of our Charter privi-

leges, merely for exercising them according to our

best judgment."

"No branch of the Legislature," insisted the

Council,2 " has usurped or interfered with the right

of another. Nothing has taken place but what has

been constitutional and according to the Charter.

An election duly made, though disagreeable to the

Chair, does not deserve to be called a formal attack

upon Government, or an oppugnation ,of the King's

authority."

Mayhew, of Boston, mused anxiously over the

danger, which was now clearly revealed, till, in the

morning watches of the next Lord's Day, light dawn-

ed upon his excited mind, and the voice of wisdom

gpoke from his warm heart, which was so soon to

cease to beat. "You have heard of the communion

of churches," he wrote to Otis ;
" while I was think-

ing of this in my bed, the great use and importance

2 Answer of the Council, in Brad-

ford, 88. ford, 86.
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of a communion of colonies appeared to me in a chap.
• XXV

strong light. Would it not be decorous for our -A—
Assembly to send circulars to all the rest, expressing j^'
a desire to cement union among ourselves ? A good

foundation for this has been laid by the Congress at

New-York ; never losing sight of it may be the only

means of perpetuating our liberties."
1 The patriot

uttered this great word of counsel on the morning of

his last day of health in Boston. From his youth he

had consecrated himself to the service of colonial

freedom in the State and Church ; he died, over-

tasked, in the unblemished beauty of manhood, con-

sumed by his fiery zeal, foreseeing independence.2

His character was so deeply impressed on the place

of his activity, that it is not yet grown over. Who-
ever repeats the story of American liberty renews his

fame.

The time for intercolonial correspondence was not

come ; but to keep up a fellow-feeling with its own
constituents, the House, setting an example to be fol-

lowed by all representative bodies, opened 3 a gallery

for the public to attend its debates. It also sent a

grateful Address' to the King,4 and voted thanks 5
to

Pitt and to Grafton; and, among many others, to

Conway and Barre, to Camden and Shelburne

;

to Howard, who had refused to draw his sword

against the colonies ; to Chesterfield, who left retire-

ment for their relief. But as to compensating the

sufferers by the late disturbances, it upheld its

1 Jonathan Mayhew to James s Vote of the House of 12 June,

Otis, Lord's Day Morning, 8 June, 1766.

1766. See Bradford's Life of May- 4 Address to the King, in Brad-

hew, 428, 429. ford, 91.
2 Compare Thomas Hollis to An- 5 Vote of Thanks, &c., &c, 20

drew Eliot, 1 July, 1768. June.
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chap, right of deliberating freely, and would only pro-

L^L mise at its next session to act as should then appear

June' l
ust an(^ reasonable.1

Connecticut,2 overjoyed at the repeal of the

Stamp Act and applauding its connection with

Great Britain, elected as its Governor the discreet

and patriotic William Pitkin, in place of the loyalist,

Fitch.

The Legislature of South Carolina, retaining, like

Georgia,3
its avowed sentiments on internal taxation,

marked its loyalty by granting every requisition,

even for doubtful purposes; at the same time, it

asked for the pictures of Lynch, Gadsden, and Rut-

ledge ; and on the motion of Rawlins Lowndes, remit-

ted a thousand pounds towards a statue of Pitt.

Still they felt keenly that they were undeservedly

distinguished from their happier fellow-subjects in

England by the unconstitutional tenure of their

judges during the King's pleasure. They com-

plained, too, that ships, laden with their rice for

ports north of Cape Finisterre, were compelled, on

their outward and return voyage, to touch at some

port in England ; and they prayed 'for modifications

of the Navigation Act, which would equally benefit

Great Britain and themselves.4

At New-York, on the King's birthday, the bells

rang merry peals to the strains of martial music and

1 House to the Governor, 25 s Sir James Wright (nephew to

June—Governor to House, 27 June the Lord Chancellor, Northingtou)

—House to Governor, 28 June,

—

to. the Secretary, 23 July, 1766.

all in Bradford. Also, Bernard's 4 South Carolina Committee of

Observations, in Prior Documents, Correspondence to Garth, a Mem-
107. Further: Letters from Ber- ber of Parliament, their Agent, 2

nard of 29 June, and 19 July, 1766. July, 1766. Compare his answer
*2 Gov. Pitkin to Secretary Con- of 26 September, 1766.

way, 4 Aug., 1766.
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the booming of artillery ; the Fields near the Park chap.

were spread for feasting ; and a tall mast was raised —

^

to George the Third, William Pitt, and Liberty. At J™.
night enormous bonfires blazed ; and all was as loyal

and happy, as though freedom had been brought

back with ample pledges for her stay.

The Assembly came together in the best spirit.

They passed over the claims of Colden,1 who was

held to have been the cause of his own griefs ; but

resolved by a majority of one to indemnify James.2

They also voted to raise on the Bowling Green an

equestrian statue of George the Third, and a statue

of William Pitt, twice the Preserver of his Country.

But the clause of the Mutiny or Billeting Act,

directing colonial legislatures to make specific con-

tributions towards the support of the army, placed

New-York, where the head-quarters were established,

in the dilemma of submitting immediately and

unconditionally to the authority of Parliament, or

taking the lead in a new career of resistance.
8 The

rescript was, in theory, worse than the Stamp Act.

For how could one legislative body command what

another legislative body should enact ? And, viewed

as a tax, it was unjust, for it threw all the burden on

the colony where the troops chanced to be col-

lected. The Kequisition of the General, made
through the Governor, " agreeably to the Act of

Parliament," was therefore declared to be unpre-

cedented in its character and unreasonable in its

amount; yet in the exercise of the right of free

1 Lieut. Gov. Colden to General s Moore to Conway, and Gage to
Amherst, 24 June, 1706. Moore, in Prior Documents, 94,

a Colden to Conway, June, 1106. &c.
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chap, deliberation, every thing asked for was voted, except

—r-L such articles as were not provided in Europe for

june
* British troops which were in barracks.

The General and the Governor united in accept-

ing the grant ; but in reporting the affair, the well-

meaning, indolent Moore reflected the opinions of

the army, whose officers still compared the Ameri-

cans to the rebels of Scotland, and wished them a

defeat like that of Culloden.1 "My message," said

he at the end of his narrative, " is treated merely as

a Requisition made here; and they have carefully

avoided the least mention of the Act on which it is

founded. It is my opinion, that every Act of Parlia-

ment, when not backed by a sufficient power to en-

force it, will meet with the same fate."
2

From Boston, Bernard, without any good reason,

chimed in with the complainers. "This Govern-

ment," said he, " quickened and encouraged by the

occurrences at New-York, cannot recover itself by its

own internal powers." "The making the King's

Council annually elective, is the fatal ingredient in

the constitution. The only anchor of hope is the

sovereign power, which would secure obedience to its

decrees, if they were properly introduced and effectu-

ally supported." 8 And he gave himself no rest in

soliciting the interposition of Parliament, and the

change of the Charter of Massachusetts.4

1 Leake's Life of John Lamb. 3 Bernard to Lords of Trade, 7
2 Gov. Moore to Conway, 20 July, 1766.

June, 1766. 4 Bernard to Conway, 19 Julv,

1766.
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CHAPTER XXVI.

COALITION OF THE KING AND THE GEEAT COMMONER AGAINST
THE AEISTOCEACY—THE ADMINISTRATION OF CHATHAM.

July—Octobek, IT 6 6.

The obnoxious clauses of the Billeting Act had chap.

been renewed inadvertently by Ministers, who had -^

—

designed to adopt a system of lenity. They pro- July.'

posed to remove Bernard from Massachusetts, in

favor of Hutchinson,1 whom Conway had been duped

into believing a friend to colonial liberty. Reviv-

ing against Spain the claim for the ransom of the

Manillas, they suggested in lieu of it a cession of the

island of New Orleans ; though the Spanish ambassa-

dor took fire at the thought, saying, " New Orleans is

the key to Mexico." 2 With equally vain endeavors,

they were forming new and milder instructions

for the government of Canada,3 in the hope to

combine respect for the municipal customs and reli-

gion of its old inhabitants, with the safeguards of the

English criminal law.4 The conquest of New France

1 Thos. Hutchinson, jr., to Thos. * Paper in the Lansdowne House
Hutchinson, July, 1766. Manuscripts endorsed, "Relative to

2 Durand to Ohoiseul, 27 June, the present State of Quebec, 17
1766. Hay, 1767."

8 Hardwicke's Memorial.

vol. vi.— 2
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chap, subjected to England one more country, whose people

—,-J had not separated from the Church of Kome. At

j^; first, the English penal laws were extended to the

"banks of the St. Lawrence ; but the British Govern-

ment was soon compelled to take initiatory steps

towards Catholic emancipation. Canadians, without

altering their faith, were permitted to serve as jurors, 1

and it was proposed to make them eligible as Justices

of the Peace and as Judges.2 But Northington, in

very ill humor, thrust forward vague objections; 8

and as his colleagues persevered, he repaired to the

King to advise their change.4

The time was now come for the eclipse of the ge-

nius and of the glory of William Pitt. Unrelenting

disease and the labors of the winter session had ex-

hausted his little strength, and irreparably wrecked

his constitution. Had he remained out of place, and

appeared at intervals in the House of Commons, he

would have left a name needing no careful and impar-

tial analysis of facts for his apology. As it is, I have

to record, how unsuccessfully he labored to diminish

the aristocratic ascendency in England ; to perpetuate

colonial liberty ; to rescue India from the misrule of

commercial cupidity; how, as he rose to guide the

destinies of a great people in the career of freedom,

along the unknown future, he appeared

Like one who had been led astray

Through the Heaven's high pathless way.

Farming, grazing, haymaking, and all the charms

of rural life in Somersetshire could not obliterate

1 Additional Instructions to the s Duke of Richmond's Journal,

Governor of Quebec, of 24 Feb. in Albemarle, i. 351.

1766. Dr. Adam Mabane to Gen- 4 Rockingham to 0. Yorke, 4
eral Murray, 26 August, 1766. July, 1766, in Albemarle, i. 357.

2 Duke of Richmond's Journal,

in Albemarle, i. 353.
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from his mind the memory of days of activity, when, chap.

as he directed against the Bourbons the treasure and ^^J
the hearts of the united empire, his life was the life july;

of the British people, his will was their will, his un-

compromising haughtiness was but the image of their

pride, and his presumptuous daring the only adequate

expression of their self-reliance. His eager imagina-

tion bore him back to the public world, though to

him it was become a riddle, which not even the wisest

interpreter could solve.
1

While he was in this tumult of emotions, a letter

was brought from the King's own hand, reminding

him that his last words in the House of Commons
had been a declaration of freedom from party ties,

2

and inviting him to form an independent Ministry.8

The feeble invalid, whose infirmities inflamed his

constitutional hopefulness, bounded at the summons

of his sovereign, and flew, as he expressed it, " on

wings of expedition, to lay at the King's feet the poor

but sincere offering of the remnant of his life, body,

heart and mind." 4

He arrived in London on Friday, the eleventh of

July, by no means well

;

5 but his feverishness only

bewildered his judgment and increased his self-confi-

dence. On Saturday he was barely able to have a

short interview with the King, and obtain consent to

take the actual Administration as the groundwork of

his own

;

6 even though Newcastle and Kockingham

1 Pitt to Countess Stanhope, 20 Northington to Pitt, 7 July, 1766.

June, 1766. In Mahon's History of Chat. Cor. ii. 435.

England, v. Appendix, vii.
4 Pitt, in Chat. Corr. ii. 435.

2 Rigby to Bedford, 24 April,
6
Pitt to Lady Chatham, 12 July,

1766. Bedford Correspondence, 1766. Chat. Corr. ii. 439.

iii. 333. c That Pitt stated this on Satur-
8 The King to Pitt, 7 July, 1766. day the 12th appears from the

Chatham Correspondence, ii. 436. King's secret note of the 15th July.
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chap, should retire.
1 True to his affections, lie next invited

XXVI • .—,-w Temple, the beloved brother of his wife, the head of

Jul
' her family, and their common benefactor, to become

the First Lord of the Treasury. But Temple, who
had connected himself with Grenville 2 and the party

of Bedford, refused to unite with the friends of Rock-

ingham ; and, having told the King, " he would not

go into the Ministry like a child, to come out like a

fool,"
s he returned to Stowe, repeating this speech to

the world, dictating a scurrilous pamphlet against his

brother-in-law, and enjoying the notoriety of having

been solicited to take office and been found imprac-

ticable.

The discussion with Temple and its issue, still fur-

ther aggravated the malady of Pitt. He was too ill,

on the eighteenth, to see the King, or even the Duke
of Grafton, and yet, passing between all the factions

of the aristocracy, he proceeded to form a Ministry.

Grafton, to whom, on Saturday, he offered the Trea-

sury, was one who did not see far before him, and

was always making mistakes. His judgment was

often in error; though his candor remained unim-

paired. Without consultation, he went directly to

Charles Townshend, by whose assiduous court and

rare abilities he had been " captivated ;

" and found

him " eager to give up the Paymaster's place for the

office of Chancellor of the Exchequer ;

" which must

have seemed to him " the readiest road to the upper

seat." When informed of this proposal, Pitt, who

1 Camden to Thomas Walpole, 13 8 Inquiry into the Conduct of a
July, and 19 July, 1766. In Camp- late Eight Honorable Commoner,
bell's Chancellors, v. 257, 258. Durand, to Due de Choiseul, 3 Juil-

2 Geo. Grenville to Bedford, 15 let, 1766. Temple to Lady Chatham,
July, 1766, in Bedford Corr. iii. Chat. Corr. ii. 469.

340.
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better understood Townshend's character, said every chap.

thing to dissuade Grafton from taking such a man as —^
his second; warning him of the many unexpected j'

ul
*

disappointments which he was preparing. But "I

was weak enough, very unwisely, to persist in my
desire," Grafton afterwards wrote, more anxious to

manifest the integrity of his intentions, than to con-

ceal the consequences of his advice. Pitt loved

to oblige those in whom he confided, and at last

gave way, though much against his inclination, as

well as his opinion ; insisting, however, that Town-

shend was not to be called to the Cabinet.1 On learn-

ing this exclusion, Townshend hesitated ; but, finally,

on the twenty-sixth, pleading " the express com-

mands" of the King, he acquiesced. "I sacrifice,"

said he, "with cheerfulness and from principle, all

that men usually pursue." Affecting to trust that

this merit would be acknowledged by posterity, he

pledged himself, in every measure of business and

every act of life, to cultivate Pitt's confidence and

esteem ; and, to Grafton he said, " My plan is a plan

of union with your Grace; words are useless; God
prosper our joint labors, and may our mutual trust,

affection, and friendship grow from every act of our

lives."
2 Thus he professed himself a devotee to Pitt

and Grafton, being sure to do his utmost to thwart

the one, and to supersede the other.

The lead in the House of Commons was assigned

to Conway, as one of the Secretaries of State ; the

care of America to the Earl of Shelburne, notwith-

standing he suffered under the King's extreme dis-

1 Grafton's Autobiography. graphy ; and C. Townshend to
2
0. Townshend to Grafton, 25 Pitt, 26 July, 1766. Chatham

July, 1766, in Grafton's Autobio- Corr. ii. 464, 465.
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like.
1 The seals of the highest judicial office were

confided to Camden, who had called taxing America,

by Act of Parliament, a robbery. The former Chan-

cellor became President of the Council ; while the

Prime Minister's own infirmities, which should have

forbidden him to take office at all, made him reserve

for himself the quiet custody of the Privy SeaL

Taken as a whole, the Cabinet—of which the Mem-
bers were Pitt, Camden, Grafton, Conway, Shelburne,

and the now inactive Northington—was the most

liberal that had been composed in England. " If ever

a Cabinet," wrote a sagacious observer,2 " can hope for

the rare privilege of unanimity, it is this, in which

Pitt will see none but persons whose imagination he

has subjugated, whose premature advancement is due

to his choice, whose expectations of permanent for-

tune rest on him alone."

Of the friends of Rockingham, Lord John Caven-

dish set the example of refusing to serve under Graf-

ton ; but he insisted to Conway that acts of civility

would satisfy the heads of his party. At this sugges-

tion, Pitt, on the twenty-seventh of July, went to pay

Eockingham a visit of respect ; and had passed the

threshold,3 when the young chief of the great whig

families, refusing to receive him, turned the venerable

1 Walpole's George the Third, ii. to forget historic exactness, and
349. quote his brilliant epigrams. Chat-

2 Durand to Choiseul, 30 July, ham's Ministry was at first less of

1766. Eeferring not to Chatham's a Mosaic than Eockingham's, and
Ministry, but to the modifications very much less of a Mosaic than

which Grafton afterwards made in the Opposition, of which Burke was
it by a junction with the Bedfords, now to form a part.

Chesterfield called the Cabinet a 3 Pitt to the Duke of Grafton,

piece of " Mosaic." Burke appro- Sunday, 27 July, 1766, in Grafton,

priated the metaphor, and applied 135. Walpole, ii. 356. Albemarle's

it wrongfully
;

yet in rhetoric so Eockingham, ii. 4. Eockingham to

splendid, that every one is inclined Pitt, and Eockingham to Conway.
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man of the people from his door. But lie was never chap

afterwards able to resume office, except with the

friends of the Minister he now insulted ; and his fol-

lowers never gained, continuing power, till, after

many vacillations and many coalitions with other

branches of the aristocracy, they gave up something

of their exclusiveness, and, in an alliance with the

people, renounced their worn out policy, to advocate

reform.

The Old Whig party which, in 1746, deserted

the public service only to force their restoration on

their own terms, which eleven years later kept Eng-

land, in time of war, in a state of anarchy for ten

weeks till their demands could be satisfactorily com
promised, had, in 1765, owed office to the King's

favor, and now fell powerless, when left to them-

selves. The Administration of Rockingham brought

Cumberland into the Cabinet ; took their law from

Mansfield ; restored Lord George Germain to public

life ; and would willingly have coalesced with Bed-

ford. Yet a spirit of humanity ruled their intentions

and pervaded their measures ; while their most per-

nicious errors sprung from their attempt at a compro-

mise with the principles of their predecessors. They

confirmed the rights of persons by condemning gene-

ral warrants, and adhered to those friends of liberty

who had run hazards in its cause. They abstained

from some of the worst methods of corruption usual

to their party in its earlier days ; they sold no em-

ployments, and obtained no reversions. Opposed by

placemen and pensioners, they had support in the in-

creasing confidence and good will of the nation. Still

they had entered the Cabinet in violation of their es-

sential doctrine, at the wish of the King, superseding
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chap, men who were dismissed only for maintaining Privi-

v^v-~ lege against Prerogative ; and if they mitigated taxa-

j^' tion in America by repealing the Stamp Act, they

boasted of having improved the revenue raised there

from trade,
1 renewed the unconstitutional method of

making parliamentary Requisitions on colonial Assem-

blies, and in the Declaratory Act introduced into the

statute book the worst law that ever found a place

there, tyrannical in principle, false in fact, and impos-

sible in practice.

The incapacity of Pitt's new Administration was

apparent from its first day, when he announced to his

astonished and disheartened colleagues his purpose of

placing himself as the Earl of Chatham in the House

of Lords. During the past year such an elevation in

rank had often been suggested as his due, and would

have been no more than a moderate distinction for

merit far inferior to his own. Besides, he was too

much "shattered" to lead the Commons; and if the

King should grow weary of his counsels, he might

wish secure dignity for his age.
2 But in ceasing to be

the Great Commoner, he veiled his superiority ; and

made a confession of the utter ruin of his health.

" My friend," said Frederic of Prussia on hearing of

it, "has harmed himself by accepting a Peerage." 3

" It argues," said the King of Poland, " a senselessness

to glory to forfeit the name of Pitt for any title."
*

" The strength of the Administration," thought all his

colleagues, " lay in his remaining with the Commons."
" There was but one voice among us," said Grafton

1 Edmund Burke's Short Account 8 Andrew Mitchell to Chatham,
of a late Short Administration. 17 Sept. 1766 ; Chat. Corr. iii. 70.

2 De Guerchy to Choiseul, 19 4 Charles Lee to King of Poland.

Dec. 1766. 1 Dec. 1766 ; Lee's Life, 187
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"nor indeed throughout the Kingdom." 1 The lion chap

had left the forest, where he roamed as the undis- 5JS
puted monarch, and of himself had walked into a 1 ' <

j

56 -

cage. His popularity vanished, and with it the terror

of his name. He was but an English Earl and the

shadow of a Prime Minister ; he no longer repre-

sented the enthusiastic nationality of the British

people. He had, moreover, offended the head of

every faction, whose assistance he yet required ; Cam-

den, his Chancellor, had not the qualities of a great

statesman, and wanted fidelity ; Grafton, on whom he

leaned, was indolent and easily misled ; Conway, one

of his Secretaries of State, always vacillated; Shel-

burne, his firm, able, and sincere friend, was, from the

first, regarded at court with dislike; and the King

himself agreed with him in nothing but the wish to

humble the aristocracy.

At the time of Chatham's taking office, Choiseul, Aug.

the greatest minister of France since Richelieu,2

having assigned the care of the navy to his brother,

had resumed that of Foreign Affairs. He knew the

gigantic schemes of colonial conquests which Pitt had

formerly harbored; and weighed the probabilities 8

of an attempt to realize them by a new war against

France and Spain. The agent whom he had sent in

1764 on a tour of observation through the British

colonies, was just returned, and reported 4 how they

abounded in corn, cattle, flax, and iron ; in trees fit

for masts; in pine timber, lighter than oak, easily

wrought, not liable to split, and incorruptible ; how

1 Grafton's Autobiography. * Durand to Choiseul, 3, 7, and
2 Chatham in Walpole, iv. 279. 24 Aug. 1766 ; Choiseul to Durand,
s Choiseul to Durand, 24 August, 15 Sept. 1766.

1766.
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chap, the inhabitants, already numerous, and doubling their

S^i numbers every twenty years, were opulent, warlike,

^J; and conscious of their strength ; how they followed

the sea, especially at the north, and engaged in great

fisheries ; how they built annually one hundred and

fifty vessels to sell in Europe and the West Indies, at

the rate of seven pounds sterling the ton ; and how
they longed to throw off the restraints imposed on

their navigation. New-York stood at the confluence

of two rivers, of which the East was the shelter to

merchant vessels ; but its roadstead was also a vast

harbor where a navy could ride at anchor. The
large town of Philadelphia had rope-walks and busy

ship-yards; manufactures of all sorts, especially of

leather and of iron. In the province to which it be-

longed, the Presbyterians outnumbered the peaceful

Quakers; and Germans, weary of subordination to

England and unwilling to serve under English offi-

cers against France, openly declared that Pennsyl-

vania would one day be called Little Germany. In

all New England there were no citadels, from the

people's fear of their being used to compel submission

to Acts of Parliament infringing colonial privileges.

The garrison at Boston was in the service of the

Colony. The British troops were so widely scattered

in little detachments, as to be of no account. " Eng-

land," reasoned the observer, " must foresee a Revolu-

tion, and has hastened its epoch by emancipating the

Colonies from the fear of France in Canada."

*

Simultaneously with the reception of these ac-

counts, Choiseul was reading in the Gazette of Leyden

the Answer lately made by the Assembly of Massa-

1 Report of Pontleroy, the French Emissary, made through Duraud to

Choiseul, Aug. 1766.
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chusetts to its Governor, and learned with astonish- chap.

nient that colonies which were supposed to have no ^~^
liberties but .by inference, spoke boldly and firmly of ^®*

rights and a Constitution.1 In this manner, time was

bringing him some assuagement of his former deep

humiliation.

Could Chatham have regained his health, he

would have mastered ail difiiculties, or fallen with

dignity. Jealous of the Bourbon courts, he, too,

thought of the possibility of war, and urged the im-

provement of the harbor of Pensacola, which, it was

said, could be made to admit vessels of the heaviest

burden, shelter at least forty ships of the line, and

hold in check all the commerce of Vera Cruz.2

The rival statesmen, with eyes fixed on America,

were, all the while, competing for European alliances.

No sooner had Chatham entered on the ministry, than

he rushed with headlong confidence into the plan of a

great Northern League to balance the power of the

Bourbons ; and hastily invited Frederic of Prussia and

Catherine of Russia to connect themselves intimately

with England. But, at all courts, his accepting a

Peerage robbed him of his lustre ; and Frederic, dis-

liking George the Third, retaining the rankling mem-
ory of having been deserted in 1763, doubting the

fixedness of any Ministry in England, put the invita-

tion aside. Choiseul was as superior in diplomacy, as

his opponent had been in war ; and with steady pur-

pose and consummate skill, was establishing such rela-

tions with every power of Europe, that, in the event

of new hostilities respecting America, France would

have Spain for its partner, and no enemy but England.

1 Durand to Choiseul, 27 Aug. 2 Durand to Choiseul, 23 Aug.
1766. 1766.-
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chap. Chatham grew sick at heart, as well as decrepit.

^—< To be happy lie needed the consciousness of standing

g^pk well with his fellow-men. But he whose voice had

been a clarion to the Protestant world no longer en-

joyed popularity at home, or influence abroad, or the

trusting affection of the Colonies. Cheering sympathy

could scarcely have wrought the miracle of his resto-

ration ; but now the sense of his loneliness on his re-

turn to power, crushed his vigor of will. He who had

been most imperative in command knew not how to

resolve. Once, at Grafton's earnest solicitation, Charles

Townshend was permitted to attend a consultation on

European alliances.
1 The next day Chatham, with

the cheerful consent of the King,2 retreated to Bath

;

but its springs had no healing for him. He desired

to control France by a northern union; and stood

before Europe without one power as an ally. He
loved to give the law to the Cabinet ; and was

just admitting into it a restless intriguer, who would

not fear to traverse his policy. He gloried in the

unbounded confidence of his sovereign ; and the King

wanted nothing of him but " his name." 8 He longed

for the love of the people of England; and he had

left their body for an Earldom. He would have

humbled the aristocracy ; and " the nobility " not only

" hated him " 4 with vindictive arrogance, but retained

strength to overwhelm him, whenever he should lose

the favor of the Court.

Oct. Yet the cause of liberty was advancing, though

Chatham had gone astray. Philosophy spread the

knowledge of the laws of nature. The Empress of

1 Grafton's Autobiography. 3 Letter of the King to Lord
3 King to Chatham, 25 Sept. North.

1766 ; Chat. Corr. iii. 75. 4 Bollan to Hutchinson, 25 Sept.

1766.
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Russia with her own hand minuted an edict for uni- chap.
XXVI

versal tolerance. " Can you tell me," writes Voltaire * **^~

exultingly to D'Alembert, "what will come within
0c1

/

thirty years of the revolution which is taking effect

in the minds of men from Naples to Moscow ? I,

who am too old to hope to see any thing, commend
to you the age which is forming." But though so far

stricken in years, Voltaire shall himself witness and

applaud the greatest step in this progress ; shall see

insurgent colonies become a Republic, and welcome

before Paris and the Academy of France a runaway

apprentice as its envoy to the most polished Court of

Europe.

Meantime Choiseul dismissed from the Council of

his King all former theories about America, alike in

policy and war

;

2 and looked more nearly into the

condition of the British colonies, that his new system

might rest on the surest ground.

1 Voltaire to D'Alembert, 15 Oct. * Choiseul to Durand, 15 Sept
1766. 1766.
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CHAPTEE XXY1L

CHARLES TOWNSHEND USURPS THE LEAD IN GOVERNMENT-
CHATHAM'S ADMINISTRATION CONTINUED.

October, 1766

—

January, If 67.

chap. The people of Massachusetts lulled themselves

~^—
- into the belief that they were " restored once more " to

Oct.* the secure enjoyment " of their rights and liberties."

But their secret enemies, some from a lust of power,

and others from an inordinate love of money,1
still

restlessly combined to obtain an American army and

ail American tribute, representing them in numerous

letters as necessary for the enforcement of the Navi-

gation Acts, and even for the existence of Govern-

ment. When the soldiers stationed in New-York
had, in the night 2 of the tenth of August, cut down
the flagstaff of the citizens, the General reported the

ensuing quarrel as a proof of "anarchy and confu-

sion," and the requisiteness of troops for the support

of "the laws." 8 Yet the New-York Association of

the Sons of Liberty had been dissolved; and all

efforts to keep up "its glorious spirit," were subor-

1 Candidus [Samuel Adams], in 433 ; Isaac Q. Leake's Life of John
Boston Gazette, 9 Sept. 1771. Lamb, 36.

2 Holt's Gazette, 1232 ; 14 Aug. 3 General Gage to Secretary
1766, and 1233, 21 Aug. 1766. Richmond, 26 Aug. 1766.
Dunlap's History of New-York, i.
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dinated to loyalty.
1 "A few individuals

" 2
at Boston, chap

• XYY1I
having celebrated the anniversary of the outbreak

against the Stamp Act, care was taken to report, how
healths had been drunk to Otis, "the American

Hampden, who first proposed the Congress;" 3 "to

the Virginians," who sounded the alarm to the

country; to Paoli and the struggling Corsicans; to

the spark of Liberty that was thought to have been

kindled in Spain. From Bernard, who made the re-

straints on commerce intolerable by claiming the legal

penalty of treble forfeits from merchants whom his

own long collusion had tempted to the infraction of a

revenue law, came unintermitted complaints of illicit

trade. At Falmouth, now Portland, an attempt to

seize goods under the disputed authority of Writs of

Assistance, had been defeated by a mob

;

4 and the

disturbance was made to support a general accusation

against the Province. At Boston, Charles Paxton,

the Marshal of the Court of Admiralty, came with

the Sheriff and a similar warrant, to search the house

of Daniel Malcom 5
for a second time ; but the stub-

born patriot refused to open his doors, which they

dared not break down, so doubtful were they of their

right; and when the altercation attracted a crowd,

they withdrew, pretending to have been obstructed

by a riotous and tumultuous assemblage. These inci-

dents, by themselves of little moment, were secretly

1 Isaac Sears, John Lamb, and Same to Shelburne, 3 Sept. 1766

;

others to Nicholas Ray, New-York, Shelburne to Bernard, 11 Dec.
10 Oct. 1766. 1766.

2 Andrew Oliver to Thomas 6 Bernard to Shelburne, 10 Oct.

Whately, 7 May, 1767, in Letters, 1766, with inclosures of Deposi-

&c, 19. tions, taken ex Parte ; Letter from
8 Tenth Toast at Liberty Tree, the Town of Boston to Dennys De

14 Aug. 1766. Berdt, 22 Oct. 1766, with other
4 Bernard to the Board of Trade, Depositions. Boston Gazette, 13

18 Aug. 1766, and Inclosures

;

Oct. 1766 ; 602, 1, 1 and 2.
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chap, reported as a general rising against the execution of

SSL the Laws of Trade. But the chief reliance of the

Oct
ca^al rested on personal importunity ; and the untir-

ing Paxton, who had often visited England, and was

known to possess as much of the friendship of Charles

Townshend as a selfish client may obtain from an in-

triguing patron, was sent over as the representative

of the colonial Crown Officers,
1 with special authority

to appear as the friend of Oliver 2 and of Hutchin-

son.
8

We are drawing near the measures which com-

pelled the insurrection of the colonies; but all the

stars in their courses were harbingers of American

Independence. No sooner were the prairies of Illinois

in the possession of England than Croghan, a deputy

Indian Agent, who from personal observation knew

their value, urged their immediate colonization. Sir

William Johnson; William Franklin, the royalist

Governor of New Jersey ; several fur-traders of Phila-

delphia ; even Gage 4 himself eagerly took part in a

project by which they were to acquire vast estates in

the most fertile valley of the world.5 Their proposal

embraced the whole Western territory bounded by
the Mississippi, the Ohio, a line along the Wabash
and Maumee to Lake Erie, and thence across Mchi-

1 Candidas, in Boston Gazette, 9 Conway, 10 July, 1766 ; Lords of
Sept. 1771. ' Trade to the King, 3 Sept. 1766,

a Compare Oliver to Whately, 7 before the above named papers
May, 1767. were received; Letters of William

3 Hutchinson to E. Jackson, in- Franklin and Benjamin Franklin,

troducing Paxton ; date not given, 1766 ; Franklin's Writings, iv. 233,
but evidently of Oct. 1766. &c. This plan for a colony in II-

4 Gage to Secretary of State, 28 linois should not be confounded
March, 1766, referred to the Lords with the transactions respecting

of Trade in May. Yandalia, or as it has been called,
B Keasons for establishing a Bri- Walpole's Grant, which was a tract

tish Colony at the Illinois, 1766; south of the Ohio.

Sir William Johnson to Secretary
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ga.n, Green Bay. and the Fox Eiver, to the month of chap.

the Wisconsin.1 The tract was thought to contain ~-v-^

sixty-three millions of acres, the like of which could QQt

'

m

nowhere be found. Benjamin Franklin favored the

enterprise which promised fortune to its undertakers,

and to America some new security for a mild colonial

Administration. It was the wish of Shelburne,2 who
loved to take counsel with the great philosopher on

the interests of humanity, that the Valley of the Mis-

sissippi might be occupied by colonies enjoying Eng-

lish liberty. But the Board of Trade, to which Hills-

borough had returned, 3
insisted that emigrants to so

remote regions would establish manufactures for

themselves ; and in the very heart of America, found

a power, which distance must emancipate. They ad-

hered, therefore, to the Proclamation of 1763, and to

the range of the Alleghanies as the frontier of Bri-

tish settlements.

But the prohibition only set apart the Great Val-

ley as the sanctuary of the unhappy, the adventurous,

and the free ; of those whom enterprise, or curiosity,

or disgust at the forms of life in the old plantations,

raised above royal edicts

;

4 of those who had nowhere

else a home ; or who would run all risks to take pos-

session of the fine soil between the Alleghanies and

the Ohio.5 The boundless West became the poor

1 From the Reasons, &c, section people are daily going out to settle

8. beyond the Alleghany Mountains.
2 B. Franklin to his son, 11 Oct. They flock there just now more

1706. than usual," &c, &c. Same to
3 Franklin, iv. 235. same, 4 Sept. 1766 ; Proclamation
4 Lieutenant Governor Fauquier by Fauquier [in the summer of

to the Lords of Trade, 22 May, 1766] against making Settlements
1766 :

u In disobedience to all pro- westward of the Alleghany Moun-
clamations, in defiance of law, and tains.

without the least shadow of right 5
Lieut. Gov. Fauquier to Shel-

to claim or defend their property, burne, 18 Dec. 176d.
vol. vi .

— 3
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chap, man's City of Refuge/ where the wilderness guarded

—r^ his cabin as inviolably as the cliff or the cedar-top

Ct/
holds the eagle's eyrie; The few who occupied lands

under grants from the Crown, could rely only on

themselves for the protection of their property, and

refused to pay quit-rents till their legal right should

be acknowledged. The line of " straggling settle-

ments " beyond the mountains, extended from Pitts-

burg up the Monongahela 2 and its tributaries to the

banks of the Greenbriar and the New River,3 and to

the well-known upper valley of the Holston,4 where

the military path from Virginia led to the country of

the Cherokees. But as yet there was no settlement

in Kentucky, and James Smith, who, with three

others from Pennsylvania, went this year from the

Holston, by way of Cumberland River, to the Ohio,

and so to the mouth of the Tennessee, left no memo-
rial of his passing by but the name of Stone, one of

his companions, which he gave to a branch above

Nashville.5 Most of the party proceeded to the

country of the Illinois.

In North Carolina, the people along the upland

frontier, many of whom had sprung from Scotch-Irish

1 Fauquier to Earl of Shelburne, see the proof in Ranisay's Annala
15 Nov. 1766. of Tennessee, 66.

2 For the Official Papers of 1766,
5 Remarkable Occurrences in the

respecting the settlements on the Life and Travels of Colonel James
Monongahela, especially at Red- Smith, by himself. Reprinted in

stone, see the Minutes of the Pro- 1849, at Abingdon, Va., in Mirror
vincial Council of Pennsylvania, of Olden Time Border Life. This
vol. ix. Compare also, J. L. Bow- narrative is adopted by John Hay-
man in the American Pioneer, for wood in his Civil and Political

February, 1843 ; Craig's History of History of the State of Tennessee,

Pittsburg, 98, 99 ; Day's Historical from its earliest Settlement up to

Collections of Pennsylvania, 336. the year 1796, 35, 36. Ramsay in
3 Compare Monette's History of his Annals of Tennessee, 69, adopts

the Discovery and Settlement of Smith's narrative from Haywood.
the Valley of the Mississippi, i. 345. Collins in the chronological tabla

4 That lands in the Holston Yal- to his Historical Sketches of Ken
ley were sought for as early as 1756, tucky, accepts it also.
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Presbyterians,1
suffered from the illegal exactions of chap.

i;

Sheriffs and officials, whose pillaging vas supported

by the whole force of Government. " The Sons of Oct.

Liberty," said they to one another, "withstood the

Lords of Parliament in behalf of true Liberty; let

not officers under them carry on unjust oppression in

our province." 2 Some of those who were wronged

hardly gained by their utmost efforts a scanty subsist-

ence for their families.
3 All • were loyal ; regarding

the British form of government as " the wholesomest

Constitution in being." But they were goaded " by
the corrupt and arbitrary practices of nefarious and

designing men, who, being put into posts of profit and

credit among them, and not being satisfied with the

lepral benefits which arose from the execution of their

offices, had been using every artifice, practising every

fraud, and where these failed, not sparing threats and

meuaces whereby to squeeze and extort from the

wretched poor."
4

To meet this flood of iniquity, the most approved

advice came froin Herman Husbands,5 an independent

farmer, who dwelt on Sandy Creek, then in Orange,

now Randolph County, where he possessed an ample

freehold of most fertile land, and cultivated it so well,

that his fields of wheat and his " clover meadow

"

6

were the admiration of all observers. Each neigh-

borhood throughout Orange County came together

1 Compare Foote's Sketches of by Farming's friend, Ralph IMcYair.

North Carolina, chap. xi. * Plain and Simple Narrative of
- No. 1, Advertisement C. Ang. Facts.

1766. In Trvon to Secretary of 5 Compare A Plain and Simple
State, 24 Dec. 176S ; Martins Narrative of Faets.

North Carolina, ii. 217; Jones's
c Compare North Carolina Ga-

Defence of N. C. zette of 15 July, 1771, copied into
3 Compare Petition prepared by Boston Gazette' of 15 July, 1771

;

Fanning, and sent the Regulators 348, 2, 1 and 2.
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chap, and elected Delegates to a General Meeting. " They
—-^ are judiciously to examine," such were the instruc-

oct/
tions given them by their simple-hearted constituents,

"whether the freemen of this County labor under

abuses of power, and in particular to examine into the

public taxes, and inform themselves by what laws,

and for what uses they are laid, in order to remove

some jealousies out of our minds ; and the Represen-

tatives, Vestrymen, and other officers are requested to

give the Members of said Meeting what information

and satisfaction they can; so far as they value the

good will of every honest freeholder and rendering

the execution of the public offices pleasant and de-

lightsome." 1

In October, chosen men, about twelve in number,

assembled at Maddock's Mill, on Enoe River, just

outside of Hillsborough. Some of the officers had

expressed their willingness to meet the people ; but

none appeared. A second invitation was sent to

them; but no answer came, except from Edmund
Fanning.2 A favorite and at a later day the son-in-

law of Governor Tryon, he was at that time the Rep-

resentative of the County, one of its magistrates, the

highest officer under the Crown in its militia; and

was amassing a fortune by oppression as an attor-

ney, and by extortion as Registrar, loading titles to

estates with doubts,3 and charging illegal prices for

recording Deeds.4 He was, above all others, justly

obnoxious to the people ; and his message to them

1 Meeting of the Neighborhood 4 For Proofs of Extortion, see

of Deep Eiver, the 20th Aug. 1768. Records of the Court held at Hffls-
2 Plain, Simple Narrative of borough, September, 1768, printed

Facts. by Husbands, and reprinted in
3 Compare Sabine's American Wheeler's North Carolina, ii. 322.

Loyalists, at the word Edmund Tryon admits the Fact.

Fanning.
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ran, tliat their proposition to inquire "judiciously" chap

implied an intention of setting up a jurisdiction, and

looked more like an insurrection than a settlement.

" We are no critics in words," replied the Meeting

;

r

" we know not how many: different constructions the

term 'judiciously' may bear; as to ourselves, we
meant no more by it, than wisefully, carefully, and

soberly to examine the matter in hand." Their

wrongs were flagrant and undeniable. " Grievous

now it is to us," they said, " to have our substance

torn fi'om us by those monsters in iniquity, whose

study it is to plunder us." And since their " reason-

able request " for explanations was unheeded, they re-

solved on " a meeting for a public and free conference

yearly, and as often as the case might require," that

so they might reap the profit of their right under

" the Constitution of choosing representatives and of

learning what uses their money was called for."
2 Yet

their hope of redress was very distant. How could

unlettered farmers succeed against the undivided ad-

ministrative power of the Province ? And how long-

would it be before some indiscretion would place

them at the mercy of their oppressors ? The appor-

tionment of Members of the colonial Legislature was

grossly unequal; the Governor could create Bor-

oughs; the actual Legislature, whose members were

in part unwisely selected, in part unduly returned,

rarely called together,.and liable to be continued or

dissolved at the pleasure of the Governor, increased

the poor man's burdens by voting an annual poll-tax

1 Plain, Simple Narrative of on Enoe, Monday, 10 Oct. 1766

;

Facts. Martin's North Carolina, ii. 218

;

2 Paper No. 3. Proposal at a Jones's Defence of North Carolina,

Meeting of the Inhabitants of 41.

Orange Connty, at Maddock's Mill,
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chap, to raise five thousand pounds, and the next year ten
YYVTT^-^ thousand more, to build a House for the Governor at^ Newbern.1

In Boston, the General Court resumed its session

near the end of October ; and received petitions from

Nov. the sufferers by the Stamp Act. The form of its an-

swer was suggested by Joseph Hawley, the Member
for Northampton. He was the only son of a school-

master, himself married, but childless ; a very able

lawyer, of whose singular disinterestedness his native

town still preserves the tradition. Content with a

small patrimony, he lived securely in frugal simpli-

city,
2 closing his house door by a latch, without either

bar or bolt. Inclined by temperament to moods of

melancholy,3
his mind would again kindle with a

brighter lustre, and be borne onwards by its resist-

less impulses. All parties revered his purity of

life and ardent piety ; and no man in his neighbor-

hood equalled him in the public esteem. He op-

posed 4
relief, except on condition of a general

amnesty. " Of those seeking compensation," said he,

" the chief is a person of unconstitutional principles,

as one day or other he will make appear." 5 The Ee-

solves of Parliament were cited in reply. " The Par-

liament of Great Britain," retorted Hawley, " has no

right to legislate for us." At these words Otis, ris-

ing in his place, bowed and thanked him, saying,

"He has gone further than I myself have as yet

done in this House." 6 It was the first time that the

1 Martin's North Carolina, ii.
6 Hutchinson to J. Williams, of

227, 228, 229, 230 ; Wheeler, i. 55. Hatfield, 7 Dec. 1766; and J.
2 From a Paper by Sylvester Williams in reply, 5 Jan. 1767.

Judd, from the Keminiscences of Hutchinson to Charles Paxton, then
Benjamin Tappan of Northampton, in London, Dec. 1766.

3 Compare his own MSS. 6 Bernard's very long letter to
4 Bernard to Shelburne, 14 Nov. Shelburne, of 24 Dec. 1766.

1766.
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power of Parliament had been totally denied in a chap.

colonial Legislature, " No Representation, no Taxa-

tion," had become a very common expression; the

Colonies were beginning to cry, " No Kepresentation,

no Legislation." * Having never shown bitterness of

party spirit, Hawley readily carried the Assembly

with him, from their great opinion of his under-

standing and integrity; and a Bill was framed, " grant-

ing compensation to the sufferers and pardon to the

offenders," even to the returning of the fines which

had been paid. A recess was taken that members

might consult their constituents, whose instructions

were strictly regarded.2 Yet before the adjournment

complaint was made of the new zeal of Bernard in

enforcing the Navigation Acts and sending to Eng-

land injurious affidavits secretly taken. " I knew the

time," interposed a member, " when the House would

have readily assisted the Governor in executing the

Laws of Trade." "The times," replied Otis, "are

altered ; we now know our rights."
3

While the mercenary motives which prompted

the Governor's sudden eagerness to suppress illicit

trade, incensed the people still more at the captious

restraints on navigation, Shelburne sought to re-

cover the affections of the Colonies by acquiring and

deserving their confidence.4 " Assure the Assembly

of Massachusetts," he said with " frankness " 5 to their

1 Hutchinson's History of Massa- 5 This description of Shelburne
chusetts, iii. 164. is by the Agent of the Massachu-

2 Speaker of Massachusetts House setts Assembly in London. See
to its Agent, 11 Nov. 1766 ; Samuel his Letter to the Speaker, 19 Sept.

Adams to Dennys De Berdt, 12 1766. American Newspapers of
Nov. 1766. 1766, Boston, 10 Nov. ; New Hamp-

3 Bernard to Shelburne, 24 Dec. shire, Gazette, 14 Nov. 1766. Brad-
1766. ford omits the sentence: Bradford

4 Durand to Choiseul, 14 Aug. Papers, 102.

1766.
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chap, correspondent, "they may be perfectly easy about

^-^ the enjoyment of their rights and privileges under

•$ y'
m

the present Administration." He enjoined modera-

tion on every Governor, and was resolved to make
no appointments but of men of " the most generous

principles." To Bernard, whom he directed to pur-

sue conciliatory measures,1 he wrote no general ap-

proval of his conduct, no censure of the Assembly, no

unqualified assertion of the legislative power of Par-

liament ; but invited the colonial Legislature of itself

to fall upon measures for terminating all local difficul-

ties. The country people, as they read the letter,

which was printed at the request of the Council,

agreed with one another that the compensation it re-

commended, should be made. "The King," said

they, " has asked this of us as a favor ; it would be

ungenerous to refuse."
2

Dec On the re-assembling of the Legislature, Hawley's

Bill prevailed by large majorities
;

yet it was also

Voted that the sufferers had no just claim on the Pro-

vince,
3 that the grant was of their own " free and good

will,"
4 and not from deference to " a Requisition."

The Governor assented to an Act in which a colonial

Legislature exercised the prerogative of clemency;

and Hutchinson, saying " beggars must not be choos-

ers," gave thanks, at the bar of the House, to his

benefactors. But he treasured up the feeling of re-

venge, and the next year taking offence at some ex-

1 Shelburne to Bernard, 13 Sept.
4 Preamble to " An Act for

1766. granting Compensation to the Suf-
2 John Adams's Diary. ferers, and General Pardon, indem-
3 Resolves of the House of Rep- nity and oblivion to the offenders,

resentatives on Compensation to in the late times." Bradford Pa-

the Sufferers, by the Riots of 1765, pers, 98 Note.
[adopted in December, not in Octo-
ber]. Bradford Papers, 100, 101.
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planatory publication "by Hawley,1 dismissed him ar- chap

bitrarily from practising in the Superior Court. ^^^L

Tbe patriots of New England did not doubt Shel-
pjeo/

burne's attention to its real interests and respect .for

its liberties; but they were exquisitely sensitive to

every tiling like an admission that tbe power of taxing

them resided in Parliament. Bernard was rebuked,

because, with consent of Council, be bad caused the

Billeting Act to be printed by tbe printer of tbe

Colony laws ; and bad made tbat Act bis warrant for

furnishing supplies at tbe Colony's expense to two

companies of artillery,
2 who, in stress of weather, bad

put into Boston. Otis attributed the taxing of Ame-
rica by Parliament to Bernard's advice. " I know,"

said he, "the room, the time, and the company,

where the plan was settled." And he added pub-

licly, "Those who are appointed to the American

Governments are such as are obliged by their crimes

or their debts to fly their country." 3 The debates

unmasked tbe hypocrisy of Hutchinson ; and roused

the public to a sense of danger from Paxton's 4 voyage

to England. The jealous Legislature dismissed Rich-

ard Jackson from the service of the Province ; and

the House elected the honest, but aged Dennys De
Berdt as its own particular Agent.

This is the time from which Hutchinson dated

the revolt of the Colonies ; and his correspondence

and advice conformed to the opinion.5 But Samuel

1 Hutchinson to Bollan, 31 Oct. 4 Hutchinson to Paxton, Dec.
1707; same to another, 10 Nov. 1766.

1767. 5 Hutchinson's History, iii. 173.
2 Bernard to J. Pownall, 16 Dec. " The revolt of the Colonies ought

1766 ; same to Shelburne 6 and 24 to be dated from this time, rather
Dec. 1766. than from the Declaration of Inde-

3 Bernard to Shelburne, 22 Dec. pendence."
1766.
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chap. Adams was gifted with a sagacity which divined the

—r-ib evil designs, now so near their execution. He in-

j)^' structed De Berdt to oppose the apprehended estab-

lishment of a military force in America, as needless

for protection and dangerous to liberty. " Certainly,"

said he, " the best way for Great Britain to make her

Colonies a real and lasting benefit, is, to give them all

consistent indulgence in trade, and to remove any oc-

casion of their suspecting that their liberties are in

danger. While any Act of Parliament is in force,

which has the least appearance of a design to raise a

revenue out of them, their jealousy will be awake." 1

At the same time he called across the continent

to the patriot most like himself, Christopher Gadsden

of South Carolina. " Tell me, sir," said he 2 of the

Billeting Act, "whether this is not taxing the Col-

onies as effectually as the Stamp Act? And if so,

either we have complained without reason, or we
have still reason to complain. Grenville was told,

that he should have stationed a sufficient number of

troops in America before he sent over the Stamp

Act. Had that been the case, your Congress might

have been turned t)ut of doors. New-York has had

regular troops among them for some months. I never

could hear a reason given to my satisfaction why
they were ordered to remain there so long. A stand-

ing army, especially in a time of peace, is not only a

disturbance, but is in every respect dangerous to the

civil community. Surely, then, we cannot consent to

their quartering among us ; and how hard is it for us

to be obliged to pay our money to subsist them!"

1 Samuel Adams to D. De Berdt, 2 Samuel Adams to Christopher
16 Dec. 1766; and 18 Dee. 1766. Gadsden, 11 Dec. 1766.
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But Gadsden had already met patriots of South Caro- chap.
YYYTT

lina under the Live Oak, which was named their

Tree of Liberty,1 had set before them the Declara-

tory Act, explained to them their rights, and leagued

with them to oppose all foreign taxation.

Every Colony denied the right of Parliament to

control its Legislature. Moffat, of Rhode Island,

asked relief for his losses ; founding his claim on the

resolves of the British House of Commons, and the

Kind's recommendation.2 " Neither of them " said

the Speaker of the Assembly, " can ever operate with

me ; nor ought they to influence the free and inde-

pendent Representatives of Rhode Island Colony."

Moffat had leave to withdraw his first petition and

substitute an inoffensive one, which was received, but

referred to a future session.

At New-York the soldiery continued to irritate

the people by insolent language, and by once more

cutting down their flagstaff;
8 so that the Billeting

Act could find no favor. Shelburne 4 sought to per-

suade their Assembly to obedience, holding forth

hope of a change of the law on a well-grounded rep-

resentation of its hardship ; and a prudent Governor

could have avoided a collision. But Moore was

chiefly bent on establishing a Play-house 5 against the

wishes of the Presbyterians, and his thoughtless fri-

volity drove the House to a categorical conflict with

1 Drayton's Memoirs of the sent to the same M. P., and to Sir

American Revolution, ii. 315; George Saville and others.

Johnson's Traditions and Eeminis- 3 Dunlap's New-York, i. 433
;

cences of the American Revolution, Leake's Lamb, 32, 33 ; Holt's

27. 28, 29, 35 ; Wm. Johnson's Life Gazette, 14 Aug. and 21 Aug.
of Greene, ii. 266. 1766, and 25 Sept. 1766.

2 Thomas MotFat to a Member of 4 Shelburne to Sir Henry Moore,
Parliament, "Mr. Burke's cousin." 9 Aug. 1766.
12 Dec. 1766; Moffat's Account 5 MSS. of Judge Livingston, 1766
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chap, the Act of Parliament, when they had really made
^-^ "provision for quartering two battalions and one

Dec. company of artillery.'
1 They did but exercise a dis-

cretion of their own, and refused to be " guilty of a

breach of trust," by imposing heavier burdens than

the people could support.1 This prudent reserve se-

cured unanimity in the Assembly and among their

constituents.
2 In New-York as well as over all North

America, the Act declaratory of the absolute power

of Parliament was met by " the principle of the su-

preme power of the people in all cases whatsoever." 3

Before American affairs engaged the attention of

Parliament, the power of Chatham's Ministry was

shaken by Camden's indiscretion. On occasion of a

scarcity, the Ministry had prohibited the export of

corn. Camden defended the measure as "not only

excusable but legal;" and to the complaints of its

arbitrariness, rashly answered :
" The Crown may do

whatever the safety of the State may require, during

the recess of Parliament, which is at most but a forty

. days' tyranny." This dangerous opinion Chatham

rejected, and Mansfield triumphantly overturned.

The waves thus raised had not subsided, when
traces began to appear of the influence of Paxton,

who had arrived from Boston, to tell his stories of

rebellion against the Navigation Act, and to be con-

gratulated on the accession to power of his patron,

Charles Townshend. In Parliament a spirit was rising

very different from that which had prevailed in the

previous winter. " So long as I am in office," said

1 Address of the Assembly of 2 Gov. Moore to Board of Trade,
New-York to the Governor, de- 19 Dec. 1766, and to Shelburne, 19
livered 18 Dec. 1766, in Prior Dec. 1766.
Documents, 120 ; Holt's N. Y. Ga- 3 Golden to Shelburne, Dec. 1766.
zette, 1251, 24 Dec. 1766.
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Townshend on the floor of the House, " the authority chap.

of the laws shall not be trampled upon. I think it tJ~^J

the highest injury to the nation to suffer Acts of the pec#

*

British Parliament to be broken with impunity." 1

He did not fear to flatter the prejudices of the King,

and court the favor of Grenville and Bedford ; for

he saw that Chatham, who had " declared to all the

world, that his great point was to destroy faction," was

incurring the hatred of every branch of the aristo-

cracy.
2 Eight or nine 3 Whigs resigned their employ-

ments, on account of his headstrong removal of Lord

Edgecombe from an unimportant post.
4 Saunders and

Keppel left the Admiralty, and Keppel's place fell to

Jenkinson. The Bedford party knew the weakness

of the English Ximenes, and scorned to accept his

moderate bid for recruits. But the King continually

cheered him on " to rout out " the Grandees of Eng-

land, now "banded together."
5 "Their unions,"

said Chatham in return, " give me no terrors." " I

know my ground," he wrote to Grafton

;

6 " and I

leave them to indulge their dreams. Faction will not •

shake the King nor gain the public. Indeed, the

King is firm, and there is nothing to fear
;

" and he

risked an encounter with all his adversaries.

To Sherburne, who was charged with the care of

the Colonies, he gave his confidence and his support.

He claimed for the Supreme Government, the right

of dominion over the conquests in India, and the

1 R. Nugent, 13 Dec. 1766, to a 4 Charles Townshend to Grafton,
Gentleman in Boston, printed in 2 Nov. 1766, in Grafton's Autobio-
Boston Gazette, 2 March, 1767; graphy; Conway to Chatham, 22
Diary of Oakes Angier. Nov. 1766, Chat. Corr. iii. 126.

2 Lord Barrington to Sir Andrew 5 King to Chatham, 2 Dec. 1766.
Mitchell, U Dec. 1766. 6 Chatham to Grafton, 3 Dec.

3
Chesterfield to Stanhope, 9 Dec. 1766, in Grafton's Autobiography.

1766.
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chap, disposition of its territorial revenue; and as Towns-

—r-^ hend crossed Ms plans and leaned to the East India

j)ec>
' Company, he proposed to Grafton the dismissal of

Townshend as " incurable." l Burke indulged in sar-

casm at " the great person, so immeasurably hi^h " as

not to be reached by argument, and travestied the

litany in a solemn invocation to "the Minister

above." " Have mercy upon us," he cried, while the

Opposition applauded the parody ;
" doom not to per-

dition the vast public debt, seventy millions of which

thou hast employed in rearing a pedestal for thy own
statue."

8 And the very next day, in the House of

Lords, Chatham marked his contempt of the bitter

mockery of Rockingham's partisans by saying to the

Duke of Eichmond, " When the people shall con-

demn me, I shall tremble; but I will set my face

against the proudest Connection of this country." " I

hope," cried Richmond, "the Nobility will not be

browbeaten by an insolent Minister," and Chatham
retorted the charge of insolence.

8

But it was the last time during his Ministry that

he appeared in the House of Lords. His broken

health was unequal to the conflict which he had in-

vited. On the eighteenth of December,4 he repaired

to Bath with a nervous system so weak that he was

easily fluttered, and moved to tears
;
yet still in his

infirmities he sent to the Representatives of Massa-

chusetts his friendly acknowledgment of their vote of

gratitude.

Jan. Townshend saw his opportunity, and no longer

1 Chatham to Grafton, 7 Dec. s Walpole, ii. 411, Chat. Corres-

1766, in Grafton's Autobiography, pondence, iii. 138 ; Duke of Bed-
2 Sir Matthew Fetherstonehaugh ford's Journal, for 10 Dec. 1766.

to Lord Clive, 30 Dec. 1766, in
4 De Guerchy to Choiseul, 19

Chat. Corr. iii. 145, 146, Note. Dec. 1766.
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concealed his intention. Knowing the King's dislike chap.
. XXVII

of Shelburne, he took advantage of his own greater ^^-^

age, his authority as the ablest orator in the House jan
.'

of Commons, his long acquaintance with American

affairs, and the fact that they turned chiefly on ques-

tions of finance, to assume their direction. His ambi-

tion deceived him into the hope of succeeding where

Grenvilie had failed; and in concert with Paxton,

from Boston, he was devising a scheme for a Board

of Customs in America, and duties to be collected in

its ports. He would thus obtain an American fund

for a civil list, and concentre the power of govern-

ment, where Grenvilie looked only for revenue. He
expected his dismissal if Chatham regained health

;

and he also saw the clearest prospect of advancement

by setting his colleagues at defiance. He therefore

prepared to solve the questions of Asia and America

in his own way ; and trod the ground which he had

chosen with fearless audacity. On the twenty-sixth

day of January, the House of Commons, in Commit-

tee of Supply, considered the estimates for the land

forces and garrisons in the Plantations. Grenvilie

seized the opportunity to declaim on the repeal 1 of

the Stamp Act. He enforced the necessity of reliev-

ing Great Britain from a burden which the Colonies

ought to bear, and which with contingencies exceeded

£400,000 ; reminding the country gentlemen that this

sum was nearly equal to one shilling in the pound of

the land tax. He spoke elaborately; and against

Chatham was even more rancorous than usual.
2

" Administration," replied Townshend, " has applied

1 De Guerchy to the Duke of
2 Beckford to Chatham, 27 Jan.

Ohoiseul, 27 Jan. 1767 1767.
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chap, its attention to give relief to great Britain from "bear-
TWIT . •—

—

: ing the whole expense of securing, defending, and

Jan.* protecting America and the West India Islands ; I

shall bring into the House some propositions that I

hope may tend, in time, to ease the people of England

upon this head, and yet not be heavy in any manner

upon the people in the Colonies. I know the mode

by which a revenue may be drawn from America

without offence."
1 As he spoke the House shook

with applause ;
" hear him," " hear him," now swell-

ing loudest from his own side, now from the benches

of the Opposition. " I am still," he continued, " a

firm advocate for the Stamp Act,2 for its principle

and for the duty itself,
8 only the heats which pre-

vailed made it* an improper time to press it. I laugh

at the absurd distinction between internal and exter-

nal taxes. I know no such distinction. It is a dis-

tinction without a difference ; it is perfect nonsense
;

if we have a right to impose the one, we have a right

to impose the other ; the distinction is ridiculous in

the opinion of every body, except the Americans."

Looking up where the Colony Agents usually sat,

he added with emotion, " I spoak this aloud, that

all you who are in the galleries may hear me
;

4 and,

after this, I do not expect to have my statue erected

1 Garth to Committee of South History of the United States, i.

Carolina, 31 Jan. 17G7 ; Grafton's 217, seems to me to have been fash-

Autobiography, ioned by verbal tradition. I was
2 Charlemont to Flood, 29 Jan. told the same story, but not as to

1767. be found in the HSS. One English
3 Shelburne to Chatham, 1 Feb. historian has quoted from Pitkin

1767; Chat. Corr. iii. 184, 185. the passage, which might seem to
4 W. S. Johnson to Gov. Pitkin, prove that Townshend acted on a

12 Feb. 1767. I follow the Account sudden impulse. The supposition

of Johnson from his MSS., of which would be erroneous. Townshend's
I took and preserve copies. The policy was adopted deliberately.

story in Pitkin's Political and Civil
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in America." 1 Then laying his hand on the table in chap.

front of him, he declared to the House, " England is

undone, if this taxation of America is given up." 2

Grenville at once demanded of him to pledge

himself to his declaration ; he did so most willingly

;

and his promise received a tumultuous welcome.8
'

Lord George Sackville pressed for a revenue that

should be adequate ; and Townshend engaged him-

self to the House to find a revenue, if not adequate,

yet nearly sufficient to meet the military expenses

when properly reduced.4 The loud burst of rapture

dismayed Conway, who sat in silent astonishment at

the unauthorized but premeditated rashness of his

presumptuous colleague.
5

The next night, the Cabinet questioned the insub-

ordinate Minister, " how he had ventured to depart,

on so essential a point, from the profession of the

whole Ministry;" and he browbeat them all. "I

appeal to you," said he, turning to Conway, " whether

the House is not bent on obtaining a revenue of some

sort from the Colonies." Not one of the Ministry

then in London, had sufficient authority to advise his

dismission ; and nothing less could have stopped his

measures.6

1 Letter cited in Wirt's Patrick B Grafton's Autobiography ; Wal-
Henry, 96. This last clause is not pole, ii. 413, 414, tells nothing of

in W. S. Johnson's report. this debate, but what his hatred of
3 George Grenville, in Cavendish Grenville prompted. Grenville was

Debates, ii. 35. in a minority on his motion, but
3 Grafton's Autobiography. triumphed in his policy.
4 Shelburne to Chatham, 1 Feb. ° Grafton's Autobiography.

1767; Chat, Corr., iii. 184, 185.

VOL. VI.— 4
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CHAPTER XXVIII

the beitish aeistoceacy eeduce theie own taxes—defeat
of chatham's administeation by the mosaic opposition.

Jantjaey—Makch, 1767.

^p. The day after Townshend braved his colleagues
s
r:rr' the Legislature of Massachusetts convened. Hutchin-
1767. &

.

Jan. son, having received his compensation as a sufferer by
the riots, restrained his ambition no longer, and took

a seat in the Council as though it of right belonged

to the Lieutenant Governor.1 The House resented

" the lust of power," manifested by his intrusion into

an elective body of which he had not been chosen a

member.2 The Council, by a unanimous vote, denied

his pretensions. The language of the Charter was

too explicit to admit of a doubt

;

8 yet Bernard, as

the accomplice of Hutchinson, urged the interposition

of the central Government.
Feb. Men feared more and more the system which

Paxton had gone to mature. With unshaken confi-

dence in Hawley, Otis, and Samuel Adams,4 they

1 Bernard to Secretary of State,
3 Opinion of the Attorney Gene-

7 Feb. 1767, and 21 Feb. 1767. ral in England, cited in " a Minute
2 Answer of the House, 31 Jan. relative to Massachusetts Bay,"

1767, in Bradford, 104; and Letter 1767.

from the House to Dennys De Berdt,
4 Freeborn American, in Boston

16 March, 1767. Gazette, 9 March, 1767.
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scanned with increasing jealousy every measure that chap
:

could imply their consent to British taxation. They

inquired if more troops were expected; and when

the Governor professed, "in pursuance of the late

Act of Parliament," to have made provision at the

Colony's expense for those which had recently touch-

ed at Boston Harbor, they did not cease their com-

plaints, till they wrung from him the declaration that

his supply "did not include articles prescribed by
that Act," but was " wholly conformable to the usage

of the Province." * Upon this concession, the House

acquiesced in an expenditure which no longer com-

promised their rights ; and they also declared their

readiness to grant of their own free accord such aids

as the King's service from time to time should re-

quire.
2

By the authority of the same Act of Parliament,

Gage demanded quarters for one hundred and fifty-

eight recruits, of the Governor of Connecticut; but

that Magistrate refused compliance with the Requisi-

tion, and did nothing, till he was duly authorized by

an Act of the Colonial Assembly.8

The Crown Officers in the Colonies busied them-

selves with schemes to check every aspiration after

Independence. Carletom the able Governor of Can-

ada, advised against granting legislative immunities

to its people.4 The more he considered the state of

affairs, the more he was convinced, that it was indis-

pensably necessary to keep Crown Point and Ticon-

1 Bernard to Shelbnrne, 14 Feb. 2 Message from the House to the
1767, 18 Feb. 1767; House to Ber- Governor, 4 Feb. 1767.
nard, and Bernard to the House, 3 Gage to Shelburne, 20 Feb.
Feb. 1767; See Bradford's State 1767, and accompanying papers;
Papers, 105, 106, 107 ; Prior Docu- Prior Documents, 130, &c.
dents, 133. " Compare Carleton to Shelburne,

20 Jan. 1768.
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chap, deroga in good repair ; to have a citadel and place of
YYVTTT

arms in New-York, as well as a citadel in Quebec

;

and to link the two provinces so strongly together,

that on the commencement of an outbreak, ten or fif-

teen thousand men could be moved without delay

from the one to the other, or to any part of the conti-

nent. No pains, no address, no expense, he insisted,
1

would be too great for the object, which would divide

the Northern and Southern Colonies, as well as secure

the public magazines.

For Chatham, who wished to keep the affections

of the colonists, the future was shrouded in gloom.

He could not suspend the Act of Parliament ; but

through Shelburne, he enjoined the American Com-

mander-in-Chief to make its burden as light, both in

appearance and in reality, as was consistent with the

public service. He saw that the imperfect compli-

ance of New-York would open a fair field to the ar-

raigners of America,2 and between his opinions as a

statesman and his obligations as Minister, he knew
not what to propose.8 The Declaratory Act was the

law of the land, and yet was as a barren fruit-tree,

which, though fair to the eye, only cumbers the

earth, and spreads a noxious shade.4

Shelburne was aware also, that if the Americans
" should be tempted to resist in the last instance,"

France and Spain 5 would no longer defer breaking

the peace of which they began to number the days.

Spain was resolved not to pay the Manilla ransom,

1 Carleton to Gage, Quebec, 15 burne to Chatham, Feb. in Chat*,

Feb. 1766 ; compare Shelburne to Corr. iii. 186.

the Board of Trade, 5 Oct. 1767.
3 H. Hammersley to Lient. Gov.

2 Chatham to Shelburne, Bath, Sharpe, 20 Feb. 1767.

Feb. 3, 1767; Chat. Corr. iii. 188;
4 Farmer's Letters.

Chatham to Shelburne, Bath, Feb. 5 Shelburne to Chatham, 16 Feb.

7, 1767 ; Chat. Corr. iii. 193 ; Shel- 1767 ; in Chat. Corr. iii. 209.
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was planning how to drive the English from the chap.
xxvin

Falkland Islands, and called on France to prepare to —r—

go to war in two years ;
" for Spain " said Grimaldi, Feb<

"

"cannot longer postpone inflicting chastisement on

English insolence*" l " This is the rhodomontade of a

Don Quixote," said the French Minister, and Choiseul

kept the guidance of affairs in his own hand, and for

the time was resolved not to disturb the peace.

Executive moderation might still have saved Eng-

land from a conflict. Undismayed by the disorder in

the cabinet, the ill health of Chatham, the factions in

a corrupt Parliament, or the unpromising aspect of

foreign relations, and impressed with the necessity of

giving up trifles that created uneasiness,2 Shelburne

proceeded diligently to make himself master of each

American 3 question, and to prepare its solution.

The subject of the greatest consequence was the

forming an American fund. To this end, without

exercising rigor in respect to quit-rents long due,

he proposed to break up the system of forestalling

lands by speculators, to require that the engrossing

proprietors should fulfil the conditions of their grants,

and to make all future grants on a system of quit-

rents, which should be applied to defray the Ameri-

can expenses then borne by the Exchequer of Great

Britain.
4

1 The Marquis de Grimaldi to considered of in North America,"
Prince Masserano, 20 Jan. 1767; in Lansdowne House MSS. Com-
De Guerchy at London to Choiseul, pare the Justice and Policy of the
12 Feb. 1767 ; D'Ossun at Madrid late Act of Parliament for Quebec,
to Choiseul, 24 Jan. 1767. Com- 1774, 17.

pare Choiseul to De Guerchy of 2 4 Circular of Shelburne to all the
Jan., and Choiseul to D'Ossun, 27 Governors in America, 11 Dec.
/an. 1767. 1766; Shelburne to General Gage,

2 Richard Jackson to Hutchin- 11 Dec. 1766; Shelburne to Chat-
Bon, Jan. 1767. ham, 1 Feb. 1767.

8 Paper indorsed, " Things to be
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chap. Belief to the mother country being thus derived

S^5 from an income which had chiefly been squandered

y^" among favorites, he proposed to leave the Indian

trade to be regulated under general rules by the re-

spective Provinces at their own cost.
1

Eesisting those who advised to concentrate the

American army in the principal towns, he wished

rather that the military should be disposed on the

frontiers among the younger Colonies, where their

presence might be desired.
2

The people of America, even a majority of those

who adhered to the Church of England, feared as yet

to see an American Episcopate, lest ecclesiastical

courts should follow ; Shelburne expressed his opinion

openly, that there was no manner of occasion for

American Bishops.3

He reprobated the political dependence of the

judges in the Colonies ; and advised that their commis-

sions should conform to the precedent in England.4

The grants of lands in Vermont under the seal of

New Hampshire, he ordered to be confirmed, and

this decision was not less wise than just.
5

Massachusetts and New-York had a controversy

about limits, which had led to disputed land-titles

and bloodshed on the border ; instead of keeping the

question open as a means of setting one Colony

against another, he directed that it should be defini-

tively settled ; and Massachusetts did not scruple to

1 Compare Shelburne to Gage, 11 4 Garth to South Carolina, 12
Dec. 1766. March, 1767. Compare Sir Henry

2 Shelburne to Gage, 11 Dec. Moore to Shelburne, 1 Feb. 1767.
1766. 6 Shelburne to Moore, 11 April,

3 Rev. Dr. Johnson to Sir William 1767.
Johnson, 6 July, 1767.
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place Hutchinson at the head of its boundary Com- chap.

mission.1

The Billeting Act for America, which the Kock-

ingham Ministry had continued for two years, so that

it would not of itself expire till the twenty-fourth of

March, 1768, constituted the immediate difficulty.

It was contrary to the whole tenor of British legisla-

tion for Ireland, and to all former legislation for

America. Shelburne disapproved its principle, and,

corresponding with the Secretary at War, sought to

reconcile the wants of the army with the rights of

America; being resolved "not to establish a prece-

dent, which might hereafter be turned to purposes

of oppression." 2

The American Continent was interested in the set-

tlement of Canadian affairs ; Shelburne listened to the

hope of establishing perfect tranquillity, by calling an

Assembly that should assimilate to the English laws

such of the French laws as it was necessary to retain,

and by rendering the Canadian Catholics eligible to

the Assembly 8 and Council.

But the more Shelburne showed his good disposi-

tion towards America, the more the Court spoke of

him as " an enemy." 4 The King had long been per-

1 Shelburne to Bernard, 11 Dec. enacting that those Assemblies

1766; Bernard to Shelburne, 28 should enact.''''

Feb. 1767; Same to Same, 23
3 Paper in Lansdowne House

March, 1767, and very many letters, marked, Lord Shelburne to the
2 Shelburne to Chatham, 6 Feb. Board of Trade on the Appoint-

1767, and 16 Feb. 1767; Chat, ment of an Assembly, and other

Oorr. iii. 193, 208, 209. Compare things necessary to the Settlement

the paper indorsed, "Remarks on of Canada: indorsed, Relative to

the Present State of America, the Present State of Quebec, 17
April, 1767, from Mr. Morgan." May, 1767. The paper seems to

Lansdowne House MSS. "There have been drafted by an Under
are strong reasons against the prin- Secretary for Lord Shelburne's con-

ciples of this Act," &c. Morgan sideration; perhaps by L. Mac-
condemns the Act utterly. " There leane.

is no bottom to the impropriety of 4 Grafton's Autobiography
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chap, suaded 1
tliat tlie Colonies snared in the licentious-

—^- ness of opinion, which he thought was infusing itself

Y^* into all orders of men ; and that a due obedience and

submission to law must in all cases go before the

removal of grievances. " Otherwise," said he, " we
shall soon be no better than the savages." 2 He was

now accustomed " to talk a great deal about Ame-
rica ;"

3 and he told Shelburne plainly that the Billet-

ing Act " should be enforced ;

" though he declined

" to suggest the mode." Besides ; the dependence of

the Colonies was believed by the public to be at

stake

;

4 and New-York " underwent the imputation

of rebellion." 5

The difficulties that beset Shelburne were infi-

nitely increased by the condition of parties in Great

Britain. The old Whig aristocracy was passing out

of power with so ill a grace, that they preferred the

immediate gratification of their passions to every con-

sideration of wisdom and expediency. America was

the theme in all companies, yet was discussed accord-

ing to its bearings on personal ambition
;
justice and

prudence were lost sight of in unreflecting zeal for a

momentary victory. Men struggled for a present

advantage more than for any system of government

;

and the liberties of two millions of their countrymen,

the interests of a continent, the unity of the British

empire, were left to be swayed by the accidents of a

Parliamentary skirmish.6

1 Compare Secretary Calvert to
4 Shelburne to Chatham, 16 Feb.

Lient. Gov. Sharpe, June, 1763. 1767; Chat. Corr. iii. 207, 209.
2 King to Conway, 20 Sept. 1766,

5 Shelburne to Chatham, Feb.
8 minutes past 9 p. m. 1767 ; Chat. Corr. iii. 187.

3 Bristol to Chatham, 9 Feb. 6 W. S. Johnson to Pitkin, 12
1767 ; Chat. Corr. iii. 199. Feb. 1767.
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Merchants of New-York, at the instigation of a chap.

person much connected 1 with Charles Townshend, had -^~
sent a very temperate Petition,

2 setting forth some of peb
*

the useless grievances of the Acts of Trade, and pray-

ing for the free exportation of their lumber and an

easier exchange of products with the West Indies.
8

The reasonable request provoked universal dislike;

Grenville and his friends appealed to it as fresh evi-

dence, that nothing would give satisfaction to the Colo-

nists, but a repeal of all restrictions on trade, and free-

dom from all subordination and dependence. Besides
;

Townshend, whom Chatham had thrice
4 denounced to

Grafton as " incurable," was more and more inchning

to the same views, and in giving them effect, exercised

over Grafton the superiority, which intellectual vigor

and indefatigable activity are sure to win over self-

indulgent indolence and sluggish, well-intentioned

dulness.

At this critical conjuncture, when nothing but

Chatham's presence could restore activity to the

Administration, and draw Parliament from its

lethargy,5 the gout had returned upon him at Marl-

borough on his way to London.6 But business would

not wait. On the eighteenth of February, there ap-

peared in the account of the Extraorclinaries, a large

and unusual expenditure on the continent of America.

1 Shelburne to Chatham, 6 Feb. erroneous date of Feb. 9. The
1767; Chat. Corr. iii. 191; S. third letter of Chatham to Grafton,
Sayre to J. Reed, 3 Sept. 1766. in which he calls C. Townshend in-

8 Prior Documeuts, 165. curable, is a letter really dated 9
3 W. S. Johnson's Journal, Mon- Feb. 1767. See Grafton's Autobio-

day, 16 Feb. 1767 ; Garth to Com- graphy for all three.

mittee of S. C, 12 March, 1767. 5 De Guerchy to Choiseul, 3 Feb.
4 Chatham to Grafton, 7 Dec. 1767.

1766, MS. ; Chatham to Grafton, 6 Chatham to Shelburne, 16 Feb.
23 Jan. 1767. This letter is printed 1767, Marlborough.
In the Chat. Corr. iii. 200, with the
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chap. Grenville advised to lessen the expense, and charge

—— upon the Colonies the whole of what should remain.

Feb#
' There was a general agreement, that America ought

to alleviate the burdens of England. Every speaker

of the Opposition directly inveighed against Chat-

ham, whom no one rose to defend. Eigby, stinging

the self-love of the Ministers, reproached them with

being but the servile instruments of their absent

chief; incapable of acting but on orders from his lips.

To prove his independence, Townshend explained his

own system for America, and openly combated Chat-

ham's of the year before.1 "I would govern the

Americans," said he, "as subjects of Great Britain.

I would restrain their trade and their manufactures

as subordinate to the mother country. These, our

children, must not make themselves our. allies in time

of war, and our rivals in peace." And he concluded

by adopting substantially the suggestions of Grenville

in favor of retrenchment and an American duty.2

None heeded the milder counsels of Conway. The

mosaic Opposition watched every opportunity to

push the Ministry upon extreme measures.8 A week

later, Camden, who had pledged himself " to maintain

to his last hour, that Taxation and Eepresentation

are inseparable," that Taxation without Eepresenta-

tion is a " robbery," seized the occasion to proclaim as

loudly, " that his doubt respecting the right of Parlia-

ment to tax America, was removed by the declaration

1 Compare Guerchy to Choiseul, March, 1767; Walpole's Memoirs.
20 Feb. 1767. ii. 417 ; Compare Grafton to Chatr

2 W. S. Johnson to Jared Inger- ham, 13 March 1767 ; Chat. Corr.

soil, 18 Feb. 1767; Charlemont to iii. 233.

Flood, 19 Feb. 1767; Garth to 3 H. Hammersley to Lieut. Gov
Committee of South Carolina, 12 Sharpe, 20 Feb. 1767.
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of Parliament itself ; and that its authority must be chap.

maintained." 1

By this time the friends of Grenville, of Bedford

and of Rockingham, men the most imbittered against

each other by former contests, and the most opposite

in character and tendencies, were ready to combine

to aim a deadly blow at the existing Ministry, what-

ever might be the consequence of its destruction.2

During the war, and ever since, the land-tax had

been at the nominal rate of four shillings in the

pound, in reality at but about nine pence in the

pound. On Friday, the twenty-seventh of February,3

Dowdeswell, the leader of the Rockingham party, re-

gardless of his own policy when in the treasury and

his knowledge of the public wants, proposed a reduc-

tion in the land tax, nominally of a shilling, but really

of only about nine farthings in the pound. Grenville,

with more consistency, supported 4 the proposal,

which, it was generally thought, must bring in its

train a tax on the Colonies.5 The question was

treated in the debate, as one between the Americans

and the landed interest of England ; and the Chan-

cellor of the Exchequer was reminded of his pledge

to derive this very year some revenue from America.

On the division Edmund Burke, "too fond of the

right " to vote against his conscience, and not enough

fond of it to vote against his party, staid away ; the

united factions of the aristocracy mustered two hun-

1 Garth to the Committee of South 1767, in Albemarle, ii. 430; Graf-
Carolina, 12 March 1767 ; Walpole, ton to Chatham, 28 Feb.; King to
ii. 41 8. Chatham, 3 March.

2 Compare Grenville in his Di- 4 Guerchy to Choiseul, 3 March,
ary, Papers, iv. 214. 1767.

3 Even in Grenville's Diary dates 5 Letter from London, of 4 April
can be wrong. Grenville Papers, 1767, in Boston Gazette, 637, 2, 1,

iv. 211; King to Conway, 27 Feb! 15 June 1767.
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chap, dred and six against one hundred and eighty-eight for

^— the Ministry. But not one of those who planned this

Yob', impolitic act, derived from it any advantage. The

good sense of the country condemned it ; the city

dreaded the wound given to public credit ; Grenville,

who joyfully accepted the congratulations of the

country gentlemen, deceived himself in expecting a

junction with Rockingham, and had in the King an

inflexible enemy.1 The ancient whig Connection,

which had ruled England so long and still claimed to

represent the party of Liberty, by creating an appa-

rent excuse for Townshend's system of American taxes,

only doomed itself more surely to a fruitless opposi-

tion. For so small a benefit, as a reduction on but

one year's rental of nine farthings in the pound, and

for a barren parliamentary triumph, it compromised

its principles, and risked a continent.

March This was the first overthrow on an important

question, which the Government had sustained for a

quarter of a century. On hearing the news, Chatham

rose from his bed, and ill as he was, hastened to Lon-

don. Charles Townshend " was warm in the sunshine

of majesty;" 2 but as Chatham attributed the disaster

to his lukewarmness and wished to dismiss him, the

King readily assented ; and Lord North was invited

to become Chancellor of the Exchequer. Townshend
knew well what was passing

;

8 and in the debates on

the East India question, with easy confidence gave a

defiance,
4 by asserting his own opinions. " I expect to

be dismissed for it," said he openly ; but Lord North

1 Compare Grenville's Diary in
s Shelbnrne to Chatham, 13

the Grenville Papers, iv. 212, with March 1767.
Sir Geo. Saville to Rockingham in 4 De Guerchy to Choiseul, 8
Albemarle's Rockingham, ii. 41. March, 1767.

2 Trecothick in Cavendish, i. 212.
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would not venture to supersede him. "Whom will chap.

Cliatliam next recommend ? asked the King, through v_

—

Grafton; and no other could be named. This was a ^rch
new humiliation. Chatham saw his adversary ex-

posed defenceless to his will ; and the shaffc which his

aged and enfeebled hand tremulously hurled at him,

fell harmless at his own feet. He could endure no

more. " We cannot remain in office together ;

" said

he of Townshend, and he asked the Duke of Graf-

ton himself to call the next Council at his own house.1

The accumulation of grief destroyed what little of

health remained to him ; he withdrew from business

and became invisible even to Camden and to Graf-

ton.

Here, in fact, Chatham's Administration was at an

end.2 Transmitting to his substitute every question

of domestic, foreign and colonial policy unsettled,

the British Agamemnon retired to his tent, leaving

the subordinate chiefs to quarrel for the direction.

1 Chatham to Grafton, Wednes- 2 Grafton's own statement in his

day, 11 March 1767, in Grafton's Autobiography.
Autobiography.
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CHAP.
XXIX.

Dec.

CHAPTER XXIX.

PARLIAMENT WILL HAVE AN AMERICAN ARMY AND AN AME-
RICAN REVENUE.—CHARLES TOWNSHEND'S SUPREMACY IN THE
administration.

Maech—July, 1767.

The eclipse of Chatham left Charles Townshend
the lord of the ascendant. He was a man of wonder-

ful endowments, dashed with follies and indiscretion.

Impatient of waiting, his ruling passion was present

success. He was for ever carried away by the imme-

diate object of his desires; now hurried into expenses

beyond his means, now clutching at the phantoms of

the stock market or speculations in America. In

social circles he was so fond of taking the lead, that

to make sport for his companions, he had no friend-

ship which he would not wound, no love which he

would not caricature. In the House of Commons his

brilliant oratory took its inspiration from the prevail-

ing excitement ; and careless of consistency, heedless

whom he deserted or whom he joined, he followed

the floating indications of the loudest cheers. Ap-

plause was the temptation which he had no power to

resist. Cay, volatile and fickle, he lived for the hour

and shone for the hour, without the thought of found-

ing an enduring name. Finding Chatham not likely

to reappear, his lively imagination was for ever on
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fclie stretch, devising schemes to realize his ambitious chap.

views ; and he turned to pay the greatest court wher- >-^J

ever political appearances were most inviting.
1

ikfcrcb

In the Cabinet meeting held on the twelfth of

March at the house of Grafton, Townshend assumed

to dictate to the Ministry its colonial policy. Till

that should be settled, he neither could nor would

move the particular sum necessary for the Extraorcli-

naries in America. " If," said he, " I cannot fulfil my
promise to the House, I shall be obliged to make it

appear that it is not my fault, and is against my
opinion." 2

A letter from Shelburne explained to Chatham
the necessity that Townshend should no longer remain

in the Cabinet. But Chatham was too ill to thrust

his adversary out, or give advice to his colleague.

Nor could Sherburne by himself alone abandon the

ministry ; for such a resignation would have seemed to

his superior a desertion or a reproach. He continued,

therefore, to protect American liberty as well as he

could, but had no support, and was powerless to con-

trol events ; for Grafton and even Camden yielded to

Townshend's impetuosity, and were very ready to

sacrifice Sheiburne to the royal resentment.

The disappearance of Chatham reanimated the

dissatisfied factions of the aristocracy
;
yet, in case of

success, they had no agreement respecting ulterior

measures or the distribution of influence. They had

only a common desire according to the traditions of

the old Whig party, to make the King so far subor-

dinate to his ministers, that it should be " impossible

Grafton's Autobiography, 2 Shelburne to Chatham, 13

March, 1767 ; Chat. Corr. in. 233.
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chap, for him not to give them his support." Eespecting

—r^- measures, Rockingham gave assurances that his

March fronds, without whom, he persuaded himself, nothing

could be carried by the Bedfords, would not join in

any thing severe against America.1 But he was all

the while contributing to the success of the policy

which he most abhorred.

The King would not recede from the largest claim

fco authority on behalf of the imperial Legislature.

Great pains had been successfully taken to irritate

the people of England, especially the freeholders,

against the Americans. " Our interests," it was said,

" are sacrificed to their interests ; we are to pay infi-

nite taxes and they none ; we are to be burdened that

they may be eased ;

"

2 and they would brook no long-

er heavy impositions on themselves, which were not

to be shared by the Colonies.3 The merchants com-

plained of a want of gratitude, and of the failure to

make remittances ; many were incensed at the Peti-

tion from New-York for a relaxation of the Naviga-

tion Acts; still more at the partial refusal of that

Province to billet the troops ; and the angry feeling

was exasperated by the report from its Governor, that

it would never again pay obedience to British statutes,

which there was not an army to enforce. Since the

last winter, America had lost friends both in and out

of Parliament. Conway, who kept his old ground,

was only laughed at. " He is below low-water mark,"

said Townshend to Grenville.

W. S. Johnson's Diary, 30 3
"W. S. Johnson to Gov. Pitkin,

March, 1767. 19 March, 1767.
2 W. S. Johnson to Lient. Gov.

Trumbull, 14 March, 1767.
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On the thirtieth ofMarch,—two days after news had chap
XXIX

arrived, that in one of their messages the Representa- ^^"
tives of Massachusetts had given a formal defiance to ^r(

!a

Parliament, as well as encouraged the resistance of their

sister Colony, New-York, to the Billeting Act,—the

American papers which Bedford had demanded were

taken into consideration by the House of Lords.

Camden opened the discussion by declaring New-

York to be in a state of delinquency ;

* and receding

from his old opinions, he justified his change.2 Graf-

ton said well, that " the present question was too seri-

ous for faction," and promised that the Ministers would

themselves brino- forward a suitable measure. But

the Lords wearied themselves all that day and all the

next, in scolding at the Colonies with indiscriminate

bitterness. They were called, "undutiful, ungracious

and unthankful ;

" and " rebels," " traitors," were epi-

thets liberally bestowed. Some wished to make of

New-York an example that might terrify all the

others ; it was more generally proposed by Act of

Parliament to remodel the government of them all.
3

America had not yet finished the statues which it

was raising to Chatham; and Mauduit artfully sent APriJ

over word, that the plan for reducing America would

be sanctioned by his name.4

On the tenth of April, Massachusetts was selected

for censure ; and Bedford,5—notwithstanding the sud-

1 Israel Mauduit to Hutchinson, 4 De Guerchy to Cboiseul, 17
11 April, 1767. March, 1767; Bristol to Chatham,

,J Walpole's Memoirs, ii. 448. 23 March, 1767, to be taken in
8 W. S. Johnson's Journal for 30 connection with Israel Mauduit's

and 31 March; W. S. Johnson to Letter to Hutchinson of 11 April,
Col. Walker, 31 March, 1767 ; W. 1767.

S. Johnson to A. Tomlinson, 31 * Bedford's Journal for 10 April,
March, 1767 ; W. S. Johnson to E. 1767.

Dyer, 10 April, 1767.

VOL. VI. O
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cnAP. den death of a son, who left infant children, and one
XXIX .

'of the loveliest women in England a heart-broken

widow to weep herself to death for sorrow,—came to

the House of Lords to move an Address, that the

King in Council would declare the Massachusetts

Act of Amnesty null and void.1 The Ministry con-

tended truly, that the motion was needless, as the Act

would certainly be rejected in the usual course of

business. " Perhaps we had best look into the Mas-

sachusetts Charter before we come to a decision," said

one of the Administration. " ~No ! " cried Lord Towns-

hend. " Let us deliberate no longer ; let us act with

vigor, now, while we can call the Colonies ours. If

you do not, they will very soon be lost for ever."

Lord Mansfield 2 spoke in the same strain, descant-

ing u upon the folly and wickedness of the American

incendiaries," and drawing an animated picture of the

fatal effects to England and to the Colonies, which

the " deplorable event of their disjunction must pro-

duce."
3

All that he said carried conviction to the House

of Lords,4 and hastened the very event which he

deplored. In the six hours' debate, the resistance of

New-York and Massachusetts 5 had been so highly

colored, that Choiseul began to think the time for the

great American insurrection was come. He resolved,

therefore, to send an emissary across the Atlantic, and

selected for that purpose the brave and upright 1)<?

1 Journals of the Lords, xxxi. 566. s Mauduit to Hutchinson, 1J
2 W. S. Johnson to Pitkin, 11 April, 1767; Note to Hutchinson s

April, 1767; W. S. Johnson's Jour- Hist. iii. 171.

nal, 10 April, 1767; De Guerchy 4 Extract of a letter from London,
to Choiseul, 11 and 13 April, 1767;

6 Benj. Franklin to Ross, London,
Horace Walpole to Mann, 17 April, 11 April, 1767; W. S. Johnson to

17G7; Walpole's Memoirs, ii. 451. Dyer, 10 April, 1767.
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Kalb. A protestant and a German, son of a peas-

ant 1 who dwelt in the old land of the Franks, not

far from Erlangen, he had gained in the service of

France an honorable name and the brevet rank of

lieutenant-colonel. His written instructions, dated on

the twenty-second of April, enjoined him, after pre-

liminary inquiries at Amsterdam, to go to the Eng-

lish colonies; to ascertain their wants, in respect of

engineers and artillery officers, munitions of war and

provisions ; the strength of their purpose to with-

draw from the British government; their resources

in troops, citadels, and intrenched posts ; their project

of revolt, and their chiefs.

"The commission which I give you," said Choiseul,

"is difficult, and demands intelligence. Ask of me
the means which you think necessary for its execu-

tion ; I will furnish you with them all."
2 In Octo-

ber, Kalb sailed from London, and, after a terrible

passage of a hundred and nine days, he landed at

Philadelphia,3 bringing to his work close observation,

cautious judgment, and industry, but not the sagacity

which could measure the movement of a revolution.

On the other hand, his employer suffered his hopes

to run ahead of realities ; for a Frenchman could not

compute the power of Anglo-American forbearance

;

but from this time Choiseul sought in every quarter

accurate accounts of the progress of opinion in Ame-
rica, alike in the writings of Franklin, the reports cur-

rent among the best-informed merchants, and even in

New England sermons, from which curious extracts

are to this day preserved among the State Papers of

1 Kapp's Kalb, 1. hands, 22 April, 1767; De Kalb to

2 Choiseul to De Kalb, 20 April, Choiseul, 24 April, 1767; Choiseu!

1767 ; Special and Secret Instruction to De Kalb, 2 May, 1767.

to Lieut. Col. de Kalb, put into his 3 Kapp's Kalb, 48.
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chap. France. His judgment on events, though biassed by
S~X^ national hatred, was more impartial and clear than

April'
^na^ °^ any British Minister who succeeded Shel-

burne.

The English Ministry were misled by those in

whom they trusted. The civil and military officers

of the crown in America were nearly all men of

British birth, who had obtained their places for the

sake of profit ; and had no higher object than to

augment and assure their gains. For this reason they

wished to become independent of colonial Legislatures

for their support, and to strengthen the delegated

executive power. The Commander-in-Chief was of

a kindly nature, but without sagacity, or any one

element of a statesman ; reasoning about the de-

bates of free legislative Assemblies as he would

about the questioning of military orders; entering

complaints against Georgia,1 South Carolina, and

other Colonies, and holding up New-York as pre-

eminent in opposition. The letters of Moore, who
had been appointed Governor of New-York by
the Eockingham Ministry, advocated an indepen-

dent civil list and more troops. The same views

were maintained by William Franklin of New Jersey,

and by the able, but selfish Tryon, who, under a

smooth exterior, concealed the heart of a savage.

The Lieutenant Governor of South Carolina was a

man of sense ; but his moderation was soon to

draw upon him a rebuke. Sir James Wright, in

Georgia, and Carleton, in Quebec, were strenuous sup-

porters of power. The attention of the British

Government and of Parliament was drawn chiefly

1 Gage to Shelburne, 7 April, 1767.
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towards Massachusetts, whfte Bernard,1 Hutchinson, chap.
XXIX.,

and Oliver,
2 with perseverance equalled only by their tJ^J.

duplicity, sought to increase their emoluments, to free ^pril!

themselves from " their dependence on the people for

a necessary support," and to consolidate their autho-

rity by the presence of a small standing army. The
opinions of Hutchinson were of peculiar importance,

for while he assented to Bernard's views, and was

forming relations with Israel Mauduit and Whately,

and through, them with Jenkinson, Grenville and

Wedderburn, his plausible letters to Richard Jack-

son had so imposed upon the more liberal statesmen

of England, that they looked forward with hope to

his appointment as Bernard's successor.

We are arrived at the last moment in American

affairs, when revolution might still have been easily

postponed ; and must pause to ask after the points in

issue. As yet they were trifling. The late solemn

deliberation of the Peers was but a frivolous caviling

on the form of a royal veto.
8

The People of Massachusetts, seeing a disposition

to mar its Charter, and use military power in its

government, needed more than ever an Agent in Eng-

land.
4 Bernard insisted that no one should receive

that appointment without his approval ; and repeated-

ly negatived the dismissal of the last incumbent. But

1 Bernard to Slielburne, 6 May, to Att. and Sol. Gen. 4 May ; De-
1767. cision of the Council, 9 May; Final

2
Oliver to T. Whately, 7 May, Order in Council, 13 May, 1767;

J 767. Address of Commons for Papers, 14
3 The papers are many on a very May, 1767 ; Papers laid before Par-

trifling matter. Board of Trade to liament, 18 May, 1767. The sub-

the King, 6 Dec. 1766; Reference ject need have had no notice at all

in Council, 13 April, 1767 ; Subject but in the ordinary course of busi-

considered in Council, 1 May, 1767; ness.

Opinion of Attorney and Sol. Gen- 4 Bernard to Shelburne, 28 March,
aral, ordered 4 May ; Phil. Sharpe 1767.
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crap. Shelburne held tliat the^rio'ht of nomination should
XXIX •

v-^-J rest essentially with the Representatives, so that this

April",
dispute could not become serious while he remained

in the Ministry.

The Lieutenant Governor, in spite of his want of

an election, had taken a seat in the Council, pleadiDg

the Charter as his warrant for doing so; but the

Attorney General in England, to whom the case was

referred, gave his opinion that " the right could not

be claimed by virtue of any thing contained in the

Charter or the Constitution of the Province." 1

Bernard wished to control the election of Council-

lors ; and gave out that by the use of his veto, he

would always keep places open for Hutchinson and

Oliver.2 The menace was a violation of the spirit of

the Constitution ; its only effect was to preserve two

perpetual vacancies in the Council.

The Council itself Bernard advised to alter from

an elective body to one of royal nomination. The

change would have been an act of aggression, and an

unwarranted breach of faith, for no Council in any

one Colony had more uniformly shown loyalty than

that of Massachusetts. Hutchinson perceived this so

clearly, that he at heart disapproved of the measure

which from personal motives he advocated. The per-

fidious advice would be harmless, if England would

only respect the Charter it had granted, and which

nearly a century's possession had confirmed.

There remained no grounds of imminent variance

except the Navigation Acts, the Billeting Act, the

Acts restraining industry, and the Slave Trade.

1 Opinion of the Attorney Gen- tion of Hutchinson and Oliver ; but

eral, quoted in the " Minute relative particularly, Bernard to Shelburne,

to Massachusetts Bay,
1
' 1767. 6 June, 17C7.

2 Bernard's Letters on the Rejec-
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To the latter Virginia led the opposition. Towns chap.

at the North, especially Worcester, in Massachusetts, ~^~*

protested against the system; but opinion through Apri[

the country was divided ; and complaints of the

grievance had not been made in concert.

The restraints on some manufactures, especially

of wool and iron, were flagrant violations of natural

rights ; but the laws, so tyrannical in their character,

were not of recent date, and as they related to pro-

ducts of industry which it was still the interest of the

people to import, were in a great degree inoperative

and unobserved.1

By the Billeting Act, Great Britain exposed its dig-

nity to the discretion or the petulance of provincial

Assemblies. There was no bound to the impropriety of

Parliament's enacting what those Legislatures should

enact, and accompanying the statute by a Kequisition

from the throne. Is the measure compulsory and final ?

Then why address it to Assemblies which are not ex-

ecutive officers ? Does it not compel obedience ? Then
the Assemblies have a right to deliberate, to accept

in whole or in part, or to reject. And indeed the

demand of quarters and provisions without limita-

tion of time or of the number of troops, was a

reasonable subject for deliberation. Such was the

opinion of the very few in England who considered

the question on its own merits, and not merely

as a test of authority.2 Besides: no Province had
absolutely refused to comply with the spirit of the

1 Moore to Lords of Trade, 12 by Morgan, in Lansdowne Ho-ase
Jan. 1767 ; Gov. Penn of Pa. to MSS. ; Compare Shelburne to Chat-
Same, 21 Jan. 1707; and many ham, Chat. Corr. iii. 192, and for

other letters. the opinion of Grenville, Chat,
3 See the Paper on the Subject Corr. iii. 208.
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chap. Act. A slight modification, leaving some option to
XXIX. . ...
^-^J. the Colonies, would have remedied this disagreement.

Aprii

r

"^ie ^avigati°n Acts were a perpetual source of

just and ever increasing discontent. But no public

body in America had denied their validity ; nor was

there any reluctance to subordinate American com-

merce to the general interests of the empire; the

relaxations which America most desired were very

moderate, relating chiefly to intercourse with the

West Indies, and the free export of such of its

products as Great Britain would not receive. The
illicit trade was partly owing to useless laws, but

more to the prevailing corruption among the ser-

vants of the crown. No practical question existed,

except that which Otis had raised, on the legality

of the Writs of Assistance first issued by Hutchin-

son ; and while it was even suggested by one person

at least to construe some reported declarations of

Otis 1
as proofs of treason, and to bring him to trial

in England on an impeachment by the House of Com-

mons, the Attorney and Solicitor General of Eng-

land, established his opinion that the Writs them-

selves, which had begun the controversy, were not

warranted by law.2

1 Lansdowne House MS., indors- 14 Feb. 1767, in Treasury Let-

ed, " Remarks on the Present State ter Book, xxiii. 416, directing him
of America," April, 1707, from Mr. "forthwith to lay this matter be-

Morgan ; Compare Bedford's Opin- fore Mr. Attorney and Mr. Solicitor

ion, in Lyttelton to Temple, 25 General, together with the case and
Nov. 1767, in Phillimore's Life and their opinion, for their reconsidera-

Corresponclence of Lyttelton, 743. tion." That there was in " the re-
- The opinion of the Attorney consideration " no change of the

and Solicitor General, I could not adverse opinion, may be inferred

find in the State Paper office, nor from the fact, that the Treasury

at the Treasury ; but that it was gave up the question, took no step

adverse to the views of Charles against Malcom, and introduced

Townshend appears from a letter into the American Revenue Biil

of Mr. Grey Cooper to Mr. Nuthall, just the clause which, from Towns-
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"In America," said the calm Andrew Eliot, of chap.

Boston, "the people glory in the name, and only —,~J

desire to enjoy the liberties of Englishmen." * " There M "

is not the least foundation for the suspicion, that they

aim at independence. If we have no forces, or new
Stamp Act, I would almost answer for them. Our

warmest patriots speak of our connection with Great

Britain as our felicity ; and to have it broken, as one

of the greatest misfortunes that could befall us. We
are not so vain as to think we could be able to effect

it ; and nothing could influence us to desire it, but

such attempts on our liberties as I hope Great Bri-

tain will be just enough never to make. Oppression

makes wise men mad." 2

To tranquillize America nothing more was wanting

than a respect for its rights, and some accommodation

to its confirmed habits and opinions. The Colonies

had, each of them, a direction of its own and a character

of its own, which required to be harmoniously recon-

ciled with the motion impressed upon it by the impe-

rial Legislature. But this demanded study, self-posses-

sion and candor. The Parliament of that day esteemed

itself the absolute master of America ; and recogni-

sing no reciprocity of obligations, it thought nothing

so wrons: as thwarting the execution of its will. It

did not doubt its own superiority of intelligence,

and to maintain its authority and reduce every

refractory body to obedience, appeared to it the

perfection of statesmanship, and the true method

hend's point of view, an adverse * Andrew Eliot to T. Hollis, 13
opinion would have rendered ne- May, 1767.

eessary. Besides, had the opinion 2 Andrew Eliot to Archdeacon
been favorable to the Crown Offi- Blackburne, 3 May, 1767.

cers. it would have been made use

of in America.
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cuap of colonial reform. A good system would have
X YT X
'J~^ been a consummate work of deliberative wisdom ; the

^
67

- principle of despotic government acted with more

speed and uniformity, having passion for its inter-

preter, and a statesman like Townshend, to execut e

its impulses.

That statesman had no ear except for complain ts

against the Colonies, and for men like Paxton, who
blinded him to every thing but what suited their

cupidity. It was his purpose1 to effect a thorough

revolution in colonial government, and to lay the

foundation of a vast American revenue.

The American merchants and friends to the Colo-

nies took the utmost pains to moderate resentments

and to extinguish jealousies. Their committee, with

Trecothick at its head, interposed with Townshend

;

but he answered: " I do not in the least doubt the right

of Parliament to tax the Colonies internally ; I know
no difference between internal or external taxes

;
yet,

since the Americans are pleased to make that distinc-

tion, I am willing to indulge them, and for that

reason choose to confine myself to regulations of

trade, by which a sufficient revenue may be raised."

" Perhaps the army," rejoined Trecothick, " may
with safety be withdrawn from America, in which

case the expense will cease, and then there will be

no further occasion for a revenue." " I will hear

nothing on that subject," such was Townshend's

peremptory declaration; "the moment a resolution

shall be taken to withdraw the army, I will resign

my office and have no more to do in public affairs.

I insist, it is absolutely necessary to keep up a large

1 Compare Trecothick in Cavendish, i. 212.
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i

army there and here. An American army and con- chap.

sequently an American revenue, are essential; but

I am willing to have both in the manner most easy

to the people." 1

On the thirteenth day of May, Townshend came

to the House of Commons, in the flush of his reputa-

tion and the consciousness of his supremacy. A
more eventful day for England had not dawned

in that century. When the resolutions for the

Stamp Act were voted, Parliament was unenlight-

ened. Now it had had the experience of taxing

America, and of repealing the tax through fear of

civil war. What is done now cannot easily be revok-

ed. A secret consciousness prevailed that a great

wrong was about to be done. The liberty and inter-

ests of America were at issue, and yet the doors of the

House of Commons were, by special order, shut against

every Agent of the Colonies, and even against every

American merchant.

Townshend opened the debate 2 with professions

of candor and the air of a man of business. Excul-

pating alike Pennsylvania and Connecticut, he named
as the delinquent Colonies, Massachusetts, wdrich had

invaded the King's prerogative by a general amnesty,

and, in a message to its Governor, had used expres-

sions in derogation of the authority of Parliament

;

Rhode Island, wThich had postponed, but not refused

an indemnity to the sufferers by the Stamp Act ; and

W. S. Johnson to the Governor from W. S. Johnson, who got re-

of Connecticut, 16 May, 17C7. ports from Whately and from Eich-
8 De Guerchy to Choiseul, 14 ard Jackson, and from Trecothick.

May, 1767. I have very full re- Ctmpare Walpole's Memoirs, iii,

ports from Garth, Agent for South 28; Cavendish Debates, i. 38, 39,

Carolina, and member of the House 213; Franklin's Writin<

of Commons, who was present, and
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chap. New Jersey, which had evaded the Billeting Act, hut

—^ had yet furnished the King's troops with every essen-

^J* tial thing to their perfect satisfaction. Against these

Colonies it was not necessary to institute severe

proceedings. But New-York, in the month of June

last, beside appointing its own commissary, had
limited its supplies to two regiments, and to those

articles only which were provided in the rest of the

King's dominions ; and in December had refused to

do more. Here was such clear evidence of a direct

denial of the authority of Parliament, and such overt

acts of disobedience to one of its laws, that an imme-

diate interposition was most strongly called for, as

well to secure the just dependence of the Province, as

to maintain the majesty and authority of Government.

It became Parliament, not to engage in contro-

versy with its Colonies, but to assert its sovereignty,

without uniting them in a common cause. For this

end he proposed to proceed against New-York, and

against New-York alone. To levy a local tax would

be to accept a penalty in lieu of obedience. He
should, therefore, move that New-York, having dis-

obeyed Parliament, should be restrained from any

legislative act of its own, till it should comply.

He then proceeded to advocate the establishment

of a Board of Commissioners of the Customs, to be

stationed in America.
" Our right of taxation," he continued, " is indubit-

able
;
yet to prevent mischief, I was myself in favor of

repealing the Stamp Act. But there can be no objec-

tions to Port Duties on wine, oil and fruits, if allowed

to be carried to America directly from Spain an'

Portugal ; on glass, paper, lead, and colors ; and es~

cially on tea. Owing to the high charges in Eng]
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America lias supplied itself with tea by smuggling it chap.

from the Dutch possessions ; to remedy this, duties

hitherto levied upon it in England are to be given up

and a specific duty collected in America itself. A
duty on china can be obtained by repealing the draw-

back. On salt it was at first intended to lay an

impost ; but this is abandoned 1 from the difficulty of

adjusting the drawback to be allowed on exports of

cured fish and provisions, and on salt for the fisheries."

The American revenue, it was further explained,

was to be placed at the disposal of the King for the

payment of his civil officers. To each of the Gover-

nors, an annual salary was to be assigned of two thou-

sand pounds sterling ; to each of the Chief Justices, of

five hundred pounds.

This speech, pronounced with gravity and an air

of moderation by an orator who was the delight of

the House, implied a revolution in favor of authority.

The Minister was to have the irresponsible power of

establishing by sign manual a general civil list in

every American province, and at his pleasure to grant

salaries and pensions, limited only by the amount of

the American revenue ; the national exchequer was

to receive no more than the crumbs that fell from his

table.
2 The proposition bore on its face the mark of

owing its parentage to the holders and patrons of

American offices

;

3 and yet it was received in the

House with general favor. Richard Jackson was not

regarded, when he spoke 4 against the duties them-

selves, and foretold the mischiefs that would ensue.

1 Franklin's Writings, x. 371. 16 Oct. 1768 ; and Franklin, iv. 388.
2 Hartley's Letters on the Amer- 4 Richard Jackson to W. S.

icnn War, 59. Johnson, 5 April, 1774; and Same
3 Compare De Kalb to Choiseul, to Same, 30 Nov. 1784.
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chap. Grenville who must have shed tears of spite, if lie
XXIX—^ could not have " croaked out " a presage of evil, * heard

with malignant joy one of the repealers of his Stamp

Act propose a revenue from Port Duties. " You are

deceived," said he; "I tell you, you are deceived.

The Americans will laugh at you for your distinc-

tions." He spoke against legalizing a direct trade be-

tween Portugal and America. As to taxes, he de-

manded more; all that were promised were trifles.

" I," said he,
2 " will tell the Honorable gentleman of

a revenue that will produce something valuable in

America; issue paper bearing interest upon loan

there, and apply the interest as you think proper."

Townshend, perceiving that the House seemed to

like the suggestion, stood up again, and said that

that was a proposition of his own, which he had in-

tended to have made with the rest, but it had slipped

his memory ; the Bill for it was already prepared.

The debate would not have continued long, if

there had not been a division of opinion as to the

mode of coercing New-York. Edmund Burke, ap-

proving a local tax on importations into that province,

opposed the general system. " You will never see a

single shilling from America," said he prophetical-

ly;
8

"it is not by votes and angry resolutions of

this House, but by a slow and steady conduct, that

the Americans are to be reconciled to us." Dowdes-

well described the new plan as worse than to have

softened and enforced the Stamp Tax. " Do like the

best of physicians," said Beckford, who alone seemed

to understand the subject of American discontents,

1 Burke's Works, i. 255. Am. ed. * Edmund Burke's Account of
2 Franklin, vii. 339. what he said, in Cavendish, i. 39.
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and whom nobody minded; "heal the disease by chap.

doing nothing." l LX-L

Others thought there should be an amendment to ^a

''

the Billeting Act itself, directing the civil magis-

trates to quarter upon private houses, where the As-

semblies of America did not fulfil the present re-

quirements. Grenville advised to invest the Gover-

nor and Council of each Colony with power to draw

on the colonial treasurer, who, in case of refusal to

answer such bills out of the first aids in his hands,

howsoever appropriated, should be judged guilty of

a capital crime and be tried and punished in Eng-

land. And since the Colonies persisted in the denial

of the Parliamentary right of taxation, he offered

for consideration, that every American, before enter-

ing into office, should subscribe a political Test near-

ly in the words of the Declaratory Act, acknowledg-

ing the unlimited sovereignty of Great Britain.

These several points were discussed till one in the

morning, when a question was so framed by Gren-

ville, that the Rockinghams could join him in the

division ; but their united voices were no more than

ninety-eight against one hundred and eighty.

" The new measures for the Colonies," observed

Choiseul,2 "will, no doubt, meet with opposition in

both Houses of Parliament ; but their execution will

encounter still more considerable resistance in Amer-

ica."

On the fifteenth of May, Townshend reported his

resolutions to the House, when a strenuous effort was

made to have them re-committed; the friends of

1 Beckford in Chat. Corr. iii. 251. May, 1767 ; Same to De Kalb, May
' Choiseul to De Guerchy, 14 1767.
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chap. Rockingham, pretending to wish a more lenient mea-

J^J, sure, yet joining with Grenville who spoke for one
1767. more severe, effective and general. But Townshend,

by surpassing eloquence, brought the House back to

his first Resolutions, which were adopted at about nine

in the evening without a division.

Grenville then moved that many of the Colonies

denied and oppugned the sovereignty of Great Bri-

tain
; in other words, were in a state of open rebel-

lion ; and wished that they might be reduced to sub-

mission by force ; but a large majority was against

him. In the midst of one of his speeches, the impla-

cable man stopped short, and, looking up to the gal-

lery, said, "I hope there are no American Agents

present; I must hold such language as I would not

have them hear." " I have expressly ordered the ser-

geant to admit none," said the Speaker, "and you

may be assured there are none present." Yet John-

son, of Connecticut, had braved the danger of an

arrest, and sat in the gallery to record the incidents

of the evening for the warning of his countrymen.1

The persevering Grenville next moved his Test for

America; but the House dreaded to re-produce a

union 2 of the Colonies. " At least, then," renewed

Grenville, " take some notice of those in America,

who have suffered for their loyal support of your

sovereignty ;
" and naming Ingersoll,3 Hutchinson,

Oliver, Howard, and others, he moved an Address in

1 On the fifteenth, W. S. John- W. S. Johnson to Pitkin, 16 May,
son, at the risk of imprisonment, 1767; Garth to South Carolina, 17
was present at the Debate. His May, 1767.

report of the Debate is before me; 2 W. S. Johnson to his father, 18

so too is that of Garth, which is May, 1767.

very full as to the substance of the 3 W. S. Johnson to Jared Inger-

debate, though names are omitted, soil, 16 May, 1767.
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their favor ; and this being seconded by Lord North, chap.

passed without dissent. —

^

After ordering the Bill to disfranchise New-York, J^T*

as well as sanctioning the new system of colonial

revenue and administration, the House rose ; un-

conscious that it had taken steps which pride

would not allow to be recalled ; and which, if not

retracted, would force the Colonies to unite for Inde-

pendence.

The bitterness against America grew with its indul-

gence. On the twenty-first, news came that Georgia

*

had refused compliance with the Billeting Act ; and

for a Colony, that had been established at the public

expense, to question the will of Parliament was held

to be " unexampled insolence." The Secretary at War,

therefore, as if to ensure confusion, introduced a Bill,

extending the obnoxious law a year beyond the time

when it would have expired by its own limitation.

The moment was inviting to the Opposition.

Raising some trivial questions on the form in which

the amnesty Act of Massachusetts had been disal-

lowed, the united factions of Rockingham, Bedford

and Temple on one division left the Ministry a majo-

rity of but six, and on another of but three.
2

On both these occasions the King made two of

his brothers vote with the Ministry; of which the

dissolution would have left him at the mercy of

the coalition. He wished to enforce the absolute

authority of Parliament in America, and to consum-

mate his victory over the aristocracy in England.

For the one he needed to dismiss Shelburne

;

8 for

1 Prior Documents, 130; Walpole, 2 De Guerchy to Ohoisenl, 26
iii. 40; W. S. Johnson to Gov. of May, 1767.

Connecticut, 9 June, 1767. 3 Chatham Corr. iii. 254.

vol. vi.— 6
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chap, the other, to employ the name of Chatham. Grafton

—,-J. readily adopted a plan, to lead the aristocracy into

^L' disputes among themselves ; and then, separating the

Beclfords from the rest, to introduce a part of

them to power. Keen observers saw the certainty

of changes, and predicted a " mosaic " Ministry.1

To proceed securely, Grafton required some un-

derstanding with Chatham ; but Chatham refused to

see him, pleading his disability.
2 The King himself

intervened by a letter, framed with cool and well con-

sidered adroitness, but which seemed an effusion of

confidence and affection. In the House of Lords the

Earl had given an open defiance to the whole nobility

;

and the King charged him by his " duty, affection,

and honor," not to " truckle " now, when the " hydra "

was at the height of its power. For success, nothing

was wanted but that he should have " five minutes'

conversation " with Grafton.8

Chatham yielded to such persuasion ; though suf-

fering from a universal tremor, which application to

business visibly increased.
4 Grafton was filled with

grief at
a the sight of his great mind, bowed down

and thus weakened by disorder ;
" 5 but he obtained

from him the declaration, that " he would not retire

except by his majesty's command." 6

June. At a second interview in June,7 Grafton, urged by

1 Chesterfield to Ms Son, 1 June, 7 The Duke of Grafton in his

1767. autobiography, does not carefully
2 Chatham Corr. iii. 255—260. discriminate between his two in-
3 King to Chatham, 30 May, terviews with Lord Chatham. The

1767, 34m. past 2, and 35 m. past 8, first must have been inconclusive,

p. m. Chat. Corr. iii. 260—264. since a second was so soon neces-
4 De Guerchy to Choiseul, 10 sary. In part vi. of his work, he

June, 1767. speaks of his " interesting and
5 Grafton's Autobiography. most important conversation with
6 Walpole's Memoirs, iii. 53. Lord Chatham on the King's birth-
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the wishes of the King, complained of Shelburne and chap.

intimated, that u he could not he allowed to continue

in his office." Chatham summoned spirit to vindicate

his friend, and to advise the dismission of Townshend.

He was with great difficulty led to believe that a

junction was necessary with either the Bedfords or

the Rockingkanis ; but, of the two, Grafton thought

him inclined to prefer the former. The interview

lasted two full hours, and the Ministers parted with

the most cordial professions of good will and mutual

attachment.

Grafton was left with the position of Prime Minis-

ter ; but it was the King, who from this time con-

trolled the Cabinet and managed affairs. His influ-

ence was adverse to the cause of European Liberty,

which, nevertheless, continued to grow in strength.

" Men are opening their eyes," said Voltaire,1 " from

one end of Europe to the other. Fanaticism, which

feels its humiliation and implores the arm of autho-

rity, makes the involuntary confession of its defeat.

Let us bless this happy revolution which has taken

place in the minds of men of probity within fifteen or

twenty years. It has exceeded my hopes."

That a greater change hung over America could

not escape the penetration of Jonathan Trumbull, the

Deputy Governor of Connecticut. He was a perfect

model of the virtues of a rural magistrate, never weary

of business, profoundly religious, grave in his man-

day, 1767, and in the part iv. in Correspondence, iii. 266, dated

which he gives an account of the June 2, is of July 2. The inclosure

interview, he adds a note from was written in the evening of July

Lord Camden, dated June 4, which 1, 1767, and was delivered by Graf-

he says he received " as he was ton to the King, July 2.

stepping into his phaeton to go
1
Voltaire to d'Alembert, 4 June,

to North End." The letter of the 1767.

King to Chatham, in the Chatham
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chap, ners, calm and discriminating in judgment, fixed in

-—r-^ his principles, steadfast in purpose, and by his abil-

Junel *ty an(^- patriotism enchaining universal respect and

the unfailing confidence of the freemen of his Colony.

His opinion was formed, that if " methods tending

to violence should be taken to maintain the depend-

ence of the Colonies, it would hasten a separation ;

"

1

that the connection with England could be preserved

by " gentle and insensible methods," rather than " by
power or force." But not so reasoned Townshend,

who, after the Whitsuntide Holidays, " stole

"

2
his

Bill imperceptibly through both Houses.3 The Stamp

Act had called an American revenue "just and neces-

sary ; " and had been repealed as impolitic. Towns-

hend's Preamble to his Bill granting duties in America

on glass, red and white lead, painter's colors and

paper, and three pence a pound on tea, declared an

July. American revenue " expedient." 4 By another Act 5 a

Board of Customs was established at Boston ; and

general Writs of Assistance were legalized. For New-

York the Lords of Trade, avowedly from political

reasons, refused to the Presbyterians any immunities,

but such as might be derived from the British Law of

Toleration
;

6 while an Act of Parliament T suspended

the functions of its Representatives, till they should

render obedience to the Imperial Legislature.

On such an alternative, it was thought that that

Province would submit without delay ; and that the

1 Jonathan Trumbull to William 4 7 Geo. III. c. XLVI.
S. Johnson, 23 June, 1767.

5 7 Geo. III. c. XLI.
2 Lord Beauchamp in Cavendish 6 Eeport of the Board of Trade,

Debates, i. 215. 10 July, 1767.
3 W. S. Johnson to Dep. Gov. 7 Garth, 17 May, 1767 ; 7 Geo. IIL

Trumbull, 14 Sept. 1767. Garth chap. LVI.
to Committee of South Carolina,

6 June, 1767.
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Americans, as their tea would now come to them at chap.
• XXIX

a less price than to the consumers in England, would

pay the impost in their own ports with only seeming

reluctance.

But the new measures were, in their character, even

more subversive of right than those of Grenville. He
had designedly left the civil officers dependent on the

local legislators, and consigned the proceeds of the

American tax to the Exchequer.1 Townshend's

revenue was to be disposed of under the sign manual

at the King's pleasure. This part of the system

had no limit as to time or place, and was in-

tended as a perpetual menace. In so far as it

provided an independent support for the crown

officers, it did away with the necessity of colonial

legislatures. Wherever the power should be exer-

cised, Governors would have little inducement to

call Assemblies, and an angry Minister might dis-

solve them without inconvenience to his Administra-

tion.
2 Henceforward " no native " of America could

hope to receive any lucrative commission under the

crown, unless he were one of the martyrs to the

Stamp Act. Places would be filled by some Briton-

born, who should have exhibited full proof of his read-

iness to govern so refractory a people as the Ameri-

cans according to the principle of bringing them to

the most exact and implicit obedience to the dictates

of England.3

Such an one was Tryon, now Governor of North

Carolina, a soldier who, in the army, had learned little

1 Compare Hartley's Letters on to Committee of South Carolina, 5

the War. July, 1767.
2 W. S. Johnson to the Gov. of 3 W. S. Johnson to Stnyvesant

Connecticut, 13 July, 1767; Garth of New-York, 10 July, 1767.
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chap, but a fondness for display. To mark the boundary

H^J which in October, 1765, had been agreed upon between

j^- the Carolinas and the Cherokees,1
he, at the cost of

an impoverished and suffering Colony,2 marched a

company of riflemen through the woods,3 to the banks

of Reedy River. The Beloved Men of the Cherokees

met him on the way. " The Man above," said their

Orator, " is head of all. He made the land and none

other, and he told me that the land I stand on is mine,

and all that is in it. True it is, the Deer and the Buf-

faloes and the Turkeys are almost gone. I refer all

to him above. The White People eat what they have

here ; but our food is further off. The land is very

good, but I will not love it. The land on this side

the line I will not love, I give it to the White Peo-

ple. When they buy land, they give what soon wears

out ; but land lasts always. Yet the land is given

when the line is run." 4 As he spoke, he laid down

a string of beads on the course of the border.

From the Elm Tree on Reedy River, the frontier

was marked as far as to an Oak on the top of the

Mountains which rise over the sources of the Pacolet

and the Broad ; and thence it was agreed that it

should run directly to Chiswell's Lead Mines on the

New River branch of the Kanawha. 5 The Chero-

kee Chiefs, who knew well the cruelty and craft of

the most pernicious beast of prey in the mountains,

1 Tryon to Rutherford, &c, Com- 4 Jud's Friend's Talk in reply to

mission ers, 4 June, and 6 June, Tryon, at Tyger River Camp, 2

1767. June, 1767.
2 Compare Martin's History of

5 Deed with the Cherokees, 13

North Carolina, ii. 228. June, 1767.
3 Tryon to Secretary of State, 8

July, 1767.
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ceremoniously distinguished the Governor by the chap.
XXIX

name of the Great Wolf.1 —,—

The Highlands of North Carolina were already
Jr^J*

the homes of a comely and industrious race.
2 Well

might David Hume, in view of the ever expanding

settlements of those who spoke the same tongue with

himself, invite Gibbon to admire, how " the solid and

increasing establishments in America promised supe-

rior stability and duration to the English language." 3

1 Tryon to the Secretary of State,
3 David Hume to Gibbon, 1767,

14 July, 1767. in Burton.
2 Tryon to the Secretary, 8 July.
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CHAPTER XXX.

how townshend's american taxes webe eeceived by
france and america.—coalition of the king and the
aristocracy.

July—November, 1767.

The anarchy in the Ministry was agreeable

to the King, for it enabled him to govern as well as

to reign. Grafton made no tedious speeches in the

closet, and had approved the late American regula-

tions
;
persuading himself even that the choice of tea

as the subject of taxation was his own

;

l that the law,

suspending the legislative functions of New-York, was

marked by moderation and dignity

;

2 and that abro-

gating the Charters of the American Colonies would

be their emancipation from " fetters."
8

The King, who wished to retain Conway in office

and had looked into his heart to know how to wind

and govern him, attached him by the semblance of

perfect trust ; showing him all Chatham's letters,
4 and

1 Grafton of himself, in his Auto- authority on account of his inti-

biography. macy with Conway, and for the
2 Grafton's Autobiography. time, with Grafton. The compari-
3 Grafton's Autobiography. son with the Autobiography of the
4 Walpole's Memoirs, iii. 61, 62. latter, shows that Walpole was

Here Walpole becomes a leading well-informed.
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giving him leave to treat with his own old associates, chap.

though Grafton desired to effect through Grower a ^Li
junction with the friends of Bedford.1 ^V'

Bat Rockingham, who never opened his eyes to

the light that was springing from the increased intel-

ligence of the masses, and leffc out of view that all his

glory as a statesman had come from his opposition to

Grenville and Bedford, governed himself exclusively

by the ancient principle of his party a to fight up

against the King and against the people," 2 and set

about forming a Ministry by cementing the shattered

fragments of the old Whig aristocracy. He began

with Bedford. "Bedford and Grenville are one,"

said Rigby, by authority ;
" and neither of them will

ever depart from the ground taken, to assert and

establish the entire sovereignty of Great Britain over

her Colonies." 8 But Rockingham avoided all detail

as to measures and as to men, and according to the

old fashion, satisfied himself by declaring for a " wide

and comprehensive " system. After a week's negoti-

ation,
4 and with no plan but to support privilege

against prerogative, he announced to Grafton 5
his

readiness to form a new Administration.

The King whom Rockingham had now to encoun-

ter, was greatly his superior in sagacity and consis-

tency of conduct. Remaining implacable towards

1 Grafton to Northington, 18 Ju- Bedford's Correspondence, iii. Com-
ly, 1767. pare, also, Lyttelton's Life and Cor-

2 Marquis of Lansdowne to Ar- respondence ; the Grenville Papers,

tbur Lee, in Life of Arthur Lee, ii. iv.; and Albemarle's Rockingham,
357. ii.

3 Phillimore's Life and Corres- 6 Grafton to Rockingham, 15
pondence of Lord Lyttelton, ii. 724. July, 1767 ; Rockingham to Graf

' Numerous Papers illustrating ton, 16 July, 1767.

the negotiation are to be found in
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Grenville, * lie surveyed calmly tlie condition of the

chequered factions, which had been so freshly and so

loosely put together ; he saw that his own consent to

their union would set them at variance among them-

selves
;

2 and he gave Rockingham leave to revive, if

he could, the exclusive rule of the great Whig fami-

lies. He knew that he was master of the field.

" The King may make a page first Minister," 8
said

Lord Holland. The day was past when England was

to be governed by Privilege alone ; but with the

decline of the aristocracy, the people not less than

the King increased in authority; demanded more

and more to know what was passing in Parliament

;

and prepared to enforce their right to intervene. All

that could be done through the press in their support,

was done with alacrity.
4 " Power," thought a French

observer,5 " has passed into the hands of the populace

and the merchants. The country is exceedingly jea-

lous of its liberty."

While Eockingham, self-deluded as to the pur-

poses of his associates/ summoned his political

allies to London, Shelburne was quieting the con-

troversy with America respecting the Billeting

Act. New-York had foreseen the storm, and with-

out recognising the binding force of the British

Statute, or yet conforming to its provisions, it

1 Walpole's Memoirs, iii. 67, 68
;'

July, 1767 ; and Same to Same, 17
and compare 86. July, 1767, 9 o'clock.

2 Compare Bedford to Booking- 3 Walpole's Memoirs, iii. 66.

ham, 16 July, 1767, in Bedford's 4 Compare T. Hollis to Andrew
Corr. iii. 373. Grenville to Temple, Eliot, 23 Feb. 1767.

18 July, 1767, in Grenville Papers, 5 Durand, acting as French min-
iv. 59. Walpole's Memoirs. Tern- ister at London, to Choiseul, 21

pie to Kigby, 17 July, 1767. Bed- July, 1767.

ford to Eockingham, 17 July, 1767, 6 Walpole's Memoirs, iii. 68.

&c. &c. Grenville to Rigby, 16
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had made a grant of money 1
for the nse of the chap

army, without specifications. This, by the advice of

the Attorney General and Solicitor General,2 Shel-

burne received as a sufficient compliance,3 and the

Assembly went on as though nothing had happened.

The health of Chatham was all the while growing

worse ; and his life began to be despaired of. His

letters were kept from him.4 Of the transactions

that were going forward, he was scarce even a spec-

tator, and seemed to be unconcerned in the event.5

About nine o'clock in the evening of the twen-

tieth, the leaders of the two branches of the Oligarchy

met at Newcastle House. When Rockingham had

explained the purpose of the meeting, Bedford, on

behalf of Temple and Grenville, 6 declared their readi-

ness to support a comprehensive administration, pro-

vided it adopted the capital measure of asserting and

establishing the sovereignty of Great Britain over its

Colonies. At this, Rockingham flew into a violent

passion, and 7 complained of their calling on him and

his friends for a declaration on American affairs;

whatever answer he might give, they would throw a

construction on his conduct to his disadvantage before

the public.
8

Bedford insisted with firmness on the declaration.

1 Moore to Shelburne, 18 June, 6 De Guerchy to Choiseul, 10

1767. June, 16 June, 8 July, 1767. T.
2 Shelburne to Chatham, in Chat. Whately to Lord Temple, 30 July,

Corr. iv. 325. 1767.
3 Shelburne to Moore, 18 July, 6 Grenville to Rigby, 16 July,

1767. Compare Vote ofNew-York 1767; Temple to Rigby, 16 July,

Assembly of 6 June, 1767. Mes- 1767. Joint letter of Temple and
sage of Moore of 18 Nov. 1767. Grenville, 17 July, 1767.

Board of Trade to the King, 7 May, 7 Bedford's Journal, 20 July,

1768. 1767 ; Durand to Choiseul, 28 July,
4 Lady Chatham to Grafton, 1767.

North End, 31 July, 1767. 8 Rockingham to Dowdeswell in
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chap. "We may as well demand one from yon," cried Rich-

^^1 mond,1 "that yon never will disturb that conntry

July"
aoam-" Sandwich interposed to reconcile the differ-

ence 2 by substituting an ambiguity for the explicit

language of Grenville.

Yet the same difficulty recurred on discussing the

division of employments. In the House of Com-
mons the lead must belong to Conway or Grenville.

Against the latter Rockingham was inflexible; and

Bedford equally determined against the former. So

at one o'clock at night the meeting broke up without

any result, though the Duke of Newcastle, in his

vain entreaties, had been moved to tears.
8

The next day Newcastle, whom forty years' expe-

rience had accomplished as an adept in the art of

constructing Ministries by compromise, made an effort

to revive the system which had nourished during his

long career ; and the two parties met once more at

his house. But the difficulty about America could

not be got over. Rockingham again avowed his dis-

trust of Grenville 4 and Temple, and insisted on Con-

way's taking the lead in the House of Commons.

This left no possibility of agreement ;
" and we broke

up," says Bedford, " with our all declaring ourselves

free from all engagements to one another, and to be

as before this negotiation began."

During the suspense the King, who had never

been in earnest for a change,5 would not admit Rock-

Cavendish Debates, i. 584. Rock- 8 Durand to Choiseul, 28 July,

ingliam to Hardwicke, in Albe- 1767.

marie, ii. 50. This letter has the 4 Compare Lyttelton to Temple,

wrong date, of July 2 for July 20. Nov. 1767, in Lyttelton's Life and
1 Walpole's Memoirs, iii. 80. Corr. ii. 740.
2 Almon's Political Register, I.

5 Journal of the second Lord

204.
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inghain to an audience ; now that he had failed, he chap.

was received to make confession, that the country ^^L
required a strong, united, and permanent administra- j^

7 '

tion and that he himself could not form one of any

kind. He did not omit to add some reproaches about

the past ; but the King was in the best humor. He
bowed very graciously, and Rockingham bowed, and

so they parted. " What did the King say to you ?

"

asked Grafton and Conway eagerly, as Rockingham

came out ; and the only answer he could make was

—

"Nothing. 1 '

Once more Rockingham was urged to join with

the friends of Chatham ;
* but he was unaccommodat-

ing and impracticable. 2 " He has managed it ill,"

thought Hardwicke.8 Richmond and others were anx-

ious and uneasy.4 A leader of a party had never Aug.

done so much to diminish its influence. Very honest,

truly liberal, of a merciful and generous nature, his

intellect bore no comparison to his virtues, his con-

duct no analogy to his good intentions. Deceived by
his reverence for the past, without ability to plan a

system suited to his age, he left the field open to

those who wished ill to liberty in America and in

England. His enemies were pleased, for he had

acted exactly as their interests required ; the King

was never in better spirits.
5

Grafton, too, obtained the credit of moderation

by his seeming readiness to retire; and, after the

rejection of all his offers to Rockingham, people saw

Hardwicke, in Life of Lord Chan- s Life of Lord Chancellor Hard-
cellor Hardwicke, iii. 459. wicke, iii. 459.

1 Compare Durand to Choisenl, 3 4 E. Burke to KocMngham, 18
August, 1767. August, 1767.

2 Whately to Temple, 30 July,
5 E. Burke to Kockingham, 1

1767 ; in Lvttelton, 729. August, 1767.
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chap, him at tlie head of tlie Treasury with less dissatisfac-
XXX. "

v^J- tion. He retained the confident expectation of

^UJ' an alliance
1 with Bedford, who could not keep his

party together without official patronage

;

2 but for

the moment, he relied on Townshend.8

So Charles Townshend remained in the cabinet,

treating every thing in jest,
4 scattering ridicule with

full hands, and careless on whom it fell. Grafton

was apparently the Chief; but the King held the

helm, and as the dissolution of Parliament drew near,

was the more happy in a dependent Ministry. The

patronage of the Crown amounted to an annual dis-

bursement of six millions sterling,
5 and the secret ser-

vice money was employed to cover the expenses of

elections, at a time when less than ten thousand

voters chose a majority of the House of Commons.

As merchants and adventurers, rich with the profits

of trade or the spoils of India,6 competed for

boroughs, the price of votes within twenty years had

increased three-fold. The Duke of Newcastle grum-

bled as usual. Edmund Burke grumbled also,

because the moneyed men of his party did not engage

more of " the venal boroughs." 7 In the great contest

with oppression, he had no better reliance than

on the English constitution as it was, and the charita-

ble purchase of venal boroughs by opulent noblemen

of his connection.

" May the anarchy in the British government last

1 Walpole's Memoirs, iii. 99.
5 Durand to Choiseul, 12 August,

2 Durand to Choiseul, 7 August, 1767.

1767..
6 Durand to Choiseul, 7 August,

8 Grafton's Autobiography. 1767.
4 Durand to Choiseul, 7 August, 7 Burke to BocMngham, 13 Au«

1767. gust, 1767.
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for ages," wrote Choiseul.1 "Your prayer will be chap.

heard," answered Durand, then in London as Min- ^^L
ister.

2 "The opposition during this reign will al-
1^'

ways be strong, for the cabinet will always be di-

vided; but the genius of the nation, concentrating

itself on commerce and Colonies, compensates the

inferiority of the men in power, and makes great

advances without their guidance." "My position,"

observed Choiseul as he contemplated, alike in Asia

and in America, the undisputed ascendency of the

nation which he called his " enemy," 3 " is the

most vexatious possible ; I see the ill ; I do not see

the remedy." Anxious to send none but the most

accurate accounts, Durand made many inquhies of

Franklin, and asked for all his political writings.

" That intriguing nation," said Franklin,4 " would like

very well to blow up the coals between Britain and

her Colonies ; but I hope we shall give them no

opportunity."

" In England," observed Durand,5 " there is no

one who does not own that its American Colonies

will one day form a separate State. The Americans

are jealous of their liberty and will always wish to

extend it. The taste for independence must prevail

among them. Yet the fears of England will retard

its coming, for she will shun whatever can unite

them."—" Let her but attempt to establish taxes in

them," rejoined Choiseul, " and those countries,

1 Clioiseul to Durand, Com- 3 From the Dispatch of the fourth

piegne, 4 August, 1767; La minute of August.
de cette Depeche etoit de la main 4 Franklin to his son, 28 August,

du Due de Choiseul. 1767 ; Writings, vii. 357.
2 Durand to Choiseul, August, 6 Durand to Choiseul, 11 August,

1767. Wo date of the day. The 1767.

P. S. is 22 August.
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chap, greater than England in extent, and perhaps becom-

J~X- ing more populous, having fisheries, forests, shipping,

^J' corn, iron and the like, will easily and fearlessly sepa-

rate themselves from the mother country." " Do not

calculate," replied Durand," 1 " on a near revolution in

the American Colonies. They aspire not to indepen-

dence but to equality of rights with the mother coun-

try. A plan of union will always be a means in

reserve by which England may shun the greater

evil.—When the separation comes, the other Colo-

nies of Europe will be the prey of those, whom exces-

sive vigor may have detached from their parent

stock. The loss of the Colonies of France and of

Spain will be the consequence of the revolution in

the Colonies of England." 2

The idea of emancipating the whole colonial world

was alluring to Choiseul ; and he judged correctly of

the nearness of the conflict. " The die is thrown," said

men in Boston, on hearing the Revenue Act had been

carried through. " The Rubicon is past."
8—" We will

form one universal combination," it was whispered,

"to eat nothing, drink nothing, and wear nothing

imported from Great Britain." 4 The Fourteenth of

August was commemorated as the Anniversary of the

first resistance to the Stamp Act.5 The intended

appropriation of the new revenue, to make the crown

officers independent of the people, stung the patriots

to madness. "Such counsels," they said, "will de-

1 Durand to Choiseul, 30 August, 4 Compare Letter of Hutchinson.

1767. 18 July, 1767.
2 Durand to Choiseul, 5 Sept.

5 Memorial of Commissioners of

1767. Customs in America, to the Lord
3 Compare the Narrative in Ber- of the Treasury, 12 February, 1768.

nard to Shelburne, 14 Sept. 1767.
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prive tlie prince who now sways the British sceptre chap.

of millions of free subjects."
1 And when it was con- -^

—

. . 1767
sidered, that Mansfield and the Ministry declared Aug.*

some of the grants in colonial Charters to be nuga-

tory on the ground of their extent, the press of Bos-

ton, in concert with New-York,2 following the prece-

dent set by Molineux in his argument for Ireland,

reasoned the matter through to its logical conclusion.

" Liberty," said the earnest writer,
3 " is the inhe-

rent right of all mankind. Ireland has its own Parlia-

ment and makes laws ; and English statutes do not

bind them, says Lord Coke, because they send no

knights to Parliament. The same reason holds good

as to America. Consent only gives human laws their

force. Therefore the Parliament of England cannot

extend their jurisdiction beyond their constituents.

Advancing the powers of the Parliament of England,

by breaking the rights of the Parliaments of Ame-
rica, may in time have its effects." " If this writer

succeeds," said Bernard, " a civil war must ensue ;

"

4

and the prediction was well founded, for the King, on

his part, was irrevocably bent on giving effect to the

new system.5

The Act suspending the legislative functions of

New-York increased the discontent. The danger of

the example was understood ; and while patriots of

Boston encouraged one another to justify themselves

1 Britannus Americanns, in Bos- land, with variations to adapt it to

ton Gazette, 545, 2, 1, of 17 An- America.
gust, 1767.

'

4 Bernard to Shelburne, 24 Au-
2 Bernard to Shelburne, 14 Sept. gust, 1767.

1767. 5 Minute Book, xxxviii. 459.
3 In the Boston Gazette of the Whitehall Treasury Chambers, 27

24th of August, appeared a paper August, 1767.

taken from Molineux's Case of Ire-

VOL. VI.— 7
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chap, in the eye of tlie present and of coming generations,1

they added, " Our strength consists in union. Let us,

above all, be of one heart and one mind.—Call on

our sister Colonies to join with us.—Should our right-

eous opposition to slavery "be named rebellion,
2 yet

pursue duty with firmness, and leave the event to

Heaven." 8 An intimate correspondence grew up

between New-York and Boston. They would nullify

Townshend's Revenue Act by consuming nothing on

which he had laid a duty; and avenge themselves on

England by importing no more British goods.

Sept. At the beginning of this excitement, Charles

Townshend was seized with fever, and after a short

illness, during which he met danger with the uncon-

cerned levity that had marked his conduct of the

most serious affairs,
4 he died at the age of forty-one,

famed alike for incomparable talents, and extreme

instability.
5 "Where were now his gibes? 6 Where

his flashes of merriment that set the table in a roar

;

his brilliant eloquence which made him the wonder

of Parliament ? If his indiscretion forbade esteem,

his good-humor dissipated hate. He had been courted

by all parties, but never possessed the confidence,

of any. He followed no guide, and he had no

plan of his own. No one wished him as an adver-

sary ; no one trusted him as an associate. He some-

1 Sui Imperator, in Boston Ga- 3 A. F. to Edes and Gill, in Bos-
zette, 648, 3, 1 ; 31 August, ton Gazette, 648, 3, 2.

1767. 4 Walpole's Memoirs of George
2 Israel Manduit to Lieut. Gov. III. iii. 99.

Hutchinson, London, 10 Dec. 1767.
5 W. S. Johnson to E. Dyer, 12

"That treasonable letter to Edes Sept. 1767, and other letters of

and Gill, in your Boston Gazette Johnson.

of 31 August last."
6 Letters of I«„dy Hervey. Sept.

1767.
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times spoke with boldness; but at heart he was as chap

timid as he was versatile. He had clear conceptions, —

^

depth of understanding, great knowledge of every g^J
branch of administration,1 and indefatigable assiduity

in business. During the last session of Parliament,

his career had been splendid and successful. He had

just obtained the Lord Lieutenancy of Ireland for his

brother, and a Peerage for his wife, to descend to his

children; 2 and with power, fortune, affection, and

honors clustering around him, he fell in the bloom of

manhood, the most celebrated statesman who has left

nothing but errors to account for his fame.

The choice of his successor would decide on the

continuance of the Ministry, of which his death

seemed to presage the overthrow. Choiseul,3 a good

judge, esteemed Grenville by far the ablest financier

in England, and greatly feared his return to office.

It was believed, that on the day of Townshend's

death, Grafton advised the recall of Grenville; and

that the King replied with strong emotion, " Never

speak to me again of that man ; for I never, my life

long, will see him." 4—" The King himself has the great-

est distrust of those who would rule him, so that he

never will let any one prevail," said the Princess Ame-
lia ;

" were Bute and the Princess of Wales no more,

Ministers would not be more stable."
5 Following his

1 Durand to Choiseul, 8 Sept. ter of Durand is not conclusive, but

1767. Walpole had good means of infor-
2 Grafton's Autobiography. mation,; Grafton says that Gren-
9 See many of his letters to the ville was never liked by the King

;

embassy at- London. and the Grenville Diary for 1765,
4 Durand to Choiseul, 11 Sept. fully accounts for the King's invin-

1767. That the King spoke very civ- cible repugnance to a minister

illy to Lord Suffolk respecting his whose stubbornness had made him
enemy Grenville after Grenville's turn red and even shed tears,

death only illustrates a proverb of B Durand to Choiseul, 16 Sept.

two thousand years ago. The let- 1767.
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chap, own sure instinct, he directed that the vacant placa
XXX

should be offered to Lord North. Receiving the

g J:
summons, North hastened to London, declined the

office from fear of his inability to cope with Grenville

on questions of finance, returned to the country, and

changed his mind just in season to accept 1 before the

appointment of another.

At that time Lord North was thirty-five years

old, having seen the light in the same year with

Washington. While the great Virginian employed

himself as a careful planter, or fulfilled his trust as a

colonial legislator, or, in his hour of leisure, lean-

ing against the primeval oaks on the lawn at Mount
Vernon, in full view of the thickly forested hill which

now bears the Capitol, mused on the destinies of his

country and resolved to preserve its liberty, Lord

North entered the cabinet, in which he was to remain

for fifteen of the most eventful years in the history of

Britain. He was a Minister after the King's own
heart; not brilliant, but of varied and extensive

knowledge
;

good-humored and able ; opposed to

republicanism, to reform, and to every popular mea-

sure. He had voted for the Stamp Act, and against

its repeal; 2 and had been foremost in the pursuit

of Wilkes. Though choleric, he was of an easy

temperament ; a friend to peace, yet not fearing war

;

of great personal courage, which however partook

something of apathy ; rarely violent ; never enter-

prising ; of such moderation in his ambition, his

1 North to Grafton, 10 Sept.
2 Compare W. S. Johnson to Gov.

1767. Charles Lloyd to Lord Lyt- Pitkin, 1767.

telton, 17 Sept. 1767; Lyttelton's

Life, 733, 734.
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wishes and his demands, that he seemed even disin- chap.
XXX

terested. His judgment was clear and his perceptions

quick
; but his power of will was feeble ; a weakness

which only endeared him the more to his royal mas-

ter, making his presence soothing, not by arts of flat-

tery, but by the qualities of his nature. He took

a leading part in the conduct of affairs, just as the

people of America were discussing the character of

the new Revenue Act, which the King had not sug-

gested ; which no living member of the cabinet would

own; which Grafton, the Prime Minister, described

as " absurd ;

" but which was left as the fatal bequest

of Charles Townshend to his successors and his coun-

try.
1

The new taxes were not to be collected till the

twentieth of November; and should the Sons of

Liberty effect a universal agreement to send for no

more goods from Britain, no customs would, even

then, fall due. " But such a confederacy," said Ber-

nard,2 " will be impracticable without violence ; " and

he advised a regiment of soldiers as the surest way of

"inspii'ing notions of acquiescence and submission."

" Ships of war and a regiment," said Paxton in Eng-

land,
3 " are needed to ensure tranquillity."

Never was a community more distressed or Oct.

divided by fear and hope, than that of Boston.

There the American Board of the Commissioners of

the Customs was to be established ; and to that town

the continent was looking for an example. Bash

Grafton's Autobiography; Com- 2 Bernard to Shelbnrne, 31 An*
pare speeches of Camden, of Graf- gust, 7 September, 1767.

ton, of Shelbnrne, in the House of 3 Compare Bollan to Hutcrinson,

Lords, 7 Feb. 1775, and of Camden 11 August, 1767.

and Grafton, 5 March, 1776.
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chap, words were spoken,1 rash counsels conceived. " The
XXX .

t^^L Commissioners," said the more hasty, " must not be

QCtt
' allowed to land."—"Paxton must, like Oliver, be

taken to Liberty Tree or the gallows, and obliged to

resign."—" Should we be told to perceive our ina-

bility to oppose the mother country," cried the youth-

ful Quincy, " we boldly answer, that in defence of

our civil and religious rights, with the God of armies

on our side, we fear not the hour of trial ; though the

host of our enemies should cover the field like locusts,

yet the sword of the Lord and Gideon shall prevail." 2

As the lawyers of England all now decided, that

American taxation by Parliament was legal and con-

stitutional, the press of Boston sought support in

something more firm than human opinion, and more

obligatory than the acts of irresponsible legislation.

" The law of nature," said they,3 " is the law of God,

irreversible itself and superseding all human law. It

perfectly reconciles the true interest and happiness of

every individual, with the true interest and happiness

of the universal whole. The laws and constitution of

the English Government are the best in the world,

because they approach nearest to the laws God has

established in our nature. Those who have attempted

this barbarous violation of the most sacred rights of

their country, deserve the name of rebels and traitors,

not only against the laws of their country and their

King, but against Heaven itself."

' Bernard to Shelburne, 21 Sept.
8 G. in Boston Gazette of 5 Oct.

1767. 1767. 653, 2, 2, Compare N. Eo-
2 Boston Gazette of 5 Oct. 1767, gers to Hutchinson, London, 30 ])eo.

653, 1, 2, Hyperion, by Josiah 1767.

Quincy.
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Province called to province. " A revolution must chap

inevitably ensue," said a great student of scripture J~^L

prophecies,1 in a village of Connecticut. q^*

"We have discouraging tidings from a mother

country," thought Trumbull.2 " The Americans have

been firmly attached to Great Britain ; nothing but

severity will dissolve the union."

At Boston, revolution was rapidly advancing.

Faith in the integrity of Parliament was under-

mined; 3 men were convinced that arbitrary will

might be made the sole rule of government by a con-

cert with Parliament ; and they called to mind the

words of Locke, that when the constitution is broken

by the obstinacy of the Prince, " the people must ap-

peal to Heaven." 4 The nation had the right to

resist; and they who deserved to enjoy liberty would

find the means.

A petition to the Governor 5 to convene the Legis-

lature having been rejected with " contempt," 6 the

inhabitants of Boston, ever sensitive to " the sound of

Liberty," 7 assembled on the twenty-eighth of October,

in Town Meeting, and voted to forbear the importa-

tion and use of a great number of articles of British

produce and manufacture. They appointed a commit-

tee for obtaining a general subscription to such an

agreement, and, to extend the confederacy, ordered

1 B. Gale of Killingworth to Ezra 655,

Stiles, 15 Oct. 1767. eminent, c. xiv.
2 The L. Governor of Connecticut 5 Cushing and others to Bernard,

to the Agent of Connecticut in 7 Oct. 1767.

London, 17 November, 1767.
6 Bernard to Shelburne, 8 and 15

3 From the Craftsman, in the of October.

Boston Gazette, 12 October, 1767.
7 Hutchinson to [T. Pownall, pro-

854, 2, 2. bably,] 10 Nov. 1767.
4 Boston Gazette, 19 Oct, 1767

;
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chap, their resolves to be sent to all the towns in the Pro-

v^v^L vince and also to the other Colonies.1

"Oct
^ was °^serva^e that Otis, heretofore so fervid,

on this occasion recommended cantion, and warned

against giving offence to Great Britain.
2 Even the

Nov. twentieth of November passed away in quiet.

Images and placards were exhibited; but they were

removed by the friends of the people. A Town
Meeting was convened to discountenance riot. Otis,

in a long speech, which was said to have been

entirely on the side of Government,3 went so far as to

assert the King's right to appoint officers of the cus-

toms in what manner and by what denominations

he pleased; and he advised the Town to make no

opposition to the new duties. But months elapsed

before any ship arrived laden with goods that were

dutiable. The prospect of having their avarice grati-

fied, blinded Hutchinson and Bernard. The latter

reported that the faction " dared not show its face,"

that " the Province would recover its former repu-

tation " for loyalty. " Our incendiaries seem discou-

raged," wrote Hutchinson; and as he travelled the

Circuit, he spread it through the country, that the

New-Yorkers were all for peace, that the people of

Boston would be left alone.

But on the banks of the Delaware the illustrious

Farmer, John Dickinson, of Pennsylvania, who had

been taught from his infancy to love humanity and

liberty, came forth before the Continent as the chani-

1 Hutchinson to [T. Pownall,] 10 3 Bernard to Shelburne, 21 Nov.
Nov. 1767. Bernard to Shelburne, 1767. Compare also Boston Even-

S0 Oct. 1767. ing Post of 23 Nov. 1767, and a
2 Bernard to Shelburne, 30 Oct. Card from Otis in Boston Gazette,

1767. 30 Nov. 1767.
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pion of American rights. He was an enthusiast in chap.

his love for England, and accepted the undefined rela- CJJ^L

%tions of the ParhaDient to the Colonies as a perpetual -^J*

compromise, which neither party was to disturb by

pursuing an abstract theory to its ultimate conclu-

sions. Bis words carried the more weight, because

he argued against the new Port Duties, only as a

conservative.

" If once we are separated from the mother coun-

try," he asked in the sincerity of sorrow, " what new
form of government shall we adopt ? or where shall

we find another Britain to supply our loss? Torn

from the body to which we were united by religion,

liberty, laws, affections, relation, language, and com-

merce, we must bleed at every vein."
x He admitted

that Parliament possessed a legal authority to regu-

late the trade of every part of the empire. Examin-

ing all the statutes relating to America from its first

settlement, he found every one of them rested on that

principle till the administration of Grenville. Never

before did the British Commons think of imposing

duties in the Colonies for the purpose of raising a

revenue. Grenville first asserted in the Preamble of

one Act, that it was "just and necessary" for them
to give and grant such duties ; and in the Preamble

of another, that it was "just and necessary " to raise a

further revenue in the same way ; while the Pream-

ble of the last Act granting duties upon paper, glass,

colors, and tea, disregarding ancient precedents under

cover of these modern ones, declared that it was more-

over " expedient," that a revenue should be so raised.

" This," said the Farmer, " is an txxovatiox and a

1 Farmer's Letters. Letter iii. in Dickinson's Works, i. 171.
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chap, most dangerous innovation. We being obliged to

s^^L take commodities from Great Britain, special duties

1767. on their exportation to us are as much taxes upon us,

as those imposed by the Stamp Act. Great Britain

claims and exercises the right to prohibit manufac-

tures in America. Once admit that she may lay

duties upon her exportations to us, for the purpose of

levying money on us only, she then will have nothing

to do but to lay those duties on the articles which

she prohibits us to manufacture, and the tragedy of

American liberty is finished. We are in the situation

of a besieged city, surrounded in every part but one.

If that is closed up, no step can be taken but to sur-

render at discretion.

" I would persuade the people of these Colonies

immediately, vigorously, and unanimously, to exert

themselves in the most firm, but the most peaceable

manner, for obtaining relief. If an inveterate resolu-

tion is formed to annihilate the liberties of the gov-

' erned, English history affords examples of resistance

by force."

The Farmer's Letters carried conviction through

the Thirteen Colonies ; the men whose fathers came

to the wilderness for freedom to say their prayers,

would not fear to take up arms against a Preamble

which implied their servitude.
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CHAPTER XXXI

MASSACHUSETTS CONSULTS HER SISTER COLONIES.—HILLSBO-
ROUGH'S ADMINISTRATION OF THE COLONIES.

November, 1767

—

February, 1768.

On the twenty-fourth of November, the Twelfth xxxl

Parliament came together for the last time, previous TtST
to its dissolution. Its members were too busy in Nov.

preparing for the coming elections to interfere with

America, about which the King's speech was silent ;
1

and when Grenville descanted on two or three papers

in the Boston Gazette, as infamous libels on Par-

liament, the House showed only weariness of his

complaints.2 Bedford himself objected to Gren-

ville's Test for America

;

3 and " preferred mak-

ing an example of some one seditions fellow."

The King kept the Ministry from breaking, and

proved himself the most efficient man among them.

" He makes each of them," said Mansfield,4 " believe

that he is in love with him, and fools them all.

They will stand their ground," he added, "unless

1 Garth to South Carolina, 25 laneous letters ascrihed to Junius,

Nof. 1767. x. xxix. and xxxi. in Bohm's edi-
2 W. S. Johnson to Gov. Pitkin, tion, ii. 146, 193, 199.

26 Dec. 1767. W. S. Johnson to 3 Lyttelton to Temple, in Lyttel-

Jared Ingersoll, 30 Nov. 1767. ton, 741.

Franklin to Galloway, 1 Deo. 1767, 4 Lyttelton to Temple, 25 Nov.
in Works, vii. 369. N. Rogers to 1767; Lyttelton, 737.
Hutchinson, 30 Dec. 1767. Miscel-
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chap, that mad man, Lord Chatham, should come and

^~ throw a fire-ball in the midst of them." But

Nov; Chatham's long illness
1 had for the time over-

thrown his powers. When his health began to give

out, it was his passion to appear possessed of the un-

bounded confidence of the King. A morbid restless-

ness now led him to great and extravagant expense,

in which he vied with those who were no more than

his equals in the peerage, but who were besides the

inheritors of vast estates. He would drive out with ten

outriders, and with two carriages, each drawn by six

horses.
2 His vain magnificence deceived no one but

himself; and was but the poor relief of humbled

pride. "He is allowed to retain office, as a liveli-

hood," observed Bedford. The King complained of

him, as " a charlatan, who in difficult times affected

ill-health to render himself the more sought after ;

" 3

and saying that politics was a vile trade, more fit for

a hack, than for a gentleman,4 he proceeded to con-

struct a Ministry that would be disunited and docile.

Deo. On the fifth of December, Bedford, now almost

blind and near his end, just before the removal

of cataracts from his eyes, told Grenville, that his

age, his infirmities and his tastes disinclined him to

war on the Court, which was willing 5 to enter into a

treaty with him, and each member of the Opposition

would do well to exercise a like freedom.6 "He
chooses to give bread to his kinsmen and friends ;

"

Compare Durand to Choiseul, 4 Grenville Papers, iv. 184.

23 Nov. 1767.
6 Compare the entry in the

2 Durand to Choiseul, 10 Dec. Duke's Diary of Oct. 1.

1767.
6 Durand to Choiseul, 13 Dec.

3 Durand to Choiseul, 1 Feb, 1767.

1768.
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said those whoro. he deserted.1 Grenville could not chap.
XXXI

conceal his despair.
2 To his junction with Bedford, —,

—

\

he had sacrificed the favor of the King. Left to bat-
l

j^[
tie alone by the ally for whom he had been a martyr,

the famed financier saw " the nothingness of the cal-

culations of party." His health began to fail ; the lit-

tle that remained to him of life became steeped in

bitterness ; he seemed ready to curse his former asso-

ciates and to die. At the time when the public

indignation was roused by the news of the general

agreement which the town of Boston was promot-

ing, and fears were entertained, that Paxton on

his arrival would be taken to Liberty Tree and

compelled to resign his new commission,3 the Min-

istry was revolutionized, but without benefit to

Grenville. The Colonies were taken from Shefburne

and consigned to a separate department of State,

with Lord Hillsborough as its Secretary. Con-

way made room for Lord Weymouth, a vehement

but not forcible speaker; in private life, cold and

taciturn; impoverished by gambling, and of such

habits that the world 4
said he passed all the day in

sleep and all the night in drinking. Gower, who had

a better reputation, became President of the Council

;

the Post Office was assigned to Sandwich, the ablest

of them all as well as the most malignant against

America; while Eigby was made Vice-Treasurer of

Ireland, till he could get the Pay-Office. All ^ve

1 Durand to Ohoisenl, 8 Jan. 4 Durand to the Duke of Choi-
1768. seul, 19 Jan. 1768. Du Ohatelet to

2 Durand to Choisenl, 18 Dec. the Duke of Ohoisenl, 20 Feb.
1767. 1768.

3 Durand to Ohoisenl, 10 Dee.
1767.
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chap, were friends of the Duke of Bedford, and united re-

specting America in one opinion, which it was pre-

tended Grafton also had accepted.1

Nor "be it left unnoticed, that Jenkinson, who took

so large a part in framing the Stamp Act, held a

place with Lord North at the Treasury Board. " In

him," boasted Mauduit to his client, Hutchinson, " we
have gained a fresh accession in strength.2 He is my
fast friend, and has never yet failed me in any thing

which he undertook for me. He empowered me to

tell you he will make your affair one of his first con-

cerns." Jenkinson, whose noiseless industry exercised

a prevailing influence over the neglect of Grafton and

the ease of Lord North, formed the active and confi-

dential bond between the Treasury and the office

holders in Boston. " They of Massachusetts," wrote

Mauduit, amay be brought to repent of their inso-

lence."

To assert and maintain the authority of Parlia-

ment over America, was the principle on which the

friends of Bedford entered the Ministry. Their an-

ger 3 was quickened by the resolutions of Boston

to set on foot manufactures and to cease impor-

tations.
4 " The Americans," it was said with acri-

mony, " are determined to have as little connection

with Great Britain as possible; 5 and the moment

they can, they will renounce dependence." 6 The

partisans of the new Ministers professed to think it

1 Israel Mauduit to Hutchinson, 12 Feb. 1767. Franklin to W.
15 Dec. 1767. Franklin, 19 Dec. 1767.

2
I. Mauduit to Hutchinson, 10 5 K Eogers to Hutchinson, Lon-

Dec. 1767. don, 30 Dec. 1766.
3 Durand to Ohoiseul, 11 Decern-

6 W. S. Johnson to Governor Pit

ber, 1767. kin, 26 Dec, 1766.
4 W. S. Johnson to R. Temple,
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desirable that " the Colonies should forget themselves chap.
XXXI

still further." " Five or six frigates," they clamored, J-v^'

" acting at sea and three regiments on land, will soon peo

*

bring them to reason and submission." 1 " The

waves," replied Franklin,2 " never rise but when the

winds blow ;
" and addressing the British public, he

showed that the new system of politics tended to dis-

solve the bonds of union between the two countries.

" What does England gain by conquests in America,"

wrote the French Minister, " but the danger of losing

her own Colonies ?
8— Things cannot remain as they

are ; the two nations will become more and more em-

bittered, and their mutual griefs increase.—In four

years,4 the Americans will have nothing to fear from

England, and will be prepared for resistance." He
thought of Holland as a precedent, yet "Amer-

ica," he observed, " has no recognised chieftain ; and

without the qualities united in the House of Orange,

Holland would never have thrown off the yoke of

Spain." 5

The extreme purpose of the Bedford party to 176&

abrogate colonial charters and introduce a uniformity

of government, appeared immediately on Hillsbo-

rough's taking possession of his newly created office.

Johnson, the faithful agent of Connecticut, a church-

man, and one who from his heart wished to avoid a

rapture between the Colonies and England, waited

upon him to congratulate him on his advancement.6

1 Durand to Choiseul, 1 Jan. Compare Andrew Eliot to Thomas
1768. Hollis, 15 Dec. 1767.

2 Causes &c, Works, iv. 242.
5 Durand to Choiseul, 1 Jan.

3 Durand to Choiseul, 21 Dec. 1768.

1767. 6 W. S. Johnson to W. Pitkin, 13
4 Durand to Choiseul, Dec. 1767. Feb. 1768.
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chap. " Connecticut," declared Hillsborough, " may always

H^ depend upon my friendship and affection."

Jarf'
" Connecticut," said Johnson, " is a loyal Colony."

" You are a very free Colony," rejoined Hillsborough

;

" generally you have used your very extraordinary

powers with moderation ; but you are very deficient

in your correspondence, so that we have too little

connection with you."—" That," answered the agent,

" is owing to the good order and tranquillity which

have so generally prevailed in a quiet Colony, where

the government is wisely administered and the peo-

ple easy and happy. Add to this : from the nature

of our constitution fewer occasions arise of troubling

the King's Ministers with our affairs than in the

Governments immediately under the Crown."
"A request for a copy of your Colony laws," said

Hillsborough, " has been repeatedly made ; but I can-

not find that any obedience has been paid to the

requisition."—"The Colony," replied Johnson, "has

several times sent over copies of the printed Law
Book ; there is one or more at the Plantation Office."

—" It is the duty of the Government," resumed Hills-

borough, " to transmit from time to time, not only

the laws that pass, but all the minutes of the pro-

ceedings,of the Council and Assembly, that we may
know what you are about, and rectify whatever may
be amiss."—"If your Lordship," rejoined the agent,

"wants a copy of our laws for private perusal, for

the information of your clerks, or for reference, the

Colony will send you one of their Law Books ; and

you will find it as good a code of laws, almost, as

could be devised for such an infant country ; and in

no respect inferior to any collection of the kind in

any of the Colonies. But if your Lordship means
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to have the laws transmitted for the inspection of the chap.
XX XT

Ministry as snch, and for the purpose of approbation ^^1
or disapprobation by his Majesty in Council, it is ja

6

n
8,

what the Colony has never done, and, I am per-

suaded, will never submit to. By the charter which

King Charles the Second granted, the Colony was

invested with a power of legislation, not subject to

revision. In point of fact, your Lordship well knows,

that those laws have never been re-examined here,

that the Colony has for more than a century been in

the full exercise of those powers, without the least

check or interruption, except in a single instance, in

such times and under such circumstances, as I believe

you will not mention but with detestation, much less

consider as a precedent."

" I have read your Charter," said Hillsborough

;

"it is very full and expressive ; and I know what

powers you have exercised under it. But there are

such things as extravagant grants, which are, there-

fore, void. You will admit, there are many things

which the King cannot grant, as the inseparable inci-

dents of the Crown. Some things which King

Charles pretended to grant, may be of that nature,

particularly the power of absolute legislation, which

tends to the absurdity of creating an independent

state."

" ISTobody," replied Johnson, " has ever reckoned

the power of legislation among the inseparable inci-

dents of the Crown. All lawyers are agreed, that it

is an undisputed prerogative of the Crown to create

corporations ; and the power of law-making is, in

some degree at least, incident to every corporation

;

depending not merely on the words of the grant, but

founded in the reason of things, and coextensive with
VOL. VI.— 8
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chap, the purposes for which the body is created. Every

—r^L corporation in England enjoys it as really, though not

Jan
8

' ^ extensively as the Colony of Connecticut. Since,

therefore, no question can be made of the right of the

Crown to create such bodies and grant such powers in

degree, it would be very difficult to limit the bounty

of the Prince. The law has not done it, and who
can draw the line ? Surely not the Ministers of the

Prince. The Colony Charters are of a higher nature

and founded on a better title than those of the corpo-

rations of England. These are mere acts of grace

and favor ; whereas those in America were granted

in consideration of very valuable services done, or

to be performed. The services having been abun-

dantly executed at an immense expense by the gran-

tees in the peopling and cultivation of a fine country,

the vast extension of his Majesty's dominion, and the

prodigious increase of the trade and revenues of the

empire, the Charters must now be considered as grants

upon valuable considerations, sacred and most invio-

lable. And even if there might have been a question

made upon the validity of such a grant as that to Con-

necticut in the day of it, yet Parliament as well as

the Crown having, for more than a century, acquiesced

in the exercise of the power claimed by it, the Colony

has now a Parliamentary sanction, as well as a title

by prescription added to the royal grant, by all which

it must be effectually secured in the full possession of

its Charter rights."

"These are matters of nice and curious disquisi-

tion," said Hillsborough, evasively ;
" but at least your

laws ought to be regularly transmitted for the inspec

tion of the Privy Council and for disapprobation, if

found repugnant to the laws of England."
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"An extra-iudicial opinion of the King's Minis- chap.
• XXXI

ter," answered Johnson, " or even of the King's Privy ^

^

Council, cannot determine whether any particular j'
a

6

n
8.

Act is within that proviso or not ; this must be de-

cided by a court of law having jurisdiction of the

matter, about which the law in question is conversant.

If the General Assembly of Connecticut should make
a law flatly contradictory to the statute of Great

Britain, it may be void; but a declaration of the

King in Council would still make it neither more nor

less so, but be as void as the law itself, for other

words in the Charter clearly and expressly exclude

them from deciding about it."

" I have not seen these things," said Hillsborough,

" in the light in which you endeavor to place them.

You are in danger of being too much a separate, inde-

pendent State, and of having too little subordination

to this country." And then he spoke of the equal

affection the King bore his American subjects, and of

the great regard of the Ministers for them as Bri-

tons, whose rights were not to be injured.

" Upon the repeal of the Stamp Act," said John-

son, " we had hoped these were the principles adopt-

ed ; but the new duties imposed last winter, and other

essential regulations in America, have damped those

expectations and given alarm to the Colonies."

" Let neither side," said Hillsborough, " stick at

small matters. As to taxes, you are infinitely better

off than any of your fellow-subjects in Europe. You
are less burdened than even the Irish."

" I hope that England will not add to our bur-

dens," said Johnson ;
" you would certainly find it

redound to your own prejudice."

Thus for two hours together, they reasoned on
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chap, the rights of Connecticut ; and Hillsborough showed

sJ-^J plainly his opinion, that its Charter must be declared

Jan ' Y°id, n°t on the pretence that it had been violated

or misused, but because the people by the enjoyment

of it were too free.

Connecticut so united caution with patriotism,

that successive British Ministers were compelled to

delay abrogating its Charter, for want of a plausible

excuse. Hillsborough on his side, under the exterior

of warm professions of tenderness, cherished the fixed

purpose of disregarding colonial privileges. His apol-

ogists called him honest and well meaning ; he was

passionate and full of self-conceit

;

1
alert in conducting

business ; wrongheaded in forming his opinions, and

pompously stiff in adhering to them. He proposed

as his rule of conduct, to join inflexibility of policy

with conciliatory language ; and in a man of his mo-

derate faculties, this attempt to join firmness with

suavity became a mixture of obstinacy and deceit.

His first action respecting Massachusetts was

marked by duplicity. Hutchinson, through Mauduit,

his agent, and Jenkinson, obtained an annual grant

of two hundred pounds sterling. Hillsborough gave

to the grant the form of a secret warrant under the

King's sign manual on the Commissioners of the Cus-

toms at Boston.2 That a Chief Justice, holding office

during pleasure and constantly employing his power

for political purposes, should also receive money from

the King, was fatal to the independence of the bench

;

1 Franklin's works, vii. 507. Lordship for the form of the war-
2 Hutchinson to Hillsborough, 18 rant," viz., "warrant for £200 per

April, 1768. "I have good reason annum, on the Commissioner of the

to believe I am indebted to your Customs."
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the secrecy of the grant "betrayed on the part of the chap

Minister a sense of shame. *-X—

!

It was this nse of the new revenue which the re-
Jan>

'

fleeting people in Boston particularly abhorred. " We
shall be obliged," said they, " to maintain in luxury

sycophants, court parasites and hungry dependents,

who will be sent over to watch and oppress those

who support them.1 If large salaries are given, needy

poor lawyers from England and Scotland, or some

tools of power of our own, will be placed on the

bench. The Governors will be men rewarded for

despicable services, hackneyed in deceit and avarice

;

or some noble scoundrel who has spent his fortune in

every kind of debauchery.

"Unreasonable impositions tend to alienate the

hearts of the Colonists. Our growth is so great, in a

few years Britain will not be able to compel our

submission. Who thought that the four little Pro-

vinces of Holland would have been able to throw

off the yoke of that powerful kingdom of Spain?

—yet they accomplished it by their desperate perse-

verance." "Liberty is too precious a jewel to be

resigned."
2

Such were the sentiments of the more moderate

among the patriots. Still the attempt at concerting

an agreement not to import had thus far failed ; and

unless the Assembly of Massachusetts should devise

methods of resistance, the oppressive law would gra-

dually go into effect. The hot spirits in that body

1 Andrew Eliot to T. Hollis, 10 2 Compare Andrew Eliot to Rev.
Dec. 1767 ; and compare A. Eliot William Harris, Dec. 1767.

to Archdeacon Blackburne, 15 Dec.
1767.
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chap, were ready to break out into a flame : there were
XXXI

men among them who would not count the conse-

quences.
1 Of the country Members, Hawley, than

whom no one was abler, or more sincere, lived

far in the interior; and his excitable nature, now-

vehement, now desponding, unfitted him to guide.

The irritability of Otis had so increased, that he

rather indulged himself in "rhapsodies" 2 and vol-

canic " flashes
" 3 of eloquence, than framed delib-

erate plans of conduct. Besides, his mind had

early embraced the idea "of a general union

of the British Empire, in which every part of

its wide dominions should be represented under

one equal and uniform direction, and system of

laws ;
" and though the Congress of New-York drew

from him a tardy concession,
4 that an American

representation was impossible, yet his heart still

turned to his original opinion, and in his prevail-

ing mood, he shrunk from the thought of Indepen-

dence. The ruling passion of Samuel Adams, on the

contrary, was the preservation of the distinctive char-

acter and institutions of New-England. He thoroughly

1 Andrew Eliot to T. Hollis, 5 Boston Gazette and Conntry Jour-

Jan. 1768 ; and compare Thomas nal, No. 561, page ii. column 1, of

Hollis to A. Eliot, 1 July, 1768. Monday, December 30, 1765. The
2 The word is Bernard's ; com- idea of " a general union of all parts

pare Bernard to Secretary of State, of the British Empire under an

5 March, 1768. equal and uniform direction, and
3 Letter of Hutchinson, of 17 system of laws," seems to me to

Feb. 1768. have been always dear to him.
4 The curious inquirer may find His mind gave way before he came

this paper in which Otis reconciled to the conclusion, to which he might
himself to the position adopted have been led, on becoming con-

alike by the Legislature of Massa- vinced that such a union was im-

chusetts and the General Congress possible. In 1768 it still had many
at New-York against an American advocates in England and in Amer-
representation in Parliament, in the ica, Otis among the number.
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understood the tendency of the measures adopted by chap.

Parliament ; approved of making the appeal to Hea-

ven, since freedom could not otherwise be preserved

;

and valued the liberties of his country more than its

temporal prosperity, more than his own life, more

than the lives of all. The confidence of his towns-

men sustained his fortitude; his whole nature was

absorbed by care for the public ; and his strictly

logical mind was led to choose for the defence of the

separate liberties of America, a position which offered

no weak point for attack. His theory, on which the

Colonies were to repose till the dawn of better days, as

a small but gallant army waits for aid within its lines,

he embodied in the form of a letter from the Assem-

bly of the Province to their Agent.1 On the sixth of

1 The paper? which I possess or

have seen, compel me to say, that

the document referred to is the

work of Samuel Adams, both in

its substance and in its form. The
evidence for it is both internal and
external. Internal evidence : 1. The
paper has the style of Samuel
Adams. This has been universally

admitted. 2. It conveys the ex-

act political opinions of Samuel
Adams. One may see the linea-

ments of his mind in every sen-

tence ; and so true is this, that he
who wishes a hey to the political

career of that statesman, from his

coming into political life to his end,

needs only to study this production.

A.s to external evidence, 1. An-
drew Eliot, a most estimable cler-

gyman of Boston, thoroughly well

informed, one of the most sensible

men of that day, writing to Thomas
Hollis on the twenty-seventh of

September, 1768, for the purpose of

correcting a mistake that had been
made respecting the authorship of

a paper which Hollis had reprinted

in England, says expressly that

this letter of the House to its Agent
which Hollis had also reprinted,

was written by Samuel Adams.
Here is explicit contemporary au-

thority of the most trustworthy
kind. 2. The original docu-
ment is said by the late Samuel
Adams Welles (I have myself never
seen it), to be in the handwriting
of Samuel Adams ; and there is no
evidence that any part of it exists

or ever existed in the handwriting
of any one of his contemporaries.
3. Samuel Adams writing to Den-
nys deBerdt on the 30th of January,

1768, refers to this public letter

from the House of Bepresentatives,

and describes it as a letter, " in

which," to use the very words of

S. Adams, " I have the good for-

tune to have my own private senti-

ments so exactly expressed, as to

make it needless for me to say any
thing of them in this letter." This
seems to me to approach an ac~
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XXXI
chap. January, and for the evening and morning of many

succeeding days, the paper was under severe examina-

tion in the House. Seven times it was revised ; every

word was weighed ; every sentence considered ; and
each seemingly harsh expression tempered and refin-

ed. At last on the twelfth of January, the letter was

adopted, to be sent to the Agent, communicated to

the British Ministry, and published to the world, as

expressing the unchangeable opinions of Massachusetts.

knowledgment, that the public let-

ter was his own. ..

Indirect evidence abounds. Not
only do the contemporary letters of

Bernard and of Hutchinson, and the

History of Hutchinson, and the bi-

ography of Eliot, attribute gene-

rally many Massachusetts State Pa-
pers to the pen of Samuel Adams,
but there is also a report of a con-

versation between Otis and Samuel
Adams, in which Otis, on the last

day of June or early in July of this

very year, blamed the latter for in-

tending to print a public letter;

and in the course of the dispute

Otis said to S. Adams, " You are so

fond of your own draughts that

you can't wait for the publication

of them to the proper time." This
remark which referred to a letter

to Lord Hillsborough, defending
the letter to De Berdt and its con-

sequences, speaks not of a draught
of one letter, but generally of
" draughts ;

" which is in harmony
with all the contemporary testi-

mony. See the unpublished part
of the letter of Bernard to Hills-

borough, 9 July, 1768.

Otis was named first among the
representatives of Boston, and
placed at the head of Committees
long after his powers had failed.

It was excusable that his biogra-

pher, led by this circumstance,

by his reputation as the beginner
of the Kevolutionary strife, and by
the natural inclination of a writer

of a life to illustrate his theme,
should have readily adopted the
opinion that Otis was the author
of this and other similar pieces.

The papers which prove the re-

verse have come to light or to

notice since he wrote ; and no doubt
his candor if he still survived,

would lead him to revise his opin-

ion. The papers of this session are

not in the style of Otis, nor do
they contain his opinions ; but con-

tain opinions, which he, for himself

individually, never made his own.
Not one contemporary writer so

much as hints at his being the author

of them. The inquirer who will put
together the papers known to have
been written, or speeches uttered

by Otis from midsummer 1767 to

his retirement, will have no doubt
left on his mind. The gradual

increase of that irritability which
finally mastered the intellect of

Otis, began to be apparent be-

fore this time. He still continued

to make long and perhaps frequent

speeches, and still beyond all others

manifested his loathing of the cor-

rupt and selfish Crown Officers. But
his remarks became more and more
personal, and uncertainty hung
over his opinions, which varied

with his moods of mind. I know
of no calmly written paper of any
considerable length which can be
attributed to him as its author after

1765.
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Disclaiming the most distant thought of indepen- chap,
• XXXI

dence of the mother country, provided they could S^J.

have the free enjoyment of their rights, the House l

J^
affirmed, 1 that "the British constitution hath its

foundation in the law of God and nature ; that

in every free state, the supreme Legislature derives

its power from the constitution;" and is hounded

and circumscribed " by its fundamental rules."

That the right to property exists by a law of na-

ture, they asserted, on the one side, against " the vis-

ionary and impracticable Utopian schemes of level-

ling and a community of goods ;

" on the other, against

all Acts of the British Parliament, taxing the Colonists.

" In the time of James II.," they continued, " the

Crown, and the Ministers of the Crown, without the

intervention of Parliament, demolished Charters and

levied taxes in the Colonies at pleasure. Our case

is more deplorable and remediless. Our ancestors

found relief by the interposition of Parliament ; but

by the intervention of that very power we are taxed,

and can appeal from their decision to no power on

earth."

They further set forth the original contract be-

tween the King and the first planters, as the Royal

promise in behalf of the English nation ; their title

by the common law and by statute law to all the

liberties and privileges of natural born subjects of the

realm; and the want of equity in taxing Colonies

whose manufactures were prohibited and whose trade

was restrained.

1 Letter from the House of Repre- nary 12, 1768, in Bradford's Massa*
sentatives, to D. de Berdt, Agent chusetts State papers, 124.

for the Province in England, Jan-
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chap. Still more they objected to tlie appropriation of

tS^J the revenues from the new duties to the support of

Jan'
^-merican ciyil officers and an American army, as

introducing an absolute government. The Judges in

the Colonies held their commissions at the pleasure of

the Crown ; if their salaries were to be independent,

a corrupt Governor might employ men who would
" deprive a bench of justice of its glory, and the peo-

ple of their security." ISTor need the money be ap-

plied by Parliament to protect the Colonists; they

were never backward in defending themselves,

and when treated as free subjects, they always

granted aids of their own accord, to the extent of

their ability, and even beyond it. 'Nor could a stand-

ing army among them secure their dependence ; they

had towards the mother country an English affection,

which would for ever keep them connected with her,

unless it should be erased by repeated unkind usage.

They objected to the establishment of Commis-

sioners of the Customs, as a needless expense in itself,

and dangerous to their liberties from the increase of

Crown officers. Still more, they expressed alarm at

the Act, conditionally suspending the powers of the

Assembly of New-York, and thus annihilating its

legislative authority.

"King James and his successors," thus they

proceeded, " broke the copartnership of the supreme

legislative with the supreme executive, and the lat-

ter could not exist without the former. In these

remote dominions, there should be a free legis-

lative ; otherwise strange effects are to be apprehend-

ed, for the laws of Grod and nature are invariable." *

Bradford's Massachusetts State papers, 133.
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The House of Representatives, having sanctioned chap.
YYYT

tliis Remonstrance, next addressed Shelburne,1 Chat- _^
ham, Rockingham,2 Conway, Camden, the Treasury

Board, at which sat Grafton, Lord North, and Jenkin-

son, letters which contained the same sentiments,

and especially enforced the impracticability of an

A merican representation in the British Parliament. 8

But no memorial was sent to the Lords ; no petition

to the House of Commons. The colonial Legislature

joined issue with the British Parliament, and adopting

the draft of Samuel Adams,4 approached the King
as umpire with their Petition.

To him, in beautifully simple language, they re-

counted the story of the colonization of- Massachusetts

;

the forfeiture of their first Charter ; and the confir-

mation to them, on the Revolution, of their most essen-

tial rights and liberties ; the principal of which was

that most sacred right of being taxed only by repre-

sentatives of their own free election. They com-

plained that the Acts of Parliament, " imposing taxes

in America, with the express purpose of raising a

revenue, left them only the name of free subjects."

The mode of relief by an American representation,

in Parliament they declare to be " utterly impractica-

1 The House of Representatives to with his own hand. Handwriting
Shelburne, 15 January, 1768, Brad- of itself does not prove author-

ford's State Papers, 187. Compare ship, but this paper seems to me
the contrary opinions of Otis, in to be no copy. The letter of
Gordon's Hist, of the Amer. Rev. Andrew Eliot also attributes the
i. 228, 229. authorship of the Petition to Sam-

2 House to Rockingham, 22 Jan. uel Adams. Otis, too, used re-

1768, in Bradford, 142. specting it language of praise,
3 The True Sentiments of Amer- quite inconsistent with his hav-

ica . Contained in a Collection of ing been concerned in preparing
Letters, &c. &c. Published at the it. See Bernard to Hillsborough,

instance of Thomas Hollis. 9 July, 1768, not the printed Let-
4 Of this document, I possess the ter, which is an extract, but the

draft as made by Samuel Adams original.
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chap, ble ;

" and they referred the consideration of their

—A- present circumstances to the wisdom and clemency of™8
- the King.

In the several papers which, after a fortnight's

anxious deliberation, were adopted by an Assembly,

composed for the most part of farmers and delegates

from the rural population, the calmness of the lan-

guage is suited to the earnestness of their purpose

;

nor is there one line which betrays haste, or hesita-

tion. It remained for the House " to inform the

other Governments with its proceedings against the

late Acts, that, if they thought fit, they might join x

therein." But this, it was said in a house of eighty-

two Members, would be considered in England, as

appointing a second Congress ; and the negative pre-

vailed by a vote of two to one. The country mem-
bers were slow in perceiving the imminence and ex-

tent of the public danger.

At this appearance of indecision, Bernard con-

ceived "great hopes." "It will," said he, "make
some atonement for their Kemonstrance." 2

The towns in the central Provinces had not as yet

seconded the proposal of Boston to import nothing

from England. " The British Government will pro-

bably pursue the mildest policy," wrote De Kalb to

Choiseul from Philadelphia.3 " The Colonies are but

lightly taxed, and could not resist force. Distance

from the British Government makes these people

more free ; but at heart they have little disposition to

1 Compare Bernard to Shelburne, 3 De Kalb to the Duke de Choi-

18 Feb. 1768. seul, Philadelphia, 15 January,
2 Bernard to the Secretary of 1768. But compare his letter to

State, 30 January, 1768, in Letter Choiseul of 20 January, 1768.

to the Ministry, 7. and Bernard to

Shelburne, 2 Feb. 1768.
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throw off their dependence by the aid of foreign chap.

powers." The tone of public feeling seemed nnpre- ^^
pared for action and averse to a rupture. Jan>

'

But Samuel Adams and the few who shared his Feb.

courage contended indefatigably 1 against the principle

of taxation. The hesitancy in the Assembly had pro-

ceeded not from timidity but caution. The Members
sjjoke with one another in private, till their views

became clearer. Then on the fourth day of February,

a motion was made to reconsider the vote against

writing to the other Colonies. The House was count-

ed ; eighty-two were again found to be present ; the

question was put and carried by a large majority, and

the former vote erased froin the journals.2

On the same day, a question, whether the House

would appoint a committee to prepare a letter, to be

sent to each House of Representatives or Burgesses on

the Continent, to inform them of the measure which

it had taken, passed in the affirmative after debate.

A masterly circular letter which Samuel Adams 3

had drafted, was, on the eleventh of February, read

in the House, and accepted almost unanimously.

Expressing a firm confidence that the united sup-

plications of the distressed Americans would meet

with the favorable acceptance of the King, they set

forth the importance that proper constitutional mea-

1 Bernard to Hillsborough, 19 ing of Samnel Adams. Besides
May, 17G8; and Same to Shelburne, that and the evidence of the con-
18 Feb. 1768. temporary letter by Andrew Eliot,

2 Account by Samuel Adams in the whole conduct of Samuel
the Letter from the House to Hills- Adams for the next seven years is

borough, 30 June, 1768. a perpetual proof that the measure
3 Of this most important paper I was his own.

possess the draft, in the handwrit-
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chap, sures respecting the Acts of Parliament, imposing

^U taxes on the Colonies, should be adopted; and that

pe
£* the representatives of the several assemblies upon so

delicate a point, should harmonize with each other.

They made known their " disposition freely to com-

municate their mind to a sister Colony, upon a com-

mon concern."

They then embody the substance of all their re-

presentations to the Ministry; that the legislative

power of Parliament is circumscribed by the constitu-

tion, and is self-destroyed whenever it overleaps its

bounds; that allegiance as well as sovereignty is

limited; that the right to property is an essential,

unalterable one, engrafted into the British system,

and to be asserted, exclusive of any consideration of

Charters ; that taxation of the Colonies by the British

Parliament in which they are not represented, is an in-

fringement of their natural and constitutional rights

;

that an equal representation of the American peo-

ple in Parliament is for ever impracticable ; that their

partial representation would be worse even than tax-

ation without their consent. They further enumerate

as grievous the civil list independent of the people

for officers holding commissions at the pleasure of the

Crown ; the Billeting Act ; and the large powers of

the Commissioners of the Customs appointed to reside

at Boston.

"The House," they continued, "is fully satisfied

that your Assembly is too generous and liberal hi

sentiment, to believe that this letter proceeds from

an ambition of taking the lead, or dictating to the

other Assemblies. They freely submit their opinions

to the judgment of others, and shall take it kind in
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you to point out to them any thing further that may chap.

be thought necessary." x —«-—

• • 1768A fair copy of this Circular was ordered to be
^ei).'

transmitted to England, to be produced in proof of

its true spirit and design ; they drew their system of

conduct from reason itself, and despised concealment.

1 Bradford's Massachusetts State Papers, 134.
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CHAPTER XXXH.

AN AMERICAN EMPIEE IS IN THE DIVINE DECREES—HILLSBO-
ROUGH'S ADMINISTRATION OF THE COLONIES CONTINUED.

Eebeuaey—Maech, 1768.

chap. The day after the Circular was adopted, the
XXXII—.

—

; Board of Commissioners of the Revenue met at Bos-

Feb.* ^on
5
an(i with the utmost secrecy, addressed to their

superiors in England a memorial which, in connection

with the reports of Bernard, was designed to effect a

fatal change in the policy of England. Expressing

apprehensions for their own safety, they complained

against the American Press, especially against the

seeming moderation, parade of learning, and most

mischievous tendency of the Farmer's Letters ; against

New England Town Meetings, " in which," they said,

" the lowest mechanics discussed the most important

points of government with the utmost freedom ;"

against Rhode Island, as if it had even proposed to

stop the Revenue money ; against Massachusetts, for

having invited every Province to discountenance the

consumption of British manufactures. "We have

every reason," they added, " to expect that we shall

find it impracticable to enforce the execution of the

Revenue Laws, until the hand of Government is pro-
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perly strengthened. At present there is not a ship chap.

of war in the Province, nor a company of soldiers, ^

—

'

nearer than New-York."

*

Feb.'

The alternative was thus presented to the Minis-

try and the King. On the one side Massachusetts

asked relief from taxation without representation, and

invited the several Colonies to unite in the petition

;

the Crown officers, on the other, sent their memorial

for a fleet and regiments.

But what could an armed force find to do ? The

system of opposition was passive. The House left no

doubt of its purpose not to arrest the execution of

any law ; and, on the twenty-sixth of February, by a

vote of eighty-one to the one vote of Timothy Euggles,

discouraged the use of superfluities, and gave a prefe-

rence to American manufactures in Eesolves,2 which,

said Bernard, " were so decently and cautiously word-

ed, that at another time they would scarcely have

given offence."
3 Could an army compel a colonist to

buy a new coat instead of continuing to wear an old

one ? or force the consumption of tea ? or compel any

one to purchase what he was resolved to do with-

out? Every one in England, Grafton, North, even

Hillsborough, professed to disapprove of Towns-

hend's Revenue Act. Why will they not quiet

America by its revocation ? Sending regiments into

Boston will be a summons for America to make the

last appeal.

1 Memorial of the Commissioner a Memorial of Commissioners of

of Customs, 12 Feb. 1768. Com- the Customs, 28 March, 1768. Bos-
pare Treasury Minute Book xxxix. ton Gazette, 29 Feb. 1768.

108. Letter of the Commissioners, 3 Bernard to Shelburne, 1768.

of 3 May, 1768.

VOL. VI. — 9
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chap. Grenville and his friends * insisted on declaring
XXXII—.

—
' meetings and associations like those of Boston illegal

1768 • • - •

Feb
' and pmiishalble ; and advised some immediate chas-

tisement. " I wish," said he, " every American in the

world could hear me. I gave the Americans boun-

ties on their whale fishery, thinking they would obey

the Acts of Parliament ;
" and he now spoke for a

prohibition of their fisheries.
2 Some of the Ministry

went far beyond him, and were ready to proceed

against Massachusetts with immediate and extreme

severity.3 When America was mentioned, nothing

could be heard but the bitterest invectives of its

enemies. That it must submit, no one questioned.

While Hillsborough was writing 4 encomiums on

Bernard, praising his own "justice and lenity," and

lauding the King as the tender and affectionate father

of all his subjects, the superior discernment of Choi-

seul was aware of the importance of the rising contro-

versy ; and that he might unbosom his thoughts with

freedom, he appointed to the place of ambassador in

England his own most confidential friend, the Count

du Chatelet,5 son of the celebrated woman with whom
Voltaire had been intimately connected. The new
diplomatist was a person of quick perceptions, dar-

ing courage as a statesman, and perfect knowledge of

the world ; and he was, also, deeply imbued with the

liberal principles of the French philosophy of his

age.

a W.S. Johnson's Journal, 15 Feb. March, 1768; Journal, 18 Feb.
1768, and W. S. Johnson to Pitkin, 1768.

12 March, 1768. 4 Hillsborough to Bernard, 16
2 Nathaniel Eogers to Hutchin- February, 1768.

son, 27 Feb. 1768. 5 Du Chatelet to Ohoiseul, 13
3 W. S. Johnson to Pitkin, 12 Feb. 1768.
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XXXII.
The difficulty respecting taxation was heightened chap.

by personal contentions, which exasperated members
of the Legislature of Massachusetts. The House * dis-

covered that their leaving the Crown officers out of

the Council had been misrepresented by Bernard to

Shelburne ; and in the most temperate language they

wisely suggested the recall of the Governor,2 of whose

accusatory letters they requested copies.
3 "It is

not in the power of these people to move my tem-

per," wrote Bernard. 4 The indignation of Otis

rose almost to a frenzy ; a paper in the Boston Ga-

zette, bearing the marks of his excited mind,5 exposed

"the obstinate malice, diabolical thirst for mis-

chief, effrontery, guileful treachery, and wicked-

ness" of Bernard. The Governor called on the

House to order a prosecution of the printers. " The March

Liberty of the Press," they answered,6 " is the great

bulwark of freedom." -On occasion of proroguing the

Legislature, Bernard 7 chid in public its leading Mem-
bers. " There are men," said he, " to whose impor-

tance everlasting contention is necessary. Time will

soon pull the masks off those false patriots, who
are sacrificing their country to the gratification of

1 Bradford, 117, 118. Shelburne s Compare Bernard to Shelburne,

to Bernard, 17 Sept. 1767, received 5 March, 1768.

Feb. 1768. Bernard to Shel- 4 Bernard to Shelburne, 22 Feb.

burne, 2 Feb. 1768. Resolve 1768.

of the House, 13 Feb. 1768, in 5 In the supplement to the Bos-

Bradford, 112, 113. Bernard to ton Gazette, No. 674, 2, 3, of Feb.

Shelburne, 20 Feb. 1768. Ber- 29, 1768.

nard's message to the House of 6 House to Governor, 4 March,

Representatives, 16 Feb. 1768, in 1768.

Bradford, 113. Answer of the 7 Bernard's speech on Proroguing

House of Representatives, 18 Feb. the Legislature, 4 March, 1768.

1768. In Bradford 113—116. Br. 120, 121.
3 House of Representatives to

Shelburne, 22 Feb. 1768.
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chap, their own passions. I shall defend this injured coux>

»—r-J try from the evils which threaten it, arising from

March ^ne machinations of a few, very few, discontented

men." a The flagitious libel,"
1 he wrote home, " blas-

phemes Kingly government itself." But it was only

a coarse sketch of his own bad qualities. " I told the

Grand Jury," said Hutchinson, "almost in plain

words, that they might depend on being damned,2
if

they did not find against the paper, as containing

High Treason." The Jury refused. " Oaths and the

laws have lost their force,"
8 wrote Hutchinson ; while

the people were overjoyed, 4 and " the honest and in-

dependent Grand Jurors " became the favorite toast

of the Sons of Liberty.

On the day on which the General Court was pro-

rogued, merchants of Boston came together, began a

subscription to renounce commerce with England,

and invited the merchants of the whole Continent to

give the world the spectacle of a universal passive

resistance.

De Kalb, who was astonished at the prosperity of

the Colonies and the immense number of merchant

vessels in all the waters from the Chesapeake 5 to

Boston, thought for a moment, that if the Provinces

could jointly discuss their interests by deputies,

an independent State would soon be formed. The

people were brave ; and their militia not inferior to

regular troops. And yet after studying the spirit of

son to Richard Jackson, 23 March,
1768. 1768.

a Hutchinson to — 26 March, 4 Compare A. Eliot to T. Hollis,

1768. 18 April, 1768. Hutchinson's Hist.
3 Hutchinson to the Duke of of Massachusetts, iii. 184.

Grafton, 27 March, 1768. Hutchin- 5 De Kalb to Ohoiseul, 25 Feb.
1768.
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XXXII.

768.

arch

New England,1 he was persuaded that all classes sin- chap

cerely loved their mother country, and, as he believ-

ed, would never accept foreign aid. Besides so con- ^'

vinced were they of the justice of their demands and

their own importance, they would not hold it pos-

sible that they should be driven to the last appeal.
<; It is my fixed opinion," said he, " that the fire-

brands will be worsted, and that the Colonies will,

in the end, obtain all the satisfaction which they de-

mand. Sooner or later the government must recog-

nise its being in the wrong."&
The Crown officers in Boston were resolved that

instead of concessions, America should suffer new
wrongs. " The annual election of Councillors," wrote

Bernard,2 " is the canker worm of the constitution of

this government, whose weight cannot be put in the

scale against that of the people." "To keep the bal-

ance even," argued Hutchinson, " there is need of aid

from the other side of the water." 3

How to induce the British Government to change

the Charter, and send over troops was the constant

theme of discussion ; and it was concerted that the

eighteenth of March, the anniversary of the Repeal

of the Stamp Act, should be made to further the

design. Reports were industriously spread of an

intended insurrection on that day; of danger to

the Commissioners of the Customs. The Sons of

Liberty, on their part, were anxious to preserve

order. At day-break the ef&gj of Paxton and

that of another revenue officer, were found hang-

1 De Kalb to Olioiseul, 2 March, Secretary of State, 12 March, 1768.

1768. 3 Hutchinson to Thos. PownaU,
2 Compare also Bernard to the 23 Feb. 1768
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chap, ing on Liberty Tree; they were instantly taken

-^v^ down by the friends of the people. The Gover-

Maroh nor endeavored to magnify "the atrociousness of

the insult," and to express fears of violence; the

Council justly insisted there was no clanger of distur-

bance. The day was celebrated 1 by a temperate fes-

tival, at which toasts were drunk to the Freedom of

the Press, to Paoli and the Corsicans, to the joint free*

dom of America and Ireland; to the immortal me-

mory of Brutus, Cassius, Hampden and Sidney.

Those who dined together broke up early. There

was no bonfire lighted, and " in the evening," these

are Hutchinson's 2 words, written within the week of

the event, " we had only such a mob as we have long

been used to on the Fifth of November, and other

holidays." Gage 3
too, who afterwards made careful

inquiry in Boston, declared the disturbance to have

been " trifling." But Bernard reported a " great dis-

position to the utmost disorder ; hundreds " parading

the streets with yells and outcries that were quite

terrible." As the mob passed his house, " there was

so terrible a yell that it was apprehended they were

breaking in. It was not so ;
however, it caused

the same terror as if it had been so."
—

" The whole

made it a very terrible night to those who thought

themselves objects of the popular fury." And this

was said of a mere usual gathering of men, women,

and children at a time of rejoicing, when no harm

was done or intended. " I can afford no protection

1 Boston Gazette of 21 March, 3 Gage to the Secretary of State,

1768 ; 677, 3, 1. 31 October, 1768.
2 Hutchinson to Richard Jackson,

23 March, 1768
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to the Commissioners," he continues. "I have not chap.

the shadow of authority or power. I am obnoxious >—»—

to the madness of the people, yet left exposed to March

their resentment -without any possible resort of pro-

tection I am then asked why I do not apply for

troops, as well to support the King's Government as

to protect the persons of his officers. I answer, His

Majesty's Ministers have within these three years

been fully acquainted with the defenceless state of

this Government, and therefore I leave it entirely to

the Administration to determine upon a measure

which they are much more able to judge of, and be

answerable for, than I can be. I shall have danger

and trouble enough when such orders arrive, though

I keej) ever so clear of advising or promoting them.

Those who have the command of the mob can

restrain them, and of course let them loose."
1

" Your Lordship may depend upon it, that nothing

less than the abolition of all the Acts imposing duties

is proposed. When that is done, the transition to all

other acts of Parliament will be very short and

easy.
-

Such were Bernard's importunities for troops,

while he was riving the strongest assurances that he

had not written any thing to get them sent ; and he

used to protest he wished the people of the Province

could have a sight of all his letters to the Ministry,

that they might become convinced of his friendship.3

At the same time he was constantly entreating the

Secretary to conceal his correspondence.

1 Bernard to the Secretary of
3 Town of Boston's Appeal to

State, 19 March, 176S. the world, 22.
a Bernard to the Secretary of

State, 21 March, 1768.
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chap. To ensure the arrival of an armed force, the Com-
XXXIL
-^v— missioners of the Customs applied directly to the

March ^aval Commander at Halifax,1 and also sent a second

memorial to the Lords of the Treasury. They said

that a design had certainly been formed to "bring

them on the eighteenth of March to Liberty Tree,

and oblige them to renounce their commissions.

" The Governor and magistracy," they add, " have

not the least authority or power in this place. The

mob are ready to be assembled on any occasion.

Every officer who exerts himself in the execution of

his duty will be exposed to their resentment. If the

answer from Government to the remonstrances of the

Lower House of Assembly should not be agreeable

to the people, we are fully persuaded, that they will

proceed to violent measures. In the mean time we
must depend on the favor of the mob for our protec-

tion. We cannot answer for our security for a day,

much less will it be in our power to carry the Eeve-

nue Laws into effect."
2

These letters went from Boston to the Min-

istry in March. The tales of riots were scan-

dalously false. The people were opposed to the

revenue system of the British Parliament ; and they

hoped for redress; if the Ministry should refuse

it, they on their part were resolved to avoid every

act of violence, to escape paying the taxes by

never buying the goods on which they were im-

posed, and to induce their repeal by ceasing to con-

1 Commodore Hood to Mr. Gron- ers of the Customs at Boston, 28

ville, Halifax, July 11, 1768, in March, 1768.

Grenville papers, iv. 306.
2 Memorial from the Commission-
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suine English manufactures. England had on her chap
XXXIT

side the general affection' of the people, the certainty

that the country could not as yet manufacture for

itself, and consequently the certainty that the schemes

of non-importation would fail. If she refuses to take

back the last Bevenue Act, there is danger that she

wil] substitute a frank and upright man for Ber-

nard, whose petulance, duplicity, and corruption are

now exposed, and patiently await the time when the

wants of the colonists will weary them of their

self-denial, and lead them to abandon it of them-

selves.

But the administration of public affairs had degen-

erated into a system of patronage, which had money
for its object ; and was supported by the King from

the love of authority. The Government of England

had more and more ceased to represent the noble

spirit of England. The Twelfth Parliament, which had

taxed America and was now near its dissolution, has

never been rivalled in its bold profligacy. Its pre-

decessors had been corrupt. The men of Boling-

broke's time took bribes more openly than those of

"Walpole; those of Walpole than those of the Pel-

hams ; and those of the Pelhams, than those since

the accession of George the Third ; so that direct gifts

of money were grown less frequent, as public opinion

increased in power. But there never was a Parlia-

- ment so shameless in its corruption as this Twelfth

Parliament which virtually severed America from

England. It had its votes ready for any body that

tvas Minister, and for any measure that the Minister of

the day might propose. It gave an almost unanimous

support to Pitt, when, for the last time in seventy

years, the foreign politics of England were on the

1768.

March
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chap, side of liberty. It had a majority for Newcastle after

—,— lie had ejected Pitt ; for Bute when he dismissed New-

March cas^e
;
f°r Grrenville so long as he was the friend of

Bute ; for Grenville, when he became Bute's most im-

placable foe ; and for the slender capacity of the inexpe-

rienced Rockingham. The shadow of Chatham, after

his desertion of the House, could sway its decisions.

"When Charles Townshend, rebelling in the Cabi-

net, seemed likely to become Minister, it listened to

him. When Townshend died, North easily restored

subordination.

Nor was it less impudent as to measures. It pro-

moted the alliance with the King of Prussia and

deserted him ; it protected the issue of general war-

rants, and utterly condemned them; it passed the

Stamp Act, and it repealed the Stamp Act ; it began

to treat America with tenderness, then veered about,

imposed new taxes, changed essentially American

Constitutions, and showed a readiness to suspend and

abolish the freedom of the American Legislative. It

was corrupt, and it knew itself to be corrupt, and

made a jest of its own corruption. While it lasted,

it was ready to bestow its favors on any Minister or

party ; and when it was gone, and had no more

chances at prostitution, men wrote its epitaph as of

the most scandalously abandoned body that England

had ever known.1

Up to this time the Colonists had looked to

Parliament as the bulwark of their liberties ; hence-

forward they knew it to be their most dangerous

enemy. They avowed that they would not pay

1 W. S. Johnson, 29 April, 1768.
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taxes which it assumed to impose.2 Some still al- chap,
XX XII

lowed it a right to restrain colonial trade ; but the t^-w

advanced opinion among the -patriots was, that each March

provincial Legislature must he perfectly free; that

laws were not valid unless sanctioned by the consent

of America herself. Without disputing what the

past had established, they were resolved to oppose any

Minister that should attempt to " innovate " a single

iota in their privileges. " Almighty God himself,"

wrote Dickinson,3 " will look down upon your right-

eous contest with approbation. You will be a band
of brothers, strengthened with inconceivable sup-

plies of force and constancy by that sympathetic

ardor which animates good men, confederated in a

good cause. You are assigned by Divine Pro-

vidence, in the appointed order of things, the pro-

tector of unborn ages, whose fate depends upon your

virtue."

The people of Boston responded to this appeal.

In a solemn Meeting,4 Malcom moved their thanks to

the ingenious author of the Farmer's Letters; and

Hancock, Samuel Adams, and Warren, were of the

committee to greet him in the name of the Town as

" the Friend of Americans, and the benefactor of

mankind."

"They may with equal reason make one step

more ;

" wrote Hutchinson x to the Duke of Grafton

;

" they may deny the regal as well as the parliamen-

tary authority, although no man as yet has that in

his thoughts."

2 Du Ohfttelet to Choiseul, 12 4 Bernard to Hillsborough, 28
March, 1768. March, 1768.

3 Farmer's Letters, xii. Works, 1 Hutchinson to the Duke of
i. 282, . Grafton, 27 March, 1768.
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chap. Du Chatelet,1 in England, having made his inqui-

-^~J ries into the resources of America, was persuaded

March ^na^ even if ^ne detailed statements before him were

one half too large, England could not reduce her

Colonies should they raise the standard of rebellion.

" Their population is so great," said he to Choiseul,

"that a breath would scatter the troops sent to

enforce obedience. The ever existing attractions of

an entire independence and of a free commerce, can-

not fail to keep their minds continually in a state of

disgust at the national subjection. The English

Government may take some false step, which will

in a single day set all these springs in activity. A
great number of chances can hasten the revolution

which all the world foresees without daring to assign

its epoch. I please myself with the thought that it is

not so far off as some imagine, and that we should

spare neither pains nor expense to co-operate with it.

We must also nourish his Catholic Majesty's dis-

position to avenge his wrongs. The ties that bind

America to England are three fourths broken. It

must soon throw off the yoke. To make themselves

independent, the inhabitants want nothing but arms,

courage, and a chief. If they had among them a

genius equal to Cromwell, this republic would be

more easy to establish than the one of which that

usurper was the head. Perhaps 2
this man exists

;
per-

haps nothing is wanting but happy circumstances to

place him upon a great theatre."

1 Du Chatelet to Choiseul, 12 que de quelques circonstances

March, 1768; and compare other heureuses pour le placer sur un
letters. grand theatre. Du Chatelet, 12

2 Peut-etre cet homme existe-t- March.
il; peut-etre ne manque-t-il plus
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At Mount Vernon conversation turned at this chap
XXXI [

time on the dangers that overhung the country. >^~-

" Whenever my country calls upon me," said Wash- ^rch
ington, " I am ready to take my musket on my shoul-

der."

" Courage, Americans ;

"
1 cried one of the famed April

New-York "Triumvirate" of Presbyterian lawyers,

William Livingston,2
as I believe ;

" Courage, Ameri-

cans : liberty, religion and sciences, are on the wing

to these shores. The finger of God points out a

mighty empire to your sons. The savages of the

wilderness were never expelled to mak^e room for

idolaters and slaves. The land we possess is the gift

of Heaven to our Fathers, and Divine Providence

seems to have decreed it to our latest posterity. So

legible is this munificent and celestial deed in past

events, that we need not be discouraged by the bick-

erings between us and our parent country. The
angry cloud will soon be dispersed, and America

advance to felicity and glory, with redoubled rapidity

and vigor. The day dawns, in which the founda-

tion of this mighty empire is to be laid, by the estab-

lishment of a regular American Constitution. All

that has hitherto been done seems to be little beside

1 American Whig, No. v. Parker's , 7 April, 1768. " The first

New-York Gazette of 11 April, Whig was written by Livingston,

1768. the second by Smith, the third by
2 Theodore Sedgwick's Life of , and the fourth by Smith

William Livingston, 145. Rev. Dr. as far as the thundergust, and then

Johnson to W. S. Johnson, Strat- Livingston went on in his high

ford, 22 April, 1768. " Within this prancing style," &o. &o. Unluck-
month the wicked Triumvirate of ily there is no positive mention of

Few-York, S. L. and Sc. [William the author of No. v. That it was
Smith, William Livingston, and not Smith, appears from the use

John Morin Scott,] havem Parker's made of it, after the rupture with
paper," &c. &c. &c. Manuscript England.
letter of Thomas B. Chandler to
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chap, the collection of materials for this glorious fabric.
Yvtii—r-J ' Tis time to put them together. The transfer of the

ApriI ;
European part of the family is so vast, and our

growth so swift, that, before seven years roll over

our heads, the first stone must be laid."
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CHAPTER XXXIH.

an army and a fleet for boston.—hillsborough's adminis-
tration of the colonies continued.

April—June, 1768.

" Send over an army and a fleet to reduce the chap.
xxxin

dogs to reason ; "
* such was the cry of those round *-y

—

the court and the public offices in England, at every April*.

rumor of colonial discontents. On the fifteenth

of April the news of the Circular letter of Mas-

sachusetts reached the Ministers. " It is an incentive

to rebellion,"
2 said some of them ; and their choleric

haste dictated the most impolitic measures that could

have been devised. To insulate the offending Pro-

vince, and if possible the town of Boston, a letter

was sent by Hillsborough to the Governors of each

of the twelve other Colonies, with a copy of the

Circular, which was described as " of a most danger-

ous and factious tendency," calculated "to inflame

the minds" of the people, "to promote an unwar-

rantable combination, and to excite open opposition

to the authority of Parliament." " You will there-

1 Compare Franklin's writings, a De Berdt to the Speaker, 29

vii. 256, of 8 May, 1768, and Du- July, 1768.

fand to Olioiseul, 1 January, 1768.
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chap, fore," said he,1 " exert your utmost influence to prevail

^— upon the Assembly of your Province to take no

April, notice of it, which will be treating it with the con-

tempt it deserves.—If they give any countenance to

this seditious paper, it will be your duty to prevent

any proceedings upon it by an immediate prorogation

or dissolution."
2 This order he sent even to the Go-

vernor of Pennsylvania, who, by its Charter, had no

power to prorogue or dissolve an Assembly. Massachu-

setts was told, that the King considered " their resolu-

tions contrary to the sense of the Assembly, and pro-

cured by surprise. You will, therefore," such was the

command to Bernard, " require of the House of Repre-

sentatives in his Majesty's name to rescind the resolu-

tion which gave birth to the Circular letter from the

Speaker, and to declare their disapprobation of that

rash and hasty proceeding." " If the new Assembly

should refuse to comply, it is the King's pleasure that

you should immediately dissolve them." 3 In America,

the best informed of the Crown Officers attributed

the instruction to " the express order of the King." 4

The Agent of the Assembly of Massachusetts

interceded for the Colony. Its Petition was receiv-

ed by Hillsborough for the King's perusal, but was

never officially presented. " It has been resolved in

Council," said the Secretary, " that Governor Bernard

have strict orders to insist upon the Assembly's re-

voking their Circular letter ; and if refused, he is

1 Hillsborough's Circular Letter, omitted from the letter sent to

21 April, 1768, as addressed to Ehode Island.

Ehode Island, in Prior Documents, 3 Hillsborough to Bernard, 22
220. April, 1768.

2 See Hillsborough's letter as sent
4 Hutchinson to Bernard, 4 Au-

to Maryland. This clause was gust, 1770.
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immediately to dissolve tliem. Upon their next chap
• • • • • TXXIII

choice, he is again to insist on it ; and, if then refused, ^—
1768

he is to do the like ; and as often as the case shall ^prii

happen. I had settled the repeal of these Acts with

Lord North ; but the opposition of the Colonies, ren-

ders it absolutely necessary to support the authority

of Parliament." l

Here was a colonial system, never before thought

of. Townshend had suspended the legislative func-

tions of New-York by Act of Parliament. Now a

Secretary of State speaking for the King, offered to

Massachusetts the option of forfeiting its representa-

tive government, or submitting to his mandate. At
the same time the Commander-in-Chief in America,

who was responsible to no one on that Continent,

and in New-York itself took precedence 2 of the Gover-

nor, was ordered to maintain the public tranquillity.3

But it was characteristic of Massachusetts, that the

peace had not been broken. The power of Parlia-

ment was denied, but not resisted. " Things are fast

hastening to a crisis," said Eliot 4 of Boston. Yet none

desponded. The people were persuaded that England

had greater cause to fear the loss of their trade, than

they the withholding of her protection. " The grand

design of Grocl in the settlement of New England," 5

began to be more clearly discerned. Some enthusiasts

saw in this western Continent the wilderness spoken of

1 De Berdt to the Speaker of 3 Hillsborough to Gage, 23 April,

Massachusetts Assembly, 29 July, 1768.

1768, iu Bradford's State Papers. 4 Andrew Eliot to Thomas Hol-
2 Moore to Shelburne, 5 March, lis, 18 April, 1768.

1768 ; Gage to Lord Barrington,
5 Boston Gazette, 25 April, 1768,

28 March, 1768 ; Hillsborough to 682, 1, 3.

Moore, 14 May, 1768. Moore to

Hillsborough, 19 August, 1768, &c
vol. vi.—10
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chap, in the vision of the Evangelist John, as the asylum

-tv—' of persecuted multitudes, to whom " the wings of a

April Great Eagle " had been given to bear them to the

" place prepared by God " for their " rest from tri-

bulation."

Meantime, on Saturday, the second day of April,

the Assembly of Virginia read the Circular letter

from Massachusetts, and referred it to a committee of

the whole House.1 The petitions of freeholders of

the counties of Chesterfield, Henrico, Dinwiddie and

Amelia, pointed to the Act of Parliament suspending

the legislative power of New-York, as of a tendency,

fatal to the liberties of a free people. The county of

Westmoreland dwelt also on the new Eevenue Act,

as well as on the Billeting Act. The freeholders of

Prince Williams enumerated all three, which, like the

Stamp Act, would shackle North America with sla-

very. On the seventh, the illustrious Bland reported

Resolutions, reaffirming the exclusive right of the

American Assemblies to tax the American Colonies

;

and they were unanimously confirmed. A commit-

tee of twelve, including Bland and Archibald Cary,

prepared a Petition to the King, a Memorial to the

House of Lords, and a Remonstrance to the House

of Commons, which, after being carefully considered

and amended, were unanimously adopted. On Fri-

day, the fifteenth, Bland invited a conference with

the Council ; and the Council with Blair,
2
as acting

President after Fauquier's death, agreed to the papers

which the House had prepared, and which were

1 Journal of Virginia House of 2 Blair to Hillsborough, 18 May,
Burgesses, from 31 March to 15 1768, inclosing the Virginia Peti-

April, 1768, p. 55.. tion, Memorial and Eemonstrance.
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penned in a still bolder style than those front Massa- chap
u mu. XXXUI
cnusetts. ^r^

After this the Burgesses of Virginia, to fulfil all A ^
their duty, not only assured Massachusetts of their

applause for its attention to American Liberty, but

also directed their Speaker to write to the respective

Speakers of all the Assemblies on the Continent, to

make known their proceedings, and to intimate how-

necessary they thought it, that the Colonies should

unite in a firm but decent opposition to every measure

which might affect their rights and liberties.

In the midst of these proceedings of a representa-

tive body, which truly reflected the sentiments of a

people, the Thirteenth British Parliament, the last

which ever legislated for America, was returned.

So infamous was the old House in public esteem, that

one hundred and seventy of its members failed of

being rechosen. 1 But still corruption lost nothing

of its effrontery; boroughs were sold openly, and

votes purchased at advanced prices. The market

value of a seat in Parliament was four thou-

sand pounds ; at which rate the whole venal House

would have been bought for not much over two mil-

lions sterling,
2 and a majority for not much over one

million. Yet in some places a contest cost the candi-

dates twenty to thirty thousand pounds apiece, and it

was affirmed that in Cumberland one person lavished

a hundred thousand pounds. The election was the

warmest and most expensive ever known/ The num-

ber of disputed returns exceeded all precedent

;

as did the riots, into which a misguided populace,

1 W. S. Johnson to Gov. Pitkin. 2 B. Franklin to W. Franklin, 13
24 April, 1768. March, 1768. Writings, vii. 394.
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.

chap, indulged once every seven years with the privilege

«—*— of an election, had been enticed.

Aprij The first incident in the history of this Parlia-

ment, was an unexampled interference of the Court.

Wilkes represented Westminster. " I think it highly

proper to apprise you that the expulsion of Wilkes

appears to he very essential, and must be effected,"

wrote the King to Lord North,1 who stood ready to

obey the peremptory and unconstitutional mandate.

May At the opening, the great question was raised,

if strangers should be excluded from the debates.

" It has always been my opinion," said Barrington,

"that strangers should not be allowed to hear

them." " Strangers are entitled to hear them,"

replied Seymour. "I ever wished," said Grenville,

" to have what is done here, well known." The people

no longer acquiesced in the secrecy of the proceed-

ings of their professed representatives. The deci-

sion was postponed ; but this is the last Parliament

of which the debates are not reported.

The new House was not more just to the Colonies

than its predecessor. Out of doors, America was not

without those who listened to her complaints. The

aged Oglethorpe,2 founder of the Colony of Geor-

gia, busied himself with distributing pamphlets in

her behalf among the most considerable public men.

Franklin, in London, collected and printed the Far-

mer's Letters. "They are very wild," 3 said Hills-

borough of them ; many called them treasonable and

seditious
;
yet Burke approved their principle. Trans-

1 King to Lord North, 25 April,
3 Franklin, vii. Compare W. S.

1768. Johnson to Pitkin, 29 July, 1768.
2 Miss De Berdt to Mr. Bead.
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lated into French, they were much read in Parisian chap.
• • XXXIII

saloons ; and their author was compared with Cicero. —,

—

" In America the Farmer is adored ;
" said the Go- ^ay#

'

vernor of Georgia ; * " and no mark of honor and respect

is thought equal to his merit." At that time Georgia

was the most nourishing Colony on the continent.
2

Lands there were cheap and labor dear ; it had no

manufactures ; though, of the poorer families, one in

a hundred perhaps might make its own coarse cloth-

ing of a mixture of cotton and wool.3 Out of twenty-

five members of the newly elected Legislature at least

eighteen were professed " Sons of Liberty," " enthusi-

asts " for the American cause, zealous for " maintain-

ing their natural rights." They unanimously made
choice of Benjamin Franklin, as their agent; and

nothing but their prorogation prevented their send

ing words of sympathy to Massachusetts. New Jer-

sey expressed its desire to correspond and unite with

the other Colonies.
4 The Connecticut Assembly in

May, after a solemn debate, concluded to petition the

King only; "because," said they, "to petition the

Parliament would be a tacit confession of its right to

lay impositions upon us ; which right and authority we
publicly disavow." Nor would the Court issue Writs

of Assistance, although it was claimed that they were

authorized by Townshend's Revenue Act. The times

tried men's courage; some grew alarmed for conse-

quences ; but others " were carried above fear."
5

1 Sir James Wright to Lord 216. W. Franklin to Hillsborough,
Hillsborough, 23 May, 1768. 11 July, 1768.

2 Wright to Hillsborough, 30 May, 5 E. Silliraan to W. S. Johnson,
1768. 10 Nov. 1768. Wm. Pitkin to W.

3 Wright to Hillsborough, 31 S. Johnson, 6 June, 1768 ; Wm.
May, 1768. Pitkin to Richard Jackson, 10 June,

* New Jersey to Massachusetts, 1768.

9 May, 1768, in Prior Documents,
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CHAP.
XXXIII

At New-York the niercliants held a meeting to

join with the inhabitants of Boston in the agreement

May#
* not to import from Great Britain; and against the

opinion of the Governor, the royal Council held, that

the meetings were legal ; that the people did but

assemble to establish among themselves certain rules

of economy ; that as they were masters of their owe
fortune, they had a right to dispose of it as they

pleased.1

While Massachusetts received encouragement

from its sister Colonies, its Crown officers continued

and extended their solicitations in England for large

and fixed salaries, as the only way to keep the Ame-
ricans in their dependence. Grenville's influence was

the special resource of Hutchinson and Oliver,2 who
had supported his Stamp Act and suffered as its mar-

tyrs ; and they relied on Whately to secure for them

his attention and favor; which they valued the

more, as it seemed to them probable, that he would

one day supersede Grafton.

Bernard, on his part, addressed his importunities

to Hillsborough; and asked leave to become an in-

former, under an assurance that no exposure should

be made of his letters.
8 Yet how could public mea-

sures be properly founded on secret communications,

known only to the Minister and the King ? Should

the right of the humblest individual to confront wit-

nesses against him be held sacred ? and should rising

nations be exposed to the loss of chartered privileges

1 Moore to Hillsborough, 10 May, 2 Oliver to Thomas Whately, 11

1768. Compare Eev. Dr. Johnson to May, 1768.

the Archbishop Seeker, 10 May, 3 Bernard to Hillsborough, 12
1768 May, 1768.
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and natural rights on concealed accusations ? With chap.

truer loyalty towards the mother country, Samuel —

^

Adams,4 through the Agent, advised the repeal of ^a^
the Revenue Acts, and the removal of a Governor, in

whom the Colonies could never repose confidence.

But Bernard went on, persuading Hillsborough

that America had grown refractory 2 in consequence

of the feeble administration of the Colonies during the

time of Conway and Shelbume ; that it required " his

Lordship's distinguished abilities

"

3 to accomplish

the "most arduous task of reducing them into

good order." " It only needs," said Hutchinson,4 " one

steady plan, pursued a little while." At that mo-

ment the people of Massachusetts, confidently await-

ing a favorable result of their appeal to the King,

revived their ancient spirit of loyalty. At the open-

ing of the political year on the last Wednesday in

May, the neT# House of Representatives came toge-

ther with a kindlier ' disposition towards England

than had existed for several years. The two parties

were nearer an equality.
5 On the day of election,

after hearing a sermon in which Shute of Hingham

denied the supreme authority of Parliament and jus-

tified resistance to laws not based on equity, 6 the

Legislature seemed willing to restore Hutchinson to

the Council, and on the first ballot he had sixty-eight

votes where he needed but seventy-one.T

1 Samuel Adams to S. de Berdt,
5 Hutchinson to Richard Jackson,

HMay, 1768. 14 June, 1768.
2 Bernard to Hillsborough, 19 6 Letter of Hutchinson, 21 July,

May, 1708. 1768.
3 Bernard to Hillsborough, 12 " Compare Bernard to Hillsbor-

May, 1768. ough, 30 May, 1768; Hutchinson
4 Hutchinson to , 26 May, to Nathaniel Rogers, 7 June, 1768.

1768.
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chap. He himself was the cause of his defeat. As the

—,— Convention were preparing to ballot a second time,

May
' Samuel Adams rose to ask whether the Lieutenant-

Governor was a pensioner ; on which Otis, the other

" chief head of the faction," stood up and declared

that Hutchinson had received a warrant from the

Lords of the Treasury for two hundred pounds a year

out of the proceeds of the new duties ; and distribut-

ing votes for Artemas Ward, he cried out: "Pen-

sioner or no pensioner ; surely the House will not

think a pensioner of the Crown a fit person to sit in

Council." "But for the warrant," confessed Hutch-

inson, "I should have been elected." "And that,"

added Bernard, "would have put quite a new face

upon public affairs." "I," said Hutchinson, "gave

Ward a Lieutenant Colonel's commission in the Pro-

vincial Forces, thinking to bring him over ;—he is a

very sulky fellow."
1 " The Governm&it," repeated

Bernard, " should insist upon it, that the Lieutenant

Governor and Secretary should have seats and votes

at the Council Board without an election."
2 " This

annual election of the Council spoils the Constitu-

tion," wrote Hutchinson,3 though he afterwards

uttered the falsehood of denying his opinion. " The

House," reported Bernard to Hillsborough, " has

shown ingratitude, undutifulness and insolence."

" They will not come to a right temper," said Hutch-

inson, " until they find that, at all events, the Par-

liament will maintain its authority, and that to oppose

1 Hutchinson to T. Pownal, 7 8 Hutchinson to R Jackson, 4

June, 1768. June, 1768.
2 Bernard to Hillsborough, 30

May, 1768
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it any longer must prove their ruin." * Such were the chap.
. . XXXILl

representations of men, on whom Hillsborough was

eager to bestow signal marks of his confidence;

having resolved to reward Bernard's zeal with the

lucrative post of Lieutenant Governor of Virginia, and

to leave the Government oi Massachusetts in the

hands of Hutchinson.2

Just at this time, the Ministry in England re- June.

ceived the letters of March from the Commissioners

of the Customs and from Bernard, and totally mis-

conceiving the state of things, Hillsborough, on the

eighth of June, peremptorily ordered Gage to send a

regiment to continue permanently in Boston, for the

assistance of the civil magistrates and the officers of

the revenue.8 The Admiralty was also directed to

send one frigate, two sloops, and two cutters to re-

main in Boston harbor

;

4 and the little castle of Wil-

liam and Mary was to be occupied and repaired.5

This first act of hostility on the part of Great

Britain was adopted at a time when America thought

of nothing more than peaceable petitioning and pas-

sive resistance by a non-importation agreement, which

the adverse interests and disinclination of the mer-

chants had as yet rendered void.

1 Hutchinson to N. Rogers, 30 or 4 Hillsborough to the Lords of

31 May, 1768. the Admiralty, 11 June, 1768.
* Richard Jackson to Hutchinson, Narrative of Facts relative to

3 June, 1768. American Affairs.
3 Hillsborough to Gage, 8 June, 6 Hillsborough to Gage, 8 June,

1768. and to Bernard, 11 June, 1768.
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1768.

CHAPTEE XXXIV.

does massachusetts eescind ?—hillsboeough's colonial
administration continued.

June—July, 1768.

Some weeks would elapse before these orders

would become known in the Colony. Meantime, the

June. Commissioners of the Customs assumed more and

more airs of haughtiness, with the strangest super-

ciliousness
1 expressed publicly their hatred to the

country, and in executing their office, did not shun to

give offence. The Romney, a ship of fifty guns sent

from Halifax at their request, had, for about a month,

lain at anchor in the harbor, and forcibly and inso-

lently impressed New England men returning from

sea. On the morning of the tenth of June, one man

1 Governor Wentworth of New hensions against them." Compare
Hampshire to the Marquis of Rock- Mr. John Temple to Mr. Gren-

ingham, November 13, 1768; in ville, Boston, New England, Nb-
Albemarle's Rockingham, ii. 88. vember 7, 1768, in Grenville
" More obstructions have arisen to Papers, iv. 396, 397. " I am
the service in this country, from perfectly of opinion with General

the servants of Government, than Gage, that the King's cause has

from any other cause. At first the been more hurt in this country by

strangest superciliousness and pub- some of his own^ servants, than by

licly expressed hatred to the coun- all the world besides."

try, excited disrespect and appre-
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who had been impressed, was rescued ; and when ^*ap.

Nathaniel Waterman went on "board the Romney to rrcJ 1768.

liberate another by offering a substitute, Conner, the June.

Captain, indulged in a storm of anger. "No man,"

said he, " shall go out of this vessel. The town is a

blackguard town, ruled by mobs ; they have begun

with me by rescuing a man whom I pressed this

morning. By the Eternal God, I will make their

hearts ache before I leave it."
1 And he continued

his impressments, in violation, as the lawyers and peo-

ple of Boston believed, of an explicit statute.

The Commissioners had a rankling hatred against

John Hancock, partly because he with his com-

pany of the Boston Cadets had refused to act as

escort,
2 on the day of the General Election, if

they were in the procession ; and partly because he

openly denounced the revenue Acts. His sloop,

named " Liberty," had discharged her cargo and had

taken in freight for a new voyage ; when suddenly,

on Friday the tenth of June, near sunset, and just as

the laborers were returning home, the officers of the

customs, obeying the written directions of the Com-

missioners,3 seized her for a false entry, which it was

pretended had been made several weeks before. The

collector thought she might remain at Hancock's

Wharf after she had received the broad arrow

;

4 but

the Comptroller had concerted to moor her under the

guns of the Romney, which lay a quarter of a mile

1 Affidavit of Nathaniel Water- s Harrison and Hallowell to
man. Compare also Hutchinson to Commissioners of the Customs, 11
R. Jackson, 18 June, 1768. June, 1768.

2 A. Oliver to Thomas Whately, * Hutchinson to R. Jackson, 16
11 May, 1768. June, 1768.
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chap, oft' and "made a signal for the man of war's boats to
XXXIV. -, „—^- come ashore.

June.
"^ou na(i better let the vessel he at the wharf,"

said Malcom, to the officer. " I shall not," answered

Hallowell the Comptroller, and gave directions

to cut the fasts. "Stop, at least, till the owner

comes," said the people who crowded round. " No
?

damn you," cried Hallowell, " cast her off." " I'll spht

out the brains of any man, that offers to reeve a fast,

or stop the vessel," said the Master of the Komney

;

and he shouted to the marines, to fire. "What
rascal is that, who dares to tell the marines to

fire ? " cried a Bostoneer ; and, turning to Harri-

son, the Collector, a well-meaning man, who disap-

proved the violent manner of the seizure, he added,

"The owner is sent for; you had better let the

vessel he at the wharf till he comes down." " No,

she shall go," insisted the Comptroller ;
" and show

me the man who dares oppose it."
1 "Kill the

damned scoundrel," cried the Master. "We will

throw the people from the Komney overboard,"

said Malcom, stung with anger. "By God, she

shall go," repeated the Master and he more than

once called to the marines, " Why don't you fire ? "
2

and " bade them fire."
3 So they cut her moorings,

and with ropes in the barges, the sloop was towed

away to the Bomney.

A crowd " of boys and negroes " 4 gathered at the

1 See the affidavits of Joseph Pi-
2 John Howe's affidavit,

per, William Ross, Caleb Hopkins, 8 Benjamin Goodwin's affidavit.

Benjamin Goodwin, and others 4 Hutchinson to Whately, Boston
taken in June, 1768, and annexed 18 June, 1768.

to the Memorial of de Berdt, of 21
July, 1768.
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heels 1 of the Custom House Officers, and threw chap.

stones, bricks and dirt at them, alarming them, but SSI'

doing no serious mischief; and while Samuel Adams, J^j*
Hancock and Warren, with others, were deliberating

what was to be done, a mob broke windows in the

house of the Comptroller and of an Inspector, and

failing to find a boat belonging to the Eomney, seized

on the Collector's pleasure-boat, dragged it in tri-

umph to Boston Common and burnt it. After this,

at about one o'clock, they dispersed,
2 and the town

resumed its quiet.

On Saturday nothing indicated a recurrence ol

riots ; and the Council 3 had only to appoint a commit-

tee to ascertain the facts attending the seizure by the

examination of witnesses on the following Monday.

The Commissioners had not been harmed, nor

approached, nor menaced. But they chose to con-

sider the incident of the last evening an insurrection,

and were provoked that their representations were so

little heeded. Four of the five, went on board the

Romney; 4 perhaps a little from panic, but more

to support their own exalted notions of their dig-

nity ; terrify the town by fear of revenge on the part

of England ; and ensure the active interposition of the

British Government. Temple, one of their number,

refused to take part in the artifice, and remained in

full security on shore.

1 Affidavits of Harrison the Col- 8 Hntchinson to T. Whately, Bos-

lector, B. Hallowell, Jr., the Comp- ton, 18 June, 1768. Compare also

troller, and R, A. Harrison, Jr. 11 T. Whately to Grenville, 26 July,

Jnne, 1768. Letters to the Minis- 1768, in Grenville Papers, iv. 322.

try, 122, 125.
4 Proceedings of the Board of

2 Hutchinson to R. Jackson, 16 Commissioners on board the Rom-
June, 1768. De Berdt's Memorial ney, 13 June, 1768. Letters &c.

to Hillsborough, with the accom- &c. 117, 118.

panying affidavits. Bernard's Let-

ter to the Ministry.
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l;hap. During the usual quiet of Sunday,1 while all the

-^^ people were " at meeting," the fugitive officers inform-

June. e(^ Bernard by letter that they could not, " consistent

with the honor of their commission, act in any busi-

ness of the revenue under such an influence, as pre-

vailed " in Boston, and declared their wish to with-

draw to the castle. " They have abdicated," said the

people of Boston, and "may they never return." They
really were in no danger, and every body knew it.

They were playing a game to deceive the Ministry.

The Council found that the riot of Friday had been

only " a small disturbance." " Dangerous disturban-

ces," reported Gage, whose information came from

royalists, " are not to be apprehended." 2

While the Commissioners stifled their doubts

about the wisdom of their conduct, by resolving that

" the honor of the Crown would be hazarded by their

return to Boston," 8
its inhabitants on the fourteenth

met at Faneuil Hall, in a legal town meeting. The

attendance was so great that they adjourned to the

Old South Meeting House, where Otis was elected

moderator, and welcomed with rapturous applause.

In the course of a debate, one person observed

that every captain of a man-of-war, on coming into

harbor, should be subordinate to the Legislature of

the Colony. William Cooper 4 proposed, " that if any

one should promote the bringing troops here, he

1 Commissioners of the Customs June, 1768, and the Eeport of the

to Bernard, 12 June, 1768 ; John Council.

Robinson to Collector and Comp- 3 Memorial of Commissioners, in

troller of Boston, 12 June, 1768, Letters, &c. 120.

Harrison and Hallowell to John 4 Hutchinson to Jackson, 18

Eobinson, 12 June, 1768. June. 1768.
2 See Gage to Hillsborough, 17
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should be deemed a disturber of the peace and a trai- chap.
XXX 1

V

tor to his country." 1 An address to the Governor ^—
was unanimously agreed upon, which twenty-one men j^e.

were appointed to deliver.

On adjourning the meeting to four o'clock the

next afternoon, Otis, the moderator, made a speech to

the inhabitants, strongly recommending peace and

good order ; and expressing a hope that their griev-

ances might, in time, be removed. " If not," said he,

" and we are called on to defend our liberties and

privileges, I hope and believe we shall, one and all,

resist even unto blood; but I pray God Almighty,

that this may never so happen." 2

Meantime the committee moved in a procession of

eleven chaises to the house of the Governor in the

country, to present the Address, in which the Town
claimed for the province the sole right of taxing itself

expressed a hope the Board of Customs would never

re-assume the exercise of their office, commented on

impressment, and demanded the removal of the ship

Komney from the harbor. In words which Otis

approved and probably assisted to write, they said

:

" To contend with our parent state is the most

shocking and dreadful extremity, but tamely to relin-

quish the only security we and our posterity retain

for the enjoyment of our lives and properties, without

one struggle, is so humiliating and base, that we can-

not support the reflection. It is at your option to

prevent this distressed and justly incensed people

1 Bernard to Hillsborough, 16 to the Commissioners of the Ous-
June, 1768. toms, 14 June, 1768 ; Letters, &c.

2 Anonymous Letter signed G. 137.
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CHAP.
XXXIV.

from effecting too much, and from the shame and

reproach of attempting too little."
1

June. Bernard received the address with obsequious

courtesy ; and the next day gave in writing an inoffen-

sive answer, clearing himself of the responsibility for

the measures complained of, and promising not indeed

to remove the Romney, but to stop impressments*

" I shall think myself," he said, " most highly honored

if I can be in the lowest degree an instrument in pre-

serving a perfect conciliation between you and the

parent state."
1

~No sooner had he sent this message, than he, and

all the officers of the Crown at once busied themselves

in concert 3 to get regiments ordered to Boston.

The Commissioners of the Customs saw in the dis-

turbances of the tenth of June, "an insurrection

rather than a riot."
4 A nameless writer, vouched for

by the Commissioners, declared, "that there was

certainly a settled scheme to oppose even the King's

troops ' landing ; that the promoters of the present

evils were ready to unmask and openly discover their

long and latent design to rebel." "He that runs

may read," wrote another ;
" without some speedy

interposition, a great storm will arise."
5 The Comp-

troller and even the worthy Collector reported a

" general spirit of insurrection, not only in the town,

1 Address of the inhabitants of
8 Appeal to the World, 19, 20.

the Town of Boston, in Hutchin- 4 Commissioners to Bernard, 13

son's History, iii., Appendix J. June, 1768; Letters to the Minis-

Hutchinson is cautious to omit try, 134.

the Answer of Bernard. 5 Letter from a Gentleman of
2 Bernard's Answer to the Town Character, 14 June, 1768. Letters

of Boston; Boston Chronicle for to the Ministry, 140- -141.

1768, page 253.
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but throughout the province." 1 On the fifteenth of en

June, the Commissioners of the Customs wrote to

Gage and to Hood, demanding further protection;

for, said they, " the leaders of the people of Boston

will urge them to open revolt."
2

To the Lords of the Treasury they reported " a

long concerted and extensive plan of resistance to the

authority of Great Britain," breaking out in " acts of

violence sooner than was intended ;

" and they gave

their opinion " that nothing but the immediate exer-

tion of military power would prevent an open revolt of

the town of Boston, and probably of the Provinces." 8

" If there is not a revolt," wrote Bernard to Hills-

borough, " the leaders of the Sons of Liberty must

falsify their words and change their purposes." 4

Hutchinson sounded the alarm to his various corres-

pondents, especially to Whately,5 to whom Paxton also

sent word, that " unless they should have immediately

two or three regiments, it was the opinion of all the

friends to government, that Boston would be in open

rebellion." 6 To interpret and enforce the correspond-

ence, Hallowell, the comptroller, was despatched as

their emissary to London.7

To bring troops into Boston, was the surest way
of hastening an insurrection; the letters, soliciting

them, may have been kept secret, but the town

1 Harrison and Hallowell to Com- 4 Bernard to Hillsborough, 1 G--18

missioners, 14 June, 1768; Letters June, 1768.

to the Ministry, 136.
5 Compare Whately to Grenville,

a The Commissioners to Gen. 26 July, 1768 ; in Grenville Papers,

Gage and Commodore Hood, 15 iv. 322. " I now know," &c. &c.
June, 1768. Letters to the Minis- e Charles Paxton to T. Whately,
try, 137. in the Letters, &c. 41.

3 Commissioners to the Lords of 7 Bernard to Hillsborough, P. S.

the Treasury, 16 June, 17G8. 18 June, 1768. Hutchinson to

vol. vi. 11
"Whately, 18 June, 1768.

A P.

XXXIV.

1768.

June.
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chap, divined their purpose; and at its legal meeting on

—v^- Friday, the seventeenth, instructing its representa-

Junei tives m words prepared by John Adams,1
it put its

sentiments on record. " After the repeal of the last

American Stamp Act," it said, "we were happy in

the pleasing prospect of a restoration of tranquillity

and harmony. But the principle on which that

detestable act was founded continues in full force, and

a revenue is still demanded from America, and appro-

priated to the maintenance of swarms of officers and

pensioners in idleness and luxury. It is our fixed

resolution to maintain our loyalty and due subor-

dination to the British Parliament, as the Supreme

Legislative in all cases of necessity for the preserva-

tion of the whole empire. At the same time, it is

our unalterable resolution, to assert and vindicate our

dear and invaluable rights and liberties, at the ut-

most hazard of our lives and fortunes ; and we have

a full and rational confidence that no designs formed

against them will ever prosper.

" Every person who shall solicit or promote the

importation of troops at this time, is an enemy to this

town and Province, and a disturber of the peace and

good order of both." 2

Having given these instructions the Town Meet-

ing broke up. The Assembly, which was in session,

had been a spectator of the events; and the very

next morning, on motion probably of Otis, a joint

committee was raised to inquire "if measures had

been taken, or were taking, for the execution of the

1
J. Adams, Works ii. 215, iii.

2 Instructions in Appendix
501. Hutchinson, iii. 489-491.
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late Revenue Acts of Parliament by a naval or chap.

military force."
* —^—

-

In the midst of these scenes arrived Hillsbo- June;

rough's letter, directing Massachusetts to rescind its

resolutions.2 After timid 8 consultations between

Bernard, Hutchinson and Oliver, after delays till the

town meetings were fairly over, and after offers from

Bernard to act as a mediator,4 on Tuesday, the twen-

ty-first of June, the message was delivered. In the

afternoon, when it was read a second time to a full

house and a gallery crowded with one or two huu-

dred persons,5 Otis spoke for nearly two hours.

" The King," said he, " appoints none but boys for

his Ministers. They have no education but travel-

ling through France, from whence they return full of

the slavish principles of that country. They know
nothing of business when they come into their offices,

and do not stay long enough in them to acquire that

little knowledge which is gained by experience; so

that all business is really done by the clerks." He
passed an encomium on Oliver Cromwell, and ex-

tolled the times preceding his advancement, and par-

ticularly the sentence pronounced by the people of

England on their King, contrasting the days of the

Puritans with the present days, when the people of

England no longer knew the rights of English-

men. He praised, in the highest language, "the

elegant, pure, and nervous Petition to the King,"

1 Bernard to Hillsborough, 18 4 Bernard to Hillsborough, 18
June, 1768. June, 1768. Letter 37.

2 Compare Franklin's Writings,
6 Bernard to Hillsborough, 9 Sep-

\v. 531. tember, 1768.
3 Gage to Hillsborough, 17 June.

1768.
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chap, adopted the last session by the Assembly, but

rejected by the Minister. And showing the im-

possibility of their consenting to rescind measures

of an Assembly which had ceased to exist, mea-

sures which had already been executed, measures

which they more and more approved of, " I hope,"

said he, " another Congress will take place.
1 When

Lord Hillsborough knows that we will not rescind

our acts, he should apply to Parliament to rescind

theirs. Let Britain rescind their measures or they

are lost for ever."
2

Meantime the Governor became ludicrously panic-

struck. At one moment he fancied that the people

would rise and take possession of the castle; and,

in the next he wished to withdraw to the castle for

security.

The Assembly were aware that they were delibe-

rating upon more important subjects than had ever

engaged the attention of an American Legislature.

They knew that the Ministry was bent on humbling

them. The continent was watching to see if

they dared be firm. They were consoled by the

sympathy of Connecticut,3 and New Jersey.4 But

when the letter from Virginia 5 was received, it gave

courage more than all the rest. " This is a glorious

1 Bernard to Hillsborough, 28 W. Franklin to Hillsborough, 11
June, 17G8. Letter 42. July, 1768.

2 MS. postscript to Bernard's 5 Peyton Randolph, the Speaker
Letter to Hillsborough, No. 9 of 25 of the House of Burgesses of Vir-
June to 1 July, 1768. ginia, to the Massachusetts Speak-

3 Connecticut Speaker to Massa- er, Prior Documents, 213. Brad-
chusetts, 11 June, 1768 ; Prior ford's History of Massachusetts, i.

Documents, 216. 145. The passage quoted is in
4 New Jersey Speaker to Massa- Bradford but not in Prior Docu-

chusetts, 9 May, 1768. Governor ments.
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day," said Samuel Adams, using words which, seven chap.

years later, he was to repeat. " This is the most glo- ^—

'

rious day ever seen," responded his friend, Samuel j^'
Cooper. The merchants of Boston met, and success-

fully renewed the agreement not to import from Eng-

land.1

The House, employing the pen of Samuel Adams 2

without altering a word, reported a letter
3 to Lord

Hillsborough, in which they showed that the Circular

Letter of February was, indeed, the declared sense of a

large majority of their body; and expressed their re-

liance on the clemency of the King, that to petition

him would not be deemed inconsistent with respect

for the British constitution, nor to acquaint their

fellow-subjects of their having done so, be discoun-

tenanced as an inflammatory proceeding.

Then came the great question, taken in the fullest

House ever remembered. The votes were given by

word of mouth, and against seventeen that were wil-

ling to yield, ninety-two refused to rescind. They

finished their work by a message to the Governor,

thoroughly affirming the doings from which they had

been ordered to dissent. On this Bernard, trembling

with fear,
4 prorogued them, and then dissolved the

Assembly.

Massachusetts was left without a Legislature. July,

Its people had no intention- to begin a rebellion

;

but only to defend their liberties, which had the

Letter from Hutchinson to Bol- s Bradford's Massachusetts State
las, 14 July, 1768.

_

Papers, 151 ; House to Lord Hills-
2
Eliot's Biographical Dictionary borough, 30 June, 1768.

of New England, sub voce Samuel 4 Bernard to Hillsborough, 9 July,

Adams. 176S.
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chap, sanction of natural right and of historic tradition.
XYYTV
*—*W "The Americans," observed the clear-sighted Du
July! Chatelet, 1 " have no longer need of support from the

British Crown, and see in the projects of their metro-

polis measures of tyranny and oppression." " I ap-

prehend a breach between the two countries," owned
Franklin. 2 "I was always of opinion since the acces-

sion of George the Third, that matters would issue

the way you now expect," wrote Hollis 3 to a New
England man, who predicted independence ;

" you

are an ungracious people. There is original sin in

you. You are assertors of Liberty, and the prin-

ciples of the Revolution."

"The whole body of the people of New Hamp-
shire were resolved to stand or fall with the Massa-

chusetts." " It is best," counselled the good Lang-

don 4 of Portsmouth, "for the Americans to let the

King know the utmost of their resolutions, and the

danger of a violent rending of the Colonies from the

mother country." " No Assembly on the Continent,"

said Roger Sherman 5 of Connecticut, " will ever con-

cede that Parliament has a right to tax the Colonies."

"The Parliament of England has no more jurisdiction

over us," declared the politicians of that Colony,

"than the Parliament of Paris."
6 "We cannot be-

lieve," wrote "William Williams 7 of Lebanon, " that

they will draw the sword on their own children ; but

1 Du Chatelet to Choiseul, 21 4 Samuel Langdon to Ezra Stiles,

June, 1768. 6 July, 1768.
2 Franklin to his Son, 2 July,

6 Quoted in W. S. Johnson to

1768. Works, vii.411. Franklin to E. Sherman, 28 Sept. 1768.

Joseph Galloway, 2 July, 1768
;

a B. Gale quoted in W. S. John-
Works, vii. 412. son to B. Gale.

3 T. Hollis to A. Eliot, 1 July,
7 W. Williams to W. S. Johnson,

1768. Lebanon, Connecticut, 5 July, 1768.
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if they do, our blood is more at their service than chap.
•../,.„ XXXI V.

our liberties.

In New-York, the merchants still held those meet-

ings, which Hillsborough called, "if not illegal and

unwarrantable, very unnatural, ungrateful, and unbe-

coming." " The circumstances of the Colonies demand

a firmer union," 1
,said men of Pennsylvania. u The Col-

onies," wrote Chandler,2 the churchman, "will soon

experience worse things than in the time of the late

Stamp Act, or I am no prophet." The Assembly of

Maryland treated Lord Hillsborough's letter with the

contempt he had ordered them to show for the Cir-

cular of Massachusetts. " We shall not be intimidated

by a few sounding expressions from doing what we
think is right," said they in their formal reply

;

8 and

they sent their thanks to Massachusetts, " their sister

Colony, in whose opinion they declared they exactly

coincided." * As for South Carolina, they could not

enough praise the glorious ninety-two who would not

rescind ; toasting them at banquets, and marching

by night through the streets of Charleston, in pro-

cessions to their honor by the blaze of two and ninety

torches.

English statesmen were blindly adopting mea-

sures to carry out their restrictive policy; 5
estab-

lishing in America Courts of Vice Admiralty at Hal-

ifax, Boston, Philadelphia, and Charleston,6 on the

1 John Erving to Ezra Stiles, 1 June, 1768 ; received early in July,

July, 1768. Prior Documents, 219.
2 Thomas B. Chandler to the ,

6 Thomas Bradshaw to John
Kev. D. Johnson, 7 July, 1768. Pownall, 8 July, 1768. Circular of

3 Maryland House of Delegates Hillsborough, of 11 July, 1768.

to Gov. Sharpe. 6 Treasury Minute of 30 June,
4 Maryland to Massachusetts, 23 1768.
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chap, system of Grenville ; taking an account of tlie cost to

the Exchequer of the Stamp Act, so as to draw on the

sinking fund to liquidate the loss ;
* or meditating to

offer the Colonies some partial and inadequate repre-

sentation in Parliament

;

2 inattentive to the character

of events which were leading to the renovation of

the world. Not so the Americans. Village theolo-

gians studied the Book of Revelation 8
to see which

seal was next to be broken, which angel was next to

sound his trumpet. "Is not God preparing the

way in his Providence," 4 thus New England minis-

ters communed together, " for some remarkable revo-

lutions in Christendom, both in polity and religion \
"

And as they pondered on the prophecies of the New
Testament, they were convinced that "the time

was drawing very near, when the man of sin would

be destroyed, and the Church," which, in the mouth

of New England divines, included civil and reli-

gious liberty, "would rise and spread through the

nations."

Who will deny that the race has a life and

progress of its own, swaying its complex mind

by the guiding truths which it developes as it ad-

vances? While New England was drawing from

the Bible proof of the nearness of the overthrow

of tyranny, Turgot at Paris, explained to David

Hume the perfectibility and onward movement

of the race.
5 "The British Government," said he,

1 Grey Cooper to Auditor of the 8 The Revelation of St. John the

Revenue, 1 July, 1768. Same to Divine, Chap. xvi.

Same, 5 July, 1768.
4 Ezra Stiles's Correspondence,

2 George Grenville to Gov. Pow- July, 1768.

nail, 17 July, 1768, in Pownall's
6 Turgot to Hume, Paris, 3 July,

Administration of the Colonies: ii. 1768, in Burton's Hume, iii. 103,

113, in Ed. of 1777. 164.
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u
is very far from being an enlightened one. As yet chap.

none is thoroughly so. But tyranny combined with *—,—

;

superstition, vainly strives to stifle light and liberty Ju]

*

by methods alike atrocious and useless ; the world

will be conducted through transient disorders to a

happier condition."

In that progress the emancipation of America was

to form a glorious part ; and was the great object of

the French Minister for Foreign Affairs. " We must

put aside projects and attend to facts," wrote Choi-

seul
1 to Du Chatelet in July, after a conversation

of six hours with a person intimately acquainted with

America. " My idea, which perhaps is but a reverie,

is, to examine the possibility of a treaty of commerce,

both of importation and exportation, of which the

obvious advantages mi^ht attract the Americans.

Will it not be possible to present them, at the mo-

ment of a rupture, an interest powerful enough to

detach them at once from their Metropolis ? Accord-

ing to the prognostications of sensible men, who have

had opportunity to study the character of the Ame-
ricans, and to measure their progress from day to day

m the spirit of independence, this separation of the

American Colonies from the metropolis, sooner or

later, must come. The plan I propose hastens its

epoch.

" It is the true interest of the Colonies to se-

cure for ever then entire liberty, and establish their

direct commerce with France and with the world.

The great point will be to secure their neutrality,

which will necessarily bring on a treaty of al-

Extrait de la Lettre de 15 Juillet, 1768, a Monsieur le Oomte
du Chatelet.
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chap, liance with France and Spain. They may want

5SL* confidence in the strength of our navy; they may

jj2?" raise suspicions of our fidelity to our engagements

;

they may fear the English squadrons; they may
hope for success against the Spaniards and against

ourselves. I see all these difficulties and do not

dissemble their extent; but I see also the con-

trolling interest of the Americans to profit by the

opportunity of a rupture to establish their indepen-

dence. This cannot be done without risks; but he

that stops at difficulties will never attempt any

thing.

" We have every reason to hope, that the Govern-

ment on this side will conduct itself in a manner to

increase the breach, not to close it up. Such is its

way. True, some sagacious observers think it not

only possible but easy to reconcile the interests of

the Colonies and the mother country ; but I see

many obstacles in the way, I meet too many persons

of my way of thinking, and the course pursued thus

far by the British Government seems to me com-

pletely opposite to what it ought to be to effect this

conciliation."

"While time and humanity, the principles of Eng-

lish liberty, the impulse of European Philosophy, and

the policy of France were all assisting to emancipate

America, the British colonial Administration, which

was to place itself as a barrier against destiny and

stop the natural force of moral causes in their in-

fluence on the affairs of men, vibrated in its choice

of measures between terror and artifice. From a

prevailing opinion of Hillsborough's abilities, Amer-

ican affairs were left by the other Ministers very
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much to his management ;
* and lie took his opin- chap.

ions from Bernard. That favorite Governor was

now promising the Council of Massachusetts, that if

they would omit to discuss the question of the power

of Parliament, he would support their Petition for

relief. The Council followed the advice,2 and Bernard,

as a fulfilling of his engagement, wrote a letter which

he showed to several of them, recommending that

part of the Petition praying relief against such

Acts as were made for the purpose of drawing a rev-

enue from the Colonies."
3 Then in a secret letter of

the same date, he sent an elaborate argument 4 against

the repeal or any mitigation of the late revenue Act

;

quieting his conscience for the fraud by saying, that

" drawing a revenue from the Colonies," meant car-

rying a revenue out of them ; and that he wished to

see the revenue from the Port Duties expended on

the resident officers of the Crown.5

Great Britain at that time had a colonial Secre-

4 Franklin's Writings, iv. 527. for that purpose," &c. &c. See
The Rise and Progress of the Dif- Appendix to Letters to Hillsbo-

ferences between Great Britain and rough, &c. &c.
her American Colonies. 8 Bernard to Hillsborough, 16

9 See Proceedings of the Gover- July, 1768, First Part. Compare
nor and Council of the Province of Same to Same, 30 Nov. 1768; in

Massachusetts Bay, for June 30, Letters to Hillsborough, 27, 28.

1768, July 7, 1768, and the Petition 4 Bernard to Hillsborough, No.
of the Council to the King. "If it ii. Second Part; 16 July, 1768.
should appear to your majesty, that I owed my copy of this second part

it is not for the benefit of Great to my friend, P. Force, of Wash-
Britain and her colonies (over ington. It was taken from Ber-
which your paternal care is con- nard's own Letter Book. The let-

spicuous), that any revenue should ter itself is preserved in the British

be drawn from the colonies, we State Paper office also,

humbly implore your majesty's 5 Compare Bowdoin to Hillsbo-

gracious recommendation to Par- rough, 15 April, 1769. And Bow-
liament, that your American sub- doin did not know of the secret

jects pay be relieved from the second part of Bernard's Letter of
operation of the several Acts made
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chap, tary who encouraged this duplicity, and wrote an

-^—: answer to be shown the Council,1 keeping up the

July.'
deception, and even using the name of the King, as

a partner in the falsehood.2 Hillsborough greedily

drank in the flattery offered him, and affected

distress at showing the King the expressions of the

partiality of his correspondent.3 In undertaking

the " very arduous task of reducing America into

good order," he congratulated himself on having
" the aid of a Governor, zealous, able and active," like

Bernard, who, having educated Hutchinson for his

successor, was now promised the rank of a baronet,'

and the administration of Virginia.

1 Bernard to Hillsborough, 30 3 Hillsborough to Bernard, 11

Nov. 1768. July, 1768.
2 Hillsborough to Bernard, 14

Sept. 1768,
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CHAPTER XXXV.

the eegulatoks of north carolina.—hillsborough's ad-
ministration of the colonies continued.

July—September, 1768.

The people of Boston had gone out of favor with chap

almost every body in England.1 Even Rockingham 1^
had lost all patience, saying the Americans were de- J^

'

termined to leave their friends on his side the water,

without the power of advancing in their behalf

a shadow of excuse.2 This was the state of public

feeling, when, on the nineteenth of July, Hallowell

arrived in London with letters giving an exaggerated

account of what had happened in Boston on the tenth

of June. The news was received with general dis-

may; London, Liverpool and Bristol grew anxious;

stocks fell greatly, and continued falling. Rumors

came also of a suspension of commerce, and there was

a debt due from America to the merchants and nianu*

facturers of England of four millions sterlinp:.
3

In the Ministry, anger expelled every other senti-

ment, and nearly all united in denouncing "ven-

1 W. S. Johnson to Thaddeus s Frances to Choiseul, 22 July,

Burr, London, 28 July, 1768. 1708.
- N. Rogers to Hutchinson, 2

July, 1768.
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chap, geance," as they expressed it, " against that insolent

—'4^> town " of Boston.1 The thought of gaining quiet by

July,
repealing or modifying the act, was utterly discoun-

tenanced. " If the Government," said they, " now gives

way as it did about the Stamp Act, it will be all over

with its authority in America.71 As Grafton had escap-

ed to the country,2 Hallowell was examined at the

Treasury Chambers before Lord North and Jenkin-

son.
3 He represented that the determination to break

the revenue laws was not universal ; that the revenue

officers who remained there were not insulted ; that

the spirit displayed in Boston, did not extend beyond

its limits ; that Salem and Marblehead made no oppo-

sition to the payment of the duties ; that the people

in the country would not join, if Boston were actu-

ally to resist Government ; and that the four Commis-

sioners at the castle could not return to town, till

measures were taken for their protection.

The Memorial of the Commissioners themselves

to the Lords of the Treasury announced, that " there

had been a long concerted and extensive plan of resist-

ance to the authority of Great Britain; that the

people of Boston had hastened to acts of violence

sooner than was intended ; that nothing but the im-

mediate exertion of military power could prevent an

open revolt of the town, which would probably

spread throughout the Provinces." 4 The counter

memorial in behalf of Boston, proving that the riot

had been caused by the imprudent and violent pro-

1 W. S. Johnson's P. S. to Letter 8 Treasury Chamber, 21 July,

of 23 July, 1768, to W. Pitkin. 1768. Present, Lord North, Mr.
3 Hamilton to Calcraft, 24 Campbell, and Mr. Jenkinson.

July, 1768. Chat. Corr. iii. 385. * Narration of Facts relative to
Frances to Choiseul, 29 July, American Affairs; Thomas Brad-
1768. shaw to J. Pownall, 22 July, 1768.
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ceedings of tlie officers of tlie Ronmey 1 met little chap.

notice. At the same time 2
letters arrived from Yir- -H^J.

ginia, with their petitions and memorial, " expressed," j^
said Blair, the President of the Council, " with mod-

esty and dutiful submission ;

" but under the calmest

language, uttering a protest against the right of Par-

liament to tax America for a revenue.

The party of Bedford, and the Duke himself,

spoke openly of the necessity of employing force to

subdue the inhabitants of Boston, and to make a strik-

ing example of the most seditious, in order to inspire

the other Colonies with terror.8 TJiis policy, said

Weymouth, will be adopted.

Shelburne, on the contrary, observed, that people

very much exaggerated the difficulty; that it was

understood in its origin, its principles, and its conse-

quences ; that it would be absurd to wish to send to

America a single additional soldier, or vessel of war,

to reduce Colonies, which would return to the mother

country of themselves from affection and from inter-

est, when once the form of their contributions should

be agreed upon.4 But his opinions had no effect, except

that the King became " daily " more importunate

with Grafton, that Shelburne should be dismissed.5

The Cabinet were also " much vexed " at Shel-

burne's reluctance to engage in secret intrigues with

Corsica, which resisted its cession by Genoa to

France. The subject was, therefore, taken out of his

1 De Berdt's Memorial, 24 July, 8 Frances to Choisenl, 29 July,

1768. Twelve affidavits sent from 1768.

Boston in June. 4 Frances to Choiseul, 29 July,
8 Narrative of Facts relative to 1768.

American affairs.
6 Grafton's Autobiography.
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chap. Lands, and the act of bad faith conducted by his col-

—v— leagues.1 Unsolicited by Paoli, the General of the

Jul
" insurgents, they sent to him Dunant, a Genevese, as a

British emissary, with written 2
as well as verbal in-

structions.

Paoli was found wanting every thing, money,

artillery, armed vessels, muskets with bayonets, and

small field-pieces, such as could be carried on mules
;

8

but he gave assurances of the fixed purpose of himself

and of the Corsican people to defend their common
liberty

;

4 and persuaded the British Ministry, that if

supplied with what he needed, he could hold out for

eighteen months.5 "A moment was not lost in sup-

plying most of the articles requested by the Corsi-

cans " " in the manner that would least risk a breach

with France ;

" " and indeed many thousand stands of

arms were furnished from the stock in the Tower, yet

so as to give no indication that they were sent from

Government." While British Ministers were enjoying

the thought of baffling France, they had the vexation

to find Paoli himself obliged to retire by way of Leg-

horn to England. But their notorious interference

was treasured up in memory as a precedent.

When, on the twenty-seventh of July, the Cabi-

net definitively agreed on the measures to be pursued

towards America, it sought to unite all England by
resting its policy on Rockingham's Declaratory Act,

and to divide America by proceeding severely only

against Boston.

1 Grafton's Autobiography. General Paoli, 24 July, 1768.
5 Grafton to Dunant in Grafton's 4 Pasquali di Paoli to the Duke

Autobiography. of Grafton, 24 July, 1768.
3 Conference of Dunant with s Grafton's Autobiography.
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For Virginia, it was most properly resolved that chap.

the office of its Governor should no longer remain a *__;

sinecure, as it had been for three quarters of a cen- j^1

tury ; and Amherst,1 who would not go out to reside

there,. -was in consequence displaced, and ultimately

indemnified.

In selecting a new Governor, the choice fell on

Lord Botetourt ; and it was a wise one, not merely

because he had great affability and a pleasing address,

'and was attentive to business, but because he was

ingenuous and frank, sure to write fearlessly and truly

respecting Virginia, and sure never to ask the Secre-

tary to conceal his reports. He was to be conducted

to his Government in a seventy-four, and to take with

him a splendid coach of state. He was to call a new
Legislature, to closet its members, as well as those of

the Council

;

2 and, to humor them in almost any

thing except the explicit denial of the authority of

Parliament.3
It would have been ill for American

Independence, if a man like him had been sent to

Massachusetts.

But " with Massachusetts," said Camden,4 " it will

not be very difficult to deal, if that is the only dis-

obedient Province." For Boston his voice did not

entreat mercy.5 The cry was, it must be made to

1 Hillsborough to Amherst, 27 dissent on his part or on Camden's.
July, 1768; Jnnins, ii. 216. Fran- They both joined in driving Shel-
ces to Ohoiseul, 5 August, 1768. burne out of the Ministry.

2 See Narrative of Facts, Hills- The letter writers from London
borough to Bernard, 30 July, 1758, affirmed their adhesion. Compare
Frauces to Choiseul, 5 August, Israel Mauduit to Hutchinson, 11
1768. April, 1767, and 15 Dec. 1767, and

3 Instructions to Lord Bote- 19 Feb. 1769, with the extract of
tourt, dated 21 August, 1768. a letter in the Boston Chronicle of

4 See Camden to Grafton, 4 Sept. Oct. 31—Xov. 7, 1768, p. 427,
1768, in Grafton's Autobiography, which must be an extract of a letter

5 Grafton's Memoirs intimate no from Israel Mauduit to Hutchinson,
VOL. VI.— 12
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chap, repent of its insolence; and its Town Meetings no

longer be suffered to threaten and defy the Govern-

ment of Great Britain.1 Two additional regiments of

five hundred men each, and a frigate were at once to

be sent there ; the ship of the line, which was to take

Botetourt to Virginia, might also remain in those

seas. A change in the Charter of Massachusetts was

resolved on by Hillsborough ; and he also sent over

orders to inquire, " if any persons had committed acts

which, under the authority of the statute of Henry
the Eighth 2 against treason committed abroad, might

justify their being brought to England to be tried in

the King's Bench." 8

Salem,4 a town whose representatives, contrary

however, to the judgment of their constituents, voted

in favor of rescinding, was indicated as the future

capital of the Province. Now Boston must tremble,

"for," said the Secretary, "the Crown will support

the laws and the subject must submit to them."

At this time Bernard received from Gage, in con-

sequence of the earlier orders from England, an offer

of troops, if he would make a requisition for them.

But the Council, after a just analysis of the late

events, gave their opinion, that the civil power did

written after this Cabinet meeting execution." Letter of 1768. " The
of the 27 of July, as appears from Duke of Grafton is certainly deter-

Same to Same, 10 Feb. 1769. mined to support the King's govern-

"All these are friends to the ment." Id.

Duke of Bedford : they all agree 1
Israel Mauduit to Hutchinson,

in one sentiment about America, in Boston Chronicle, i. 428.

and the Duke of Grafton professes 2 35 Henry VIII. c. ii.

now to be of the same opinion."
3 Hillsborough to Bernard, 30

Dec. 15, 1767. July, 1768.
" Lord Camden will go as far as

4 Compare Bernard to Hillsbo*

any one in carrying it [the Act de- rough, 6 August, 1768; and Hallo-

claratory of the power to tax] into well's examination.
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not need the support of the troops, nor was it for his chap.

Majesty's service or the peace of the Province, that —

^

any should be required. Bernard dared not avow his juiy#

*

own opinion ;

* but, in his spite, he wrote to Hillsbo-

rough for u positive orders " 3 not to call " a new As-

sembly until the people should get truer notions of

their rights and interests."

The advice of the Council was inspired by loy- Au&

alty. All attempts at a concert to cease importations

had hitherto failed ; the menace of the arrival of

troops revived the design, and early in August, most

of the merchants of the town of Boston subscribed an

agreement, that they would not send for any kind of

merchandise from Great Britain, some few articles of

necessity excepted, during the year following the

first day of January, 1769 ; and that they would not

import any tea, paper, glass, paints or colors, until

the act imposing duties upon them should be re-

pealed.3

On the anniversary of the fourteenth of August,4

the streets of Boston resounded with songs in praise

of freedom ; and its inhabitants promised themselves

that all ages would applaud their courage.

Come, join hand in hand, brave Americans all,

By uniting we stand, by dividing we fall

;

To die we can bear, but to serve we disdain

;

For shame is to Freedom more dreadful than pain.

In freedom we're born, in freedom we'll live

;

Bernard to Hillsborough, 6 An- rough, 9 August, 1768 ; and Hutch-
gust, 1768. inson to T. Whately, 10 August,

2 Bernard to Gage, 30 July, 1768.

1768.
4 Frances to Choiseul, 29 Sept.

8 State of the Disorders, Confu- 1768 ; Bernard to Hillsborough, 29

sions, &c. Bernard to Hillsbo- August, 1768.
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chap. Our purses are ready,

^v—^ Steady, boys, steady,

Aug.' ^°^ as slaves, but as freemen, our money we'll give.

The British administration was blind to its dan-

gers, and believed union impossible.1 "You will

learn what transpires in America infinitely better in

the city than at court;" wrote Choiseul 2 to the

French Minister in England. " Never mind what

Lord Hillsborough says ;

" he wrote again ;
" the pri-

vate accounts of American merchants to their cor-

respondents in London are more trustworthy." 3

The obedient official sought information in every

direction—especially of Franklin, than whom no man
in England uttered more prophetic warnings, or in a

more benign or more loyal spirit. " He has for years

been predicting to the Ministers the necessary conse-

quences of their American measures," said the French

envoy

;

4 "he is a man of rare intelligence and well-

disposed to England ; but, fortunately, is very little

consulted." While the British Government neglected

the opportunities of becoming well-informed respect-

ing America, Choiseul collected newspapers, docu-

ments, resolves, instructions of towns, and even ser-

mons of the Puritan clergy, and with clear sagacity

and candid diligence, proceeded to construct his

theory.

" The forces of the English in America are scarcely

ten thousand men, and they have no cavalry ;

" thus

reasoned the dispassionate statesmen of France ;
" but

1 Frances to Choiseul, 5 August, 8 Choiseul to Frances, 27 August,

1768. 1768.
2 Choiseul to Frances, Compiegne, 4 Frances to Choiseul, 12 August,

6 August, 1768. 1768.
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the militia of the Colonies numbers four hundred chap,

thousand men, and among them several regiments of "T^T
cavalry. The people are enthusiastic for liberty, and Aug.*

have inherited a republican sphit, which the con-

sciousness of strength and circumstances may push to

extremities. They will not be intimidated by the

presence of troops, too insignificant to cause alarm."

It was, therefore, inferred that it would be hazardous

for England to attempt reducing the Colonies by

force.

" But why," asked Choiseul,1 " are not deputies

from each Colony admitted into Parliament as mem-

bers ? " And it was answered 2 that " the Americans

objected to such a solution, because they could not

obtain a representation proportioned to their popula-

tion, and so would be whelmed by superior numbers

;

because the distance made their regular attendance

in Parliament impossible ; and because they knew

its venality and corruption too well to be willing

to trust it with their affairs. They had no other

representatives than agents at London, who kept them

so well informed, that no project which would turn to

their disadvantage could come upon them by surprise."

By this reasoning Choiseul was satisfied,
8 that an

American representation in Parliament was not

practicable ; but also that " no other method of

conciliation" would prove less difficult, and that

unanimity in America would compel the British

Government to risk the most violent measures, or

to yield.

1 Choiseul to Frances, 21 August, 3 Choiseul to Frances, 7 Sept.

1768. 1768.
2 Frances to Choiseul, 26 August,

1768.
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chap. When, on the nineteenth of August, England

^^ heard that Massachusetts had, by a vast majority of

A ' its representatives, refused to rescind the resolutions

of the preceding winter, Lord Mansfield was of the

opinion that all the members of the late Legislative

Assembly at Boston should be sent for, to give an

account of their conduct, and that all the rigors of

the law should be exercised against those who should

persist in refusing to submit to Parliament.1 " Where
rebellion begins," said he, " the laws cease, and they

can mvoke none in their favor." 2

Sept. To the ambassador of Spain, he expressed the

opinion that the affair of the Colonies was the gravest

and most momentous that England had had since

1688, and saw in America the beginning of a long

and even infinite series of revolutions. " The Ameri-

cans," he insisted, " must first be compelled to submit

to the authority of Parliament ; it is only after having

reduced them to the most entire obedience that an

inquiry can be made into their real or pretended

grievances." 3 The subject interested every court

in Europe, was watched in Madrid, and was the

general theme of conversation in Paris, where Fu-

entes, the Spanish Minister, expressed the hope that

"the English might master their Colonies, lest the

Spanish Colonies also should catch the flame." 4

" I dread the event," said Camden ;
" because the

Colonies are more sober and consequently more deter-

mined in their present opposition than they were

upon the Stamp Act." " What is to be done ? " asked

1 Frances to Choiseul, 29 Sept.
3 Frances to Choiseul, 23 Sept.

1768. 1768.
2 Frances to Choiseul, 16 Sept.

4 Walpole's George III., iii. 253.

1768.
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Grafton ; and Camden answered, " Indeed, my dear chap.

Lord, I do not know. The Parliament cannot repeal <^~-

the Act in question, because that wonld admit the gept€
'

American principle to be right, and their own doc-

trine erroneous. Therefore it must execute the law.

How to execute it, I am at a loss. Boston is the

l'ingleadmg Province ; and if any country is to be

chastised, the punishment ought to be levelled

there."
x

But the system which made government subordi-

nate to the gains of patronage, was every where

producing its natural results. In South Carolina,

the profits of the place of Provost-Marshal were

enjoyed under a patent as a sinecure by a resident in

England,2 whose deputy had the monopoly of serving

processes throughout the Province, and yet was

bound to attend courts nowhere but at Charleston.

As a consequence the herdsmen near the frontier

adjudicated their own disputes and eegulated their

own police, even at the risk of a civil war.8

The blood of "rebels" against oppression was

first shed among the settlers on the branches of

the Cape Fear River. The emigrants to the upland

glades of ISForth Carolina, though occupying rich

lands, had little coin or currency; yet as the

revenue of the Province was raised by a poll-tax,
4

the poorest laborer among them must contribute

towards it as much as the richest merchant. The

1 Grafton's Autobiography, Cam- pondence of South Carolina and
den to Grafton, 4 Sept. 1768. its Agent in England.

Campbell, v. 279, dates the Letter 3 Kamsay's History of South Car-
4 Oct. olina, i. 214, ii. 125.

2 See the Letters on the subject
4 Boston Chronicle for Nov. 7-

between the Committee of Corres- 14, 1768. Tax in Orange for 1768,
as stated by Edward Fanning.
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chap, sheriffs were grown insolent and arbitrary; often

—

r^ distraining even quadruple the value of the tax, and

Sept.'
avoiding the owner, till it was too late for him to

redeem his property. All this was the more hateful,

as a part of the amount was expended by the Gover-

nor in building himself an extravagantly costly

palace ; and a part was notoriously embezzled. The
collecting officers and all others, encouraged by

the imperious example of Fanning,1 who loaded the

titles to estates with doubts,2 and charged illegal fees

for recording new deeds, continued their extortions

;

8

sure of support from the whole hierarchy of men in

place. Juries were packed ; and the Grand Jury

was almost the agent of the extortioners. The cost

of suits at law, under any circumstances exorbitant,

was enhanced by an unprecedented extent of the right

of appeal from the county court to the remote superior

court ; where a farmer of small means would be ru-

ined by the expense of attendance with his witnesses.

4C We tell you in the anguish of our souls," said they

to the Governor, " we cannot, dare not go to law with

our powerful antagonists ; that step, whenever taken,

will terminate in the ruin of ourselves and families."
4

Besides, the Chief Justice was Martin Howard,5 a

profligate time-server, raised to the bench as a con-

venient reward for having suffered in the time of the

Stamp Act, and ever ready to use his place as a

screen for the dishonest profits of men in office, and

1 Record of the court at Hillsbo-
2 Compare Sabine's Loyalists mi-

rough in Husband's Petition signed der Fanning,

by near five hundred of Orange 3 Oases of Extortion &c. substan-

County, 30 April, 1768. Address tiated by Testimony, MS.
of the inhabitants of Anson Ooun- 4 Regulators to Gov. Tryon, 1708.

ty, to Gov. Tryon, 1768.
B Compare Sabine's Loyalists.
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the instrument of political power. Never yet had chap.

the tribunal of iustice been so mocked. —^
Goaded 1 by oppression and an intuitive jealousy Se t

*

of frauds, men associated as " Regulators," 2 binding

themselves to avoid if possible all payment of taxes,8

except such as were levied, and were to be applied

according to law; and "to pay no more fees than

the law allows, unless under compulsion, and then

to bear open testimony against it." They proposed

to hold a General Meeting quarterly

;

4 but they

rested their hopes of redress on the independent

use of their elective franchise; being resolved to

know and enjoy the liberties which they had inhe-

rited, without turning pale at the name of " rebel-

lion." "An officer," said the inhabitants of the west

side of Haw River,5 " is a servant to the public ; and

we are determined to have the officers of this country

under a better and honester regulation."

It was easy to foresee that the rashness of ignorant,

though well-meaning husbandmen, maddened by op-

pression, would soon expose them to the inexorable

vengeance of their adversaries. As one of the Reg-

ulators rode to Hillsborough, his horse was, in mere

wantonness, seized for his levy, but was soon rescued

by a party, armed with clubs and eleven muskets.

Some one at Fanning's door showed pistols, and

threatened to fire among them ; upon which four or

1 Tyree Harris's Advertisement. tion of papers on the subject of the
a A plain, simple Narrative of Regulators.

Facts, signed in behalf of the Reg- 4 Vote at a General Meeting of

ulators, by a Committee of eight, the Regulators, 4 April, 1768.

MS. 5 Request of the Inhabitants of
3 Association Paper agreed upon, the West Side of Haw River to the

&c. &c. 1768, probably of 4 April, Assemblymen and Vestrymen of

MS. I have a very full collec- Orange County, 1768
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dhap. five heated, unruly persons in the crowd discharged

^v-J their guns into the roof of the house, making two or

g t

" three holes, and breaking two panes of glass without

further damage.1 At Fanning's instance, a warrant

was issued by the Chief Justice to arrest three of the

rioters, and bring them all the way to Halifax.2

Raising a clamor against the odiousness of rebel-

lion, Fanning himself, as military Commander in

Orange, called out seven companies of militia

;

8 but

not above one hundred and twenty men appeared

with arms, and of these, all but a few stood neutral or

declared in favor of the Regulators.4 In Anson

County 5 on the twenty-first of April, a mob inter-

rupted the inferior court; and, moreover, 6 bound

themselves by oath T to pay no taxes, and to protect

each other against warrants of distress or imprison-

ment.

In Orange County the discontented did not har-

bor a thought of violence,8 and were only preparing a

Petition to the Governor and Council. " They call

themselves Regulators," said Fanning, " but by law-

yers they must be termed rebels and traitors
;

" and he

calumniated them as plotting to take his life, and lay

Hillsborough in ashes.
9 Meantime Tryon, who as

the King's Representative, should have joined impar-

tiality with lenity, made himself an open volunteer

1 Committee of Regulators to
s
Col. Spencer to Gov. Tryon,

Governor Tryon, 30 May, 1768. 28 April, 1768.

Lieut. Col. Gray to Colonel Fan- 6 Address from the Inhabitants

ning, 9 April, 1768. of Anson County to Tryon.
2 Memorandum preceding Gray3

s
7 The Oath, in Eules and Re-

Letter, solves of the Anson Mob.
3 Col. Fanning to Col. Gray, 13 8 Compare the Letter of the Reg-

April, 1768. ulators to Tryon, 30 May, 1768.
4 F. Nash and T. Hart to Col.

9 Fanning to Tryon, 23 April,

Fanning, 17 April, 1763. 1768.
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on the side of Fanning,1 and while he advised the chap.
. . XXXV.

people to petition the Provincial Legislature,
2 he em- —

^

powered Fanning to call ont the militia of eight coun- gept>
'

ties besides Orange, and suppress insurrections by
force.

The people of Orange, and equally of Anson,

Rowan and Mecklenburg, were unanimous in their

resolution to claim relief of the Governor. Flattery

was, therefore, mixed with menaces, to allure the Reg-

ulators to sign a Petition which Fanning had artfully

drafted,3 and which rather invoked pardon than de-

manded redress.
4 " You may assure yourself from

my knowledge of things," wrote Farming's agent to

Herman Husbands, " one couched in any other terms

cannot go down with the Governor. The hands and

the feet, should not run in mutiny against the head."

But he vainly sought to terrify the rustic patriot by
threats of confiscation of property, perpetual impris-

onment, and even the penalties for High Treason.5

On the last day of April, the Regulators of

Orange County, peacefully assembled on Rocky

River, appointed twelve men on their behalf, "to

settle the several matters of which they complained
;

6

instructed " the Settlers " to procure a table of the

taxables, taxes, and legal fees of public officers; 7

1 Governor Tryon to Fanning, 27 inclosed in the letter of Ralph Mo-
April, 17C8. Nair to Herman Husbands, without

2 Governor Tryon's Proclamation, date, but about 25 April, 17G8.
3 Plain and Simple Narration of

5 McNair to Herman Husbands,

Facts, 1768. April, 1768.
4 Paper offered for Signature at

6 General meeting of the Regula-

the Council of Regulators, 25 tors, 30 April, 1768.

April, 1768. Petition to his Excel- 7 Instructions to the Settlers ap-

lency, William Tryon, Esq. &o. &c, pointed by the County.
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chap, and framed a Petition to the General Assembly.
YYYV •

w~v~w to secure them a fair hearing, and redress where they

jw" had been wronged.1

Fanning, on his side, unable to induce the Regula-

tors to heed the offer
2 of his services, advertised their

union as a daring insurrection, announced his author-

ity to employ against them the militia of eight coun-

ties, and bade them expect " no mitigation of punish-

ment for their crimes
;

" at the same time twenty-seven

armed men of his procuring, chiefly Sheriffs and their

dependents, and officers, were suddenly despatched on

secret service, and after travelling all night, arrived

near break of day, on Monday the second of May, at

Sandy Creek, where they made prisoners of Herman
Husbands and William Butler.3

Against Husbands there was no just charge what-

ever. He had never so much as joined " the Regula-

tion ; " had never been concerned in any tumult ; and

was seized at home on his own land. The "as-

tonishing news," therefore, of his captivity, set the

County in a ferment. Regulators and their oppo-

nents, judging that none were safe, prepared alike

to go down to his rescue, but were turned back 4 by
"the glad tidings," that the Governor himself had
promised to receive their complaints.

Hurried to gaol, insulted, tied with cords, and

threatened with the gallows, Husbands succeeded by
partial concessions, the use of money, and by giving

bonds, to obtain his liberty. But it seemed to him,

1 Petition of the ^Regulators to 3 A plain simple Narrative of
the Governor, Council and Assem- Facts.

bly. 4 Doings of a General Meeting
2 Col. Fanning to Jacob Fudge, of Regulators and Inhabitants of

1 May, 1768. Orange County, 21 May, 1768.
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that " lie was left alone ;

" and how could an unlet- chap

tered farmer contend against so many? In his de- —

^

spair he thought to leave his home and every thing he
g^pt

loved most dearly, and exile himself into some new
land. With this purpose he " took the woods ; " * but

hearing that the Governor had promised that the

extortioners might be brought to trial, he resolved to

impeach Fanning, and to show before the world

whether he was a principal in riots, or whether he

had done no more than prosecute every lawful me-

thod for justice and redress.
2

The Regulators, on their part, prepared their

Petition, which was signed by about five hundred

men ; fortified it with a precise specification of acts of

extortion, confirmed in each instance by oath; and

presented 3
it to the Governor with their plain and

simple Narrative, in the hope that "naked truth,"

though offered by the ignorant, might weigh as much
as the artful representations of their "powerful adver-

sary." Their language was that of loyalty to the

King, and, with a rankling sense of their wrongs,

breathed affection to the British Government, " as

the wholesomest Constitution in being." 4
It is Tryon

himself who relates that "in their commotions no

mischief had been done," and that " the disturbances

in Anson and Orange had subsided." 5 The Regula-

tors awaited the result of the suits at law. But

Tryon would not wait.
6 He repaired to Hillsbo-

1 Husbands' Impartial Eelation, 4 Meeting of the Committee at

&e. &c. Thomas Coxe's Mill, in a move-
2 Compare Letter from North ment from Herman Coxe's.

Carolina in Boston Gazette, of 12 5 Tryon to Hillsborough, 16 June,
August, 1771 ; 853, 2, 1. 1768.

3 Copy of the Petition and Sig-
6 Martin's North Carolina, ii

natures in my possession. 237, 238.
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chap, rough, threw himself entirely against the Regulators,

wW and demanded of them unconditional and immediate

Sept submission,1 and that twelve of them should give

bonds in a thousand pounds each, for the peaceful

conduct of them all. An alarm went abroad, the

first of the kind, that Indians 2 as well as men from

the lower counties, were to be raised to cut off the

inhabitants of Orange County as " Rebels." About
fifteen hundred men 3 were actually in arms ; and yet

when in September, the causes came on for trial in the

presence of Tryon, and with such a display of troops,

Husbands was acquitted on every charge ; and Fan-

ning who had been a volunteer witness against him,

was convicted on six several indictments.4 A verdict

was also given against three Regulators. The court

punished Fanning by a fine of one penny on each of

his convictions; the Regulators were sentenced to

pay fifty pounds each, and be imprisoned for six

months.

Tryon would have sent troops to reduce the Re-

gulators to submission by fire and sword; but his

sanguinary disposition was overruled by the Council

of War.5 The Regulators remained quiet at their

own homes, brooding over the failure of their efforts

for redress. They resolved at the next election to

1 Tryon to Inhabitants of Orange 8 A General Return of the troops

County, &c. 1 August, 1768. De- assembled under His Excellency's

positions of Tyree Harris and of R. command, Hillsborough Camp, 22
Sutherland, 3 August. Regulators September, 1768.

to Gov. Tryon, delivered 5 August. 4 Copy of the Docket, relating to

Order in Council at Hillsborough, the Indictments, in Herman Hus-
13 August, and Letter of Tryon to bands' Impartial Account. See

the Regulators. Wheeler's History of North Caro-
2 Letter of James Hunter, Thos. lina, ii. 321, 322.

Welburn, and Peter Julian, in be-
6 Proceedings and Resolutions of

half of the Regulators, 19 August, the Council of War, held at Hills-

1768. borough, 22-23 Sept. 1768.
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choose trustworthy men for their representatives

;

chap

and when the time came, so general was the dis- ~^-
content, North Carolina changed thirty 1 of its dele- s

'

ept
/

gates. Yet its people desponded, and saw no way
for their extrication.

1 Husband's Impartial Relation.
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CHAPTER XXXVI.

THE TOWNS OF MASSACHUSETTS MEET IN CONVENTION—
HILLSBOROUGH'S ADMINISTRATION OF THE COLONIES CON-
TINUED.

September—1768.

^hap. The approach of military rule convinced Samuel

1768.
Adams of the necessity of American Independence.

Sept From this moment,1 he struggled for it deliberate-

ly and unremittingly as became one who delighted

in the stern creed of Calvin, which, wherever it has

prevailed, in Geneva, Holland, Scotland, Puritan Eng-

land, New England, has spread intelligence, severity of

morals, love of freedom, and courage. He gave him-

self to his glorious work, as devotedly as though he

had in his keeping the liberties of mankind, and was

a chosen instrument for fulnlling what had been de-

creed by the Divine counsels from all eternity. Such a

cause left no room for fear. " He was " said Bernard,

"one of the principal and most desperate of the

chiefs of the faction
;

" " the all in all

"

2 wrote Hutch-

1
S. Adams's own statement to a is taken from a later letter of

friend in 1775. MS. Hutchinson's.
8 " Instar omnium; " the phrase
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inson. who wished hirn " taken off," and who has left chap.
. . XXXVI.

on record, that his purity was always above all price.

Henceforward, one high service absorbed his soul

—

the independence of his country. To promote that

end, he was ready to serve, and never claim a reward

for service ; to efface himself and put forward others

;

seeking the greatest things for his country, and con-

tent with the humblest for himself. Boston gathered

about him. From a town of merchants and mechan

ics, it grew with him to be the hope of the world

;

and the sons of toil, as they took courage to peril for-

tune and life for the liberties they inherited, rose to

be and to feel that they were the champions of hu-

man freedom.

With the people of Boston, in the street, at public

meetings, at the ship-yards, wherever he met them,

he reasoned on the subject that engrossed his affec-

tions. His clear sagacity discerned that Bernard,

and Hutchinson, and the Commissioners of the Cus-

toms, had solicited the aid of an army; and he ex-

claimed against their treachery with bitterness. He
held that it would be just to destroy every soldier

whose foot should touch the shore. " The King,"

he would say, " has no right to send troops here to

invade the country ; if they come, they will come

as foreign enemies."

" We will not submit to any tax," he spoke out,

"nor become slaves. We will take up arms and

spend our last drop of blood, before the King and.

Parliament shall impose on us, or settle Crown officers

1 Affidavit of Kichard Silvester, try designed to take off the principal

sworn to before Chief Justice incendiaries. The words of S.

Hutchinson, and sent to the Secre- Adams are known to have been mV
tary of State at the time the Minis- tered at or near this time.

vol. vi.— 13
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chap, independent of the colonial Legislature to dragoon

J~r^ us." He openly denied the superiority of the ' ex-

g'
epk isting forms of government. It was not reverence

for Kings, he would say, that brought the ances-

tors of New England to America. They fled from

Kings and bishops, and looked up to the King of

Kings. " We are free, therefore," he concluded,

" and want no King." 1 "The times were never bet-

ter in Kome, than when they had no King and were

a free State." As he reflected on the extent of

the Colonies in America, he saw the vast empire that

was forming, and was conscious it must fashion its

own institutions, and reform those of England,

But at this time Massachusetts had no represen-

tative body. Bernard had hinted, that instructions

might be given to forbid the calling of the Assembly

even at the annual period in May ; and to reduce the

Province to submission by the indefinite suspension of

its Legislature. Was there no remedy ? The men
of Boston and the villages round about it were ready

to spring to arms. But of what use were " uncon-

nected " movements ? Ten thousand men had assem-

bled suddenly in 1746 on the rumor of the approach

of a French expedition; thirty thousand could at

a signal come forth, with gun in hand, to drive

the British troops into the sea; but was there the

steady courage to keep passion in check, and restrain

disorder ?

On the fifth of September, there appeared in the

Boston Gazette, a paper in the form of Queries,3

1 Affidavits in the State-paper Sept. 1768 ; 701, 31, signed Olen-

Office London. cus Americanus. Bernard to Hills-
7 Queries in Boston Gazette, 5 borough, 16 Sept. 1768, Letters to

Hillsborough, &c. 70.
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designed to persuade the people that the Acts of Par- chap,
. • XXXVI
liament and the measures of the British Government —,

—

-I >7CO

for their execution, necessarily implied a leaping over Sept
"

all those covenants and compacts which were the basis

of the political union with Great Britain ; that, there-

fore, it was expedient for the inhabitants of every

town in the Province, to choose representatives for a

General Assembly with instructions, on their corning

together, to pray for the enlargement of their privile-

ges to the extent of that first original Charter * of the

Colony, which left to the people the choice of their

Governor, and reserved to the Crown no negative on

their laws. " If," continued the writer, " an army

should be sent to reduce us to slavery, we will put our

lives in our hands and cry to the Judge of all the earth,

who will do right, saying : Behold—how they come to

cast us out of this possession which thou hast given us

to inherit. Help us, O Lord, our God ; for we rest on

Thee, and in Thy name we go against this multitude."

Wednesday, the . seventh, early in the morning,

the Senegal left, the port.
2 The next day, the Duke

of Cumberland, a large ship, sailed for Nova Sco-

tia. On the eighth of September, Bernard let it

be known that both vessels of war were gone to

fetch three regiments. Sullen discontent appear-

ed on almost every brow.3 On the ninth a Peti-

tion was signed for a Town Meeting a to consider

of the most wise, constitutional, loyal, and salutary

1 « The old Charter which had 3 Bernard to Gage, 16 Sept,

nothing of royalty in it." Bernard 1768. Captain Corner's Diary,

to Hillsborough, 16 September, Thursday, 8 Sept,

1768 ; Letters to Hillsborough, 74.
2 Compare Gage to Hillsborough,

7 Sept. 1768.
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chap, measures

"

1
in reference to the expected arrival of

AAA \ I ,—.— troops.

Sept. Union was the heart's desire of Boston; union

first with all the towns of the Province, and next

with the sister Colonies; and the confidence which
must precede union could be established only by con-

summate prudence and self-control. On Saturday,

Otis, Samuel Adams, and Warren met at the house

of Warren,2 and drew up the plan for the Town
Meeting, the Resolves, and the order of the debates.

The subject was not wholly new; Otis had long

before pointed out the proper mode of redress in the

contingency 3 which had now occurred. It must be as-

certained if the Colony in the midst of excitement

could preserve the self-possession necessary for insti-

tuting government.4

All day Sunday Bernard suffered from "false

alarms and threats as usual ;
'•' insisted, that a rising was

agreed upon

;

5 and in his fright at an empty barrel

placed on the beacon, actually called a meeting of the

Council. 6

On Monday the twelfth, the inhabitants of Boston

gathered in a Town Meeting at Faneuil Hall, where

the arms belonging to the town, to the number of

four hundred muskets, lay in boxes on the floor.

After a prayer from the fervid and eloquent Cooper,

minister of the Congregation in Brattle Street, and

the election of Otis as moderator, a committee in*

1 Words of the Petition to the 8 Diary of John Adams, in

Selectmen. Works, ii. 161, 162.
2 Bernard to Hillsborough, 16 4 Captain Corner's Diary, Sunday

September, 1768, Letters to the 11 Sept. 1768.

Ministry, 70. Corner's Diary, 10 5 Bernard to Gage, 16 Sept.

September, 1768.
6 Bernard to Hillsborough, Let

ters to the Ministry, 71.
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quired of the Governor tlie grounds of Lis apprehen- chap

sions that regiments of his majesty's troops were daily ^

—

to "be expected ; and he was also requested " in the s
'

ept
"

precarious situation of their invaluable rights and

privileges, civil and religious, to issue precepts for a

General Assembly." On the next morning at ten

o'clock, report was made, that troops were expect-

ed to arrive; and that Bernard refused to call an

Assembly. Rashness on the part of the people of

Boston would have forfeited the confidence of their,

own Province, and the sympathies of the rest ; while

feebleness would have overwhelmed their cause with

ridicule. It was necessary for them to halt ; but to

find a position where it was safe to do so ; and they

began with the declaration that " It is the first prin-

ciple in civil society, founded in nature and reason,

that no law of the society can be binding on any in-

dividual, without his consent, given by himself in

person, or by his representative of his own free elec-

tion." They further appealed not to natural rights

only, but to the precedents of the revolution of 1688
;

to the conditions on which the House of Hanover

received the throne ; to the bill of rights of William

and Mary ; and to their own Charter ; and then they

proceeded to resolve, " That the inhabitants of the

town of Boston will, at the utmost peril of their lives

and fortunes, maintain and defend their rights, liber-

ties, privileges, and immunities." To remove uncer-

tainty respecting these rights, they voted, "that

money could not be levied, nor a standing army

be kept up in the Province but by their own free

consent."

This report was divers times distinctly read and
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CHAP
XXXVI

considered, and it was unanimously voted that it

be accepted and recorded. The record remains to

geT3tt
* the honor of Boston among all posterity.

" There are the arms," said Otis, pointing to the

chests in which they lay. "When an attempt is

made against your liberties, they will be delivered."

One man, impatient to offer resistance, cried out, that

they wanted a head ; another, an old man, was ready

to rise and resume all power ; a third reasoned, that

liberty is as precious as life, and may equally be de-

fended against the aggressor ; that when a people's

liberties are threatened, they are in a state of war

and have a right to defend themselves.

But every excessive opinion was overruled or re-

strained, so that the country might the more cheer-

fully respond to the town of Boston. The Bill of

Bights declared that for the redress of grievances, Par-

liaments ought to be held frequently ; the Assembly

of Massachusetts had been arbitrarily dissolved ; and

Bernard refused to issue writs for a new one; so

that the legislative rights of the Colony were sus-

pended. The Town therefore, following the pre-

cedent of 1688, proposed a Convention in Faneuil

Hall. To this body they elected Cushing, Otis,

Samuel Adams, and Hancock, a committee to rep-

resent them; and directed their Selectmen to in-

form the several towns of the Province of their de-

sign.
1

It was also voted by a very great majority

1 Compare Edmund Burke's sembly; and when the Assembly

Speech, 8 Nov. 1768, in Cavendish, was dissolved, an usurped Assembly

i. 39. " Such an order to a Gover- met."

nor was an annihilation of the As-
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that every one of the inhabitants should provide him- chap
. XXXV]

self with fire-arms and ammunition; and this vote ^^-
was grounded partly on the prevailing rumor of a Se ^
war with France, "but more on the precedent of the

Eevolution of King William and Queen Mary. A
cordial letter was read from the merchants of New-

York, communicating the agreement 1 of themselves

and the mechanics, to cease importing British goods.

It was also unanimously voted, that the select-

men wait on the several ministers of the Gospel with-

in the town to desire that the next Tuesday might

be set apart as a day of fasting and prayer ; and it

was so kept by all the Congregational churches.

On the fourteenth of September, just after

a vessel had arrived in forty days from Falmouth,

bringing news how angry people in England were

with the Americans,2 that three regiments were

coming over, that fifty State prisoners were to be sent

home, the Selectmen issued a circular, repeating the

history of their grievances, and inviting every town

in the Province to send a Committee to the Conven-

tion, to give "sound and wholesome advice," and

"prevent any sudden and unconnected measures."

The city of London had never done the like in the

great rebellion.
3

The proceedings of the Meeting in Boston had

a greater tendency towards a revolution, than any

previous measures in any of the Colonies. " They

1 New-York Besolves subscribed Boston. In supplement to Boston

by merchants, dated 27 August, Gazette of 19 Sept. 1768.

1768, and Resolves by the trades- 2 Captain Corner's Diary, 14
men of New-York, dated 5 Sept. Sept. 1768.

1768, referring to the salutary mea- s Hutchinson's History, iii. 205.

sores entered into by the people of
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chap, have delivered their sentiments in the style of a

-^—- ruling and sovereign nation, who acknowledge no

Sept! dependence;" wrote Gage. "Sedition," he feared,

" might be catching, and show itself in New-York." *

" Your life is in danger from those Catilines, the Sons

of Liberty," said Auchnmty 2 to Hutchinson. Ber-

nard was sure that but for the Komney, a rebellion

would have broken out ; he reported a design against

the Castle, and talked of discovering the very

names of five hundred men enrolled for the service

;

he acknowledged what he called " the melancholick

truth, that his government was subdued ; " he trem-

bled for his own safety ; two regiments would not be

sufficient for his protection. " I dare not," said he,

"publish a proclamation against the Convention,3

without first securing my retreat." " I wish I were

away," 4 he owned to those around him ; the offer of a

baronetcy and the Vice-Government of Virginia

coming to hand, he accepted them " most thankfully,"

and hoped to embark for England in a fortnight.5

He had hardly indulged in this day-dream for twenty-

four hours, when his expectations were dashed by
the account of Botetourt's appointment, and he be-

gan to quake, lest he should lose
6 Massachusetts also.

Of a sudden he was become the most anxious and

unhappy man in Boston.

1 Gage to Hillsborough, 26 Sept. ner's Diary, Thursday, 15 Sept.

1768. "Threats and panic as usual. The
2 Robert Auchmuty to Hutchin- Governor wishes himself away

;

son, 14 Sept. 1768. says he believes the Roruney pre-
3 Bernard to Hillsborough, 9 vented rebellion."

Sept. and 16 Sept. 17G8. Letters
5 Bernard to Hillsborough, 17

to the Ministry, 70, 74. September, 1768.
1 Compare Hillsborough to Gage, 6 Bernard to Hillsborough, 18

16 Sept. 1768, and Captain Cor- September, 1768.
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On Monday, the nineteenth, Bernard announ- char
TYYVT

ced to the Council, that two regiments were expect- —,

—

ed from Ireland, that two others were coming at
S'J^'

once from Halifax, and desired that for one of

them quarters might be prepared 1 within the town.

"The process in quartering," replied the Council,
2

u must be regulated by the Act of Parliament ;

" and

that required the civil officers to " quarter and billet

the officers and soldiers in his Majesty's service in the

barracks ; and only in case there was not sufficient

room in the barracks to find other quarters for the

residue of them. 1 ' 3 The Council, therefore, after an

adjournment of three days, during which " the militia

were under arms,4 exercising and firing," spoke out

plainly, that as the barracks at Castle William were

sufficient to accommodate both regiments ordered

from Halifax, the Act of Parliament required that

they should be quartered there. Upon this, Bernard

produced the letter of General Gage, by which it ap-

peared, that one only of the coming regiments was

ordered for the present to Castle William, and one to

the town of Boston. " It is no disrespect to the Gen-

eral" answered the Council, "to say that no order

whatsoever, corning from a General or a Secretary of

War, or any less authority than his Majesty and Par-

liament, can supersede an Act of Parliament;" and

they insisted, that General Gage could not have in-

tended otherwise, for the Act provided, " that if any

military officer should take upon himself to quarter

1 Bernard to Hillsborough, 23 Hillsborough, 15 April, 1769, in

September, 1768. Letters to Hillsborough.
2 See 2Tote to the Letter of the 3 Major part of the Council to

Major part of the Council to Lord Hillsborough, 15 April, 1769.

Captain Corner's Diary.
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CHAP
xxxvi

soldiers in any of Ms Majesty's dominions in America

otherwise than was limited and allowed by the Act
1768. ^ should ke ipS0 facto cashiered and disabled to

hold any military employment in his Majesty's ser-

vice."
1 Besides it was nrged that quartering troops

in the body of the town was inconsistent with its

peace.

The Council, who were conducted in their oppo-

sition by James Bowdoin, one of the most heartily

loyal men in the King's dominions, was in the right

in the interpretation of the law, and equally so on the

question of prudence ; for why irritate the people of

the town unnecessarily by the presence of soldiers %

At the Castle they would be serviceable on the short-

est notice.

Bernard, with no ground of complaint against the

Council, but that they respected the law and gave

good and prudent advice, only wrote to Hillsbo-

rough :

2 " The Council are desirous to lend a hand to

the Convention, to bring about a forfeiture of the

Charter.3 The Government is entirely subdued. If

the three regiments ordered to Boston, were now
quietly in their quarters, it would not follow that it

could renew its functions. The forfeiture of the

Charter is an event most devoutly to be wished." 4

On the appointed day, Thursday, the twenty-

second of September, the anniversary of the King's

coronation, about seventy persons, from sixty-siz

1 Bernard to Hillsborough. 23 3 Bernard to Hillsborough, 26

Sept. 1768, and answer of
' the September, 1768.

Council, 26 Sept. 1768.
4 Bernard to Hillsborough, 27

2 Compare Bernard to Hillsbo- September, 1768.

rough, 24 Sept. 1768, and S. Adams
to De Berdt, Oct, 1768.

v
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towns, came together in Faneuil Hall in Convention,1
chap.

and their number increased, till ninety-six towns and ^-^J

eight districts, nearly every settlement in the Colony, g^®'

were represented. By the mere act of assembling,

the object of the Convention was accomplished. It

was a bold and successful attempt to show, that

if the policy of suppressing the Legislature should

be persisted in, a way was discovered by which

legislative government could still be instituted, and

a general ' expression of opinion and concentra-

tion of power be obtained. And though at first

Otis was unaccountably absent,2 they marked their

own sense of the character of this meeting by electing

the Speaker and Clerk of the late House of Repre-

sentatives to the same offices in their own body.

" They have committed treason," shouted all the

Crown officers in America. " At least the selectmen,

in issuing the Circular for a Convention, have done

so
;

" and pains were taken to obtain and preserve

some of their original letters with then signatures.

" Boston," said Gage, " is mutinous," 3 " its resolves

treasonable and desperate." " Mad people procured

them ; mad people govern the town and influence

the Province." 4

The Convention, soon after it was organized, re-

quested the Governor to summon the Constitutional

Assembly of the Province, in order to consider of

measures for preventing an unconstitutional encroach-

1 Compare Frances of the French ner's Diary for 22 Sept. " the Cot-
Embassy at London to Choiseul, onation."

28 October, 1768. 3 Compare Paper of Intelligence,
2 " Mr. Otis in the country mnch inclosed in Gage's, No. 15, of 26

disconcerts them." Captain Cor- September, 1768.
4 Letters, &c. &c. 41.
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chap, ment of military power on the civil establishment.

^~r^ The Governor * refused to receive this petition ; and

ggp^' he admonished "the gentlemen assembled at Faneuil

Hall, under the name of a Convention," 2 to break up

instantly and separate themselves, or they should be

made to " repent of their rashness." The message

was received with derision.

In the same spirit, the Council, adhering to their

purpose of conforming strictly to the Billeting Act,

reduced to writing the reasons for their decision to

provide no quarters in town till the barracks at the

Castle should be full; and on the twenty-sixth of

September communicated it to Bernard, published it

in the Boston Gazette, and sent a copy to Lord Hills-

borough. The law was explicit and unambiguous
;

and not only sanctioned but required the decision

which they had taken.

The paper of the Council proved a disregard for

an Act of Parliament by the very persons who set up

to enforce Parliamentary authority. On the side of

the Province, no law was violated

;

8 only men would

not buy tea, glass, colors, or paper ; on the side of

Hillsborough, Bernard and Gage, requisitions were

made contrary to the words and the indisputable

intent of the Statute. In the very beginning of the

coercive measures, Boston gained a moral victory ; it

placed itself on the side of law ; and proved its ene-

mies to be lawbreakers. The immediate effect of

the publication was, says Bernard,3 "the greatest

1 Bernard's Message, to Gentle- 3 Samuel Adams to De Berdt,

men assembled at Faneuil Hall. Oct. 1768.
2 Compare the Report on this

4 Supplement to Bernard to Hills-

subject of Frances to Choiseul, 4 borough, No. 24, of 27 Sept. 1768.

November, 17G8.
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CHAP
XXXYl

blow that had been given to the King's Government."
" Mne tenths of the people considered the declaration

of the Council just."
1 "Throughout the Province gj^.'

they were ripe for almost any thing."
2 The Brit-

ish Ministry, never dared seriously to insist on the

provision for the troops required by the Billeting

Act.

The Convention, which remained but six days -in

session, repeated the Protest of Massachusetts against

taxation of the Colonies by the British Parliament

;

against a standing army ; against the danger to " the

liberties of America from a united body of pensioners

and soldiers."
3 They renewed their Petition to the

King, which they enjoined their Agent to deliver in

person as speedily as possible. They resolved to

preserve good order, by the aid of the civil magistrate

alone. " While the people," said they, " wisely observe

the medium between an abject submission under grie-

vous oppression on the one hand, and irrational at-

tempts to obtain redress on the other, they may prom-

ise themselves success in recovering the exercise of

their just rights, relying on Him who ruleth according

to his pleasure, with unerring wisdom and irresistible

influence, in the hearts of the children of men." 4

They then dissolved themselves, leaving the care for

the public to the Council.

This was the first great example in America of

1 Hutchinson to T. Whateiy, ton, 27 September, 1768, and sign-

Boston, 4 Oct. 1768. ed, Thomas Oushing, Chairman.
2 Andrew Eliot to T. Hollis, 27 4 Compare Frances to Choiseul,

Sept. 1768. 21 Sept. 1768; and Same to Same,
3 Boston Gazette, 10 October, 23 Sept. 1768. Also A. Eliot, to

1768, contains the letter from the T. Hollis, 27 Sept, 1768, and Same
Convention to De Berdt, dated Bos- to Same, 17 Oct. 1768.
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chap, the Fabian policy; the first restoration of affairs by
' delay. Indiscreet men murmured; but the intelli-

gent perceived the greatness of the result. When
the Attorney and Solicitor-General of England were

called upon to find traces of high treason in what had

been done, De Grey as well as Dunning declared,

none 1 had been committed. " Look into the papers,

said De Grey, " and see how well these Americans

are versed in the crown law ; I doubt whether they

have been guilty of an overt act of treason, but I am
sure they have come within a hair's breadth of it."

2

1 Opinion of De Grey and Dun- 9 The Attorney General in the

ning on the Papers submitted to Debate of 26 Jan. 1769 ; Cavendish,

them, Nov. 1768. i. 196.
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CHAPTEK XXXVn.

the celtic-american republic on the banks of the mis-
sissippi.

September—October, 1768.

On Wednesday the twenty-eighth of September, xxxvn
just after the Convention broke up, the squadron ^^
from Halifax arrived, and anchored at noon in Nan- Sept.

tasket Bay. It brought not two regiments only, but

artillery also, which Bernard, by a verbal message,

had specially requested. Dalrymple, the commander

of the troops, "expressed infinite surprise that no

quarters had been prepared." On Thursday, the

twenty-ninth, a Council was summoned, at which

Smith, the commanding officer of the fleet, and Dal-

rymple, were present. After much altercation, the

Council adhered to the law ; and the Governor to his

declaration of a total want of power to do any thing

in his province.1 "Since that resolution was taken

to rise in arms in open rebellion," wrote Gage,2 " I

don't see any cause to be scrupulous." On the follow-

ing day the whole squadron was anchored near the

1 Dalrymple to Gage, 2 Oct.
2 Gage to Bernard, 2 Oct. 1768

1768.
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cn \p Romney,1
off Castle William, in the hope to intimidate

^^the Council; but without success. At that moment

Sept
' Montresor, the engineer, arrived express from General

Gage, to assist in recovering the Castle, if he should

find it in the hands of the rebels; and he brought

an order to land not one but both the regiments

within the settled part of the town of Boston itself.
3

Oct. The first of October, the order was to be execut-

ed. The Governor on the occasion stole away into

the country, leaving Dalrymple to despise " his want

of spirit,"
3 and "to take the .whole upon himself,'*

without the presence of a civil officer. As if they

were come to an enemy's country,4 eight ships of war

with tenders were placed by the wharfs, with

loaded cannon, and springs on their cables, so that

they commanded the town ; after this, the fourteenth

and twenty-ninth regiments and a part of the fifty-

ninth, with a train of artillery and two pieces of can-

non, effected their landing 5 on the Long Wharf.

Each soldier having received sixteen rounds of shot,

they marched with drums beating, fifes playing, and

colors flying, through the streets of the defenceless,

unarmed, quiet town, which made not the least

show of resistance, and by four in the afternoon

they paraded on Boston Common.
" All their bravadoes ended as may be imagined,"

said an officer. "Men are not easily brought to

1 Captain Smith to Commodore Commodore Hood, 4—5 Oct. 1768.

Hood, 5 Oct. 1768.
4 Council of Massachusetts Bay

2 Bernard to Hillsborough, 1 Oct. to Hillsborough, 15 April, 1769.

1768. Letters to the Ministry, 92. Letters, &c.

Proceedings of Council, Number v.
5 Captain Smith to Commodore

8 Oct. 1768, in Letters to Hillsbo- Hood, 5 Oct. 1768. L. Col. Dnlrym-
rough, 126. pie to Gage, Bernard to Hillsbo-

3 Lieut. Colonel Dalrymple to rough.
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fight," wrote Hutchinson,1 " when they know death chap.

by the sword, or the halter will be the consequence."

" Great Britain," remarked a wise observer, " will

sooner or later repent her mistaken policy."
2

Dalrymple encamped the twenty-ninth regiment,

which had field equipage ; for the rest, he de-

manded quarters of the Selectmen. They knew
the law too well to comply ; but as the night was

cold, the compassion of the inhabitants was moved for

the soldiers, and about nine o'clock the Sons of Liberty

allowed them to sleep in Faneuil Hall. 8 " By manage-

ment," said he, " I got possession of the School of Lib-

erty, and thereby secured all their arms." 4

"I will keep possession of this town, where fac-

tion seems to prevail beyond conception," he bluster-

ed; 5 we shall see how he redeemed his word.

For the present, the passive resistance which he en-

countered compelled him to ask aid of the Com-

mander of the fleet. The troops were in a miserable

condition, having neither quarters nor any means to

dress their provisions.

On Monday, the third, Bernard laid before the

Council Dalrymple's requisition for the enumerated

allowances to troops in barracks. " We," answered

the Council, " are ready, on our part, to comply with

the Act of Parliament, if the Colonel will on his."
6

After two days reflection, the Council consent-

ed to the appointment of a commissary, if he would

1 Letter of Hutchinson to ,

5 Dalrymple to Gage, 2 Oct.

8 Dec. 1768. 1768.
2 A Eliot to T. Hollis, 17 Oct.

r
' Bernard to Hillsborough. Let-

1768. ters to the Ministry, 94, 5 October,
3 Dalrymple to Gage, 2 Oct. 1768; Dalrymple to Commodore

1768. Hood, 4 October, 1768; Captain
4 Dalrymple to Hood, 4 Oct. Smith to Commodore Hood, 5

1768. October, 1768.

VOL. VI.— 14
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chap, "take the risk of the Province's paying" the
YYYVTT
^^^ charge of his office. The condition was strictly

Oct'
rignt

;
for to appropriate money, was the attribute

of the Assembly. Since there was no Assembly, no

power in the Province could pledge its credit.
1

" Tyranny begins," said Samuel Adams,2
'if the

law is transgressed to another's harm. It behoves

the public to avail themselves of the remedy of the

law. It is always safe to adhere to the law. We
must not give up the law and the Constitution, which

is fixed and stable, and is the collected and long

digested sentiment of the whole, and substitute in its

room the opinion of individuals, than which nothing

can be more uncertain."

While Hood meditated embarking for Boston to

winter there,
3 Gage came from New-York to demand,

in person, quarters for the regiments in the town.

The Council would grant none till the barracks at

the Castle were filled.
4

The Governor and the Sheriff attempted, at least,

to get possession of a ruinous building, belonging to

the Province ; but its occupants had taken the opinion

of the best lawyer, and kept them at bay.5

Bernard next summoned all the acting justices to

meet him, and renewed the General's demand for

quarters. " Not till the barracks are filled," they

answered, conforming to the law.
6 a How absurd

1 Bernard to Hillsborough, 5
4 Gage to Commodore Hood, 18

Oct. 1768. Major part of Council Oct. 1768.

to Hillsborough, 15 April, 1769.
5 Bernard to Hillsborough, 18

2 Samuel Adams in Boston Ga- Oct, 1768.

zette, 10 October, 1768.
6 Compare Samuel Adams to

3 Commodore Hood to Mr. Ste- Dennys De Berdt, Esq., Boston, 3

phens, Secretary of the Admiralty

;

October, 1768.

Halifax, 12 Oct. 1768.
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and ungrateful," cried Hutcliinson.1 " The clause " chap.
• • XXXVIT

wrote Gage, " is by no means calculated for this coun- —r—

'

try, where every man studies law." 2 "I am now at 0ct
*

the end of my tether," said Bernard to his Council,

and he asked them to join him in naming a commis-

sary. "To join in such appointment," answered the

Council, " would be an admission that the Province

ought to be charged with the expense." The offi-

cers themselves could not put the troops into quarters,

for they would, under the Act, be cashiered, on be-

ing convicted of the fact before two justices of the

peace. " Before two justices," exclaimed Gage, " the

best of them the keeper of a paltry tavern." 8

At last, the weather growing so severe that the

troops could not remain in tents, " the commanding

officer
4 was obliged to hire houses at very dear rates,"

as well as procure, at the expense of the Crown, all

the articles required by Act of Parliament of the

Colony. The Main Guard was established opposite

the State House, and cannon were pointed towards

the rooms in which the Legislature was accustomed

to sit. But as the town gave an example of respect

for law, there was nothing for the troops to do. Two
regiments were there as idle lookers-on, and two

more were coming to share the same inactivity.

Every one knew that they could not be employed

except on a requisition from a civil officer ; and there

was not a magistrate in the Colony that saw any

reason for calling in their aid, nor a person in town

1 Hutchinson to T. Pownall, 8 3 Gage to Hillsborough, 31 Oct.

Nor. 1768. 1768.
2 Bernard to Hillsborough, 1

4 Hutchinson to , 8 Dec*
Nov. 1768 ; Gage to Hillsborough, 1768.

31 October, 1768.
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chap, disposed to act in a way to warrant it. So that
5TYYVTT^J after all that had been done, the spirit of the Colo-

0ct#
" nies was as intractable as ever.

The Commissioners of the Customs, whose false

alarms had brought troops to the Province, hav-

ing received orders to return to Boston, wished

to get from the Council some excuse for their de-

parture, as well as for their return. " They had no

just reason for absconding from their duty," said

Bowdoin; 1 and the Council left them to return of

themselves ; but in an Address to Gage, adopted by a

vote of fifteen out of nineteen,
2 they explained how

trivial had been the disorders on which the request

for troops had been grounded. Gage became con-

vinced by his inquiries, that the disturbance in March

was trifling ; that on the tenth of June the Commis-

sioners were neither attacked nor menaced; that

more obstructions had arisen to the service from the

servants of Government, than from any other cause.3

But purblind in the light, he adopted the sentiments

and language of Bernard ; and advised barracks and

a fort on Fort Hill to command the town ; while

the Governor urged anew a forfeiture of the Charter,

and owned that u troops would not restore the author-

ity of Government." 4

1 Votes of the Council, inclosed find the General, since his arrival

in Gov. Bernard's Letter, No 31. 5 in Boston, has entirely the same
Nov. 1768. Major part of the sentiments.

11
In Albemarle's Rock-

Council to Hillsborough, 59,60. ingham, ii. 88. It is to be borne
2 Address to General Gage from in mind that Wentworth was as

fifteen members of the Council, 27 loyal to Great Britain as any of
Dec. 1768 ; Letters to Hillsborough, them all.

129, 134. 4 Gage to Hillsborough, 31 Oct.
3 Governor Wentworth to the 1768 ; Letters to Hillsborough, 33,

Marquis of Boclringham, New 34. Bernard to Hillsborough, 12
Hampshire, November 12, 1768. Nov. 1768 ; Bernard to Secretary

"It gives me great pleasure to Pownall, 7 Nov. 1768.
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It was on every one's lips, that the die was thrown, chap.

that they must wait for the event ; but the parties who —,—

-

waited, were each in a different frame of mind. A q^'

troublesome anxiety took possession of Bernard, who
began to fear his recall, and intercede to be spared.1

" These red coats make a formidable appearance," said

Hutchinson, with an exulting countenance, and an air

of complacency, buoyant with the prospect of rising

one step higher. The soldiers liked the country they

were come to, and, sure that none would betray them,

soon deserted in numbers.2 The Commissioners were

more haughty than before, and gratified their malig-

nity by arresting Hancock and Malcom on charges,

confidently made but never established.8 All were

anxious to know the decision of the King and the

New Parliament, respecting the great question be-

tween Government by consent and Government by
authority.

But the determination of the Kins: was evident

from the first. " Chatham, even if he is crazed, is the

person who most merits to be observed," wrote Choi-

seul

;

4 but the British Ministry had less discernment.

Yielding to the " daily
" 5 importunities of the King,

Grafton prepared to dismiss Shelburne. 6 The assent

of Camden was desired. "You are my pole star,"

Camden 7 was accustomed to say to Chatham; "I

have sworn an oath, I will go, I will go where you

1 Hutchinson to T. Whately, Bos- sy at London, 21 Angnst, 1768.

ton, 17 Oct. 1768.
5 Grafton's Autobiography.

'

: Andrew Eliot to Thomas Hoi- 6 Compare Frances to Choiseul,

lis, 17 Oct. 1768. 7 Oct. 1768.
3 Gage to Hillsborough, No. 19 7 Camden to Chatham, 20 March,

and No. 28, 5 March, 1769. 1768. Chatham's Correspondence,
4 Choiseul to the French Embas- iii. 325.
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chap, lead." But now he encouraged Grafton to slight

-^
—

" their justly dissatisfied benefactor, as " brooding over

0ctf
* his own suspicions and discontent." l " I will never

retire upon a scanty income," he added, " unless I

should be forced by something more compelling than

the Earl of Shelburne's removal. You are my pole

star, Chatham being eclipsed."
2

Grafton wished earnestly to gain Chatham's acqui-

escence in the proposed change, and repaired to Hayes

to give assurances, that no new " bias " swayed him

from the connection, to which his faith was pledged.

" My Lord's health," answered the Countess, " is too

weak to admit of any communication of business;

but I am able to tell your Grace, from my Lord him-

self, that Lord Shelburne's removal will never have

his consent." The King awaited anxiously the result

of the interview

;

3 and notwithstanding the warning,

Shelburne was removed. To Camden's surprise,
4 the

resignation of Chatham instantly followed. Grafton

and the King interposed with solicitations

;

5 but even

the hope of triumphing over the aristocracy had lost

its seductive power; and the Earl remained inflexi-

ble. Camden knew that he ought to have retired

also;
6 he hushed his scruples by the thought that

1 Lord Camden to the Duke of apprehensive that Lord Shelburne's

Grafton, 29 Sept. 1768 ; in Camp- dismissal would make a deep im-
bell's Chancellors, v. 277. pression upon Lord Chatham's

2 Camden to Grafton, 4 Septem- mind, yet I did not expect this sud-

ber, 1768. The date of 4 Sept. den resignation."

seems to me the correct one. 5 King to Chatham, 4 Oct. 1768
3 Lady Chatham's Memorandum Chatham Corr. iii. 343.

of a conversation with the Duke 6 Camden to Chatham, 20 March,
of Grafton, 9 Oct. 1768. Chatham 1768. " Indeed, my de'ar Lord, our
Corr. iii. 337. seals ought to go together," &c.

4 Camden to the Duke of Graf- Chat. Corr. iii. 325.

ton, 14 Oct. 1768. " Though I was
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his illustrious friend had not asked him to do it; chap.

and continued saying " He shall still be my pole w-JL

star," * even while the emoluments of office were for Gct

.

a time attracting him to advise a public declaration

from the King, that Townshend's revenue Act should

he executed, and " Boston," " the ringleading Pro-

vince," be "chastised."
2

The removal of Shelburne opened the Cabinet to

the ignorant and incapable Earl of Eochford, who
owed his selection to the mediocrity of his talents and

the impossibility of finding a Secretary of State more

thoroughly submissive.3 He needed money, being so

poor as to have once told Choiseul with tears in his

eyes, that if he lost the embassy which he then filled,

he should be without resources.
4 He had a passion

also to play a part, and in his moments of glorying,

would boast of his intention to rival not Chatham, he

would say, but Pitt

;

5 though he could not even for a

day adhere steadily to one idea, " His meddlesome

disposition," said Choiseul, "makes him a worse man
to deal with than one of greater ability." " You,"

answered Du Chatelet,6 "may turn his foibles and

defects to the advantage of the Kino\" After his ac-

cession, the Administration was the weakest and the

worst which England has known since its Revolu-

tion.

It had no sanction in public opinion, and the sub-

servient Parliament was itself losing its authority and

1 Camden to the Cotmtess of
4 Choiseul to Frances, 21 Sept.

Chatham, 22 October, 1768. 1768.
2 Camden to Grafton, 4 Sept. or

5 Choisenl to Frances, 12 Oct.

4 Oct. 1768. 1768.
3 Frances to Choiseul, 29 Sept,

6 Dn Chatelet to Choiseul, 18

1768. ISTov. 1768; Same to Same, 28
Nov. 1768.
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chap, the reverence of the nation. A reform was hence-

i— ,

—
* forward advocated by Grenville. " The number of

Oct.' electors," such was his declared 1
opinion, "is become

too small in proportion to the whole people, and the

Colonies ought to be allowed to send members to

Parliament." 2

" What other reason than an attempt to raise dis-

content," replied Edmund Burke as the organ of the

Rockingham Whigs, " can he have for suggesting,

that we are not happy enough to enjoy a sufficient

number of voters in England ? Our fault is on the

other side." And he mocked at an American Repre-

sentation and union with America as the vision of a

lunatic.
3

The opinions of Grenville were obtaining univer-

sal circulation, just as intelligence was received of the

proceedings of the town of Boston relative to the

proposed convention. From their votes, it was infer-

red that the troops would be opposed, should they

attempt to land ; that Massachusetts Bay, if not all

the Colonies, must henceforward be considered as in

a state of actual rebellion, and measures were concert-

ing to rely upon superiority in arms, and to support

authority in America, at all hazards. " Depend upon

it," said Hillsborough to the Agent of Connecticut,

who had presented him the Petition of that Col-

ony, "Parliament will not suffer their authority to

be trampled upon. We wish to avoid severities

towards you, but if you refuse obedience to our

1 Grenville to William Knox, 8 Edmund Burke's Observations

October, 1768, in Appendix to vol. on a State of tbe Nation; Works, i.

ii. of Extra Official State Papers, 23. 295, 296, 298, Am. Ed.
2 The State of the Nation, pub-

lished in October, 1768.
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laws, the whole fleet and army of England shall en- chap

force it."
x XSS

The inhabitants of Boston, on their part, resolved q^
8,

not to pay their money without their own consent,2

and were more than ever determined to relinquish

every article that came from Britain, till the obnox-

'ous acts should be repealed and the troops removed.

With no hysteric weakness, or feverish excitement,

they preserved their peace and patience, leaving the

event to God.

It was on the banks of the Mississippi, that uncon-

trolled impulses first unfurled the flag of a Kepub-

lic. The treaty of Paris left two European Powers

sole sovereigns of the continent of North America.

Spain, accepting Louisiana with some hesitation, lost

Prance as the bulwark of her possessions, and as-

sumed new expenses and new dangers, with only

the negative advantage of keeping the territory

from England.8
Its inhabitants were of French origin,

and loved the land of their ancestry ; by every law of

nature and human freedom, they had the right to

protest against the transfer of their allegiance. JSTo

sooner did they hear of the cession of their country

to the Catholic King, than, in the spirit of indepen-

dence, an Assembly sprang into being, representing

every parish in the Colony ; and at the instance of

Lafreniere, they resolved unanimously to entreat the

King of France to be touched with their affliction

and their loyalty, and not to sever them from his

dominions.4

J W S. Johnson to the Governor 1767; in Gayarre, ii. 160.
of Connecticut, 18 Nov. 1768. 4 Gayarre : Histoire de la'-Louisi-

2 Samuel Adams to Dennys De ane, ii. 134, 135. Louisiana as a
Berdt, 3 Oct. 1768. French Colony, by the Same, iii.

a Griraaldi to Fueutes. 11 May, 127, 128.
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rHAP. At Paris, their envoy, John Milhet, the wealthiest
XTXVII ...^<~' merchant of New Orleans, met with a friend in Bien-

ville, the time-honored founder of New Orleans, and

assisted by the gushing tears and the memory of the

early services of the venerable octogenarian, he ap-

pealed to the heart of Choiseul. " It may not be,"

answered Choiseul ;
" France cannot bear the charge

of supporting the Colony's precarious existence."

On the tenth of July 1765, the austere and un-

amiable 1 Antonio De Ulloa, by a letter from Ha-

vana, announced to the Superior Council at New Or-

leans, that he had received orders to take possession

of .that city for the Catholic King ; but the nag of

France was still left flying, and continued to attract

Acadian exiles. At last, on the fifth of March IT 6 6,

during a violent thunder-gust and rain,
2 Ulloa landed,

with civil officers, three Capucine monks, and eighty

soldiers.
8 His reception by the turbulent colonists,

already allured to republicanism, was cold and

gloomy. He brought no orders to redeem the seven

millions livres of French paper money, which weighed

down a Colony of less than six thousand white men.

The French garrison of three hundred refused to

enter the Spanish service; the people to give up

their nationality. Ulloa could only direct a Spanish

Commissary to defray the cost of Government, and

was obliged to administer it in New Orleans under

the French flag by the old French officers.

1 Aubry to Lieut. Gov. Brown, la Uouvelle Orleans, le cinq Mars-

11 Nov. 1768. Aubry to the a Midi. Le temps le plus affreux,"

French Minister, 30 March, 1766, &c. &c.

in Gayafre, ii. 157.
3 Compare letter of Choiseul to

2 Memoire des Habitans, Gayar- Du Chatelet, 23 May, 1768.

re, ii. 182, 216. " La pluie, le ton-

nerre et le vent, l'introduisirent a
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In May of the same year, the Spanish restrictive chap.

system was applied to Louisiana ; in September, an
J—*~J>

ordinance compelled French vessels having special

permits to accept the paper currency in pay for their

cargoes, at an arbitrary tariff of prices. " The exten-

sion and freedom of trade," remonstrated the mer-

chants, "far from injuring States and Colonies, are

their strength and support." The ordinance was sus-

pended ; but not till the alarm had destroyed all com-

merce. Unable to take possession of his office, Ulloa

in September retired from New Orleans, to reside at

the Balise.
1

It was only there and in Missouri, oppo-

site Natchez, and at the river Iberville, that Spanish

jurisdiction was directly exercised.

This state of things continued for a little more

than two years. But the arbitrary and passionate con-

duct of Ulloa, the depreciation of the currency with

the prospect of its becoming an almost total loss, the

disputes respecting the expenses of the Colony since

the cession in 1762, the interruption of commerce, a

captious ordinance which made a private monopoly

of the traffic with the Indians, uncertainty of juris-

diction and allegiance, agitated the Colony from one

end to the other.

It was proposed to make of New Orleans a repub-

lic, like Amsterdam or Venice; with a legislative

body of forty men, and a single executive. The peo-

ple in the country parishes met together ; crowded in

a mass into the city
;
joined those of New Orleans

;

aud formed a numerous assembly, in which Lafre-

1 Gage to Shelburne, 17 January, 17 June, 1767.

1767. Compare A ubry to Gage,
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chap niere, Jolin Milhet, Joseph Milhet, and the lawyer

—v— Doucet were conspicuous. " Why," said they, " should

0ct#
* the two sovereigns form agreements which can have

no result but our misery without advantage to either ?

"

On the twenty-fifth of October they adopted an Ad-
dress to the Superior Council, written by Lafreniere

and Caresse, rehearsing their griefs, and in their Peti-

tion of Eights, they claimed freedom of commerce

with the ports of France and America, and the expul-

sion of Ulloa from the Colony. The Address, sus-

tained by the . signatures of five or six hundred per-

sons, was adopted the next day by the Council, in

spite of the protest of Aubry ; and when the French

flag was displayed on the public square, children and

women ran up to kiss its folds ; and it was raised by
nine hundred men, amidst shouts of " Long live the

King of France ; we will have no King but him.

"

1

Ulloa retreated to Havana, and sent his representa-

tions to Spain ; while the inhabitants of Louisiana

took up the idea of a republic, as the alternative to

their renewed connection with France. They elected

their own Treasurer, and syndics to represent the

mass of the Colony ; sent their envoys to Paris with

supplicatory letters to the Duke of Orleans and the

Prince of Conti ; and memorialized the French

Monarch to stand as intercessor between them and

the Catholic King. Their hope was to be a Colony

of France or a free Commonwealth.2

1 Aubry to Lieut. Gov. Brown 2 Ulloa to the Spanish Minister,

at Pensacola, 11 November, 1768. Dec. 1768; Aubry to O'Reilly, 20

Compare Foucault to the Minister, August, 1769 ; Gayarre, ii. 281, 302.

22 Nov. 1768, and the Paper pub- There is little need of looking be-

lished by Denis Braud, reprinted yond Gayarre, who rests his narra-

in Pittman's Mississippi : Appendix, tive on authentic documents.
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"The success of the people of New Orleans in chap.
• XXXVII

driving away the Spaniards," wrote Du Chatelet to —77-

Choiseul, on hearing the news, " is at least a good ex- Yeb'.

ample for the English Colonies ; may they set about

following it."
1

'Du Chatelet to Ohoiseul, 24 Feb. 1769.
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CHAPTER XXXVIH.

the king and the british parliament against the town
of boston.—hillsborough's administration of the colo-
nies continued.

October—December, 1768.

chap. Spain valued Louisiana as a screen for Mexico

;

35IL ' and England, in her turn, held the valley of the

q^* Mississippi from jealousy of France, not to colonize

it. To the great joy of Spain,1 and in conformity to a

policy,
2 against which the advice 3 of Shelburne could

not prevail, every idea of settling the country was

opposed; and every post between Mobile and Fort

Chartres was abandoned ; John Finley, a backwoods-

man of North Carolina, who this year passed through

Kentucky,4 found not one white man's cabin in al]

the enchanting wilderness. Gage would have even

given up Fort Chartres, and as a consequence the in-

termediate Pittsburg.5

It was Hillsborough's purpose to prevent colonr

1 D'Ossun, French Ambassador 3 Shelburne to Gage, 14 Nov
at Madrid, to Ohoiseul, 6 Dee. 1768. 1767.

2 Compare the elaborate Narra- 4 James T. Morehead's Address,

tive of Lord Barrington, Secretary &c. &c. 15, 16.

of War, of May, 1766.
5 Gage to Hillsborough, 16 June,

1768.
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zation, 1 and to hold the territory through the chap.

friendship of the savages. But this design was ob- ^^»
structed by the actual settlements in Illinois and on 1

Q^t

8,

the Wabash ; the roving disposition of the Ameri-

cans ; and the avarice of British officers who coveted

profit from concessions of lands. In this conflict of

interests, the office of the Colonial Secretary was

swayed by wavering opinions,2 producing only incon-

clusive correspondence, references, and reports oh the

questions, how to regulate trade with the Indians

;

how to " reform " the excess in expenses ; how to

keep off settlers ; how to restrain the cupidity of

British Governors and agents.

The Spanish town of Saint Louis, on the west of

the Mississippi, was fast rising into importance,8
as the

centre of the fur trade with the Indian nations on the

Missouri ; but the population of Illinois had declined,

and scarcely amounted to more than one thousand

three hundred and fifty-eight, of whom rather more

than three hundred were Africans. Kaskaskias count-

ed six hundred white persons, and three hundred and

three negroes. At Kahokia there were about three

hundred persons ; at Prairie Du Rocher, one hundred

and twenty-five; at St. Philip fifteen; and not

more at Fort Chartres,4 which the floods of Spring

1 Representation of the Board
of Trade, 7 March, 1768. A copy Hillsborough. Compare also the

is among the Broadhead Papers, Correspondence of Shelburne with
rol. xli. Hillsborough to Gage, 14 that of Hillsborough.

March, 1768. W. S. Johnson to
3 Ensign Hutchins' Remarks on

Gov. Pitkin, 12 March, 1768. the Illinois Country, MS. Pitt-
2 W. S. Johnson to Gov. Pitkin, man's Mississippi, 49.

12 Feb. 1767; Same to Same, 13 4 State of the Settlements in the
Nov. 1767. Same to E. Dyer, 12 Illinois Country ; in Gage to Hills-

Sept. 1767. Compare the Papers borough, 6 Jan. 1769.

of the Board of Trade when Clare
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chap, were threatening to wear away.1 To Hillsbo-
VYYVTTT
~A— rough's great alarm,2 the adult men had been

formed into military companies.8 Vincennes, the

only settlement in Indiana, claimed to be within a

year as old as Detroit,4 and had rapidly and surpris-

ingly increased.5
Its own population, consisting of

two hundred and thirty-two white persons, ten negro

and seventeen Indian slaves, was recruited by one

hundred and sixty-eight "strangers." 6 Detroit had

now about six hundred souls.
7 All the western vil-

lages abounded in wheat, Indian corn, and swine ; of

beeves there was more than one to each human
being ; and more than one horse to every two, count-

ing slaves and children.

The course of the rivers inclined the French in-

habitants of the West, in disregard of the British Na-

vigation Acts, to send their furs to New Orleans
;

8

or across the river by night to St. Louis where they

could be exchanged for French goods. All English

merchandise came burdened with the cost of land car-

riage from Philadelphia to Fort Pitt.
9 The British

Navigation Acts spread their baleful influence over

the western Prairies. In November, WilMns, the new

Commandant in Illinois, following suggestions from

Gage, appointed seven civil Judges to decide local con-

1 Gage to Hillsborough, 16 Juno, Vincent on the Ouabache; sent to

1768. England by Gage, 6 Jan. 1769 ; the
2 Hillsborough to Gage, 12 Oct. account, like that of Illinois, was

1768, and Gage to Hillsborough, 5 taken in 1768.

March, 1769.
7 See Papers in Gage to Hillsbo-

3 Gage to Hillsborough, 17 Au- rough, 15 May, 1768.

gust, 1768.
8 Captain Forbes to Gen. Gage,

4 Eemonstrances to General Gage Fort Ohartres, 15 April, 1768.

from the old French Inhabitants.
9 Information of the State of

5 Gage to Hillsborough, 6 Jan- Commerce in the Illinois Country,

uary, 1769. given by Captain Forbes.
6 State of the Settlement at St.
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troversies

;

1 jet without abdicating his own overrul- chap.

ing authority.2 This plan which could be but tempo-' ^^1
rary, led the people under his rule themselves to re- q^'

fleet on the best forms of Government.

But Wiikins was chiefly intent on enriching

some Philadelphia fur traders, who were notori-

ous for their willingness to bribe

;

3 he reported

favorably of their zeal for British commerce,4 and, in

}ess than a year after his arrival, executed at their

request inchoate grants of large tracts of land, of

which one sixth part was reserved for himself.

The procedure contravened the explicit orders of

Hillsborough, who wished to diminish, and, if possi-

ble, to extirpate the "Western Settlements, and extend

an unbroken line of Indian frontier from Georgia to

Canada, as an impassable barrier to emigration. Re-

peated instructions 5 had been issued for the comple-

tion of this boundary; and they were imperatively

renewed. At the South, Stuart, who desired to ful-

fil his trust with fidelity, had already carried the line

to the northern limit of North Carolina, and was now
to continue it from ChisweLTs mine to the mouth of

the Kanawha. In this manner all Kentucky, as well

as the entire Territory North West of the Ohio, would

1 Peck's Gazetteer of Illinois, Gage, Fort Chartres, 13 September
107. Brown's History of Illinois, 1768.

213. Monette's Mississippi Valley,
5 See the Record in American

i. 411. State Papers, Class viii. Public
- Pittman's Present State of the Lands, ii. 208.

European Settlements on the Mis- 6 Circular of 13 Sept. 1766 ; Shel-

sissippi, &o. 43. burne to Stuart, 13 Sept. 1766.
3 Compare Messrs. Baynton, Same to Same, 11 Dec. 1766, &c.

Wharton, and Morgan, to L. Mac- &c. Compare Shelburne to Gage,
leane. Esq., Philadelphia, 9 January, 14 Nov. 1767 ; Board to Shelburne,

1767. In Lansdowne House Pa- 23 Dec. 1767; Shelburne to Sir

pers. William Johnson, 5 Jan. 1768.
4 Lieut. Col. Wilkins to General

vol. vi.— 15
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chap, be severed from the jurisdiction of Virginia and con-

SJ11
11
firmed to the savages by solemn treaties.

Oct
8

'

r_^s PurPose was strenuously opposed by the

Province which was to be curtailed. From its

ancient Charter, the discoveries of its people, the

, authorized grants of its Governors since 1746, the

encouragement of its Legislature to settlers in 1752

and 1753, the promise of lands as Bounty to officers

and soldiers who served in the French war, the con-

tinued emigration of its inhabitants,—the Ancient

Dominion derived its title to occupy the Great

West. Carolina stopped at the line of 36° 30' ; on the

North, New-York could at most extend to Lake Erie

;

Maryland and Pennsylvania were each limited by

definitive boundaries. None but Virginia claimed

the Ohio valley, south of the line of Connecticut.

But in spite of her objections 1 Stuart was not

only ordered to complete the demarkation with the

Indians, but he was expressly enjoined not to accept

any new cession of territory from the Cherokees.2

The honest Agent, without regarding the discon-

tent of Virginia, which, though notified,
3 declined co-

operating with him, met the Chiefs of the Upper and

Lower Cherokees in Council at Hard Labor in Wes-

tern South Carolina ; and on the fourteenth of Octo-

ber, concluded a treaty conforming to the instructions

1 Fauquier to Shelburne, 2 Feb. 3 Stuart to Blair, President of

]767; Shelburne to Gage, 14 Nov. the Virginia Council, 4 April, 1708.

1767 ; Hillsborough to the Board Same to Same, 7 July, 1708, and

of Trade, 17 May, 1768; Represen- again, Same to Same, 19 August,

tation of the Board of Trade, 10 1768.

June, 1768, &c.
2 Hillsborough to Stuart, 15 Sep-

tember, 1768.
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of the Board of Trade.1 The Cherokees ratified all chap.

their former grants of lands, and established as the

western boundary of Virginia, a straight hue drawn

from ChiswelTs mine, on the Eastern Bank of the

Great Kanawha, in a northerly course to the conflu-

ence of that river with the Ohio.2

To thwart the negotiation of Stuart, Virginia had

appointed Thomas Walker its Commissioner to the

Congress held at Fort Stanwix with the Six Xations.

Sir William Johnson, who, as the Indian Agent for

the Northern District, had the management of the

business, was thoroughly versed in the methods of

making profit by his office. William Franklin of New
Jersey was present also, ready to assist in obtaining

the largest cessions of lands, which niio'ht become the

foundation for new provincial grants. The number 8

of Indians present was but little short of three thou-
'

sand. Every art was used to conciliate the chiefs of

the Six Nations; and gifts were lavished on them

with unusual generosity. They, in turn, complied

with the solicitations of the several agents. The

line that was established began at the North, where Nov.

Canada Creek joins Wood Creek; 4 on leaving New-

York, it passed from the nearest fork of the West
Branch of the Susquehannah to Kittaning on the

Alleghany, whence it followed that river and the

Ohio. At the mouth of the Kanawha, it met the hue

1 John Stuart to Mr. President 17 Oct. 1768. Letter from Charles

Blair ; Hard Labor, 17 Oct, 1768. Town, 23 January, 1769.
2 Treaty of 14 Oct. 1768, at Hard s William Franklin to Hillsbo-

Labor, with the chiefs of the Upper rough, 17 Dec. 1768.

find Lower Cherokees. Stuart to 4 Johnson to Hillsborough, 23
Mr. President Blair, Hard Labor, Oct. and 18 Nov. 1768.
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chap, of Stuart's treaty. Had it stopped there, the Indian

-*•v— frontier would have been marked all the way from

$QY\ northern New-York to Florida. But instead of fol-

lowing his instructions, Sir William Johnson, pretend-

ing to recognise a right of the Six Nations to the

largest part of Kentucky, continued the line down
the Ohio to the Tennessee River, which was thus

constituted the western boundary of Virginia. 1

"While the Congress of Fort Stanwix was in ses-

sion, Botetourt, the new Governor of Virginia, ar-

rived on the James River, just in the delicious

season of the Fall of the Leaf, when that region

enjoys a clear but many-tinted sky, and a soft but in-

vigorating air. Bringing a love of rural life, he was

charmed with the scenes on which he entered; his

house seemed admirable; the grounds around it,

well planted and watered by beautiful rills. Every

f
thing was just as he could have wished.2 Hospitality

is the hereditary common law of Virginia ; the new
Governor, who came up without state to an unpro-

vided residence, was asked abroad every day; and

being welcomed as a guest, gave pleasure and was

pleased. He thought nothing could be better than

the present disposition of the Colony ; and he augured

well of every thing that was to happen. Received

with frankness, he dealt frankly with the people to

whom he was deputed. He did not flatter Hills-

borough that they would ever willingly submit to

being taxed by the mother country ; the reverse he

1 Treaty at Fort Stanwix, 5 Nov. York, i. 587 ; I have a manuscript
1768 ; in the Appendix to Butler's copy.

History of Kentucky; and in the 2 Botetourt to Hillshorough, 1

Documentary History of New- Nov. 1709.
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said, was their creed ; but he justified them "by chap.

reporting the universal avowal of a most ardent ^—
desire to assist upon every occasion, if they might do Qct.

it as formerly in consequence of requisition.
1 Yet

the laws were obeyed, and the duties complained of

were collected in every part of the Colony, without a

shadow of resistance. He was persuaded that the

new Assembly would come together in good humor,2

which he was resolved not wantonly to disturb. His

letters to the Ministry, written with candor, required

no concealment.

The Western Boundarv was the enorossino: sub-

ject, which invited the immediate attention of the

new Governor. Botetourt entered heartily into the

wishes of Virginia, and exerted all his influence, and

even put in pledge his life and fortune,3
to carry its

jurisdiction to the Tennessee River on the parallel

of thirty-six and a half degrees. " This boundary," it

was said, " will give some room to extend our settle-

ments for ten or twelve years."
4

While Virginia was en^a^ed in stretching its Nov.

dominion over the West, England began to think

reconciliation with Massachusetts hopeless, and to pre-

pare for desolating war.5 Such was the public tem-

per, when news arrived that the troops had landed at

Boston without opposition, that the Convention had

dissolved, and that all thoughts of resistance were at

an end. A very few perceived, that the power of

moderation which the people of Boston had dis-

- Botetourt to Hillsborough, 17 4 Letter from Andrew Lewis and
Feb. 1769. Thomas Walker to Lord Botetourt,

' Botetourt to Hillsborough, 30 inclosed in Lord Botetourt to Hills-

March, 1769. borough, 11 Feb. 1769.
3 Compare Botetourt to Hillsbo-

B W. S. Johnson to Gov. of Con-
rough, 24 December, 1768. necticut, 18 Nov. 1768.
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chap, played, was like the fortitude of veteran troops, who
—U~ wait unmoved by danger, till the word is given.

Nov>
' "They act with highest wisdom and spirit," said

Thomas Hollis
;

1 " they will extricate themselves with

firmness and magnanimity." But most men ex

pressed contempt for them, as having made a v
xain

bluster. The apparent success, of which the account

reached London just four days before the meeting of

Parliament, was regarded as a victory. Americans

in London were told with a sneer that they should

soon have the company of Otis and others.
2 No one

doubted but that, on the arrival of the additional reg-

iments sent from Ireland, he and Gushing, and sixteen

other members of the late political assemblies, would

be arrested.3 Hillsborough hastened to send Bernard's

dispatches to the Attorney and Solicitor General,

asking what crimes had been committed, and if the

guilty were to be impeached by Parliament.4

The King, in his Speech 5 on the eighth of Novem-

ber, railed at " the spirit of faction breaking out afresh

in some of the Colonies." " Boston," said he, " appears

to be in a state of disobedience to all law and govern-

ment, and has proceeded to measures subversive of

the constitution, and attended with circumstances

that might manifest a disposition to throw off its

dependence on Great Britain. With your concur-

rence and support, I shall be able to defeat the mis-

chievous designs of those turbulent and seditious per-

1 T. Holiis to A. Eliot. Hillsborough to the Attorney
2 Letter from London, 20 Nov. and Solicitor General, 6 Nov.

1768 ; in Boston Gazette, 721, 3, 3, 1768.
of 23 Jan. 1709. a Parliamentary History, xvl

3 Frances to ChoiseuL 4 Nov. 469.
1768.
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sons, who, under false pretences, have but too success- chap.

fully deluded numbers of my subjects in America."
xx

In the House of Commons Lord Henly,1 son of

Northington, in moving the Address, signalized the

people of Boston for their " defiance of all legal author-

ity."

" I gave my vote to the revenue Act of Charles

Townshend," thus he was seconded by Hans Stanley,
u that we might test the obedience of the Americans

to the Declaratory Law of 1766. Troops have been

drawn together in America to enforce it, and have

commenced the operation in Boston. Men so unsus-

ceptible of all middle terms of accommodation, call

loudly for our correction. What, Sir, will become of

this insolent town when we deprive its inhabitants of

the power of sending out their rums and molasses to

the coast of Africa ? For they must be treated like

aliens, as they have treated us upon this occasion.

The difficulties in governing Massachusetts are insur-

mountable, unless its Charter and laws shall be so

changed as to give to the King the appointment of

the Council, and to the Sheriffs the sole power of

returning juries." Samuel Adams at Boston, weighed

well the meaning of these words
;

2 uttered by an or-

gan of the Ministry ; but England hardly noticed the

presumptuous menace of a violation of chartered

rights and the subversion of the independence of juries.

Edmund Burke poured out a torrent of invective

against Camden, for the inconsistency of his former

1 Arthur Lee in Life of R. H. this debate. Cavendish, i. 32, &o.
Lee, 261, 2G2. The Letter is dated William S. Johnson to Gov. Pitkin,

erroneously, Oct. 9, for Nov. 9, 18 November, 1768.

176b. I have several reports of 2 Papers of Samuel Adams*
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chap, opposition to the Declaratory Act with his present sup-

v-4— port of the plan of the Ministry. " My astonishment

^ y[ at the folly of his opinions," he said, " is lost in indig-

nation at the baseness of his conduct." * The order,

he insisted, requiring the Massachusetts Assembly to

rescind a vote under a penalty, was absolutely illegal

and unconstitutional ; and in this Grenville agreed with

him. " I wish the Stamp Act had never been pass-

ed," said Barrington in reply ;
" but the Americans

are traitors ; worse than traitors against the Crown

;

they are traitors against the Legislature. The troops

are to bring rioters to justice." Wedderburne, who at

that moment belonged to himself and spoke in opposi-

tion to enhance his price, declaimed against governing

by files of musketeers and terror ; and he, too, con-

demned the Ministerial mandate as illegal.
2 " Though

it were considered wiser," said Bigby, " to alter the

American tax, than to continue it, I would not alter

it, so long as the Colony of the Massachusetts Bay
continues in its present state." " Let the nation re-

turn to its old good nature and its old good humor,"

were the words of Alderman Beckford, 3 whom no-

body minded, and who spoke more wisely than they

all ;
" it were best to repeal the late act, and concili-

ate the Colonies by moderation and kindness."

Lord North, the recognised leader of the Ministry

and the Friend of the King, made reply :
" America

must fear you, before she can love you. If America

1 From the Report of Edmund Lee, 262. W. S. Johnson to W.
Burke's Speech, of 8 November, Pitkin, 18 Nov. 1768 ; and W. S.

1768 ; in the Boston Gazette of 23 Johnson's Diary, for 8 Nov. 1768,

January, 1769; 721, 3, 2 and 3. Cavendish Debates.
2 Arthur Lee's Report of the De- 3 W. S Johnson to Pitkin, 15

bate, in Appendix to Life of K. H. Nov. 1768.
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is to be the judge, you may tax in no instance
;
you chap.

may regulate in no instance. Punishment will not be ' t—,—

extended beyond the really guilty ; and if rewards ^®*

shall be found necessary, rewards shall be given.

But what we do, we will do firmly ; we shall go

through our plan, now that we have brought it so

near success. * I am against repealing the last Act of

Parliament, securing to us a revenue out of America

;

I will never think of repealing it, until I see America

prostrate at my feet."
2 The irrevocable words spoke

the feeling of Parliament. The Address was carried

in the Commons without a division ; the Peers seemed

unanimous ; and though some judged the conduct of

the Ministry unwise, there were scarcely more than

five or six in both Houses, who defended the Ameri-

cans from principle. Every body expected "that

Boston would meet with chastisement."

But now came the difficulty. There were on the

tenth of November more than four regiments in Bos-

ton ; what could be given them to do ? They had

been sent over to bring " to justice " those, whom
Barrington called "rioters," whom the King had

solemnly described as "turbulent and mischievous

persons." But after long consideration, De Grey and

Dunning, the Attorney and Solicitor General, joined

in the opinion,3 that the Statute of the Thirty-fifth of

Henry the Eighth, was the only one by which crimi-

nals could be tried in England for offences committed

1 Cavendish, i. 43. appears from Barre in Cavendish,
5 These words are in W. S. John- i. 90, and Lord North himself in

eon's Report, and are in the Report Cavendish i. 91.

in the Boston Gazette. That he,
3 Attorney and Solicitor Gen. to

Johnson, reported them correctly, Hillsborough, 25 Nov. 17G8.
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chap, in America ; that its provisions extended only to trea-

-4— sons ; and that there was no sufficient ground to fix

N0V#
' the charge of high treason upon any persons named
in the papers laid before them. The law in England
was more humane and just than the Colonial Office.

The troops found no rebellion at Boston; could

they make one ? They found a town of which the

merchants refused to import goods of British manufac-

ture, or to buy tea brought by way of Great Britain.

How could armed men change this disposition?

Massachusetts would not even pay for their quarters,

because they had not been quartered according to

law ; so that they were left to make a useless parade

up and down the streets of Boston at the cost of the

British Exchequer ; sharpening the sullen discontent

of the townsmen. The employment of soldiery failed

from the beginning. " No force on earth," wrote the

Governor of New Jersey, " is sufficient to make the

Assemblies acknowledge, by any act of theirs, that

the Parliament has a right to impose taxes on Amer-

ica."
1

Each American Assembly, as it came together,

denied that right, and embodied its denial in Pe-

titions to the King. Yet the Ministry were pledged

to enforce the absolute supremacy of the British

Legislature ; the King, therefore, instead of hearing

the Petitions, disapproved and rejected them; Vir-

ginia was soothingly reprimanded; Pennsylvania,

whose loyalty had but a fortnight before been con-

fidently extolled by Hillsborough, Khode Island,

whose reverence for the laws he had officially set

1 W. Franklin to Hillsborough, 23 November, 1768
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forth, Connecticut, which, had combined loyalty cttap.

with love of its liberties, Maryland, which acted

strictly in conformity to law in refusing to be over-

awed by a Secretary's letter,
1
received, as their answer,

copies of the Addresses of the two Houses of Parlia-

ment and assurances that the King would not listen

to" the views of wicked men," who questioned the

supreme authority of that body.

While Hillsborough was setting his name to

these papers, Montagu, the Governor of South Caro-

lina,
2 invited its Assembly to treat the letters of

Massachusetts and Virginia "with the contempt

they deserved ;

" a committee, composed of Par-

sons, Gadsden, Pinkney, Lloyd, Lynch, Laurens,

Eutledge, Elliott and Dart, reported them to be

"founded upon undeniable, constitutional princi-

ples ;

" 3 and the House, sitting with its doors locked,

unanimously directed its Speaker to signify to both

Provinces its entire approbation.4 Provoked at what

he had had no means to prevent, the Governor, that

same evening, dissolved the Assembly by beat of

drum ; while the general toast at Charleston remain-

ed, "The uwaotmous twenty-six, who would not

rescind from the Massachusetts Circular." The

Assembly of New-York was also in session, fully

resolved to follow and to go beyond the common ex-

ample
;

5 and Hillsborough, who expressed his confi-

1 Hillsborough to the Governor Secretary of State, 21 Nov. 1768.

of New-York, to Botetourt of Vir- 3 Boston Gazette, 2 Jan. 1769
;

ginia, to W. Franklin of New Jer- 718, 2, 2.

6ey, to Deputy Gov. of Pennsylva- 4 Letter of P. Manigault, Speaker,

nia, to Governor of Connecticut, to Massachusetts Speaker, 21 Nov.
to Governor of Rhode Island, to 1768. In Boston Gazette, 9 Jan.

Governor of Marvland, 15 Novem- 1769, 719, 3, 2.

ber, 1768.
5 W. Franklin to Hillsborough,

Lord Charles Montagu to the 23 Nov. 1768.
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chap, dence that his letters and the King's firmness would
" bring back the misled colonists to a just sense of

their duty," * only opened the way to a new complaint,

that the King would not even receive from the Colo-

nies their Petitions.

Meantime as the refusal of America to draw sup-

plies from England, was an invitation to other

Powers 2 to devise the means of sharing her commerce,

the three 3 Secretaries of State were called upon to

issue orders to the ministers, consuls, and agents

of the British Government m the ports of Europe,

Madeira and the Azores, to watch the coming in of

an American ship, or the sailing of any ship for the

continent of America. The Navigation Acts of which

the total repeal would only have increased the trade

of the Colonies with their mother country, reduced

England to playing the humble and helpless part of

a spy in the harbors of independent nations

;

i while

the maritime powers of Europe were eagerly watch-

ing the progress of the contest, and speculating on its

conclusion.

" Can the Ministry reduce the Colonies ? " asked

Du Chatelet ? "Of what avail is an army in so vast

a country ? The Americans have made these reflec-

tions, and they will not give way." 5

" To the menace of rigor " replied Choiseul, " they

will never give way, except in appearance and for a

time. The fire will be but imperfectly extinguished,

1 Hillsborough, to Gage, 15 Nov. Treasury Chambers, 7 Nov. 1768.
1768. 4 Treasury Minutes, 15 December,

2 Commissioners of the Customs 1768. Minute Book, xxxix, 268.

in America, to Lords of the Treas-
5 Du Chatelet to Choiseul, No 4.

ury, 15 Sept. 1768. 11 November, 1768.
3 Treasury Minutes, Whitehall,
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unless other means than those of force conciliate the chap.

interests of the Metropolis and its Colonies. The

Americans will not lose out of their view their rights

and their privileges ; and next to fanaticism for re-

ligion, the fanaticism for liberty is the most daring in

its measures and the most dangerous in its consequen-

ces."
1

It was obvious that the simplest mode of taking

part with the colonists would be by a commerce be-

tween the French and Spanish Colonies and the Brit-

ish Colonies on the continent of North America ; and

on this subject Choiseul sent to Du Chatelet 2 an ela-

borate digest of all the materials he had collected. But

the simple-hearted King of Spain, though he enjoyed

the perplexity of England, " because it created em-

barrassments to the natural enemy 8 of the two

Crowns, and secured to France and Spain more time

to prepare for contingent events," showed no dispo-

sition to interfere.

" "What a pity," resumed Du Chatelet to Choiseul,

" that neither Spain nor France is in a condition to

take advantage of so critical a conjuncture ; and that

we must regard it as a passive benefit. The moment is

not yet come ; and precipitate measures on our part

might reconcile the Colonies to the metropolis. But

if the quarrel goes on as far as it seems likely to do, a

thousand opportunities cannot fail to offer of which

decisive advantage may be taken. The objects pre-

sented to you, to the King, and to his Council, de-

mand the most profound combinations, the most

1 Choiseul to Du Chatelet, 22 s D'Ossun to Choiseul at the Ee-
Nov. 1768. curial, 21 November, 1708.

- Du Chatelet to Choiseul, 18

Kov. 1768.
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chap, inviolable secrecy. A plan which shall be applicable

—*,— to every circumstance of change, should be concerted
1768 • . .

$ov ' in advance with Spain." 1

At the same time Du Chatelet gave the utmost

attention to the subject of intercolonial commerce

;

and succeeded in obtaining the opinions of all the

American Agents, particularly of Franklin. And
Franklin, whom he described as " one of the most

upright and enlightened men that ever came from

that part of the world, one of the wisest and most

sagacious that could be found in any country,"

agreed in the exact correctness of the memoir which

had been prepared under the eye of Choiseul.2

Deo. The Agents had repeatedly but separately waited

on Lord Hillsborough. On the sixth of December, he

met them in a body, to communicate the result of a

Cabinet Council. " Administration," said he, " will

enforce the authority of the Legislature of Great

Britain over the Colonies in the most effectual man-

ner, but with moderation and lenity.
8 All the Peti-

tions we have received are very offensive, for they

contain a denial of the authority of Parliament. We
have no fondness for the acts complained of; particu-

larly, the late Duty Act is so anti-commercial, that I

wish it had never existed ; and it would certainly

have been repealed, had the Colonies said nothing

about it, or petitioned against it only on the ground

of its expediency; but the principle you proceed

upon extends to all laws ; and we cannot, therefore,

think of repealing it at least this session of Parlia-

*Du Chatelet to the Duke de Nov. 1768. Compare Franklin's

Choiseul, 18 Nov. 1768. Writings, vii. 357.
9 Du Chatelet to Choiseul, 18 3 W. S. Johnson to the Governor

of Connecticut, 3 January, 17 09.
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ment, or until the Colonies shall have dropped the crap.

point of right. Nor can the conduct of the people of cJiE

Boston pass without a severe censure.' A very long ^'
discussion ensued ; but he was inflexible.

It became evident that the attention of Parliament

was to be confined to the Colony of the Massachu-

etts Bay ; for the Memorial and the Eemonstrance

from Virginia were kept back ; and a Petition from

the Assembly of Pennsylvania to the House of Com-
mons was put aside. The next day Beckford 2 and

Trecothick, as friends to America, demanded rather

such general inquiry, as might lead to measures of

relief.

" The question of taxation is not before us ;

"

interposed Lord North ;

u but the question is, whether

we are to lay a tax one year, when America is at

peace, and take it off the next, when America is in

arms against us. I am against the repeal of the Act

;

it would spread an alarm, as if we did it from fear.

The extraordinary appearance this would have in

America, the encouragement it would give our ene-

mies and the discouragement it would give our

friends, the impossibility of acting with authority, if

our authority should receive another wound,—all bind

us not to take that question into consideration again."

He, therefore, demanded the expression of the united

opinion of Great Britain, so that Boston might be
'

awed into obedience.

" The Americans believe," rejoined Beckford, " that

there is a settled design in this country to rule them

1 See Account of the Day in Johnson to Gov. of Connecticut, 3
Garth to Committee of South Car- Jan. 1769. and in Cavendish De-
olina, 10 Dec. 1763. ALo in W. S. bates.
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chap, with a military force." " I never wish for dominion,

^A— unless accompanied by the affection of the people

Dec."
governed ;

" said Lord John Cavendish. " Want of

knowledge, as well as want of temper," said Lord
Beauchamp, " has gradually led us to the brink of a

precipice, on which we look down with horror."

—

Phipps, a captain in the army, added, " My heart will

bleed for every drop of American blood that shall be

shed, whilst their grievances are unredressed. I wish

to see the Americans in our arms as friends—not to

meet them as enemies." " Dare you not trust your-

selves with a general inquiry ? " asked Grenville.

" How do we know, parliamentarily, that Boston is

the most guilty of the Colonies ?
" "I would have

the Americans obey the laws of the country whether

they like them or no ;
" said Lord Barrington.

The house divided, and out of two hundred who
were present, one hundred and twenty-seven voted

with the Government to confine the inquiry. The
King set himself, and his Ministry, and Parliament,

and all Great Britain, to subdue to his will one stub-

born little town on the sterile coast of the Massachu-

setts Bay. The odds against it were fearful ; but it

showed a life inextinguishable, and had been chosen

to keep guard over the liberties of mankind.

The old world had not its parallel. It counted

about sixteen thousand inhabitants of European ori-

gin, all of whom learned to read and write. Good
public schools were the foundation of its political

system ; and Benjamin Franklin, one of their pupils,

in his youth apprenticed to the art which makes

knowledge the common property of mankind, had

gone forth from them to stand before the nations

as the representative of the modern plebeian class.
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As its schools were for all its children, so the great chap.
XTXVIII

body of its male inhabitants of twenty-one years of ^—
.age, when assembled in a Hall which Faneuil, of pec>

"

Huguenot ancestry, had built for them, was the

source of all municipal authority. In the Meeting of

the Town, its taxes were voted, its affairs discussed

and settled; its agents and public servants annu-

ally elected by ballot; and abstract political prin-

ciples freely debated. A small property qualifica-

tion was attached to the right of suffrage, but did

not exclude enough to change the character of the

institution. There had never existed a considerable

municipality, approaching so nearly to a pure de-

mocracy ; and, for so populous a place, it was undoubt-

edly the most orderly and best governed in the world.

Its ecclesiastical polity was in like manner repub-

lican. The great mass were congregationalists ; each

church was an assembly formed by voluntary agree-

ment; self-constituted, self-supported and indepen-

dent. They were clear that no person or church

had power over another church. There was not a

Roman Catholic altar in the place ; the usages of

"papists" were looked upon as worn-out supersti-

tions, fit only for the ignorant. But the people were

not merely the fiercest enemies of " popery and sla-

very;" they were Protestants even against Protes-

tantism; and though the English church was tol-

erated, Boston kept up its exasperation against pre-

lacy. Its Ministers were still its prophets and its

guides ; its pulpit, in which, now that Mayhew was

no more, Cooper was admired above all others for

eloquence and patriotism, by weekly appeals inflamed

alike the fervor of piety and of liberty. In the Bos-

ton Gazette, it enjoyed a free Press, which gave cur-

VOL. VI.— 16
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chap, rency to its conclusions on the natural right of man
XXXVIII, 1J? ,—^~ to sell-government.

j)ec
" Its citizens were, inquisitive ; seeking to know the

causes of things, and to search for the reason of ex-

isting institutions in the laws of nature. Yet they

controlled their speculative turn "by practical judg

ment ; exhibiting the seeming contradiction of suscep

tibility to enthusiasm, and calculating shrewdness.

They were fond of gain, and adventurous, penetrat-

ing and keen in their pursuit of it; yet their avidity

was tempered by a well-considered and continuing

liberality. Nearly every man was struggling to make
his own way in the world and his own fortune ; and

yet individually and as a body they were public-

spirited. In the seventeenth century the community

had been distracted by those who were thought to

pursue the great truth of justification by faith to

Antinomian absurdities ; the philosophy of the

eighteenth century had not been without an influence

on theological opinion ; and though the larger num-

ber still acknowledged the fixedness of the divine de-

crees, and the resistless certainty from all eternity of

election and of reprobation, there were not wanting,

even among the clergy, some who had modified

the sternness of the ancient doctrine by making the

self-direction of the active powers of man with free-

dom of inquiry and private judgment the central idea

of a protest against Calvinism. Still more were they

boldly speculative on questions respecting their con-

stitution. Every house was a school of politics ; every

man was a little statesman, discussed the affairs of

the world, studied more or less the laws of his own

land, and was sure of his ability to ascertain and to

make good his rights. The ministers, whose prayers,
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being from no book, were colored with the hue of chap.

the times ; the merchants, cramped in their enterprise *^~
by legal restrictions ; the mechanics, who, by their pec<

*

skill in ship-building bore away the palm from all

other nations, and by their numbers were the rulers

of the town ; all alike, clergy and laity, in the pul-

pit or closet, on the wharf or in the counting-room, at

their ship-yards or in their social gatherings, reason-

ed upon government. They had not acquired estates

by a feudal tenure, nor had lived under feudal institu-

tions ; and as the true descendants of the Puritans of

England, they had not much more of superstitious

veneration for monarchy than for priestcraft. Such

was their power of analysis, that they almost uncon-

sciously developed the theory of an independent

representative commonwealth ; and such their instinc-

tive capacity for organization, that they had actually

seen a Convention of the people of the Province start

into life at their bidding. While the earth was still

wrapt in gloom, they welcomed the daybreak of po-

pular freedom, and like the young eagle in his upward

soarings, looked undazzled into the beams of the

morning.
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CHAPTER XXXIX.

a way to take off the incendiaeies.—hillsborough's ad-
ministration of the colonies continued.

Decembee, 1768

—

Febeuaey, 1769.

hap. The opinion of Parliament was hardly pro-

«^— nounced, when Du Chatelet again pressed America

Dec#
* on the attention of Choiseul. " Without exaggerat-

ing the projects or the union of the Colonies," said

he, u the time of their independence is very near.

Their prudent men believe the moment not yet come

;

but if the English government undertakes vigorous

measures, who can tell how far the fanaticism for

liberty may carry an immense people, dwelling for

the most part in the interior of a continent, remote

from imminent danger? And if the metropolis

should persevere, can the union, which is now their

strength, be maintained without succor from abroad ?

Even if the rupture should be premature, can France

and Spain neglect to profit by the opportunity which

they may never find again ?

"Three years ago the separation of the English

Colonies was looked upon as an object of attention

for the next generation ; the germs were observed,

but no one could foresee that they would be so

speedily developed. This new order of things, this
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e^ent which will necessarily have the greatest innu- chap.

ence on the whole political system of Europe, will "ESS

probably be brought about within a very few -j^

years."
x

" Your views," replied Choiseul, are as subtle as

they are comprehensive and well considered. The
King is perfectly aware of their sagacity and solidity

;

and I will communicate them to the Court of Mad-

rid."
2

The statesmen of France had their best allies in

the British Ministry, who hoped to control America

by menace and terror. " The matter is now brought

to a point ;

" said Hillsborough in the House of Lords.8

"Parliament must give up its authority over the

Colonies, or bring them to effectual submission.

Your Lordships will see it absolutely necessary not

to recede an ace ; for my part, I cannot entertain a

thought of repealing the late Acts, and hope nobody

will even move it, or so much as wish for it. Not

the amount of the duties, which will not be more

than ten thousand pounds per annum in all North

America, but the principle upon which the laws are

founded, is complained of. Legislation and taxation

will stand or fall together. The notion of the Ame-
ricans is a polytheism in politics, absurd, fatal to the

constitution, and never to be admitted. The North

Americans, in general, are a very good set of people,

and only misled by a few wicked, factious and design-

ing men. I will, therefore, for the present only pro-

1 Du Chatelet to Choiseul, 9 De- 477, Note. W. S. Johnson to the

eember, 1768. Governor of Connecticut, 3 Jan.
3 Choiseul to Du Chatelet, 20 1769. Compare Du Chatelet to

December, 1768. Choiseul, 16 Dec. 1768.
8 Parliamentary History, xvi. 476,
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CHAP.
XXXIX.

1763.

Dec.

pose several Resolutions which may show the sense

of the Legislature. If this is not sufficient, the hand

of power must be lifted up, and the whole force of

this country exerted to bring the Colonies into sub-

jection." The Resolutions condemned the Assembly

of Massachusetts, its Council, and still more its Con-

vention ; approved of sending a military force to Bos-

ton ; and foreshadowed the abrogation of the munici-

pal liberties of that town, and the intended change in

the Charter of the Province.

Hillsborough was seconded by Bedford, who also

moved an Address to the King,1 to bring to " con-

dign punishment the chief authors and instigators of

the late disorders;" and if sufficient ground should

be seen, to put them on trial for " treason " before a

special Commission in England, "pursuant to the pro-

visions of the statute of the Thirty-fifth year of King

Henry the Eighth." The Resolutions and Address

were readily adopted, with no opposition except from

Richmond and Shelburne.

The policy of the Administration deceived neither

France nor America. " Under the semblance of.

vigor," said Choiseul," it covers pusillanimity and fear.

If those who are threatened with a trial for High

Treason, are not alarmed, the terror and discourage-

ment will affect nobody but the British Ministers.

And after all, the main question of taxing the Colo-

nies is as far from a solution as ever."
2

At Boston the attempt was made to spread terror

by threats of seizing the popular leaders. "They
expect a voyage to England against their inclina-

1 Parliamentary Hist. xvi. 479,
2 Choiseul to Du Chatelet, Ver-

480. sailles, 24 Dec. 1768.
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tion;" wrote Hood,1 who had the chief command of chap.

the ships in the harbor. But Samuel Adams, whom
it was especially desired to " take off" -for treason,

" unawed by the menaces of arbitrary power," 2 pur-

sued his system without fear or faltering. " I must,"

said he,2 "tell the men, who on both sides of the

Atlantic charge America with rebellion, that mili-

tary power will never prevail on an American to

surrender his liberty ;
" and through the press he

taught the public that a standing army,3 kept up in

the Colonies in time of peace without their consent,

was as flagrant a violation of the Constitution as the

laying a tax on paper, glass, painters' colors and tea.

To effect the removal of the troops from Boston was

his unremitting care. In the mean time he sought in

the common law the means to curb their insolence

;

and called upon the magistrates of Boston to govern,

restrain, and punish " soldiers of all ranks," according

to the laws of the land.
4 The Justices of the Peace

for Suffolk at their Quarter Sessions, and the Grand

Jury, over which the Crown had no control, never

failed to find indictments against soldiers and officers,

for their frequent transgressions; 5 and if they es-

caped the penalties of conviction, it was through the

favoritism of a higher Court.

Every where the British claims of power were

denied. Georgia approved the conduct and corres-

pondence of Massachusetts and Virginia.6 New-York
completed the expression of American opinion, by

1 Hood to Stephens, 12 Dec. 17G8. 4 Vindex, Samuel Adams, in Bos-
Tn Letters to the Ministry, 113. ton Gazette, 12 Dec. 1768.

2 Boston Gazette, 5 Dec. 1768.
5 See the many indictments of

3 Vindex, in Boston Gazette, 19 officers as well as of soldiers.

Dec. 1768. B Boston Gazette of 13 Feb.
1769; 734,1, 1.
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chap, unanimously asserting its legislative rights with un-
xxxix. , ;. .

,
° .

&
. .

&
v^-^^/ surpassed distinctness,1 and appointing an intercolo-

nial committee of correspondence.2

1769. At this time Choiseul, who was incensed at the

public subscription in England in aid of the Corsicans,

was threatening the British minister/ that he would

requite the grievance by opening subscriptions in

France for the inhabitants of New York. The new
year brought a dissolution of the assembly of that

province, and, in the following elections, the govern-

ment party employed every art to create confusion.

It excused the violence of recent disputes ; conceal-

ing the extremes of difference between the British

parliament and the American people. It sought to

gratify the cravings of every interest. It evaded

conflicts with the merchants, connived at their im-

portations from Saint Eustatius and Holland, and sup-

ported their request for an increase of the papei

currency. It encouraged the tenantry in their wish

to vote not by word of mouth on the nomination of

their landlords, but as in New England, by ballot;

and in New-York city, for the old cry of " No Pres-

byterian," it raised that of u No Lawyer." 4 The De-

lanceys, who had long seemingly led the opposition

in the province, were secretly won over to the side

of authority. One of the Livingstons could no long-

er sit in the assembly, for a law made the offices of

judge and representative incompatible ; another was

held ineligible for the manor, because he resided in

the city. Add to this, that all parties still hoped

i Eliot to Hollis, 29 Jan. 1769. 3 Raumer's Beytrage, iv. 163:

Hutchinson to Jackson, Jan. 1769. Kapp's Kalb, 68.

2 Compare R. R. Livingston to R. 4 John Jay to R. R. Livingston,

Livingston, 12 Due. 1768. Jr , Jan. 1769.
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for an escape from strife by some Plan of Union; chap.

that Grafton, who was much connected with New- ^v—
York, was believed to be well disposed; that the j^'

population was not homogeneous in religion, lan-

guage, customs, or origin; that the Government and

the churchmen acted together ; that the city was a

corporation in which the mayor was appointed by
the king ; and the reasons appear why at the hotly 1

contested election, which was the last ever held in

New-York under the Crown, the coalition gained suc-

cess over John Morin Scott,2 and the ardent Sons of

Liberty.

In Massachusetts Bernard kept up the ferment.

He knew it to be a part of Lord Hillsborough's 3
sys-

tem that there never should be another election of

Councillors, and he 4 and Hutchinson 5
also, most se-

cretly 6 furnished lists of persons whose appointment

they advised. They both importuned the Ministry

to remove Temple,7 who would not conceal his opin-

ion,
8 that the affections of the colonists were wasting

away from the mother country, from the incapacity

and " avarice
" 9 of his associates. The wily Hutchin-

son opposed with all his influence the repeal of the

1 Moore to Hillsborough, 20 Jan. 5 Hutchinson to Richard Jackson,

1769. 28 January, 1769.
2 Daniel Colden to his brother, 6 See the whole of Bernard to

31 January, 17C9. Hillsborough, 26 January, 17G9.
3 vt

It is certainly a part of Lord 7 Bernard to Hillsborough, 21
Hillsborough's plan," &c, Hutchin- Feb. 1769. Hutchinson to the Duke
son to Israel Williams, 26 Jan. of Grafton.

1769; and compare Bernard to
8 Boston Gazette of 6 Feb. 1769

;

Hillsborough, 4 Feb. 1769, " This 723, 1 and 2. The notes to the
opinion is so sanguinely entertain- Letter from London are by Tem-
ed,

1
' &c. &c. pie.

4 Postscript, Supplement to No. 9 Temple to Grenville, 7 Novem-
4, Private; Bernard to Hillsbo- ber, 1768; in Grenville Papers, iv.

rough, 14 Feb. 1769. 396, and compare 460
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1769.

Jan.

Revenue Act ;
* recommended to remove the main

objection to Parliamentary authority, by the offer to

the colonists of such " a plan of representation " in

the British Parliament, as he knew they must reject

;

2

informed against the free constitutions of Massachu-

setts, Connecticut and Rhode Island as tending to pro-

duce another Congress

;

3 and advised and solicited and

importunately demanded such an extension of the

laws of Treason as would have rendered every consi-

derable man in Boston liable to its penalties. In let-

ters to a member of that Parliament,4 whose author-

ity he wished it made treasonable to deny,—written

for public purposes,5 and communicated to Grenville 6

himself, to Temple,7 and to others,—he declared that

" measures which he could not think of without pain

were necessary for the peace and good of the Colony."

" There must be," said he, " an abridgment of what

are called English Liberties."
8 He avowed his desire

to see some further restraint, lest otherwise the con-

nection with Great Britain should be broken; and

he consoled himself for his advice, by declaring it im-

possible for so distant a Colony to "enjoy all the lib-

1 Hutchinson to Richard Jack-

son, 24 Jan. 1769.
2 Hutchinson to Richard Jack-

son, 24 Jan. 1769, and to Gov. Pow-
nall, 29 Jan. 1769.

3 From the Draft by Hutchinson.
4 Thos. Hutchinson to T. Whate-

ly, 20 Jan. 1769.
5 Of a previous Letter Whately

writes, " I have not been wanting
to signify through proper chan-
nels,

11
&c. &c. Whately to Hutch-

inson, London, 11 Feb. 1769.
6 Compare for example, Whately

to Grenville, 3 Dec. 1769. "An-
other Correspondent, the same gen-

tleman, one of whose letters I

lately sent you," &c. &c. The gen-

tleman was Hutchinson. This con-

firms Almon's statement.
7 Almon's Biographical anecdotes

of Eminent Men; ii. 105. Biog. ot

Thomas Whately. "Mr. Whately
showed them to Mr. Grenville, who
showed them to Lord Temple, and
they were seen by other gentle-

men." This refers to the very let-

ter of Hutchinson above cited.

Almon is good authority for what
relates to Temple.

fc The Letters of Gov. Hutchinson
and Lieut Gov. Oliver 16 17.
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erty of the Parent State." He had put many sugges- chap.

tions on paper, but behind all he had further SS5
" thoughts, which he dared not trust to pen and ink." 1

j
7

a

G

n
9,

"Poison will continue to be instilled into the

minds of the people," wrote Hutchinson's brother-in-

law, Oliver,
2 " if there be no way found to take off

the original incendiaries." The Bedford Address for

shipping American traitors to England having come
to hand, a way was open for " taking them off

;
" and

Bernard and Oliver and Hutchinson, the three re-

lentless enemies to Colonial freedom, with the At-

torney-General, were very busy 3
in getting evidence

especially against Samuel Adams; and affidavits,

sworn to before Hutchinson,4 were sent to England, to

prove him fit to be transported under the Act of

Plenry the Eighth. Nor was he alone to be called to

account ; but Edes and Gill, also, " the trumpeters of

sedition," and through them " all the chiefs of the

Faction, all the authors of numberless treasonable

and seditious writings."
5 "A few individuals stigma-

tized," wrote one of Hutchinson's underlings, 6 " would

cause us to reform."

"I sometimes wish," said one of a neighboring

Colony, " that two thirds of the gentlemen of the law,

and as great a number of the printers, had been ship-

ped to some sandy spot on the African shore for at

least seven years." 7

From the Letter Book; where 4 Copies of the Affidavits in my
the person to whom the letter is possession,

addressed is not named. 5 Bernard to Hillsborough, 25
- Andrew Oliver to Thomas January, 1769.

Whately, Boston, 13 Feb. 1769 ; in
6 N. Rogers [connected with

Letters, &c., 30, 31. Hutchinson and Oliver], to W. S.
3 Bernard to Hillsborough, 24 Johnson, Jan. 1769.

January, 1709. 7 J Chew of New London, Conn.
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chap. While Hutchinson, eager to find "proceedings 1

5J2 amounting to treason," was taking depositions, so that

Jan'
"^e principal actors might be called to account,"

those whom he sought to arraign as traitors were

aware of his designs, publicly 2 reproached him for

his baseness in performing "the office of an infor-

mer " while he held the post of Chief Justice, and

avowed their opinions more boldly than ever. " Par-

liament will offer you a share in the representative

body," said the royalists ; and the suggestion was al-

ways indignantly spurned, since a true representation

was impossible.8 "Boston may be deprived of its

trade," thus they foreshadowed the policy adopted

five years later. " What then ? " it was asked. " Will

the decline of British credit be remedied by turn-

ing our sea-ports into villages ? " " Governor Ber-

nard has been spoken of with great respect ;

" re-

ported the official journal. " And so has Otis," re-

joined the Boston Gazette; "and has been com-

pared to the Pyms, the Hampdens, the Shippens of

Britain." "Bernard has had some very uncommon
• difficulties to contend with," said royalists in his ex-

cuse. " And Otis and his compatriots," retorted

Samuel Adams, " have doubtless had none ! no toils, no

self-denials, no threatenings, no tempting baits ! All

the virtue is on one side ; virtue was never known to

be separated from power or profit."
4 " We should

have been ruined by this time, had not the troops

arrived," 5 wrote one who was grasping at a lucrative

1 Hutchinson to Israel "Williams,
4 Samuel Adams under the sig«

26 Jan. 1769. nature of Shippen, in the Boston
2 Boston Gazette, 20 Feb. 1769, Gazette of 30 January, 1769 ; 722,

725, 3, 1. 2, 1, 2 and 3.
3 Compare A. Eliot to T. Hollis,

5 N. Rogers to W. S. Johnson,
29 Jan. 1769. 12 Jan. 1769.
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office. "Military power," repeated the people, "is chap.

the last resource of ignorant despotism." " The op- —,-L;

position to government is faction
;

" said the friends ja
6

n
9

;

to Government. " As well," answered Samuel Adams,

"might the general uneasiness that introduced the

revolution by William the Third, or that settled the

succession in the House of Hanover, be called a Fac-

tion." The patriot was in earnest. Since Great

Britain persisted in enforcing her Revenue Act, he

knew no remedy but American Independence.

Lord North, though he feared to strike, wished

to intimidate. He would not allow a Petition from

the Council of Massachusetts x
for the Repeal of

Townshend's Act to be referred with the other Ame-
rican papers ; nor would he receive a Petition which

denied that the Act of Henry the Eighth extended

to the Colonies ; and on the twenty-sixth of January

after a delay of many weeks, he asked the House of

Commons to agree with the Resolves and Address of

the House of Lords.2
"JSTo lawyer," said Dowdes-

well, " will justify them ; none but the House of

Lords who think only of their dignity, could have

originated them." " Suppose," said Edmund Burke,

" you do call over two or three of these unfortunate

men ; what will become of the rest ? Let me have the

heads of the principal leaders, exclaimed the Duke of

Alva ; these heads proved Hydra's heads.- Suppose a

man brought over for High Treason ; if his witnesses

do not appear, he cannot have a fair trial. God and

nature oppose you." Grenville spoke against the Ad-

1 Cavendish Debates, i. 185, &c. bates, i. 191 &c. Thomas Pownall
2 Parliamentary History, xvi. to S. Cooper, 30 Jan. 17G9. T.

485, &c. MS. Letters and Diary Whately to Hutchinson, 11 Feb.
of W. S. Johnson ; Cavendish De- 1769.
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chap, dress, and scoffed at the whole plan, as no more than
XXXIX—^ " angry words," and " the wisdom fools put on." Lord

jm North, in reply, assumed the responsibility of the mea-

sure ;
refused " ever to give up an iota of the author-

ity of Great Britain ;

" and promised good results in

America from the refusal to repeal the Revenue Act.

"It is not a question of one refractory Colony,"

cried Barre ; "the whole country is ripe for revolt.

Let us come to the point. Are the Americans pro-

per objects of taxation? I think they are not. I

solemnly declare, I think they will not submit to any

law imposed upon them for the purpose of revenue.

" On a former occasion, the noble Lord told us,

that he would listen to no proposition for repeal,

until he saw America prostrate at his feet. To ef-

fect this is not so easy as some imagine ; the Ameri-

cans are a numerous, a respectable, a hardy, a free

people. But were it ever so easy, does any friend to

his country really wish to see America thus humbled ?

In such a situation, she would serve only as a monu-

ment of your vengeance and your folly. For my
part, the America I wish to see, is America increasing

and prosperous, raising her head in graceful dignity,

with freedom aud firmness asserting her rights at

your bar, vindicating her liberties, pleading her ser-

vices and conscious of her merit. This is the Ame-

rica that will' have spirit to fight your battles, to sus-

tain you when hard pushed by some prevailing foe,

and by her industry will be able to consume your

manufactures, support your trade, and pour wealth

and splendor into your towns and cities. If we do

not change our conduct towards her, America will be

torn from our side. I repeat it ; unless you repeal

this law, you run the risk of losing America."
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His reasoning was just ; his language flowing and chap.

forcible ; Ms voice and action animated ; warmed by <—

^

the nobleness of his subject, he charmed all that jm
'

heard him; yet the Resolutions were adopted in

committee by nearly three votes to one ; and the Ad-

dress was carried by a decided majority.1

This adoption of a vengeful and impracticable pol-

icy renewed the wakefulness of France. " An attempt

to seize the defenders of American Liberties," said

its ambassador to Choiseul, "would precipitate the

revolution. How great will be the indignation of the

Americans, when they learn that Britain, without

receiving their representations, without hearing their

agents, treats them as slaves, and condemns them as

rebels. They never will recognise the right claimed

by Parliament ; even if they bear with it, their

hearts will breathe nothing but independence, and will

own no other country than the wilderness which

their industry has fertilized. Henceforward, the Colo-

nies are divided from the Metropolis in interests and

in principles ; and the bonds of their dependence will

be severed on the first opportunity. Spain and France

should adopt towards them general principles, en-

tirely different from those which have been practised

till now ; and, even at the risk of transient incon-

veniences, should depart from the ancient prohibitory

laws of commerce. The two courts must consider

whether it is for their interest to second the revolu-

tion which menaces England, at the risk of the con-

sequences which may a little later result from it for

1 W. S. Johnson to Governor Pit- S. Johnson, for Friday 27 Jan.
kin, 9 Feb. 1769. Diary of W. 1769.
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chap, the totality of the New World; and whether the

^-v~' weakening of a common enemy can compensate the

jan>
* risk of such an example to their own Colonies.

"If this question is answered in the affirmative,

no precautions must be omitted, to profit by the

favorable circumstances, which imprudence alone

could have created, and which human wisdom could

hardly have foreseen. The inflammatory remedies

applied by the Parliament of England, the spirit of

revolt, and still more the spirit of contempt shown by

a factious people for a vacillating and humiliated Ad-

ministration, the disunion and indecision which reign

in the British cabinet, the acknowledged weakness

and instability of the principles of the King's govern

ment, all presage coming calamities to England ; the

only man whose genius might still be feared, is re-

moved from affairs, and enfeebled by gout ; and his

state of mind is a problem. The others whom birth,

credit, wealth or eloquence, may destine to high

places, are known to us, and not one of them appears

likely to become a formidable enemy." *

Feb. This letter from Du Chatelet to Choiseul, was

inspired neither by the Courtiers, nor the Parlia-

ments, nor the Aristocracy, nor even by the Bur-

gesses of France ; it was the philosophy of the Eigh-

teenth Century, the ripened wisdom of the ages from

Descartes to Turgot, uttering its oracles and its coun-

sels in the palaces of absolute monarchs. It excit-

ed the most attentive curiosity of Louis the Fifteenth

and of every one of his council. An extract of it

1 Du Chatelet to Choiseul, London, 28 January, 1769.
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was sent to Madrid, to ascertain the sentiments and chap

intentions of the Catholic King ; the Minister of the J^i£

marine and the Minister of finance were directed to y^"

consult the Chambers of Commerce of the Kingdom

;

while Choisenl, aware of the novelty of a system

founded on the principle of a free trade, looked about

him on every side for prevailing arguments and mo-

tives against hereditary prepossessions.1

While the proposals were under consideration,

the state of America was again the theme of con-

versation in the House of Commons

;

2 where once

more on the eighth of February, strenuous efforts

were made to prove the illegality and cruelty of

fetching Americans across the Atlantic for trial.

" They may save themselves," said Rose Fuller, " by
going still further, and bringing the question to the

point of arms."—" You have no right to tax the Col-

onies," repeated Beckford ;
" the system has not pro-

duced a single shilling to the exchequer ; the money
is all eaten up by the officers who collect it."

—
" Your

measures," cried Phipps after an admirable statement,

" are more calculated to raise than to quell a rebellion.

It is our duty to stand between the victim and the -

altar."
—

" The statute of the thirty-fifth year of Henry

the Eighth," observed Frederic Montagu, " was passed

in the worst times of the worst reign, when the taste

of blood had inflamed the savage disposition of Hen-

ry." " The Act," declared Sir William Meredith, " does

not extend to America ; and were I an American I

Choiseul to Du Chatelet, 6 Feb. W. S. Johnson to Gov. Pitkin, 9

1769. Feb. 17G9.
2 Cavendish Debates, i. 207, &c.

vol. vi.— 17
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chap, would not submit to it." On the other side little was
XXXIX—4— urged, except that concession would endanger the Act

Feb ; of Navigation ; and the British Parliament after long

deliberation, by a great majority, refusing to consider

the redress of American grievances, requested the

i King to make inquisition at Boston for Treason, and

to bring over the accused for trial before a Special

Commission, away from their country, their relations,

friends, and witnesses. It was hoped to make Bos-

ton tremble, and terrify the zealous Americans with

the apprehension of being arraigned in Westminster

Hall and hanged at Tyburn.

The press also gave to the world an elaborate

reply 1 to the Farmer's Letters, for which the Board

of Trade furnished the materials,
2 and Grenville him-

self wrote the constitutional argument.3 " I am tempt-

ed," confessed Knox, the champion of the Ministry,

" to deny that there is any such thing as Representa-

tion at all in the British Constitution ; until this no-

tion of Representation is overthrown, it will be very

difficult to convince, either the Colonies or the people

of England, that wrong is not done the Colonies." 4

The question of British and of American Liberty was

identical. The zeal against America was ready to

sacrifice the principle of Representative Government

in England ; where the love of order began to find

apologists for " absolute Government." 5

1 The Controversy between Great official State Papers, Appendix to

Britain and her Colonies reviewed, Part ii. page 15.

&c. &c, 1769. * Knox in Grenville Papers, iv
2

I. Mauduit to Hutchinson, 10 33C, 337.

Feb. 1769.
5 Whately to Grenville, 25 March,

3 Grenville wrote from page 67 1769; in Grenville Papers, iv. 417

to page 86 inclusive. Knox's extra
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AYhile England was enforcing its restrictive com- chap.
. XXXIX

mercial system with the most jealous vigilance,
1 Du ~-^-"

Chatelet continued his intercession with Choiseul, to Feba
*

employ Free Trade as the great liberator of Colonies.

" The question,
1
' he pleaded, " cannot be submitted to

the decision of the Chambers of Commerce. We
know their principles. They regard every thing in

colonial commerce which does not turn exclusively to

the benefit of the Kingdom, as contrary to the end for

which Colonies were established, and as a theft from

the State. To practise on these maxims is impos-

sible. The wants of trade are stronger than the laws

of trade. The North of America can alone furnish

supplies to its South. This is the only point of view

under which the cession of Canada can be regarded

as a loss for France ; but that cession will one day

be amply compensated for, if it shall cause the rebel-

lion and independence of the English Colonies, which

become every day more probable and more near." 2

At the same time the Parisian world was alive with

enthusiasm for the Americans, and with admiration

for their illustrious advocates.8

But Spain had been the parent of the protective

system, and remained the steadfast supporter of that

restrictive policy, by which, in the midst of every re-

source of wealth, she had been impoverished. From
the first proposal of throwing colonial commerce

open, she feared the contraband exportation of

gold and silver. " Besides
;

" thus Grimaldi, the

1 T. Bradshaw to R. Sutton, Esq. 2 Du Chatelet to Choiseul, 17
25 Feb. 1769 ; Treasury Letter February, 1769.

Book, xxiv. 106. 3 Extract of a Letter from Lon-
don, of 5 April, 1769
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chap. Spanish Minister, gave his definitive answer; "the

*—J~ position and strength of the countries occupied by

Fe£ the Americans, excite a just alarm for the rich Span-

ish possessions on their borders. They have already

introduced their grain and rice into our Colonies by
a commerce of interlopers. If this introduction

should be legalized and extended to other objects of

commerce, it would effectually increase the power

and prosperity of a neighbor, already too formidable.

Moreover ; it is probable, that if this neighbor should

separate from its metropolis, it would assume the re-

publican form of Government ; and a republic is a

government dangerous from the wisdom, the consis-

tency, and the solidity of the measures which it would

adopt for executing such projects of conquests as it

would naturally form."

*

The opinion of Spain was deliberately pronounc-

ed and sternly adhered to. She divided the con-

tinent of North America with England, and loved

to see " her enemy " embarrassed by war with its Colo-

nies ; but while she feared England much, she at that

early day feared America more ; she preferred as a

neighbor a dependent Colony to an independent Ke-

public ; and Spain was later than Great Britain itself

to confess our national existence.

1 D'Ossun to Choiseul, Madrid, inal is in the series marked Espagne,

20 Feb. 1769. A copy of this let- T. 556. Compare Choiseul to Du
ter iy in the French Archives, An- Chatelet, 14 March, 1769.

gleterre, T. 485, p. 473. The orig-
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CHAPTER XL.

virginia comes to the aid of massachusetts.—hillsbo-
rough's administration of the colonies continued.

Makch—May, 1769.

The decision of the King of Spain had been chap.

hastened by tidings of the rebellion in New Orleans, ^—

<

which engaged the most earnest attention of his March

Council.
1 The Cabinet, with but one dissentient,

agreed that Louisiana must be retained, as a granary

for Havana and Port Rico, a precaution against the

contraband trade of France, and a barrier to keep off

English encroachments by the indisputable line of a

great river.

" Still more," said the Duke of Alba, " the world

and especially America must see that the King can and

will crush even an intention of disrespect." " If France

should recover Louisiana," said Masones de Lima, " she

would annex it to the English Colonies, or would es-

tablish its independence." 2 " A republic in Louisiana,"

such was D'Aranda's carefully prepared opinion,

"would be independent of the European powers, who
would all cultivate her friendship and support her ex-

1 Grimaldi to Fuentes in Ga- 2 Gayarre's Louisiana, iii. 248,
yarre. 249
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chap, istence. She would increase her population, enlarge

—A- her limits, and grow into a rich, nourishing and free

Marcii State, contrasting with our exhausted Provinces. From
the example before them, the inhabitants of our vast

Mexican domain would he led to consider their total

want of commerce, the extortions of their Governors,

the little esteem in which they themselves are held,

the few offices which they are permitted to fill ; they

would hate still more the Spanish rule, and would

think to brave it with security. If by improving the

government of the Mexican Provinces and the con-

dition of their inhabitants, we should avoid the fatal

revolution, Louisiana would still trade with the har-

bors on our coast, and also by land with Texas and

"New Mexico, and through them with Old Mexico.

Between Louisiana and Mexico, there are no estab-

lished limits ; the rebels, if they remain as they are,

will have a pretext for claiming an arbitrary exten-

sion of territory." 1 He therefore advised to reduce

the colony, but to keep New Orleans in such insignifi-

cance as to tempt no attack.

The King accepted the decision of his Cabinet

;

adding his fear lest the example of Louisiana should

influence the colonies " of other powers," in which he

already discerned the rising " spirit of sedition and

independence." 2 A different train of reasoning en-

gaged the Cabinet of France.

" Here," said one of its advisers, " is the happy

opportunity of dividing the British Empire, by pla-

cing before its Colonies the interesting spectacle of two

potentates who pardon, who protect, and who deign

1 Gayarro's Louisiana, iii. 255,
2 Gayarre's Hist, de la Louisiana,

256. ii. 266.
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in concert to utter the powerful word of liberty, chap.

War between France and England would bind these J^_
countries more firmly to their metropolis. The ex- ^J™^
ample of happiness will allure them to the indepen-

dence towards which they tend. By leading them

to confide in France and Spain, they will dare more

nd dare sooner. Nothing can better persuade to

this confidence than to establish liberty in Louisiana,1

and to open the port of New Orleans to men of all

nations and all religions.
2

"The passion for extended dominion must not

hide from Spain, that a discontented and ill guarded

Colony cannot arrest the march of the English, and

will prove an unprofitable expense. Were we to take

back Louisiana, our best efforts could effect less than

the charm of liberty. Without the magic of liberty,

the territory will never become more than a sim-

ple line of demarkation. Severity would throw it

into despair and into the arms of the English. To
give voluntarily what the British Parliament haugh-

tily refuses, to assimilate New Orleans in its form

to the freest of the British Colonies, to adopt for

it from each of them whatever is the dearest to

them, to do more, to enfranchise it and maintain in-

variably privileges capable of intoxicating the Eng-

lish and the Americans, this is to arm their America

against themselves, by risking no more than what

would otherwise be neglected." Every Frenchman

had in his heart an excuse for the insurgents, and

Was ready to applaud their delirium of nationality and

1 Idee sur Imposition trouvee Q "La NouveUe Orleans seroit

par les Espagnols a la Louisiane. onverte a toutes les Nations, et a
Archives Franc aises, Angleterre. toutes les religions."
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f hap. courage. Choiseul allowed their deputies to live at

--^~ Paris, and to publish their griefs ; and he cornmu-

Marcit nicated to the Ambassador in England the project of

the republic on the banks of the Mississippi.
1

The idea and the reasoning in its support pleased

Du Chatelet infinitely. " Spain," said he, " can never

derive benefit from Louisiana. She neither will nor

can take effective measures for its colonization and

culture. She has not inhabitants enough to furnish emi-

grants, and the religious and political principles of her

.Government will always keep away foreigners and

even Frenchmen. Under Spanish dominion, the vast

extent of territory ceded by France to Spain on the

banks of the Mississippi will soon become a desert.

"The expense of Colonies is requited only by

commerce ; and the commerce of Louisiana, under the

rigor of the Spanish prohibitive laws, will every day

become more and more a nullity. Spain then will

make an excellent bargain, if she accords Liberty to

the inhabitants of Louisiana, and permits them to form

themselves into a republic. Nothing can so surely

keep them from falling under English rule, as making

them cherish the protection of Spain and the sweet-

ness of independence.

" The example of a free and happy nation, under

the guardianship of two powerful monarchs, without

restraint on its commerce, without any taxes but

those which the wants of the State and of the com-

mon defence would require, without any dependence

on Europe but for necessary protection, would be a

1 Choiseul to Du Chatelec, 14 March, 1769.
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CHAP.
XL.

tempting spectacle for the English Colonies ; and ex-

hibited at their very gates, will hasten the epoch

of their revolution." x ^
But while the statesmen of France were pleasing

themselves with the thought of founding at ISTew Or-

leans a commercial republic like Venice or Amster-

dam, as a place of refuge for the discontented of

every creed and tongue, Spain took counsel only of

her pride. " The world must see that I," said the

Catholic King, " unaided, can crush the audacity of

sedition."
2 Aware of the wishes of the French Min-

isters, he concealed his purpose by making no mili-

tary preparations at Cadiz, and dispatched Alex-

ander O'Reilly in all haste for Cuba, with orders to

extirpate the sentiment of independence at New Or-

leans.

England had proved herself superior in war

not to Spain only, but to the combined power of

Spain and France. Her navy was the best in the

world ; her army respectable. Could not she, in her

turn, crush the insolent town of Boston, suppress its

free schools, shut up its Town Hall, sequester its liber-

ties, drag its patriots to the gallows, and for the life,

restless enterprise, fervid charities and liberal spirit of

that moral and industrious town, substitute the quiet

monotony of obsequious obedience? England could

not do what a feebler despotism might undertake

without misgivings. She stood self-restrained. A part

o^ the Ministry wished the Charter of Massachusetts

1 Du Chatelet to Choisenl, 17 2 Grimaldi to Fuentes, 1769 ; Ga-
March, 17G9. " Idee sur Topposi- yarre, ii. 267.

tion trouvee par les Espagnols a la

I.ouisiane.
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chap, abrogated ; and the lawyers declared that nothing had
—^ been done to forfeit it. They clamored for judicial

March victims ; and the lawyers said Treason had not been
committed. They thought to proceed by the hand
of power ; and were restrained by the necessity of de-

bates in Parliament. Feeble and fluctuating as was

the Opposition in numbers, it uttered the language of

the British Constitution and the sentiment of the Brit-

ish people, when it spoke for freedom ; and it divided

the Ministry, when it counselled moderation. Eng-

land was a land of liberty and law, and the question

between her and her Colonies must be argued at the

bar of reason. Spain could send an army and a spe-

cial tribunal to sequester estates and execute patriots.

England must arraign its accused before a jury ; and

the very necessity of hunting through the Statute

Books for an old Enactment of Henry the Eighth,

while it presented a measure too absurd, as well as

too tyrannical to be carried into effect, showed the

supremacy of law of which the petulant Ministry

must respect the bounds.

The patriots of Boston never wavered in their

confidence, that they should recover their rights with

the consent of England, or obtain independence.

" The resolves " of Parliament fell upon them like so

many thunderbolts; but they stood unmoved.

" These Oliverians," said a royalist, " begin to think

themselves Corsicans, and will resist unto blood." 1

John Adams,2 though anxious for advancement in his

profession, scorned the service of the King; and his

associates at the bar rendered " themselves unfit for

1 Dr. Johnson of Connecticut to
2 Compare John Adams's Auto*

his son, 7 March, 1769. biography, Works, ii.
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the favor of Government," by " abetting " " the popu-

lar party." l The people of the near town of Lexing-

ton, at their annual meeting, came into a resolution to ^arcj,

drink no more tea, till the unconstitutional Revenue

Act should be repealed.2 On the anniversary of the

repeal of the Stamp Act, Samuel Adams held up to

public view the grievances inflicted on Americans, by
combining the power of taxation with a commercial

monopoly, and enforcing them both by fleets, armies,

commissioners, guarda-costas, judges of the Admiral-

ty, and a host of petty officers whose insolence and

rapacity were become intolerable. He pointed out,

on the one hand, the weakness of Great Britain, aris-

ing from its corruption, its debt, its intestine divi-

sions, its scarcity of food, its want of alliances ; and, on

the other, the state of the American Colonies, their va-

rious climates, soils, produce, rapid increase of popula-

tion, and the virtue of their inhabitants, and he pub-

licly expressed his conviction that the conduct of Old

England was "permitted and ordained by the un-

searchable wisdom of the Almighty for hastening"

American Independence.8

The intrepid Calvinist knew the end at which he

aimed ; but the British Ministry had no system.

" We have but one word, that is, our sovereignty,"

wrote Thomas Pownall, describing the opinion of all

parties
;

4 " and it is like some word to a madman,
which whenever mentioned throws him into his rav-

1 Bernard to Hillsborough, 5 Bernard to Hillsborough, 27 March,
March, 1769. 1769. Compare W. S. Johnson to

3 Boston Gazette, 27 March, Dr. Benjamin Gale, 10 April, 1769.
1769. 4 T. Pownall to Cooper, 22

3 Providence Gazette, 18 March

;

March, 1769.
Boston Gazette, 27 March, 1769.
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chap, ings and brings on a paroxysm." The Representation,

-A— therefore, of New-York, though carefully written,

March was re
j
ec^e(i by "the House of Commons, because it

questioned the right of Parliament to tax America.

But this sovereignty being asserted, the Ministry,

terrified by the recovery of Chatham which alarmed

Camden and Grafton, and by the complaints of the

merchants at the diminution of exports, were content

with the Parliamentary sanction of their measures,

wished the controversy with the Colonies well over,

and sought to lull them into acquiescence. The plan for

altering the Charter of Massachusetts on which Hills-

borough had been definitively resolved,1 was for the

present, laid aside ; discretionary orders were trans-

mitted to Gage to "send back to Halifax the two

regiments, which were brought from that station,

and to restore the regular rotation by sending two

other regiments to Ireland." 2 Bernard was given up

and recalled with a promise to the London merchants

that he should not be employed in the Colonies

again ; and the government of Massachusetts was to

be confided to Hutchinson, a town-born citizen of

Boston. New-York was to be secured by a confir-

mation of its jurisdiction over Vermont, and the per-

mission to issue paper-money ; and Virginia, by a

more extended boundary at the West.

At the same time England professed to seek a good

understanding with France. But Choiseul remem-

bered too well the incidents of the last Seven Years'

War. "Hatred and jealousy," thus he instructed

the French Ambassador, "inspire the English with

1 Hutchinson to J. Williams of
2 Hillsborough to Gage, 24 March.

Hatfield, 29 January, 1769. 1709.
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the desire to weaken and humiliate the power of chap.

France, of which they are the most impassioned s-Sl,

rivals and the most implacable enemies. Recall, Sir, ^^h
the events of 1755.- At the time when the Court of

London professed sentiments of the utmost modera-

tion, and negotiated with us to conciliate amicably

our differences about Acadia, it had shamelessly and

without a declaration of war, sent out a squadron

with orders to attack the ships which we were send-

ing to America under the guaranty of treaties, and

under the safeguard of natural right and of public

faith. This odious epoch can be renewed; and the

English Ministry has given proofs of ability in the

art of masking under the professed love of peace

a settled purpose of making war." r

He witnessed, also, the avowed and persevering April,

effort of England, to counterbalance the influence of

France by a Northern Alliance. To the British

Secretary of State, Du Chatelet endeavored to con-

vey an adequate idea of the policy of Russia ; but it

was Rochford's fixed desire that the Empress should

derive advantage from the war against the Turks,

should be able to dispose of the whole North by
main strength, or by predominant influence, and

should then sanction an alliance with the Court of

London.
" The English Secretary of State is in the wrong,"

answered Choiseul ;
" he does not look at these ob-

jects from the higher point of view, which should en-

gage the attention of a great Minister. Nothing can

be more dangerous for the happiness and repose of hu-

Choiseul to Du Chatelet, 14 March, 1769.
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chap, inanity, nor more to be feared for the principal pow-

—A- ers of Enrope than the success of the arms and the

ApriJ j

ambitious projects of Russia. Far from seeking, on

such a supposition, the alliance and the friendship of

the Empress, it would become their most essential

interest to unite to diminish her strength and destroy

her preponderance. If the balance of power, that

unmeaning word, invented by William the Third, on

becoming King of England, to raise all Europe

against France, could have a just application, and if

this pretended balance of power could be annihilated,

it would be by the prodigious increase of the mate-

rial and moral strength of Russia. She is now labor-

ing to enslave the North ; and she will next encroach

on the liberty of the South ; unless an effective check

is seasonably put to her inordinate j>assion of despot-

ism.

"Instead of contributing to the aggrandizementO DO
of Russia, the principal courts ought jointly to re-

strain her ambition and her cupidity, which may
in some respects realize the chimerical idea, once

attributed to France, of aiming at universal Monar-

chy." *

Thus the rivalry of England and France met at

every point
;
yet how changed were their relations

!

The Cabinet of France desired to loosen the bonds

that shackled trade ; that of England to hold them

close. France aspired to protect the liberties of

Europe against danger from the Russian Mon-

archy ; England encouraged Russia in her conquests,

and invited her to become the arbiter for Europe and

the world. France desired the independence of all

1 Choiseul to Du Ohatelet, 16 April, 1769.
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colonial possessions ; England to retain her own in cm\r.
-1p.

XL
more complete dependence than before. Both de

sired and both needed peace ; but Choisenl regarded April

the British proffers of confidence as an unmeaning

jargon, and fearing a rapture at any moment, when
it should assist to change a Ministry or secure a ma-

jority, he told the English plainly, " that the King of

France and his Ministry applied themselves unremit-

tingly to maintain peace, but never lost out of sight,

that to preserve peace it was necessary to be in a

condition to sustain a war." 1 England and France

grew more and more distrustful of one another ; and

while the latter was yielding to the liberal ideas to

which free inquiry had given circulation, England

more and more forgot that her greatness sprung from

her liberty.

The publication of some of the American letters,

which had been laid before Parliament and copied

for Beckford,2 unmasked Bernard's duplicity. The
town of Boston repelled the allegation, that they

were held to their allegiance only by the " band of

terror and force of arms." In their representation to

the King, which Barre himself presented, they en-

treated the removal of the troops, a communication

of the charges against them, and an opportunity to

defend themselves, for justice and law forbade that

they should be condemned unheard.

The Council, too, without delay, calmly and unan-

imously vindicated the Province and themselves.

They proved their own undeviating respect for

law; they set in a strong light Bernard's unmanly

! Hutchinson to Mauduit, 16
April, 1769. April, 1769.
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chap duplicity and petty malice ; his disposition to over-

—A- reach; his notoriously false assertions: his retailing
1 TO ' O

April.
°f anecdotes both trifling and untrue; his attempts

to obtain by Act of Parliament exorbitant and un-

controllable power ; and his perpetual conspiracy for

" the destruction of their constitution."

*

While the people of Massachusetts were filled

with grief and indignation at the combination against

their Charter, which was dearer to them than fortune

and life, they and all the Colonies one after another

matured their agreements for passive resistance to

Parliamentary taxation.

On Monday, the tenth of April, the General As-

sembly of New-York, at the motion of Philip Livings-

ton, thanked the merchants of the city and Colony,

for suspending trade with Great Britain.
2 The same

intrepid leader of the patriot party, would next have

renewed the resolves, which had occasioned the disso-

lution of the last Assembly ; but he was himself oust-

ed from the present one, because he did not reside

within the manor for which he had been returned.

Yet amidst the conflict of factions, the system of non-

importation was rigorously carried out. The mer-

chants of Philadelphia, now unanimously adopted

the agreement, which a few months before they had

declined.

The movement spread steadily towards the South.

At Mount Vernon, Washington tempered yet cheered

and animated those around him. "Our lordly

masters in Great Britain," said he, " will be satisfied

1 Council to Hillsborough, 15 bly of New-York, 21, 22. Hills

April, 1769. Bowdoin to Hillsbo- borough to Moore, 15 July, 1769.

rough, same date. Board of Trade's Representation to
8 Journals of the General Assem- the King on the Resolves.
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with nothing less than the deprivation of American chap.

freedom. Something should be done to maintain the —

^

.liberty which we have derived from onr ancestors. A
'

pri^

No man should hesitate a moment, to use arms in de-

fence of so valuable a blessing. Yet arms should be

the last resource. We have already proved the inef-

ficacy of addresses to the throne and remonstrances

to Parliament. How far their attention to our rights

and privileges is to be awakened or alarmed by
starving their trade and manufactures, remains to be

tried."
1 And counselling with George Mason, his

bosom friend, he prepared a scheme to be offered at

the coming session of the Virginia House of Burgesses.

While the British Ministry was palsied by indeci-

sion, Thomas Pownall, the predecessor of Bernard

as Governor of Massachusetts, stepped forward in

the House of Commons to propose that repeal,

by which harmony could be restored. "So fa-

vorable an opportunity will never recur," said he

with perfect truth. " The Colonies are combining

against our trade and manufactures; new provo-

cations will be given; British honor will be more

deeply engaged. Let Parliament then at once, in

advance of new difficulties, repeal the Act, end the

controversy, and give peace to the two countries."

Trecothick seconded the motion, dwelling on commer-

cial reasons, and recounting the various steps in

America to prevent the consumption of British manu-

factures, and to promote their own. " We will not

consent," replied Lord North, " to go into the ques-

tion, on account of the combinations in America. To
do so would be to furnish a fresh instance of haste,

1 Washington to George Mason, 5 April, 1769 ; Writings, ii. 351.

VOL. VI.— 18
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chap, impatience, levity, and fickleness. I see nothing un
^-^w commercial, in making the Americans pay a duty

™?L upon tea."

No one would defend the Act, yet few urged its

repeal. The Kockingham party were willing that it

should remain as a source of embarrassment to the

Ministers. Conway next proposed as a middle

course, to agree to take it into consideration the next-

session. " I approve the middle course," said Beck-

ford. " I was the first man who said you ought not

tax America for the purpose of revenue. The duty

upon tea, with a great army to collect it, has pro-

duced in the Southern part of America, only two hun-

dred and ninety-four pounds, fourteen shillings; in

the Northern part it has produced nothing." " For the

sake of a paltry revenue," cried Lord Beauchamp,
" we lose the affection of two millions of people." " We
have trusted to terror too long," observed Jackson.

" Washing my hands of the charge of severity," said

Lord North, " I will not vote for holding out hopes,

that may not be realized." " If you are ready to re-

peal this Act," retorted Grenville, in answer to Lord

North, " why keep it in force for a single hour ? You
ought not to do so, from anger or ill-humor. Why
dally and delay in a business of such infinite impor-

tance ? Why pretend that it is too late in the ses-

sion, that this is not the time, when the difficulty is

every day increasing \ If the Act is wrong, or you

cannot maintain it, give it up like men. If you do

not mean to bind the Colonies by your laws in cases

of taxation, tell the Americans so fairly, and concili-

ate their affections."

Lord North put an end to the conversation, by

moving the previous question for the order of the
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day.1
" The British Administration will come to no chap

decision," such was Du Chatelet's report to Choiseul. J^
"They will push time by the shoulder, till the Ame- ™

r -j

ricans consolidate their union, and form a general

plan of resistance."
2

The question turned on the reality of the princi-

ple of representation. America was not alone in

asserting representative liberty; the principle was

at the same time violated in England. The free-

holders of Middlesex elected "Wilkes to represent

their shire in Parliament. The King wished him ex-

pelled ; and the House of Commons expelled him.

The people rallied to his support ; the City of London

made him one of its magistrates ; by the unanimous

vote of Middlesex he was again returned. The

House of Commons voted the return to be null

and void. The public mind was profoundly agitated

;

men united as
u Supporters of the Bill of Bights," to

pay the debts of Wilkes and his election expenses.

A third time he was returned and unanimously ; for

his intended competitor proved too much of a craven

to appear. Once more his election was voted to be

null. At a fourth trial he was opposed by Luttrell,

but polled nearly three fourths of all the votes. The

House of Commons, this time, treated him as a person

incapacitated to be a candidate, and received Luttrell

in his stead. Their disfranchisement of Wilkes had

no authority in law, and violated the vital principle

of representative Government ; by admitting Luttrell,

they sequestered and usurped the elective franchise

of Middlesex ; and Wilkes, who, if he had been left

1 W. S. Johnson to Governor 2 Du Chatelet to Choiseul, 21

Trumbull, 26 April, 1769. April, 1769.
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chap, to himself, would have fallen into ^significance, be*
XT^w came the most conspicuous man in England. This

Aprii.
subserviency of the body, once esteemed the most

august assembly in Europe, exhibited it to the world

as a collection of pensioners and office-holders, and

the property of the Minister.
1 Yet the Administra-

tion, with Parliament as its obedient instrument, heard

with alarm how widely the American plan of passive

resistance was extending. Besides: Chatham might

reappear ; and those Ministers who had been of his

selection, stood in constant dread of his rebuke. Graf-

ton and Camden, therefore, silent in the House of

Lords, insisted in Council, that some attempt should

be made to conciliate the Colonies.

May. Accordingly on the first day of May, just on the

eve of the prorogation of Parliament, the Cabinet

discussed the policy which it should definitively

adopt.

All agreed that the duties on the British manu-

factures of glass, paper, and painters' colors, were con-

trary to the true principles of commerce, and should

be repealed ; there remained of Charles Townshend's

Revenue Act nothing but the duty on tea ; and this,

evaded by smuggling or by abstinence from its use,

yielded in all America not fifteen hundred dollars, not

three hundred pounds a year. "Why should such a

duty be retained, at the cost of the affections of thir-

teen Provinces and two millions of people ? Grafton

spoke first and earnestly for its repeal; Camden
seconded him with equal vigor. Granby and Con-

way gave their voice and their vote on the same side,

1 W. S. Johnson to Robert Temple, ii. 69.
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and Sir Edward Hawke, whom illness detained from chap.

the meeting, was of their opinion. Had not Grafton —,

—

and Camden consented to remove Sherburne, the mea- M *

sure would have been carried, and American indepen-

dence indefinitely postponed. But Rochford, the

new Secretary, with Grower and Weymouth adhered

to Hillsborough. The fearful responsibility of de-

ciding fell to Lord North. Of a merciful disposition

and of rare intelligence, he was known to be at

heart for the repeal of the tax on tea.
1 He wished,

and at that time intended, to extend the proposal to

the repeal of the other duties,
2 and he never

surrendered himself to the party of the Bedfords.

But it was the King's fixed rule, never to redress

a grievance, unless the prayer for it was made in

the spirit of obedience; and then and for years

after, he held that " there must always be one tax to

keep up the right."
3 He was so much dissatisfied

with Grafton's vote on this occasion, that " from that

time he was more forward to dictate his will to the

Duke, than to inquire first the Duke's opinion on any

measure ;

"

4 and " Lord Camden also sank much in

the royal estimation." 5 The most questionable acts

of Lord North's public career, proceeded from " an

amiable weakness, which followed him through life,
6

the want of power to resist the influence of those he

loved." It was the King, who swayed Lord North,

1 Franklin's Letters of 18 March, 4 Grafton's Autobiography, in.

1770, and 8 June, 1770 ; in Frank- 34.

lin's Writings, vii. 467, 475.
5 Grafton's Autobiography, iii.

9 Lord North in Cavendish De- 34.

bates, i. 485. 6 Lady Charlotte Lindsay to Lord
3 King to Lord Forth, communi- Brougham, 8 February, 1839.

cated to me by Lady Charlotte

Liodsay
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chap a junior Lord of the Treasury, contrary, as he himself

^-w with the utmost solemnity declared, to his most ear-

May" nest wish, and his intention at that very time,1 to

give his deciding vote in the Cabinet against the re-

peal, which the Duke of Grafton, the head of his

Board, had proposed and advocated.2

Now, indeed, the die was cast. Neither the Bed-

ford party, nor the King meant to give up the right

to tax ; and they clung to the duty on tea, as an evi-

dence of their lordly superiority. " We can grant no-

thing to the Americans," said Hillsborough," " except

what they may ask with a halter round their necks." 8

" They are a race of convicts," said the famous mora-

list, the pensioned Samuel Johnson, "and ought to

be thankful for any thing we allow them short of

hanging." 4 A Circular letter was sent forthwith to all

the Colonies, promising on the part of the Ministry

to lay no more taxes on America for revenue, and

to repeal those on paper, glass, and colors. Camden
found fault with the paper as not couched in terms

so conciliatory as those in the minute of the Cabinet.

The complaint was pitiful, for the substance of the

decision had been truly given. More honied words

would have been useless hypocrisy. Camden should

have blamed himself. When he acquiesced in the

removal of Shelburne, he gave his assent to his own
humiliation.

1 Lord North, Cavendish Debates, of Lords, 5 March, 1776 ; in Force
i.485. vi. 312.

2 Besides the Autobiography of 3 Du Ohatelet to Choiseul, 12
the Duke of Grafton, compare May, 1769.

the speeches of the Duke of Graf- 4 Boswell's Life of Johnson, 435.
ton and of Weymouth in the House
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The day on which Parliament was prorogued, chap

saw the Legislature of Virginia assembled at Wil- *—-A-

liamsburgh. Great men were there; some who were May>
'

among the greatest; Washington, Patrick Henry,

and for the first time, Jefferson. Botetourt, the only

Governor who had appeared in Virginia within

memory, proceeded to open the session, drawn
in a state coach by six white horses; he was in

perfect harmony with the Council; the House of

Burgesses voted him a most dutiful address ; two and

fifty guests were entertained at his table on the first

day, and as many more on the second.1 He took

care also to make " a judicious use " of the permission

which he had received to negotiate an extended

boundary with the Cherokees.

The strife in America had begun on a demand by
the Custom House officers for Writs of Assistance.

Connecticut had refused them; 2 the Governor and

Council, who constituted the highest court in Vir-

ginia, heard arguments on their legality, and he

concurred with the Council that they were il-

legal.
3

Between Botetourt and the Legislature all was

courtesy. But the Assembly did not forget its duty

;

and taking into consideration the Resolutions and Ad-

dress which Hillsborough and Bedford had proposed,

and which both Houses of Parliament had voted by

large majorities, on the sixteenth of May, it devised a

measure which became the example for the continent.

' Botetourt to Hillsborough, 10 s Botetourt to Secretary of State,

May, 1769. 16 May, 1769.
2 Boger Sherman to Dr. W. S.

Johnson, 25 June, 1768.
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chap. Meeting the declaration of Parliament by a direct

J-^~ negative of its own, it claimed the sole right of im«

jjfy" Posmg taxes on the inhabitants of Virginia. With
equal unanimity, it asserted the lawfulness and expe-

diency of procuring a concert of the Colonies in care

for the violated rights of America. It laid bare the

flagrant tyranny of applying to America the obsolete

statute of Henry the Eighth ; and it warned the

King of " the dangers that would ensue," if any per-

son in any part of America should be seized and car-

ried beyond sea for trial. It consummated its work

by communicating its Resolutions and asking the con-

currence of every Legislature in America.1

The Resolves were calm in manner, concise, sim-

ple, and effective ; so perfect in substance and in form,

that time finds no omission to regret, no improvement

to suggest. The menace of arresting patriots, which

was to have been a formidable instrument of vengeful

malignity, lost all its terrors ; and Virginia's declara-

tion and action consolidated Union.

Is it asked who was the adviser of the measure ?

None can tell. Great things were done, and were

done tranquilly and modestly, without a thought of

the glory that was their due.2 Had the Ancient

Dominion been silent, I will not say that Massachu-

setts might have faltered; but mutual trust would

have been wanting. American freedom was more

prepared by courageous counsel than by successful

war. The Assembly had but one mind, and their

Resolves were the Act of Virginia. Had they been

framed by the leaders in Massachusetts Bay them-

1 Hutchinson's Hist, of Massachu- 2 Jefferson's Autobiography in

setts, iii. 494. his Writings, i. 4.
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selves, " they could not have been better adapted to chap.

vindicate their past proceedings, and to encourage -^-
them to perseverance."

*

M^
'

The next morning the Assembly had just time to

adopt an Address to the King, when the Governor,

having heard of what he called " the abominable

measure," 2 summoned them and said :
" I have heard

of your Resolves, and augur ill of their effects
;
you

have made it my duty to dissolve you, and you are

dissolved accordingly." 8

The Burgesses of Virginia, having finished what

they could do in their official capacity, met together

as patriots and friends, with their Speaker as Modera-

tor. They adopted the Resolves which Washington

had brought with him from Mount Vernon ; and

which formed a well digested, stringent and practica-

ble scheme of non-importation, until all the " uncon-

stitutional " revenue acts should be repealed. Such

too was their zeal against the Slave-trade, they made

a special covenant with one another, not to import

any slaves, nor purchase any imported. These asso-

ciations were signed by Peyton Randolph, Richard

Bland, Archibald Cary, Robert Carter Nicholas,

Richard Henry Lee, Washington, Carter Braxton,

Henry, Jefferson, Nelson, and all the Burgesses of

Virginia there assembled; 4 and were then sent

throughout the country for the signature of every

man in the Colony. 5

The voice of the Old Dominion roused the " most

Hutchinson's Hist, of Massa- 4 Burk's History of Virginia, iii.

chusetts, iii. 233. 348, 349.

Botetourt to Hillsborough, 19 5 Compare Washington to Colo-

May, 1769. nel Bassett, Mount Vernon, 18
3 Wirt's Life of Patrick Henry, June, 1769 ; in Maxwell's Virginia

104. Historical Register, iii. 220.
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temperate Province " of Pennsylvania, from its slum-

bers to express through its merchants their approval

of what had been done. Delaware did still better.

Her Assembly adopted the Virginia Resolves word

for word,1 and every Colony South of Virginia in due

time followed the example.

1 John Dickinson to Richard Francis Alison to Ezra Stiles, 1

Henry Lee, 22 June, 1769. Life of August, 1769.

E. H. Lee, i. 76, 77.
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CHAPTER XLI.

REPUBLICANISM IN THE EAST AND THE WEST.—HILLSBOROUGH'S
ADMINISTRATION OF THE COLONIES CONTINUED.

May—August, 1769.

Massachusetts had riot only like Vnginia to chap.

assert the rights of America, but also to effect the

removal of the troops from Boston, into whose " very

streets and lanes " about two thousand men had been

sent, io equal disregard of good policy 1 and of an

Act of Parliament. For more than ten months, the

Colony remained without an Assembly.

The servants of the Crown who had placed their

hopes on the plan for transporting to England the

principal Sons of Liberty, became irresolute and

timid.
2 The secret Councils which Bernard now held

with Hutchinson 3 and Oliver and Auchmuty, ended

only in " despair." They had furnished " ample in-

formation ;

" 4 they had got ready to apply the sta-

tute of Henry the Eighth ; and had persuaded them-

selves that inferior offenders would have consulted

1 Mahon's England, v. 406. s Bernard to Hillsborough, 25
2 Hutchinson's Hist. iii. 223. May, 1769.

4 Hutchinson's History.
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chap, safety by betraying their leaders.1 Since the propo
—^ sal to ship Samuel Adams, Otis, and their chief sup-

May.' P°rters across the water had come to naught, the

cabal were left without a plan of conduct. The Ee-

giments which had been sent at their suggestion were

pronounced to be useless, because they were inactive.

Disheartened by the appearance of moderation in the

British Government, they complained that their accu-

sations which had, as they thought, " been fully cer-

tified, had not been noticed at Westminster for Trea-

son."

The choice of Eepresentatives showed the sense of

the people. The town of Boston, on coming together,

demanded the withdrawal of the soldiery during the

election ; but they were only confined within the bar-

racks while the ballot was taken. Of live hundred and

eight votes that were cast, the four old represen-

tatives, Otis, Gushing, Samuel Adams, and Hancock,

received more than iive hundred. They were in-

structed to insist on the departure of the army from

the town and Province ; and not to pay any thing

towards its support.2

Of the ninety-two who voted not to rescind,

eighty-one, probably all who were candidates, were

re-elected ; of the seventeen rescinders, only five. Es--

pecially Salem condemned the conduct of its former

representatives and substituted two Sons of Liberty

in their stead. Cambridge charged Thomas Gard-

ner, its representative, " to use his best endeavors, that

all their rights might be transmitted inviolable to

the latest posterity ;
" and the excellent man proved

1 Bernard to Hillsborough, 25 * Bradford's Hist of Mass. i. 180.

May, 1769.
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true to his ISTew England town. Nor let history speakcHAP.

the praise only of those who win glory in. the field —^~

or high honors in the State ; a place should be re- Ma
'

served for a husbandman like him, rich in the virtues

of daily life, of calm and modest courage, of a character

trustworthy and unassuming, who was sent from cul-

tivating his fields to take part in legislation, and car-

ried to his task a discerning mind and an intrepid

and guileless heart.—The town of Roxbury recom-

mended a correspondence between the House of Re-

presentatives in Massachusetts, and the Assemblies of

other Provinces.1

Meantime, Bernard received letters, destroying his

hope of an appointment in Virginia, and calling him

to England. The blow came on him unexpectedly

;

as he was procuring settlers for his wild lands, and

promising himself a long and secure enjoyment of

the emoluments of office under military protection.

True to his character, he remained to get if he could

an appropriation for his own salary for a year, and

to bequeathe confusion to his successor.

On the last day of May, the Legislature, before

even electing a clerk or a speaker, complained to the

Governor of the presence of " the armament by sea

and land, in the port, and the gates of the city,

during the session of the Assembly." 2

" Gentlemen," said Bernard, in reply to what he

thought insolent terms, " I have no authority over his

Majesty's ships in this port, or his troops in this town;

nor can I give any orders for the removal of the

1 Bradford's Hist, of Mass. i. 181. 31 May, 1769, the day of general
2 Message from the House of election.

Representatives to the Governor,
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chap, same." On the election of Councillors, he disapprov-

>—,— ed of no less than eleven ; among them of Brattle and

May>
' Bowdoin, who had been chosen by a unanimous vote.1

The House then considered the presence among them
of troops, over whom the Governor avowed that the

civil power in the Province did not extend. At that

very time Gage, who had been intrusted with dis-

cretionary authority to withdraw the forces from Bos-

ton, ordered two regiments to Halifax, and required

Bernard's written opinion respecting the proper dis-

position of the rest.
2

After some hesitation,
3 and after conferring with

his associates, Bernard reported it to be " the opinion

of all that the removal of the troops at that time

would have very dangerous consequences

;

4 and that

it would be quite ruinous to the cause of the Crown
to draw them all out of the town of Boston. Two
regiments, one in the town, the other at the castle,

might be sufficient."
5

During this secret discussion, the Assembly, 6 in a

message to the Governor, represented that the use of

the military to enforce the laws was inconsistent

with the spirit of a free Constitution, and that a

standing army, in so far as it was uncontrollable by
the civil authority of the Province, was an absolute

power.

Bernard, whose chief anxiety was to get a grant

1 Bradford's History of Massa- 5 Bernard to Gage, 26 June,

clmsetts, i. 185. 1769 ; Gage to Hillsborough, No. 32,
2 Gage to Mackay, 4 June, 1769

;

° Answer of the House of Rep-

Mackay to Gov. Gage, 12 June, resentatives to the Governor's Mes-

1769. sage of May 31, 1769, June 13 ; in
3 Bernard to Gage, 12 June, Bradford's Massachusetts State Pa-

1789. pers, 169, 171.
4 Bernard to Gage, 19 June,

1769.
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of a year's salary,
1 and who, for the moment, mixed chap

some distrust of Hutchinson 2 with his sudden recall, ^-4—

met their complaint of the presence of troops by ad- ^ '

journing the Legislature to Cambridge ; and insisting

that by the King's instruction the grant of salaries

must be the first Act of the Session, he chid the

House for " a fortnight's non-activity," and a conse-

quent waste of " time and treasure." 3

" No time," replied the House, " can be better em-

ployed, than in the preservation of the rights derived

from the British Constitution ; no treasure better ex-

pended, than in securing that true old English liberty

which gives a relish to every enjoyment ;

"

4 and in

earnest and distinct resolves, they iterated their opin-

ions.
5

The impatient Governor, eager for his salary,

again places before them his own support as their

first object.6 The House paid no heed to his entrea-

ties ; but by a unanimous vote, one hundred and nine

members being present, petitioned the King to re-

move him for ever from the Government, enumerat-

ing many and just grounds of complaint.7 All this

while Bernard, sure of the royal protection and

blinded by avarice, was mainly intent on getting a

year's salary. Another week passes. Contrary to the

advice of all about him, he communicated to the As-

1 Hutchinson to Bollan, 13 June, Representatives, 21 June, 1769;
1769. Bradford, 174.

2
I. Williams of Hatfield to 6 Message of Governor Bernard

Hutchinson, 3 May, 1769. to the House of Eepresentatives,
3 Message of Governor Bernard, June 21, 1769, Bradford, 175.

15 June, 1769. Bernard to Hutch- 7 Petition of the House of Rep-
inson, 17 June, resentatives to the King, 27 June,

4 Message from the House of 1769 ; Bradford, 188 and 195. Sam-
Representatives to the Governor, uel Adams to Dennys De Berdt, 13
19 June, 1769. Bradford, 172, 173. July, 1769.

6 Resolution of the House of
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it ap. sembly 1
his order to repair to England, and, citing

XL
1769. a royal instruction on the subject of provincial grants
June. £or ^e SUpp0rt f Government, coupled his new

demand of a year's salary with an intimation, that he

should give his assent to no Act, which the grant did

not precede.

uly. The House, having disdainfully rejected his de-

mand,2 adopted nearly word for word the three

Resolutions of Virginia 3 on taxation,4
intercolonial

correspondence, and trial by a jury of the vicinage.

They also enumerated their grievances, and declared

the " establishment of a standing army in the Colony,

in a time of peace, without consent of its General As-

sembly, an invasion of the natural and chartered

rights of the people."

For the troops thus quartered in Boston against

the will of the Province, Bernard demanded 5 the ap-

propriations which the Billeting Act required. " Be
explicit and distinct," said he, in a second Message,

" that there may be no mistake." 6 The Act of Par-

liament thus formally referred to, was that, on ac-

count of which the legislative powers of New-York
had been suspended ; it was one to which other Colo-

nies had partially yielded. The troops had been sent

to Boston to enforce the laws ; their coming had been

the deliberate order of the King and his Ministry, and

had been specially commended by Parliament. It was

well known in what body the hatred of America Lad

1 Message from the Governor, 28 4 Compare S. Cooper to T. Pow-
June, 1769 ; Bradford, 175, 176. nail, 12 July, 1769.

2 Answer of the House of Eep- 5 Message of Bernard, 6 July,

resentatives, 4 July, 1769 ; in Brad- 1769 ; Bradford, 183.

ford, 180, 181. c Message of Bernard, 12 July,
3 Bradford's State Papers, 176, 1769 ; Bradford, 183, 184.

177, and 180
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its strong hold; and an issue was made up between chap

the hereditary Senate of the modern Imperial Koine, ^X
and the lawyers and farmers to whom the annual elec- Jnl

"

tion of Massachusetts entrusted legislative power.

One or the other must give way.

After grave deliberation in a most unusually nu-

merous House of one hundred and seven, and as it

were, in the presence of the human race and ages to

come, they made answer

:

1 "As Representatives, by
the royal Charter and the nature of our trust, we -are

only empowered to grant such aids as are reasonable,

of which we are free and independent judges, at liber-

ty to follow the dictates of our own understanding,

without regard to the mandates of another.—Your

Excellency must, therefore, excuse us in this express

declaration, that, as we cannot, consistently with our

honor, or interest, and much less with the duty we
owe our constituents, so we shall kever 2 make pro-

vision for the purposes mentioned in your messages."

" To his Majesty," rejoined Bernard in his last

words, " and if he pleases, to his Parliament, must be

referred your invasion of the rights of the Imperial

Sovereignty. By your own acts you will be judged.

Your publications are plain and explicit, and need no

comment." And he prorogued the General Court to

the tenth of January. " Their last message," he

wrote to Hillsborough, " exceeds every thing."

Newport, Rhode Island, witnessed still bolder

resistance. A vessel with a cargo of prohibited goods

1 Answer of the House of Rep- a Bradford's Massachusetts State
resentatives to the Governor's Papers, 187.

Messages of July 6 and July 12,

17G9 ;—15 July, 1769.

VOL. vi.— 19
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chap, was rescued from the revenue officers, whose ship

—A- named Liberty, was destroyed.1

July. Jus^ 8® ^h^ was near(i of at Boston, Hillsbo-

rough's Circular promising relief from all " real " griev-

ances and a repeal of the duties on glass, paper and

colors, as contrary to the true principles of commerce,

was received by Bernard, and was immediately

made public. At once the merchants, assembling

on the twenty-seventh of July, voted unanimously,

that this partial repeal was insufficient, since the duty

on tea was to be retained to save "the right" of

taxing; and it was resolved to send for no more

goods from Great Britain, a few specified articles ex-

cepted, unless the revenue Acts should be repealed.

The inhabitants of the town were to purchase no-

thing from violators of this engagement ; the names

of recusant importers were to be published

;

2 and the

Acts of Trade themselves came under the considera-

tion of a committee,8 appointed to prepare a statement

of the embarrassments to commerce, growing out of

the late regulations.
4

In the midst of this commotion Bernard, having

completed his pecuniary arrangements with Hutchin-

son to his own satisfaction,
5 on the evening of the last

day of July left Boston to sail for Europe. " He was

1 Hulton, Temple, Paxton, to Parliament, passed in the 4th, 6th

Gov. Pitkin, 7 Aug. 1769. William and 7th years of his present Majes-

Reid's Affidavit. Representation ty's reign, &c. &e.
;
published by

to the King of Commissioners of the Merchants of Boston, 1769.

Inquiry, 22 June, 1773.
5 For the preceding jealousy of

2* See Vote in Boston Gazette, 31 Bernard, see Andrew Oliver to

July, 1769 ; 747, 1, 2. Hutchinson, 22 June, 1769. Letters
• Frances to the Dul^e of Choi- passed between Hutchinson and

eeul, 8 September, 1769, gives a Bernard. Compare I. Williams of

very good account. Hutchinson's Hatfield to T. Hutchinson, 3 May
History, iii. 252, 253. 1769.

4 Observations on Several Acts of
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to have sent home whom he pleased," said the Boston- chap.

eers ;
" but the die being thrown, poor Sir Francis —*—

Bernard was the rogue to go first."

*

julv>
*

Trained as a wrangling proctor in an ecclesiastical

court, he had been a quarrelsome disputant rather

than a statesman. His parsimony went to the extreme

of meanness ; his avarice was insatiable and restless.

So long as he connived at smuggling, he reaped a har-

vest in that way ; when Grenville's sternness inspired

alarm, it was his study to make the most money
out of forfeitures and penalties. Professing to respect

the Charter, he was unwearied in zeal for its subver-

sion ; declaring his opposition to taxation by Parlia-

ment, he urged it with all his power. Asserting

most solemnly that he had never asked for troops, his

letters reveal his perpetual importunities for ships of

war and an armed force. His reports were often

false, partly with design, partly from the credulity of

panic. He placed every thing in the most unfavor-

able light, and was ready to tell every tale and mag-

nify trivial rumors into acts of Treason. He de-

sponded when conciliation prevailed in England. The
officers of the army and the navy despised him for

his cowardice and duplicity, and did not conceal their

contempt. " He has essentially served us," said the

patriot clergyman Cooper

;

2 " had he been wise, our

liberties might have been lost."

As he departed from Boston, the bells were

rung, and cannon fired from the wharfs ; Liberty

Tree was gay with flags ; and at night a great bon-

fire was kindled upon Fort Hill. When he reached

1 Boston Gazette, 748, 2, 3; of 7 2 Cooper to Gov. Pownall, 1]

August, 1769. May, 17C9.
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chap. England, he found that the Ministry had promised

J^L the London merchants never to employ him in Ame-

j|2?' rica again.
1 And yet he was the Governor whom

they had most trusted ; for bad men fit had ends

;

and the selfish oligarchy by which England was

then governed, feeling itself rebuked by the

noble and the free, hated them as dangerous to its

rule.
2

While Boston was advancing steadily towards Re-

publicanism, the enthusiasm which had made the rev-

olution at New Orleans, could not shape for that Colo-

ny a secure and tranquil existence. A new petition to

France expressed the inflexible resolve of the inhabit-

ants to preserve the dear and inviolable name of French

citizens at the greatest peril of their lives and for-

tunes. They sought communication with the English
;

3

but the Governor at Pensacola abstained from of-

fending powers with which his Sovereign was at peace.

The dread of Spain and its Government occasioned the

daring design of founding a Republic with a Council

of forty, to be elected by the people, and an executive

chief to be called a protector.4
It was even proposed,

if Louisiana was to be given up to his Catholic Majes-

ty, to burn New Orleans to the ground, and leave to

an unwelcome master, nothing but a desert. When
near the end of July, it was told that O'Reilly had ar-

rived at the Balise with an overwhelming force, despair

prevailed for a moment ; and white cockades were dis-

1 Frances to Choiseul, 11 Au- cipal inhabitants to make a repre-

gust, 1769. sentation to me of their grievari-
2 Aristotle's Politics, v. c. ix. ces, which is now preparing for the
3 Brown to Secretary of State, press, demanding to become Eng-

Pensacola, 1 Dec. 1768. "I am lish subjects, and to settle at the
told the whole province of Louisi- Natchez."
ana have deputed fiftv of the prin- 4 Gayarre, Hist. ii. 337.
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tributed by the Republicans.1 "O'Reilly is not chap.

come to ruin the Colony," said Aubry, who had re- 4~*

—

ceived instructions to feign ingenuous candor.2 " If )[^1[

you submit,' he repeated publicly and by author-

ity, " the General will treat you with kindness, and

you may have full confidence in the clemency of his

Catholic Majesty." 3 These promises won faith ; and

with Aubry's concurrence a committee of three, La-

freniere for the Council, Marquis for the colonists,

and Milhet for the merchants, waited on O'Reilly at

the Balise, to recognise his authority and implore his

mercy.

O'Reilly, who had no fear except lest the lead- Aug,

ing insurgents should escape into the English territo-

ry,
4 welcomed the deputies with treacherous polite-

ness and the fairest promises,5 detained them to

dine, and dismissed them full of admiration for his

talents and confident of a perfect amnesty. So gen-

eral was the persuasion of security, that Villere who
had escaped upon the Mississippi and was on his way
to an English post, returned to the city.

On the morning of the eighth of August, the Span-

ish squadron of four and twenty vessels, bearing three

thousand chosen troops, anchored in front of New
Orleans ; and before the day was over, possession was

taken in behalf of the Catholic King, and the Span-

Acte d'Accusation in Gayarre. Grimaldi, N. 0. 31 Aug. 1769.
a J'avais prevenu cet officier des 8 Aubry to the Minister ; Gayar-

observations qu'il devait faire et re, ii. 292.

de certaines choses sur lesquelles il
4 Don Alexander O'Reilly to the

devait se l&cher avec une espece de Marquis of Grimaldi, New Orleans
candeur et d'ingenuite pour exag- 31 August, 1769.

erer les forces que j'avais a mes 5
1 August, 1769, in a second

ordres, et ranimer 1' esperance du Postscript to the Letter from J,

public. II s'acquittat parfaitement Campbell to Lieut. Gov. Brown of
de sa commission. O'Reilly to 30 July, 1769.
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chap. isL. nag was raised at every post in the city. On the

—^J twentieth, Anbry made a full report of the events of

^uo/ the revolution, and named the chiefs in the enter-

prise.
1 "It was not easy to arrest them," wrote

O'Reilly ;
" but I contrived to cheat their vigilance."

On the twenty-first he received at his home the prin-

cipal inhabitants ; and he invited the people's syndics,

one by one, to pass into his private apartment. The

invitation was regarded as a special honor, till finding

themselves all assembled and alone, they showed

signs of anxiety. "For me," says O'Reilly, "I now
had none for the success of my plan." Entering his

cabinet with Aubry and three Spanish civil officers,

he spoke to those who were thus caught in his toils

:

" Gentlemen, the Spanish nation is venerated

throughout the Globe. Louisiana is then the only

country in the universe, where it fails to meet with the

respect which is its due. His Catholic Majesty is

greatly provoked at the violence to his Governor,

and at the publications outraging his government and

the Spanish nation. You are charged with being

the chiefs of this revolt; I arrest you in his

name." The accused were conducted with ostenta-

tion from O'Reilly's presence to separate places of

confinement; Villere was conveyed on board the

frigate that lay at the levee. It is the tradition, that

his wife vainly entreated admission to him ; that Vil-

lere, hearing her voice, demanded to see her ; became

frantic with love, anger and grief, struggled with his

guard, and fell dead from passion or from their bayo-

1 Aubry to O'Reilly, 20 August. 0' Reilly to Grimaldi, 31 August,

1769.
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nets.
1 The official report only declares, that he did chap

not survive the first day of bondage.2
J^l-L-.

The blow fell unexpectedly, and spread conster- Au
nation. An amnesty for the people reserved the

right of making further arrests. Provisional decrees

settled the government. On the twenty-sixth and

the following days, the inhabitants of New Orleans

and its vicinity took the oath of allegiance to the

Catholic King.

Nearly two months passed in collecting evidence

against the twelve selected victims. They denied

the jurisdiction of the Spanish tribunal over actions

done under the flag of France and during the preva-

lence of French laws. But the tribunal was inexorable.

The estates of the twelve, wTho wTere the richest and

most considerable men in the Province, were confis-

cated in whole or in part for the benefit of the offi-

cers employed in the trial ; six were sentenced to

imprisonment for six, or ten years, or for life ; the

memory of Villere was declared infamous; the re-

maining five, Lafreniere, his young son-in-law, No-

yau, Caresse, Marquis, and Joseph Milhet, were con-

demned to be hanged.

The citizens of New. Orleans entreated time for

& petition to Charles the Third ; the wives, daughters,

and sisters of those who had not shared in the revolu-

tion, appealed to O'Reilly for mercy ; but without

effect. Tradition will have it, that the young and gal-

lant Noyau, newly married, might have escaped ; but

he refused to fly from the doom of his associates.
8 On

1 Martin's History of Louisiana ;
a Note at page 303 of Gayarre ;

s

Gayaire's Hist, de la Louisiane, ii. Lectures, Third Series.

305.
3 Gayarre's Louisiana, iii. 338,

339.
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chap, the twenty-fifth of October, the five martyrs to their

—X love of France and liberty, were brought forth pin-
9

* ioned, and in presence of the troops and the people,

for want of an executioner, were shot. " At length,
17

said O'Reilly, "the insult done to the King's dignity

? and authority in this Province is repaired. The exam-

ple now given can never be effaced." *

Spaniards as well as men of other nations, censured

the sanguinary revenge. In the several parishes of

Louisiana O'Reilly was received with silence and

submission. The King of Spain approved his acts

;

and the Council for the Indies found in his adminis-

tration " nothing but evidence of the immensity and

sublimity of his genius." 2 Aubry perished on his

voyage to France, in a ship which foundered in

the Graronne. The son of Masan, one of those con-

demned to imprisonment, made his way to Madrid,

offering himself as his father's substitute ; by the aid

of France the six prisoners were set free.

The census of the city of New Orleans showed a

population of eighteen hundred and one white per-

sons, thirty-one free blacks, sixty-eight free persons of

mixed blood ; sixty domiciliated Indians ; and twelve

hundred and twenty-five slaves
;
in all three thousand

one hundred and ninety souls. The whole population,

in the valley of the Mississippi, then subject to the

Spanish sway, is estimated at thirteen thousand Ave

hundred. The privileges which France had grant-

ed, were abolished, and the Colony
#
was organized

like other colonial possessions of Spain. But Spain

willingly kept New Orleans depressed, that it might

1 Gayarre's Hist. ii. 350, 351.
2 Gayarre's Hist. ii. 378.
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not attract too strongly the cupidity of England, chap

Its system of restriction struck its victim to the ^~
heart,

mo -

The settlement of the wilderness, of which France

had reserved no portion and Spain and England

feared to develope the resources, was promoted by
native Pioneers. Jonathan Carver of Connecticut,

had in three former years explored the borders of

Lake Superior, and the country of the Sioux beyond

it

;

\ had obtained more accurate accounts of that

Great River, which bore, as he reported, the name of

Oregon 2 and flowed into the Pacific ; and he now re-

turned to claim reward for his discoveries, to cele-

brate the richness of the copper mines of the North-

west ; to recommend English settlements on the west-

ern extremity of the continent ; and to propose

opening, by aid of Lakes and Rivers, a passage across

the continent, as the best route for communicating

with China and the East Indies.
3

Illinois invited emigrants more than ever ; for its

aboriginal inhabitants were fast disappearing from the

earth. In April, 1769, Pontiac, so long the dreaded

enemy of the English, had been assassinated by an

Illinois
4 Indian without provocation and in time of

peace

;

5 the Indians of the Northwest sent round belts

to all the Nations to avenge the murder of their

Chief. In vain did five or six hundred of the Illinois

5 Bernard to the Earl of Hillsbo- the years 1766, 1767, and 176S.

rough; Same to Lord Barrington Introduction, v. vi.

and to Fitzherbert, 21 February, * J. Campbell to Lieut. Governor
1769. Brown, 30 July, 1769.

2 The Oregon or the River of
5 Gage to Sir William Johnson,

the West. Carver's Travels, 76. 20 August, 1769. Gage to Hills-
3 Carver's Travels through the in- borough, 12 August, 1769

terior parts of North America, in
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XLI.

U69

chap, crowd for protection round the walls of Fort Char*

tres ; the ruthless spirit of reciprocal murder was not

appeased, till the Illinois tribes were nearly all exter-

minated,1 and their beautiful and fertile plains, cooled

during the summer by the ever blowing West wind,

were left vacant for the white man.

Connecticut which at this time was exercising a

disputed jurisdiction in the valley of Wyoming,2 did

not forget that by its Charter, its possessions extended

indefinitely to the West ; and a company of " military

Adventurers," headed by one of its most intelligent

sons,
8 was also soliciting leave from the Government

in England to lead forth a Colony to the south-

western banks of the Mississippi.4

In his peaceful habitation on the banks of the

Yadkin River, in North Carolina, Daniel Boone,5 the

illustrious hunter, had heard Finley, a trader, so me-

morable 6
as the Pioneer, describe a tract of land west

of Virginia, as the richest in North America or in

the world.1 In May 1769, leaving his wife and off-

1 John F. Schermerhorn's Report Collins, 182. Boone " was born in

concerning the Indians inhabiting Maryland," Marshall, i. 17. " The
the Western Parts of the United advancing settlements of Schuyl-

States ; Mass. Hist. Coll. xii. 8. kill," Morehead, 17. " Bridge-
3 Compare Minutes of the Pro- worth, Somersetshire, England,"

vincial Council, in Pennsylvania Niles, iv. 33, confounding perhaps

Colonial Records, ix. 606-609. the birth-place of his father, with
Pennsylvania Archives, iv. 342— that of Daniel Boone himself. Dan-
344. Miner's History of Wyo- iel himself does not seem to have
ming. thought about where or when he

3 Timothy Dwight's Travels in was born. Filson writes the name
New England and New-York, i. Boon.
308. 6 Compare J. T. Morehead's Ad-

* W. S. Johnson to Jos. Trumbull, dress in commemoration, &c. 16,

15 April, 1769. Compare Martin's and Marshall's History of Ken-
Louisiana, ii. 35 ; Monette's Valley tucky, i. 7, 8.

of the Mississippi, i. 407, 408. 7 Filson's Discovery, Settlement
6 " Boone was born in Virginia," and Present State of Kentucky,

McLung, 49. " Boone was born in published in 1784, and authenticat-

Bucks County, Pennsylvania, on the ed by a certificate from Boone and
right bank of the Delaware river." Todd and Harrod.
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spring, having Finley as his pilot, and four others as chap.

companions, the 1 young man, of about three and

twenty, wandered forth through the wilderness

of America, " in quest of the country of Kentucky," 3

known to the Savages as " the Dark and Bloody

Ground," " the Middle Ground " between the subjects

of the Five Nations and the Cherokees.3 After a

long and fatiguing journey through mountain ranges,

the party found themselves in June on the Eed
River, a tributary of the Kentucky, and from the

top of an eminence surveyed with delight the beauti-

ful plain that stretched to the Northwest. Here

they built their shelter and began to reconnoitre the

country and to hunt. All the kinds of wild beasts

that were natural to America, the stately elk, the

timid deer, the antlered stag, the wild-cat, the bear,

the panther and the wolf, couched among the canes,

or roamed over the rich grasses, which even be-

neath the thickest shade sprung luxuriantly out of

the generous soil. The buffaloes cropped fearlessly

the herbage, or browsed on the leaves of the reed,

and were more frequent than cattle in the settlements

of Carolina herdsmen. Sometimes there were hun-

dreds in a drove, and round the salt-licks their num-

bers were amazing.4

The summer in which for the first time, a party of

white men enjoyed the brilliancy of nature near, and

1 Marshall's History of Ken- tive does not give the age of the

tucky, i. 17. Morehead'a Address, son.

17 ;

* compare J. M. Peck in the 2 The Adventures of Col. Daniel

American Pioneers, i. 243. Boone Boon, formerly a Hunter, &c. &c.

died in 18 -20 ; Niles' Register, iv. dictated by himself to John Filson.

33, brings him into the world 3 Filson in Imlay's Topographical

in 1730. Monette, i. 363, gives Description of the Western Terri-

liini a son of "nearly twenty years tory ; Third Ed. 308.

:>ld " in 1773 Boone in his Narr3- 4 Boone's Autobiography.
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chap, in the valley of the Elkhorn, passed away in the oc-

J~rs cupations of exploring parties and the chase. But

one by one, Boone's companions dropped off, till he

was left alone with John Stewart. They jointly

found unceasing delight in the wonders of the forest,

till, one evening near Kentucky Kiver, they were

taken prisoners by a band of Indians, wanderers like

themselves. They escaped; and were joined by

Boone's brother ; so that when Stewart ' was soon

after killed by savages, the first victim among the

hecatombs of white men, slain by them in their des-

perate battling for the lovely hunting ground, 1

Boone still had his brother to share with him the

dangers and the attractions of the wilderness; the

building and occupying the first cottage in Kentucky.

In the Spring of 1770, that brother returned to

the settlements for horses and supplies of ammuni-

tion, leaving the renowned hunter " by himself, with-

out bread, or salt, or sugar, or even a horse or dog."

" The idea of a beloved wife
" 2 anxious for his safety,

tinged his thoughts with sadness ; but otherwise the

cheerful, meditative man, careless of wealth, knowing

the use of the rifle, not the plough, of a strong robust

frame, in the vigorous health of early manhood, igno-

rant of books, but versed in the forest and forest life,

ever fond of tracking the deer on foot, away from

men, yet in his disposition humane, generous and gen-

tle, was happy in the uninterrupted succession " of

sylvan pleasures."

He held unconscious intercourse with beauty

Old as creation.

1 Butler's History of Kentucky, 2 Boone's Autobiography in Im-
Second Ed. 19. lay, 341.
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One calm summer's evening, as he climbed a com- chap.
XLI

manding ridge, and looked out upon the remote " ve- —\—
nerable mountains " and the nearer ample plains, and

caught a glimpse in the distance of the Ohio, which

bounded the land of his affections with majestic gran-

deur, his heart exulted in the region he had discover-

ed, " All things were still."
1 Not a breeze so much

as shook a leaf. He kindled a fire near a fountain of

sweet water, and feasted on the loin of a buck. He
was no more alone than a bee among flowers, but

communed familiarly with the whole universe of life.

Nature was his intimate, and as the roving woodsman

leaned confidingly on her bosom, she responded to

his intelligence.

For him the rocks and the fountains, the leaf and

the blade of grass had life; the cooling air laden

with the wild perfume, came to him as a friend;

the dewy morning wrapped him in its embrace ; the

trees stood up gloriously round about him as so many
myriads of companions. All forms wore the character

of desire or peril. But how could he be afraid ? Tri-

umphing over danger, he knew no fear. The perpetual

howling of the wolves by night round his cottage

or his bivouac in the brake, was his diversion

;

2 and

by day he had joy in surveying the various species

of animals that surrounded him. He loved the soli-

tude better than the towered city or the hum of

business.
8

* " All things were still.—Not a 8 " No populous cities, with all

breeze shook the most tremulous the varieties of commerce and
leaf.—I kindled a fire," &c. &c. stately structures, could afford so
Boone's Autobiography in Imlay, much pleasure to my mind, as the
342. beauties of nature I found here."

"The prowling wolves divert- Boone.
ed," &c. &c. Boone, 342.
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Near the end of July 1770, his faithful brother

came back to meet him at the old camp. Shortly

after they proceeded together to Cumberland River,

giving names to the different waters; and he then

returned to his wife and children ; fixed in his pur-

pose at the risk of life and fortune to bring them as

soon as possible to live in Kentucky, which he es-

teemed a second Paradise.1

1 For the authentication of the
whole of this account of Boone,
compare his Autobiography dictat-

ed by him in 1784, and first pub-
lished bv John Filson. It is the

source of the historian, the orator

and the biographer. It is a pity

that the amanuensis and editor gar-

nished the Hunter's Narrative with
bits of learning of his own.
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CHAPTER XLIL

THE NON-IMPORTATION AGREEMENT ENFORCED.—THE NEW TORT
PARTY INSTALLED IN POWER.

August 1769,

—

January 1770.

* Tile Lieutenant Governor well understands my CHAP
system," 1 said Bernard, as he transferred the Govern- J^IL
ment. Hutchinson was descended from one of the 1769 -

earliest settlers of Massachusetts and loved the land

of his birth. A native of Boston, he was its repre-

sentative for ten years, during three of which he

was Speaker of the Assembly ; for more than ten

other years, he was a member of the Council, as well

as Judge of Probate ; since June 1758,
2 he had been

Lieutenant Governor, and since September 1760,

Chief Justice also ; and twice he had been chosen Co-

lonial Agent. No man was so experienced in the pub-

lic affairs of the Colony ; and no one was so familiar

with its history, usages and laws. In the Legislature

he had assisted to raise the credit of Massachusetts

by substituting hard money for a paper currency.

As a Judge, though he decided political questions

1 Bernard to Hillsborough, 29 * Hutchinson's History, iii. 75,

April, 1769.
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chap. with, the subserviency of a courtier, yet in approving

—^ wills, he was considerate towards the orphan and the

Au(T[ widow, and he heard private suits with unblemished

integrity. In adjusting points of difference with a

neighboring jurisdiction, he was faithful to the Pro-

vince by which he was employed. His advancement

to administrative power was fatal to England and to

himself. The love of money, which was his ruling

passion in youth, had grown with his years ; and

avarice in an old man is cowardly and mean ; knows

that its time is short, and clutches with eagerness at

immediate gains.

A nervous timidity which was natural to him, had

been increased by age as well as by his adverse expe-

rience during the riots on account of the Stamp Act

;

and in the conduct of public affairs made him as false

to his employers as to his own honor. While he

cringed to the minister, he trembled before the people.

At Boston, Hutchinson professed zeal for the in-

terests and liberties of the Province. With fawning

treachery he claimed to be its friend ; had at one

time courted its favor by denying the right 1 of

Parliament to tax America either internally or

externally; and had argued with conclusive ability

against the expediency and the equity of that

measure.2 He now redoubled his attempts to de-

ceive ; wrote favorable letters which he never 3
sent,

but read to those about him as evidence of his good

will; and professed even to have braved hostility

1 John Adams in Novanglus. s Letters in Letter Book to Bol-
a The Argument still exists in Ian, 16 Feb. 1769. Boston Gazette,

manuscript, and assisted to deceive 4 March, 1776; 1085, 2, 3.

the. Rockingham whigs as well as

unsuspecting men in the Colony.
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in England for his attacliment to colonial liberties.
1

chap.

.At Boston he wished not to be thought to have

been very closely connected with his predecessor.2 At
the same moment, " I have lived in perfect harmony

with Governor Bernard," was the time-server's first

message to the Colonial Office
;

8 " I flatter myself, he

will when he arrives in England give a favorable

opinion of me ;
" and expressing his adhesion to the

highest system of metropolitan authority, and retain-

ing t^e services of Israel Mauduit as his agent, he

devoted his rare ability and his intimate acquaintance

with the history and constitution of the Province to

suggest for its thorough "subjection" 4 a system of

coercive measures, which England gradually and re-

luctantly adopted.

Wherever the Colony had a friend, he would art-

fully set before him such hints as might incline him

to harsh judgments.5 Even to Franklin he vouched for

the tales of Bernard as " most just and candid." 6 He
paid court to the enemies of American liberty by stim-

ulating them to the full indulgence of their malignity.

He sought out great men, and those who stood at the

door of great men, the underlings of present Ministers

or prospective Ministers, of Grenville, or Hillsborough,

or Jenkinson, or the King; urged them incessantly

to bring on the crisis by the immediate interven-

tion of Parliament

;

7 and advised the change of the

1 Hutchinson to Lyman. whose good opinion he for a time
2 Cooper to Gov. Pownall, 8 won, and with Gov. Pownall and

Sept. 1769. others.
8 Hutchinson to John Pownall, c T. Hutchinson to B Franklin,

25 July, 17C9. Boston, 29 July, 1769.
4 Hutchinson to Israel Mauduit. 7 To go no further back than 1769

;

! In proof note the whole Hutchinson to T. Whately, 20 Jan.

tenor of his correspondence with 1769 ; to R. Jackson, 18 August,
Bollan, whom he could not de- 1769 ; to T. Whately, 24 August,
ceive; with Richard Jackson, 1769; to Maj. Gen. Mackay, 1]

vol. vi.— 20
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chap. Charter of the Province,1
as well as those of Rhode-

YT IT

Island and Connecticut ; the dismemberment of Mas-

sachusetts; 2 the diminution of the liberties of

New England Towns

;

3 the establishment of a cita-

del 4 within the town of Boston ; the stationing of a

fleet in its harbor

;

5 the experiment of martial law

;

a

Sept. 1769 ; to Sir Francis Bernard,

6 Oct. 1769 ; to person not named,
17 October, 1769; to Sir Francis

Bernard, 19 October, 1769; to the

Earl of Hillsborough, 20 October,

1769 ; to T. Whately, 20 or 26 Oct.

1769. [Compare Grenville Papers,

iv. 481.] To John Pownall, Secre-

tary of the Board of Trade, a pri-

vate channel for communicating
with the Ministry, 23 Oct. 1769

;

to Israel Mauduit, 27 Oct. 1769;
to John Pownall, for Hillsborough's

eye, 14 Nov. 1769 ; to a person not
named, 9 Jan. 1770. This is mere-
ly a beginning of references to

letters of which I have authentic

abstracts or copies, and which urge
the extreme interposition of Par-
liament, against the province, or

against individuals.
1 Hutchinson to R. Jackson, 14

June, 1768. " This annual election

of the Council spoils the Constitu-

tion ;
" to R. Jackson, 28 January,

1769, acting simultaneously with
Bernard, and inclosing a list of per-

sons to be appointed Mandamus
Councillors. To John Pownall, 25
July, 1769, "I have lived in perfect

harmony with Governor Bernard,"
which is an avowal of complicity.

To Hillsborough, 9 Oct. 1770, com-
pared with the letter to Sir Francis

Bernard, 26 Dec. 1770 ; very strong

and decided, as well as artful ; and
compare the letter to I. Mauduit,
Dec. 1770. " Improvements in the
Constitution." " It will be best that

I should not be suspected by the

people here of having suggested
any alteration." And again to Sir

F. Bernard, 23 January, 1771; "I

wished for a delay, rather than to

lay the design aside," &c. &c.
2 Besides earlier letters ; *see for

example, Hutchinson to Secretary
Pownall, 5 Dec. 1770 ; to Sir Fran-
cis Bernard, 'Jan. 1771 ; to Secre-
tary Pownall, 24 Jan. 1771; to

, 5 June, 1771 ; to Secretary
Pownall, July, 1773, &c. &c.

Hutchinson to 9 Jan.

1770 ; a mere hint for a close cor-

poration for Boston. Again to Sec.

Pownall, 21 March, 1770 ; to Hills-

borough, 26 July, 1770 ; a hint,

"If the town were a corporation

as New-York ;
" to Sec. Pownall,

20 Nov. 1770; "Endeavor that

the letter to which you refer, hint-

ing advantages from the constitu-

tion of the City of New-York, may
not be laid before the House of
Commons," &c. To Secretary
Pownall, 3 April, 1771 ;

" It must
show to Parliament the necessity

of such an alteration in the consti-

tution of the town, as some time
ago you gave me a hint of, and
will be sufficient to render an act

for that purpose unexceptionable."

Again 18 April, 1771, to Sec. Pow-
nall, and so on, till xhe Act of Par-
liament for the change. Hutchin-
son liked to make his correspondent
seem to have originated the advice.

So Feb. 1773, to Sec. Pownall,
" In some way or other towns must
be restrained."

4 Hutchinson to Sir Francis Ber-
nard, 12 April, 1770, a hint; to

, 22 October, 1770, open ad-

vice ; and other letters.
6 Many letters.
c Hutchinson to T. Whately, 24
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fclie transportation of " incendiaries " 1 to England ; the chap

prohibition of the New England fisheries

;

2 with

other measures, which he dared not trust to paper,'

and recommended only by insinuations and verbal

messages. At the same time he entreated the con-

cealment of his solicitations. "Keep secret every

thing I write," 4 said he to Whately, his channel for

communicating with Grenville. " I have never yet

seen any rational plan for a partial subjection
;

" he

writes to Jenkinson's influential friend Mauduit;
" my sentiments upon these points should be conceal-

ed." 5 Though he kept back part of his thoughts, he

begged Bernard to burn his letters. " It will be

happy if, in the next Session, Parliament make
thorough work, " 6 he would write to John Pownall,

the Secretary of the Board of Trade ; and then " cau-

tion " him to " suffer no parts of his letters to tran-

spire."

" I humbly entreat your Lordship, that my letters

may not be made public," was his ever-renewed

prayer to successive Secretaries of State, so that

he conducted the Government like one engaged in a

August, 1769. To person unnamed, them from the fishery, and the
8 Sept. 1769, and other letters—for like;" "they cannot long subsist

example, to Sir F. Bernard, 20 Oct. without trade."

1770. a For example, Hutchinson to Sir
1 See the Affidavits taken by Francis Bernard, 19 April, 1770.

Hutchinson, in 1769, and compare " If besides a penal Act of Parlia-

Hutchinson to Sir F. Bernard, 20 ment, something is not done, which
Oct. 1770. " I wish you would I dare not trust to a letter," &c.
read the story of the 30 colonies in &c. Same in other letters.

the 27th and 29th books of Livy." * Hutchinson to Whately, 20 or
This cunning way of hinting ad- 26 Oct. 1769.

rice is characteristic. See Livy, 6 Hutchinson to I. Mauduit, 27
xxvii. Sees. ix. x., and xxix. Sec. Oct. 1769.

xv. Compare other letters.
6 Hutchinson to J. Pownall, 27

2 Hutchinson to Sir Francis Ber- July, 1770, and 26 Nov. 1773.

nard, 20 October, 1770. " Exclude
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chap, conspiracy or an intrigue. But some of his letters

—ri- could hardly fail to be discovered ; and then it would

A ' "be disclosed that he had laid snares for the life of

patriots, and had urged the " thorough " overthrow

of English liberty in America.

The agreement of non-importation originated in

New-York, where it was rigidly carried into effect.

No acrimony appeared ; every one, without so much
as a single dissentient, approved the combination as

wise and legal; persons in the highest stations de-

clared against the Revenue Acts ; * and the Governor

wished their repeal.
2 His acquiescence in the asso-

ciations for coercing that repeal, led the moderate

men among the patriots of New-York to plan a Union

of the Colonies in an American Parliament, preserv-

ing the Governments of the several Colonies, and

having the members of the general Parliament cho-

sen by their respective Legislatures.3 They were pre-

paring the greatest work of their generation, to be

matured at a later day; their confidence of imme-

diate success assisted to make them alike disinclined

to independence, and firm in their expectation of

bringing England to reason by suspending their

mutual trade.

The people of Boston,4 stimulated by the unani-

mity and scrupulous fidelity of New-York, were im-

patient that a son of Bernard, two sons of Hutchin-

son, and about five others, would not accede to the

1 Andrew Oliver to Whately, son to Sir Francis Bernard, 18 Feb.

New-York, 12 August, 1769. 1770.
* Same to Hutchinson, New- 4 Hutchinson to Hillsborough,

York, 7 August, 1769. Boston, 8 Aug. 1769 ; Same to Sir
3 Dr. Cooper to Gov. Pownall, 1 Francis Bernard, 8 Aug. 1 769.

January, 1770. Compare Hutchin-
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agreement. At a great and public Meeting of Mer- chaf.

chants * in Faneuil Hall, Hancock proposed to send ^*~
for Hutchinson's two sons, hinting what was true, ^ng

'

that the Lieutenant Governor was himself a partner 2

with them in their late extraordinary importations of

tea. As the best means of coercion, it was voted

not to purchase any thing of the recusants ; subscrip-

tion papers to that effect were carried round from

house to house, and every body complied.3

The Anniversary of the Fourteenth of August was

commemorated with unusual solemnity. Three or four

hundred dined together in the open field at Dorches-

ter
; and since the Ministry had threatened the lead-

ing patriots with death for treason, the last of their

Forty-Five Toasts was :
" Strong halters, firm blocks,

and sharp axes, to such as deserve them." 4 The fa-

mous Liberty Song was sung, and all the company

with one heart joined in the chorus. At five in

the afternoon, they returned in a procession a mile

and a half long, entered the town before dark, march-

ed round the State-House, and quietly retired each

to his own home.5

Massachusetts was sustained by South Carolina,

whose Assembly, imperfectly imitated by New Jer-

sey,
6 refused compliance with the Billeting Act,7 and

* Boston Gazette, 749, 2, 1, of 14 6 Gov. Wm. Franklin to Hillsbo-

August, 1769. rough, 27 September, 1769. Hills-
2 BostOD Gazette, 4 Sept. 1769

;
borough to Gov. Franklin, Decem-

752, 3, 1. ber, 1769. Golden to Lord Hillsbo-
3 Hutchinson to Sir Francis Ber- rough, 4 October, 1769. Hillsbo-

nard, Boston, 8 August, 1769. rough to Gage, 9 Dec. 1769.
4 Boston Gazette, 21 August, 7 Lieut. Gov. Bull to Gen. Gage,

1769 ; 750, 1, 1 and 2. 24 August, 1769.
5
J. Adams's Works, ii. 219.
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chap, whose people enforced the agreement of not import-

^4— ing, by publishing the names of the few enemies to

Se t[
America, who kept aloof from the Association.1

In Europe, France studied with care the news

from the Colonies, and was convinced of " their in-

trepidity
" 2 and a their animated and persevering

zeal
;

"

8 while the British Ministry gave no steady at-

tention to American affairs

;

4 and defeated the hope

of conciliatory measures which all parties seemed to

desire,
5 by taking the advice of Bernard.6

The ferment in the Colonies went on increasing

Copies having just then been received of the many

letters from the public officers in Boston which had

been laid before Parliament, Otis, who was become

almost irresponsible from his nearness to frenzy,7

grew wild with rage at having been aspersed as a

demagogue, and provoked 8 an affray, in which he,

being quite alone, was set upon by one of the Com-

missioners of the Customs, aided by bystanders, and

received " much hurt

"

9 from a very severe blow on

the head.10 This affair multiplied quarrels between

the people and the King's officers, and mixed per-

1 Bull to Sec. of State, 25 Sept. September, 1769, for publications

1769, and Hilisborough to Bull, 30 by Otis.

Nov. 1769.
9 From a letter of Hutchinson.

2 Choiseul to Du Chatelet, Yer- Compare the Diary of John Ada-ns,

sailles, 8 Sept. 1769. which shows that Otis was not so
3 Choiseul, 15 Sept. 1769. much hurt but that he was abroad

• * Hugh Hammersley to Sharpe, the next day.

14 Sept. 1769.
10 For an account of the fray see

5 Hugh Hammersley to Sharpe, Boston Gazette, 11 Sept. 1769.

30 Nov. 1769. Compare Tudor's Life of Otis,
6 Frances to the Due de Choiseul, 362 ; John Eobinson in Boston Ga«

London, 8 Sept. 1769. zette, 11 Sept. 1769 ; Otis in Bos-
1 Compare John Adams's Diary, ton Gazette, 18 Sept. ; John Grid-

Works, ii. 219, 220. ley's Affidavit, 13 Sept. 1769.
8 See the Boston Gazette of 4
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sonal bitterness with the struggle for suspending the chap

trade with England. v^-1

Early in October a vessel, laden with goods ship- qcj
'

ped by English houses themselves, arrived at Boston.

The military officers had been speculating on what

would be done, and Dalryniple stood ready 1 to pro-

tect the factors. But his assistance was not demand-

ed; Hutchinson permitted the merchants to reduce

the consignees to submission, and even to compel an

English adventurer to re-embark his goods.3 One and

another of the Boston recusants yielded ; even the two

sons of Hutchinson himself by their father's direction,

gave up eighteen chests of tea and entered fully into

the agreement. Four still held out, and their names,

with those of the two sons of Hutchinson, whose sin-

cerity was questioned, stand recorded as infamous on

the journals of the town of Boston.3 On the fifteenth

another ship arrived ; again the troops looked on as

bystanders, and witnessed the complete victory of

the people.4

A letter from New-York next invited Boston to

extend the agreement against importing indefinitely

until every Act imposing duties should be repealed
;

and on the seventeenth, by the great influence of

Molineux, Otis, Samuel Adams and William Cooper,

this new form was adopted.5

On the eighteenth of October, the town, sum-

1 Dalrymple to Gase, 1 October,
3 Hutchinson to Sir Francis Ber-

1769. nard, 19 Oct. 1769.
2 New-York Gazette, No. 1398,

4 Dalrymple to Gage, 16 October,

16 Oct. 1769. Dalrymple to Gage, 1769.

October, 1769. * Votes at the
b Hutchinson to , 17 Oct.

Meeting of the Merchants, 4 Oct. 1769. Dalrymple to Gage, 22 0cto-

1769. Boston Gazette, 9 Oct. 1769 : ber, 1769.

757, 1, 1 and 2, and 8.
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chap, moned together by lawful authority, made theii

J-^-i " Appeal to the World." They refuted and covered

Oct ' wl^ ridicule " the false and malicious aspersions " of

Bernard, Gage, Hood, and the Revenue Officers ; and

making the language and the intrepidity of Samuel

Adams * their own, they avowed their character and

proclaimed their decision, with a boldness that would

have seemed arrogance, had not events proved it to

have been magnanimity. uA legal meeting of the

Town of Boston," such were their words, " is an As-

sembly where a noble freedom of speech is ever ex-

pected and maintained; where men think as they

please and speak as they think. Such an Assembly

has ever been the dread, often the scourge of ty-

rants.
2

" We should yet be glad that the ancient and

happy union between Great Britain and this coun-

try might be restored. The taking off the duties on

paper, glass and painters' colors, upon commercial

principles only, will not give satisfaction. Discontent

runs through the continent upon much higher prin-

ciples. Our rights are invaded by the Revenue

Acts; therefore until they are all repealed," "and

the troops recalled," " the cause of our just com-

plaints cannot be removed."

The declaration of the town of Boston 8 was fear-

less and candid ; Hutchinson, through secret channels,

sent word to Grenville, to Jenkinson and Hillsbo

1 Large fragments of his draft Vindication ofthe Town of Boston,
have been preserved and are in my p. 18.

possession. I believe no doubt is
8 Appeal to the World by the

entertained of the authorship of people of the Town of Boston, 18
the Appeal. October, 1769

; pp. 32, 33.
2 An Appeal to the World, or a
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rourf], that all would be set right if Parliament,1
chap.

. XLII
within the first week of its session,

2 would change —,-—

the municipal government of Boston,3 incapacitate
ct.'

its patriots to hold any public office,
4 and re-

store the vigor of authority by decisive action.

He would abolish the existing " vague, uncertain sort

of government

;

M he would have no " partial subjec-

tion."
5 But he prepared also for the inaction of Par-

liament ; writing orders for a new and large supply

of teas for his sons' shop ; and instructing his corres-

pondent how to send them to market, so as to elude

the vigilance of the Boston committees.6

Meantime languor crept over all the servants of

Government. Two regiments remained to preserve

order; "I consider myself to be without support," 1

said their Commander; who could get no leave to

employ his little army. On Saturday the twenty-

eighth, a great multitude of people laid hold of an

informer,8 besmeared him with tar and feathers, and

with the troops under arms as spectators, carted

him through the town which was illuminated for

the occasion. Mein, a printer, whose caricatures of

leading patriots had given offence, engaged in

a quarrel, fired pistols, and fled for shelter to the

main guard, whence he was obliged to escape in dis-

• Hutchinson to Sir Francis Ber- 6 Hutchinson to Israel Mauduit,
uard, 19 Oct. 1769. 27 Oct, 1769.

2 Hutchinson to Whately, 20 Oct.
6 Hutchinson to William Palmer,

1 769 ; and see Whately to Gren- 24 October, 1769. Compare Same
ville, 3 Dec. 1769 ; in Grenville to Same, 5 Oct. 1769.

Papers, iv. -486. 7 Dalrymple to Gage, 28 October,
:i Hutchinson to John Pownall 1769.

Secretary of the Board of Trade, 8 Hutchinson to Hillsborough, 31
at which Hillsborough presided, 23 Oct. 1769. Dalrvmple to Gage, 29
Oct. 1769. October, 1769. Hutchinson to Sir

4 Same letter Francis Bernard, 80 Oct. 1769,
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chap, guise, only to abscond from the town. Terrified by
^v— the commotions, the only two importers who had

Oct.*
continued to stand out, capitulated.1

To the military, its inactivity was humiliating.

Soldiers and officers spoke of the people angrily as

rebels. " The men were rendered desperate " by the

firmness with which the local magistrates put them

on trial for every transgression of the provincial

laws.
2 Arrests provoked resistance. " If they touch

you, run them through the bodies," said a Captain in

the twenty-ninth regiment to his soldiers, and was

indicted for the speech.3 The magistrates con-

tinued their efforts to check the insolence of offend-

ers by the civil authority, although soldiers were re-

peatedly rescued from peace officers, and contrived to

evade legal punishments.4

Nov. Iu November, a true Bill was found by the Grand

Jury against Thomas Gage, as well as many others,

"for slandering the town of Boston." 5 Dalrymple

was so " continually engaged in disagreeable broils,"

that he and other officers longed to leave the town.

Martial Law not having been proclaimed, " a military

force," Hutchinson owned, " was of no sort of use," and

was "perfectly despised." 6 "Troops," said Samuel

Adams, " which have heretofore been the terror of the

enemies to liberty, parade the streets, to become the

objects of the contempt even of women and children." 7

The menace that he and his friends should

1 Dalrymple to Gage, 6 Govern- 4 Paper by James Bowdoin.
ber, 1769.

B Indictment found and Present
2 Dalrymple to Gage, 28 Oct. ed by the Grand Jury at Boston

1769. I have the originals of some of
8 The Bill of Indictment found them,

against Parmely Molesworth in the 6 Hutchinson's Hist. iii. 263.

Superior Court, in Nov. 1769. Orig-
7 Samuel Adams to D. De Berdt,

inal papers of S. Adams. 6 Nov. 1769.
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be arrested and shipped to England, was no more chap.

heeded than idle words. The Assembly of North J^iL

Carolina, in November, unanimously 1 adopted the ^ ^'

protest of Virginia against the proposal, and thus

provoked a dissolution, which opened to the Regula-

tors some hope of relief through new elections.

But a different turn was given to public thought,

when Botetourt, the King's own Friend, communicated

to the Assembly of Virginia the ministerial promises

of a partial repeal, and with the most solemn assevera-

tions abdicated in the King's name all farther inten-

tions of taxing America. The Council, in its reply,

advised the entire repeal of the existing taxes ; the

Burgesses expressed their gratitude for " information

sanctified by the royal word ;

" and considered the

King's influence to be pledged " towards perfecting

the happiness of all his people." 2 Botetourt was so

pleased with their Address, that he found his prospect

brighten, and praising their loyalty, wished them

freedom and happiness, " till time should be no more."

The flowing and confident assurances of Botetourt

encouraged the expectation that the unproductive

tax on tea would also be given up. Such was his

wish; and such the advice of Eden, the new
Lieutenant Governor of Maryland.8 To the Legisla-

ture of New-York, Colden, who, on account of the

death of Moore, now administered the Government,

announced unequivocally " the greatest probability

that the late duties imposed by the authority of Par-

liament, so much to the dissatisfaction of the Colo-

1 Tryon to Hillsborough, 22 Nov. 8 Eden to Hillsborough, 23 Nov
1769. 1769.

3 Burk's Virginia, iii. 352.
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chap, nies, would be taken off in the ensuing session."
1

v^-^L, The confident promise confirmed the loyalty of

N(^; the House, though by way of caution they adopted

and put upon their journals the resolves of Virginia.2

Dec. The cardinal policy of New-York was the security

and development of colonial liberty through an Ame-
rican Constitution, based upon a union of the Colonies

in one general Congress. This purpose, it was be*

lieved, might be accomplished, without dissolving the

connection with Great Britain. " They are jealous of

the scheme in England," said William Smith ;
" yet

they will find the spirit of Democracy so persevering,

that they will be under the necessity of coming into

it."
3 Under the pretext of framing common regula-

tions of trade with the Indians, the Assembly of

New-York at its present session, with the concur-

rence of its Lieutenant Governor,4 invited each Pro-

vince to elect representatives to a body which should

exercise legislative power for them all. It was a

great step towards the American Union. Virginia,

when she heard of the proposal, made choice of Pa-

trick Henry and Richard Bland, to appear as her Rep-

resentatives.
5 But the cherished scheme was defeated

for the time by the British Ministry, who saw in

Union the certain forerunner of independence.

1 Journal of the General Assem- in the Biographical Sketch of

bly, 4, Speech of the Lieutenant his father, prefixed to the New-
Governor, 22 November, 1769. York Historical Society's edition

Compare Hillsborough to Golden, of Smith's History of New-York,
18 January, 1770. See the Journals of the New-York

2 Golden to Hillsborough, 4 Assembly for 30 Nov. 17G9, pages

Dec. 1769, and 16 Dec. 1769. 18 and 95, 98, 103, 105, &c. &c.
8 Letter from William Smith, the 4 Colden to Hillsborough, 21 Feb.

historian of New-York, quoted in 1770, and Hillsborough to Colden,

Hutchinson to Sir Francis Bernard, 14 April, 1770.

18 February, 1770. Compare the 5 Henry and Bland to Colden,

narrative of William Smith Jr., 1770.
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A general tendency to conciliation prevailed, chap

Since the merchants of Philadelphia chose to confine J^i-

their agreement for non-importation to the repeal of ™£'

Townshend's Act,1 the merchants of Boston for the

sake of Union gave np their more extensive covenant,

and reverted to their first stipulations.
2 The dispute

about the Billeting Act had ceased in ISew Jersey

and Pennsylvania; the Legislature of New-York,
pleased with the permission to issue colonial bills

of credit,
3 disregarded the appeal from MacDougall,

" to the betrayed inhabitants of the city and

Colony," and sanctioned a compromise by a majority

of one.

South • Carolina 4 was commercially the most

closely connected with England. A Colony of plant-

ers, it numbered about forty-five thousand whites

;

of negroes more than eighty thousand. The annual

exports from Charleston reached in value about two

and a quarter millions of dollars, of which three

fourths went directly or indirectly to England. Un-

kappily its laws restraining the importation of negroes

had expired on the first of January, and their renewal

was prohibited. In consequence, five thousand fire

hundred negroes, chiefly adults, for immediate ser-

vice, were sent there within eleven months, and,

were sold upon an average at near forty pounds ster-

ling each, amounting in the aggregate to a million

of dollars. But however closely the ties of interest

1 Letter of Robert Morris, Charles 3 Compare Colden to Hillsbo-

Thompson, and Thomas Mifflin to rough, 4 Oct. 1769 ; and Same to

the Merchants of London. Same, 6 January, 1770.
2 Cooper to Gov. Pownall, 1 Jan. 4 Bull to Hillsborough, 6 Dec.

1770. Hutchinson to Hillsborough, 1769.

P. S. 5 Dec. 1769.
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thap. bound Carolina to England, the people were high-

—^~ spirited ; and notwithstanding the great inconvenience

^e(
/ to their trade, they persevered in the strict observance

of their association ; looking with impatient anxiety

for the desired repeal of the Act complained of.
1

Thus all America confined its issue with Great

Britain to the single question of the Act imposing a

duty on tea. " Will not a repeal of all other duties

satisfy the colonists ?

"

2 asked one of the ministerial

party of Franklin in London. And he frankly an-

swered :
" I think not ; it is not the sum paid in the

duty on tea, that is complained of as a burden, but

the principle of the Act, expressed in the Preamble.'7

The faithful advice was communicated to the Minis-

try; but what effect could it produce, where Hills-

borough administered the Colonies with Bernard for

his Counsellor ?

Men felt that a crisis
8 was near which would af-

fect every part of the British empire. Hutchinson saw

no prospect of establishing such a government as he de-

sired, until free speech in the mother country should

be restrained ; and Otis, who was bowed to the ground

with the sorrow of despair, had no hope for America,

but " from some grand revolution in England." 4 The

question was not a narrow colonial one respecting

three pence a pound duty on tea ; it involved the re-

ality of representative Government, and its decision

would show, whether the feudal monarchy of the

1 Bull to Hillsborough, 6 Dec. 261. Compare Franklin's Works,
1769. vii. 478.

9 Strahan to Franklin, 21 Nov. 3 Compare Israel Williams to

1769, and Franklin to Strahan, 29 Hutchinson, 20 Nov. 1769.

Nov. 1769; in Franklin iv. 258,
4 Compare Hutchinson to Sir

Francis Bernard, 4 Oct. 1769.
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Middle Ages was to make way for authority resting chap

on centralized power, or for government resting on ^~
the consent of the public reason. The colonists had p^'

friends in the friends of liberty in England. As the

cause of the people was every where the same, South

Carolina in December remitted to London ten thou-

sand five hundred pounds currency, to the Society

for supporting the Bill of Rights, that the liberties of

Great Britain and America might alike be protected. 1

Many of the patriots of Ireland 2 saw that their

hopes were bound up with those of the Colonies;

and Bushe, the friend of Grattan, in imitation of

Molineux, published " the case of Great Britain and

America," with a vehement invective against Gren-

ville. " Hate him," said he to Grattan ;
" I hope you

hate him." And it was Grenville's speeches and

Grenville's doctrine, " that roused Grattan to enter on

his great career in Ireland." 8

The laboring people of England, also, in the manu-

facturing districts, especially in Birmingham, longed

to enjoy the abundance and freedom of America, and

the ships which refused to take English merchandise

might have returned full freighted with skilful arti-

sans.
4 In the history of the English people, this year

marks the establishment of Public Meetings,5 under

the lead of Yorkshire. The principle of representa-

tion, trampled upon by a venal Parliament, was to be

renovated by the influence of voluntary assemblies.

1 Vote of the Assembly of South Sept. 1769, and S. Cooper to Gov.
Carolina, 8 Dec. 1769. Letter of Pownall, 1 Jan. 1770.

Manigault, Gadsden, &c. to Han- 3 Grattan's Life of Grattan, i.

bery & Co. London, 9 December, 135, 136.

1769. Order in Council, 5 April,
4 T. Pownall to S. Cooper, 25

1770; Hillsborough to Lieut.Gov. Sept. 1769.

Bull, 12 June, 1770.
5 Albemarle's Eockingham, ii. 93.

2 Gov. Pownall to S. Cooper, 25
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The Press, too, canie forward witli unwonted

boldness, as the interpreter of public opinion and a

Dec' legitimate power in the state. " Can you conceive,"

wrote the anonymous Junius 1 to the King, " that

the people of this country will long submit to be

governed by so flexible a House of Commons?
The oppressed people of Ireland give you every day

fresh marks of their resentment. The Colonies left

their native land for freedom and found it in a

desert. Looking forward to independence, they

equally detest the pageantry of a King and the su-

percilious hypocrisy of a bishop."

1770. The meeting of Parliament in January, 1770,

would decide, whether the British Empire was to

escape dismemberment. Chatham recommended to

the more liberal aristocracy 2 that junction with the

people, which, after sixty years, achieved the Reform

of the British Constitution ; but in that day it was

opposed by the passionate impulses of Burke,3 and the

inherent reluctance of the high-born.

The debate on the ninth turned on the capacity

and rights of the people, and involved the complaints

of America and of Ireland, not less than the discon-

tent of England at the disfranchisement of Wilkes.

" It is vain and idle to found the authority of this

House upon the popular voice," said Charles Jenkin-

son, pleading for the absolute independence of Par-

liament. " The discontents that are held up as spec-

tres," said Thomas de G-rey, brother of the Attorney

General, " are the senseless clamors of the thoughtless,

Junius to the King, 19 Dec. 1769; in Albemarle, ii. 142. Chat-
1769. ham to Rockingham, Id. 193.

2 Fitzwilliam to Rockingham, 3 Burke in Albemarle, ii. 195.
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and the ignorant, the lowest of the rabble. The chap.
. . . . XLII

Westminster petition was obtained by a few despica- —

^

ble mechanics, headed by base-born people." " The Jan/

privileges of the people of this country," interposed

Serjeant Glynn, u do not depend upon birth and for-

tune ; they hold their rights as Englishmen, and can-

not be divested of them but by the subversion of the

Constitution." " Were it not for petition-hunters and

incendiaries," said Rigby, " the farmers of Yorkshire

could not possibly take an interest in the Middlesex

election of representatives in Parliament. But sup-

posing that a majority of the freeholders had signed

these petitions without influence and solicitation ; the

majority, even of this class, is no better than an igno-

rant multitude."

Up rose the representative of the Yorkshire

weavers and freeholders, " the spotless " Sir George

Saville. " The greatest evil," said he, " that can

befall this nation, is the invasion of the people's

rights by the authority of this House. I do not say

that the majority have sold the rights of their con-

stituents ; but I do say, I have said, and I shall al-

ways say, that they have betrayed them. The peo-

ple understand their own rights and know their own
interests as well as we do ; for a large paternal estate,

a pension, and support in the treasury, are greater

recommendations to a seat in this Assembly, than

either the honesty of the heart or the clearness of

the head."

Gilmour invited censure on such unprecedent-

ed expressions. Conway excused them as uttered

in heat. " I am not conscious," resumed Saville,

"that I have spoken in heat; if I did, I have had

time to cool, and I again say, as I said before, that

VOL. VI.— 21
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chap, this House has betrayed the rights of its constitu-

^s~L> ents." "In times of less licentiousness," rejoined Gil-

Jan#
* mour, " members have been sent to the Tower for

words of less offence." "The mean consideration of

my own safety," continued Saville, " shall never be put

in the balance against my duty to my constituents.

I will own no superior but the laws ; nor bend the

knee to any but to Him who made me."

The accusation which Saville brought against the

House of Commons, was the gravest that could be

presented ; if false, was an outrage in comparison with

which that of Wilkes was a trifle. But Lord North *

bore the reproach meekly and soothed the majority

into quietude. The debate proceeded, and presently

Barre spoke. " The people of England know, the

people of Ireland know, and the American people

feel, that the iron hand of ministerial despotism is

lifted up against them ; but it is not less formidable

against the prince, than against the people."—" The
trumpeters of sedition have produced the disaffec-

tion ; " replied Lord North, speaking at great length.
u The drunken ragamuffins of a vociferous mob are

exalted into equal importance with men of judgment,

morals, and property. I can never acquiesce in the

absurd opinion that all men are equal. The con-

test in America which at first might easily have been

ended, is now for no less than sovereignty on one side,

and independence on the other-." The Ministry who
were crushed in the argument, carried the House by
a very large majority.

In the House of Lords, Chatham, whose voice had

1 H. Walpole, iii. 39.
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not been heard for three years, proposed to consider chap.

the causes of the discontent which prevailed in so

many parts of the British dominions. " I have not,"

said he, " altered my ideas with regard to the prin-

ciples upon which America should be governed. I

own I have a natural leaning towards that countrv ; I

cherish liberty wherever it is planted. America was

settled upon ideas of liberty, and the vine has taken

deejD root and spread throughout the land. Long
may it flourish.

1 Call the combinations of the Ame-
ricans dangerous ; vet not unwarrantable. The dis-

content of two millions of people should be treated

candidly; and its foundation removed.'' "Let us

save," he continued, " this Constitution, dangerously

invaded at home ; and let us extend its benefits to

the remotest corners of the empire. Let slavery ex-

ist nowhere anions: us ; for whether it be in Ame-
rica, or in Ireland, or here at home, you will find it a

disease which spreads by contact, and soon reaches

froin the extremity to the heart."

Camden, whom Chatham's presence awed more

than office attracted, awoke to his old friendship for

America, and by implication accused his colleagues of

conspiring against the liberties of the country.

Lord Mansfield, in his reply to Chatham, " which

was a masterpiece of art and address," 2 declined

giving an opinion on the legality of the proceedings

1 "W. S. Johnson's Report of Chat- figure of the vine to refer to liber-

ham's Speech, in his letter to Gov. ty in America. Chatham never
Trumbull of Connecticut, 10 Jan- meant to say it had embraced
nary. 1770: and in a letter to the "whole nations.

Rev. Dr. W. S. Johnson, of the same 2 W. S. Johnson's Report of the

date. The report of the American Debate. H. Walpole in Memoirs,
on America is the safest guide, iii. 33.

The American understood the
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chap, of the House of Commons in reference to the Middle-
Y T f T

^v^- sex election, but contended, that whether they were

Jan* right or wrong, the jurisdiction in the case belonged

to them and from their decision there was no appeal.

" I distrust," rejoined Chatham, " the refinements of

learning, which fall to the share of so small a num-

ber of men. Providence has taken better care of oui

happiness, and given us in the simplicity of Common
Sense a rule for our direction by which we shall

never be misled." The words were revolutionary;

Scotland, in unconscious harmony with Kant and the

ablest minds in Germany, was renovating philosophy

by the aid of Common Sense and Keason ; Chatham

transplanted the theory, so favorable to democracy,

into the Halls of legislation. " Power without right,"

he continued, aiming his invective at the venal House

of Commons, " is a thing hateful in itself and ever in-

clining to its fall. Tyranny is detestable in every

shape ; but in none so formidable, as when it is as-

sumed and exercised by a number of tyrants."

Though the House of Lords opposed him by a

vote of more than two to one, the actual Ministry was

shattered ; and Chatham, feeble and emaciated as he

was, sprang forward with the party of Rockingham,

to beat down the tottering system, and raise on its

ruins a Government more friendly to liberty.

But the King was the best politician among them

all. Dismissing Camden, he sent an offer of the Chan-

cellor's place to Charles Yorke, who was of the Rock-

ingham connection. He had long coveted the high

dignity beyond any thing on earth. Now that it was

within his reach, he vacillated, wished delay, put the

temptation aside ; and formally announced his refusal,

hoping a recurrence of the opportunity at a later day.
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"If you will not comply," said the King, "it must chap.

make an eternal breach between us." Yorke gave —

—

way, was reproached by Hardwicke his brother, and jaa
°°

by Rockingham ; begged his brother's forgiveness,

kissed him and parted friends ; and then with a fatal

sensibility to fame 1 went home to die by his own
hand. His appalling fate scattered dismay among
the Ministry, and encouraged the opposition to put

forth its utmost energies.

On the twenty-second of January, Rockingham,

overcoming his nervous weakness, summoned resolu-

tion to make a long speech in the House of Lords.

He turned his eyes, however, only towards the past,

condemning the policy of George the Third, and de-

fending the old system of English government, which

restrained the royal prerogative by privilege. While

the leader of the great Whig party cherished no

hope of improvement from any change in the forms

of the Constitution, the aged and enfeebled Chat-

ham, once more the man of the people, rose to

do service to succeeding generations. "Whoever,"

said he, " understands the theory of the English

Constitution and will compare it with the fact,

must see at once how widely they differ. We
must reconcile them to each other, if we wish to

save the liberties of this country. The Constitution

intended that there should be a permanent relation

between the constituent and representative body of

the people. As the House of Commons is now
formed, that relation is not preserved, it is destroy-

ed ; " and he proceeded to open before the House of

1 Burke, i. 303.
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cha.p. Lords, as the mature result, of his long reflection, a

most cautious beginning of Parliamentary reform.

The Keform of the English Parliament ! How much
must take place before that event can come about.

Shrinking from the storm, Grafton threw up

his office. The King affected regret, but had fore

seen and provided against the contingency, being

at this moment equally tranquil and resolved.1

Conway hinted at trying .Kockingham and his

friends. " I know their disposition," said the King,
' and I will not hear of them. As for Chatham,

T will abdicate the crown sooner than consent to his

requirements." Before the world knew of the im-

pending change, he sent Weymouth and Gower, of

the Bedford party, " to press Lord North in the most

earnest manner to accept the office of First Lord

Commissioner of the Treasury ;

"

2 and he preceded

their visit by a friendly autograph note of his own.

Lord North did not hesitate ; and the King ex-

erted all his ability and his ten years' experience

to establish the Minister of his choice, teaching

him how to flatter Conway,8 and "how to prevent

desertion.

"

On the last day of January, the new Prime Min-

ister, amidst great excitement and the sanguine hopes

of the opposition, appeared in the House of Commons.
" The ship of state," said Barre, " tossed on a stormy

sea, is scudding under a jury-mast, and hangs out

signals for pilots from the other side." " The pilots

1 In the King's letter to Lord vious consideration of the measure.

North of the 23 January, the King 2 King to Lord North, 23 Jan.

writes, " My mind is more and more 1770.

strengthened in the Tightness of 3 King to Lord North, 29 Jan,

the measure." That implies pre- 1770.
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on board," answered North, " are very capable of chap.

conducting her into port." All agreed that he —

^

Bpoke admirably well ; inspiring such confidence Jau
c

that he prevailed by a majority of forty. "A
very handsome majority," 1 said the King ;

" a very

favorable auspice on your taking the lead in admin-

istration. A little spirit will soon restore order in

my service."
2 From that night, the new Tory Party

held possession of the Cabinet. Its opponents were

divided between those who looked back to privilege

as their old harbor of refuge, and those who saw be-

yond the abasement of the aristocracy a desirable in-

crease of popular power.

1 King to Lord North, 3 Febru- * King to Lord North, 1 Febru-
ary, 1770. ary, 1770.
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CHAPTER XLIIL

THE BOSTON MASSACRE.—HILLSBOROUGH'S ADMINISTRATION OS
THE COLONIES CONTINUED.

January—March, 1770.

chap. "The troops must move to the castle," said

SJIL Samuel Adams ;
* "it must be the first business of the

1
T
770, General Court to move them out of town." 2 Otis
Jan.

went about declaiming that "the Governor had

power to do it by the Constitution." 3 " We consider

thus metropolis, and indeed the whole Province under

duress," wrote Cooper, the minister. "The troops

greatly corrupt our morals, and are in every sense an

oppression ;

" and his New Year's prayer to Heaven

asked deliverance from their presence.4

The Massachusetts Assembly was to meet on the

tenth of January, and distant members were already

on their journey

;

5 when Hutchinson most unwisely

for himself, and still more so for England, prorogued

1 Hutchinson to Sir Francis Ber- * Rev. S. Cooper to Gov. Thomas
nard, 20 Dec. 1769. Pownall, 1 Jan. 1770.

2 Hutchinson to Hillsborough, 20 5 Hutchinson to Sir Francis Ber-

Dec. 1769. nard, 10 Jan. 1770.
3 Hutchinson to person unnamed,

10 January, 1770.
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it to ilie middle of March. The delay prevented chap.

any support to its Petition against Bernard ; and ^-v—

any Kepresentation during the session of Parliament j™'

in which the last revenue Act was to he modified or

repealed. The reason assigned for the prorogation

was neither the good of the Colony, nor the judg-

ment of the Lieutenant Governor, but an arbitrary

instruction
l from Hillsborough, and of such an in-

struction Samuel Adams denied the validity.2

The spirit of non-importation rather rose than

abated. Yet as tea had advanced one hundred per

cent.,
3 Hutchinson, who was himself a very large im-

porter of it,
4 could no longer restrain his covetousness.

His two oldest sons, therefore, who were his agents,

violating their engagement, broke open the lock, of

which they had given the key to the Committee of

merchants, and secretly made sales.
5 " Do they ini-

agine,"cried Samuel Adams, " they can still weary the

patience of an injured country with impunity ? " and

avowing that in the present case, the will of society

was not declared in its laws, he called not on the

merchants only, but on every individual of every class

in city and country, to compel the strictest adherence

to the agreement.6

The merchants,7 in pursuance of a vote at a very

full meeting, went in a body to the house of the

1 Hillsborough to Hutchinson, 4 5 He that will read Hutchinson's

Nov. 1769. many letters on this subject will
9 V index in Boston Gazette, Mon- learn his art of concealment and

day, 8 Jan. 1770. false representation. Or compare
8 So stated by Lord North in the his History, iii. 266-268.

House of Commons. Cavendish e Determinatus, in Boston Ga*
Debates, i. 488. zette, of 8 January, 1770.

4 See Hutchinson's orders to Wm. 7 Dr. Cooper to Gov. Pownall,
Palmer of London, 1769. MS. 30 January, 1770.
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chap. Hutchinsons.1 None of them were allowed to enter;

the Lieutenant Governor himself threw up a window
and pretended to charge them with a tumultuous and

menacing application to him as Chief Magistrate.

"We come," they answered, " to treat with your sons,

who have dishonorably violated their own contract,

to which they had pledged their honor." "A con-

tract," answered Hutchinson from the window

"without a valuable consideration is not valid in

law." But he remained in great perplexity, fearing

loss of property by riot. Early the next morning, he

sent for the upright William Phillips, the moderator

of the meeting, and engaged for his sons, that a sum

of money should be deposited in the room of the tea

that had been sold, and that the rest should be re-

turned. The capitulation was immediately reported

to the meeting and accepted.2

" This," said Bernard's friends, " was as good a

time as any to have called out the troops ;

" and they

thought it best to bring matters " to extremities." 3

Dalrymple was ready ; and ordered his men to equip

themselves with twelve rounds for an attack.4 " He
has now thrown down the reins into the hands of

the people," cried the Customs' Commissioners of

Hutchinson, " and he can never recover them." 5 "I

am a ruined man," said he despondingly to Phillips.

" I humbly hope," thus he wrote to those who dealt

out offices in London, " that a single error in judg-

1 Hutchinson to Hillsborough, 24 s Hutchinson to Sir Francis Ber-
January, 1770. nard, 21 January, 1770.

a Dr. Cooper to Gov Pownall. * Gov. Jona. Trumbull to W. S.

Hutchinson to Sir Francis Bernard, Johnson, 29 January, 1770.
and several letters in January. 5 Dr. Cooper to Gov. Pownall,

30 January, 1770.
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ment will not cancel more than thirty years' laborious chap.
XI ITT

and disinterested services in support of government." —r-1

He looked to his Council ; and they would take no jm
m

part in breaking up the system of non-importation.

He called in all the justices who lived within fifteen

miles ; and they thought it not incumbent on them to

interrupt the proceedings. He sent the sheriff into

the adjourned meeting of the merchants with a letter

to the moderator, requiring them in his Majesty's

name to disperse ; and the meeting, of which justices

of peace, selectmen, representatives, constables and

other officers made a part, sent him an answer, that

their Assembly was warranted by law. He saw that

the answer was in Hancock's handwriting,1 and he

treasured up the autograph to be produced one day,

when Hancock should be put on trial.

The news from Boston spread through the

country. "It is hard," said Trumbull, now Gov-

ernor of Connecticut, "to break connections with

our mother country; but when she strives to en-

slave us, the strictest union must be dissolved." 2

And as he looked through the world, he exclaimed

:

" The Lord reigneth, let the earth rejoice, and the

multitude of the isles be glad thereof; the accom-

plishment of some notable prophecies is at hand. " 8

" If the people of New-York are more restrained,"

wrote Hutchinson, " it is owing to the form of gov-

ernment of their city."
4 Their Liberty Pole had

stood safely in the Park for nearly three years. The

Hutchinson to , January,
3 Gov. Jona. Trumbull to W. S.

1770. Johnson, 3 March, 1770.
2 Gov. Jona. Trumbull to "W. S.

4 Hutchinson to ,10 January,

Johnson, 29 January, 1770. 1770.
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3'tap. soldiery who had become, as at Boston, exasperated

~~^> against the citizens, resolved to cut it down, and aftei

Feb.*
tnree repulses, they succeeded.

On the seventeenth, the indignant people assem-

bled in the fields to the number of three thou-

sand, and without planning retaliation, expressed ab-

horrence and contempt of the soldiers as enemies to

the Constitution, and to the peace of the city.
1 The

soldiers replied by an insulting placard ; and on two

successive days engaged in an affray with the citizens,

in which wounds and bruises were received on both

sides,
2 but the latter had the advantage. The newspa-

pers loudly celebrated the victory ; and the Sons of

Liberty, purchasing a piece of land near the junction

of Broadwayand the high road to Boston erected a pole,

strongly guarded by iron bands and bars, deeply sunk

into the earth, and inscribed " Liberty and Property."

At the same time, the brave MacDougall, son of a de-

vout Presbyterian of the Scottish isle of Ila, a man
who had made a fortune as a sailor, and had himself

carefully cultivated his mind, courageous and fiery,

yet methodical and self-possessed,
8 was persecuted by

the Government. In consequence of his appeal to the

people against the concessions of the Assembly, which

voted supplies to the troops, he was indicted for a

libel; and refusing to give bail, this "first Son of

Liberty in bonds for the glorious cause "was visited

by such throngs in his prison, that he was obliged to

appoint hours for their reception.
4

1 Hutchinson, iii. 270. Philadelphia in March, copied into
2 Lieut. Gov. Golden to Hillsho- the Boston Gazette of 16 April,

rough, 21 Feb. 1770. 1770; 784, 2, 182.
8 Extract of a Letter from New- 4 Leake's Life of Lamb, 61.

York, of 24 Feb. 1770, printed at Holt's Gazette.
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Intelligence of these events, especially of the con- chap

flict of the citizens with the soldiers, was transmitted ~^-
to Boston,1 where the townsmen emulously applauded Feb."

the spirit of the "Yorkers." The determination to

keep clear of paying the Parliament's taxes spread into

every social circle. One week three hundred wives

of Boston, the next a hundred and ten more, with

one hundred and twenty-six of the young and unmar-

ried of their sex, renounced the use of tea till the Reve-

nue Acts should be repealed.2 How could the troops

interfere ? Every body knew, that it was against

the law for them to fire without the special authority

of a civil magistrate ; and the more they paraded

with their muskets and twelve rounds of ball, the

more they were despised, as men who desired to ter-

rify and had no power to harm. Hutchinson, too,

was taunted with wishing to destroy town meetings,

through which he himself had risen ; and the Press,

calling to mind his days of shop-keeping, was cruel

enough to jeer him for his old frauds, as a notorious

smu^oder.3

Do
Theophilus Lillie, who had begun to sell contrary

to the agreement, found a post planted before his

door, with a hand pointed towards his house in deri-

sion. One of his neighbors, Richardson, an informer,

asked a countryman to break the post down by driv-

ing the wheel of his cart against it. A crowd inter-

posed; a number of boys chased Richardson to his

own house and threw stones. Provoked but not en-

dangered, he fired among them, and killed one of

1 Supplement of the Boston Ga- 3 Boston Gazette, 19 Feb. 1770;
zette of 19 Feb. 1770. 776, 2, 2.

2 Boston Gazette, 12 Feb. 1770,

and the next number.
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chap, eleven years old, the son of a poor German. At his

—r^ funeral five hundred children walked in front of the

Feb.*
^er 5 s^x °f n*s school-fellows held the pall ; and men
of all ranks moved in procession from Liberty Tree

to the Town House, and thence to the "burying

place." Soldiers and officers looked on, with

wounded pride. Dalrymple was impatient to be set

to work 1 in Boston, or to be ordered elsewhere.2

The common soldiers of the twenty-ninth regiment

were notoriously bad fellows; 3
licentious and over-

bearing. " I never will miss an opportunity of firing

upon the inhabitants," said one of them, Kilroi by

name ;
" I have wanted such an opportunity ever

since I have been in the country ;

"

4 and he repeated

the threat several times. It was a common feeling in

the regiment. On the other hand, a year and a half's

training had perfected the people in their part. It

was no breach of the law for them to express contempt

for the soldiery ; they were ready enough to confront

them ; but they were taught never to do it, except

to repel an attack. If any of the soldiers broke the

law, which they often did, complaints were made to

the local magistrates, who were ready to afford re-

dress.
5 On the other hand, the officers screened their

men from legal punishment, and sometimes even res-

cued them from the constables.

March
^n Friday the second day of March, a soldier of

the twenty-ninth, asked to be employed at Gray's

Eopewalk, and was repulsed in the coarsest words.

1 Compare Dalrymple to Gage. way ; Hutchinson to , 6 Deo.
2 Hutchinson , March, 1770

;

1770 ; and to Hillsborough, 3 Deo.

in Letter Book, i. 374. 1770.
3 Hutchinson's Letter Book. 6 Boston Account, 10.
4 Testimony of Samuel Hemming-
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He then defied the ropemakers to a boxing match ; chap

and, one of them accepting his challenge, he was beat- ^V—
en off. Returning with several of his companions; ^^
they too were driven away. A larger number came

down to renew the fight with clubs and cutlasses, and

in their turn encountered defeat. By this time

Gray and others interposed, and for that day prevent-

ed further disturbance.1

There was an end of the affair at the Ropewalk,
but not at the barracks, where the soldiers inflamed

each other's passions, as if the honor of the regiment

were tarnished.2 On Saturday they prepared blud-

geons
;

3 and being resolved to brave the citizens on

Monday night,4 they forewarned their particular ac-

quaintance not to be abroad. Without duly restrain-

ing his men, Carr, the Lieutenant Colonel of the

twenty-ninth, made complaint to the Lieutenant

Governor of the insult they had received.5

The Council, deliberating on Monday, seemed of

opinion, that the town would never be safe from quar-

rels between the people and the soldiers, as long as

soldiers should be quartered among them. In the

present case the owner of the Ropewalk gave satisfac-

tion by dismissing the workman complained of.

The officers should, on their part, have kept their

men within the barracks after night-fall. Instead of

it they left them to roam the streets. Hutchinson

should have insisted on measures of precaution

;

6 but

1 Boston Narrative, 14, 15. 4
S. Adams, in Boston Gazette,

3 James Bowdoin in the Boston 24 Dec. 1770.
Narrative. 6 Hutchinson's Hist. iii. 270, 271.

3 John Fisher's Deposition in 6 Gordon's Hist, of American
Boston Narrative, 40 ; S. Adams Revolution, i. 281.
in Boston Gazette of 31 Dec. 1770.

"\
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he too much wished tlie favor of all who had influ-

ence at Westminster.

Evening came on. The young moon was shining

brightly in a cloudless winter sky, and its light was

increased by a new fallen snow.1 Parties of soldiers

were driving about the streets,
2 making a parade

of valor, challenging resistance, and striking the
7 O O 7 O

inhabitants indiscriminately with sticks or sheathed

cutlasses.

A band which rushed out from Murray's Bar-

racks,
3 in Brattle Street, armed with clubs, cutlasses

and bayonets, provoked resistance, and an affray en-

sued. Ensign Maul, at the gate of the barrack-yard,

cried to the soldiers, " Turn out, and I will stand by

you ; kill them ; stick them ; knock them down ; run

your bayonets through them ;

"

4 and one soldier after

another levelled a firelock and threatened to " make a

lane " through the crowd. Just before nine, as an offi-

cer crossed King Street, now State Street, a barber's

lad cried after him, " There goes a mean fellow who
hath not paid my master for dressing his hair ;" on

which the sentinel stationed at the westerly end of

the Custom House, on the corner of King Street and

Exchange Lane, left his post, and with his musket

gave the boy a stroke on the head, which made him

stagger and cry for pain.5

The street soon became clear,
6 and nobody troubled

1 R. Treat Paine's Trial of the * Boston Narrative, 23, Note
Soldiers, 121. Boy's Evidence, given on Preston's

2 Hutchinson's History, in. 271. Trial; quoted by Vindex in Boston
8 Jeremiah Belknap's Testimony, Gazette, of 24 Dec. 1770.

Boston Narrative, 65. ° Lieut. Col. Marshall, in Trial of
4 James Kirkwood, Boston Nar- the British Soldiers, 31. Boston

rative, 70, and 19 20. Dr. Rich- Narrative, 77
ard Hiron's Trial of the Soldiers.

61, 02.
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the sentry, when a party of soldiers issued violently chap.

from the main guard,1
their arms glittering in the ^~

moonlight, and passed on hallooing, " Where are March

they ? where are they ? let them come." Presently

twelve or fifteen
2 more, uttering the same cries,

rushed from the South into King Street, and so

hj way of Cornhill, towards Murray's Barracks.
' ; Pray, soldiers, spare my life," cried a boy of twelve,

whom they met; "No, no, I'll kill you all," answered

one of them, and knocked him down with his

cutlass. They abused and insulted several per-

sons at their doors and others in the street, "run-

ning about like madmen in a fury," 3 crying, " Fire,"

which seemed their watchword, and, " Where are

they? knock them down." Their outrageous beha-

vior occasioned the ringing of the bell at the head

of King Street.

The citizens whom the alarm set in motion, came

out with canes and clubs ; and partly by the inter-

ference of well-disposed officers, partly by the courage

of Crispus Attucks, a mulatto, and some others, the

fray at the Barracks was soon over. Of the citizens,

the prudent shouted " Home, Home ;
" others, it was

said, called out, " Huzza for the main guard, there is

the nest
;

" but the main guard was not molested

the whole evening.

A body of soldiers came up Eoyal Exchange

Lane, crying " Where are the cowards ?
" and brand-

ishing their arms, passed through King Street.

1 Lieut. Col. Thomas Marshall, in diers, 30, 31. John Appleton in

Trial, 31, 32. Trial, 31.
1 Nathaniel Appleton in Boston 3 Nathaniel Appleton, 31.

Narrative, 63, and in Trial of Sol-

tol. vi.— 22
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chap. From ten to twenty boys came after them, asking,

S^L " "Where are they, where are they i " " There is the

March s°Wier who knocked me down," said the barber's

boy,1 and they began pushing one another towards

the sentinel.
2 He primed and loaded his mus-

ket.
8 " The lobster 4

is going to fire," cried a boy

Waving his piece about, the sentinel pulled the trig-

ger.5 " If you fire you must die for it," said Henry

Knox, who was passing by. " I don't care," replied

the sentry ;
" damn them, if they touch me I'll fire."

" Fire and be damned," shouted the boys, for they

were persuaded he could not do it without leave from

a civil officer ; and a young fellow spoke out, " We
will knock him down for snapping ;

" while they

whistled through their fingers and huzzaed.6 " Stand

off," said the sentry, and shouted aloud, "Turn out,

main guard." 7 " They are killing the sentinel," re-

ported a servant from the Custom House, running to

the main guard. " Turn out, why don't you turn out ?

"

cried Preston,8 who was Captain of the day, to the

guard. " He appeared in a great flutter of spirits,"

and " spoke to them roughly." A party of six, two of

whom, Kilroi and Montgomery, had been worsted

at the Eopewalk,9 formed with a corporal in front,

and Preston following.10 With bayonets fixed, they

haughtily "rushed through the people,"
11 upon the

trot, cursing them, and pushing them as they went

1 Edward Payne, Boston Narra- 6 Benjamin Lee, Trial, 69.

tive, 103 ; B. Lee, Trial, 69. 7 Benjamin Lee, Trial, 69.
2 William Parker, Trial, 77.

8 John Bulkely, Trial 69.
3 Benjamin Lee, Trial, 69.

9 Boston Gazette, 31 Dec, 1770.
4 Alexander Cruikshank's Trial,

10 William Whittington, Trial, 74

;

65, " lobster and rascal." Preston's Case.
6 Henry Knox, Boston Narrative, " Samnel Adams in Boston Ga-

101 ; and in Trial, 68, 69. zette, 10 Dec. 1770.
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along. They found about ten persons round the sentry, chap.

while about fifty or sixty came down with them. w-^
" For God's sake," said Knox, holding Preston by the March

coat, " take your men back again ; if they fire, your

life must answer for the consequences." "I know
what I am about," said he, hastily, and much agitat-

ed. None pressed on them or provoked them, till

they began loading, when a party of about twelve in

number, with sticks in their hands, moved from the

middle of the street where they had been standing,

gave three cheers, and passed along the front of the

soldiers, whose muskets some of them struck as they

went by. " You are cowardly rascals," they said, " for

bringing arms against naked men ;

" " lay aside your

guns,1 and we are ready for you." " Are the soldiers

loaded ? " inquired Palmes of Preston. " Yes," he an-

swered, " with powder and ball."
2 " Are they going

to fire upon the inhabitants ? " asked Theodore Bliss.

"They cannot, without my orders;" replied Pres-

ton
;

3 while " the town-born " called out, " Come on,

you rascals, you bloody backs, you lobster scoundrels,

fire if you dare. We know you dare not." * Just then

Montgomery received a blow from a stick thrown

which hit his musket ; and the word " Fire," being

given, he stepped a little on one side, and shot At-

tucks, who at the time was quietly leaning on a long

stick. The people immediately began to move off.

" Don't fire," said Langford, the watchman, to Kilroi,

looking him full in the face ; but yet he did so, and

Samuel Gray, who was standing next Langford with

18.

1 Ebeiiezer Bridgham, 8, 9.
8 Theodore Bliss, Trial, 82.

3 Richard Palmes, in the Trial, * Preston's Case.
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chap. his hands in his bosom, fell lifeless. The rest fired

^v— slowly and in succession on the people, who were dis«

March persing. One aimed deliberately at a boy, who was

running for safety. Montgomery then pushed at

Palmes to stab him; on which the latter knocked

his gun out of his hand, and levelling a blow at hiro

hit Preston.1 Three persons were killed, among them

Attucks the mulatto; eight were wounded, two of

them mortally. Of all the eleven not more than one

had had any share in the disturbance.

So infuriated were the soldiers, that, when the

men returned to take up the dead, they prepared to

fire again, but were checked by Preston, while the

Twenty-Ninth Regiment appeared under arms in

King Street, as if bent on a further massacre. " This

is our time," 2 cried soldiers of the Fourteenth ; and

dogs were never seen more greedy for their prey.3

The bells rung in all the churches; the town

drums beat. " To arms, to arms," was the cry. And
now was to be tested the true character of Boston.

All its sons came forth, excited almost to madness

;

many were absolutely distracted by the sight of the

dead bodies, and of the blood, which ran plentifully

in the street, and was imprinted in all directions by

the foot-tracks on the snow. " Our hearts," says War-

ren, " beat to arms ; almost resolved by one stroke to

avenge the death of our slaughtered brethren." 4 But

they stood self-possessed and irresistible, demanding

justice according to the law. " Did you not know,

1 See the Note at the end of the s William Fallass, Boston ISTarra-

Chapter. tive, 143. Compare those of All-
3 Mrs. Mary Gardner, B. N*. 25. man, of Matthias King, and of Rob-

Deposition, 144. Of her credibil- ert Twelves Hewes.
ity, see Samuel Adams in Boston 4 Warren's Oration, 5 March,
Gazette 31 Dec. 1770. 1772.
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that yon should not have fired without the order of a chap.
YTTTT

civil Magistrate ? " asked Hutchinson on meeting Pres- —r—

ton. " I did it," answered Preston, " to save my men." * Marc^

The people would not be pacified, till the regi-

ment was confined to the guard-room and the bar-

racks ; and Hutchinson himself gave assurances that

instant inquiries should be made by the County Magis-

trates. The body of them then retired, leaving about

one hundred persons to keep watch on the examina-

tion, which lasted till three hours after midnight.2 A
warrant was issued against Preston, who surrendered

himself to the Sheriff; and the soldiers who com-

posed the party were delivered up and committed to

prison.3

The next morning the Selectmen of the Town
and the Justices of the County spoke with Hutchinson

at the Council Chamber. "The inhabitants," said

the former, " will presently meet, and cannot be ap-

peased while the troops are among them." Quincy of

Braintree, on behalf of the Justices, pointed out the

danger of "the most terrible consequences." "I

have no power to remove the troops," said Hutchin-

son, " nor to direct where they shall be placed ;

" but

he sent to invite Dalrymple and Carr, the Command-

ing Officers, to be present in Council. They attended,

and the subject was "largely discussed."

At eleven, the Town Meeting was opened in

Faneuil Hall by prayer from Cooper ; then Samuel

Adams and fourteen others, among them, Hancock

1 Vindex, Samuel Adams, in Bos- Hutchinson to Sir Francis Bernard,

ton Gazette, 10 Dec. 1770, and 14 12 March, 1770.

Jan. 1771.
' 3 Dalryniple's Narrative of the

2 Hutchinson to Gage, 6 March, Late Transactions at Boston.

1770. " I was up till three o'clock."
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chap, and Molineux, were chosen to proceed to the Council

—r^ Chamber, where in the name of the Town they de-

March livere(l this message :
" The inhabitants and soldiery

can no longer live together in safety ; nothing can re-

store peace and prevent further carnage, but the

immediate removal of the troops." * To effect this,

they asked the exertion of his power and influence.

Hutchinson desired to parley with them.2 " The

people," they answered, " not only in this town,

but in all the neighboring towns, are determined that

the troops shall be removed." " An attack on the

King's troops," replied Hutchinson, " would be High

Treason, and every man concerned would forfeit his

life and estate." The Committee unmoved, recalled

his attention to their peremptory demand and with-

drew.

My readers will remember, that the instructions

from the King which placed the army above the civil

power in America, contained a clause, that where

there was no officer of the rank of Brigadier, the

Governor of the Colony or Province might give «fche

word. Dalrymple, accordingly, offered to obey the

Lieutenant Governor, who, on his part, neither dared

to bid the troops remain, nor order their withdrawal.

So the opinion which had been expressed by Bernard

during the last summer, and at the time had been

approved by Dalrymple, was called to mind as the

1 Hutchinson to Gage. rative sent through Hutchinson and
a We have the account of what Bernard to Hillsborough ; by the

passed in Council, by Hutchinson Eeport of the Committee of the

to Gage, to Hillsborough, and to Council, respecting the Representa-
Sir Francis Bernard ; by Dalrymple, tion made by Secretary Oliver, in

in his Narrative sent to Hillsbo- Bradford, 264. Compare also Pri-

rough ; by the Affidavit of An- vate Letters of Cooper^ Hutchinson,
drew Oliver, Secretary, in his Nar- and others.
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rule for the occasion. The Lieutenant Governor, chap.

therefore, acquainted the Town's Committee, that the *

—

^
Twenty-Mnth Eegiment, which was particularly Marc^

concerned in the late differences, should without

delay be placed at the Castle, and the Fourteenth

only be retained in town under efficient restraint.
1

Saying this, he adjourned the Council to the after-

noon.

The vigorous will of Samuel Adams now burst

forth in its majesty. As Faneuil Hall could not hold

the throng from the surrounding country, the Town
had adjourned to the Old South Meeting House.

The street between the State House and that church

was filled with people. "Make way for the Com-

mittee," was the shout of the multitude, as Adams
came out from the Council Chamber, and baring

his head, which was already becoming gray, moved
through their ranks, inspiring heroic confidence.

To the people who crowded even the gallery and

aisles of the spacious Meeting House, he made his

report, and pronounced the answer insufficient. On
ordinary occasions he seemed like ordinary men ; but

in moments of crisis, he rose naturally and unaffectedly

into the attitude of highest dignity, and spoke as if

the hopes of humanity were dependent on his words.

The Town, after deliberation, raised a new and smaller

Committee, composed of Samuel Adams, Hancock,

Molineux, William Phillips, "Warren, Henshaw and

Pemberton, to bear their final message. They found

the Lieutenant Governor surrounded by the Council*

Reply of the Lieut. Gov. to the Town of Boston.
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chap and by the highest officers of the British Army and

—^- Navy on the Station.
1 770

March Hutchinson had done his utmost to get Samuel

Adams shipped to England as a traitor ; at this most

important moment in their lives, the patriot and the

courtier stood face to face. " It is the unanimous

opinion of the Meeting," said Samuel Adams to him

in the name of all, " that the reply made to the vote

of the inhabitants in the morning, is unsatisfactory

;

nothing less will satisfy than a total and immediate

removal of all the troops." " The troops are not sub-

ject to my authority," repeated Hutchinson; "I

have no power to remove them." Stretching forth

his arm which slightly shook as if " his frame trem-

bled at the energy of his soul,"
1 in tones not loud,

but clear and distinctly audible, Adams rejoined :
" If

you have power to remove one regiment, you have

power to remove both.2
It is at your peril if you do

not.
3 The meeting is composed of three thousand peo-

ple. They are become very impatient. A thousand

men are already arrived from the neighborhood, and

the country is in general motion. Mght is approach-

ing ; an immediate answer is expected." As he

spoke, he gazed intently on his irresolute adversary.

"Then," said Adams who not long afterwards de-

scribed the scene, "at the appearance of the de-

1 John Adams to Jedediah Morse, to Dalrymple who stood at his side.

and Same to Tudor. But the Town and S. Adams ad-
2 These are the words as I receiv- dressed Hutchinson himself, and

ed them traditionally from John would not release him from his re-

Quincy Adams, and they agree sponsibility.

with Hutchinson to Bernard of the 3 Andrew Oliver's Narrative.

18th of March, except that Hutch- 4 Dalrymple's Narrative of the

inson represented them as addressed Late Transactions at Boston.
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termined citizens, peremptorily demanding the re- chap

dress of grievances, I observed his knees to trem ^
ble ; I saw his face grow pale ; and I enjoyed the ^J^
sight."

1 As the Committee left the Council Cham-

ber, Hutchinson's memory was going back in his

reverie to the days of the Revolution of 1688.2

He saw in his mind, Andros seized and imprisoned,

and the people instituting a new government ; he re-

flected that the citizens of Boston and the country

about it were become four times as numerous as in

those days, and their " spirit full as high." He
fancied them insurgent, and himself their captive

;

and he turned to the Council for advice; a It is not

such people as formerly pulled down your House,

who conduct the present measures ;

" said Tyler,

" but they are people of the best characters among us,

men of estates, and men of religion. It is impossible

for the troops to remain in town ; there will be ten

thousand men to effect their removal, be the conse-

quence what it may."

Russell of Charlestown, and Dexter of Dedham, a

man of admirable qualities, confirmed what was said.

They spoke truly; men were ready to come down
from the hills of Worcester County, and from the vale

of the Connecticut. The Council unanimously advised

sending the troops to the Castle forthwith. "It is

impossible for me," said Dalrymple again and again,

weakening the force of what he said by frequently

repeating it, "to go any further lengths in this matter.

The information given of the intended rebellion is a

1 Samuel Adams to James War- 2 Hutchinson to Lord Hillsbo-

ren, of Plymouth, 25 March, 1771. rough, 12 March, 1770.
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chap, sufficient reason against the removal of his Majesty's

-^-^ forces."
1

Marct
" ^ou ^ave ^ed tne advice of the Council," said

Gray to the Lieutenant Governor ;
" they have given

it unanimously; you are bound to conform to it."

"If mischief should come, by means of your not join-

ing with us," pursued Irving, "the whole blame

must fall upon you ; but if you join with us, and the

commanding officer after that should refuse to re-

move the troops, the blame will then be at his

door." 2 Hutchinson finally agreed with the Council,

and Dalrymple assured him of his obedience. The
Town's Committee, being informed of this decision,

left the State House to make their welcome report

to the Meeting. The inhabitants listened with the

highest satisfaction ; but, ever vigilant, they provided

measures for keeping up a strong military watch of

their own, until the Regiments should leave the

town.3

It was a humiliation to the officers and soldiers

to witness the public funeral of the victims of the

fifth of March; but they complained most of the

watch set over them. The Colonel of the town

militia had, however, taken good legal advice, and

showed the old Province Law under which he kept

it ; and the Justices of the Peace in their turns attend-

ed every night during its continuance.4 The British

officers gnashed their teeth in anger at the contempt

into which they had been brought. The troops

came to overawe the people, and maintain the laws

;

1 Dalrymple's Narrative. Council, reporting March 6, 7.
2 Andrew Oliver's Narrative. 3 Boston Narrative.

Report of a Committee of * Boston Narrative.
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and they were sent as law-breakers to a prison rather chap

than to a garrison. "There," said Edmund Burke, ^^L
" was an end of the spirited way we took, when the Marcj,

question was, whether Great Britain should or should

not govern America.'
1

1

1 E. Burke's Speech, Monday, 7 March, 1774.

NOTE.

The questions that the inquirer, on examining the evidence, may raise,

are three. I. Were the soldiers or the townsmen the aggressors?

II. Did Preston give the order to fire ? III. Were the soldiers pelted

and struck before firing ?

There would never have been any difficulty in answering these ques-

tions, but for the trials which followed. The lawyers employed were

skilful in constructing hypotheses to suit their purpose. " The Case " of

Preston is confessedly false. It was written by some royalist lawyer,

and was published for purposes to be answered in England. The ex

parte affidavits secretly taken and sent to England, are not trustworthy.

The Depositions published in the Boston Narrative, were taken openly

and in the presence of persons representing all parties. The evidence

taken on Preston's trial, has, I believe, never been fairly or fully print-

ed. I have seen only parts of it. The report of the soldiers' trial is

valuable though imperfect. In using it, care must be taken to separate

the evidence of known and responsible persons from that of the feeble-

minded, the biassed, and those who evidently spoke falsely. I have seen

many unpublished private letters of persons in the interest of the offi-

cers, as well as the official papers on the subject.

I. As to the first question, all the evidence agrees that the towns-

people acted on the defensive, and made no resistance till attacked.

On this point we have also the emphatic statement of James Bowdoin,

Samuel Pemberton, and Joseph Warren, as well as the uncontroverted

reasoning of Samuel Adams.

II. Did Preston give the order to fire ? I think he did.

1. Disciplined men in the regular army were not likely to fire with-

out orders. Preston himself said to T. Bliss, " They cannot fire without

my orders." See the Testimony of T. Bliss.

2. The men said positively they had his orders to fire.

3. There were many witnesses to his giving the word to fire.
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4. He himself owned it to Hutchinson when he said " I did it to save

my men."

^yjftT 5. Afterwards he was obliged to confess he said Fire, yet pretending

March *kftt he preceded the word by Don't ; but first, this is not the word an of-

ficer would give to men whose guns were levelled, and whom he wish-

ed to prevent firing. Second, there was time between the first gun and

the last to have stopped the procedure, which he did not do.

6. Hutchinson in his first report, does not clear him of the order to

fire.

7. Gage does not clear him of the order.

8. His counsel, a determined royalist, was convinced he gave the or-

der. "I am afraid poor Preston has but little chance. Mr. Auchmuty

who is his counsel, tells me the evidence is very strong to prove, the

firing upon the inhabitants was by his order, and he doubts whether the

assault would be an excuse for it." Hutchinson to Sir Francis Bernard,

30 March, 1770. Considering the relations of the parties this is most sig-

nificant language. The opposite views were the hypothesis for the trial.

9. As Auchmuty before the trial believed that Preston gave the or-

der, so Josiah Quincy, Jr. has left on record his opinion that the verdict

of the jury was an unjust one. Oallisthenes, in Boston Gazette, 28 Sept.

1772 ; 912, 3, 1 ; and again, Edward Sexby, 12 Oct. 1772 ; Boston Ga-

zette, 914, 1, 2. But this is not so decisive as the opinion, at the time,

of Auchmuty and Hutchinson.

10. The monstrously false insinuations in the " Case of Captain Pres-

ton." If Preston had given no orders, the offensive falsehoods would

have been superfluous.

III. Were the soldiers pelted and struck while on duty before

firing? The necessities of the defence naturally exaggerated the pro-

vocation, and the statements respecting it are contradictory. When
were boys together after a newly fallen snow without throwing snow-

balls? A little discrimination as to the character of the witnesses and

the effect of the testimony on those best able to judge, will show

whether the soldiers were endangered.

1. Auchmuty's opinion of the insufficiency of the assault to justify

the soldiers has already been cited.

2. Hutchinson, whose testimony as given at the time, is of the high-

est importance, writes of the firing :

—

" I think, admitting every thing in favor of it, that the action was

too hasty, though the great provocation may be some excuse." Hutch-

inson to Sir Francis Bernard, 12 March, 1770. "How far the affronts

and the abuse offered by the inhabitants may avail to excuse this action,

is uncertain." Hutchinson to Lord Hillsborough, 12 March, 1770.

3. Eev. Dr. Cooper's opinion is worthy of great attention. " Sol-

diers &c. fired without the least reason to justify so desperate a step."

Dr. S. Cooper to Gov. Pownall, 26 March, 1770.
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4. Ko one of the soldiers was hurt, nor was there any of the things chap
said to have been thrown at them, to be found on the place next morn- XLIIL*

ing. Boston Gazette, 830, 2, 2. T^tT
5. Look at the testimony of trustworthy men. Edward Paine, cited ^arch

in Boston Gazette, of 7 Jan. 1771, "perceived nothing but the talk

that he thought would have induced the sentry or any of the soldiers to

fire." Henry Knox, afterwards General and Secretary at "War, was close

by and saw nothing thrown. His testimony is very strong. Among
others, Langford the watchman, says, " The boys were swearing and using

bad words, but they threw nothing." Trial, 11. " I saw nobody strike a

blow, nor offer a blow." Trial, 12. Brown saw nothing thrown at the

soldiers. Trial 14. Testimony of Richard Palmes on Preston's Trial.

He was standing close by Preston and Montgomery. Question. At the

time the soldiers fired, did you see a number of things thrown at them ?

Answer. I saw nothing thrown or touch them, except that which struck

Montgomery.

6. Compare on the other hand the testimony to prove the pelting.

The chief witness was Andrew, a negro servant, famed for his " lively

imagination. " James Bailey, a friend of the sentry, swore, " the boys

were throwing pieces of ice at him." Q. Did you see the pieces of ice

thrown? A. Yes; they were hard and large enough to hurt any man.

Q. Did you see any of the pieces of ice hit him? A. There was nothing

thrown after I went to him ; if any thing was thrown, it was before.

This same witness was used to countenance the story, which Hutch-

inson gives in his History, iii. 272.

Q. Did you see any thing thrown before the firing ? A. Yes ; Mont-

gomery was knocked down with a stick, and his gun flew out of his

hand, and when he recovered he discharged his gun.

Against this, weigh the evidence of Bass, Fosdick, and Palmes. Jed-

ediah Bass. Q. Was you looking at Montgomery all the time before he

fired ? A. Yes. Q. Are you certain he did not fall before he fired ? A.

Yes. Q. Are you sure if he had fallen, you must have seen him ? Yes.

Nathaniel Fosdick being asked when Montgomery fell, answered, " It

was after he had fired."

Richard Palmes. Q. Are you sure Montgomery did not fall just be-

fore he discharged his gun ? A. Yes. After the trial Palmes persisted

in his statement. "I assure the world upon the oath I then took,

that Montgomery did not fall, till he attempted to push his bayonet

through my body ; which was about the time the last gun went off."
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CHAPTER XLIV.

THE NON-IMPORTATION AGREEMENTS FAIL.—HILLSBOROUGH'S
ADMINISTRATION OF THE COLONIES CONTINUED.

Maech—July, 1770.

chap. At the cry of innocent blood shed by the sol-

J^L diery, the continent heaved like a troubled ocean.1

Maxell
But in Boston itself, the removal of the troops to

the barracks at Castle William, however offensive

to the pride of the army, smoothed the way for con-

ciliation. The Town was resolved on bringing the

party who had fired to trial, that the supremacy of

the civil authority might be vindicated ; at the same

time, it wished that every opportunity of defence

should be furnished the prisoners ; and with the very

general approbation of the people,
2 and at the ur-

gent 3 solicitations of Samuel Adams and his asso-

ciates, John Adams and the younger Quincy con-

sented to be retained as their Counsel.

It was for England to remove the cause of the

1 Gov. Wentworth of New It took care publicly to mark its

Hampshire to Hillsborough. confidence in Quincy in May, and
3
It is an error to suppose that in John Adams in June,

the Town of Boston did not con- 3 Advised and urged by an
sistently wish every proper assist- Adams, [S. Adams,] a Hancock, a
ance to be rendered the prisoners. Molineux, &c. &c. Quincy, 27.
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strife. In the House of Lords, Chatham, affirming as chap.

he had done four years before, the subordination of *—r—
the Colonies and the right of Parliament to bind March

their trade and industry, disclaimed the American

policy, adopted by his former colleagues when he him-

self was nominally the Minister. " In this," said he,

" as in all the rest, I have been disappointed and de-

ceived." 1 "The idea of drawing money from the

Americans by taxes was ill judged ; trade is your ob-

ject with them. They should be encouraged; those

millions are the industrious hive who keep you em
ployed;" and he invited the entire repeal of the

Revenue Act of Charles Townshend.

On the evening of the fifth of March, the House of

Commons entered seriously upon the consideration of

the question. Lord North founded a motion for a par-

tial relief, not on the Petitions of America, because

they were marked by a denial of the right ; but on

one from merchants and traders of London. " The
subject," said he,

2
"is of the highest importance. The

combinations and associations of the Americans for the

temporary interruption of trade, have already been

called unwarrantable in an Address of this House ; I

will call them insolent and illegal.
3 The duties upon

paper, glass, and painters' colors bear upon the manu-

factures of this country, are uncommercial, and ought

to be taken off. It was my intention to have ex-

tended the proposal to the removal of the other

duties ; but the Americans have not deserved indul-

gence The Preamble to the Act and the duty on

1 W. S. Johnson to Gov. Trnm- 8 W. S. Johnson's report of the
bull, 6 March, 1770. Debate.

2 Debates of the Fifth of March,
1770, in Cavenlish, ii. 484.
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chap, tea must be retained as a mark of the Supremacy of

~-^ Parliament and the efficient declaration of its right to

March govern the Colonies. 1

" I saw nothing unjust, uncommercial or unreason-

able in the Stamp Act; nothing but what Great

Britain might fairly demand of her Colonies ; Ame-

rica took name and united against it. If there had

been a permanence of Ministers, if there had been a

union of Englishmen in the cause of England, that

Act would at this moment have been subsisting.

" I was much inclined to yield to the wishes of

many, who desire that the duty upon tea should be re-

pealed. But tea is not a manufacture of Great Britain.

Of all commodities it is the properest for taxation.

The duty is an external tax such as the Americans

had admitted the right of Parliament to impose. It

is one of the best of all the port duties. When the

revenue is well established, it will go a great way
towards giving additional support to our Government

and judicatures in America. If we are to run after

America in search of reconciliation, I do not know a

single Act of Parliament, that will remain. Are we
to make concessions to these people, because they

have the hardihood to set us at defiance ? No author-

ity was ever confirmed by the concession of any

point of honor or of right. Shall I give up my right ?

No, not in the first step. I will strengthen my water-

guard : I will do any thing before I will buy off con-

traband trade. New-York has kept strictly to its

agreements ; but the infractions of them by the people

of Boston, show that they will soon come to nothing.

The necessities of the Colonies and their want of union

1 W. S. Johnson's Report.
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will open trade. There is an impossibility of their ch^p.

manufacturing to supply any considerable part of —U^
their wants. If they should attempt it and be likely MaT^h
to succeed, it is in our power to make laws, and so

to check the manufactures in America for many years

to come'. This method I will try, before I will give

np my right. Gentlemen talk of the harsh mea-

sures pursued by this country towards America.

Evwv session has produced some mark of affection

towards her; bounty after bounty; importation of

flax
;
permission to export rice. We are treated as

hard task-masters, because we will not give up an

undoubted right of the Legislature."

Thomas Pownall moved the repeal of the duty on

tea also. The House of Commons, like Lord North

in his heart, 1 was disposed to do the work of concilia-

tion thoroughly. It was known that Grenville would

not give an adverse vote.
2 " It is the sober opinion

of the Americans," said Mackay, fresh from the mili-

tary Command in Boston, " that you have no

right to tax them. When beaten out of every ar-

gument, they adduce the authority of the first man of

the law, and the first man of the State." Grenville

assumed fully the responsibility of the Stamp Act

;

but he revealed to the House that the measure of

taxing America had been the wish of the King. On
the present occasion, had the King's friends re-

mained neutral, the duty on tea would have been re-

pealed ; with all their exertions, in a full House, the

majority' for retaining it was but sixty-two.3 Lord

1 Franklin to Dr. Cooper, 8 June, Duke of Choiseul, No. 38 ; 27 Feb.
1770; Franklin's Works, vii. 475. 1770.

And compare vii. 467. 3 Franklin to a Friend in America,
- Compare Du Chatelet to the 18 March, 1770 ; Writings, vii. 466.

vol. vi. — 23
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ohap. North seemed hardly satisfied with his success ; and

<^~J reserved to himself liberty to accede to the repeal on

March some agreement with the East India Company

;

1 with

fatal weakness of purpose, delaying the measure

which his good sense and humanity approved.

The decision came from the King who was the

master of the House of Commons, and the soul of

the Ministry, busying himself even with the details ot

all important affairs. He had many qualities that

become a sovereign,—temperance, regularity, and in-

dustry ; decorous manners, and unaffected piety ; fru-

gality in his personal expenses, so that his pleasures

laid no burden on his people; a moderation which

made him ever averse to wars of conquest ; courage,

which dared to assume responsibility, and could even

contemplate death serenely ; a fortitude that met ac-

cumulated dangers without flinching and rose with

adversity.

But his mind was bigoted, narrow, and without

comprehensiveness, morbidly impatient of being ruled,

and yet himself incapable of reconciling the demands

of civilization with the establishments of the past. He
was the great founder and head of the New Tory or

Conservative party, which had become dominant

through his support. To that cause all his instincts

were blindly true ; so that throughout his career, he

was consistent in his zeal for authority, his hatred of

reform, and his antipathy to philosophical freedom of

inquiry and to popular power. On these points he

was inflexibly obstinate and undisguised ; nor could

he be justly censured for dissimulation, except for that

1 Garth to South Carolina Com- Johnson to Gov. Trumbull, 6 March,

mittee, 6 March, 1770. W. S. 1770.
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disingenuousness which studies the secret characters chap.

of men in order to use them as its instruments. No —

^

one could tell whether the king really liked him. He March

could flatter, cajole, and humor, or frown and

threaten ; he could conceal the sense of injuries and

forget good service ; bribe the corrupt by favors, or

terrify deserters by punishment. In bestowing re-

wards, it was his rule, as far as possible, to preserve

the dependence of his favorites by making none but

revocable grants ; and he required of his friends an

implicit obedience. He was willing to govern through

Parliament, yet did not conceal his readiness to stand

by his Ministers, even though they should find them-

selves in a minority ; and was sure that one day the

Government must disregard majorities.

With a strong physical frame, he had also a ner-

vous susceptibility which made him rapid in his

utterance ; and so impatient of contradiction, that he

never could bear the presence of a Minister who re-

solutely differed from him, and was easily thrown

into a state of high excitement, bordering upon mad-

ness. Anger which changed Chatham into a seer,

pouring floods of light upon his mind, and quickening

his discernment, served only to cloud or disturb

the mind of George the Third, so that he could

not hide his thoughts from those about him, and, if

using the pen, could neither spell correctly nor write

coherently. Hence the proud, unbending Grenville

was his aversion; and his years with the compliant

Lord North, though full of public disasters, were

the happiest of his life. Conscious of his devotion to

the cause of legitimate authority, and viewing with

complacency his own correctness of morals, he iden-

tified himself with the cause which he venerated.
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chap. His eye did not rest on Colonial liberty or a people

—r^ struggling towards more intelligence and happiness

;

March ^ne Crown was to him the emblem of all rightful

power. He had that worst quality of evil, that he,

as it were, adored himself ; and regarded opposition

to his designs as an offence against integrity and

patriotism. He thought no exertions too great to

crush the spirit of revolution, and no sufferings or

punishment too cruel or too severe for those whom
he esteemed as rebels.

The chaotic state of parties in England at this

period of transition from their ancient forms, favor-

ed the King's purposes. The liberal branch of the

aristocracy had accomplished the duty it had under-

taken ; and had not yet discovered the service on

which humanity would employ it next. After the re-

volution of 1688, the defeated cause, whose followers

clung to the traditions of the Middle Age, had its

strongest support in the inhabitants of the rural dis-

tricts. Through them only could the tory, who re-

tained the implicit reverence for Monarchy and for

the Church, hope to succeed against the friends of

the new political system ; and the more frequent and

the more complete the opportunity of the appeal,

the greater was his prospect of a victory. The
Tory faction, therefore, in its warfare against actual

progress, addressed itself to the sympathies of the

common people. It would have annual Parliaments
;

it would have democratic supremacy ; it led the van

of patriotism, and its speeches even savored of repub-

licanism. The party of the past sought to win a tri-

umph over those in power, by making an alliance

with the party of the future. In this manner it came

about that the Whigs for half a century stood
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between the tendency of Monarchy towards absolute chap.

power on the one hand, and the hereditary supersti- ^^
tions and tender affection of the country for the old so- jjarch

cial hierarchy on the other ; fighting strenuously alike

against the prerogative and against the people. But

time which is the greatest of all innovators had chang-

ed their political relations. The present King found

the Whig aristocracy divided ; and he readily formed

a coalition with that part of it which respected the es-

tablished forms more than the principles of the Kevo-

lution. ~No combination could rise against this oro;an-

ized conservatism of England, but one which should

revive " Revolution principles," and insist on a nearer

harmony between them and the forms of the Consti-

tution. As yet Rockingham and his adherents avow-

ed the same political creed with the clan of Bedford,

and were less friendly to reform than Grenville.

When Burke and Wedderburne were allies, the oppo-

sition wore the aspect of a selfish struggle of the dis-

contented for place ; and the Whig aristocracy, con-

tinuing its war against the people as well as against

the King, fell more and more into disrepute. A few

feeble voices anions the Commoners, Chatham and

Shelburne and Stanhope among the Peers, cried out

for Parliamentary reform ; they were opposed by the

members of the great Whig connection, who may
have had a good will to advocate public liberty,

but, like hounds which have lost the scent and wan-

der this way and that, were ignorant in what di-

rection to go, and too haughty to be taught by
men of humble birth. The King, therefore, was

strengthened by the divisions among those who
really wished to practise a policy of liberty, and had

nothing to fear from an opposition. The changing
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chap, politicians were eager to join his standard ; and while

^L the great seal was for a time pnt in commission, Thur

March l°w superseded the liberal Dunning.

The new Solicitor General whose "majestic sense
>

and capacity of mind * have been greatly overrated,

was a man of a coarse nature and a bad heart. The

mother of his children was a kept mistress ; he himself

was strangely profane, and unmindful of social de-

corum. His manners were so rough that he enjoyed

among the people the credit of being fearless of the

aristocracy ; but no man was in reality more subser-

vient to their interests. Lord North, who timidly con-

formed to precedents, governed himself on questions

of law by his advice
;

2 and Thurlow proved the evil

genius of that Minister and of England. Towards

America no man was more sullenly unrelenting ; and

his influence went far towards rendering a crisis una-

voidable.8

Schemes were revived for admitting representa-

tives from the American Colonies into the British

House of Commons
;

4 but they attracted little atten-

tion. The Government would not change its system

;

the well-founded Petition of Massachusetts against

Bernard was dismissed by the Privy Council, as

" groundless, vexatious and scandalous." 5 At the same

time, his interference had involved his successor in

needless embarrassments. By his advice, Hutchinson,

1 Henley's Northington, 59. British House of Commons, 1770.
3 Compare Frances to Choiseul, See Tucker's Four tracts, 164; and

20 July, 1770. The Monthly Review, xliii. 161.
" Grafton in his Autobiography. 5 Report of Council, 7 March,
4 Considerations on the Expedi- and Orders in Council, 14 March,

ency of admitting representatives 1770; in appendix to Bernard's Se-

froin the American Colonies in the lect Letters.
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against his own judgment,1 convened the Legislature chap.

at Cambridge.8 For this display of resentment he -4-1-
1770

could give no plausible reason. To the Assembly he Marci;

excused himself by saying that his instructions had
' made it necessary ;

" but he produced no such in-

tructions ; the plea, moreover, was false, for Hills-

borough had left him discretionary power.3 The

House and the Council remonstrated, insisting that

even though he were instructed 4 to meet the As-

sembly at Cambridge, yet it was his duty under

the Charter to adjourn the session to the Court-

house in Boston. "I am a servant of the King,"

replied Hutchinson, " to be governed by his Majes-

ty's pleasure." 5 Thus a new question arose re-

specting the proper use of the prerogative ; while

the Assembly proceeded to business " only from ab-

solute necessity."
6

Yet in spite of appearances and of the adverse in-

fluence of the Government, popular liberty was con-

stantly gaining ground in England as well as in Ame-
rica. The last public act of GrenviLVs life was a step

towards representative reform by establishing a more

impartial method of deciding controverted elections.

1 Hutchinson to Gage, 25 Feb. 6 Message from the Governor to

1770. the Council, 21 March, 1770, Brad-
3 Hutchinson to Hillsborough, 28 ford.

Feb. 1770. First draft in the Re- 6 Bradford's State Papers, 202.

membrancer, 1775, p. 95. Same to Suppose a petulant or angry min-
Same, Second draft, written in ister were to be displeased with the
March, but dated 23 Feb. 1770. two Houses of Parliament, and to

3 Hillsborough to Hutchinson, 9 mark his resentment, were to sum-
December, 1769. Hutchinson to mon them to meet at Wolverton or

Gage, 25 Feb. 1770. " I am left to Eye, instead of Westminster ; in

my discretion." what temper would he find them?
4 Address of the Council to Yet that would be analogous to the

Hutchinson, 20 March, 1770 ; Brad- act of Hutchinson.
ford, 197.
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chap. It was perhaps the most honorable trophy of his long

—^ career.

April! R the ninth of April, four days after Grenville

had carried his bill triumphantly to the House of

Lords, one more attempt was made to conciliate

America; and Trecothick of London, supported

by Beckford and Lord Beauchamp, by DowdeswelL,

Conway, Dunning the late Solicitor General, and Sir

George Saville, proposed 1 the repeal of the duty on

tea. The King who watched Parliament closely, was

indignant at this " debate in the teeth of a standing

order," 2 on a proposal which had already been voted

down. " I wish to conciliate the Americans, and to

restore harmony to the two countries," said Lord

North ;
" but I will never be intimidated by the

threats nor compelled by the combinations of the

Colonies to make unreasonable or impolitic conces-

sions." So the next order of the day was called for

by a vote of eighty to fifty-two.

The news of the Boston Massacre 8 reached Eng-

land at a time when the Legislature of Massachusetts

was solemnly declaring, that the keeping a standing

army in the Colony, in a time of peace, without its

consent, was against law. " God forbid," said Gren-

ville in the House of Commons,8 on the twenty-sixth

of April, "we should send soldiers to act without

civil authority."—" Let us have no more angry votes

against the people of America," cried Lord Beau-

champ. " The officers " observed Barre, " agreed in

1 Garth to Committee of South North, communicated to me by his
Carolina, 11 April, 1770. W. S. daughter.
Johnson to Gov. Trumbull of Con- 3 Sir Philip Francis to Calcraft,

necticut, 14 April, 1770. 21 April, 1770.
2 King to Lord North, 9 April, 4 Cavendish Debates, i. 551.

1770; from the papers of Lord
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Bending tlie soldiers to Castle William ; what Minis- chap.
xliv.

ter will dai*e to send them back to Boston ? " " The

very idea of a military establishment in America," A
'

rii t

cried William Burke, "is wrong:." In a differentO"

spii'it, Lord Barrington proposed a change in the too

domocratical Charter of Massachusetts.1

The American question became more and more

complicated with the history and the hopes of free-

dom in England. The country was suffering from

the excess of aristocracy in its constitution; Burke,

writing with the authority of the great whig

party, prescribed more aristocracy as the cure of

the evil. But English liberty was like the lofty

forest tree which begins to decay at its top; it

needed a renewal of the soil round its root. Chat- May.

ham saw the futility of the plan; and unable to

obtain from Rockingham the acceptance of his

far reaching views, he stepped forward himself

as the champion of the people. " I pledge myself

to their cause," said he in the House of Lords on

the first of May, "for I know it is the cause of

truth and justice." " I trust the people of this coun-

try," said Camden, " will renew their claims to true

and free and equal representation as their inherent

and unalienable right." Shelburne insisted that Lord

North, for his agency with regard to the Middlesex

elections, deserved impeachment. Stanhope pledged

himself to the support of liberty, if necessary, at the

cost of his life.

On the ninth of May, Edmund Burke,2 acting in

thorough conjunction with Grenville, brought the

1 Report of the Debate in the 2 Cavendish Debates, ii. 14 ; Bos-

Boston Gazette of 25 June, 1770 ; ton Gazette, 9 July, 1770 ; 796, 2, 2.

794, 4, 2.
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giiap. affairs of America before the House of Commons
—,-L in Resolutions, condemning the contradictory mea-

^JyJ sures that had "been pursued since his friends

had "been dismissed, but carefully avoiding any

indication of the policy which the party in power

should adopt.1 Burke was supported by Wedder-

burn, who equally had no measures to propose.

" Nothing," said he, " offers itself but despair. Lord

Hillsborough is unfit for his office. The nation

suffers by his continuance. The people have a right

to say, they will not be under the authority of the

sword. If you drive men to desperation, they will

act upon the principles of human nature
;
principles

to be supported
;
principles to be honored. At the

close of the last reign, you had the continent of Ame-
rica in one compact country. JSTot quite ten years

have passed over, and you have lost those Provinces

by domestic mismanagement. All America, the fruit

of so many years' settlement, nurtured by this coun-

try at the price of so much blood and treasure—is

lost to the Crown of Great Britain in the reign of

George the Third." Lord North, in his reply, declar-

ed himself the only man of the Ministry, who was

decidedly for the repeal of the Bevenue Act of 1767
;

defended the partial repeal, because he wished to

see the American associations defeat themselves;

questioned the veracity of Wedderburn ; and treated *

the ill-cemented coalition, as having no plan beyond

the removal of the present Ministers. " God forgive

the noble Lord for the idea of there being a plan to re-

move him," retorted Wedderburn ;
" I know no man

1 W. S. Johnson to Gov. Trumbull, 21 May, 1770.
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of honor and respectability, who would undertake to chap

do the duties of the situation." —

^

The Opposition was plainly factious ; and the re- J^f*

solutions which only censured the past were de-

feated by a vote of more than two to one. Chatham
would not attend the debate, when they were

brought forward in the House of Lords ; but spurning

the lukewarm temper of the Rockingham Whigs, he

placed himself before the nation as the guide of the

future, zealous for introducing " a more full and equal

representation." * His patriotism was fruitless for that

generation; light on representative reform was not

to break on England from the House of Lords. But

America was an essential part of the English world.

To New England the men of the days preceding the

ill-starred Commonwealth had borne their ideas of

government, and there the system of an adequate, un-

corrupt and equal representation existed in undimmed

lustre. There the people annually came together in

their towns, annually elected their representatives, and

gave them instructions which were sacredly obeyed.

The instructions which the town of Boston, adopt-

ing the language of the younger Quincy, this year

addressed to the faithful representatives of its choice,

cited the Journals of the House of Lords in evi-

dence of " a desperate plan of imperial despotism,"

which was to be resisted if necessary, " even unto the

uttermost;" and therefore recommended martial

virtues, valor, intrepidity, military emulation, and,

above all, the firm and lasting union of the Colonies.

1 Vote of the Common Council in Chat. Corr. iii. 457. Chatham to

of London, 14 May, 1770. Motion the London Deputation, 1 June,

of Lord Chatham, 14 May, 1770 ; 1770.
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chap. The document could not increase the zeal of the
XLIV—^ patriots of Boston ; Hutchinson made an effective use

May." of it to quicken the apprehensions of the Ministry

;

and its reception contributed to produce that new set

of measures, which hastened American Independence

"by seeking to crush its spirit.
1 England assumed,

that there existed a design for a general revolt,

when there only existed a desire to resist " innova-

tions ; " but the inference was a just one, that

between the opinions of the House of Lords and

those of the Town of Boston, the difference was

irreconcilable.

The eagerness of Hutchinson to keep Bernard's

favor and ingratiate himself with Hillsborough, in-

duced him to call the newly elected Legislature, as

he had done the last, to Cambridge. "Not the

least shadow of necessity," said the House in its

remonstrance, " exists for it. Prerogative is a dis-

cretionary power vested in the King only for the

Jane, good of the subject." Hutchinson had over-acted

his part ; and now found himself embarrassed by his

own arbitrary act, for which he dared not assign the

true reason and could not assign a good one. The

House censured his conduct by a vote of ninety-six

against six, and refused to proceed to any other

business than that of organizing the Government.

Thus Hutchinson opened his administration with

a foolish strife, wantonly provoked, and promising

no advantage whatever to British authority.

Meantime a most elaborate paper on the disorders

in America, was laid before the British Council

Hutchinson's History, iii. 290.
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Long and earnest deliberations ensned. On the one chap

side, Hillsborough pressed impetuously for the execu- ^^
tion of his plans, as the only means of arresting the

}^ne."

progress of America towards Independence ; while

Lord Xorth, with better judgment, was willing to

wait, being persuaded that the associations for non-

mportation would fall asunder of themselves.

Canada, Carolina and Georgia, and even Maryland JcJy«

and Virginia had increased their importations ; and

Xew England and Pennsylvania had imported nearly

one half as much as usual; Xew-York alone had

been perfectly true to its engagement; and its im-

porte had fallen off more than five parts in six. It

was impatient of a system of voluntary renunciation,

which was so unequally kept ; and the belief was

common, that if the others had adhered to it as

strictly, all the grievances would have been re-

dressed.1

Merchants of Xew-York, therefore, consulted those

of Philadelphia on agreeing to a general importation

of all articles except of tea ; the Philadelphians favor-

ed the proposition, till a letter arrived from Frank-

lin, urging them to persevere on their original plan.2

Sears and MacDougall in Xew-York strenuously re-

sisted concession ; but men went from ward to ward

to take the opinions of the people ; and it was found

that eleven hundred and eighty against three hundred

were disposed to confine the restriction to tea alone.8

" If any merchant should presume to break through

the non-importation agreement, except in concert

1 W. S. Johnson to Gov. Trum- Got. Trumbull, 21 May, 1770.

bull, March, 1770. 3 C. Golden to Hillsborough. 7
3 Franklin's Works, vii. 4GS, 4G9. July, 1770. J. Daane to W. S.

Compare too, W. S. Johnson to Johnson, 15 June, 1770.
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chap, with the several Provinces, the goods imported

—r^> should be burnt as soon as landed, and I am ready

July.'
to Per^ my life m tne attempt." Such were the words

of Isaac Sears at a public meeting of the resolute

patriots. The decision was on the balance ; an appeal

was again taken to the people ; and as it appeared

that a majority favored resuming importations, the

packet of July which had been detained for a few

days, sailed before the middle of the month with

orders for all kinds of merchandise excepting tea.
1

" Send us your old Liberty Pole, as you can have no

further use for it,"
2 said the Philadelphians. The

students at Princeton burnt the New-York merchants'

letter by the hands of the hangman. Boston tore it

into pieces and threw it to the winds.8 South Caro-

lina, whose patriots had just raised the statue to

Chatham, read it with disdainful anger. But there

was no help ; Lord North had reasoned so far cor-

rectly ; the non-importation agreement had been

sacredly enforced by New-York alone, and now trade

between America and England was open in every

thing but TEA.

1 Golden to Hillsborough, 10 of Philadelphia, &c. July, 1770.

July, 1770 ; A. Oolden to A. Todd, 3 Votes at a full Meeting of the

11 July, 1770 ; James Duane to W. Trade at Faneuil Hall, 24 July,

6. Johnson, 9 Dec. 1770. 1770.
* A Card from the Inhabitants
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CHAPTER XLV.

MARTIAL LAW INTRODUCED INTO MASSACHUSETTS.—HILLSBO-
ROUGH'S ADMINISTRATION OF THE COLONIES CONTINUED.

July—October, 1770.

Greater joy was never shown than prevailed in char

London at the news that America was resuming com- —

^

1770
mercial intercourse. The occasion invited correspond- jui^

ing concessions, which Lord North would have wil-

lingly made ; but the majority of his colleagues had

been led to consider " the state of the Colony of Mas-

sachusetts Bay more desperate than ever ; "
* and on

the sixth of July the King in Council gave an order,

making a beginning of Martial Law within that Pro-

vince, and preparing the way for closing the Port of

Boston.

Hutchinson paid court by acting in the same

spirit ; and in July once more summoned the Legisla-

ture to Cambridge. For this repeated wrong to the

public service of the Colony, he continued to offer

no other excuse than the King's will. The high-

est advocate for the divine right of regal power

' State of the Disorders Confusion and Misgovernment, &c. &c.
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chap, had never gone so far as to claim, that it might

v!4— be used at caprice, to inflict wanton injury. There

July.'
was no precedent for the measure but during the

worst of times in England, or in France, where a

Parliament had sometimes been worried into a sub-

mission by exile.

The Assembly expressed in the strongest terms the

superiority of the Legislative body to royal instruc-

tions ; and in answer to the old question of what is to

be done upon the abusive exercise of the prerogative,

they went back to the principles of the Revolution,

and adopted the words of Locke :
" In this as in all

other cases, where they have no judge on earth, the

people have no remedy but to appeal to Heaven."

They drew a distinction between the King and his

servants ; and attributed to " wicked Ministers " the

daring encroachments on their liberty, as well as

"the impudent mandate " to one House, "to rescind

an excellent resolution of a former one."

Aug Hutchinson made haste to expose his Sovereign

personally to contempt. On the third day of August

he communicated to the House, that the instruction to

rescind, which they had called an impudent mandate,

was an order from the King himself, whose " imme-

diate attention," he assured them, they would not be

able " to escape." In this manner the royal dignity

and character were placed on trial before a colonial

Assembly, and Monarchy itself was losing all its

halo.

Sept. The session had passed without the transaction of

any business, when, near the evening of Saturday, the

eighth day of September, Hutchinson received the

order which had been adopted in July by the King

in Council, and which marks the beginning of a system
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of measures having for their object the prevention of chap.

American Independence. The harbor of Boston was —A*

made " the rendezvous of all ships, stationed in North Sepj
/

America," and the fortress which commanded it was

to be delivered up to such officer as Gage should ap-

point,
1
to be garrisoned by regular troops, and put

into a respectable state of defence.2 At the same time

Hutchinson received from Gage the direction to sur-

render up Castle William to Dahymple. But the

Charter of Massachusetts purposely and emphatically

reserved to its Governor the command of the militia

of the Colony and of its forts ; the Castle had been

built and repaired and garrisoned by the Colony

itself at its own expense ; to take the command from

the Civil Governor and bestow it on the Commander-

in-chief, was a plain violation of the Charter, as well

as of immemorial usage. For a day Hutchinson hesi-

tated
;

3 but what was a scruple about the Charter

rights of Massachusetts, compared with the favor of

Hillsborough and the King? On second thoughts

he resolved to obey the order at once. Early on

Monday, Dalrymple hastened to the Castle, provided

with a power to substitute regular troops for the

provincial sentries. Hutchinson then repaired to the

Council Chamber, and enjoining secrecy on the mem-
bers upon their oaths divulged to them his instruc-

tions. The Council was struck with amazement, for

the town was very quiet, and the measure seemed a

wanton provocation. " Does not the Charter," they

1 Hillsborough, to Hutchinson, ferred, and which was adopted, 6

July, 1770. July, 1770.
2 Report of the Committee of the 3 Hutchinson to General Gage, 9

Privy Council, to whom the State September, 1770.

of the American Colonies was re-

VOL. VI.— 24
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chap, demanded of him, " place the command of the Castle

—r^ in the Governor ?
" After a secret discussion which

1770
Sept. lasted for two hours, till Dalrymple had had time to

take possession, he entered his carriage which was

waiting at the door, hurried to the Neck, stole into a

barge, and was rowed to the Castle. The officers and

garrison were discharged without a moment's warn

ing ; Hutchinson delivered up the keys to Dalrym-

ple, and in the twilight retired to his country house

at Milton.1 But he was so haunted by fear as to

dread being waylaid ; and the next day, as he and Ber-

nard had done five years before, he fled for safety

to the Castle, where he remained every night for the

rest of the week. His fears were groundless. The
people of Boston, especially Samuel Adams, were in-

dignant at the breach of their Charter ; the act was

a commencement of civil war. Yet the last appeal

was not to be made without some prospect of suc-

cess, and the Castle remained in the possession of

England for five and a half years.

A fleet in the harbor of Boston, a fort garrisoned

and commanded by the regular troops and threaten-

ing it at any moment with a total loss of its com-

merce, were the invention of the Ministry to coerce

the town into unresisting obedience. Distrust, injury,

and menace were the chosen medicines against

rebellion. "As a citizen of the world," cried Tur-

got, " I see with joy the approach of an event

which more than all the books of the philosophers,

will dissipate the puerile and sanguinary phantom of

a pretended exclusive commerce. I speak of the sepa-

ration of the British Colonies from their metropolis,

Hutcliin&on to Sir Francis Bernard, 15 Sept. 1770.
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which will soon be followed by that of all America chap.

from Europe. Then, and not till then, will the dis- ^r-—

covery of that part of the world become for us truly g'J^*

useful. Then it will multiply our enjoyments far

more abundantly, than when we bought them by tor-

rents of blood." 1

Hillsborough, too, was possessed with the fear, Oct

that the idea of independence would indeed be re-

alized, unless he could persuade all but the abettors

of " a few desperate men,2
to see the necessity of

restoring the authority of the Supreme Legisla-

ture by a reform of the Constitution of the Massa-

chusetts Bay." "No more time," said he, "should

be lost in deliberation," and he exerted all his

power to establish the binding obligation of the

decisions of the Privy Council and the decrees of

Parliament.

The very day, on which Hillsborough commen-

ced his fixed purpose of subverting the Constitution

of Massachusetts, its two Houses, which had been

called for the third time to Cambridge, having sum-

moned all absent members,3 were keeping a day of

fasting, solemn prayer and humiliation. " We have,"

said Hutchinson, " many people who are enthusiasts,

and believe they are contending for the cause of

God." 4 Some days after their solemn communing

with Heaven, the House, which heretofore had refus-

ed to proceed to business away from Boston, expressed

alarm at the new, additional and insupportable griev-

ances under which the Colony labored, and after a

1 Turgot to Tucker. Oeuvres de 3 Hutchinson to J. Pownall, Bos-

Turgot, ii. 802. ton, 30 Sept. 1T70.
2 Hillsborough to Hutchinson, 4 Hutchinson to Whately, 3 Oct.

ffo. 42, 3 October, 1770. 1770.
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chap, protest, entered on an inquiry into the state of the

—^ Province with a view to a radical redress of its 'eriev-

0ct
' ances. 1 At the same time Hutchinson, with whom

Hillsborough was interchanging private letters, sent

word, that " no measure could have been pitched

upon more proper than the possession of the harbor

of Boston by the King's troops and ships," as a mark
of royal resentment, and a preparation for further

measures. 2 Conspiring 3 with fiercer zeal than ever

against the liberties of his native country, he advised

not a mere change of the mode of electing the Coun-

cil, but " a bill for the vacating or disannulling the

Charter in all its parts, and leaving it to the King to

settle the Government by a royal Commission." Yet

as Hillsborough and the King seemed content with ob-

taming the appointment of the Council, Hutchinson

suppressed his misgivings, considered how the change

could be carried into effect, and forwarded lists from

which the royal councillors were to be named. " If

the kingdom," said he, u
is united and resolved, I have

but very little doubt, we shall be as tame as lambs."

He presented distinctly the option, either to lay

aside taxation as inexpedient, and to wait till the Col-

onies should submit from weariness ;—a policy against

which all his letters protested ;—or to deal with the

1 Bradford's State Papers, 257, later in October, in Hutchinson's

258. Hutchinson to Hillsborough, MSS. iii. 22, 23, and printed in the

9 October, 1770. Kemembrancer for 1776, i. 158;
2 Hutchinson to Lord Hillsbo- Hutchinson to Sir Francis Bernard,

rough, Private, Boston, 26 October, 20 October, 1770 ; Hutchinson'

1770. Hillsborough's private let- private letter to Hillsborough, 26

ters are missing. October, 1770, ii. 181 ; Hutchinson
8 The authorities are, Hillsbo- to an official person not named,

rough to Hutchinson, 3 October, I suppose Secretary Pownall, 22

1770 ; Hutchinson to Hillsborough, Oct. 1770, and other letters.

Same to Same
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inhabitants as being "in a state of revolt."
1 After chap.

that should be decided, he proposed to starve the

Colony into obedience by narrowing its commerce

and excluding it from the fisheries. If this should

fail, the military might be employed to act by

their own authority, free from the restraints of

civil Government.2 Boston, he thought, should be

insulated from the rest of the Colony, and specially

dealt with; and he recommended the example of

Rome, which, on one occasion, seized the leading

men in rebellions Colonies, and detained them in the

metropolis as hostages. An Act of Parliament, cur-

tailing Massachusetts of all the land east of the Pe-

nobscot, was a supplementary proposition.3

Less occasion never existed for martial rule than

at Boston. At the ensuing trial of Preston, every in-

dulgence was shown him by the citizens. Auchmuty,

his Counsel, had the assistance of the patriots, John
Adams and Quincy. The prosecution was conducted

with languor and inefficiency ; the defence with con-

summate ability ; the judges were the partisans of

the prisoner ; and selected talesmen were put upon the

jury. As the slaughter of the citizens took place at

night, it was not difficult to raise a plausible doubt,

whether it was Preston, or some other person, who
had actually cried out to the soldiers to fire ; and on

that ground a verdict of acquittal was obtained. The
public acquiesced ; but was offended at the manifest

want of uprightness in the Court. Quincy, who

1 Hutchinson to Sir Francis Ber- 2 Compare Hutchinson to Ber-

nard, 20 Oct. 1770 ; in Hutchin- nard, 20 Oct. 1770, and Hutchin-

son's MS. iii. 26, 27, 28. Compare son's History, iii. 324.

with it Hutchinson to Sir Francis
3 In Letters to Hillsborough, and

Bernard, of 4 August, 1770. more distinctly to John Pownall.
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chap, liad taken part in the defence, afterwards denied the

propriety of the verdict. "The firmness of the

judges " in delivering opinions on "principles of Gov-

ernment," was vaunted to obtain for them all much

larger salaries, to be paid directly by the Crown. The

Chief Justice, who was a manufacturer, wanted, more

over, money in the shape of pay for some refuse can

non balls which the Province had refused to buy.1

The trial of the soldiers, which followed a few

weeks after, resulted in a verdict of manslaughter

against each one of them who could be proved to

have fired.
2

The self-possession which had marked the conduct

of the Town in regard to the trial of Preston, ap-

peared in the measures of the Assembly for the

redress of their grievances. In selecting an agent to

bring them before the King, Samuel Adams and

about one third of the House,3 following the advice

of Joseph Reed of Philadelphia, gave their suffrages

for Arthur Lee ; but by the better influence of Bow-

doin and of the Minister Cooper,4 Benjamin Franklin

was elected with Arthur Lee as his substitute.

Franklin held under the Crown the office of Depu-

1 Hutchinson to General Gage, If they had all been convicted, the

Boston, 31 March, 1771. jury would certainly have found
2 Hutchinson to Sir Francis Ber- one guilty who was innocent, and

nard, 6 Dec. 1770, and more fully, they chose five guilty should escape

10 Dec. 1770. " If there had been rather than one innocent be con-

evidence of all having fired, they victed. These are pretty good dis-

would have convicted all of man- tinctions for an American jury,

slaughter; but it was agreed on 3 Samuel Adams to S. Sayre, 16

all hands, that no more than November, 1770. Hutchinson to

seven guns were fired, consequently Gov. Pownall, 11 Nov. 1770.

one was innocent. Two, as sev- 4 Samuel Cooper to B. Franklin,

eral witnesses swore, fired and kill- 6 November, 1770 ; in Franklin,

ed three men. Of the other six, vii. 489. Hutchinson to Gov. Pow-
there was no certainty which fired, nail, 11 Nov. 1770.
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ty Postmaster General for America, and his son was a chap.
• .XIV

royal Governor ; but bis mind bad reasoned on pob- ^T"
tics with the same freedom from prejudice which QGt

'

marked his investigations into the laws of nature;

and from questioning the right of Parliament to tax

the Colonies externally, he had been led to the

conviction, that the Colonies originally were consti-

tuted distinct States ; that the legislative authority

of Parliament over them was a usurpation ; that Par-

Hament was not supreme, nor the American Assem-

bbes subordinate ; that the American Assemblies with

the King, had a true legislative authority, which

ought not to be limited by his Parliament in Great

Britain ; and that the keeping up a standing army
in America, without the consent of the colonial As-

semblies, had no sanction in the Constitution.1 From
the knowledge that these were his principles, and

from confidence in his integrity and ability, the

House readily confided the redress of their grie-

vances to his care.
2

At the time when Franklin was thus called by
the people of Massachusetts to be their mediator

with the mother country, he was sixty-four years of

age. His large experience had ripened his judgment,

without imparling the vigor of his mind; and he

still retained the kindly benignity of manner, genial

humor, and comprehensiveness of observation, which

made him every where welcome. The difficult ser-

vice demanded of him by the Colony of his nativity,

1 Benjamin Franklin to Samuel lin, 15 November, 1770, in Frank-
Cooper, London, 8 June, 1770 ; in lin, vii. 490.

Franklin's Writings, vii. 475. Com- 2 See the letter of instructions to

pare also Franklin, iv. 403, vii. 392, B. Franklin, 6 S"ov. 1770, written

and vii 4S7 and Cooper to Frank- by Samuel Adams.
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chap, was rendered with exemplary fidelity and disinterest-

—v-L- edness, amidst- embarrassment ef all kinds. Hutchin-

Qct
' son took care to negative all appropriations for his

salary

;

1 and to remind Hillsborough not to recognise

him as an Agent.

2 Compare Hutchinson to , 17 Nov. 1770, and to , 26 Nov, 1770.
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1770.

Oct.

CHAPTEE XLYI.

the origin of tennessee.—hillsborough's administration
of the colonies continued.

October, 1770

—

June, 1771.

The Colonization of the "West was one of the chap

great objects ever promoted by Franklin. ISTo one

had more vividly discerned the capacity of the Mis-:

sissippi valley not only to sustain Commonwealths,

but to connect them with the world by commerce

;

and when the Ministers would have rejected the Fort

Stanwix Treaty,1 which conveyed from the Six Na-

tions an inchoate title to the immense territory south-

west of the Ohio, his influence secured its ratification,

by organizing a powerful company to plant a Pro-

vince in that part of the country which lay back of

Virginia, between the Alleghanies and a line drawn

from the Cumberland Gap to the mouth of the

Scioto.
2

: W. S. Johnson to Joseph Chew Benjamin Franklin to Congress

13 Feb. 1770. Fassy, 20 Feb. 1780; not in his
2 See the elaborate Petition of Works.
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chap. Virginia resisted the proposed limitation of her

v—^l jurisdiction, as fatal to her interests;
1 earnestly

Qct
' entreating an extension of her borders westward to

the Tennessee Biver. It would be tedious to re-

hearse the earnest pleas of the Colony ; the hesita-

tions of Hillsborough, who wished to pacify her

people, and yet to confine her settlements; the

entreaties of Botetourt ; the adverse Representations

of the Board of Trade ; the meetings of Agents with

the Beloved Men of the Cherokees. On the seven-

teenth of October, two days after the death of

Botetourt, a treaty conforming to the decision of

the British cabinet, was made at the Congress of

Lochaber,2 confining the Ancient Dominion on the

Northwest to the mouth of the Kenawha, while

on the South it extended only to within six miles

of the Holston Biver.3 The Cherokees would wil-

lingly have ceded more land ; and when in the

following year the line was run by Donelson for Vir-

ginia, their Chief consented that it should cross from

the Holston to the Louisa,4 or Kentucky River,

and follow it to the Ohio. But the change was dis-

approved in England, so that the great body of the

West, unencumbered by valid titles, was happily re-

served for the self-directed emigrant.

The people of Virginia and others were exploring

and marking all the richest lands, not only on the

Redstone and other waters of the Monongahela, but

along the Ohio, as low as the little Kenawha

;

5 and

1 Washington to Botetourt, 15 Botetourt, Lochaber, 25 Oct. 1770.
April, 1770 ; Writings, ii. 357. 4 Lord Dunmore to Hillsborough,

2 Treaty of Lochaber in Mr. March, 1770.

President Nelson's No. 8, of Dec. 5 Washington's Diary, in Writ-
1770. ings, ii. 531. Washington, ii. 531.

3 Superintendent Stuart to Lord
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with, eacli year were getting further and further chap.

down the river. When Washington in 1770, having

established for the soldiers and officers who had

served with him in the French war, their right to

two hundred thousand acres in the western valley,

went to select suitable tracts, he was obliged to de-

scend to the Great Kenawha. As he floated in a ca-

noe down the Ohio, whose banks he fonnd enlivened

by innumerable turkeys and other wild fowl, with

many deer browsing on the shore or stepping down to

the water's edge to drink, no good land escaped his

eye. Where the soil and growth of timber were most

inviting, he would walk through the woods, and set

his mark on a maple, or elm, a koop-wood, or ash, as

the corner of a soldier's survey
;

1 for he watched over

the interests of his old associates in arms as sacredly

as if he had been their trustee, and never ceased his

care for them, till by his exertions, and " by these

alone,"
2 he had secured to each one of them, or if

they were dead, to their heirs, the full proportion of

the bounty that had been promised. His journey to

the wilderness was not without its pleasures ; he amus-

ed himself with the sports of the forest, or observing

new kinds of water-fowl, or taking the girth of the

largest trees, one of which at a yard from the ground

measured within two inches of five and forty feet.

His fame had gone before him; the Eed Men re-

ceived him in Council with public honors. Nor did

lie turn homewards without inquiring of Nicholson,

an Indian interpreter, and of Connolly an intelli-

gent forester, the character of the country further

1 Washington's Diary, Writings, 2 life of Washington by Jared
li. 528. Sparks, i. 119, 120.
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chap. west. From these eye-witnesses he received glowing

—^ accounts of the climate, soil, good streams and plenti-

Nov#
* ful game that distinguished the valley of the Cumber-

land. There he was persuaded a new and most

desirable Government mi^ht be established.1

At that time Daniel Boon was still exploring the

land of promise.2 Of forty adventurers who from the

Clinch Eiver plunged into the West under the lead

of James Knox, and became renowned as " the Long
Hunters," 8 some found their way down the Cumber-

land to the limestone Bluff, where Nashville stands,

and where the luxuriant, gently undulating fields,

covered with groves of beech and walnut, were in the

undisputed possession of countless buffaloes, whose

bellowings resounded from hill and forest.
4

Sometimes trappers and restless emigrants, bold-

est of their class, took the risk of crossing the country

from Carolina to the Mississippi; but of those who
perished by the way, no tradition preserves the

names. Others, following the natural highways of the

West, descended from Pittsburg, and from Red Stone

Creek to Fort Natchez. The pilot, who conducted the

party of which Samuel Wells and John Maclntire

were the Chiefs, was so attracted by the lands round

the Fort, that he promised to remove there in the

spring with his wife and family, and believed a hun-

dred families from North Carolina 5 would follow.

The zeal of hunters and emigrants outran the con-

cessions extorted from the Board of Trade. This

1 Dr. Connolly, in Washington, ii. 105. Haywood's Civil and Politi-

533. cal History of Tennessee, 77.
2 Boon's Autobiography. 5 Letter dated Fort Natchez, 19
3 Monette's Valley, i. 355 ; But- July, 1770. Compare Hillsborough

ler's Kentucky, 18, 19. to Chester, 3 Oct. 1770 ; Gage to
4 Kamsey's Annals of Tennessee, Hillsborough, 24 April, 1770.
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year James Robertson, from the home of the Regula- chap.

tors in North Carolina, a poor and unlettered forester, —

^

of humble birth, but of inborn nobleness of soul, cul- ^ov#

"

tivated nlaize on the Watauga. The frame of the

heroic planter was robust ; his constitution hardy ; he

trod the soil as if he were its rightful lord. Intrepid,

loving virtue for its own sake, and emulous of honor-

able fame, he had self-possession, quickness of discern-

ment, and a sound judgment. Wherever he was

thrown, on whatever he was en^a^ed, he knew how to

use all the means within his reach, whether small or

great, to their proper end; seeing at a glance their

latent capacities, and devising the simplest and surest

way to bring them forth ; and so he became the great-

est benefactor of the early settlers of Tennessee, con-

firming to them peace, securing their independence,

and leaving a name blessed by the esteem and love

and praise of a commonwealth.1

He was followed to the West, by men from the

same Province with himself, where the people had no

respite from the insolence of mercenary attorneys and

officers, and were subjected to every sort of rapine

and extortion.
2 There the Courts of law offered no re-

dress.
8 At the inferior Courts the Justices who them-

selves were implicated in the pilfering of public

money, named the juries. The Sheriff and receivers

of taxes were in arrears for near seventy thousand*

pounds, which they had extorted from the people, and

1 John Harvard's Civil and Po- Chief Justice Howard, and to the

litical History of the State of Ten- Associate justices Moore and Hen-

nessee, 39, 40. derson, without date ;
presented

2 Governor Martin to the Secre- perhaps to Henderson, 29 Sept.

tarv of State, Hillsborough, 30 1770. See Henderson to Tryon,

August, 1772. 29 Sept. 1770, and inclosed in Try-
8 Petition of Orange County to on to Hillsborough, 20 Oct. 1770.
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chap, of which more than two thirds 1 had been irretrieva-

^^i bly embezzled. In the northern part of the Colony,

jj £ where the ownership of the soil had been reserved to

one of the old proprietaries, there was no land-office

;

2

so that the people who were attracted by the surpass-

ing excellence 8 of the land could not obtain freeholds.

Every art was employed to increase the expenses of

suits at law ; and as some of the people in their

wretchedness wreaked their vengeance in acts of folly

and madness, they were artfully misrepresented as

enemies to the Constitution; and the oppressor

treacherously acquired the protection which was due

to the oppressed. In March, 1770, one of the associate

justices reported that they could not enforce the pay-

ment of taxes. At the Court in September the Regu-

lators appeared in numbers. " We are come down,"

they said, " with the design to have justice done ;

"

they would have business proceed, but with no attor-

ney except the King's ; and finding that it had been

resolved not to try their causes,
4 some of them pur-

sued Fanning and another lawyer, beat them with

cowskin whips, and laid waste Farming's house.5

The Assembly which convened in December, at

Deo. Newbern, was chosen under a state of alarm and vague

apprehension. Tryon had secured Fanning a seat, by

chartering the town of Hillsborough as a borough,

•but the county of Orange, selected Herman Husbands

as its Representative, with great unanimity. The

1 Postscript to Martin to Hillsbo- 1770, " The super-excellence of the

rough, 30 Jan. 1772. soil.".
2 Tryon to Hillsborough, 12 4 Judge Henderson to Tryon, 29

April, 1770. Sept. 1770.
3 Martin to Hillsborough, 10 Nov. 5 Deposition of Ralph McNair,

'

of 9th October, 1770.
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rustic patriot possessed a good reputation and a con- chap.

siderable estate, and was charged with no illegal act —v-1*

• • 1770
whatever; yet he was voted a disturber of the public p^*

peace ; on the twentieth of December was expelled

the House ;
* and against the opinion of the Council,

and notwithstanding the want of evidence,2 that he had

been even an accessory to the riots at Hillsborough,

Tryon seized hirn under a warrant concerted with the

Chief Justice,
3 and kept him in prison without bail.

4

The Presbyterian party was the strongest in the

House

;

5 to conciliate its power, a law was passed for

endowing Queen's College in the town of Charlotte,

Mecklenburg County

;

6 a deceitful act of tolerance,

which was sure to be annulled by the King in Coun-

cil. But the great object of Tryon was the riot Act,

by which it was declared a felony for more than ten

men to remain assembled after being required to dis-

perse. For a riot committed before or after the pub-

lication of the Act, persons might be tried in any

Superior Court, no matter how distant from their

homes, and if within sixty days they did not make
then* appearance, whether with or without notice,

they were to be proclaimed outlaws, and to forfeit

their lives with all their property.7 Such was the san-

1 Gov. Tryon to Sec. Hillsbo- and in Boston Gazette, of 21 Oct.

rough, 31 Jan. 1771. 1771.
2 " No testimony being present 4 Judge Martin, ii. 269. " Hus-

to prove him an accessory to the bands remained several days in jail

riots at Hillsborough." Tryon to before he could procure bail."

the Sec. 31 Jan. 1771. Worse than that; several weeks,
3 Tryon to Hillsborough, 31 Jan. and was not bailed at all.

1771. Letter from Newbern, 1ST.
5 Tryon to Hillsborough, with

C. 5 Oct. 1770. Letter from a Gen- the laws of the session.

tieman in N. C. to his friend in
6 See Acts of the Session, Oa-

New Jersey respecting the Regula- ruther's Life of Caldwell, 77.

tors in North Carolina; in Penn- 7 Martin's History of North Car-
sylvania Journal of 3 Oct. 1771, olina, ii. 269, 270.
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criAP. guinary method by which the wrath of Fanning was

•^~ to be appeased. In the wish to establish order, full

Dec>
* license was given to the rnthlessness of revenge. The

Governor also sent letters into the neighboring coun-

ties, to ascertain how many would volunteer to serve

in a military expedition against " the rebels
;

" but

the Assembly, by withholding grants of money, set

itself against civil war.

Tryon s smooth exterior and determined purpose

had won for him at the Colonial office the reputation

of being the ablest Governor in the thirteen Colonies

;

the death of Botetourt opened the way for his pro-

motion to the chief magistracy of New-York. The

Earl of Dunmore, a needy Scottish peer of the House

of Murray, passionate, narrow, and unscrupulous in

his rapacity, had hardly taken possession of that Gov-

ernment, when he was transferred to what was es-

teemed the more desirable one of Virginia. But be-

fore he made the exchange, his avarice had involved

him in a singular strife. Fees for grants of land had

swollen the emoluments of office during the short ad-

ministration of Colden ; Dunmore demanded half of

them as his perquisite ; and to make sure of four or

five thousand pounds, prepared as Chancellor to

make, in the King's name, a peremptory award in

his own favor. He came over to amass a fortune,

and in his passion for sudden gain, cared as little for

the policy of the Ministers or his instructions from

the Crown, as for the rights of property, the respec-

tive limits of jurisdiction of the Colonies, or their civil

and political privileges. To get money was the rule

of conduct, which included his whole administra-

tive policy.

Dunmore did not remain in New-York long
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enough to weary the legislature into a spirited resist- chap

ance. Its members remained steadfast in their pur- -—re-

pose to connect loyalty with their regard for Ameri- j)ec#

'

can liberty. On a charge of contempt of their autho-

rity, they kept MacDougall 1 in prison during their

session; at the same time, adopting the nomination

made by Schuyler a year before,2 they unanimously

elected Edmund Burke, for whom his own country

had no employment, their Agent in England, allowing
B for his services at the rate of five hundred pounds

per annum." 3

This moderation might have persuaded the Minis-

try to conciliatory measures; it only raised a hope

of producing divisions in America, by setting one Pro-

vince against another. " I can find bones to throw

among them, to continue contention and prevent a

renewal of their union, " 4 promised Hutchinson, now
happy in the assurance of receiving from the tax on

tea a salary of fifteen hundred pounds for himself as

Governor, while three hundred more were granted to

the Lieutenant Governor Oliver, who had long been

repining at the neglect of his sufferings in behalf of

the Stamp Act. Yet Samuel Adams did not despair.

" In every struggle," said he, " this country will ap-

prove herself glorious in maintaining and defending

her freedom ;

" 5 and he was sure that the unreason-

ableness of Great Britain would precipitate the epoch

of American Inderjendence. South Carolina received

1 MacDougall's Account, New 9 Journals 11 Geo. iii. p. 18.

Gaol, Dec. 22, 2770, in New-York 4 Hutchinson to Hauduit, Boston,
Gazette of 24 Dec. 1770, and in Dec. 1770 ; H. C. iii. 68, 09, 70.

Boston Gazette, No. 822. 5 Samuel Adams to John Wilkes,
s Journals of N. Y. Assembly for Boston, 27 Dec. 1770.

10 Geo. iii. pp. 44, 51, and 59.

VOL. Tl.— 25
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chap, liis letters, still urging union, directing attention to the
XT VT • • .—r~ necessity of finding some more efficacious method of

jtol redress than a bare resolution to suspend commerce,

and encouraging in the " young men " the ambition

" of making themselves masters of the art military." l

Zeal for the cause was not wanting in the South

The people had their "tribunes" and most determin

ed leaders in Thomas Lynch, praised by royalists as

" a man of sense," and inflexible firmness, Christopher

Gadsden, the " enthusiast in the cause," ever suspi-

cious " of British moderation," and John Mackenzie,

whose English education at Cambridge furnished

him with arguments for the Colonies.2

On the thirteenth of December they met the

planters, merchants and mechanics of Charleston.

Lynch, who had come fifty miles on purpose, exerted

all his eloquence ; and even shed tears for the expir-

ing liberty of his country. He was seconded by Gads-

den and Mackenzie ; but South Carolina could neither

continue non-importation alone ; nor by itself devise

a new system. Its association was dissolved, like the

rest ; the goods of importers which had been stored

by the General Committee were delivered up, and

in Charleston, the fourth largest city in the Colonies,

then having five thousand and thirty white inhabit-

ants, with five thousand eight hundred and thirty-

three blacks,
3 commerce resumed its wonted activity

in every thing but tea.
4

For a moment rumors of war between Great

1 Samuel Adams to Peter Tim- 3 State of South Carolina, by
othy of Charleston, South Caro- Lieut. Gov. Bull, 30 Nov. 1770.

lina, Boston, 21 Nov. 1770. 4 Lieut. Gov. Bull to the Secro-
2
Lieut. Gov. Wm. Bull, private tary of State, 13 Dec. 1770

letter to Hillsborough, 5 Dec. 1770.
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Britain and the united Kings of France and Spain, chap.

gave hope of " happy effects." * But this also failed. ^~
England, following the impulse given by Lord Eg- j^'

mont during the administration of Grenville, had

taken possession of the Falkland Islands, as form-

ing the key to the Pacific. Spain, claiming all that

part of the world as her own, sent a fleet of five fri-

gates which drove the English from their wooden

block-house, and after detaining them twenty days,

left them to return to England. The English Min-

istry, willing to abandon Port Egmont, demanded
of the Spanish Government a disavowal of the seiz-

ure and its temporary restoration. Spanish pride

would have rejected the terms with disdain,

" They are the only propositions, which the British

Ministry could make ;

" said Choiseul, scoffing at the

Spanish rodomontade. " For heaven's sake," he wrote

to the French Minister at London, " do the impossi-

ble ; and persuade Prince Masserano to follow my
instructions rather than those of his own court, which

have not common sense." Determined to preserve

peace, Choiseul, who would not have feared war for a

great cause like the emancipation of the colonial

world, checked the rashness of Spain and assumed

the direction of its diplomacy.2 But Weymouth was

haughty and unreasonable. " War is inevitable," said

Harcourt to Choiseul. " If the English are bent on

war," wrote Choiseul to Frances, " all that I can say is

unavailing. But you will be witness, that I did not

1 Compare A. Eliot to T. Hollis, Frances, 7 October, 1770. Frances

26 Jan. 1771. to Choiseul, 4 Nov. 1770; Choiseul
2 Grimaldi to Masserano in to Frances, 4 Nov. 1770 ; Choiseul

French Archives ; Choiseul to Fran- to Frances, 3 Dec. 1770.

ces, 6 October, 1770 ; Choiseul to
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chap, wish it."
1 Lord North gained honor by allowing

—

-

r~~ Weymouth to retire, and standing firmly for peace

;

peC0
' but it was ChoiseuTs moderation which prevented

a rupture. On the twenty-fourth of December the

ablest French Minister of the century was dismissed

from office and exiled to Chanteloupe, not because he

was impassioned for war, as his enemies pretended, but

because he was the friend of philosophy, freedom of

industry, and colonial independence. Thoroughly a

Frenchman, as Chatham was thoroughly an English-

man, he longed to renovate France that she might re-

venge the wounds inflicted on her glory. For this end

he had sought to improve her finances, restore her

marine, reform her army, and surround her by allies.

Marie Antoinette, the wife of the Dauphin, was a

pledge for the friendship of Austria ; Prussia was con-

ciliated ; while the Family Compact insured at Naples

and in the Spanish peninsula the predominance of

France, which had nothing but friends from the

Bosphorus to Cadiz.

It marks the sway of philosophy that crowds paid

their homage to the retiring Statesman ; he was dear

to the Parliaments he had defended, to men of letters

he had encouraged, and to Frenchmen whose hearts

beat for the honor of their land in its rivalry with

England. His policy was so identified with the

passions, the sympathies, and the culture of his

country; was so thoroughly national, and so lib-

of the British Ambassador to Lord
ber, 1770. Si les Anglais la veulent, Weymouth, 14 and 16 December,
[la guerre] tout ce que je mande est 1770, which confirm exactly the

inutile ; mais vous serez temoin que desire of peace expressed by Ohoi-

je ne la voulois pas, comme on le sup- seul.

pose. Compare also the dispatches
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era], that it was sure to return in spite of the royalist chap.

party and the Court, and even though he himself <—,—

<

was never again to be intrusted with the conduct of
Ja]Q

'

affairs. The cause of royalty was, for the time, tri-

umphant in the cabinets ; and had America then

risen, she would have found no friends to cheer

her on.

At the same time the British Ministry attracted to

itself that part of the Opposition which was composed

of Grenville's friends. Now that he was no more, Suf-

folk became Secretary of State, instead of Weymouth ; .

and Thurlow being promoted, Wedderburn, whose
" credit for veracity " Lord North so lately im-

peached, and who in his turn had denied to that

Minister " honor and respectability,"—refused to go

upon a forlorn hope; and with unblushing effron-

tery, leased his powers of eloquence to the Govern-

ment in return for the office of Solicitor General.1

By these arrangements Lord North obtained twelve

new votes.
2

But the moral power of the Ministry gained still

more from the vehement clamor with which its op-

ponents condemned the wise settlement of the ques-

tion respecting the Falkland Islands. Sir Kobert

Walpole had yielded to a similar clamor, and had

yet lost his place ; Lord North won the praise of

good men by resisting it, and securing peace with-

out a compromise of the public dignity. When
the Administration needed for its defence no more

than the exposition of the madness of modern wars

1 King to Lord North, 19 Dec. Here, interim Minister for Foreign

1770. Affairs, 12 January, 1771
2 Frances to the Duke de Lavril-
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CH
XLVI

ap. in the brilliant and forcible language of the moralist

Johnson,1 the applause of Adam Smith 2 was in ac-

Jan.' cordance with the sentiment of the country.

This was the happiest period in the career of

Lord North. His system acquired stability in the

confidence of the country ; and was sure of majori-

ties in Parliament. No danger hung over him but

from his own love of ease. " He was seated on the

Treasury bench, between his Attorney and Solicitor

General," his equals in ability, but most unlike him

in character

;

3 and it was his fatal error that he in-

dulged in slumber when America required all his

vigilance.

Feb, The Regulators of North Carolina gathered toge-

ther in the woods on hearing that their Representa-

tive had been expelled and arbitrarily imprisoned,

and they themselves menaced with exile or death as

outlaws. They had labored honestly for their own
support ; not living on the spoils of other men's la-

bors, nor snatching the bread out of other men's hands.

They accepted the maxim, that laws, statutes and

customs which are against God's law or nature, are all

null; and that civil officers who, contrary to reason,

exacted illegal taxes and fees from the poor industri-

ous farmers, were guilty of a worse crime than open

robbery. They asked no more than that extortioners

might be brought to fair trials, and " the collectors

of the public money called to proper settlements

1 Johnson's Thoughts on the Late 2 Masere's Occasional Essays and

Transactions respecting Falkland Tracts, 178.

Islands. 1771.
3 Gibbon's Memoirs of Himself.
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of their accounts." 1 Honor and good faith now chap.
XLVI

prompted them to join for the rescue of Husbands. -^—

-

Tryon was intimidated. Newbern might be at- Feb>
'

tacked and his newly finished palace, source of so much
gratification to his vanity, of grievous taxation to the

people, might be burned to the ground. Without

some manifest sanction of law he dared no longer de-

tain in custody the sturdy Highlander, who had come

down under the safeguard of his unquestioned elec-

tion to the Legislature. Eager to take advantage of

the Riot Act, he had by special commission called

the Judges to meet at Newbern on the sixth of Feb-

ruary. No sooner were they assembled, than he con-

spired with the Chief Justice to get Husbands indict-

ed for a pretended libel. But the Grand Jury refus-

ed to do the work assigned them; and the prisoner

was set free.
2

Angry with the indocile jury, the Governor by a

new Commission, called another court for the ele-

venth of March ; against which day he took care, by March

giving the strictest orders to the Sheriffs, many of

whom were defaulters, and by the indefatigable exer-

tions of his own private Secretary, to obtain jurors

and witnesses, suited to his purpose.3

The liberation of Husbands having stopped the

march of the Regulators, it occurred to some of them

on their return to visit Salisbury Superior Court.4

On the sixth of March, about four or five hundred of

them encamped in the woods near the Ferry, on the

1 Petition signed by one hundred s Tryon to Hillsborough.

and seventy-four, addressed to
4 Colonels Frohock and Martin

Chief Justice ilartin, &c. &c. to Gov. Tryon, Salisbury, 18
2 Tryon to Hillsborough, 12

April, 1771.
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chap, western side of the Yadkin River. u The lawyers

^^ are every thing " they complained. " There should be

March none in the Province." " We shall be forced to kill

them all." "There never was such an Act as the

Eiot Act in the laws of England." 1 This was true

;

the Counsel to the Board of Trade, making his official

report upon that law, declared its clause of outlawry

" altogether unfit for any part of the British empire."
2

" We come," said the Chiefs in the Regulators' camp

to an officer from Salisbury, "with no intention to

obstruct the Court, or to injure the person or pro-

perty of any one ; but only to petition for a redress

of grievances against officers taking exorbitant fees."

" Why then," it was asked, " are some of you armed ?

"

" Our arms," said they, " are only to defend our-

selves." They were told, that no Court would be

held on account of the disturbances ; but the very

persons of whom they complained, finding them

"peaceably disposed beyond expectation," 8 agreed

with them, that all differences with the officers of the

county of Rowan should be settled by arbitration on

the third Tuesday in May. The umpires being

named, the Regulators marched through Salisbury,

gave three cheers, and quietly returned 4
to their

farms, which were the best lands in the whole Pro-

vince.
5

1 Deposition of Waightstill Avery, the Board of Trade, on the Acts of

This deposition of one of Tryon's the North Carolina Session, which
witnesses, taken alone, gives a very began Dec. 5, 1771 ; 14 February,

wrong view of the case. The let- 1772.

ter of Frohock and Martin must 3 From the letter of Frohock and
be compared. They are adverse Martin.

witnesses, but far more candid 4 Letters of Tryon and of Martin

;

than Avery. Caruthers in Life of Caldwell.
a Keport of Kichard Jackson to

a This account, given by the
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But Tryon and Fanning were bent on revenge, chap.

On the eleventh of March the Court opened at New- —A-

bern ; with willing witnesses and a unanimous Grand ^rch
Jury, sixty-one 1 indictments were readily found for

felonies or riots, against the leading Regulators in

Orange County, who lived two hundred miles off, and

many of whom had been at home during the riots of

which they were accused. By law, criminal jurisdic-

tion belonged in the first instance to the district with-

in which offences were charged to have been com-

mitted; every one of the indictments was illegal; 2

and yet those charged with felony must appear with-

in sixty days, or a vain and merciless Governor will

declare them outlaws.

Armed with this authority to proscribe the prin-

cipal men among the Regulators, Tryon next received

the Grand Jury at the Palace, and volunteered to

them to lead troops into the western counties.3 The
obsequious body, passing beyond their proper func-

tions, applauded his purpose ; and the Council acqui-

esced. To obtain the necessary funds, which the

Legislature had refused to provide, Tryon created a

paper currency by drafts on the Treasury.

The Northern Treasurer declined to sanction the AP ril

illegal drafts ; and in consequence, the Eastern coun-

ties took no part in the scenes that followed ; but the

Southern Treasurer complied. From Wilmington a

body of militia under the command of Waddel, was

/cry officers of whom complaint 2 Opinion of Maurice Moore, one
was made, was the statement on of the Associate Judges. Jones's

the Government side, not of the Defence, 60.

Regulators. See Frohock and s Tryon to Hillsborough, 1771.
Martin to Tryon, 18 March, 1771.

1 Tryon to Hillsborough, 12 April,

1771.
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chap, sent to Salisbury, while Tryon himself, having writ-

—r-J- ten a harsh rebuke of the agreement in Rowan

M ' County for arbitration, marched into Orange County.

His progress was marked by the destruction of wheat

fields and orchards, the burning of every house which

was found empty ; the seizure of cattle, poultry and

all the produce of the plantations. The terrified peo-

ple ran together like sheep chased by a wolf; while

Tryon crossed the Eno, and the Haw ; and the men
who had been indicted at Newbern for felonies, were

already advertised as outlaws, when on the evening

of the fourteenth, he reached the Great Alamance.

The little army under his command was composed

of one thousand and eighteen foot soldiers, and thirty

light horse, besides the officers.
1 The Regulators,

who had been drawn together not as insurgents but

from alarm,—many, perhaps most of them without

guns,—may have numbered rather more, and were

encamped about five miles to the west of the stream.

They gathered round James Hunter as their " gen-

eral ; " and his superior capacity, and dauntless

courage, won from the unorganized host implicit

obedience and enthusiastic reverence.2 They were

almost in despair, lest the Governor " would not lend

a kind ear to the just complaints of the people."

Still on the evening of the fifteenth they entreated,

that harmony might yet be restored, that " the pre-

saged tragedy of warlike marching to meet each

1 The number of the army of thousand. One newspaper account
Tryon is given exactly according to at the time says but three hundred
his own statement in a letter from took part in the battle. Compare
New-York, 1 August, 1771. As the judicious Oaruthers, Life of

the Regulators were not counted, Caldwell, 147.

their number is a matter of mere 2 Gov. Martin to Hillsborough, 8

conjecture. Tryon puts it at two March, 1772.
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other miglit be prevented;" that the Governor chap

would give them leave to present "their Petition," »—V—

and to treat for peace* ^ay

The next day Tryon crossed Alamance River, and

marched out to meet the Regulators. As he ap-

proached, James Hunter and Benjamin Merrill,1 a

captain of militia, " a man in general esteem for his

honesty, integrity, piety and moral good life," receiv-

ed from him this answer: " I require you to lay down
your arms, surrender up the outlawed ringleaders,

submit yourselves to the laws, and rest on the lenity

of the Government. By accepting these terms in

one hour, you will prevent an effusion of blood, as

you are at this time in a state of war and rebel-

lion."
2

The demands were utterly unjustifiable. Xo one

of the Regulators had been legally outlawed; or

even legally indicted. The Governor acted against

law as against right ; and by every rule deserved to

be resisted. Yet the Regulators reluctantly accepted

the appeal to arms ; for they had nothing to hope

from victory itself. Their courage was the courage

of martyrs.

The action began before noon, by firing a field-

piece into the midst of the people. Many of the

Regulators, perhaps the larger number, retired ; but

those who remained, disputed the field for two hours,

fighting first in the open ground and then from be-

hind trees, till at last having nearly expended their

ammunition,8 Hunter and his men were compelled to

- Letter from North Carolina, 24 s Tryon to Hillsborough, " They
July, 1771. left behind them little ammnni

2 Tryon to the people now assem- tion. " Compare Caruthers.

bled in arms, who style themselves
Regulators
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chap, retreat.
1 Mne of the King's troops were killed, and

—^ sixty-one wounded.2 Of the Regulators, above

twenty fell in battle, besides the wounded.8 Some
prisoners were taken in the pursuit. Before sunset,

Tryon had returned in triumph to his camp.

The next day James Few, one of the prisoners,

was by the Governor's order, hanged on a tree as an

outlaw ; and his parents ruined by the destruction of

their estate. Then followed one proclamation after

another,4 excepting from mercy outlaws and prison-

ers, and promising it to none others but those who
should take an oath of allegiance, pay taxes, submit

to the laws, and deliver up their arms.

June. After this Tryon proceeded to the Yadkin to join

Waddel, who had incurred some danger of being

cut off. Waddel then moved through the South-

western counties, unmolested, except that in Mecklen-

burgh his ammunition was blown up,5 while Tryon

turned back, living at free quarters on the Regula-

tors,
6 forcing them to contribute all kinds of provi-

sions, and burning the houses and laying waste and

destroying the plantations of every outlaw.7

On the ninth of June he arrived at Hillsborough,

where the Court awaited him. His first work was

a proclamation inviting "every person " to shoot

Herman Husbands, or James Hunter, or Redknap

1 Letter from North Carolina, 24 " all concerned in blowing up Gen-
July, 1771. eral Waddel's ammunition inMeck-

2 Official return of the killed and lenburgh.

wounded. 6 Tryon to Hillsborough, 1 Aii-
3 Martin's Hist, of North Caro- gust, 1771. " The commissary had

lina, ii. 282. not occasion to purchase any pro-
4 Proclamation of Tryon, 17 vision for the troops, from the 16th

May, and others. of May, till they quitted their set-
5 " Tryon's Proclamation of 11 tlements the 20th of June."

June, excepting from the amnesty, 7 Postscript to the same letter.
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Howell, or William Butler; and offering a hundred chap.

pounds and a thousand acres of land, as a reward for ^^
the delivery of either of them alive or dead. Then }une ;

twelve men, taken in battle, were tried and brought

in guilty of Treason ; and on the nineteenth of June,

six of them were hanged under the eye of the Gover-

nor, who himself marked the place for the gallows,

gave directions for clearing the field, and sketched in

general orders the line of march of the army to the

place of execution, with the station of each company

round the gallows. The victims died bravely. It is

yet kept in memory, how Benjamin Merrill met

his fate in the most heroic manner, sustained by the

pious affection of his children, and declaring that he

died at peace with his Maker, in the cause of his

country.1

The next • day Tryon, having gratified himself

with the spectacle, and takiug care to make the most

of the confiscated lands, which were among the best

on the continent, left Hillsborough, and on the thir-

tieth sailed to take possession of the Government 2 of

New-York, leaving the burden of an illegally con-

tracted debt of more than forty thousand pounds. So

general was the disgust, that his successor dared not

trust the people with the immediate election of

a new Assembly,8 though terror and despair had

brought six thousand of the Regulators to submis-

sion.
4

The Governors of South Carolina and of Virginia.

1 For this there are contempo- 2 Hillsborough to Tryon, 11 Feb.
rary statements in letters from 1771.

North Carolina, of 22 July, and 12 3 Martin to Hillsborough, 1771.
August, 1771 ; in Boston Gazette, 4 President Hazel of North Car-
849, 3, 1 ; and 853, 2, 3. olina Council to Hillsborough, 4.

July, 1771.
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chap, were requested not to harbor the fugitives. But the

—^ far wilderness offered shelter beyond the mountains,

June. an(^ ^ne savages seemed comparatively mild protectors.

Without concert, instinctively impelled by discontent

and the wearisomeness of life exposed to bondage,

men crossed the Alleghanies and descending into the

basin of the Tennessee, made their homes in the val

ley of the Watauga. There no lawyer followed

them; there no King's Governor came to be their

Lord ; there the flag of England never waved. They

rapidly extended their settlements ; by degrees they

took possession of the more romantic banks of the

broader Nollichucky, whose sparkling waters spring

out of the tallest mountains in the range. The

climate was invigorating ; the health-giving west-

erly wind blew at all seasons; in spring the wild

crab apple filled the air with the sweetest of perfumes,

A. fertile soil gave to industry good crops of maize
;

the clear streams flowed pleasantly without tearing

floods ; where the closest thickets of spruce and

rhododendron flung the cooling shade furthest over

the river, trout abounded. The elk and the red deer

were not wanting in the natural parks of oak and hick-

ory, of maple, elm, black ash, and buckeye. Of quails

and turkeys and pigeons there was no end. The gold-

en eagle built its nest on the topmost ledge of the

mountain, and might be seen wheeling in wide cir-

cles high above the pines, or dropping like a meteor

upon its prey. The black bear, whose flesh was held

to be the most delicate of meats, grew so fat upon

the abundant acorns and chestnuts, that he could be

run down in a race of three hundred yards ; and some-

times the hunters gave chase to the coward panther,

strong enough to beat off twenty dogs, yet flying from
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one. Political wisdom is not sealed np in rolls and chap.

parchments. It welled up in the forest, like the waters
\

from the hill side. To acquire a peaceful title to

their lands, the settlers despatched James Robertson

*

as their envoy to the Council of the Cherokees, from

whom he obtained sincere promises of confidence and

friendship, and a lease of the territory of the infant

Colony. For government, its members came toge-

ther as brothers in convention, and already in 1772,

they founded a republic by a written association,
2

appointed their own magistrates, James Robertson

among the first ; framed laws for their present occa-

sions ; and " set to the people of America the dan-

gerous example of erecting themselves into a separate

State, distinct from and independent of the author-

ity " of the British King.8

Fanning who followed Tryon to the JSTorth, ex-

tolled his patron as the ablest supporter of Govern-

ment.4 " I shall leave to your Lordship's reflections

the tendency this expedition has had on the

frontiers of every Colony in British America," was

the self-laudatory remark of Tryon to Hillsborough.5

The insolent extortioners and officers whom the Reg-

ulators had vainly sued for redress, taunted them
with their ill fortune, saying, " Alamance is your court

of record." 6 Yet the record was not closed. In the

old counties of Orange and Mecklenburg, the " over-

1 Havwood's Hist, of Tennes- 4 New-York Gazette of 9 Sept.
see, 42. 1771.

2 Haywood's Hist, of Tennessee, 5 Tryon to Hillsborough, New-
41 ; J. G. M. Ramsey's Annals of York, 1 August, 1771.
Tennessee, 107. 6 Boston Gazette, 22 July, 1771 ;

3 The nearest contemporary au- 849, 2, 3.

thoritv is Dunmore to Dartmouth.
lb May, 1774.
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chap
XLYI

hill " glacles of Carolina, and the little band of moun-
taineers who planted the commonwealth of Tennessee,

a bloodthirsty Governor, in his vengeful zeal for the

Crown, had treasured up wrath for the day of wrath.

NOTE.

The successor of Tryon reached Carolina in August, 1771, and drank

in all the accounts of the " glorious spirit," which had defeated the Reg-

ulators near the Alamance. The next year he made a tour into Orange

County. The result of his observations is best given in his own words.

Exteaot of a lettee from Josiah Martin [the brother of Samuel

Martin, who wounded Wilkes in a duel in 1763,] Governor of North

Carolina, to the Earl of Hillsborough, Secretary of State for the Colo-

nies.

North Carolina, Hillsborough,

August 30, 1772.

* * * * My progress through this country, my Lord,

hath opened my eyes exceedingly, with respect to the commotions and

discontents that have lately prevailed in it. I now see most clearly,

that they have been provoked by insolence, and cruel advantages taken

of the people's ignorance by mercenary tricking attorneys, clerks, and

other little officers, who have practised upon them every sort of rapine

and extortion ; by which having brought upon themselves their just re-

sentment, they engaged Government in their defence by artful misrepre-

sentations, that the vengeance the wretched people in folly and madness

aimed at their heads, was directed against the constitution ; and by this

stratagem they threw an odium upon the injured people, that by de-

grees begot a prejudice, which precluded a full discovery of their grie-

vances. Thus, my Lord, as far as I have been able to discover, the re-

sentmeut of Government was craftily worked up against the oppressed,

and the protection which the oppressors treacherously acquired, where

the injured and ignorant people expected to find it, drove them to acts

of desperation and confederated them in violence, which as your Lord-

ship knows, induced bloodshed; and I verily believe necessarily. Inqui-

ries of this sort, my Lord, I am sensible are invidious ; nor would any

thing but a sense of duty have drawn from me these opinions of the

principles of the past troubles of this country. * * * *

Diligent inquiry has not as yet brought to light a copy of the writ-

ten Constitution adopted by the Settlers of Eastern Tennessee. Its ex-
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Isfence was ascertained by Haywood, the careful historian of that com q^Ap<
monwealth. Ramsey has adopted all that was preserved by Haywood, XLVI.

and has added the results of his own persevering researches. To these

authorities I am able to subjoin the evidence of a contemporary witness.

In a letter from the Governor of Virginia to the British Secretary of

State, pleading warmly in favor of the propriety of making grants of

land at the "West, in Illinois, he derives his strongest argument from the

establishment of this very Republic of "Watauga.

Extract of a letter from the Earl of Duxmore, Governor of Virgi-

nia, to the Earl of Dartmouth, Secretary of State.

Williamsburg, 16 May, 1774.

* * * "Whatever may be the law with respect to the title,

tiiere are, I think, divers reasons which should induce his majesty to

comply with the petition, so far at least, as to admit the petitioners and

their acquisitions, if not into this government, into some other. For if

the title should be thought defective, it would still, at such a distance

from the seat of any authority, be utterly impracticable to void it, or

prevent the occupying of the lands, which being known to be of an ex-

traordinary degree of fertility, experience shows nothing (so fond as the

Americans are of migration,) can stop the concourse of people that ac-

tually begin t^ draw toward them ; and should the petition be rejected,

your lordship may assure yourself, it is no chimerical conjecture, that, so

far from interrupting the progress of their settlement, it would have a

direct contrary tendency, by forcing the people to adopt a form of gov-

ernment of their own, which it would be easy to frame in such a manner

as to prove an additional encouragement to all the dissatisfied of every

other government, to flock to that. In effect, we have an example of

the very case, there being actually a set of people in the back part of

this colony, bordering on the Cherokee country, who finding they could

not obtain titles to the land they fancied, under any of the neighboring

governments, have settled upon it without, and contented themselves

with becoming in a manner tributary to the Indians, and have appointed

magistrates, and framed laws for their present occasions, and to all in-

tents and purposes, erected themselves into, though an inconsiderable,

yet a separate State ; the consequence of which may prove hereafter

detrimental to the peace and security of the other colonies ; it at least

sets a dangerous example to the people of America, of forming govern-

ments distinct from and independent of his majesty's authority. * * *

vol. vi.— 26
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CHAPTER XLVII.

GREAT BRITAIN CENTRES IN ITSELF POWER OVER ITS COLONIES.
—HILLSBOROUGH'S ADMINISTRATION OF THE COLONIES CON-
CLUDED.

June, 1771

—

August, 1772.

chap. The King steadily pursued the system of concen-

—^ trating all power over the Colonies ; but so gradually

June. ^na^ a sudden, complete collision with ancient usage

was avoided. If the Charter of the Province had

been taken away,1 even the moderate would have held

themselves absolved from their allegiance.
2 But the

appointment of a native Bostonian as Governor, seem-

ed to many a pledge of relenting ; and his plausible

professions hushed the people into silence. " The glo-

rious spirit of liberty is vanquished and left without

hope but in a miracle," said desponding patriots. " I

confess," said -Samuel Adams, " we have, as Wolfe ex-

pressed it, a choice of difficulties. Too many natter

themselves that their pusillanimity is true pru-

dence ; but in perilous times like these, I cannot con-

1 Compare Massachusetts Ga- zette of 11 Feb. 1771; 827, 1,1,
zette, 21 Jan. 1771. and of Monday, 4 March, 830, 1, 2;

2 Compare Brutus in Boston Ga- and letters of Eliot and Cooper.
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ceive of prudence without fortitude." * He persever- chap.
• • XT VII

ed; but John Adams retired from "the service of -^v—

the people," and devoting himself to his profession,
2

Jline[

for a time ceased even to employ his pen in their

deferice.
3 Otis who had returned to the Legislature,

disordered in mind, and jealous of his declining

influence, did but impede the public cause. In

Hancock, also, vanity so mingled with patriotism,

that the Government hoped to separate him from

its uncompromising opponents.4

The Assembly which for the third year was con-

vened at Cambridge, overruled the advice of Samuel

Adams, and was proceeding with business. Yet it

adopted the Protest in which he drew the distinc-

tion between the existence of a prerogative and its

abuse ; and significantly inquired, what would follow

in England, if a British Kino; should call a Parliament

in Cornwall and keep it there seven years. Nor did

he omit to expose the rapid consolidation of power

in the hands of the executive by the double

process of making all civil officers dependent for

support solely on the King, and giving to arbitrary

instructions an authority paramount to the Charter

and the laws.

The Protest had hardly been adopted, when the July,

application of its doctrines became necessary. The

Commissioners of the Customs had through Hutchin-

son 5 applied for an exemption of their salaries from

1 Compare Samuel Adams to 4 Hutchinson to, , 5 June,

James Warren of Plymouth, 25 1771.

March, 1771. 5 Hutchinson to Hillshorongh,
2 John Adams: Works, ii. 260, 20 Dec. 1769. Opinions of DeGray

301, 302. and Dunning, 13 Feb. 1770.
8 John Adams : Diary, June 22,

1771.
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chap, tlie colonial income tax ; and Hillsborough, disregard-

—r-^ ing a usage of more than fifty years, commanded

Jul
* the comphance of the legislature. The engrossed tax-

bill for the year was of the same tenor with the

annual Acts from time immemorial. The assessors had

moreover rated the Commissioners with extreme mod-

eration. Persons who had less income, were taxed

as much as they, so that it did not even appear that

any regard was had to their salaries.
1 Paxton's pro-

vincial tax for all his personal estate and all his

income, was for the last year less than three pounds

sterling ; and what he paid to the town and county

not much more.2 And to defeat this little tax, in

itself so reasonable, so consonant to usage, and in

its apportionment so forbearing, Hutchinson, ou

the fourth of July, greatly against his own judg-

ment, negatived the Bill, and declared his obliga-

tion under his instructions to* negative any other,

drawn in the same usual terms.

The stopping supplies by a veto of the Crown was

unknown in England ; an order from the King to ex-

empt special individuals from their share of taxation

was unconstitutional ; the exemption, if submitted to

by the Assembly, would have been an acquiescence in

an unwarrantable instruction ; and a formal recogni-

tion of the system of parliamentary taxation. Samuel

Adams perceived all the danger, and on the next

day, the House replied in his words :
"We know of

no Commissioners of his Majesty's Customs, nor of

any revenue his Majesty has a right to establish in

North America; we know and feel a tribute levied

1 Hutchinson to -, Bo&ton, 2 Hutchinson to , 19 July,

17 July, 1771. • 1771.
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and extorted from those, who, if they have property, chap.

have a ri^ht to the absolute disposal of it. To with ^—

•

hold your assent to this bill, merely by force of instruc- jj^'

tion, is effectually vacating the Charter and giving

instructions the force of laws, within this Province.

If such a doctrine shall be established, the repre-

sentatives of a free people would be reduced to this

fatal alternative,—either to have no taxes levied and

raised at all, or to have them raised and levied in

such a way and manner, and upon those only whom
his Majesty pleases/'

1 At the first meeting of the

Assembly, loyalty had visibly prevailed, and the

decided patriots were in a minority ; necessity had ex-

torted the most explicit assertion of colonial rights,

and an unanswerable exposition of the limit of the

prerogative. In closing the session Hutchinson put

at issue the respect for monarchy itself. " I know,"

said he, " that your messages and resolves of the last

year were very displeasing to the King; 2 I shall

transmit my messages, and this your extraordinary

answer to be laid before him." Thus the Province

was led to speculate on the personal opinions of their

Sovereign, and to inquire into the use of regal power

itself; while the King regarded the contest with

Massachusetts as involving not only the power of

Great Britain and the rights of the Crown, but his

personal honor.

Wise men saw the event that was approaching,

but not that it was so near. " Out of the eater cometh

forth meat," said Cooper the clergyman

;

3 and Frank-

1 Message from the House to the 3 Samuel Cooper to B. Franklin,

Gorernor, 5 July, 1771. 10 July, 1771.
2 Bradford's State Papers, 311.
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chap. Hn foretold a bloody struggle, in which "America's

S^S: growing strength and magnitude," 1 would give her

July'
tne vic^ory- The progress of opinion was marked

by the instructions of the House to its Agent,

which unreservedly embodied the principle that

colonial legislation was free of Parliament and of

royal instructions. They were drawn by Samuel

Adams, who had long before said in Town Meet-

ing ;
" Independent we are, and independent we

will be.'
1 "I doubt," said Hutchinson, "whether

there is a greater incendiary than he in the King's

Aug. dominions." 2 At least his intrepidity could not * be

questioned. His language became more explicit as

danger drew nearer. In August, Boston saw in its

harbor twelve vessels of war, carrying more than

two hundred and sixty guns, commanded by Mon-

tagu, the brother of Sandwich.3

Yet there was no one salient wrong, to attract the

sudden and universal attention of the people. The

Southern Governors felt no alarm. Eden from Mary-

land congratulated Hillsborough, on the return

of confidence and harmony.4 "The people," thus

Johnson, the Agent of Connecticut wrote after his

return home, "appear to be weary of their al-

tercations with the Mother Country; a little dis-

creet conduct on both sides, would perfectly re-

establish that warm affection and respect towards

1 B. Franklin to Committee of and August 5, 1771
;

probably

Correspondence in Massachusetts, written early in August, 1771.

15 May, 1771. 3 Boston Gazette, 19 Aug. 1771.
* Hutchinson'sletter without date,

4 Robert Eden to Hillsborough,

in Hutchinson's MS. Collections, i. 4 August, 1771.

437. Written between July 29
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Great Britain, for which, this country was once so chap.

remarkable." 1 EJIL

Hutchinson, too, reported " a disposition in all g^
the Colonies to let the controversy with the king-

dom subside." 2 The King sent word to tempt

Hancock by marks of favor. "Hancock and most

of the party," said the Governor, "are quiet; and
all of them, except Adams, abate of their viru-

lence. Adams would push the Continent into a rebel-

lion to-morrow, if it was in his power." 3 While Amer-
ica generally was so tranquil, Samuel Adams con-

tinued musing till the fire within him burned ; and

the thought of correspondence and union among the

friends of liberty flashed upon his mind. " It would

be an arduous task," he said, meditating a project

which required a year'^ reflection for its maturity,

" to awaken a sufficient number in the colonies to so

grand an undertaking. Nothing, however, should

be despaired of. "We have nothing," he continued,

" to rely upon but the interposition of our friends in

Britain, of which I have no expectation, or the Last

Appeal.4 The tragedy of American freedom is Oct.

nearly completed. A tyranny seems to be at the

very door. They who lie under oppression deserve

what they suffer ; let them perish with their oppres-

sors. Could millions be enslaved if all possessed the

independent spirit of Brutus, who to his immortal

1 W. S. Johnson to Alexander Ultima ratio. Samuel Adams'
Wedderburn, 25 Oct. 1771. Papers. Letter to Arthur Lee, 27

2 Hutchinson to Gov Pownall, Sept. 1777, from the draft. Com-
14 October, 1771. pare in Hutchinson's Papers, iii.

;

' Hutchinson to John Pownall, 236, letter of 30 Sept, 1771. Hutch-
Secretarv to the Board of Trade, inson's Papers, iii. 242, 243 and
17 October, 1771. 233, letters of 9 Oct. 1771.
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chap, honor, expelled the tyrant of Home, and his royal

-4— and rebellious race ? The liberties of our country
1771 •

Oct#
* are worth defending at all hazards. If we should

suffer them to be wrested from us, millions yet un-

born may be the miserable sharers in the event.1

Every step has been taken but one ; and the last ap-

peal would require prudence, unanimity, and forti-

tude. America must herself, under God, finally work
out her own salvation."

2

Nov. While these opinions were boldly uttered, Hutch-

inson, in the annual Proclamation which appointed

the Festival of Thanksgiving and which used to be

read from every pulpit, sought to ensnare the clergy

by enumerating as a cause for gratitude, " that civil

and religious liberties were continued," and " trade

enlarged." He was caught in his own toils. All

the Boston ministers except one refused to read

the paper ; when Pemberton, of whose church the

Governor was a member, began confusedly to do

so, the patriots of his congregation, turning their

backs on him, walked out of meeting in great

indignation; and nearly all the Ministers agreed

on the Thanksgiving Day " to implore of Almighty

God the restoration of lost liberties."
3

Dec Nowise disheartened, Hutchinson waited eagerly

and confidently " to hear how the extravagance of the

Assembly in their last session would be resented

by the King ;" now striving to set Hancock more and

1 Samuel Adams in the Boston 3 Cooper to Gov. Pownall, 14, S.

Gazette, of 14 Oct. 1771. Adams's Papers, ii. 338; also h\
9 Samuel Adams to Arthur Lee, 297. Life of Arthur Lee, ii. 186.

Boston, 31 Oct. 1771. Life of Ar- S. Adams to Henry Marchant, 7

thur Lee, ii. 186; Compare Hutch- January, 1772.

inson to R. Jackson, October, 1771.
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more against Adams ; now seeking to lull the people chap
. . . . XLVII

into security ; now boasting of his band of writers on —*-*•

. 1771
the side of Government, Church, a professed patriot, p e(/

being of the number ; now triumphing at the

spectacle of Otis, who was carried into the country,

bound hand and foot as a maniac ; now speculating

on the sale of cheap teas at high prices ; now urging

the Government in England to remodel all the New
England Provinces, even while he pretended that

they were quiet and submissive. His only fears were

lest the advice he had sent to the Ministry should

become known in America, and lest Temple, who
had gone to England and bore him contemptuous

hatred, should estrange from him the confidence of

Whately.

Confirmed by the seeming tranquillity in America,

and by the almost unprecedented strength of the Min-

istry in Parliament, Hillsborough gave free scope to

the conceit, wrongheadedness, obstinacy and passion,

which marked his character, and perplexed and embar-

rassed affairs by the perverse and senseless 1 exercise

of authority. To show his firmness, he still required

the Legislature of Massachusetts to exempt the Com-
missioners from taxation, or the tax bill should be

negatived ; while Gage was enjoined to attend to the

security of the fortress in Boston harbor.

In Georgia, Noble Wimberly Jones, a man of

exemplary life and character, had been elected

Speaker. Wright, who reported him to be " a very

strong. Liberty Boy," would not consent to the

choice; and the House voted the interference a

1 B. Franklin to S. Cooper, 5 February, 1771.
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chap, breach of their privileges.1 Hillsborough had censur-
XLVII . . .—y—* ed their unwarrantable and inconsistent arrogance.2

1771 • •

Dec#
' He now directed the Governor " to put his negative

upon any person whom they should next elect for

Speaker, and to dissolve the Assembly in case they

should question the right of such negative." 3

1772. The affections of South Carolina were still more
Jan.

thoroughly alienated. Its public men were ruled by
their sense of honor, and felt a stain upon it as a

wound. A Carolinian in the time of Lyttleton, had

been abruptly dismissed from the King's Council;

and from that day it became the pride of native

Carolinians not to accept a seat in that body.4 The

members of the Assembly " disdained to take any

pay for their attendance." 5 Since March 1771, no

legislative Act had been perfected,6 because the Gov-

ernor refused to pass any appropriations which

should cover the grant of the Assembly to the So-

ciety for the Bill of Rights ; but the patriot planters

ever stood ready to lend their private credit and

purses to the wants of their own colonial Agents or

Committees. To extend the benefit of Courts of Jus-

tice into the interior, the Province, at an expense of

five thousand pounds,7 bought out the monopoly of

Richard Cumberland as Provost by patent for the

whole ; and had offered to establish salaries for the

Judges, if the Commissions of those Judges were but

made permanent as in England. At last, in 1769,

1 Sir James Wright to Hillsbo- 4 Correspondence of Lieut. Gov.
rough, 28 February, 1771. Bull.

3 Hillsborough to Sir James 6 State of South Carolina, 1770.

Wright, 4= May, 1771.
6 Statutes at large, iv. 331.

3 Hillsborough to Habersham, 4 7 Eamsey's History of South Car-

Dec. 1771, and 7 August, 1772. olina, ii. 126.
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trusting to the honor of the Crown, they voted perpe- chap,

tual grants of salaries. When this was done, Rawlins —£~

Lowndes and others, their own judges, taken from jan#
*

among themselves, were dismissed ; and an Irishman,

a Scotchman, and a Welshman were sent over by
Hillsborough to take their places.

1 " We, none of

us," said the planters, " can expect the honors of the

State ; they are all given away to worthless, poor

sycophants." 2 The Governor, Lord Charles Greville

Montagu, had no Palace at Charleston ; he uttered

a threat to convene the South Carolina Assembly at

Port Royal, unless they would vote him a house to

his mind.3 This is the culminating point of adminis-

trative insolence.

The system of concentrating all colonial power in March.

England was resisted also at the West.4 In Illinois

the corruption and favoritism of the military com-

mander compelled the people to a remonstrance.

The removal of them all to places within the limits of

some established Colony, was the mode of pacification

which Hillsborough deliberately approved. The

Spanish jurisdiction across the river offered so near a

sanctuary, that such a policy was impracticable. An
establishment by the Crown upon the lowest plan of

expense, and without any intermixture of popular

power, was thought of. " A regular constitutional

Government for them," said Gage, "cannot be sug-

1 Compare List of Judges in to Same, 11 January, 1772 ; Mon-
South Carolina Statutes at large, i. tagu to Hillsborough, 27 July, 1772.

439 ; Ramsey, i. 214, ii. 126. * Gage to Hillsborough, 4 March,
3 Compare Quincy's Quincy, 106, 1772. Compare Gage to Hillsbo-

07,116. rough, 6 August, 1771; Hillsbo-
3 Montagu to Hillsborough, 26 rough to Gage, 4 Dec. 1771, and

September, 1771 ; Hillsborough to 18 April, 1772.

Montagu, 4 December, 1771. Same
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chap, gested. They don't deserve so much attention." " 1

^-^L agree with you," rejoined Hillsborough ;
" a regular

March Government for that District would be highly im-

proper." The people of Illinois, weary of the shame-

less despotism which aimed only at forestalling tracts

of land, the monopoly of the Indian trade, or the ruin

of the French villages, took their cause into their

own hands; they demanded institutions like those

of Connecticut, and set themselves inflexibly against

any proposal for a Government, which should be

irresponsible to themselves. In 1771, they had assem-

bled in a General Meeting, and had fixed upon their

scheme; they never departed from it; "expecting

to appoint their own Governor and all civil Magis-

trates."
1 The rights of freemen were demanded as

boldly on the Prairies of Illinois as in Carolina or

New England. Towards the people at Vincennes,

Hillsborough was less relenting; for there was no

Spanish shore to which they could fly. They were,

by formal proclamation, peremptorily commanded to

retire within the jurisdiction of some one of the Colo-

nies.
2 But the men 3 of Indiana were as unwilling to

abandon their homes in a settlement already seventy

years old,
4
as those of Illinois to give up the hope of

freedom. The spirit of discontent pervaded every

village in the wilderness ; and what allegiance would

men of French origin bear to a British King who
proposed to take away their estates and to deny

them liberty ?

1 Hamilton to Gage, 8 Aug. 1772. cennes to Gage, 18 Sept. 1772, and
a Proclamation of 8 April, 1772. Memorial of the same date.

Compare Gage to Hillsborough, 4 4 "Notre etablissement est de
March, 1772. soixante et dix annees," Memorial,

8 Compare Inhabitants of Vin- 18 Sept. 1772.
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The people of Virginia were overruled on a sub- chap.

ject of still more vital importance to them and their C~y^
posterity. Their halls of legislation had resounded ^

7

^
with eloquence directed against the terrible plague

of negro slavery. The earnest struggle for their own
liberty made them more thoughtful of the sorrows

of the humble who were oppressed by themselves.

An act of 1748 had imposed unequal taxes on the

wives and female children of free people of color;

in November, 1769, the grievance was redressed, be-

cause, says the statute-book, "it is found very bur-

thensome to such negroes, mulattoes, and Indians,

and is moreover derogatory of the rights of free-born

subjects." To Jefferson, it did not seem enough to

guard the rights of the freeborn subjects of African

descent ; in this same session he began his career as a

reformer by bringing in a bill for permitting at once

the unrestricted emancipation of slaves. But the

abrogation of the slave-trade was regarded by the

legislature as the necessary preliminary to successful

efforts at getting rid of slavery itself. Again and

again they had passed lawr
s, restraining the impor-

tations of negroes from Africa; but their laws were

disallowed. How to prevent them from protecting

themselves against the increase of the overwhelm-

ing evil was debated by the king in council; and

on the tenth day of December, 1770, he issued an

instruction, under his owm hand, commanding the

governor, "upon pain of the highest displeasure, to

assent to no law, by which the importation of slaves

should be in any resjDect prohibited or obstructed."

In April, 1772, this rigorous order wras solemnly

debated in the assembly of Virginia. The negro
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chap, slaves in the low country were double the number
XLVII.
y^rJ of the white people, and gained every year from

A
77

r
?j importations and from births, so as to alarm, not only

Virginia, but all America. " The people of this col-

ony," it was said, "must fall upon means not only

of preventing their increase, but also of lessening

their number ; and the interest of the country would

manifestly require the total expulsion of them. Sup-

posing it possible, by rigor and exemplary punish-

ment, to prevent any insurrection, yet, in case of a

war, the people, with great reason, tremble at the

facility that an enemy would find in procuring such

a body of men, attached by no tie to their masters

or their country, ready to join the first that would

encourage them to revenge themselves, by which

means a conquest of this country would inevitably

be effected in a very short time." It became, there-

fore, "a matter of the greatest concern, to find

proper means of averting a calamity so alarming."

The abhorred instruction which maintained the

nefarious trade in men, sprung directly from the

throne ; Virginia, therefore, resolved to address the

king himself. They entreated of him leave to de-

fend themselves against the crimes of commercial

avarice, and these were their words

:

" The importation of slaves into the colonies from

the coast of Africa hath long been considered as a

trade of great inhumanity ; and, under its present

encouragement, we have too much reason to fear,

will endanger the very existence of your majesty's

American dominions. We are sensible that some of

your majesty's subjects in Great Britain may reap

emoluments from this sort of traffic; but when we
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consider, that it greatly retards the settlement of chap.
. . . .

XLVII.
the colonies with more useful inhabitants, and may —r-~*

in time have the most destructive influence, we pre-
1 " 2 '

sume to hope that the interest of a few will be

disregarded, when placed in competition wTith the

security and happiness of such numbers of your

majesty's dutiful and loyal subjects.

" Deeply impressed with these sentiments, we most

humbly beseech your majesty to remove all those

restraints on your majesty's governors of this colony

which inhibit their assenting to such laws as might

check so very pernicious a commerce."

Thousands in Maryland and in New Jersey were

ready to adopt a similar petition; so were the legis-

latures of North Carolina, of Pennsylvania, of New
York. Massachusetts, in its towns and in its legisla-

ture, had clearly reprobated the condition of slavery,

as well as the sale of slaves. There was no jealousy

of one another in the strife against the crying evil;

Virginia harmonized all opinions, and represented

the moral sentiment and policy of them all. How
strong were her own convictions, how earnest and

united the efforts of her statesmen, appears from this,

that Dunmore himself, giving utterance to a seem-

ingly unanimous desire, was constrained to plead with "

the ministry in behalf of the petitioners for leave to

prohibit the slave-trade by law.

When the prayer reached England, it had just been

decided, on the twenty-second of June, that a negro who
had been a slave in Massachusetts, and had been taken

to England, became free the moment that he set his

foot on English ground ; for, said Lord Mansfield, in

pronouncing the opinion of himself and all the judges
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chap, present, " the power of a master over his slave must

.—y^ be supported by the laws of particular countries ; a
17 72

' claim to a right over a man is not known to the

laws of England ; tracing the subject to natural rights,

the claim of slavery never can be supported ; the

power claimed never was in use here, or acknowl-

edged by law." But the British government was less

liberal than the bench of judges ; and the king of

England, though he blushed to reject in form the ap-

peal of Virginia personally to himself, made no reply,

and still stood forth as the unyielding protector of the

slave-trade. Wherever in the colonies a disposition

was shown for its restraint, his servants were peremp-

torily ordered to maintain it without abatement.

"Pharisaical Britain!" said Franklin, through the

press ;
" to pride thyself in setting free a single slave

that happened to land on thy coasts, while thy mer-

chants in all thy ports are encouraged by thy laws

to continue a commerce whereby so many hundreds

of thousands are dragged into a slavery that can

scarce be said to end with their lives, since it is

entailed on their posterity." Yet the decision of the

king's bench was momentous ; for it settled the ques-

tion that slavery, in any part of the British domin-

'ions of those days, rested only on local laws, and

could not claim protection in the imperial courts.

1773. The great men of Virginia already looked forward

to a thorough social change. In January, 1773,

Patrick Henry, writing to a member of the society

of Friends, chid those of them who were " lukewarm

in the abolition of slavery." " Is it not amazing," so

he expressed himself, " that, at a time when the rights

of humanity are defined and understood with pre-
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cision, in a country above all others fond of liberty,

in such an age, we find men, professing a religion the

most humane, mild, meek, gentle, and generous, adopt-

ing a principle as repugnant to humanity as it is in-

consistent with the Bible and destructive to liberty ?

Every thinking honest man rejects it in speculation,

but how few in practice from conscientious motives

!

Believe me, I shall honor the Quakers for their noble

efforts to abolish slavery ; they are equally calculated

to promote moral and political good. Would any one

believe that I am master of slaves of my OAvn pur-

chase ? I am drawn along by the general incon-

venience of living without them. I will not, I can-

not, justify it ; however culpable my conduct, I will

so far pay my devoir to virtue, as to own the ex-

cellence and rectitude of her precepts, and to lament

my want of conformity to them. I believe a time

will come when an opportunity will be offered to

abolish this lamentable evil ; everything we can do

is to improve it, if it happens in our day; if not,

let us transmit to our descendants, together with our

slaves, a pity for their unhappy lot, and an abhor-

rence of slavery. We owe to the purity of our re-

ligion, to show that it is at variance with that law

which warrants slavery. I exhort you to persevere.

I could say many things on this subject, a serious

view of which gives a gloomy prospect to future

times." But the voice of Virginia gained its clearest

utterance through one of her sons who was of a

deeper, sadder, and more earnest nature than Henry

or Jefferson. Early in 1773, wrought upon as it

were by some all-powerful impulse in his breast,

George Mason, with the fearlessness of a prophet,

vol. vi — 27
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chap, foretold to the Virginia legislature, in words which
XLVII.^y^ were flames of fire, the avenging blight that was to

fall from negro slavery on a coming generation.

1772. Inhabitants of Providence, in Ehode Island, had,

in March, 1772, complained to the deputy-governor

of Lieutenant Dudingston, commander of the Gaspee.

Hopkins, the chief justice, on being consulted, gave

the opinion, " that any person who should come into

the colony and exercise any authority by force of

arms, without showing his commission to the govern-

or, and, if a custom-house officer, without being sworn

into his office, was guilty of a trespass, if not piracy."

The governor, therefore, sent a sheriff on board the

Gaspee, to ascertain by what orders the lieutenant

acted. Dudingston referred the subject to the admi-

ral, who answered from Boston :
" The lieutenant,

sir, has done his duty. I shall give the king's officers

directions, that they send every man taken in mo-

lesting them to me. As sure as the people of New-

port attempt to rescue any vessel, and any of them

are taken, I will hang them as pirates." Duding-

ston seconded the insolence of his superior officer,

insulted the inhabitants, plundered the islands of

sheep and hogs, cut down trees, fired at market-boats,

detained vessels without a colorable pretext, and

made illegal seizures of goods of which the recovery

cost more than they were worth.

On the ninth of June, the Providence packet was

returning to Providence, and proud of its speed, went

gayly on, heedless of the Gaspee. Dudingston gave

chase. The tide being at flood, the packet ventured

near shore ; the Gaspee confidently followed ; and

drawing more water, ran aground on Namquit, a little
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below Pautuxet, The following night a party of chap.

men in six or seven boats, led by John Brown and ^^-^
Joseph Brown of Providence, and Simeon Potter of 1772-

Bristol, boarded the stranded schooner, after a scuffle

in which Dudingston was wounded, took and landed

its crew, and then set it on fire. The whole was

conducted on a sudden impulse; yet Sandwich re-

solved never to leave pursuing the colony of Ehode
Island, until its charter should be taken away. "A
few punished at Execution dock would be the only

effectual preventive of any further attempt," wrote

Hutchinson, who wished to see a beginning of pun-

ishing American offenders in England. There now
existed a statute authorizing such a procedure. Two
months before, the king had assented to an act for

the better securing dock-yards, ships, and stores,

which made death the penalty for destroying even

the oar of a cutter's boat, or the head of an empty

cask belonging to the fleet, and subjected the ac-

cused to a trial in any county in Great Britain

;

and this act extended to the colonies.

For the last five years there had been no con-

tested election in Boston. Deceived by the apparent

tranquillity, the friends of government attempted to

defeat the choice of Samuel Adams as representative

;

but the malice of his enemies rendered him still

dearer to the people, and he had more than twice

and a half as many votes as his opponent.

The legislature was for the fourth year convened

at Cambridge ; but the governor had grown weary

of his pretensions, and, against his declared purpose,

ended the altercation by adjourning the session to

the accustomed house in Boston.
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The assembly of Massachusetts at that place gave

its attention to the gradual change in the constitu-

tion of the colony effected by the payment of the

king's civil officers through warrants under his sign-

manual, drawn on a perennial fund raised by an

act of parliament. They regarded the charter as

"a most solemn compact," which bound them to

Great Britain. By that charter, they held, they were

to have, a governor and judges, over whom the

power of the king was protected by the right of

nomination, the power of the colony by the exclu-

sive right of providing support. These views were

embodied by Hawley in a report to the assembly,

and, on the tenth of July, adopted by a vote of

eighty-five to nineteen. It followed, and was so

resolved, that a governor who like Hutchinson was

not dependent on the people for support, was not

such a governor as the people had consented to, at

the granting of the charter ; the house most solemn-

ly protested " that the innovation was an important

change of the constitution, and exposed the province

to a despotic administration of government." The

inference was unavoidable. If the principle contained

in the preamble to Townshend's revenue act should

become the rule of administration, obedience would

no longer be due to the governor, and the rightful

dependence on England would be at an end.

On the seventh of August, the secretary, with

eager haste, announced, that the king, with the

"entire concurrence of Lord North, had made pro-

vision for the support of his law servants in the

province of Massachusetts Bay." This act, consti-

tuting judges, who held their offices at the king's
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pleasure, stipendiaries of the crown, was the crisis chap.

of revolution. w^-w
Meantime Hillsborough was left with few sup- l^

porters except the herd of flatterers who had made
his vanity subservient to their selfishness. The king

was weary of him ; his colleagues conspired to drive-

him into retirement. The occasion was at hand.

Franklin had negotiated with the treasury for a

grant to a company of about twenty-three millions

of acres of land, south of the Ohio and west of the

Alleghanies; Hillsborough, from the fear that men
in the backwoods would be too independent, opposed

the project. Franklin persuaded Hertford, Gower,

Camden, the secretaries of the treasury, and others,

to become shareholders in his scheme ; by their in-

fluence, the lords of council disregarded the adverse

report of the board of trade, and decided in favor

of planting the new province. Hillsborough was

too proud to brook this public insult ; and the king,

soothing his fall by a patent for a British earldom,

accepted his resignation. But his system remained

m force. Thurlow took care that the grant for the

western province should never be sealed; and the

amiable Dartmouth, who became secretary for the

colonies, had been taught to believe, with Lord

North and the king, that it was necessary to carry

out the policy of consolidation, as set forth in

Townshend's preamble.
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CHAPTEE XLVIII.

the towns of massachusetts hold correspondence.

August, 1112—January, 1113.

chap. "We must £et the colonies into order, before we
XLVIET •—,

—

' engage with our neighbors," were the words of the

*772
- king to Lord North in August ; and though nothing

could be more unlike than the manners of George the

Third and Louis the Fifteenth, a cordial understand-

ing sprung up between them, and even a project for

a defensive alliance, that monarchy might triumph in

France over philosophy, in America over the people.

If in other affairs Louis the Fifteenth was weak of

purpose, on the subject of royal authority he never

wavered ; impatient to be obeyed in all things and

by all, he prepared to destroy whatever checked his

absolute will, and an ordinance of 1769 condemned to

death every author of writings that tended to disturb

the public mind. To him Protestants were repub-

licans ; and he not only refused to restore for them

the edict of Nantz, but would not even legalize their

marriages. Bold in doing ill, he violated the consti-

tutions of Languedoc and Brittany without scruple,
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employing military force against their states. The chap.

parliament of Paris, even more than the other com- *—.

—

;

panies of judges, had become an aristocratic senate, * 772 -

not only distributing justice, but exercising some

check on legislation ; Louis the Fifteenth demanded

their unqualified registry of his edicts. " Sire," re-

monstrated the upright magistrate Malesherbes in

1771, "to mark your dissatisfaction with the parlia-

ment of Paris, the most essential rights of a free

people are taken from the nation. The greatest hap-

piness of the people is always the object and end of

legitimate power. God places the crown on the head

of kings to preserve to their subjects the enjoyment

of life, liberty, and property. This truth flows from

the law of God, and from the law of nature ; and is

peculiar to no constitution. In France, as in all mon-

archies, there exist inviolable rights, which belong to

the nation. Interrogate, Sire, the nation itself; the

incorruptible testimony of its representatives will at

least let you know, if the cause which we defend to-

day, is that of all this people, by whom you reign, and

for whom you reign." " I will never change," replied

Louis. Exiling Malesherbes, he overturned all the

parliaments, and reconstructed the courts. "The
crown is rescued from the dust of the rolls

;

" cried his

flatterers. " It is the tower of Babel," said others

;

" or chaos come again ; or the end of the world."

But against the monarch were his own vices wrhich

threw infamy on himself and defiled his throne.

Libertinage must be observed in an old man, to learn

all its baseness ; it takes the daring hardihood of

long experience to be thoroughly depraved. In the

aged voluptuary, sensuality springs from infidelity in
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chap, the moral existence, aud with greedy eagerness

*—r^- catches at every physical enjoyment that can be
1772. crowded into declining years. The absolute king of

France, now that he was growing old, abandoned

himself to dissoluteness, even while he trembled be-

fore the unknown future, and dared not hear death

named. The Puritans of England, when they used

the stone altar as a threshold to the church for every

foot to trample on, never so insulted an emblem of the

Catholic faith, as did "the most Christian King" of

France, when he withdrew an attractive woman from

public licentiousness, consecrated her by the sacra-

ment of marriage as the wife of a French noble-

man, and then installed her in his own palace as his

mistress. In return, she adored royalty and sided

against the philosophers. The power which had been

snatched from those to whom by the constitution it

belonged, was bestowed on her ; and, in the country

of Montesquieu and Turgot, an abandoned female

who pleased the lewd fancies of an intemperate old

man, became the symbol and the support of absolute

monarchy.

Sept. The king of England likewise had no higher ob-

ject than to confirm his authority. The ministers ot

Prussia, Austria, and Russia, were signing at St. Pe-

tersburg the treaty for the first partition of Poland

;

he neither questioned its justice nor inquired into its

motives. Towards European affairs the British policy,

like that of France, was one of inertness and peace.

Poland might perish, and one province after another

be wrested from the Porte, that Louis the Fifteenth

might repose in voluptuous indulgence, and George

the Third obtain leisure to reduce America.
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There, in New England, the marriage tow was chap.

austerely sacred ; no corrupt court tainted innocence ;
—«

—

no licentious aristocracy disputed for superiority in
l

JJ?'

excesses. There industry created wealth and divided

it between all the children ; and none professed that

the human race lives for the few. There every man
was, or expected to become, a freeholder ; the owner

of the land held the plough ; he who held the plough

held the sword also ; and liberty, acquired by the

sacrifices and sufferings of a revered ancestry, was

guarded, under the blessing of God, as a sacred trust

for posterity. There, among the hills of Berkshire,

or on the shores of the Narragansett, Hopkins, dis-

coursing from the pulpit to the tillers of the soil,

or to merchants and mariners, founded morals on the

doctrine of disinterested love ; establishing it as the

duty of every one to be willing to devote himself for

the glory of God, the freedom of his country, the

well-being of his race.

" It is a people," said Samuel Adams of his coun-

trymen, "who of all the people on the earth deserve

most to be free
;

" and for a full year he had been

maturing a plan by which he might elicit from their

institutions the means of restoring their liberty. Yet

when he first proposed organizing revolution through

committees of correspondence, every one of his col-

leagues in the delegation from Boston dissuaded from

the movement. Hancock, who disapproved the

measure as rash or insufficient, joined writh three or

four others of the selectmen of Boston; and they

rejected the prayer of the first petition for a town- Q ct>

meeting.

" The word of God," wrote the younger Quincy,
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chap, "has pointed the mode of relief from Moabitish op-

—.—
• pression

;
prayers and tears with the help of a dagger.

17 7 2. The Lord of light has given us the fit message to send

to a tyrant : a dagger of a cubit in his belly ; and

every worthy man who desires to be an Ehud, the de-

liverer of his country, will strive to be the messen-

ger." 1 Hutchinson knew the people too well to be in

dread of assassination ; but this wild outbreak of vin-

dictive frenzy seems to have been brought without

delay to the notice of the secretary of state and of

the king.

The austere will of Samuel Adams, guided by light

from an eternal source, was never misled by anger,

and never faltered from despondency. "America may
assert her rights by resolves," insinuated Gushing

;

" but before enforcing them, she must wait to grow

more powerful." "We are at a crisis," was the answer

;

" this is the moment to decide whether our posterity

shall inherit liberty or slavery."

A new petition, signed by one hundred and six

inhabitants,—explaining how the judges would be

corrupted into political partisans by their complete

dependence—prevailed with the selectmen, and a

meeting of the town of Boston was summoned for the

twenty-eighth of October.

Nov. The day came. uWe must now strike a home blow,"

said the Boston Gazette, " or sit down under the yoke

of tyranny. The people in every town must instruct

^heir representatives to send a remonstrance to the

1 Edward Sexby, in Boston Ga- among other essays, those under the

zette, 12 Oct. 1772. 914, i. 1, 2, 3. signature of ' Edward Sexby.' "- -

" He " [Josiah Quincy, Jr.] " wrote, Quincy's Quincy, 67.
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King of Great Britain, and assure him (unless their chap,

Liberties are immediately restored whole and entire), —,—

-

they will form an independent Commonwealth, after
ct.

the example of the Dutch Provinces; and offer a

free trade to all nations. Should any one Province

begin the example, the other Provinces will follow;

and Great Britain must comply with our demands, or

sink under the united force of the French and Span-

iards. This is the plan that wisdom and Providence

point out to preserve our rights, and this alone." *

Towards executing that design Adams moved with

calm and undivided purpose ; conducting public mea-

sures with a caution that left no step to be retraced.

The attendance at Faneuil Hall was not great

;

2 the

town only raised a Committee to inquire of the Gover-

nor, if the Judges of the Province had become the sti-

pendiaries of the Crown; after which it adjourned for

two days. " This country," said Samuel Adams, in the

interval, " must shake off its intolerable burdens at

all events ; every day strengthens our oppressors, and

weakens us ; if each town would declare its sense, our

enemies could not divide us;" 3 and he urged on

Elbridge Gerry of Marblehead, to convoke the cit-

izens of that port.

As the Governor refused to answer the inquiry of

the town, they next asked that he would allow the

General Assembly to meet on the day to which it

had been prorogued.

A determined spirit began to show itself in the Nov«

1 Oct. 28, 1772. An American 2
S. Adams to A. Lee, 3 Nbvem-

in Boston Gazette, 2 Nov. 1772 ; ber, 1772.

917, 2, 2.
3 Samuel Adams to Elbridge

Gerry, 29 October, 1772.
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chap, country

;

1 yet when on the second of November Bos-

—^- ton reassembled, no more persons attended than on

tfov
.

#

' ordinary occasions. " If in compliance with your Pe-

tition," such was Hutchinson's message to them,

" I should alter my determination, and meet the As-

sembly at such time as you judge necessary, I should,

in effect, yield to you the exercise of that part of the

prerogative. There would," moreover, "be danger

of encouraging the inhabitants of the other towns in

the Province to assemble from time to time, in order

to consider of the necessity or expediency of a session

of the General Assembly, or to debate and transact

other matters, which the law, that authorizes towns

to assemble, does not make the business of a Town
meeting."

By denying the right of the towns to discuss

public questions of general interest, the Governor

placed himself at variance with the institution of

Town Governments, the oldest and dearest and most

essentially characteristic of the established rights of

New England. The Meeting read over the reply sev-

eral times, and voted unanimously, " that its inhabit-

ants have, ever had, and ought to have, a right to pe-

tition the King or his Representative for the redress

or the preventing of grievances ; and to communicate

their sentiments to other towns."

Samuel Adams 3 then arose, and made that mo-

1 E. Gerry to S. Adams, Marble- which have never seen the light,but

head, 2 Nov. 1772. are in my possession, together with
2 Samuel Adams to Elbridge a very large number of their orig-

Gerry, 5 Nov. 1772. inal papers and drafts. The Jour-
3 Journal of the Boston Commit- nal is in perfect order ; the papers

tee of Correspondence, Book i. in a good state of preservation. Gor-
page i. In my account of the pro- don, whose history of the Kevolu-
ceeclings of this Committee, I am tion is of great value, and in some
guided by its own secret journals parts of careful accuracy, was ac
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fcion, which included the whole revolution, "that a chap :

• XLYIII
Committee of Correspondence be appointed, to con- —;

;—

:

sist of twenty-one persons, to state the Eights of the -^^
Colonists and of this Province in particular, as men, as

Christians, and as subjects, to communicate and pub-

lish the same to the several towns in this Province

and to the world, as the sense of this town, with the

infringements and violations thereof, that have been

or from time to time may be made ; also requesting of

each town a free communication of their sentiments

on this subject." The end in view was a general Con-

federacy against the authority of Parliament; the

towns of the Province were to begin ; the Assem-

bly to confirm their doings and invite the other

Colonies to join.
1

The motion was readily adopted; but it was

difficult to raise the Committee. Cushing, Hancock,

and Phillips, three of the four Representatives of

customed before his return to Eng-
land, to seek and to minute down
oral communications, and not sifting

them severely, his volumes are not

free from gossip. His account of the

Committee of Correspondence is

imperfect and erroneous. He never
had the entire confidence of Samuel
Adams and his friends, and was
never intrusted with a knowledge
of their movements ; so that he had
to rely on what he could learn

of those who were as little in the

secret as himself. The statement,

i. 312, 313, that the idea of the

Committee of Correspondence came
from James Warren of Plymouth,
is wholly incorrect. The tradition

comes to me directly from Samuel
Adams through his daughter and
the late Samuel Adams Welles, that

it was not so ; and this may offset

any opposite tradition. John
Adams says the system of Commit-
tees of Correspondence was the in-

vention of Samuel Adams: so

Hutchinson wrote. There was no
doubt about it. Samuel Adams had
for a year been brooding over the
scheme. When he had matured it

for execution, he communicated it

by letters to several, among others

to James Warren ; and the answers
of the latter, which are preserved,

show him to have been a willing

fellow-laborer in carrying out the
measure, which he was so far from
having advised, that he at first

doubted its efificacy.
1 Hutchinson to a Friend in Eng-

land, I suppose Sir Francis Ber-
nard; 14 June, 1773. " I had the
fullest evidence," &c. &c.
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chap. Boston,1 pleaded private business and refused to

—^L' serve ; so did Scollay and Austin, two of the Select-

Txly]
men. The name of James Otis who was now but a

wreck of himself, appears first on the list ; as a tri-

bute to former services. The two most important

members were Samuel Adams and Joseph Warren,

the first now recognised as a " masterly Statesman," 3

and the ablest political writer in New England ; the

second, a rare combination of gentleness with daring

courage ; of respect for law with the all-controlling

love of liberty. The two men never failed each

other; the one growing old, the other in youthful

manhood ; thinking one set of thoughts ; having one

heart for their country
;
joining in one career of

public policy and action ; differing only in this, that

while Warren still clung to the hope of conciliation,

Adams ardently desired, as well as clearly foresaw,

the conflict for Independence.

On the third of November, the Boston Com-

mittee of Correspondence met at the Representatives'

chamber, and organized, itself by electing the true-

hearted William Cooper its clerk. From that mo-

ment it constituted a body, called into being by the

people, possessing their confidence, and exercising, as

occasion demanded, the powers of a legislative and

of an executive Council. They next, by a unanimous

vote, gave each to the others the pledge of "honor,

not to divulge any part of the conversation at their

meetings to any person whatsoever, excepting what

the Committee itself should make known."

1
S. Cooper to B. Franklin, 15 April, 1773 ; Boston Gazette, 918,

March, 1773 ; Franklin, viii. 37 ; 2, 2, and other letters.

Hutchinson to John Pownall, 19 2 John Adams: Works, iv. 34.
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Samuel Adams was then appointed to prepare the chap.

statement of the rights of the colonists ; and Joseph —>

—

Warren of the several grievous violations of those ^-ov#

*

lights ; while Church, who between such men could

not go astray, was directed to draft a letter to the

other towns.1 Meantime Adams roused his friends

throughout the Province. No more " complaining, "

thus he wrote to James Warren of Plymouth ; " it

is more than time to be rid of both tyrants and

tyranny ; " and explaining " the leading steps," which

Boston had taken, he entreated the co-operation of

the old Colony.

The flame caught.2 Plymouth, Marblehead,8 Eox-

bury,4 Cambridge, prepared to second Boston. " God
grant," cried Samuel Adams, " that the love of liberty,

and a zeal to support it, may enkindle in every town."

" Their scheme of keeping up a correspondence
,

through the Province," wrote Hutchinson in a letter

which was laid before the King,5 " is such a foolish

one, that it must necessarily make them ridiculous." 6

After the report of the Boston Committee was

prepared, Otis was appointed to present it to the

town.7 As they chose on this last great occasion of

his public appearance to name him with the honors

of precedence, history may express satisfaction, that he

whose eloquence first awakened the thought of resist-

1 Journals of the Committee of
B Dartmouth to Hutchinson, 6

Correspondence, 3 November, 1772. January, 1773.
9 James Warren of Plymouth, to

6 Hutchinson to the Secretary of
S Adams, 8 Nov. 1772. the Board of Trade, 13 Nov. 1772.

8 Elbridge Gerry to S. Adams, T
'

k Samuel Adams had prepared
10 Nov. 1772, and 17 Nov. 1772. a long report, but he let Otis appear

4
S. Adams to Elbridge Gerry, in it." Hutchinson to Gage, 7

14 Nov. 1772. March, 1773.
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oiiAi*. ance, should have been able to lend his presence and

-A—: his name to the final movement for union. He was a

^ov#
* man of many sorrows ; familiar with grief, as one

who had known nothing else. Of all who have

played a great part in American affairs, his existence

was the least enlivened by joy. The burden of his

infirmities was greater than he could bear, so that

he sank under their weight; his fine intellect be-

came a ruin which reason wandered over but did

not occupy, and by its waning light showed less

the original beauty of the structure than the com-

pleteness of its overthrow. The remainder of his life

was passed in seclusion
;
years afterwards, when his

country's independence had been declared, but not for

him, he stood one summer's day in the porch of the

farm-house which was his retreat, watching a sudden

shower. One flash and only one was seen in the sky

;

one bolt fell, and, harming nothing else, struck James

Otis, so that all that was mortal of him perished.

—

This is he who claimed the ocean as man's free high-

way ; and persuaded to an American union.

On Friday, the twentieth of November, Boston,

in a legal Town meeting in Faneuil Hall, received

the Report of their Committee. Among the natu-

ral rights of the colonists, they claimed a right to

life, to liberty, to property ; a right to support and

defend these ; in case of intolerable oppression to

change allegiance for their sake ; to resume them, if

they had ever been renounced ; to rescue and pre-

serve them sword in hand.

The grievances of which they complained were

the assumption by the British Parliament of absolute

power in all cases whatsoever ; the exertion of that
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power to raise a revenue in the Colonies without their chap.

consent ; the appointment of officers unknown to the ~-^—'

Charter to collect the revenue ; the investing these ^0Y \

officers with unconstitutional authority; the support-

ing them by fleets and armies in time of peace;

the establishment of a civil list out of the un-

constitutional revenue even for the Judges whose

commissions were held only during pleasure, and

whose decisions affected property, liberty and

life; the oppressive use of royal instructions; the

enormous extension of the power of the Vice Ad-

miralty Courts ; the infringement of the right de-

rived from God and nature to make use of their

skill and industry, by prohibiting or restraining

the manufacture of iron, of hats, of wool; the

violence of authorizing persons in the Colonies to

be taken up under pretence of certain offences and car-

ried to Great Britain for trial ; the claim of a right to

establish a Bishop and Episcopal Courts without the

consent of the Colony ; the frequent alteration of the

bounds of Colonies, followed by a necessity for the

owners of the land to purchase fresh grants of their

property from rapacious governors. " This enume-

ration,
1
' they said, " of some of the most open infringe-

ments of their rights, will not fail to excite the atten-

tion of all who consider themselves interested in the

happiness and freedom of mankind, and will by

every candid person be judged sufficient to justify

whatever measures have been or may be taken to ob-

tain redress."

Having thus joined issue with the King and Par-

liament, the inhabitants of the town of Boston voted,

by means of Committees of Correspondence, to make

an Appeal to all the towns in the Colony, " that the

vol. vi.—28
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chap, collected wisdom and fortitude of the whole people

—^—' might dictate measures for the rescue of their

Nov#
' happy and glorious Constitution." "These worthy-

New Englanders," cried Chatham, as he read the

Report, " ever feel as old Englanders ought to do."
1

It may reasonably be asked what England wa3

gaining by the controversy with America. The Com-

missioners of the Stamp Office were just then set-

tling their accounts for their expenses in America

;

which were found to have exceeded twelve thousand

pounds, while they had received for revenue, almost

entirely from Canada and the West India Islands,

only about fifteen hundred.2 The result of the tax

on tea had been more disastrous. Even in Boston,

under the very eyes of the Commissioners of the Cus-

toms, seven eighths of the teas 3 consumed were Dutch

teas, and in the Southern Governments, the propor-

tion was much greater ; so that the whole remittance

of the last year for duties on tea and wines and other

articles taxed indirectly, amounted to no more than

eighty-five
4 or eighty 5 pounds ; while ships and sol-

diers for the support of the collecting officers had cost

some hundred thousands, and the East India Com-

pany had lost the sale of goods to the amount of

two and a half millions of dollars annually.

Doc. England was growing weary of the fruitless strife.

Lord North wished it at an end ; and Dartmouth, in-

stead of thinking to appeal to Parliament for strin-

1 Chatham to T. Hollis, Burton * Franklin's Preface of the Bntr
Pynsent, 3 Feb. 1773. ish Editor to the Votes and Pro-

2 B. Franklin to J. Galloway, ceedings of the Town of Boston,

viii. 24.
5 Franklin to Galloway, 2 Dec.

' Hutchinson to Dartmouth, No. 1772.

2, 27 October, 1772
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gent measures, desired the Kins; to u rei<m in the cha±-.
. . XI VIII,

affections of his people," and would have regarded

conciliation as "the happiest event of his life.'
11 A

Member of Parliament,2 having discovered through

John Temple,8 that every perverse " measure, and

every grievance complained of took their rise not

from the British Government, but were projected,

proposed to Administration, solicited and obtained

by some of the most respectable among the Ameri-

cans themselves, as necessary for the welfare of that

country," endeavored to convince Franklin of the

well ascertained fact. Franklin remaining skeptical,

he returned in a few days with letters from Hutchin-

son, Oliver, and Paxton, written to produce coercion.

These had been addressed to "Whately, who had

communicated them to Grenville, his patron, and

through him to Lord Temple.4 They had been

handed about, that they might more certainly con-

tribute to effect the end which their writers had in

view ; and at Whately's death, remained in the pos-

session of others.

1 Dartmouth to Hutchinson, 9 to name his informer. Eng-
Dec. 1772. lish writers have not noticed, that

a That it was understood to he a the English Ministry and Hutchin-
Member of Parliament, appears son seem to have had the means of

from John Adams, who cites Frank- discovering the secret, that the Min-
lin as his authority. Such certainly istry discouraged inquiry, and that

was the opinion of Hutchinson. Temple was subsequently forgiven,
" A Member of Parliament, by and appointed to a good place.

w horn they had been communicat- 4 Almon's Biog. Anecdotes, ii.

ed to Dr. Franklin." Hutchinson, 105; confirmed by the recently

hi. 418. printed Grenville Papers, which
3 That Temple was privy to the show that Whately was accustom-

plan of getting the letters, we know ed to communicate to Grenville

from Hutchinson and under his own what he received from Hutchinson,
hand. That he kept aloof, and at " Another correspondent, [i. e.

this time concealed his agency in Hutchinson,] the same gentleman,
the matter, appears from his own one of whose letters I lately sent

statement and from that of Frank- you," &c. &c. Grenville Papers,
tin. Franklin gave his word not iv. 480.
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chap. These, which were but very moderate specimens

—,
—

: of a most persevering and most extensive Correspon-

•$ov. dence of a like nature, Franklin was authorized to

send to his constituents, not for publication, but to

be retained for some months, and perused by the

Corresponding Committee of the Legislature, by
members of the Council, and by some few others

to whom the Chairman of that Committee might

think proper to show them.

Deo. Had the conspiracy which was thus laid bare,

aimed at the life of a Minister or the King, any hon-

est man must have immediately communicated the

discovery to the Secretary of State ; to conspire to

introduce into America a military Government,

and abridge American liberty, was a more hei-

nous crime, of which irrefragable evidence had now
come to light. Franklin, as Agent of Massachusetts,

made himself the public accuser of those whose guilt

was now exposed ; and in an official letter sent the

proofs of their designs to the Speaker of the

Massachusetts House of Representatives, with no con-

cealment or reservation but such as his informer had

required. "All good men," wrote Franklin as he

forwarded the letters, "wish harmony to subsist

between the Colonies and the Mother Country. My
resentment against this country for its arbitrary mea-

sures in governing us, has been exceedingly abated,

since my conviction by these papers that those mea-

sures were projected, advised, and called for by men
of character among ourselves. I think they must

have the same effect with you. As to the writers,

when I find them bartering away the liberties of

their native country for posts, negotiating for salaries

and pensions extorted from the people, and, con-
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scious of the odium these might be attended with, call- chap.

ing for troops to protect and secure the enjoyment of —,—

:

them; when I see them exciting jealousies in the
j)ec

'

m

Crown, and provoking it to wrath against so great a

part of its most faithful subjects ; creating enmities

between the different countries of which the empire

consists ; occasioning a great expense to the old coun-

try, for suppressing or preventing imaginary rebel-

lions in the new, and to the new country for the pay-

ment of needless gratifications to useless officers and

enemies ; I cannot but doubt their sincerity even in

the political principles they profess, and deem them

mere time-servers, seeking their own private emolu-

ments, through any quantity of public mischief; be-

trayers of the interest not of their native country

only, but of the Government they pretend to serve,

and of the whole English empire."

*

While the letters were on their way, the towns

in the Province were just coming together under the

impulse from Boston. The people of Marblehead,

whose fishermen were all returned from their an-

nual summer's excursion to the Grand Banks, at a

full meeting, with but one dissentient, expressed

" their unavoidable disesteem and reluctant irreve-

rence for the British Parliament;" their sense of

the "great and uncommon kind of grievance," of

being compelled " to carry the produce of Spain

and Portugal, received for their fish, to Great

Britain, and there paying duties;" how "justly

they were incensed at the unconstitutional, un-

righteous proceedings " of Ministers, how they " de-

B. Franklin to T. dishing, 2 Dec. 1772.
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chap tested the name of a Hillsborough ;" how ready
XT VIII •

-A—: they were to " unite for the recovery of their violat-

^; ed rights;" and like Roxbury 1 and Plymouth,2 they

appointed their Committee.3 Warren of Plymouth

exerted himself diligently, but despondingly. " The
towns," said he, " are dead ; and cannot be rais-

ed without a miracle." 4 " I am very sorry to find

in you the least approach towards despair," answered

Adams. "Nil desperandum is a motto for you

and me. All are not dead; and where there is a

. spark of patriotic fire we will rekindle it." The pa-

triot's noble confidence was justified.
5 In Plymouth

itself, " there were ninety to one to fight Great Bri-

tain."
6

Deo, The people of Cambridge, in a full meeting, were
" much concerned to maintain and secure their own
invaluable rights which were not the gift of Kings,

but purchased with the precious blood and treasure

of their ancestors ; " and they " discovered a glorious

spirit like men determined to be free." Roxbury,

which had moved with deliberation, found "the

rights of the colonists fully supported and warranted

by the laws of God and Nature, the New Testament

and the Charter of the Province." " Our pious Fore-

fathers," said they, " died with the pleasing hope, that

we their children should live free ; let none, as they

will answer it another day, disturb the ashes of those

heroes by selling their birthright."

1
S. Adams to James Warren, Samuel Adams, 8 Dec. 1772.

27 Nov. 1772, and Journals. 6 Samuel Adams to James War-
2 Journals of 0. 0. i. 7. ren, 9 Dec. 1772.
8 Journals of 0. 0. i. 9-14. 6 Judge Oliver of Mir1 ^leborough
4 James Warren of Plymouth to to Hutchinson, 16 Deo. '772-
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On Monday, the twenty-eighth of December,

towns were in session from the Banks of the Kenne-

bec 1
to Buzzard's Bay.2 The people of Charlestown

beheld their own welfare " and the fate of unborn

millions in suspense." "It will not be long," said

Rochester, " before our assembling for the cause of

liberty will be determined to be riotous, and every

attempt to prevent the flood of despotism from over-

flowing our land will be deemed open rebellion."

Woolwich, " an infant people in an infant country,"

did not " think their answer perfect in spelling or the

words placed," yet hearty good feeling got the better

of their false shame.3 Does any one ask who had pre-

cedence in proposing a Union of the Colonies, and a

war for Independence ? The thoughts were the off-

spring of the time ; and were in every patriot's breast.

It were as well to ask which tree in the forest is the

earliest to feel the genial influence of the reviving

year. The first official utterance of revolution did not

spring from a Congress of the Colonies, or the future

chiefs of the Republic ; from the rich who falter, or

the learned who weigh and debate. The people of

the little interior town of Pembroke in Plymouth

county, unpretending husbandmen, full of the glory

of their descent from the Pilgrims, concluded a clear

statement of their grievances with the prediction,

that "if the measures so justly complained of were

persisted in and enforced by fleets and armies, they

must, they will, in a little time issue in the total disso-

1 Proceedings of the Town of Kochester, Original papers, 772.
Woolwich, in Journals of the Com- Journal 0. 0., 108.

mittee of Correspondence, 240. 3 Original Papers, 1003. Journal
2 Proceedings of the Town of of C. 0., iii. 242.
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chap, lution of the union between the mother country and

iiiiil' the Colonies." * And in a louder tone the freemen of

jfa
Gloucester, accustomed to thoughts as free as the

ocean which dashes on their bold shore, and brave

as became men who from childhood had in their

small fishing boats ridden the breakers without fear,

declared their readiness to stand for their rights and

liberties, which were dearer to them than their lives,

and to join with all others in an appeal to the Great

Lawgiver, not doubting of success according to the

justice of their cause.
2

Salisbury, a small town on the Merrimack, coun-

selled an American Union.8 Ipswich, in point of

numbers 4 the second town in the Province, advis-

ed " that the Colonies in general and the inhabitants

of their Province in particular, should stand firm

as one man, to support and maintain all their just

rights and privileges." 5 In the course of December,

the Earl of Chatham was reading several New Eng-

land writings "with admiration and love;" among

others an Election Sermon by Tucker, in which he

found " the divine Sydney rendered practical, and the

philosophical Locke more demonstrative ;" 6 and on the

very same day, the people of the little town of Chat-

ham, at the extremity of Cape Cod, were declaring

their " civil and religious principles to be the sweetest

1 Votes and Resolves of Pern- mittee of Ipswich, 8 Jan. 1773
broke, 28 December, 1772, in Jour- Original Papers, 445 ; Journal of

nals of 0. 0. i. 44. Compare Wed- 0. C, v. 364.

derburn on Pembroke, in his speech 6 Votes and Proceedings of the

against Franklin. Town of Ipswich, 28 Dec. 1772
;

2 Journals of the Committee, i. in Journal C. C, 50 ; Original pa-

67. Original Papers, 361. pers, 441.
3 Original papers, 815. 6 Chatham to T. Hollis, 29 Dec.
4 Committee of Boston "to Com- 1772.
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and essential part of their lives, without which the chap.

remainder was scarcely worth preserving." l

"They succeed," wrote Hutchinson plaintively;

and he called for aid from Parliament. But the

excitement increased still more, when it became

known, that Thurlow and Wedderburn had report-

ed the burning of the Gaspee to be a crime of a

much deeper dye than piracy,8 and that the King, by
the advice of his Privy Council, had ordered its

authors and abettors to be delivered to Rear Admi-

ral Montagu, and, with the witnesses, brought for

" condign punishment " to England. To send an Ame-
rican across the Atlantic for trial for his life, was an

intolerable violation of justice; Hutchinson urged

what was worse, to abrogate the Rhode, Island Char-

ter. In this hour of greatest peril, the men of Rhode

Island, by the hands of Darius Sessions, their Deputy

Governor, and Stephen Hopkins, their Chief Justice,

appealed to Samuel Adams for advice. And he an-

swered immediately that the occasion " should awaken

the American Colonies, and again unite them in one

band ; that an attack upon the liberties of one Col-

ony was an attack upon the liberties of all, and that

therefore in this instance all should be ready to yield

assistance."
4

Employing this event also to contribute to the

great purpose of a general union, the Boston Corn-

Proceedings of Chathaflf Orig- Sept. 1772. Same to Wanton, Gov-
inal Papers, 269 ; Journal of C. C, ernor of Rhode Island, 4 Septem-
ii. 118. ber, 1772.

2 Hutchinson to R. Jackson, 8 4 Darius Sessions, Stephen Hop-
Dec. 1772, and to John Pownall, kins, John Cole, and Moses Brown
Remembrancer, 1776, ii. 60. to Samuel Adams, Providence, 25

8 Dartmouth to Hutchinson, 4 Dec. 1772. Adams's Reply, 28 Dec.
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chap, rnittee as the year went out, were " encouraged by the

~s-J people's thorough understanding of their civil and

P^' religious rights and liberties, to trust in God, that

a day was hastening when the efforts of the Col-

onists would be crowned with success, and the pre-

sent generation furnish . an example of public vir-

tue, worthy the imitation of all posterity."

1773. In a like spirit, the new and eventful year of 1773

was rung in by the men of Marlborough. a Death,"

said they unanimously on the first of January, "is

more eligible than slavery. A freeborn people are

not required by the religion of Jesus Christ to sub-

mit to tyranny, but may make use of such power

as God has given them to recover and support their

laws and liberties." And advising all the Colonies to

prepare for war, they " implored the Kuler above the

skies, that he would make bare his arm in defence of

his church and people, and let Israel go."

" As we are in a remote wilderness corner of the

earth, we know but little," said the farmers of Len-

ox ; but they were certain that neither nature nor

the God of nature required them to crouch "Issa-

char-like, between the two burdens " of poverty and

slavery. "We prize our liberties so highly," thus the

men of Leicester with the districts of Spencer and

Paxton spoke modestly and sincerely, " that we think

it our duty to risk our lives and fortunes in defence

thereof." " For that spirit of virtue which induced

your town, at so critical a day to take the lead in so

good a cause," wrote the Town^>f Petersham, " our

admiration is heightened, when we consider your

being exposed to the first efforts of power. The time

may come, when you may be driven from your goodly

heritage ; if that should be the case, we invite you to
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share with us in our small supplies of the necessaries chap.

of life ; and should we still not be able to withstand,

we are determined to retire, and seek repose amongst

the inland aboriginal natives, with whom we doubt

not but to find more humanity and brotherly love,

than we have lately received from our Mother Coun-

try." " "We join with the town of Petersham," was

the reply of Boston, " in preferring a life among the

savages to the most splendid condition of slavery;

but Heaven will bless the united efforts of a brave

people."

" It is only some people in the Massachusetts Bay
making a great clamor, in order to keep their party

alive," wrote time-servers to Dartmouth,1 begging for

further grants of salaries, and blind to the awaken-

ing of a nation. . Samuel Adams, who thoroughly

understood the people of New England, predicted

" a most violent political earthquake through the

whole British empire." 2 " This unhappy contest

between Britain and America," he continued, "will

end in rivers of blood ; but America may wash her

hands in innocence." And informing Rhode Island

of the design of " Administration to get their Charter

vacated," he advised them to make delay, without

conceding any of their rights ; and to address the

Assemblies of all the other Colonies for support.3

1 W. Franklin to Dartmouth, No. * Samnel Adams to Darius Sea-
4, 5 Jan. 1773. Cortland Skin- sions, 2 Jan. 1773.
ner's Petition for a salary from the 8 Compare Joseph Ward to Ezra
Cro-wn. Stiles, Boston, 2 Jan. 1773.
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CHAPTER XLIX.

VIRGINIA CONSOLIDATES UNION.

January—July, 1773.

chap. On the sixth of January, the day on which the

-rr~ Legislature of Massachusetts assembled at Boston, the
1773
Jan.* affairs of America were under consideration in Eng-

land. The King, who read even the semi-official let-

ters in which Hutchinson described the Boston Com-

mittee of Correspondence as in part composed of

" deacons " and " atheists," and " blackhearted fellows

whom one would not choose to meet in the dark," 1

« very much approved the temper and firmness " of

his Governor, and was concerned lest "the inhab-

itants of Boston should be deluded into acts of dis-

obedience, and the most atrocious criminality to-

wards individuals ;
" he found u consolation " in the

assurance, that " the influence of the malignant spirits

was daily decreasing," and " that their mischievous

1 Hutchinson to Secretary Pow- from Dartmouth to Hutchinson, 6

nail, 13 Nov. 1772. That this let- Jan. 1773
ter was read by the King, appears
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tenets were held in abhorrence by the generality of cHAr.

the people." 1 But already eighty towns or more,2

including almost every one of the larger towns, had

chosen their Committees ; and Samuel Adams was

planning how to effect a union of all the Colonies in

Congress.3 When the Assembly met, 4 the Speaker

transmitted the proceedings of the Town of Boston

for organizing the provincial Committees of Corre-

spondence to Richard Henry Lee of Virginia.5

The Governor, in his Speech to the two Houses,

with calculating malice summoned them to admit or

disprove the supremacy of Parliament. The disorder

in the Government he attributed to the denial of that

supremacy, which he undertook to establish by argu-

ments derived from the history of the Colony, its

Charter, and English law. " I know of no line," he

said, " that can be drawn between the supreme au-

thority of Parliament and the total Independence of

the Colonies. It is impossible there should be two in-

dependent Legislatures in one and the same State."

And " is there," he asked, " any thing which we have

more reason to dread than Independence ? " He there-

fore invited the Legislature to adhere to his principles

or convince him of his error. Elated with vanity,

1 Dartmouth to Hutchinson, 6 last sessions." Same to Same, 7
January, 1773. Jan. 1773; Hutchinson to a person

2 Hutchinson to a person unnam- not named, 19 Feb. 1773 ; Same to

ed, probably R. Jackson, 19 Feb. I. Mauduit, 21 Feb. 1773; Same to

1773. Same to I. Mauduit, 21 Feb. General Mackay, 23 Feb. 1773.

1 773 ; Same to Dartmouth, 22 Feb. 4 Hutchinson to John Pownall,

1773; Same to Gen'l. Mackay, 23 24 Feb. 1773.

Feb. 1773; Same to Sir Francis * The letter of dishing seems

Bernard, 23 Feb. 1773. to be lost ; its purport appears from
3 Hutchinson to Dartmouth, 16 the unpublished answer of R. H.

Sept. 1773; "The hint of a Con- Lee to T. Cashing, Lee Hall, Po-
gress is nothing new ; it is what tomack Virginia, 13 Feb. 1773.

they have been aiming at the two
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chap, lie was sure in any event of a victory; for if they

vi-^ should disown the opinions of the several towns, he

Jan.'
would gain glory in England; if they should avow

them, then, said he in a letter which was to go

straight to the King, " I shall be enabled to make

apparent the reasonableness and necessity of coercion,

and justify it to all the world." 1

The speech was printed and industriously cir-

culated in England; and for a short time made an

impression on the minds of many not well acquainted

with the dispute. His hearers in Boston saw his

indiscretion, and Samuel Adams prepared to " take

the fowler in his own snare." No man in the Pro-

vince had reflected so much as he on the question of

the legislative power of Parliament ; no man had so

early ar ived at the total denial of that power. For

nine years he had been seeking an opportunity of

promulgating that denial as the opinion of the Assem-

bly ; and caution had always stood in his way. At
last the opportunity had come, and the Assembly with

one consent, placed the pen in his hand.

Meantime, the towns of Massachusetts were still

vibrating from the impulse given by Boston. " The

swords which we whet and brightened for our ene-

mies are not yet grown rusty," wrote the town of

Gorham.3 "We offer our lives as a sacrifice in the glo-

rious cause of Liberty ;

" was the response of Kittery.

"We will not sit down easy," voted Shirley, "until

1 Hutchinson to John Pownall, 3 Franklin to T. Cushing, 9

Jan 1773, in his Letter Book; and March, 1773; — viii. 35.

compare Hutchinson to John Pow- 3 Original Papers, 377, 7 Jan.
nail, Jan. 1773. In Remembrancer 1773. Original Papers, 455.

for 1776, ii. GO.
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our rights and liberties are restored." 1 The people of chap.

Medfield would also " have a final period put to that <^-U-

most cruel, inhuman and unchristian practice, the jan/

Slave-trade." 2 Acton spoke out concisely and firmly.

"Prohibiting slitting-mills,
,,

said South Hadley, "is

similar to the Philistines prohibiting smiths in Is-

rael, and shews we are esteemed by our brethren as

vassals." " We think ourselves obliged to emerge from

our former obscurity, and speak our minds with free-

dom," declared Lunenburg, " or our posterity may
otherwise rise up and curse us." "We of this place

are unanimous," was the message from Pepperell

;

" our resentment riseth against those who dare invade

our natural and constitutional rights." With one

voice they named Captain William Prescott, to be

the chief of their Committee of Correspondence ; and

no braver heart beat in Middlesex than his. Lynn

called for a Provincial Convention ; Stoneham invited

the sister Colonies to harmony ; Danvers would have
" strict union of all the Provinces on the Continent."

" Digressions from compacts," said the men of Prince-

town, "lessen the connection between the Mother

Country and the Colonies."

South Carolina, too remote for immediate concert,

was engaged in the same cause. They marked their

affection for Rawlins Lowndes, one of their discarded

Judges, and "in great esteem throughout the Pro-

vince," by electing him the Speaker of their As-

sembly. The Governor " directed the Assembly to

return to their House and choose another ;

" but they

1 Shirley to Boston Com. 11 Jan. Newfield, 28 Dec. 1772, and 11

1773. January, 1773; Original Papers,
2 Proceedings of the town of 602,
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chap, persisted in their first choice. In consequence Mon-

*14—^ tagu prorogued them, and did it in so illegal a man-

Jan.'
ner

i
^na^ as a remedy, he dissolved them by a pro-

clamation, and immediately issued writs for choosing

a new House
j

1 thus carrying the subject home to the

thoughts of every voter in the Province.

This controversy was local; the answers of the

Legislature of Massachusetts to its Governor's chal-

lenge would be of general importance. That of the

Council, drafted by Bowdoin, clearly traced the ex-

isting discontents to the Acts of Parliament, sub-

jecting the Colonies to taxes without their consent.

The removal of this original cause, would remove its

effects. Supreme or unlimited authority can with

fitness belong only to the Sovereign of the universe

;

from the nature and end of government, the su-

preme authority of every government is limited;

and from the laws of England, its Constitution and

the Provincial Charter, it was shown that the lim-

its of that authority did not include the levying of

taxes within the Province. Thus the Council conced-

ed nothing, and at the same time avoided a conflict

with the opinions of Chatham, Camden and Shel-

burne.

The House, in their reply, which Samuel Adams,

familiar with the opinions of lawyers, and specially

aided by the sound legal knowledge of Hawley, had

constructed with his utmost skill at sarcasm, and

which, after two days' debate,2 was unanimously

adopted and carried up by its author, chose a differ-

1 Lord Charles Montagu to the 2 From an original MS. rough
Secretary of State, 21 January, record of the doings of the House,
1773 ; Charles Garth to Committee in my possession.

of South Carolina, 25 Feb. 1773,
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ent mode of dealing with the Governor's positions.1
chap,

Like the Council, they traced the disturbed state t^L
of Government to taxation of the colonists by Jan

8

/

Parliament; but as to the supremacy of that

body, they took the Governor at his word. " It is

difficult, perhaps impossible," they agreed, " to draw

a line of distinction between the universal authority

of Parliament over the Colonies, and no author-

ity at all
;

" and laying out all their strength to prove

the only point that Hutchinson's statement required

to be proved, that that authority was not universal,

they opened the door to his own inference. " If there

be no such line," said they, " between the supreme

authority of Parliament and the total independence of

the Colonies, then, either the Colonies are vassals of

the Parliament, or they are totally independent. As
it cannot be supposed to have been the intention of

the parties in the compact, that one of them should

be reduced to a state of vassalage, the conclusion is,

that it was their sense, that we were thus indepen-

dent." "But it is impossible," the Governor had

insisted, " that there should be two independent Legis-

latures in one and-the same State." " Then," replied

the House, "the Colonies were by their Charters,

made distinct States from the Mother Country."

" Although there may be but one head, the King,"

Hutchinson had said, " yet the two legislative bodies

will make two governments as distinct as the king-

doms of England and Scotland before the union."

" Very true, may it please your Excellency," replied

the House ;
" and if they interfere not with each

1 For the authorship of the pa- Hutchinson to Sir Francis Bernard,
per see the contemporary letter of 23 February, 1773.

vol. vi — 29
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chap, other, what hinders but that, being united in one

-^v-J head and Sovereign, they may live happily in that

Jan.* connection, and mutually support and protect each

other?"

" But is there any thing," the Governor had asked,

"which we have more reason to dread than Inde-

pendence % " And the House answered, " There is

more reason to dread the consequences of absolute

uncontrolled power, whether of a nation or of a Mon-

arch." " To draw the line of distinction," they contin-

ue, "between the supreme authority of Parliament,

and the total independence of the Colonies would

be an arduous undertaking, and of very great impor-

tance to all the other Colonies ; and, therefore, could

we conceive of such a line, we should be unwilling to

propose it, without their consent in Congress."

Having thus won an unsparing victory over the

logic of Hutchinson by accepting all his premises and

fitting to them other and apter conclusions, they re-

buked the Governor for having reduced them to

the alternative, either of appearing by silence to

acquiesce in his sentiments, or of freely discussing the

supreme authority of Parliament.

The Governor was overwhelmed with confusion.

He had intended to drive them into a conflict with

Parliament ; and they had denied its supremacy by
implication from his own premises, in a manner that

could bring censure on no one but himself.

During this controversy a Commission composed

of Admiral Montagu, the Vice-Admiralty Judge

at Boston, the Chief Justices of Massachusetts, New-
York and New Jersey, and the Governor of Rhode

Island, met at Newport to inquire into the affair of

the Gaspee. Deputy Governor Sessions and Stephen
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Hopkins, formerly Governor, now Chief Justice, were chap.

the two pillars on which Rhode Island Liberty —

^

depended. They notified the Comniissioners that jan/

there had been no neglect of duty or connivance on

the part of the Provincial Government ; from which

it followed that the presence of the special Court was

as unnecessary as it was alarming.

The Assembly having met at East Greenwich to

watch the Commissioners, the Governor laid before it

his instructions to arrest offenders and send them for

trial to England. The order excited general horror

and indignation. The Chief Justice asked directions

how he should act. The Assembly referred him to

his discretion. "Then,
1
' said Hopkins in the pre-

sence of both Houses, " for the purpose of transporta-

tion for trial, I will neither apprehend any person by
my own order, nor suffer any executive officers in

the Colony to do it."
1—•" The people would not have

borne an actual seizure of persons ;

" which " nothing

but an armed force could have effected." The at-

tempt would have produced a crisis.
2

The Commissioners elicited nothing and adjourn-

ed with bitterness in their hearts. Smyth, the Chief Feb.

Justice of New Jersey, who had just been put on

the civil list, threw all blame on the popular Gov-

ernment of Rhode Island.3 Horsmanden advised

to take away the Charter of that Province, and

of Connecticut also ; and consolidate the " twins

1 Ezra Stiles to Eev Wm. Spen- Brown, to S. Adams, Providence,

cer, [Newport, 16 Feb. 1773. A 15 Feb. 1773.

very long and carefully prepared 3 Smyth to Dartmouth, 8 Feb.

letter. 1773.
8 Sessions, Hopkins, Cole and
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chap, in one royal Government." 1 Yet Connecticut, the
xr ix •—^-w land of steady habits, was, at that day, the most

Feb orderly and quietly governed people in the world

;

and the Charter of Rhode Island, in spite of" all its

enemies, had vitality enough to outlast the unreform-

ed House of Commons.

The hold doctrines of Massachusetts, gained

ground, and extended to other Colonies.2 Hutchinson

was embarrassed by the controversy, which he had

provoked, and would now willingly have ended.

Meantime the House made the usual grants to the

Justices of the Superior Court ; but 8 the Governor re-

fused his assent because he expected warrants for their

salaries from the King.4 The House replied

:

5 " No
Judge who has a due regard to justice, or even to his

own character, would choose to be placed under such

an undue bias, as they must be under by accepting

their salaries of the Crown. We are more and

more convinced, that it has been the design of Ad-

ministration, totally to subvert the Constitution,

and introduce an arbitrary Government into this

Province ; and we cannot wonder that the appre-

hensions of this people are thoroughly awaken-

ed." The towns of Massachusetts were all the while

continuing their meetings. " The Judges," said the

men of Eastham,6 "must reject the detestable plan

with abhorrence, if they would have their memories

blessed." uWe deny the Parliamentary power of tax-

ing us, being without the realm of England and not

1 Chief Justice Horsmanden of 3 Message from the House, 3 Feb.
New-York, to Lord Dartmouth, 1773 ; Bradford, 365.

20 February, 1773. 4 Message to the House, 4 Feb.
2 W. S. Johnson to John Pow- 5 Message from the House, 13 Feb.

nail, 27 Feb. 1773. W. S. John- 6 Original Paners, 322 ; 24 Feb.
eon to K. Jackson, 26 Feb. 1773. 1773.
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represented there ; " declared Stoughtenharn.1 " Let chap.

the Colonies stand firm as one man," voted Winchen- —^—
• .1 77S

don.2 " Divine Providence and the necessity of things Feb.'

may call npon us and all the Colonies to make our

last Appeal \

" 3 wrote the farmers who dwelt on the

bleak hills of New Salem.

Yet Hutchinson seemed compelled to renew his

discussion with the Legislature, and in a long argu-

ment, which contained little that was new, endea-

vored to prove that the Colony of Massachusetts was

holden as feudatory of the imperial Crown of Eng-

land, and was therefore under the Government of the

King's Laws and the King's Court. Again Bowdoin

for the Council, with still greater clearness, affirms

that Parliamentary taxation is unconstitutional, be-

cause imposed without consent ; again Samuel Adams
for the House, aided briefly, in Hawley's temporary

absence, by the strong natural powers and good

knowledge of the laws of John Adams, proves from

the Governor's own premises, that Parliament has no

supremacy over the Colony, because the feudal sys-

tem admits no idea of the authority of Parliament.

At the same time both parties looked beyond the

Province for aid. Hutchinson sought to intimidate his

antagonists, by telling them " that the English Nation

would be roused, and could not be withstood," that

" Parliament would, by some means or other, main-

tain its supremacy." 4 To his correspondents in Eng-

land he sent word what measures should be chosen

;

advising a change in the political organization of

towns; 5 a prohibition of the commerce of Bos-

1 Journals of 0. 0. 427. Feb. to Gov. Pownall, 23 Feb. 1773.
a Journals of 0. 0. 575.

5 Hutchinson to Israel Mauduit,
8 Original papers, 673. Feb. 1773, and to Bernard, March,
4 Hutchinson to J. PownalL 24 1773.
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chap, ton,
1 and the option to the Province between sub-

XI IX .—r~- mission and the forfeiture of their rights.
2 " I wish,"

1773 . .

Feb.* sai^ ne
?
" Government may be convinced that some-

thing is necessary to be done." " We want a full

persuasion that Parliament will maintain its Supre-

macy at all events." "Without it, the opposition

here will triumph more than ever."

March The people on their part drew from their institu-

tion of Committees of Correspondence throughout the

Province, the hope of a union of all the Colonies.

" Some future Congress," said they, " will be the glo-

rious source of the salvation of America ; the Amphic-

tyons of Greece, who formed the Diet or great Coun-

cil of the States, exhibit an excellent model for the

rising Americans." 3

Whether that great idea should become a reality

depended on Virginia. Its Legislature came together

on the fourth of March, full of the love of country.

Its Members had authentic information of the pro-

ceedings of the town of Boston ; and public rumors

had reached them of the Commission for inquiry

into the affairs of Ehode Island. They had read and

approved of the answers which the Council and the

House of Massachusetts had made in January to the

speech of Hutchinson. They formed themselves,

therefore, into a Committee of the whole House on

the state of the Colony; and in that Committee

Dabney Carr, of Charlotte, a young statesman of

brilliant genius as well as of fervid patriotism, moved

a series of resolutions for a system of intercolonial

1 Hutchinson to Bernard, March, 3 Oration delivered at Boston,

1773. March 5, 1773, by Dr. Benjamin
2 Hutchinson to Dartmouth, 20 Church.

March, 1773.
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Committees of Correspondence. His plan included chap.

a thorough union of Councils throughout the Conti- -~^*L

nent. If it should succeed and be adopted by the March

other Colonies, America would stand before the

world as a Confederacy. The measure was support-

ed by Richard Henry Lee, with an eloquence which

never passed away from the memory of his hearers

;

by Patrick Henry with a still more commanding

majesty.1 The Assembly was of one mind; and

no person appropriated to himself praise beyond the

rest. They did what greatness of mind counsel-

led ; and they did it quietly, as if it were but nat-

ural to them to act with magnanimity. On Friday

the twelfth of March, the Resolutions were reported

to the House, and unanimously adopted. They ap-

pointed their Committee on which appear the names

of Bland and Lee, of Henry, and Carr, and Jefferson.

Their Resolves were sent to every Colony, with a re-

quest that each would appoint its Committee to com-

municate from time to time with that of Virginia.2 In

this manner, Virginia laid the foundation of our

union.3 Massachusetts organized a Province ; Virginia

promoted a confederacy. Were the several Com-

mittees but to come together, the world would see an

American Congress.

The associates of Dabney Carr were spared for

still further service to humanity. He himself was

cut down in his prime ; and passed away like a shad-

ow ; but the name of him, who at this moment of

crisis, beckoned the Colonies onward to union, must

not perish from the memory of his countrymen.

1 Letter in Wirt's Life of Henry, 3 Peyton Randolph, Circular 19
104. ¥arch, 1773.

3 Hutchinson's Hist. iii. 393.
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The effect of tliese Resolutions of the Old Domin-

ion was decisive.
1 In Massachusetts they gladdened

every heart. " Virginia and South Carolina by their

steady perseverance,
1
' inspired the hope, that the fire

of Liberty would spread through the Continent.2

" A Congress and then an Assembly of States," rea-

soned Samuel Adams, is no longer " a mere fiction in

the mind of a political enthusiast." What though
" the British nation carry their liberties to market,

and sell them to the highest bidder ? " "America,"

said he, repeating the words of Arthur Lee, " Ame-
rica shall rise full plumed and glorious from the

mother's ashes." 8

A copy of the proceedings of Virginia was sent

to every town and district in Massachusetts, that

"all the friends of American Independence and

freedom," 4 might welcome the intelligence ; and

as one Meeting after another echoed back the

advice for a Congress, they could hardly find

words to express how their gloom had given

way to light, and how " their hearts even leapt for

joy." " We trust the day is not far distant," said

Cambridge by the hand of Thomas Gardner, " when

our rights and liberties shall be restored unto us, or

the Colonies, united as one man, will make their most

solemn appeal to Heaven, and drive tyranny from

these northern climes." 5

1 " Most of the Colonies, if not all,
s Samuel Adams to A. Lee,

will come into the like resolutions, April, 1773.

and if the colonies are nor soon re- 4 Original Papers, 351.

lieved, some imagine a Congress 6 Committee of Correspondence
will grow out of this measure." T. of Cambridge, to Committee of
Cushing to A. Lee, 22 April, 1773. Boston; in the handwriting of

2 Samuel Adams to Richard Hen- Thos. Gardner. Original Papers
iy Lee, 9 April, 1773. in my possession.
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v The Colonies must assert their liberties whenever chap.
YTTY

fche opportunity offers ;

n wrote Dickinson from Penn- -~^:

sylvania.1 The opportunity was nearer than he A.Prii

thought; in England Chatham saw plainly, that

" things were hastening to a crisis at Boston, and

looked forward to the issue with very painful anxie-

ty."
2

It was the King who precipitated the conflict.

He had no dread of the interposition of France, for

that power, under the Ministry of the day, feared

lest the enfranchisement of the AnHo-American Co-o
lonies should create a dangerous rival power to

itself,
3 and was eager to fortify the good understand-

ing with England by a defensive treaty, or at least

by a treaty of commerce.4 Louis the Fifteenth was

resolved at all events to avoid war.5

From the time therefore that the Eepresentatives

of Massachusetts avowed their legislative Indepen-

dence, the King dismissed the thought of obtaining

obedience "by argument and persuasion." 6 The

most thorough search was made into every Colo-

nial law that checked or even seemed to check the

Slave-trade ; and an Act of Virginia, which put no

more obstructions upon it, than had existed for a

generation, wa3 negatived.7 Parliamentary taxation

was also to be enforced.

The continued refusal of North America to re-

ceive tea from England, had brought distress upon the

1 John Dickinson to Samuel B King to Lord North, 20 April,

Adams, Fairhill, 10 Anril, 1778. 1773 ; and King to Lord North, 25
5 Cnatham to T. Hollis, 18 April, April, 1773.

1773.
6 Dartmouth to Hutchinson, 10

3 Memoire sur L'Angleterre, in April, 1773.

Angleterre, Tome 502.
7 Dartmouth to Dunmore, No. 2,

^Dispatches of Aiguillon to de 10 April, 1773; Dunmore to Dart-

Guines in March and April 1773. mouth, 9 July, 1773.
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chap. East India Company, which had on hand wanting a

51^, market great quantities imported in the faith that that

Aprii
agreement could not hold. They were able to pay

neither their dividends, nor their debts ; their stock

depreciated nearly one half; and the Government

must lose their annual payment of four hundred thou-

sand pounds. The bankruptcies, brought on partly

by this means, gave such a shock to credit, as had

not been experienced since the South Sea year ; and

the great manufacturers were sufferers.
1 The direc-

tors came to Parliament with an ample confession of

their humbled state, together with entreaties for

assistance and relief; and particularly praying that

leave might be given to export teas free of all duties

to America and to foreign ports. Had such leave

been granted in respect of America, it would have

been an excellent commercial regulation, as well as

have restored a good understanding to every part

of the empire.2

Instead of this, Lord North proposed to give to the

Company itself the right of exporting its teas. The

existing law granted on their exportation to America

a drawback of three fifths only of the duties paid on

importation. Lord North now offered a drawback of

the whole. Trecothick in the Committee also advised

to take off the import duty in America of three pence

the pound, as it produced no income to the revenue
;

but the Ministry would not listen to the thought

of relieving America from taxation. " Then," added

Trecothick in behalf of the East India Company,

1 Compare Franklin to Cushing, phy, iii. 108. The Duke was then

to W. Franklin, and to Cooper. Lord Privy Seal, but not of the

Duke of Grafton's Autobiogra- Cabinet.
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" as much or more may be brought into the revenue chap.

by not allowing a full exemption from the duties paid ^-^
here." But Lord North refused to discuss the right Aprij€

of Parliament to tax America ; insisting that no diffi-

culty could arise, that under the new regulation Ame-
rica would be able to buy tea from the Company at

a lower price than from any other European Nation,

and that men will always go to the cheapest market.1

The Ministry was still in its halcyon days ; no op-

position was made even by the Whigs ; and the mea- May*

sure which was the King's own,2 and was designed to

put America to the test, took effect as a law from

the tenth day of May.3
It was immediately fol-

lowed by a most carefully prepared answer from

the King to Petitions from Massachusetts, announc-

ing that he " considered his authority to make laws

in Parliament of sufficient force and validity to bind

his subjects in America in all cases whatsoever, as es-

sential to the dignity of the Crown, and a right ap-

pertaining to the State, which it was his duty to pre-

serve entire and inviolate ;" that he, therefore, " could

not but be greatly displeased with the Petitions and

Remonstrance in which that right was drawn into

question ;

" but that he " imputed the unwarrantable

doctrines held forth in the said Petitions and Remon-

strance, to the artifices of a few." 4 All this while,

Lord Dartmouth " had a true desire to see lenient

measures adopted towards the Colonies," 5 not being in

: Charles Garth to the Commit- 4 Dartmouth to Dr. Franklin,

tee of Correspondence of South Agent for the late Eepresentatives

Carolina, London, 4 May, 1773. of the Province of Massachusetts
8 B. Franklin to William Frank- Bay ; Whitehall, 2 June, 1773.

lin, 14 July, 1773 ; Compare Anec- Dartmouth to Hutchinson, same
dotes of Chatham, ii. 240, 241, 242. date.

3 13 Geo. III. Chap. xliv.
5 Grafton's Autobiography.
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chap, the least aware, that lie was drifting with the Cabinet

—^ towards the very system of coercion against which

May; he gave the most public and the most explicit

pledges.

In America men began to prepare for extreme

measures. Charles Lee, a British Officer on half-pay,

resolved to devote himself " to the cause of mankind

and of liberty now attacked in their last and only

asylum." * " Glorious Virginia," cried the Legislature

of Rhode Island, glowing with admiration for " its pa-

triotic and illustrious House of Burgesses ;" and this

New England Province was the first to follow the

example of the Old Dominion, by electing its Com-

mittees and sending its Circular through the land.2

In Massachusetts, so soon as the Government for

the year was organized, the House on the motion of

Samuel Adams, and by a vote of one hundred and

nine to four, expressed its gratitude to the Burgesses

of Virginia for their uniform vigilance, firmness and

wisdom, and its hearty concurrence in their judicious

and spirited Eesolves. And then it elected its Com-

mittee of Correspondence, fifteen in number. New
Hampshire and Connecticut did the same, so that all

New England and Virginia were now one political

body, with an organization inchoate, yet so perfect,

that, on the first emergency, they could convene a

Congress. Every other Colony on the Continent was

sure to follow their example.3

June. While the patriot party was cheered by the hope

of union, the letters of Hutchinson and Oliver which

Franklin had sent over to the Speaker of the Massa-

1 Lee to H. Gates, 6 May, 1773, 3 Letter of Massachusetts to the
2 Metcalf Bowler to Speaker of other Colonies, 3 June, 1773 : Brad-

the House of N. H. 15 May, 1773. ford, 401.
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chusetts Assembly, destroyed their moral power by chap.

exposing their duplicity. " Cool, thinking, deliberate ^-l>

villains ; mahcions and vindictive, as well as ambitious june [

and avaricious," said John Adams, who this year was

chosen into the Council but negatived by the gover-

nor. " Bone of our bone ; flesh of our flesh ; born and

educated among us," cried others. Hancock, who was

angry at being named in the correspondence, deter-

mined to lay bare their hypocrisy; and Cooper from

the pulpit preached of " the old Serpent, which de-

ceiveth the whole world ; but was cast out into the

earth and his angels with him."

The letters had circulated privately in the Pro-

vince for more than two months, when on Wednes-

day the second of June, Samuel Adams read them to

the House in secret session. They were by no means

among the worst which their authors had written, but

they showed a thorough complicity with Bernard

and the Commissioners of the Customs, to bring

military sway into the Province, and to abridge Colo-

nial liberties by the interposition of Parliament.

The House, after a debate, voted by one hundred and

one against five, " that the tendency and design of

the letters was to subvert the Constitution of the

Government, and to introduce arbitrary power into

the Province." " I have never wrote any public or

private letter that tends to subvert the Constitution,"

was Hutchinson's message the next day.

The House, on the fourth, sent him a transcript of

their proceedings, with the date of his letters that

were before them ; and asked for copies of these

and such others, as he should think proper to com-

municate. " If you desire copies with a view to make

them public," answered Hutchinson after five days'
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heap, reflection, "the originals are more proper for that

—r— purpose, than the copies;" and he refused to corn-

June! municate other letters, declaring that it had not been

the design of them " to subvert the constitution of

the Government, but, rather to preserve it entire." l

Then conscious of guilt, he by the very next packet

sent word to his confidential friend in London, to

burn such of his letters as might raise a clamor, for,

said he, " I have wrote what ought not to be made
public.

2

He had written against every part of the Con-

stitution, the elective character of the Council, the

annual choice of the Assembly, the New England or-

ganization of the towns ; had advised and solicited the

total dependence of the judiciary on the Crown, had

hinted at making the experiment of declaring Martial

Law, and of abrogating English liberty ; had advised

to the restraint of the commerce of Boston and the

exclusion of the Province from the fisheries; had

. urged the immediate suppression of the Charter of

Rhode Island ; had for years " been begging for

measures to maintain the supremacy of Parliament,"

by making the denial of that supremacy a capital

felony ; and all for the sake of places for his family

and a salary and a pension for himself. To corrupt

pure and good and free political institutions of a

happy country, and infuse into its veins the slow

poison of tyranny, is the highest crime against hu-

manity. And how terribly was he punished ! For

1 Message of the Governor to the 2 Hutchinson to Sir Francis Ber-

House of Representatives, 9 June, nard, probably, 14 June, 1773.

1773; in the Representations, &c.
61.
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what is life without the esteem of one's fellow-men ! chap.
XLIX.

Had he been but honest, how New England would ^^—
• • 1773

have cherished his memory ! Now his gray hairs, june;

which should ever be kept purer than the ermine,

were covered with shame ; his ambition was defeated,

and he suffered all the tortures of avarice trembling

for the loss of place. It was Hancock,1 who, taking

advantage of the implied permission of Hutchinson,

produced to the House copies of the letters, which

were then published and scattered throughout New
England and the Continent. A series of Resolves

was adopted, expressing their true intent, and was

followed by a Petition to the King, that he would

remove Hutchinson and Oliver for ever from the Gov-

ernment. The Council in like manner, after a thor-

ough analysis of the real intent of the correspond-

ence, joined in the same prayer. So great una-

nimity had never been known.

Timid from nature, from age, and from an accus-

ing conscience, Hutchinson bowed to the storm ; and

expressed his desire to resign. " I hope," he said, " I

shall not be left destitute, to be insulted and tri-

umphed over. I fall in the cause of Government

;

and whenever it shall be thought proper to supersede

me, I hope for some appointment ;

"

2 and calumniat-

ing Franklin as one who wished to supplant him in

the Government of Massachusetts, he himself made
interest for Franklin's desirable office of Deputy Post-

master General.8

All the summer long the insidious letters, that

1 Hutchinson to , 6 July, 3 Hutchinson to Sir Francis Ber-
7773. nard, 29 June, 1773.

2 Hutchinson to [R. Jack-

son, probably,] 3 July, 1773.
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chap, had come to light, circulated through the Province,

•X^ and were discussed by the single-minded country

July.' people during the week, as they made hay or

gathered in the early harvest ; on Sundays, the min-

isters discoursed on them, and poured out their hearts

in prayers for the preservation of their precious inher-

itance of liberty. " We devote not only what little

we have in the world," said the people of Pearson-

town, "but even our lives to vindicate rights so

dearly purchased by our ancestors." 1 The town of

Abington became convinced that the boasted connec-

tion with Great Britain was " not worth a rush." 2

The natural right of mankind to improve the form

of Government under which they live,
3 was incul-

cated even from the pulpit ; and at the time when
the Pope was abolishing the order of the Jesuits,

some of the clergy of Boston predicted that " in

fifteen years,"
4 the people of America would mould

for themselves a new Constitution.

1 Original Papers, 705.
3 Hutchinson to R. Jackson, 12

2 Abington to Boston, 29 July, August, 1773.

1773.
4 Hutchinson to Israel Mauduit,

23 August, 1773.
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CHAPTER L.

THE BOSTON TEA PAETY.

August—December, 1773.

The East India Company, who were now "by Act chap

1773.
of Parliament authorized to export tea to America

entirely duty free in England, applied to the Trea- Au

sury in August for the necessary license. They were

warned by Americans, that their adventure 1 would

end in loss, and some difficulties occurred in details

;

but the scruples of the Company were overruled by
Lord North, who answered peremptorily, " It is to no

purpose maldng objections, for the King will have it

so. The King means to try the question with Ame-
rica."

2

The time was short ; the danger to Boston immi- Sept.

nont ; resistance at all hazards was the purpose of its

Committee of Correspondence; violent resistance

might become necessary ; and to undertake it without

a certainty of union would only bring ruin on the

town and on the cause.

1 Lee to S. Adams, 22 Dec. 1773. Compare also B. Franklin to his
2 Almon's Anecdotes and Speech • Son William Franklin, 14 July,

es of the Earl of Chatham, ch. xli. 1773 ; Franklin's Writings, viii. 75.

vol. vi.— 30
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chap. A Congress, therefore, on "the plan of union pro-

—X- posed by Virginia," was the fixed purpose of

Sept/ Samuel Adams. He would have no delay ; no wait-

ing for increased strength ; for, said he, " when our

liberty is gone, history and experience will teach us,

that an increase of inhabitants will be but an increase

of slaves." Through the press he appealed to the

Continent for a Congress in order to insist effectually

upon such terms as would not admit of any other

authority within the Colonies than that of their re-

spective Legislatures.1
It was not possible to join

issue with the King more precisely.

The first difficulty to be overcome existed in Bos-

ton itself. Cushing, the Speaker, who had received a

private letter from Dartmouth, and was lulled into

confiding in " the noble and generous sentiments " of

that Minister, advised that for the time the people

should bear their grievances. " Our natural increase

in wealth and population," said he, " will in a course

of years settle this dispute in our favor ; whereas, if

we persist in denying the right of Parliament to legis-

late for us, they may think us extravagant in our

demands, and there will be great danger of bringing

on a rupture fatal to both countries." He thought

the redress of grievances would more surely come " if

these high points about the supreme authority of

Parliament were to fall asleep."
2 Against this feeble

advice, the Boston Committee of Correspondence

aimed at the union of the Province, and " the Con-

federacy of the whole Continent of America." They

1 In the Boston Gazette of Mon- and 2. Hutchinson to Dartmouth,

day, 13 Sept. 1773; on second 23 Sept., 1773.

page, 1st and 2d column, 9G2, 2. 1,
3 T. Cushing to Arthur Lee, 20

Sept. 1773.
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refused to waive the claim of right, which could only chap

divide the Americans in sentiment and confuse their —r^-

1773
counsels. "What oppressions," they asked in their gept[

circular to all the other towns, " may we not expect

in another seven years, if through a weak credulity,

while the most arbitrary measures are still persisted

in, we should be prevailed upon to submit our rights,

as the patriotic Farmer expresses it, to the tender

mercies of the Ministry ? Watchfulness, unity

and harmony are necessary to the salvation of our-

selves and posterity from bondage. We have an

animating confidence in the Supreme Disposer of

events, that He will never suffer a sensible, brave, and

virtuous People to be enslaved." *

Sure of Boston and its Committee, Samuel Adams Oct.

next conciliated the favoring judgment of the pa-

triot Hawley, whose influence in the Province was

deservedly great, and who had shared with him the

responsibility of the measures of the Assembly. " I

submit to you my ideas at this time, because mat-

ters seem to me to be drawing to a crisis." Such

were his words on the fourth, and the thirteenth, of

October. " The present Administration, even though

the very good Lord Dartmouth is one of them, are as

fixed as any of their predecessors in their resolution

to carry their favorite point, an acknowledgment of

the right of Parliament to make laws, binding us in

all cases whatever. Some of our politicians would

have the people believe, that Administration are dis-

posed, or determined to have all the grievances which

we complain of, redressed, if we will only be quiet

;

1 Committee of Correspondence Letter, 21 September, 1773. Jour-
for the Town of Boston, Circular nals of Committee, 234, 235.
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chap, but this would be a fatal delusion. If the King him«

—r— self should make any concessions, or take any steps,

Oot
.

' contrary to the right of Parliament to tax us, he

would be in danger of embroiling himself with the

Ministry. Under the present prejudices, even the

recalling an instruction to the Governor is not

likely to be advised. The subject matter of oui

complaint is, not that a burden greater than our pro-

portion was laid upon us by Parliament ; such a com-

plaint we might have made without questioning the

authority of Parliament ; but that the Parliament

has assumed and exercised the power of taxing us.

His Majesty, in his answer to our late Petitions, im-

plies, that the Parliament is the Supreme Legisla-

ture; and that its authority over the Colonies is the

Constitution. 1 All allow the Minister in the Ame-
rican Department to be a good man. The Great

men in England have an opinion of us, as being a

mightily religious people ; and suppose that we shall

place an entire confidence in a Minister of the same

character. In fact, how many were filled with the

most sanguine expectations, when they heard, that

the good Lord Dartmouth was intrusted with a share

in Administration. Yet without a greatness of mind,

equal, perhaps superior to his goodness, it will be im-

possible for him singly to stem the torrent of corrup-

tion. This requires much more fortitude, than I yet

believe he is possessed of. The safety of the Ameri-

cans depends upon their pursuing their wise plan of

union in principle and conduct." 2

1 Samuel Adams to Joseph Haw- 2 Samuel Adams to Joseph Haw-
ley, 4 October, 1773; in S. A. ley, 13 October, 1773; S. A. Wel-
Welles, i. 437, 438. les, i. 439, 440.
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Such were the thoughts which Samuel Adams un- chap.

bosomed to his faithful fellow-laborer. The Press 1

which he directed, continued to demand an annual
u Congress of American States to frame a Bill of

Eights," or to a form an independent State, an Ameri-

can Commonwealth." Union, then, Union, was the

first, the last, the only hope for America. Massa-

chusetts, where the overruling will of Samuel Adams
swayed the feebler politicians, was thoroughly united.

But that was not enough ;

a we must have a Conven-

tion of all the Colonies," he would say to his friends
;

and the measure was recognised by the royalists as

" of all others the most likely to kindle a general

flame." 2 His advice was confirmed by the con-

current opinion of Franklin,3 to whose " greatness" 4

he had publicly paid a tribute. His influence 5

brought even Cushing to act as one of a select Com-

mittee with himself and Heath of Roxbury; and

they sent forth a secret Circular, summoning all the

Colonies to be prepared to assert their rights, when
time and circumstances should give to their claim the

1 Boston Gazette, 964, 2, 2 ; and
960, 1, 1

2 Hutchinson to J. Pownall, 18

Oct. 1773.
3 Franklin to T. dishing, 7 July,

1773 ; Hutchinson to Dartmouth,
19 October, 1773.

4 Samuel Adams in Boston Ga-
zette, 963, 3, 1, 2. See Wedder-
bnrne's Speech, 111.

6 " Others declare they will be al-

together independent. Those of

the latter opinion have for their

head one of the members of Bos-
ton [Samuel Adams], who was the
first person that openly and in any
public assembly declared for a to-

tal independence, and who from a
natural obstinacy of temper, and
from many years' practice in poli-

tics, is probably as well qualified to

excite the people to any extrava-
gance in theory or practice as any
man in America. * * * * Within
these seven years his influence has
been gradually increasing, until he
has obtained such an ascendency as

to direct the town of Boston and
the House of Representatives, and
consequently the Council, just as

he pleases." Private Letter of
Hutchinson to Lord Dartmouth, 9

Oct. 1773.
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chap, surest prospect of success. " And when we consider,"

—^ they said, "how one great event has hurried on

GCt#
' after another, such a time may come and such cir-

cumstances take place, sooner than we are now aware

of." They advised to contentment with no temporary

relief. They explained that the Ring would certainly

maintain the power of Parliament, to extort and to

appropriate a tribute from the Colonies; that the

connection between Great Britain and America should

be broken, unless it could be perpetuated on the

terms of equal liberty; that the necessary contest

must be entered upon, while " the ideas of liberty
"

were strong in men's minds ; and they closed with

desiring each Colony to resist the designs of the Eng-

lish Ministry in allowing the East India Company to

ship its teas to America.

That Company was already despatching its con-

signments simultaneously to Charleston, to Phila-

delphia, to New-York, and to Boston. The sys-

tem gave universal offence, not only as an enforce-

ment of the tax on tea, but also as an odious mono-

poly of trade.
1 Philadelphia, the largest town in the

Colonies, began the work of prevention. Its inhab-

itants met on the eighteenth of October in great

numbers at the State House, and in eight resolutions,

denied the claim of Parliament to tax America;

specially condemned the duty on tea; declared

every one who should directly or indirectly counte-

nance the attempt, an enemy to his country ; and re-

quested the agents of the East India Company to

resign. The movement was so general and so com*

1 Gen. Haldimand to Dartmouth, 28 Dec. 1773.
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manding, that the agents, some cheerfully, others chap.

reluctantly, gave up their appointment.1 Within a —*—

few days not one remained.
ct.

South Carolina, by her spirit and perseverance,

gave now, as she had ever done, evidence that her

patriotism would be the support of Union. The Pro-

vince was at that time in a state of just excitement at

the arbitrary act of its Council in imprisoning Thomas
Powell, the Publisher of the South Carolina Gazette,

for an alleged contempt. The Council was a body
m which the distinguished men of that Province

scorned to accept a seat; its members were chiefly

the Crown officers ; and they held their places at the

King's pleasure. Their power to imprison on their

mere warrant was denied ; the prisoner was taken

before Rawlins Lowndes and another magistrate on a

writ of habeas corpus, and was released.2 The ques-

tions involved in the case were discussed with heat

;

but they did not divert attention from watching the

expected tea ships.

The " ideas of Liberty " on which resistance was Nov.

to be founded, had taken deep root in a soil which

the Circular of Massachusetts did not reach. At
this moment the people of Illinois were most oppor-

tunely sending their last message respecting their

choice of a Government directly to Dartmouth him-

self. We have seen how vainly they had reasoned

with Gage and Hillsborough for some of the privi-

leges of self-direction. Here, as on other occasions,

1 French Archives, Angleterre, vania, 481, 482. Hazard's Register

503. Gamier to D'Aiguillon, 17 of Pennsylvania, ii. 368.

December, 1773, incloses the docu- 2 Bull to Dartmouth, 18 Sept.

ments Gordon's Hist, of Pennsyl- 1773. Drayton's Memoirs, i. 118.
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chap. Dartmouth, with the purest intentions, adopted the

—^ policy of his predecessor. He censured " the ideas of

fl-ov .

#

* the inhabitants of the Illinois District with regard

to a civil Constitution as very extravagant ;
" and

rejected their proposition to take some part in the

election of their rulers,
1
as " absurd and inadmissible."

A plan of Government 2 was therefore prepared of

great simplicity, leaving all power with the executive

officers of the Crown, and Gage had been summoned
to England to give advice on the administration of

the Colonies, and especially on the mode of govern-

ing the West. It was on the fourth of November,

that the fathers of the Commonwealth of Illinois,

through their Agent Daniel Blouin, forwarded their

indignant protest against the proposed form, which

they rejected as " oppressive and absurd," " much
worse than that of any of the French or even the

Spanish Colonies." " Should a Government so evi-

dently tyrannical be established," such was iheir lan-

guage to the British Minister, " it could be of no long

duration ;

"

3 there would exist " the necessity of its

being abolished." The words were nobly uttered

and were seasonable. The chord of liberty vibrated

on the Illinois, and the sympathy of the western vil-

lages with freedom was an assurance that they too

would join the great American family of Republics.

The issue was to be tried at Boston; its tea-

ships were on the water ; the Governor himself under

the name of his sons was selected as one of the con-

1 Dartmouth to Gage, 4 Nov. * Sketch of Government, &c. &c.
1772; Gage to Dartmouth, 6 Jan. for Illinois.

1773; Dartmouth to Gage, 3 March, 3 Daniel Blouin to Lord Dart-

1773. mouth, 4 Nov. 1773.
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signees ; the moment for the decision was hastening chap.

on. In the night between the first and second of -^~

November, a -knock was heard at the door of each

one of the persons commissioned by the East India

Company, and a summons left for them to appear

without fail at Liberty Tree on the following Wed-
nesday, at noon, to resign their commission ; * printed

notices were also posted up, desiring the freemen of

Boston and the neighboring towns to meet at the

same time and place as witnesses.
2

On the appointed day, a large flag was hung out

on the pole at Liberty Tree ; the bells in the Meeting-

houses were rung from eleven till noon. Adams,

Hancock and Phillips, three of the four Bepresenta-

tives of the town of Boston, the Selectmen, and

William Cooper the Town Clerk,8 with about five

hundred more, gathered round the spot. As the con-

signees did not make their appearance, the Assembly,

appointing Molineux, Warren and others a Commit-

tee, marched into State Street to the warehouse of

Richard Clarke, where all the consignees were assem-

bled. Molineux presented himself for a parley.

" From whom are you a Committee %
" asked

Clarke. " From the whole people." " Who are the

Committee ? " " Nothing is now to be kept secret,"

replied Molineux ;
" I am one," and he named all the

rest. " And what is .your request ? " Molineux read

a paper, requiring the consignee to promise not to

sell the teas, but to return them to London in the

1 Order on Thomas and Elisha s Abstract of the Correspondence
Hutchinson, 2 Nov. 1773. from America, made by Thurlow

2 Handbills posted up the 2d and Wedderburn.
and 3d of November, 1773.
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chai\ same bottoms in which they were shipped. "Will

you comply?" "I shall have nothing to do with

you," answered Clarke, roughly and peremptorily. 1

The same question was put to the other consignees,

one by one ; who each and all answered, " I cannot

comply with your demand." Molineux then read

another paper, containing a Eesolve passed at Liberty

Tree, that the consignees who should refuse to com-

ply with the request of the people, were enemies to

their country. Descending into the street, he made
his report to the people. " Out with them, out with

them," was the cry; but he dissuaded from vio-

lence.

On the fifth, Boston in a legal Town Meeting,

with Hancock for Moderator, adopted the Philadel-

phia Resolves, and then sent to invite Thomas and

Elisha Hutchinson to resign their appointment ; but

they and all the other consignees, declined to do so,

in letters addressed to Hancock, the Moderator. At
this, some s]3oke of " taking up arms," and the words

were received with clapping of hands

;

8 but the Meet-

ing only voted the answers " daringly anrontive," and

then dissolved itself.
4 On the same day the people of

New-York assembled at the call of their Committee

of Vigilance. Let the tea come free or not free of

duty, they were absolutely resolved it should not be

1
S. Cooper to B. Franklin, 17 * Hutchinson to , 24 Nov.

Dec. 1773. 1773.
2 Narrative prepared for Gov. 5 Hutchinson to Dartmouth, 6

Hutchinson by Mr. Benjamin Da- Nov. 1773 ; H. 150. Clarke, Fan-

vis, merchant in Boston, 3 Nov. euil, and Winslow to John Han-

1773. Narrative prepared for Gov. cock, Moderator, &c, 5 Nov. 1773.

Hutchinson, by Joseph Green, Esq. Thos. Hutchinson Jr. to John Han*
8 Hutchinson to Dartmouth, 4 cock, &c. &c, 5 Nov. 1773.

November, 1773
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landed.1 After a few days' reflection, the co-minis- chap.

sioners for that city, finding the discontent univer- —v^-
. 1773

sal, threw up their places
;
yet the Sons of Liberty ^07<

*

continued their watchfulness ; a paper signed Legion,

ordered the pilots not to bring tea-ships above the

Hook; and "the Mohawks" were notified to be in

readiness, in case of their arrival.2

This example renewed the hope, that a similar ex-

pedient might succeed in Boston. Members of the

Council, of greatest influence, intimated that the best

thing that could be done to quiet the people would

be the refusal of the consignees to execute the trust

;

and the merchants, though they declared against

mobs and violence, yet as generally wished that the

teas might not be landed.3

On Wednesday the seventeenth, a ship which had

made a short passage from London, brought an

authentic account that the Boston tea-ships had

sailed ; the next day, there was once more a legal

Town Meeting to entreat the consignees to resign.

Upon their repeated refusal, the town passed no vote

and uttered no opinion, but immediately broke up.

The silence of the dissolution struck more terror than

former menaces. The consignees saw that the legal

Town Meeting had finished its work, and that hence-

forward they were in the hands of the Committee of

Correspondence. On Monday the twenty-second, the

Committees of Dorchester, Roxbury, Brookline, and

Cambridge, met the Boston Committee by invitation

1 Tryon to Dartmouth, 3 Nov. s Hutchinson to Dartmouth, 15

1773 ; Hutchinson to Dartmouth, 4 Nov. 1773.

Nov. 1773. Resolves of the Sons 4 Hutchinson to Tryon, 21 Nov.
of Liberty of New-York, 29 Nov. 1773.

1773.
6 Consignees' Petition to the

a Leake's Life of Lamb, 76, 77.
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chap, at the Selectmen's Chamber in Faneuil Hall. Their

—X- first question was :
" Whether it be the mind of this

^ov#
' Committee to use their joint influence to prevent the

landing and sale of the teas exported from the East

India Company ? " And it passed in the affirmative

unanimously.

A motion next prevailed unanimously for a letter

to be sent by a joint Committee of the five towns to

all the other towns in the Province. " Brethren," they

wrote, "we are reduced to this dilemma, either to

sit down quiet under this and every other burden,

that our enemies shall see fit to lay upon us, or to rise

up and resist this and every plan laid for our de-

struction as becomes wise freemen. In this extre-

mity we earnestly request your advice."

The Governor in his alarm proposed to flee to

" the Castle, where he might with safety to his person

more freely give his sense of the criminality of the

proceedings." * Dissuaded from so abject a display of

pusillanimity, he yet never escaped the helpless irreso-

lution of fear. " Nothing will satisfy the people, but

reshipping the tea to London," said the Boston Select-

men to the consignees. "It is impracticable," they

answered. " Nothing short of it," said the Selectmen,

"will be satisfactory. Think, too, of the dreadful

consequences that must in all probability ensue on its

not being done." After much discussing they " ab-

solutely promised that when the tea arrived, they

would immediately hand in proposals to be laid be-

fore the town ;

"

2 negotiating with dishonesty of pur-

pose, only to gain time.

1 Hutchinson to a friend in Bos- a Attested Copy from the Select-

ton, 24 Nov. 1773. men's Minute book, of their conver-

sation with some of the consignees.
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But the true-hearted people were as vigilant as chap

they were determined. The men of Cambridge as- —

—

sembled on the twenty-sixth, and after adopting the jfov.

Philadelphia Resolves, "very unanimously" voted,

" that as Boston was straggling for the liberties of

their country, they could no longer stand idle specta-

tors, but were ready on the shortest notice to join

with it and other towns in any measure that might

be thought proper, to deliver themselves and pos-

terity from slavery." * The next day, the town of

Charlestown assembled and showed such a spirit, that

ever after its Committee was added to those who
assumed the executive direction.

The combination was hardly finished, when on

Sunday, the twenty-eighth of November, the ship

Dartmouth appeared in Boston Harbor with one

hundred and fourteen chests of the East India Com-

pany's tea. To keep the Sabbath strictly was the

New England usage. But hours were precious ; let

the tea be entered, and it would be beyond the

power of the consignee to send it back. The Select-

men held one meeting by day, and another in the

evening, but they sought in vain for the consignees,

who had taken sanctuary in the Castle.
2

The Committee of Correspondence was more effi-

cient. They met also on Sunday ; and obtained from

the Quaker Botch, who owned the Dartmouth, a

promise not to enter his ship till Tuesday; 3 and

authorized Samuel Adams to invite the Committees

of the five surrounding towns, Dorchester, Roxbury,

1 Votes of the Town of Cam- 2 Attested Copy from the Minute
bridge, Original Papers, 231. Jour- Book of the Selectmen,
nal of Committee of Correspon- 3 Journals of the Committee, vi.

dence, vi. 480. 458 : Information of Francis liotch.
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chap. Brookline, Cambridge, and Charlestown, with their

—r~ own townsmen and those of Boston to hold a Mass

Nov.'
Meeting tne next morning. Faneuil Hall could not

contain the people, that poured in on Monday. The
concourse was the largest ever known. Adjourning

to "the Old South" Meeting-house, Jonathan Wil-

liams did not fear to act as Moderator, nor

Samuel Adams, Hancock, Young, Molineux, and

Warren 1
to conduct the business of the meet-

ing. On the motion of Samuel Adams, who
entered fully into the question, the Assembly, com-

posed of upwards of five thousand persons, resolved

unanimously, that " the tea should be sent back to

the place from whence it came at all events, and that

no duty should be paid on it." " The only way to

get rid of it " said Young, " is to throw it over-

board." 2 The consignees asked for time to prepare

their answer ; and " out of great tenderness " the

body postponed receiving it to the next morning.

Meantime the owner and master of the ship were con-

vented and forced to promise not to land the tea. A
watch was also proposed. " I," said Hancock, " will

be one of it, rather than that there should be

none," 3 and a party of twenty-five persons under

the orders of Edward Proctor as its Captain, was

appointed to guard the tea-ship during the night.

On the same day, the Council who had been so-

licited by the Governor and the consignees to assume

the guardianship of the tea, coupled their refusal

with a reference to the declared opinion of both

branches of the General Court, that the tax upon it

1 Francis Rotch's Information. Andrew Mackenzie'?* Information.
8 Captain Hall's Information ;

3 Frazier's Deposition.
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by Parliament was unconstitutional.1 The next chap.

morning the consignees jointly gave as their answer: —"*—
" It is utterly out of our power to send back the teas

; N(JV>

'

but we now declare to you our readiness to store

them until we shall receive further directions from

our constituents;" 2 that is, until they could notify

the British Government. The wrath of the Meeting

was kindling, when the Sheriff of Suffolk entered

with a Proclamation from the Governor, " warning,

exhorting and requiring them, and each of them

there unlawfully assembled, forthwith to disperse, and

to surcease all further unlawful proceedings at their

utmost peril." The words were received with hisses,

derision, and a unanimous vote not to disperse.

kC Will it be safe for the consignees to appear in the

Meeting ? " asked Copley ; and all with one voice

resjDonclecl, that they might safely come and re-

turn ; but they refused to appear. In the afternoon

Eotch the owner, and Hall the master of the Dart-

mouth, yielding to an irresistible impulse, engaged

that the tea should return as it came, without touch-

ing land or paying a duty. A similar promise was

exacted of the owners of the other tea-ships whose

arrival was daily expected. In this way " it was

thought the matter would have ended." 8 "I should

be willing to spend my fortune and life itself in so

good a cause,

"

4 said Hancock, and this sentiment

was general ; they all voted " to carry their Ke-

solutions into effect at the risk of their lives and

property."

1 Hutchinson to Tryon, 1 Dec. 8
S. Cooper to B. Franklin, 17

1773. Dec. 1773.
3 Thomas and Elisha Hutchinson 4 Hutchinson to , 3 Dec*

fee, to John Scollay, 29 Nov. 1773. 1773.
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chap. Every ship owner was forbidden on pain of be-

«—,— ing deemed an enemy to the country to import or

fl 07#
" bring as freight any tea from Great Britain, till the

unrighteous Act taxing it should be repealed, and

this vote was printed and sent to every sea-port in

the Province, and to England.

Six persons were chosen as post-riders, to give due

notice to the country towns of any attempt to land

the tea by force, and the Committee of Correspond-

ence, as the executive organ of the Meeting, took

care that a military watch was regularly kept up by
volunteers armed with muskets and bayonets, who
at every half hour in the night regularly passed

the word " all is well," like sentinels in a garrison.

Had they been molested by night, the tolling of the

bells would have been the signal for a general upris-

ing. An account of all that had been done, was sent

into every town in the Province.

Dec. The ships after landing the rest of their cargo,

could neither be cleared in Boston with the tea on

board, nor be entered in England, and on the twen-

tieth day from their arrival would be liable to seiz-

ure. .

" They find themselves," said Hutchinson, a
in-

volved in invincible difficulties." Meantime in private

letters he advised to separate Boston from the rest

of the Province ; and to commence criminal prose-

cutions against its patriot sons.
1

The spirit of the people rose with the emergen-

cy. Two more tea-ships which arrived were directed

to anchor by the side of the Dartmouth at Griffin's

wharf, that one guard might serve for all. The pec-

1 Hutchinson to Sir Francis Ber- Hutchinson to Mauduit, 7 Deo.
nard, 3 Dec. 1773; Compare too 1773.
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pie of Roxbury on the third of December, voted that chap.

they were bound by duty to themselves and posterity —

^

to join with Boston and other sister towns, to preserve j^**

inviolate the liberties handed down by their ancestors.

The next day the men of Charlestown, as if foreseeing

that their town was destined to be a holocaust, de-

clared themselves ready to risk their lives and for-

tunes. On Sunday, the fifth, the Committee of Cor-

respondence wrote to Portsmouth in New Hampshire,

to Providence, Bristol, and Newport in Rhode Island,

for advice and co-operation. On the sixth, they entreat

New-York, through MacDougall and Sears, Philadel-

phia, through Mifflin and Clymer, to insure success

by " a harmony of sentiment and concurrence in ac-

tion." * As for Boston itself, the twenty days are fast

running out ; the consignees conspire with the Rev-

enue officers to throw on the owner and master of the

Dartmouth the whole burden of landing the tea, and

will neither agree to receive it, nor give up their bill

of lading, nor pay the freight.
2 Every movement was

duly reported,3 and " the town became as furious as in

the time of the Stamp Act." 4

On the ninth, there was a vast gathering at New-
buryport, of the inhabitants of that and the neigh-

boring towns, and none dissenting, they agreed to

assist Boston, even at the hazard of their lives.

" This is not a piece of parade ;
" they say, " but if

an occasion should offer, a goodly number from

among us will hasten to join you." B

1 Letter to MacDougall and 3 Journal of the Com. of Corr.

Sears, 6 Dec. 1773. for 7 Dec. vi. 461.
2 Questions proposed by Captain * Hutchinson to Mauduit, 7 Deo.

Hall and his owner, and Answers 1773.

given by the tea consignees.
6
Original Papers, 670.

vol. vi.— 31.
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chap. On Saturday the eleventh, Rotch, the owner of

—r— the Dartmouth, is summoned before the Boston Com-

\ye(.[ mittee with Samuel Adams in the Chair ; and asked

why he has not kept his engagement, to take his

vessel and the tea back to London, within twenty

days of its arrival. He pleaded that it was out of

his power. " The ship must go," was the answer

;

"the people of Boston and the neighboring towns,

absolutely require and expect it
;

" and they bade

him ask for a clearance and pass, with proper wit-

nesses of his demand. "Were it mine," said a leading

merchant, " I would certainly send it back." * Hutchin-

son acquainted Admiral Montagu with what was pass-

ing; on which the Active and the Kingfisher,

though they had been laid up for the winter, were

sent to guard the passages out of the harbor. At
the same time orders were given by the Governor to

load guns at the Castle, so that no vessel, except

coasters, might go to sea without a permit. He had

no thought of what was to happen ; the wealth of

Hancock, Phillips, Rowe, Dennie, and so many other

men of property, seemed to him a security against

violence

;

2 and he nattered himself,3 that he had in-

creased the perplexities of the Committee.

The decisive day draws nearer and nearer ; on the

morning of Monday, the thirteenth, the Committees

of the five towns are at Faneuil Hall, with that

of Boston. Now that danger was really at hand,

the men of the little town of Maiden offered their

1 Journal of the Committee of 1773; to , 30 Dec. 1773;
Correspondence, vi. 463. Rotch's to Sir F. Bernard, 1 Jan. 1774.

Information before the Privy Coun- 3 Hutchinson to Lord Dartmouth,
oil. 14 Dec. 1773 ; Boston Gazette, 13

2 Hutchinson to Mauduit, Dec. Dec. 1773.
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blood and their treasure ; for that which they once chap.

esteemed the Mother Country, had lost the tender- ^

—

ness of a parent, and "become their great oppressor.1

DefiJ—" We trust in God," wrote the men of Lexington,

" that should the state of our affairs require it, we
shall be ready to sacrifice our estates and every thing

dear in life, yea, and life itself, in support of the

common cause."
2—Whole towns in Worcester Coun-

ty were on tiptoe to come down.3 " Go on, as you

have begun," wrote the Committee of Leicester on

the fourteenth ;
" and do not suffer any of the teas

already come or coming to be landed, or pay one

farthing of duty. You may depend on our aid and

assistance when needed." 4

The line of policy adopted was, if possible, to get

the tea carried back to London uninjured in the ves-

sel in which it came. A Meeting of the people on

Tuesday afternoon directed and as it were "com-

pelled " Eotch, the owner of the Dartmouth, to ap-

ply for a clearance. He did so, accompanied by
Kent, Samuel Adams, and eight others as witnesses.

The Collector was at his lodgings, and refused to

answer till the next morning; the Assemblage, on

their part, adjourned to Thursday the sixteenth, the

last of the twenty days, before it would become le-

gal for the Revenue officers to take possession of the

ship, and so land the teas at the Castle. In the

evening, the Boston Committee finished their pre-

paratory Meetings. After their consultation on Mon-

day with the Committee of the five towns, they had

been together that day and the next, both morning

1 Journal of C. C. 501. s
J. Adams: Works, ix. 835.

2 Original Papers, 495. 4 Journal of 0. 0. vii. 603.
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chap, and eveniDg ; but during the long and anxious period,

—^ their Journal has only this eutry : " No business
1773
Dec* transacted, matter of record." 1

At ten o'clock on the fifteenth, Botch was es-

corted by his witnesses to the Custom-house, where

the Collector and Comptroller unequivocally and

finally refused to grant his ship a clearance, till it

should be discharged of the teas.

Hutchinson began to clutch at victory ; for, said he,

it is notorious the ship cannot pass the Castle with-

out a permit from me, and that I shall refuse. On
that day, the people of Fitchburg pledged their word
" never to be wanting according to their small abil-

ity;" for "they had indeed an ambition to be

known to the world and to posterity as friends to

liberty." The men of Gloucester also expressed their

joy at Boston's glorious opposition, cried with one

voice that " no tea subject to a duty should be landed

in their town," and held themselves ready for the last

appeal.

The morning of Thursday the sixteenth of De-

cember, 1773, dawned upon Boston, a day by far the

most momentous in its annals. Beware, little town

;

count the cost, and know well, if you dare defy

the wrath of Great Britain, and if you love exile

and poverty and death rather than submission.

The town of Portsmouth held its Meeting on that

morning, and, with six only protesting, its people

adopted the principles of Philadelphia, appointed

their Committee of Correspondence, and resolved to

make common cause with the Colonies. At ten

1 Journal of Committee of Correspondence, vi. 463, 464.
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o'clock the people of Boston with at least two thou- chap.

sand men from the country, assembled in the Old -^—
South. A report was made that Rotch had been d^'
refused a clearance from the Collector. "Then," said

they to him, " protest immediately against the Cus-

tom-house, and apply to the Governor for his pass,

so that your vessel may this very day proceed on her

voyage for London."

The Governor had stolen away to his country

house at Milton. Bidding Rotch make all haste, the

Meeting adjourned to three in the afternoon. At
that hour Rotch had not returned. It was inciden-

tally voted, as other towns had already done, to

abstain totally from the use of tea ; and every town

was advised to appoint its Committee of inspection,

to prevent the detested tea from coming within any

of them. Then, since the Governor might refuse his

pass, the momentous question recurred, "Whether

it be the sense and determination of this body to

abide by their former Resolutions with respect to the

not suffering the tea to be landed." On this question

Samuel Adams and Young 1 addressed the Meeting,

which was become far the most numerous ever held

in Boston, embracing seven thousand men.2 There

was among them a patriot of fervid feeling
;
passion-

ately devoted to the liberty of his country; still

young ; his eye bright, his cheek glowing with hectic

fever. He knew that his strength was ebbing. The

work of vindicating American freedom must be

done soon, or he will be no party to the great

achievement. He rises, but it is to restrain, and

1 Dr. Wm. Tyler's Deposition. 2
S. Adams to A. Lee. 21 Dec

1773.
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chap, being truly brave and truly resolved, he speaks

—A~ the language of moderation :
" Shouts and hosannas

Dec<
* will not terminate the trials of this day, nor popular

resolves, harangues, and acclamations vanquish our

foes. We must be grossly ignorant of the value of

the prize for which we contend, of the power com-

bined against us, of the inveterate malice and insati-

able revenge which actuate our enemies, public and

private, abroad and in our bosom, if we hope that we
shall end this controversy without the sharpest con-

flicts. Let us consider the issue, before we advance

to those measures, which must bring on the most try-

ing and terrible struggle this country ever saw."

Thus spoke the younger Quincy. "Now that the

hand is to the plough," said others, " there must be

no looking back," 1 and the whole Assembly of seven

thousand voted unanimously that the tea should not

be landed.

It had been dark for more than an hour. The

Church in which they met was dimly lighted ; when

at a quarter before six Eotch appeared, and satisfied

the people by relating that the Governor had refus-

ed him a pass, because his ship was not properly

cleared. As soon as he had finished his report, Sam-

uel Adams rose and gave the word :
" This Meeting

can do nothing more to save the country." 2 On the

instant a shout was heard at the porch ; the war-

whoop resounded ; a body of men, forty or fifty
8 in

number, disguised as Indians, passed by the door

;

and encouraged by Samuel Adams, Hancock and

others, repaired to Griffin's wharf, posted guards to

1 William Turner's Deposition. before the Privy Council.
3 Francis Rotch's Information 3

J. D. Whitworth's Deposition.
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present the intrusion of spies, took possession of the chap.

three tea-ships, and in about three hours, three hun- —

^

. 1773
dred and forty chests of tea, being the whole quan- peCt

*

tity that had been imported, were emptied into

the bay without the least injury to other proper-

ty. " All things were conducted with great order,

decency, and perfect submission to government." 1

The people around, as they looked on, were so still,

that the noise of breaking open the tea-chests
2 was

plainly heard. A delay of a few hours would have

placed the tea under the protection of the Admiral

at the Castle. After the work was done, the town

became as still and calm, as if it had been holy time.

The men from the country that very night carried

back the great news to their villages.

The next morning the Committee of Correspond-

ence appointed Samuel Adams and four others, to

draw up a declaration of what had been done. They
sent Paul Revere as express with the information to

New-York and Philadelphia.

The height of joy that sparkled in the eyes and

animated the countenances and the hearts of the

patriots as they met one another, is unimaginable.3

The Governor, meantime, was consulting his books

and his lawyers to make out, that the Resolves of the

meeting were treasonable. Threats were muttered of

arrests ; of executions ; of transportation of the ac-

cused to England; while the Committee of Corres-

pondence pledged themselves to support and vindi-

cate each other and all persons who had shared in

their effort. The country was united with the town,

1 John Adams to James Warren, 2 Hugh Williamson's Deposition.
17 Dec. 1773. s

S. Adams to A. Lee, 21 Dec.
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chap, and the Colonies with one another more firmly than

—^ ever.1 The Philadelphians unanimously approved

Dec wna^ Boston had done.2 New-York,3
all impatient

at the winds which had driven its tea-ship off the

coast, was resolved on following the example.

In South Carolina the ship with two hundred and

fifty-seven chests of tea, arrived on the second of

December ; the spirit of opposition ran very high

;

but the consignees were persuaded to resign, so that

though the Collector after the twentieth day seized

the dutiable article, there was no one to vend it or

to pay the duty, and it perished in the cellars where

it was stored.

Late on Saturday, the twenty-fifth, news reached

Philadelphia, that its tea-ship was at Chester. It was

met four miles below the town, where it came to an-

chor. On Monday, at an hour's notice, five thousand

men collected in a Town Meeting ; at their instance,

the consignee who came as passenger resigned; and

the Captain agreed to take his ship and cargo direct-

ly back to London ; and to sail the very next day.4

"The Ministry had chosen the most effectual mea-

sures to unite the Colonies. The Boston Committee

were already in close correspondence with the other

New England Colonies, with New-York and Pennsyl-

vania. Old jealousies were removed and perfect har-

mony subsisted between all."
5 "The heart of the

King was hardened against them like that of Pha-

1 Cooper to Franklin, 17 Dec. 4 Geo. Clymer and Thomas Mif-

1773 ; S. Adams to James Warren, flin to Samuel Adams, 27 Dec.
28 Dec. 1773. 1773.

2 Clymer and Mifflin to S. Adams. 5
S. Adams to James Warren, 28

3 Haldimand to Dartmouth, 28 Dec. 1773.

Dec 1773.
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raoli ;

" 1 and none believed he would relent. Union, ohap.

therefore, was the cry ; a union which should reach —^
'
L from Florida to the icy plains " of Canada. " Iso time jyQC [

is to be lost," said the Boston Press ;
" a Congress or a

Meeting of the American States is indispensable ; and

what the people wills, shall be effected."
2 Samuel

Adams was in his glory.3 He had led Boston to be

foremost in duty, and cheerfully offer itself as a sacri-

fice for the liberties of mankind.

Compare A. Lee to S. Adams, s Hutchinson to , 30 Dec.
Dec. 1773. 1773.

3 Boston Gazette, 27 Dec. 1773

;

977, 1, 2 and 3.
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CHAPTER LI.

the king in council insults the great american plebeian.

December, 1773

—

February, 1774.

chap. The just man covered with the opprobrium of
W2T" crime and meriting all the honors of virtue, i3

Dec! the sublimest spectacle that can appear on earth.

Against Franklin were arrayed the Court, the

Ministry, the Parliament, and an all-pervading so-

cial influence ; but he only assumed a firmer de-

meanor and a loftier tone. On delivering to Lord

Dartmouth the Address to the King for the re-

moval of Hutchinson and Oliver, he gave assur-

ances, that the people of Massachusetts aimed at no

novelties ; that " having lately discovered the authors

of their grievances to be some of their own people,

their resentment against Britain was thence much
abated." The Secretary promised at once to lay the

Petition before the King, and expressed his "plea-

sure " at the communication as well as his " earnest

hope " for the restoration " of the most perfect tran-

quillity and happiness." It had been the unquestion-

able duty of the Agent of the Province to communi-
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cate proof that Hutchinson and Oliver were conspir- chap.

ino; against its Constitution ; to bring- censure on the *—^
• • • 1773

act, it was necessary to raise a belief that the evi- pec

'

dence had been surreptitiously obtained. To that

end Hutchinson was unwearied in his entreaties ; but

William Whately the Banker, who was his brother's

executor, was persuaded that the letters in question

had never been in his hands, and refused to cast im-

putations on any one.

The newspaper Press was therefore employed to

spread a rumor that they had been dishonestly ob-

tained through John Temple. The anonymous cal-

umny which was attributed to Bernard, Knox, and

Mauduit, was denied by one calling himself " a Mem-
ber of Parliament,'

1 who also truly affirmed, that the

letters which were sent to Boston, had never been in

the executor's hands. Again the Press declared,

what was also true, that Whately, the executor, had

submitted files of his brother's letters to Temple's

examination, who, it was insinuated, had seized the

opportunity to purloin them. Temple repelled the

charge instantly and successfully.
1 Whately, the ex-

ecutor, never made a suggestion that the letters had

been taken away by Temple, and always believed the

contrary

;

2 but swayed not so much by the solicita-

tions of Hutchinson and Mauduit, as by his sudden

appointment as a banker to the Treasury, he pub-

lished an evasive card, in which he did not relieve

Temple from the implication.

1
J. Temple to the Public Adverti- letters to perfect files, he might

ser, 8 Dec. 1773 ; and for further have found very much Letter ones
reiterated denials, see Almon's for his purpose.

Biog. Anec. 238, 243, 245, 246, 249,
2 Hutchinson's History, iii. 416,

250, 251. 252. If he had gone for and 418.
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chap. A duel-followed between Temple and Whately,

—^ without witnesses ; then newspaper altercations on the

Dec
* incidents of the meeting; till another duel seemed

likely to ensue. Gushing, the timid Speaker of the

Massachusetts Assembly, to whom the letters had

been officially transmitted, begged that he might

not be known as having received them, lest it should

be " a damage " to him ; the Member of Parliament,

who had had them in his possession, never permitted

himself to be named; Temple, who risked offices

producing a thousand pounds a year, publicly denied

"any concern in procuring or transmitting them."

To prevent bloodshed, Franklin assumed the undivid-

ed responsibility, from which every one else was dis-

posed to shrink. "I," said he, "I alone am the

person who obtained and transmitted to Boston the

letters in question.
1 ' 1 His ingenuousness exposed him

to " unmerited abuse " in every company and in every

newspaper, and gave his enemies an opening to reject

publicly the Petition ; which otherwise would have

been dismissed without parade.2

1774. On Tuesday the eleventh of January, Franklin for

Massachusetts, and Mauduit, with Wedderburn, for

Hutchinson and Oliver, appeared before the Privy

Council. " I thought," said Franklin, " that this had

been a matter of politics, and not of law, and have

not brought any counsel." The hearing was, there-

fore, adjourned to Saturday the twenty-ninth. Mean-

time .the Ministry and the courtiers expressed their

1 B. Franklin, Agent for the approved this act of Franklin.

House of Representation of the "Me, me, adsum qui feci, in me
Massachusetts Bay, to the Printers convertite ferrum."

of the Public Advertiser. The 2 Annual Register for 1774, page
faultless poet of Rome would have 8C ;

" unmerited abuse."
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ras:e against him ; and talked of his dismissal from chap.
. . . ii

office, of Iris arrest,
1 and imprisonment at Newgate; —^

of a search among his papers for proofs of Treason
; Jan

'

while Wedderburn openly professed the intention to

inveigh personally against him. He was also harass-

ed with a subpoena from the Chancellor, to attend

Ills Court at the suit of William Whately, respect-

ing the letters.

The public sentiment was, moreover, embittered

by accounts that the Americans would not suffer the

landing of the tea. The zeal of the Colonists was

unabated. On New-Year's eve, a half chest of

tea, picked up in Roxbury, was burned on Boston

Common ; on the twentieth, three barrels of Bohea

tea were burned in State Street. On the twenty-

fifth John Malcolm, a North Briton, who had been

aid to Governor Tryon in his war against the Re-

gulators, and was now a preventive officer in the

Customs, having indiscreetly provoked the populace,

was seized, tarred and feathered, and paraded under

the gallows.

The General Court also assembled, full of a deter-

mination to compel the Judges to refuse the salaries

proffered by the King. Enough of the prevalence of

this spirit was known in England, to raise a greater

clamor against the Americans, than had ever before

existed. Hypocrites, traitors, rebels and villains were

the softest epithets applied to them; 2 and some

menaced war, and would have given full scope to

sanguinary rancor. On the twenty-seventh, the

1 Franklin to Cushing, 15 Feb. Gage, of 3 June, 1774.
1774; in Works iv. 108, confirmed 2 Nicholas Ray to W. S. Johnson,
by the letter of Dartmouth to Gen. London, 4 April, 1774.
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chap. Government received official information,1 that the

—X- people of Boston had thrown the tea overboard, and

jan>
' this event swelled the anger against the Americans.

In this state of public feeling, Franklin on the

twenty-ninth, assisted by Dunning and John Lee,

came before the Privy Council, to advocate the re-

moval of Hutchinson and Oliver, in whose behalf

appeared Israel Mauduit, the old adviser of the

Stamp Tax ; and Wedderburn the Solicitor General.

It was a day of great expectation. Thirty-five Lords

of the Council were present ; a larger number than

had ever attended a hearing ; and the room was

filled with a crowded audience, among whom were

Priestley, Jeremy Bentham and Edmund Burke.

The Petition and accompanying papers having

been read, Dunning asked on the part of his clients

the reason of his being ordered to attend.2 " No
cause," said he, " is instituted ; nor do we think advo-

cates necessary ; nor are they demanded on the part

of the Colony. The Petition is not in the nature of

accusation, but of advice and request. It is an Ad-

dress to the King's wisdom, not an application for

criminal justice ; when referred to the Council, it is a

matter for political prudence, not for judicial determi-

nation. The matter, therefore, rests wholly in your

Lordships' opinion of the propriety or impropriety of

continuing persons in authority, who are represented

by legal bodies, competent to such representation, as

having (whether on sufficient or insufficient grounds)

entirely forfeited the confidence of the Assemblies

1 Hutchinson to Dartmouth, 17 2 Shelburne to Chatham, 3 Feb.
Dec. 1773, received 27 January, 1774.
1774.
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whom they were to act with, and of the people chap.

whom they were to govern. The resolutions on which ^-^
that representation is founded, lie before your Lord- Jan

*

ships, together with the letters from which they arose.

" If your Lordships should think that these actions

which appear to the Colony Representative to be

faulty, ought in other places to appear meritorious,

the Petition has not desired that the parties should

be punished as criminals for these actions of supposed

merit ; nor even that they may not be rewarded. It

only requests that these gentlemen may be removed

to places where such merits are better understood,

and such rewards may be more approved." 1 He
spoke well, and was seconded by Lee.2

The question as presented by Dunning, was al-

ready decided in favor of the Petitioners ; it was the

universal opinion that Hutchinson ought to be super-

seded. "Wedderburn changed the issue, as if Frank-

lin were on trial ; and in a speech which was a con-

tinued tissue of falsehood and ribaldry, turned his

invective against the Petitioners and their Mes-

senger. Of all men, Franklin was the most impor-

tant in any attempt at conciliation. He was the

Agent of the two great Colonies of Massachusetts

and Pennsylvania, and also of New Jersey and

Georgia; was the friend of Edmund Burke, who
was Agent for New-York. All the troubles in Brit-

ish colonial policy had grown out of the neglect of his

advice, and there was no one who could have mecli-

1 Report of the speech of the Committee of Correspondence of

Counsel of the Province, in a letter the New-York Assembly.

from Edmund Burke, the Agent of 2 Burke to Rockingham, 1 or 2
the Colony of New-York to the of Feb. 1774 ; in Corr. i. 453.
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chap, ated like him between the Metropolis and the Ame-
—X- ricans. He was now thrice venerable, from grenius,

j'juj/
fame in the world of science, and age, being already

nearly threescore years and ten. This man Wedder-

burn, turning from the real question, employed all

the cunning powers of distortion and misrepresenta-

tion to abuse. With an absurdity of application

which the Lords of the Privy Council were too much
prejudiced to observe, he drew a parallel between

Boston and Capri, Hutchinson and Sejanus, the hum-

ble Petition of the Massachusetts Assembly, and a

verbose and grand epistle of the Emperor Tiberius.

Franklin, whose character was most benign, and who
from obvious motives of mercy had assumed the sole

responsibility of obtaining the letters, he described as

a person of the most deliberate malevolence, realizing

in life what poetic fiction only had penned for the

breast of a bloody African. The speech of Hutchinson,

challenging a discussion of the Supremacy of Parlia-

ment, had been not only condemned by public opin-

ion in England, but disapproved by the Secretary of

State ; Wedderburn pronounced it " a masterly one,"

which had " stunned the faction." Franklin, for

twenty years had exerted his wonderful powers as

the great conciliator, had never once employed

the American press to alarm the American peo-

ple, but had sought to prevent the Parliamentary

taxation of America, by private and successful re-

monstrance during the time of the Pelhams ; by

seasonable remonstrance with Grenville against the

Stamp Act ; by honest and true answers to the inqui-

ries of the House of Commons ; by the best of advice

to Shelburne. When sycophants sought by flattery

to mislead the Minister for America, he had given
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correct information and safe counsel to the Ministry of chap.

Grafton, and repeated it emphatically, and in writing v-^~

to the Ministry of North ; but Wedderburn stigma- jan#
'

tized this wise and hearty lover of both countries as

" a true incendiary." The letters which had been writ-

ten by public men in public offices on public affairs,

to one who formed an integral part of the body that

had been declared to possess absolute power over

America, and which had been written for the purpose

of producing a tyrannical exercise of that absolute

power, he called private. Hutchinson had solicited

the place held by Franklin, from which Franklin was

to be dismissed ; this fact was suppressed, and the

wanton falsehood substituted, that Franklin had de-

sired the Governor's office, and had basely planned
" his rival's overthrow." Franklin had inclosed the

letters officially to the Speaker of the Massachusetts

Assembly, without a single injunction of secrecy with

regard to the sender ; Wedderburn maintained that

they were sent anonymously and secretly ; and by an

argument founded on a misstatement, but which he

put forward as irrefragable, he pretended to convict

Franklin of having obtained the letters by fraudu-

lent and corrupt means, or of having stolen them

from the person who stole them.1

The Lords of Council as he spoke, cheered him on

by their laughter ; and the cry of " Hear him, Hear

him," burst repeatedly from a body, which professed

to be sitting in judgment as the highest Court of Ap-

peal for the Colonies, and yet encouraged the advo-

cate of one of the parties to insult a public envoy,

1 Wm. Temple's, Franklin, ii. 401.
vol. vi.—32
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chap, present only as the person delivering the Petition of

—r^ a great and loyal Colony. Meantime the gray-haired

Jan>
* Franklin, whom Kant, the noblest philosopher of that

age, had called the modern Prometheus, stood con-

spicuously erect, confronting his vilifier and the Privy

Council, compelled to listen while calumny, in the

service of lawless force, aimed a death-blow at his

honor, and his virtues called on God and man to see

how unjustly he suffered.

The reply of Dunning, who was very ill and was

fatigued by standing so long, % could scarcely be

heard; and that of Lee produced no impression.

There was but one place in England where fit repara-

tion could be made ; and there was but one man who
had the eloquence and the courage and the weight of

character to effect the atonement. For the present,

Franklin must rely on the approval of the monitor

within his own breast. " I have never been so sensible

of the power of a good conscience," said he to Priest-

ley ; "for if I had not considered the thing for which I

have been so much insulted, as one of the best actions

of my life, and what I should certainly do again in

the same circumstances, I could not have supported

it." But it was not to him, it was to the people of

Massachusetts, and to New England, and to all Amer
ica, that the insult was offered through their Agent.

Franklin and Wedderburn parted; the one to

spread the celestial fire of freedom among men ; to

1 On this hearing, besides the tuents, Feb. 1774; Same to Rock-
newspaper reports of the day, the ingham ; Same to Charles Lee

;

accounts by witnesses are : The Dartmouth to Hutchinson ; Arthur
pamphlet of Mauduit and Wedder- Lee to Samuel Adams, 31 January,
burn; Franklin's Report as Agent 1774; Letter of Priestly, 10 Nov.
to his Constituents; Account left 1802; Observations of Edward
by Franklin ; Edmund Burke as Bancroft.
Agent of New-York to his Consti-
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make his name a cherished household word in every

nation of Europe ; and in the beautiful language of

Washington, " to be venerated for benevolence, to be j

admired for talents, to be esteemed for patriotism, to

be beloved for philanthropy;" the other childless,

though twice wedded, unbeloved, wrangling with

the patron who had impeached his veracity, busy

only in "getting every thing he could" 1
in the way

of titles and riches, as the wages of corruption

Franklin when he died, had nations for his mourners,

and the great and the good throughout the world as

his eulogists ; when Wedderburn died, there was no

man to mourn ; no senate spoke his praise ; no poet

embalmed his memory ; and his King, hearing that

he was certainly dead, said only, " He has not left a

greater knave behind him in my dominions." 2 The

report of the Lords which had been prepared before-

hand, was immediately signed ; and " they went away,

almost ready to throw up their hats for joy, as if by

the vehement Philippic against the hoary-headed

Franklin, they had obtained a triumph." 3

And who were the Lords of the Council, that

thus thought to mark and brand the noblest repre-

sentative of free labor who for many a year had

earned his daily bread as apprentice, journeyman, or

mechanic, and " knew the heart of the working man," 4

and felt for the people o^ whom he remained one ?

If they who upon that occasion pretended to sit in

judgment had never come into being, whom among

them all would humanity have missed ? But how
would it have suffered if Franklin had not lived

!

1 Geo. III. in Campbell. 3 0. J. Fox's Speeches, vi. 527.
2 Brougham on Loughborough. * Kingsley's Alton Locke.

CHAP
Li.

1774
an.
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chap. The men in power who on that day sought to rob

—r—' Franklin of his good name, wounded him on the next
1774 • .

Jan#
' in his fortunes,

1 by turning him out of his place in

the British American Post Office. That institution

had yielded no revenue till he organized it, and yield-

ed none after his dismissal.

Feb. On Tuesday the first of February, the Earl of

Buckinghamshire, who had attended the Privy Coun-

cil, went to the House of Lords, " to put the Ministry in

mind that he was to be bought by private contract." 2

Moving for the Boston Correspondence, he said,

a The question is no longer about the liberty of

North America, but whether we are to be free or

slaves to our Colonies. Franklin is here, not as the

Agent of a Province, but as an Ambassador from the

States of America. His embassy to us is like nothiug

but that sent by Louis XIV. to the Bepublic of Ge-

noa, commanding the doge to come and appease

the Grand Monarch, by prostrating himself at Ver-

sailles."
—

" Such language is wild," replied the Earl

of Stair. " Humanity, commercial policy, and the pub-

lic necessities dictate a very contrary one."—" I would

not throw cold water on the noble Lord's zeal," said

the good Lord Dartmouth ; as he made the request

that further despatches might be waited for.

Superior to injury, Franklin, or as Rockingham

called him, the "magnanimous" "old man," 3
still

sought for conciliation, and seizing the moment when

he was sure of all sympathies, he wrote to his consti-

tuents to begin the work, by making compensation to

1 Mignet's Life of Franklin. night, February 2, 1774; Burke's
2 The phrase is Edmund Burke's, Corr. i. 452. [Tuesday was Feb. 1.]

Burke to Kockinghain, Tuesday 3 Albemarle, ii. 302.
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tlie East India Company before any compulsive mea- chap

sures were thought of.
1 But events were to proceed »—^~

as they had been ordered. Various measures were F
'

eb#

'

talked of for altering the Constitution of the Gov-

ernment in Massachusetts, and for prosecuting indivi-

duals. The opinion in town was very general, that

America would submit ; that Government was taken

by surprise when they repealed the Stamp Act, and

that all might be recovered.2

The King was obstinate, had no one near him to

explain the true state of things in America, and ad-

mitted no misgivings except for not having sooner en-

forced the claims of authority. On- the fourth day

of February, he consulted the American Commander-

in-Chief who had recently returned from New-York.

"I am willing to go back at a day's notice," said

Gage, " if coercive measures are adopted. They will

be lions, while we are lambs; but if we take the

resolute part, they will undoubtedly prove very

meek. Four regiments sent to Boston will be suffi-

cient to prevent any disturbance." The King re-

ceived these opinions as certainly true ; and wished

their adoption. He would enforce the claim of

authority at all hazards.3 " All men," said he, " now
feel, that the fatal compliance in IT6 6 has increased

the pretensions of the Americans to absolute indepen-

dence." 4 In the letters of Hutchinson, he saw no-

thing to which the least exception could be taken

;

5

and condemned the Address of Massachusetts, of

1 Franklin to Thomas Cushing, s Dartmouth to Haldimand, 5
Samuel Adams, John Hancock, Feb. 1774.

William Phillips. MS. letter in my 4 From letters communicated to
possession. me by Lady Charlotte Lindsay.

a Shelburne to Chatham, Chat. 6 Hutchinson's Diary.

Corr. iv. 324
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chap, which every word was true, as the production of
LI.

" falsehood and malevolence."

^eb>
* Accordingly on the seventh day of February, in

the Court at St. James's, the report of the Privy

Council was read, embodying the vile insinuations of

Wedderburn ; and the Petition which Franklin had

presented,'and which expressed the exact truth, was

described as formed on false allegations, and was dis-

missed by the King as "groundless, vexatious and

scandalous."
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CHAPTER LH.

THE CRISIS.

Februaky—May, 1774.

The passions of the British Ministry were encour- chap.

aged by the British people, who resented the denial ^L
of its supremacy and made the cause of Parlia- j^'

ment its own.1 The current ran against the Ameri-

cans; and the Ministry, overruling the lingering

scruples of Dartmouth and Lord North, decided that

there existed a rebellion which required not concilia-

tion but coercion. Inquiries were made with the

object of enabling the King to proceed in "Eng-

land against the ringleaders," and inflict on them

immediate and exemplary punishment. But after

laborious examinations before the Privy Council, and

the close attention of Thurlow and "Wedderburn, it

appeared that British law and the British Constitu-

tion set bounds to the anger of the Government,

which gave the first evidence of its weakness by ac-

knowledging a want of power to wreak its will.

During the delay attending an appeal to Parlia-

1 Edmund Burke in VanSchaack's VanSchaack, 19, and Yardell, 26.
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chap, ment, pains were taken to quiet the Bourbon powers.

—^ The Secretary of State would speak with the French

Feb>
* Minister of nothing but harmony. "Never," said

he in like manner to Pignatelli,1 the Representative

of Spain, " never was the union between Versailles,

Madrid and London, so solid; I see nothing that

can shake it." Yet the old distrust lurked under the

pretended confidence.2

The Government at the time encountered no for-

midable opposition. One day in February, Charles

James Fox, who was of the Treasury Board, severely

censured Lord North for want of decision and cou-

rage. The King was " greatly incensed at his pre-

sumption." " That young man," said the King, " has

so thoroughly cast off every principle of common
honor and honesty, that he must become as contemp-

tible as he is odious." He was therefore dismissed

from office at this critical moment in American af-

fairs ; and being unconnected, he was left free to fol-

low his own bold and generous impulses. He was

soon " to discover powers for regular debate, which

neither his friends hoped nor his enemies dreaded."

He could not only take the vast compass of a great

question, but with singular and unfailing sagacity,

could detect the decisive point on which it turned.

In his habits, he delighted in excess ; he squandered

recklessly at the gaming table, what his father

had taken anxious years to hoard ; but with all his

vices and extravagance, "perhaps no human being

was ever more perfectly exempt from the taint of

malevolence, vanity, or falsehood." Disinterested

1 Gamier to the Duke D'Aiguil- 3 Rochfort to Stormont, 18
Ion, 4 Feb. 1774. March, 1774.
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observers already predicted, that lie would one day chap.

be classed among the greatest statesmen of his coun- ^~
try.

1
Feb.

The cause of liberty obtained in him a friend

who was independent of party allegiance and tradi-

tions, just at the time when the passion for ruling

America by the central authority was producing

anarchy in the Colonies. In South Carolina, whose

sons esteemed themselves disfranchised on their own
soil by the appointment of strangers to every office,

the Governor had for four years negatived every tax-

bill in the hope of controlling the appropriations. In

North Carolina, the law establishing courts of justice

had expired ; in the conflict of claims of power be-

tween the Governor and the Legislature, every new
law on the subject was negatived, and there were no

courts of any kind in the Province.2 The most or-

derly and best governed part of Carolina was the

self-organized Republic of Watauga, beyond the

mountains, where the settlements were extending

along the Holston, as well as south of the Nolli-

chueky.

Every where an intrepid, hardy and industrious

population, heedless of proclamations, was moving

westward through all the gates of the Alleghanies

;

1 Parmi ceux qui annoncent des pourra produire un jour dans son
talens, M. Charles Fox est le seul pays des effets pareils a ceux qui j
qui en montre de distingues. II a ont a jamais illustre la carriere po-

beaucoup d'esprit, de force d'elo- litique de Milord Chatham." Writ-
qnence, et malgre le derangement, ten in 1773 by the French Am-
sans exeinple de sa conduite et de bassatior De Guines. Memoire sur

ses affaires, la nation est -naturelle- l'Angleterre ; In the French Ar-
ment disposee a la confiance sur chives, Angleterre, Tom. 502.

tout ce qu'il veut lui persuader. Si 2 Martin to Dartmouth, 25 Deo.
ses premiers pas dans ] es affaires 1773. Quincy's Quincj, 121, 123.
sont marques par les succes, il
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chap, seating themselves on the New River and the Green

s3JL. Briar, on the branches of the Monongahela, or even

j^*' making their way to the Mississippi ; accepting from

nature their title-deeds to the unoccupied wilderness.

Connecticut kept in mind, that its Charter bounded its

territory by th.e Pacific. Its daring sons held posses-

sion of the Wyoming Valley ; and learned already to

claim lands westward to the Mississippi, "seven or

eight hundred miles in extent of the finest country

and happiest climate on the Globe. In fifty years,"

said they, " our people will be more than half over

this tract, extensive as it is ; in less than one century,

the whole may become even well cultivated. If

the coming period bears due proportion to that from

the first landing of poor distressed fugitives at Ply-

mouth, nothing that we can in the utmost stretch of

imagination fancy of the state of this country at an

equally future period, can exceed what it will then

be. A commerce will and must arise, indepen-

dent of every thing external, and superior to any

thing ever known in Europe, or of which a European

can have an adequate idea." Thus the statesmen of

Connecticut pleased themselves with pictures of the

happiness of their posterity; and themselves enjoyed

a vivid vision of " the glory of this New World."

*

Already the commerce of Philadelphia and New-
York had outgrown the laws of trade ; and the

Revenue officers in those places, weary of attempts to

enforce them, received what duties were paid almost

as a favor.

Nor was the spirit of independence confined to

the western woodsmen ; the New England people

1 From letters written in February, 1774.
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who dwelt on each, side of the Green Mountains, chap.
• .... in

resisted the jurisdiction which the Royal Government ^~
of New-York would have enforced even at the risk pebt

"

of bloodshed ; and administered their own affairs by
means of permanent Committees.

The people of Massachusetts knew that " they had March

passed the river and cut away the bridge." * Vot-

ing the Judges of the Superior Court ample sala-

ries from the colonial treasury, they called upon

them to refuse the corrupting donative from the

Crown. Four of them yielded; Oliver the Chief

Justice alone refused; the House, therefore, im-

peached him before the Council, and declared him

suspended till the issue of the impeachment. They
began also to familiarize the public mind to the

thought of armed resistance, by ordering some small

purchases of powder on account of the Colony, to

be stored in a building of its own ; and by direct-

ing the purchase of twelve pieces of cannon.

" Don't put off the boat till you know where you

will land," advised the timid. "We must put off

the boat," cried Boston patriots, " even though we
do not know where we shall land."

2 "God will

bring us into a safe harbor," said Hawley.8 " Anar-

chy itself," repeated one to another, " is better than

tyranny." 4

The proposal for a General Congress was deferred

1o the next June ; but the Committees of Correspond-

ence were to prepare the way for it.
5 A circular let-

1
J. Adams, ix. 333. Springfield, a contemporary of

2 Thos. Hutchinson to Col. Wil- Hawley.
liams, Boston, 23 Feb. 1774. * Hutchinson to Col. Williams.

3 Communicated to me by the 6 Hutchinson to Dartmouth, 28
late Jonathan Dwight, Senior, of March.
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chat, ter explained why Massachusetts had been under ths

^-v-w necessity of proceeding so far of itself, and entreated

March f°r its future guidance the benefit of the councils of

the whole country. The firmness was contagious.

Hancock, on the fifth of March, spoke to a crowded

audience in Boston :
" Permit me to suggest a gene-

ral Congress of deputies from the several Houses of

Assembly on the Continent, as the most effectual

method of establishing a union for the security of our

rights and liberties." "Remember," he continued,

" from whom you sprang. Not only pray, but act ; if

necessary, fight and even die for the prosperity of our

Jerusalem ;

" and as he pointed out Samuel Adams,

the vast multitude seemed to promise that in all suc-

ceeding times the great patriot's name, and " the roll

of fellow-patriots, should grace the annals of his-

tory." Nor did a doubt exist that "the present

noble struggle would terminate gloriously for Amer-

ica."

" We must not boast, as he who putteth off the

harness," said Samuel Adams. " It is our duty at all

hazards to preserve the public liberty
;

" and in the

name of Massachusetts, he prepared her last instruc-

tions to Franklin.1 " It will be in vain," such were

his solemn words officially pronounced, " for any to

expect that the people of this country will now be

contented with a partial and temporary relief ; or that

they will be amused by Court promises, while they

see not the least relaxation of grievances. By means

of a brisk correspondence among the several towns in

this Province, they have wonderfully animated and

1
S. Adams : Draft of letter to Franklin, 28 March.
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enlightened each other. They are united in senti- chap.

ments, and their opposition to unconstitutional mea- ^~
sures of Government is become systematical. Colony ^arch

begins to communicate freely with Colony. There

is a common affection among them ; and shortly the

whole Continent will be as united in sentiment and

in their measures of opposition to tyranny, as the

inhabitants of this Province. Their old good will

and affection for the parent country are not totally

lost; if she returns to her former moderation and

good humor, their affection will revive. They wish

for nothing more than a permanent union with her

upon the condition of equal liberty. This is all they

have been contending for ; and nothing short of this

will or ought to satisfy them."

Such w^as the ultimatum of America, sent by one

illustrious son of Boston for the guidance of another.

But the Ministry would not be warned. The sense

of the English people was manifestly with them

;

1

they were persuaded that there was no middle way,

that procrastination and irresolution had produced

numberless evils, but never yet cured one
;

2 that the

American Continent would not interpose to shield

Boston from the necessity of submission.3

On the seventh of March Dartmouth and North

presented to the two Houses a message from the King.

"Nothing," said Lord North, "can be done to re-

establish peace without additional powers from Par-

liament."—"The question now brought to issue,"

Compare Rochford to Stormont, 3 Arthur Lee to S. Adams, 18
20 May, 1774 ; Burke to New-York, March, 1774; Franklin to Cushing,

6 April. 2 April, 1774; and Shelburne to
3 Compare Stormont to Rochford, Chatham, 3 Feb. 1774.

23 March, 1774
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chap, said Eice, on moving the Address, which was to
TIT •>—^ pledge Parliament to the exertion of every means

Marc{,
in its power, " is, whether the Colonies are or are not

the Colonies of Great Britain." Nugent, now Lord

Clare, entreated that there might be no divided

counsels. "On the repeal of the Stamp Act," said

Dowdeswell, " all America was quiet ; but in the fol-

lowing year you would go in pursuit of a pepper-coru,

—you would collect from pepper-corn to pepper-corn,

—you would establish taxes as tests of obedience.

Unravel the whole conduct of America
;
you will find

out the fault is at home." " The dependence of the

Colonies is a part of the Constitution," said Pownall,

the former Governor of Massachusetts. " I hope,

for the sake of this country, for the sake of Amer-

ica, for the sake of general liberty, that this Address

will go with a unanimous vote."

As nothing was proposed but to carry out the De-

claratory Act, no man in England could so little find

fault with the principle of the proposed measures, as

Edmund Burke ; he only taunted the Ministry with

their wavering policy. Lord George Germain de-

rived all the American disturbance from the repeal of

the Stamp tax. Conway pleaded for unanimity. " I

speak," said William Burke, " as an Englishman ; we

applaud ourselves for the struggle we have had for

our Constitution; the Colonists are our fellow-sub-

jects ; they will not lose theirs without a struggle."

Barre applauded the good temper with which the

subject had been discussed, and refused to make any

opposition. "The leading question," said Wedder-

burn, who bore the principal part in the debate, " is

the dependence or independence of America." The

Address was adopted without a division.
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The next day letters arrived from America, mani- chap

festing no change in the conduct of the Colonies, ^v^-

Calumny, with its hundred tongues, exaggerated the March

turbulence of the people, and invented wild tales of

violence. The jests of the Crown officers among one

another were repeated as solemn truths. It was said

at the palace, and the King believed, that there was

in Boston a regular Committee for tarring and feath-

ering ; and that they were next, to use the King's ex-

pression, " to pitch and feather " Hutchinson himself.
1

The press was also employed to rouse the national

pride, till the zeal of the English people for maintain-

ing English supremacy became equal to the passions

of the Ministry. Even the merchants and manufac-

turers were made to believe that their command of

the American market depended on the enforcement

of the British claim of authority.

It was, therefore, to a Parliament and people as

unanimous as when in Grenville's day they sanctioned

the Stamp Act, that Lord North, on the fourteenth

of March, reserving the measures of a more perma-

nent character, opened the first branch of his Ameri-

can plan, for the instant punishment of Boston. The

privilege of its harbor was to be discontinued; and

the port closed against all commerce, not merely till.

it should have indemnified the East India Company,

but until the King should be satisfied that for the

future it would obey the laws. He invited all

branches of the Government, all political parties, alike

those who denied and those who asserted the right to

tax,—Members of Parliament, Peers, Merchants, all

1 Minutes of a conversation of after Hutchinson's arrival from
the King with Hutchinson, just America.
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chap, ranks and degrees of people,—to proceed steadily

^v-w and universally in the one course of maintaining the

Marcj1
authority of Great Britain. Yet it was noticed, that

he spoke of the indispensable necessity of vigorous

measures with an unusual air of languor and modera-

tion.
1

This appeal was successful. Of the few who be-

longed to the Rockingham party, Cavendish ap-

proved the measure, which was but a corollary from

their own Declaratory Act. " After having weighed

the noble Lord's proposition well," said even Barre,

" I cannot help giving it my hearty and determinate

affirmative. I like it, adopt and embrace it for its

moderation." " There is no good plan," urged Fox,

" except the repeal of the taxes forms a part of it."

"The proposition does not fully answer my expec-

tations," said John Calvert ;
" seize the opportunity,

and take away their Charter."

On the eighteenth Lord North by unanimous con-

sent presented to the House the Boston Port Bill.

To its second reading, George Bynge was the only-

one who cried no. "This Bill," said Rose Fuller,

in the debate on the twenty-third, " shuts up one

of the ports of the greatest commerce and conse-

quence in the English Dominions in America. The
North Americans will look upon it as a foolish act of

oppression. You cannot carry this Bill into ex-

ecution but by a military force." "If a military

force is necessary," replied Lord North, " I shall not

hesitate a moment to enforce a due obedience to the

laws of this country." Fox, seizing the very point of

Edmund Burke to the Committee of New-York, 6 April, 1774.

/ C
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the question, would have softened the Bill by open- chap,

ing the port on the payment of indemnity to the ^v-L-

East India Company; and he took care that his Ma^
motion should appear on the journal. " Obedience,"

replied Lord North, " obedience, not indemnification,

will be the test of the Bostonians." " The offence of

the Americans is flagitious," said Van. " The town of

Boston ought to be knocked about their ears, and de-

stroyed. Delenda est Carthago. You will never meet

with proper obedience to the laws of this country,

until you have destroyed that nest of locusts." The
clause to which Fox had objected, was adopted

without any division, and with but one or two nega-

tives.

The popular current, both within doors and with-

out, set strongly against America. It was only for

the acquittal of their own honor and the discharge of

their own consciences,1 that two days later, on the

third reading, Dowdeswell and Edmund Burke,

unsupported by their former friends, spoke very

strongly against a Bill, which punished the innocent

with the guilty, condemned without an opportunity

of defence, deprived the laborer and the sailor of

bread, injured English creditors by destroying the

trade out of which the debts due them were to be

discharged, and ultimately oppressed the English

manufacturer. " You will draw a foreign force upon

you," said Burke ;
" I will not say where that will

end, but think, I conjure you, of the consequences."
u The Resolves at Boston," said Gray Cooper, " are a

direct issue against the Declaratory Act ;
" and half

the Rockingham party went with him. Rose Fuller

1 Edmund Burke to his New-York Constituents.

vol. vi.— 33
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chap! opposed the Bill, unless the tax on tea were also

—v^ repealed. Pownall was convinced that the time was

March not proper for a repeal of the duty on tea. " This

is the crisis," said Lord North, who had by degrees

assumed a style of authority and decision. "The
contest ought to be determined. To repeal the tea

duty or any measure would stamp us with timidity."

" The present Bill," said Johnstone, late Governor of

West Florida, " must produce a Confederacy and will

end in a general revolt." But it passed without a

division, and very unfairly went to the Lords as the

unanimous voice of the Commons. The King cheered

his Minister on by sneers at "the feebleness and

futility of the Opposition."

*

In the midst of the general anger, a book was

circulating in England, on the interest of Great Bri-

tain in regard to the Colonies, and the only means of

living in peace and harmony with them, which judg-

ed the past and estimated the future with contem-

plative calmness and unerring sagacity. Its author Jo-

siah Tucker, Dean of Gloucester, a most loyal church-

man, though an apostle of Free Trade, saw clearly,

that the reduction of Canada had put an end to the

sovereignty of the Mother Country ; that it is in the

very nature of all Colonies, and of the Americans

more than others, to aspire after independence. He
would not suffer things to go on as they had lately

done, for that would only make the Colonies more

headstrong ; nor attempt to persuade them to send

over a certain number of deputies or representatives

to sit in Parliament, for the prosecution of that scheme

King to Lord North, 23 March, 1774.
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could only end in furnishing a justification to tie chap

Mother Country for making war against them ; nor J^
have recourse to arms, for the event was uncertain, ^rch
and England if successful, could still never treat Ame-
rica as an enslaved people, or govern them against

their own inclinations. There remained but one wise

solution ; and it was to declare the North American
Colonies, to be a free and independent people.

"If we separate from the Colonies," it was ob-

jected, "we shall lose their trade." "Why so?"

answered Tucker. "The Colonies will trade even

with their bitterest enemies in the hottest of a

war, provided they shall find it their interest so to

do. The question before us will turn on this single

point : .Can the Colonists, in a general way, trade

with any other European State to greater advantage

than they can with Great Britain ? If they cannot,

we shall retain their custom ;

" and he demonstrated

that England was for America, the best market and

the best storehouse ; that the prodigious increase of

British trade was due not to prohibition, but to the

suppression of various monopolies, and exclusive com-

panies for foreign trade; to the repeal of taxes on

raw materials ; to the improvements, inventions and

discoveries for the abridgment of labor ; to roads, .

canals, and better postal arrangements. The measure

would not decrease shipping and navigation, or di-

minish the breed of sailors.

But " if we give up the Colonies," it was pretended,

" the French will take immediate possession of them."
n The Americans," resumed Tucker, " cannot brook

our Government ; will they glory in being numbered

among the slaves of the grand Monarch ? " " Will you

leave the Church of England in America to suffer per-
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chap, secution ? " asked tlie Churchmen. " Declare North

v-^-^ America independent," replied Tucker, " and all their

March fears of ecclesiastical authority will vanish away ; a

Bishop will be no longer looked upon as a monster

but as a man; and an Episcopate may then take

place." No Minister, he confessed, would dare, as

things were then circumstanced, to do so much good

to his country ; neither would their opponents wish

to see it done ; and " yet," he added, " measures

evidently right will prevail at last."

An honest love of liberty revealed the same

truth to John Cartwright. The young enthusiast

was firmly persuaded that the species, as well as

individuals of mankind, obtains knowledge, wisdom,

and virtue progressively, so that its latter days will

be more wise, peaceable, and pious, than the ear-

lier periods of its existence. He was destined to

pass his life in efforts to purify the British Consti-

tution, which, as he believed, had within itself the

seeds of immortality. "With the fervid language of

sincerity he now advocated the freedom of his Ame-
rican kindred; and proclaimed American indepen-

dence to be England's interest and glory.1

Thus spoke the forerunners of free trade and re-

form. But the infatuated people turned from

them to indulge unsparingly in ridicule and illiberal

jests on the Bostonians, whom the iron hand of power

was extended to chastise and subdue. At the meet-

ing of the Commons, on the twenty-eighth, Lord

North asked leave to bring in a Bill for regulating

the government of the Province of Massachusetts Bay

1 Cartwiight's American Independence, &c. Letter vi. March 27, 1774.
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On this occasion, Lord George Germain showed him- chap.

self anxious to take a lead. " I wish," said he, " to see —<~~>

the Council of that country on the same footing as March

that of other Colonies. Put an end to their Town
Meetings. I would not have men of a mercantile cast

every day collecting themselves together and debating

about political matters. I would have them follow

their occupations as merchants, and not consider

themselves as Ministers of that country. I would wish

that all corporate powers might be given to certain

people in every town, in the same manner that cor-

porations are formed here. Their grand juries, their

petty juries, require great regulation. I would wish

to bring the Constitution of America, as similar to

our own as possible ; to see the Council of that coun-

try similar to a House of Lords in this ; to see Chan-

cery suits determined by a Court of Chancery. At
present their Assembly is a downright clog; their

Council thwart and oppose the security and welfare

of that Government. You have, sir, no Government,

no Governor; the whole are the proceedings of a tu-

multuous and riotous rabble, who ought, if they had

the least prudence, to follow their mercantile employ-

ment, and not trouble themselves with politics and

government, which they do not understand. Some

gentlemen say, ' Oh, don't break their charter ; don't

take away rights granted them by the predecessors

of the Crown.' Whoever wishes to preserve such

Charters, I wish him no worse than to govern such

subjects. By a manly perseverance, things may be

restored from anarchy and confusion to peace, quie-

tude, and obedience."

" I thank the noble Lord," said Lord North, " for

every one of the propositions he has held out ; they
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chap, are worthy of a great mind;, I see their propriety,

^-~ and wish to adopt them ;

" and the House directed

March North, Thurlow, and Wedderbnrn to prepare and

bring in a bill accordingly.

On the twenty-ninth of March, the Boston Port

Bill underwent in the House of Lords a fuller and

fairer discussion. The rightness of mind of Rock

ingham impelled him to resist it with firmness,

and the Duke of Richmond ardently supported

him. " Nothing can justify the Ministers hereafter,"

said Temple, " except the town of Boston proving in

an actual state of rebellion." The good Lord Dart-

mouth, who sincerely desired to see lenient measures

adopted, showed his disposition by calling what pass-

ed in Boston commotion, not open rebellion. Lord

Mansfield, a man "in the cool decline of life," ac-

quainted only with the occupations of peace, a civil

magistrate, covered with judicial purple and ermine

that should have no stain of blood, with eyes broad

open to the consequences, rose to take the guidance of

the House out of the hands of the faltering Minister.

" What passed in Boston," said he, " is the last overt

act of High Treason, proceeding from our over lenity

and want of foresight. It is, however, the luckiest

event that could befall this country, for all may now

be recovered. Compensation to the East India Com-

pany I regard as no object of the Bill.
1 The sword is

drawn,2 and you must throw away the scabbard.8

Pass this Act, and you will be passed the Rubicon.4

The Americans will then know that we shall tempo-

1 Shelburne to Chatham, 4 April, mon's Biographical Anecdotes, i.

1774; in Chatham's Corr. iv. 339. 35.
2 Life of Lord Mansfield in Al- 3 Speech of Barre, 2 May, 1774.

4 Garnier to D'Aiguillon, 8 April.
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rize no longer ; if it passes with tolerable unanimity, chap.

Boston will submit, and all will end in a victory with- ~^-—

out carnage." 1 In vain did Camden meet the ques- March

tion fully, and return very nearly to his former prin-

ciples ; in vain did Shelburne prove the tranquil and

loyal condition in which he had left the Colonies on

giving up their administration. There was no divi-

sion in the House of Lords, and its Journal, like that

of the Commons, declares that the Boston Port Bill

passed unanimously. The King in person made haste

to give it his approval. Boston has now no option

but to claim entire independence, or to approach the

throne as a penitent, and promise for the future pas-

sive "obedience" to British "laws" in all cases what-

soever.

The immediate repeal of the tax on tea and its ApriL

Preamble remained the only possible avenue to con-

ciliation. It was moved by Bose Fuller on the nine-

teenth of April, and gave rise to a long and animated

debate. The subject in its connections was the grav-

est that could engage attention, involving the pros-

perity of England, the tranquillity of the British

empire, the principles of colonization, and the liber-

ties of mankind. But Cornwall, speaking for the

ministers, stated the question to be simply, " whether

the whole of British authority over America should

be taken away." On this occasion, Edmund Burke,

indignant at the tyranny that was menaced, pro-

nounced an oration such as had never been heard in

the British Parliament. His boundless stores of

knowledge came obedient at his command ; and his

Shelburne to Chatham.
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C
lii

P
* thoughts an(i arguments, the facts which he cited,

'wZ7' and his glowing appeals, fell naturally into their

April, places ; so that his long and elaborate speech seemed

to "burst from his mind as one harmonious and un-

broken emanation. He first demonstrated that the

repeal of the tax . would be productive of unmixed

good ; he then surveyed comprehensively the whole

series of the Parliamentary proceedings with regard

to America, in their causes and their consequences.

After exhausting the subject, he entreated Parliament

to " reason not at all," but to " oppose the ancient

policy and practice of the empire, as a rampart

against the speculations of innovators on both sides

of the question."

" Again and again," such was his entreaty, " revert

to your old principles—seek peace and ensue it

—

leave America, if she has taxable matter, to tax her-

self. Be content to bind America by laws of trade

;

you have always done it. Let this be your reason

for binding their trade. Do not burden them by
taxes

;
you were not used to do so from the begin-

ning. Let this be your reason for not taxing. These

are the arguments of states and kingdoms. Leave

the rest to the schools. The several provincial

Legislatures ought all to be subordinate to the Par-

liament of Great Britain. She, as from the throne of

Heaven, superintends and guides and controls them

all. To coerce, to restrain and to aid, her powers

must be boundless."

Such was the adjustment which was advocated by

Burke. He left questions of right to the schools,

and proposed to conform Colonial Government to the

facts of the past. It was all that America had been

for ten years soliciting ; it was advice to which des-
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potism itself might have listened, for it contained a chap.
» • TTT

sanction of all established power. It might at once ^U-
have been received by the New Tory party, the con- ^p

'

r̂

servative party of England. They must soon make it

their own, and one day must accept its author as

their champion against revolution and reform. But

at the moment his heart gained a partial victory over

his theories.

During the long debate the young and fiery

Lord Carmarthen had repeated what so many had

said before him. "The Americans are our children,

and how can they revolt against their parent? If

they are not free in their present state, England is not

free; because Manchester, and other considerable

places, are not represented."—" So then," retorted

Burke, "because some towns in England are not

represented, America is to have no Eepresentative at

all. They are 'our children;' but when children

ask bread, we are not to give a stone. Is it because

the natural resistance of things and the various muta-

tions of time hinders our Government, or any scheme

of Government, from being any more than a sort of

approximation to the right, is it therefore that the

Colonies are to recede from it infinitely ? When this

child of ours wishes to assimilate to its parent, are we

to give them our weakness for their strength? our

opprobrium for their glory? and the slough of

slavery which we are not able to work off, to serve

them for their freedom ? " The words fell from him

as burning oracles. It appeared as if he was lifted

upward to gaze into futurity, and while he spoke for

the rights of America, he seemed to prepare the way
for renovating the Constitution of England. Yet it

was not so. Though more than half a century had
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chap, intervened, Burke would not be wiser than the whigs

v—r~~ of the days of King William. It was enough for

AltTil him if the Aristocracy applauded. He did not be-

lieve in the dawn of a new light, in the coming on

of a new order, though a new order of things was at

the door, and a new light had broken. He would not

turn to see, nor bend to learn, if the political system

of Somers, and Walpole, and the Pelhams, and their

adherents was to pass away ; if it were so, he himself

was determined not to know it, but " rather to be the

last of that race of men." As Dante is the poet who
sums up the civilization of his times, so that the de-

parted spirit of the Middle Age seems still to live in

his immortal verse, so Burke portrays in his pages

all the lineaments of that Old Whig Aristocracy

which in its day had achieved mighty things for

liberty and for England. He that will study under

its best aspect the enlightened character of England

in the first half of the eighteenth century, the won-

derful intermixture of privilege and prerogative, of

aristocratic power and popular liberty, of a free Press

and a secret House of Commons, of an established

church and a toleration of all Protestant sects, of a

fixed adherence to prescription and liberal tendencies

in administration, must give his days and nights to

the writings of Edmund Burke. But time never

keeps company with the mourners ; it flies from the

memories of the expiring past, though they may
be clad in the brightest colors of imagination ; it

leaves those who stand still to their despair ; and

itself hurries on to fresh fields of action and scenes

for ever new.

Resuming the debate, Fox said earnestly, " If you
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persist in your right to tax the Americans, yon will chap.

force them into open rebellion." On the other hand, ^—
Lord North asked that his measures might be sus- A £
tained with firmness and resolution ; and then, said

he, u there is no doubt but peace and quietude will

soon be restored." "We are now in great difficul-

ties, " said Dowdeswell, speaking for all who adhered

to Lord Kockingham ;
" let us do justice before it is

too late." But it was too late. Even Burke's object

had been only " to refute the charges against that

party with which he had all along acted." After

his splendid eloquence no more divided with him
than forty-nine, just the number that had divided

against the Stamp Act, while on the other side stood

nearly four times as many. " The repeal of the tea

tax was never to be obtained, so long as the authority

of Parliament was publicly rejected or opposed."

With ten thousand regulars," said the creatures of

the Ministry, " we can march through the Continent."

To bring Boston on its knees and terrify the rest of

America by the example, Gage, the military Com-

mander-in-Chief for all North America, was commis-

sioned as the civil Governor of Ma^achusetts also, and

was sent over with four regiments to enforce submis-

sion. He was directed to shut the port of Boston,

and having as a part of his instructions the opinion

of Thurlow and Wedderburn that acts of High Trea-

son had been committed there, he was directed to

take measures for bringing the ringleaders to con-

dign punishment. Foremost among these, Samuel

Adams was marked out for sacrifice as the chief of

the revolution. " He is the most elegant writer, the

most sagacious politician, and celebrated patriot, per-
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chap, haps of any who have figured in the last ten years," 1

^*-~ is the contemporary record of John Adams. " 1 can-

April. no^ sufficiently respect his integrity and abilities,"

said Clymer of Pennsylvania ;
" all good Americans

should erect a statue to him in their hearts."
2 Time

proved that he had been right, even where his

conduct had been questioned ; and many in Eng-

land " esteemed him the first politician in the

world." 3 He saw clearly that " the rigorous mea-

sures of the British administration would the soon-

er bring to pass " the first wish of his heart, " the

entire separation and independence of the Colonies,

which Providence would erect into a mighty em-

pire."
4 Indefatigable in seeking for Massachusetts

the countenance of her sister Colonies,5 he had no

anxiety for himself; no doubt of the ultimate tri-

umph of freedom ; but as he thought of the calam-

ities that hung over Boston, he raised the prayer,

" that God would prepare that people for the event,

by inspiring them with wisdom and fortitude."

The members of the Committee knew how mo-

mentous was the revolution which they were accom-

plishing. "We have enlisted," they said, "in the

cause of our country, and are resolved at all adven-

tures to promote its welfare; should we succeed,

our names will be held up by future generations with

that unfeigned plaudit, with which we now recount

the great deeds of our worthy ancestors."

*

1 From the minute in the hand- 6
S. Adams to John Dickinson,

writing of John Adams, dated 29 21 April, 1774.

April, 1774. l The Committee of Boston, to
2 Clymer to Quincy, 1774. the Gentlemen Committee of Cor-
3 Quincy's Quincy, 258. respondence for the Town of Win-
4
S. Adams to A. Lee, April. chendon, 5 April, 1774.
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Meantime, New-York gave proof that the union chap.

was perfect ; on the nineteenth, while the House of —^—

.

Commons was voting not to repeal the duty on tea, A.priL

its people sent back the tea-ship which had arrived

but the day before ; and eighteen chests of tea, found

on board of another vessel, were hoisted on deck

and emptied into " the slip."

America had chosen her part, so too had the Brit-

ish Ministry. The second penal Bill for the Govern-

ment of Massachusetts Bay, which was introduced

into Parliament on the twenty-eighth, without any

hearing or any notice to the Province, abrogated so

much of its Charter as gave to its Legislature the

election of the Council ; abolished Town Meetings

except for the choice of town officers, or on the

special permission of the Governor; conferred on the

executive the power of appointing and removing

the Sheriffs at pleasure ; and transforming the trial

by jury into a snare for the people, it intrusted the

returning of juries to the dependent Sheriff. This

Bill, too, notwithstanding the earnest resistance of

Dunning, passed the Commons by a vote of more

than three to one.

A third penal measure, which had been ques-

tioned by Dartmouth, and recommended by the

King, transferred the place of trial of any mag-

istrates, Bevenue officers, or soldiers, indicted for

murder or other capital offence in Massachusetts

Bay, to Nova Scotia 1 or Great Britain. As Lord

North brought forward this wholesale Bill of indem-

nity to the Governor and soldiers, if they should

trample upon the people of Boston and be charged

1 King to Lord North, on Dartmouth's Scruples.
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chap, with murder, it was noticed that lie trembled and
in—*^> faltered at every word ; showing that he was the vas-

Aprii. sa^ °f a stronger will than his own, and vainly

struggled to wrestle down the feelings which his

nature refused to disavow. " If the people of Amer*
ica," said Van, " oppose the measures of Govern-

ment that are now sent, I would do, as was done of

old, in the time of the ancient Britons ; I would bum
and set fire to all their woods, and leave their country

open. If we are likely to lose it, I think it better

lost by our own soldiers, than wrested from us by our

rebellious children." " The Bill is meant to enslave

America," said Sawbridge with only forty to listen

to him. " I execrate the present measure," cried

Barre ;
" you have had one meeting of the Colonies

in Congress; you may soon have another. The

Americans will not abandon their principles ; for if

they submit they are slaves."

Yet the Bill passed the Commons by a vote

of more than four to one. But evil when it comes, is

intermixed with good ; the ill is evanescent, the good

endures. The British Government inflamed the

passions of the English people against America, and

courted their sympathy; as a consequence, the

secrecy of the debates in Parliament came to an end

;

and this great change in the political relation of the

Legislature to public opinion, was conceded by a

Tory Government, seeking strength from popular ex-

citement. The concession was irrevocable.

A fourth measure legalized the quartering of troops

within the town of Boston. The fifth statute profess-

ed to regulate the Government of the Province of

Quebec. The nation which would not so much as le-

gally recognise the existence of a Catholic in Ireland,
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from political considerations sanctioned on the Saint chap

Lawrence "the free exercise of the religion of the —

^

Church of Rome, and confirmed to the clergy of that A'
ri^

Church their accustomed dues and rights." So far the

act was merciful ; but it extended the boundaries of the

Government to the Ohio and the Mississippi, and over

the vast region, which included, besides Canada, the

area of the present States of Ohio, Michigan, Indiana,

Illinois, and Wisconsin, it decreed an arbitrary rule.

The establishment of Colonies on principles of liberty

is " the peculiar and appropriated glory of England," *

rendering her venerable throughout all time in the

history of the world. The oifice of peopling a

Continent with free and happy commonwealths was

renounced. The Quebec Bill which quickly passed

the House of Lords, and was borne through the Com-
mons by the zeal of the Ministry and the influence of

the King, left the people who were to Colonize the

most fertile territory in the world without the writ

of Habeas Corpus to protect the rights of persons,

and without a share of power in any one branch of

the Government.

In this manner Great Britain, allured by a phan-

tom of absolute authority, made war on human free-

dom. The liberties of Poland had been sequestered,

and its territory began to be parcelled out among the

usurpers. The aristocratic privileges of Sweden had

been swept away by treachery and usurpation. The
Free Towns of Germany, which had preserved in that

empire the example of Republics, were, " like so

many dying sparks that go out one after another."

1 Edmund Burke.
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chap. Venice and Genoa had stifled the spirit of indepen-

—r-L. dence in their prodigal luxury. Holland was ruin-

Iprti. onsly divided against itself. In Great Britain the

House of Commons had become so venal, that it

might be asked, whether a body so chosen and so in-

fluenced was fit to exercise legislative power even

within the realm. If it shall succeed in establish-

ing by force of arms its " boundless " authority ovei

America, where shall humanity find an asylum ? But

this decay of the old forms of liberty was the symp-

tom and the forerunner of a new creation. The knell

of the ages of servitude and inequality was rung

;

those of equality and brotherhood were to dawn.

As the fleets and armies of England went forth

to consolidate arbitrary power, the sound of war

every where else on the earth died away. Kings

sat still in awe, and nations turned to watch the

issue.
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